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Dig into LINQ -- and transform the way you work with data.With LINQ, you can query data from a
variety of sources -- including databases, objects, and XML files -- directly from Microsoft Visual
Basic or C#. Guided by data-access experts who've worked in depth with LINQ and the
Microsoft development teams, you'll learn how .NET Framework 4 implements LINQ, and how to
exploit it. Clear examples show you how to deliver your own data-access solutions faster and
with leaner code.Discover how to:Use LINQ to query databases, object collections, arrays, XML,
Microsoft Excel files, and other sourcesApply LINQ best practices to build data-enabled .NET
applications and servicesManipulate data in a relational database with ADO.NET Entity
Framework or LINQ to SQLRead, write, and manage XML content more efficiently with LINQ to
XMLExtend LINQ to support additional data sources by creating custom operators and
providersExamine other implementations, such as LINQ to SharePointUse LINQ within the data,
business, and service layers of a distributed applicationGet code samples on the Web

Sample RecipesAbout the AuthorThe iconic BETTER HOMES AND GARDENS brand is one of
America's most trusted sources for information on cooking, gardening, home improvement,
home design, decorating, and crafting. Today, the brand encompasses books, magazines, and
digital media.
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your everyday support!—PaoloPrefaceWe saw Language Integrated Query (LINQ) for the first
time in September 2005, when the LINQ Project was announced during the Professional
Developers Conference (PDC 2005). We immediately realized the importance and the
implications of LINQ for the long term. At the same time, we felt it would be a huge error to look
to LINQ only for its capability to wrap access to relational data. This would be an error because
the important concept introduced by LINQ is the growth in code abstraction that comes from
using a consistent pattern that makes code more readable, without having to pay in terms of loss
of control. We liked LINQ, we could foresee widespread use for it, but we were worried about the
possible misperception of its key points. For these reasons, we started to think about writing a
book about LINQ.Our opportunity to write such a book began when our proposal was accepted
by Microsoft Press. We wrote an initial short version of this book, Introducing Microsoft LINQ
(Microsoft Press), which was based on beta 1 code. A second book, Programming Microsoft
LINQ (Microsoft Press), comprehensively discussed LINQ in .NET 3.5. Readers provided a lot of
feedback about both these books. We took both the positive and more importantly, the negative
comments as opportunities to improve the book. Today, we are writing the preface to the third
book about LINQ, Programming Microsoft LINQ in Microsoft .NET Framework 4, which we
believe is a more mature book, full of useful content to help people develop real-world .NET
solutions that leverage LINQ and new .NET 4.0 features!After spending almost five years
working with LINQ, this book represents a tremendous goal for us, but it is just the beginning for
you. LINQ introduces a more declarative style of programming; it’s not a temporary trend. Anders
Hejlsberg, the chief designer of C#, said that LINQ tries to solve the impedance mismatch
between code and data. We think that LINQ is probably already one step ahead of other
methods of resolving that dilemma because it can also be used to write parallel algorithms, such
as when using the Parallel LINQ (PLINQ) implementation.LINQ can be pervasive in software
architectures because you can use it in any tier of an application; however, just like any other
tool, it can be used effectively or not. We tried to address the most beneficial ways to use LINQ
throughout the book. We suspect that at the beginning, you—as we did five years ago—will find
it natural to use LINQ in place of relational database queries, but you’ll soon find that the ideas
begin to pervade your approach to programming. This turning point happens when you begin



writing algorithms that operate on in-memory data using LINQ to Objects queries. That should
be easy. In fact, after only three chapters of this book, you will already have the knowledge
required to do that. But in reality, that is the hardest part, because you need to change the way
you think about your code. You need to start thinking in LINQ. We have not found a magic
formula to teach this. Probably, like any big change, you will need time and practice to
metabolize it.Enjoy the reading!AcknowledgmentsA book is the result of the work of many
people. Unfortunately, only the authors have their names on the cover. This section is only partial
compensation for other individuals who helped out.First, we want to thank Luca Bolognese for
his efforts in giving us resources and contacts that helped us to write this book and the two
previous editions.We also want to thank all the people from Microsoft who answered our
questions along the way—in particular, Mads Torgersen, Amanda Silver, Erick Thompson, Joe
Duffy, Ed Essey, Yuan Yu, Dinesh Kulkarni, and Luke Hoban. Moreover, Charlie Calvert deserves
special mention for his great and precious help.We would like to thank Microsoft Press, O’Reilly,
and all the publishing people who contributed to this book project: Ben Ryan, Russell Jones,
Jaime Odell, Adam Witwer, and Debbie Timmins. Russell has followed this book from the
beginning; he helped us to stay on track, answered all our questions, remained tolerant of our
delays, and improved a lot of our drafts. Jaime and Adam have been so accurate and patient in
their editing work that we really want to thank them for their great job. Debbie has been the main
technical reviewer.We also want to thank the many people who had the patience to read our
drafts and suggest improvements and corrections. Big thanks to Guido Zambarda, Luca
Regnicoli, and Roberto Brunetti for their reviews. Guido deserves special thanks for his great job
in reviewing all the chapters and the code samples during the upgrade of this book from .NET
3.5 to .NET 4.0.Finally, we would like to thank Giovanni Librando, who supported us—one more
time in our life—when we were in doubt about starting this new adventure. Now the book is here,
thanks Giovanni!IntroductionThis book covers Language Integrated Query (LINQ) both deeply
and widely. The main goal is to give you a complete understanding of how LINQ works, as well
as what to do—and what not to do—with LINQ.To work with the examples in this book, you need
to install both Microsoft .NET Framework 4.0 and Microsoft Visual Studio 2010 on your
development machine.This book has been written against the released-to-market (RTM) edition
of LINQ and Microsoft .NET 4.0. The authors have created a website () where they will maintain
a change list, a revision history, corrections, and a blog about what is going on with the LINQ
project and this book.Who Is This Book For?The target audience for this book is .NET
developers with a good knowledge of Microsoft .NET 2.0 or 3.x who are wondering whether to
upgrade their expertise to Microsoft .NET 4.0.Organization of This BookThis book is divided into
five parts that contain 19 chapters.The authors use C# as the principal language in their
examples, but almost all the LINQ features shown are available in Visual Basic as well. Where
appropriate, the authors use Visual Basic because it has some features that are not available in
C#.The first part of this book, Part I, introduces LINQ, explains its syntax, and supplies all the
information you need to start using LINQ with in-memory objects (LINQ to Objects). It is



important to learn LINQ to Objects before any other LINQ implementation because many of its
features are used in the other LINQ implementations described in this book. Therefore, the
authors strongly suggest that you read the three chapters in Part I first.The second part of this
book, Part II, is dedicated to all the LINQ implementations that provide access to relational
stores of data. In Chapter 4, you will find some useful tips and suggestions that will help you
choose between using LINQ to SQL and LINQ to Entities in your software solutions.The LINQ to
SQL implementation is divided into three chapters. In Chapter 5, you will learn the basics for
mapping relational data to LINQ entities and how to build LINQ queries that will be transformed
into SQL queries. In Chapter 6, you will learn how to handle changes to data extracted from a
database using LINQ to SQL entities. Chapter 7, is a guide to the tools available for helping you
define data models for LINQ to SQL. If you are interested in using LINQ to SQL in your
applications, you should read all the LINQ to SQL chapters.The LINQ to Entities implementation
is also divided into three chapters. In Chapter 8, you will learn how to create an Entity Data
Model and how to leverage the new modeling features of Entity Framework 4.0. Chapter 9,
focuses on querying and retrieving entities using LINQ to Entities, while Chapter 10, shows how
to handle changes to those entities using LINQ to Entities, how to manage data concurrency,
and how to share entities across multiple software layers. If you are interested in leveraging
LINQ to Entities in your software solutions, you should read all the LINQ to Entities
chapters.Chapter 11, covers the implementation of LINQ that targets ADO.NET DataSets. If you
have an application that makes use of DataSets, this chapter will teach you how to integrate
LINQ, or at least how to progressively migrate from DataSets to the domain models handled with
LINQ to SQL or LINQ to Entities.The third part, Part III, includes two chapters about LINQ to
XML: Chapter 12, and Chapter 13, The authors suggest that you read these chapters before you
start any development that reads or manipulates data in XML.The fourth part, Part IV, includes
the most complex topics of the book. In Chapter 14, you will learn how to handle, produce, or
simply read an expression tree. Chapter 15, provides information about extending LINQ using
custom data structures by wrapping an existing service, and finally by creating a custom LINQ
provider. Chapter 16, describes a LINQ interface to the Parallel Framework for .NET. Finally,
Chapter 17, offers an overview of the most significant LINQ components available from
Microsoft and third-party vendors. For the most part, the chapters in this part are independent,
although Chapter 15 makes some references to Chapter 14.The fifth part, Part V, describes the
use of LINQ in several different scenarios of a distributed application. Chapter 18, is likely to be
interesting for everyone because it is an architecturally focused chapter that can help you make
the right design decisions for your applications. Chapter 19, presents relevant information about
the use of LINQ for binding data to user interface controls using existing libraries such as
ASP.NET, Windows Presentation Foundation, Silverlight, and Windows Forms. The authors
suggest that you read Chapter 18 before delving into the details of specific libraries.Conventions
and Features in This BookThis book presents information using conventions designed to make
the information readable and easy to follow:Boxed elements with labels such as “Note” provide



additional information or alternative methods for completing a step successfully.Text that you
type (apart from code blocks) appears in bold.A plus sign (+) between two key names means
that you must press those keys at the same time. For example, “Press Alt+Tab” means that you
hold down the Alt key while you press the Tab key.A vertical bar between two or more menu
items (e.g., File | Close), means that you should select the first menu or menu item, then the
next, and so on.System RequirementsHere are the system requirements you will need to work
with LINQ and to work with and execute the sample code that accompanies this book:Supported
operating systems: Microsoft Windows Server 2003, Windows Server 2008, Windows Server
2008 R2, Windows XP with Service Pack 2, Windows Vista, Windows 7Microsoft Visual Studio
2010The Companion WebsiteThis book features a companion website where you can download
all the code used in the book. The code is organized by topic; you can download it from the
companion site here: .Find Additional Content OnlineAs new or updated material becomes
available that complements this book, it will be posted online on the Microsoft Press Online
Developer Tools website. The type of material you might find includes updates to book content,
articles, links to companion content, errata, sample chapters, and more. This website will be
available soon at , and will be updated periodically.Errata & Book SupportWe’ve made every
effort to ensure the accuracy of this book and its companion content. If you do find an error,
please report it on our Microsoft Press site:Go to .Select your book from the search results.On
your book’s catalog page, find the Errata & Updates tab.You’ll find additional information and
services for your book on its catalog page. If you need additional support, please e-mail
Microsoft Press Book Support at mspinput@microsoft.com.Please note that product support for
Microsoft software is not offered through the addresses above.We Want to Hear from YouAt
Microsoft Press, your satisfaction is our top priority, and your feedback our most valuable asset.
Please tell us what you think of this book at:The survey is short, and we read every one of your
comments and ideas. Thanks in advance for your input!Stay in TouchLet’s keep the conversation
going! We’re on Twitter:Part I. LINQ FoundationsIn this part:Chapter 1Chapter 2Chapter
3Chapter 1. LINQ IntroductionBy surfing the web, you can find several descriptions of Microsoft
Language Integrated Query (LINQ), including these:LINQ provides a uniform programming
model for any kind of data. With it, you can query and manipulate data by using a consistent
model that is independent of data sources.LINQ is another tool for embedding SQL queries into
code.LINQ is another data abstraction layer.All these descriptions are correct to a degree, but
each focuses on only a single aspect of LINQ. LINQ is much easier to use than a “uniform
programming mode”; it can do much more than embed SQL queries; and it is far from being just
another data abstraction layer.What Is LINQ?LINQ is a programming model that introduces
queries as a first-class concept into any Microsoft .NET Framework language. Complete support
for LINQ, however, requires some extensions to whatever .NET Framework language you are
using. These language extensions boost developer productivity, thereby providing a shorter,
more meaningful, and expressive syntax with which to manipulate data.NoteMore Info Details
about language extensions can be found on the Microsoft Developer Network (MSDN), located



at .LINQ provides a methodology that simplifies and unifies the implementation of any kind of
data access. LINQ does not force you to use a specific architecture; it facilitates the
implementation of several existing architectures for accessing data, such as:RAD/
prototypeClient/serverN-tierSmart clientLINQ made its first appearance in September 2005 as a
technical preview. Since then, it has evolved from an extension of Microsoft Visual Studio 2005
to an integrated part of .NET Framework 3.5 and Visual Studio 2008, both released in November
2007. The first released version of LINQ directly supported several data sources. Now with .NET
Framework 4 and Visual Studio 2010, LINQ also includes LINQ to Entities, which is part of the
Microsoft ADO.NET Entity Framework, and Parallel LINQ (PLINQ). This book describes current
LINQ implementations from Microsoft for accessing several different data sources, such as the
following:LINQ to ObjectsLINQ to ADO.NETLINQ to EntitiesLINQ to SQLLINQ to DataSetLINQ
to XMLExtending LINQIn addition to the built-in data source types, you can extend LINQ to
support additional data sources. Possible extensions might be LINQ to Exchange or LINQ to
LDAP, to name just a couple of examples. Some implementations are already available using
LINQ to Objects. We describe a possible LINQ to Reflection query in the LINQ to Objects
section of this chapter. Chapter 15, discusses more advanced extensions of LINQ, and
Chapter 17, covers some of the existing LINQ implementations.LINQ is likely to have an impact
on the way applications are coded, but it would be incorrect to think that LINQ will change
application architectures; its goal is to provide a set of tools that improve code implementation
by adapting to several different architectures. However, we expect that LINQ will affect some
critical parts of the layers of an n-tier solution. For example, we envision the use of LINQ in a
SQLCLR stored procedure, with a direct transfer of the query expression to the SQL engine
instead of using a SQL statement.Many possible evolutionary tracks could originate from LINQ,
but we should not forget that SQL is a widely adopted standard that cannot be easily replaced
by another, just for performance reasons. Nevertheless, LINQ is an interesting step in the
evolution of current mainstream programming languages. The declarative nature of its syntax
might be interesting for uses other than data access, such as the parallel programming that is
offered by PLINQ. Many other services can be offered by an execution framework to a program
written using a higher level of abstraction, such as the one offered by LINQ. A good
understanding of this technology is important because LINQ has become a “standard” way to
describe data manipulation operations inside a program written in the .NET
Framework.NoteMore Info PLINQ is covered in Chapter 16.Why Do We Need LINQ?Today, data
managed by a program can originate from various data sources: an array, an object graph, an
XML document, a database, a text file, a registry key, an email message, Simple Object Access
Protocol (SOAP) message content, a Microsoft Excel file…. The list is long.Each data source
has its own specific data access model. When you have to query a database, you typically use
SQL. You navigate XML data by using the Document Object Model (DOM) or XPath/XQuery. You
iterate an array and build algorithms to navigate an object graph. You use specific application
programming interfaces (APIs) to access other data sources, such as an Excel file, an email



message, or the Windows registry. In the end, you use different programming models to access
different data sources.The unification of data access techniques into a single comprehensive
model has been attempted in many ways. For example, by using Open Database Connectivity
(ODBC) providers, you can query an Excel file as you would a Windows Management
Instrumentation (WMI) repository. With ODBC, you use a SQL-like language to access data
represented through a relational model.Sometimes, however, data is represented more
effectively in a hierarchical or network model instead of a relational one. Moreover, if a data
model is not tied to a specific language, you probably need to manage several type systems. All
these differences create an “impedance mismatch” between data and code.LINQ addresses
these issues by offering a uniform way to access and manage data without forcing the adoption
of a “one size fits all” model. LINQ makes use of common capabilities in the operations in
different data models instead of flattening the different structures between them. In other words,
by using LINQ, you keep existing heterogeneous data structures, such as classes or tables, but
you get a uniform syntax to query all these data types—regardless of their physical
representation. Think about the differences between a graph of in-memory objects and relational
tables with proper relationships. With LINQ, you can use the same query syntax over both
models.Here is a simple LINQ query for a typical software solution that returns the names of
customers in Italy:var query = from c in Customers where c.Country == "Italy" select
c.CompanyName;The result of this query is a list of strings. You can enumerate these values
with a foreach loop in Microsoft Visual C#:foreach ( string name in query ) {
Console.WriteLine( name );}Both the query definition and the foreach loop are regular C# 3.0
statements, but what is Customers? At this point, you might be wondering what it is we are
querying. Is this query a new form of Embedded SQL? Not at all. You can apply the same query
(and the foreach loop) to a SQL database, to a DataSet object, to an array of objects in memory,
to a remote service, or to many other kinds of data.For example, Customers could be a
collection of objects:Customer[] Customers;Customer data could reside in a DataTable in a
DataSet:DataSet ds = GetDataSet();DataTable Customers = ds.Tables["Customers"];Customers
could be an entity class that describes a physical table in a relational database:DataContext db
= new DataContext( ConnectionString );Table<Customer> Customers =
db.GetTable<Customer>();Or Customers could be an entity class that describes a conceptual
model and is mapped to a relational database:NorthwindModel dataModel = new
NorthwindModel();ObjectSet<Customer> Customers = dataModel.Customers;How LINQ
WorksAs you will learn in Chapter 2, the SQL-like syntax used in LINQ is called a query
expression. A SQL-like query mixed with the syntax of a program written in a language that is not
SQL is typically called Embedded SQL, but languages that implement it do so using a simplified
syntax. In Embedded SQL, these statements are not integrated into the language’s native syntax
and type system because they have a different syntax and several restrictions related to their
interaction. Moreover, Embedded SQL is limited to querying databases, whereas LINQ is not.
LINQ provides much more than Embedded SQL does; it provides a query syntax that is



integrated into a language. But how does LINQ work?Let’s say you write the following code
using LINQ:Customer[] Customers = GetCustomers();var query = from c in Customers where
c.Country == "Italy" select c;The compiler generates this code:Customer[] Customers =
GetCustomers();IEnumerable<Customer> query = Customers .Where( c => c.Country ==
"Italy" );The following query is a more complex example (without the Customers declaration, for
the sake of brevity):var query = from c in Customers where c.Country == "Italy" orderby
c.Name select new { c.Name, c.City };As you can see, the generated code is more complex
too:var query = Customers .Where( c => c.Country == "Italy" ); .OrderBy( c =>
c.Name ) .Select( c => new { c.Name, c.City } );As you can see, the generated code
apparently calls instance members on the object returned from the previous call: Where is called
on Customers, OrderBy is called on the object returned by Where, and finally Select is called on
the object returned by OrderBy. You will see that this behavior is regulated by what are known as
extension methods in the host language (C# in this case). The implementation of the Where,
OrderBy, and Select methods—called by the sample query—depends on the type of Customers
and on namespaces specified in relevant using statements. Extension methods are a
fundamental syntax feature that is used by LINQ to operate with different data sources by using
the same syntax.NoteMore Info An extension method appears to extend a class (the Customers
class in our examples), but in reality a method of an external type receives the instance of the
class that seems to be extended as the first argument. The var keyword used to declare query
infers the variable type declaration from the initial assignment, which in this case will return an
IEnumerable<T> type.Another important concept is the timing of operations over data. In
general, a LINQ query is not executed until the result of the query is required. Each query
describes a set of operations that will be performed only when the result is actually accessed by
the program. In the following example, this access is performed only when the foreach loop
executes:var query = from c in Customers ...foreach ( string name in query ) ...There are also
methods that iterate a LINQ query result, producing a persistent copy of data in memory. For
example, the ToList method produces a typed List<T> collection:var query = from c in
Customers ...List<Customer> customers = query.ToList();When the LINQ query operates on
data that is in a relational database (such as a Microsoft SQL Server database), it generates an
equivalent SQL statement instead of operating with in-memory copies of data tables. The
query’s execution on the database is delayed until the query results are first accessed.
Therefore, if in the last two examples Customers was a Table<Customer> type (a physical table
in a relational database) or an ObjectSet<Customer> type (a conceptual entity mapped to a
relational database), the equivalent SQL query would not be sent to the database until the
foreach loop was executed or the ToList method was called. The LINQ query can be
manipulated and composed in different ways until those events occur.NoteMore Info A LINQ
query can be represented as an expression tree. Chapter 14, describes how to visit and
dynamically build an expression tree, and thereby build a LINQ query.Relational Model vs.
Hierarchical/Network ModelAt first, LINQ might appear to be just another SQL dialect. This



similarity has its roots in the way a LINQ query can describe a relationship between entities, as
shown in the following code:var query = from c in Customers join o in Orders on
c.CustomerID equals o.CustomerID select new { c.CustomerID, c.CompanyName,
o.OrderID };This syntax is similar to the regular way of querying data in a relational model by
using a SQL join clause. However, LINQ is not limited to a single data representation model such
as the relational one, where relationships between entities are expressed inside a query but not
in the data model. (Foreign keys keep referential integrity but do not participate in a query.) In a
hierarchical or network model, parent/child relationships are part of the data structure. For
example, suppose that each customer has its own set of orders, and each order has its own list
of products. In LINQ, you can get the list of products ordered by each customer in this way:var
query = from c in Customers from o in c.Orders select new { c.Name, o.Quantity,
o.Product.ProductName };This query contains no joins. The relationship between Customers
and Orders is expressed by the second from clause, which uses c.Orders to say “get all Orders
for the c Customer.” The relationship between Orders and Products is expressed by the Product
member of the Order instance. The result projects the product name for each order row by using
o.Product.ProductName.Hierarchical and network relationships are expressed in type definitions
through references to other objects. (Throughout, we will use the phrase “graph of objects” to
generically refer to hierarchical or network models.) To support the previous query, we would
have classes similar to those in Example 1-1.Example 1-1. Type declarations with simple
relationshipspublic class Customer { public string Name; public string City; public Order[]
Orders;}public struct Order { public int Quantity; public Product Product;}public class Product
{ public int IdProduct; public decimal Price; public string ProductName;}However, chances
are that we want to use the same Product instance for many different Orders of the same
product. We probably also want to filter Orders or Products without accessing them through
Customer. A common scenario is the one shown in Example 1-2.Example 1-2. Type declarations
with two-way relationshipspublic class Customer { public string Name; public string City;
public Order[] Orders;}public struct Order { public int Quantity; public Product Product; public
Customer Customer;}public class Product { public int IdProduct; public decimal Price; public
string ProductName; public Order[] Orders;}Let’s say we have an array of all products declared
as follows:Product[] products;We can query the graph of objects, asking for the list of orders for
the single product with an ID equal to 3:var query = from p in products where p.IdProduct ==
3 from o in p.Orders select o;With the same query language, we are querying different data
models. When you do not have a relationship defined between the entities used in a LINQ query,
you can always rely on subqueries and joins that are available in LINQ syntax just as you can in
a SQL language. However, when your data model already defines entity relationships, you can
use them, avoiding replication of (and possible mistakes in) the same information.If you have
entity relationships in your data model, you can still use explicit relationships in a LINQ query—
for example, when you want to force some condition, or when you simply want to relate entities
that do not have native relationships. For example, imagine that you want to find customers and



suppliers who live in the same city. Your data model might not provide an explicit relationship
between these attributes, but with LINQ you can write the following:var query = from c in
Customers join s in Suppliers on c.City equals s.City select new { c.City, c.Name,
SupplierName = s.Name };Data like the following will be returned:City=Torino Name=Marco
SupplierName=TruckerCity=Dallas Name=James SupplierName=FastDeliveryCity=Dallas
Name=James SupplierName=HorizonCity=Seattle Name=Frank
SupplierName=WayFasterIf you have experience using SQL queries, you probably assume that
a query result is always a “rectangular” table, one that repeats the data of some columns many
times in a join like the previous one. However, often a query contains several entities with one or
more one-to-many relationships. With LINQ, you can write queries like the following one to return
a graph of objects:var query = from c in Customers join s in Suppliers on c.City equals
s.City into customerSuppliers select new { c.City, c.Name, customerSuppliers };This query
returns a row for each customer, each containing a list of suppliers available in the same city as
the customer. This result can be queried again, just as any other object graph with LINQ. Here is
how the hierarchized results might appear:City=Torino Name=Marco
customerSuppliers=... customerSuppliers: Name=Trucker City=TorinoCity=Dallas
Name=James customerSuppliers=... customerSuppliers: Name=FastDelivery
City=Dallas customerSuppliers: Name=Horizon City=DallasCity=Seattle Name=Frank
customerSuppliers=... customerSuppliers: Name=WayFaster City=SeattleIf you want to get
a list of customers and provide each customer with the list of products he ordered at least one
time and the list of suppliers in the same city, you can write a query like this:var query = from c
in Customers select new { c.City, c.Name, Products = (from o in c.Orders
select new { o.Product.IdProduct, o.Product.Price }).Distinct(),
CustomerSuppliers = from s in Suppliers where s.City == c.City
select s };You can take a look at the results for a couple of customers to understand how data is
returned from the previous single LINQ query:City=Torino Name=Marco Products=...
CustomerSuppliers=... Products: IdProduct=1 Price=10 Products: IdProduct=3
Price=30 CustomerSuppliers: Name=Trucker City=TorinoCity=Dallas Name=James
Products=... CustomerSuppliers=... Products: IdProduct=3 Price=30 CustomerSuppliers:
Name=FastDelivery City=Dallas CustomerSuppliers: Name=Horizon City=DallasThis type
of result would be hard to obtain with one or more SQL queries because it would require an
analysis of query results to build the desired graph of objects. LINQ offers an easy way to move
data from one model to another and different ways to get the same results.LINQ requires you to
describe your data in terms of entities that are also types in the language. When you build a
LINQ query, it is always a set of operations on instances of some classes. These objects might
be the real containers of data, or they might be simple descriptions (in terms of metadata) of the
external entity you are going to manipulate. A query can be sent to a database through a SQL
command only if it is applied to a set of types that maps tables and relationships contained in
the database. After you have defined entity classes, you can use both approaches we described



(joins and entity relationships navigation). The conversion of all these operations into SQL
commands is the responsibility of the LINQ engine.NoteWhen using LINQ to SQL, you can
create entity classes by using code-generation tools such as SQLMetal or the Object Relational
Designer in Visual Studio. These tools are described in Chapter 7.Example 1-3 shows an
excerpt of a Product class that maps a relational table named Products, with five columns that
correspond to public properties, using LINQ to SQL.Example 1-3. Class declaration mapped on
a database table with LINQ to SQL[Table("Products")]public class Product {
[Column(IsPrimaryKey=true)] public int IdProduct; [Column(Name="UnitPrice")] public decimal
Price; [Column()] public string ProductName; [Column()] public bool Taxable; [Column()]
public decimal Tax;}When you work on entities that describe external data (such as database
tables), you can create instances of these kinds of classes and manipulate in-memory objects
just as if the data from all tables were loaded in memory. You submit these changes to the
database through SQL commands when you call the SubmitChanges method, as shown in
Example 1-4.Example 1-4. Database update calling the SubmitChanges method of LINQ to
SQLvar taxableProducts = from p in db.Products where p.Taxable == true select
p;foreach( Product product in taxableProducts ) { RecalculateTaxes( product );}
db.SubmitChanges();The Product class in the preceding example represents a row in the
Products table of an external database. When you call SubmitChanges, all changed objects
generate a SQL command to synchronize the corresponding data tables in the database—in
this case, updating the corresponding rows in the Products table.NoteMore Info You can find
more detailed information about class entities that match tables and relationships in Chapter 5,
in Chapter 6, and in Chapter 9.Example 1-5 shows the same Product entity, generated using
LINQ to Entities and the Entity Framework that ships with .NET Framework 4 and Visual Studio
2010.Example 1-5. The Product entity class declaration using the Entity
Framework[EdmEntityType(Name = "Product")]public class Product {
[EdmScalarProperty(EntityKeyProperty = true)] public int IdProduct { get; set; }
[EdmScalarProperty()] public decimal Price { get; set; } [EdmScalarProperty()] public string
ProductName { get; set; } [EdmScalarProperty()] public bool Taxable { get; set; }
[EdmScalarProperty()] public decimal Tax { get; set; }}In Chapter 4, we will compare the main
features of LINQ to SQL and LINQ to Entities. However, you can already see that there are
different attributes applied to the code, even if the basic idea is almost the same.Example 1-6
shows the same data manipulation you have already seen in LINQ to SQL, but this time applied
to the Product entity generated using the Entity Framework.Example 1-6. Database update
calling the SaveChanges method of the Entity Frameworkvar taxableProducts = from p in
db.Products where p.Taxable == true select p;foreach (Product product in taxableProducts) {
RecalculateTaxes(product);}db.SaveChanges();Once again, the main concepts are the same,
even though the method invoked (SaveChanges), which synchronizes the database tables with
the in-memory data, is different.XML ManipulationLINQ has a different set of classes and
extensions to support manipulating XML data. Imagine that your customers are able to send



orders using XML files such as the ORDERS.XML file shown in Example 1-7.Example 1-7. A
fragment of an XML file of orders<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8" ?><orders xmlns="http://
schemas.devleap.com/Orders"> <order idCustomer="ALFKI" idProduct="1" quantity="10"
price="20.59"/> <order idCustomer="ANATR" idProduct="5" quantity="20" price="12.99"/>
<order idCustomer="KOENE" idProduct="7" quantity="15" price="35.50"/></orders>Using
standard .NET Framework 2.0 System.Xml classes, you can load the file by using a DOM
approach or you can parse its contents by using an implementation of XmlReader, as shown in
Example 1-8.Example 1-8. Reading the XML file of orders by using an XmlReaderString nsUri =
"http://schemas.devleap.com/Orders";XmlReader xmlOrders =
XmlReader.Create( "Orders.xml" );List<Order> orders = new List<Order>();Order order =
null;while (xmlOrders.Read()) { switch (xmlOrders.NodeType) { case
XmlNodeType.Element: if ((xmlOrders.Name == "order") &&
(xmlOrders.NamespaceURI == nsUri)) { order = new Order(); order.CustomerID
= xmlOrders.GetAttribute( "idCustomer" ); order.Product = new Product();
order.Product.IdProduct = Int32.Parse( xmlOrders.GetAttribute( "idProduct" ) );
order.Product.Price = Decimal.Parse( xmlOrders.GetAttribute( "price" ) );
order.Quantity = Int32.Parse( xmlOrders.GetAttribute( "quantity" ) );
orders.Add( order ); } break; }}You can also use an XQuery to select nodes:for
$order in document("Orders.xml")/orders/orderreturn $orderHowever, using XQuery requires
learning yet another language and syntax. Moreover, the result of the previous XQuery example
would need to be converted into a set of Order instances to be used within the code.Regardless
of the solution you choose, you must always consider nodes, node types, XML namespaces,
and whatever else is related to the XML world. Many developers do not like working with XML
because it requires knowledge of another domain of data structures and uses its own syntax.
For them, it is not very intuitive. As we have already said, LINQ provides a query engine suitable
for any kind of source, even an XML document. By using LINQ queries, you can achieve the
same result with less effort and with unified programming language syntax. Example 1-9 shows
a LINQ to XML query made over the orders file.Example 1-9. Reading the XML file by using
LINQ to XMLXDocument xmlOrders = XDocument.Load( "Orders.xml" );XNamespace ns =
"http://schemas.devleap.com/Orders";var orders = from o in xmlOrders.Root.Elements( ns +
"order" ) select new Order { CustomerID = (String)o.Attribute( "idCustomer" ),
Product = new Product { IdProduct = (Int32)o.Attribute("idProduct"),
Price = (Decimal)o.Attribute("price") }, Quantity =
(Int32)o.Attribute("quantity") };Using LINQ to XML in Microsoft Visual Basic syntax
(available since Visual Basic 2008) is even easier; you can reference XML nodes in your code by
using an XPath-like syntax, as shown in Example 1-10.Example 1-10. Reading the XML file by
using LINQ to XML and Visual Basic syntaxImports <xmlns:o="http://schemas.devleap.com/
Orders">' ...Dim xmlOrders As XDocument = XDocument.Load("Orders.xml")Dim orders =
From o In xmlOrders.<o:orders>.<o:order> Select New Order With { .CustomerID =



o.@idCustomer, .Product = New Product With { .IdProduct = o.@idProduct, .Price
= o.@price}, .Quantity = o.@quantity}The result of these LINQ to XML queries could be used
to transparently load a list of Order entities into a customer Orders property, using LINQ to SQL
to submit the changes into the physical database layer:customer.Orders.AddRange( From o In
xmlOrders.<o:orders>.<o:order> Where o.@idCustomer = customer.CustomerID Select New
Order With { .CustomerID = o.@idCustomer, .Product = New Product With {
.IdProduct = o.@idProduct, .Price = o.@price}, .Quantity = o.@quantity})And if you
need to generate an ORDERS.XML file starting from your customer’s orders, you can at least
use Visual Basic XML literals to define the output’s XML structure. Example 1-11 shows an
example.Example 1-11. Creating the XML for orders using Visual Basic XML literalsDim
xmlOrders = <o:orders> <%= From o In orders Select <o:order idCustomer=<%=
o.CustomerID %> idProduct=<%= o.Product.IdProduct %> quantity=<%=
o.Quantity %> price=<%= o.Product.Price %>/> %> </o:orders>NoteThis syntax is
an exclusive feature of Visual Basic. There is no equivalent syntax in C#.You can appreciate the
power of this solution, which keeps the XML syntax without losing the stability of typed code and
transforms a set of entities selected via LINQ to SQL into an XML Infoset.NoteMore Info You will
find more information about LINQ to XML syntax and its potential in Chapter 12, and in
Chapter 13.Language IntegrationLanguage integration is a fundamental aspect of LINQ. The
most visible part is the query expression feature, which has been present since C# 3.0 and
Visual Basic 2008. With it, you can write code such as you’ve seen earlier. For example, you can
write the following code:var query = from c in Customers where c.Country == "Italy"
orderby c.Name select new { c.Name, c.City };The previous example is a simplified version of
this code:var query = Customers .Where( c => c.Country == "Italy" ); .OrderBy( c =>
c.Name ) .Select( c => new { c.Name, c.City } );Many people call this simplification syntax
sugaring because it is just a simpler way to write code that defines a query over data. However,
there is more to it than that. Many language constructs and syntaxes are necessary to support
what seems to be just a few lines of code that query data. Under the cover of this simple query
expression are local type inference, extension methods, lambda expressions, object initialization
expressions, and anonymous types. All these features are useful by themselves, but if you look
at the overall picture, you can see important steps in two directions: one moving to a more
declarative style of coding, and one lowering the impedance mismatch between data and
code.Declarative ProgrammingWhat are the differences between a SQL query and an
equivalent C# 2.0 or Visual Basic 2005 program that filters data contained in native storage
(such as a table for SQL or an array for C# or Visual Basic)?In SQL, you can write the
following:SELECT * FROM Customers WHERE Country = 'Italy'In C#, you would probably write
this:public List<Customer> ItalianCustomers( Customer customers[] ){ List<Customer> result =
new List<Customer>(); foreach( Customer c in customers ) { if (c.Country == "Italy")
result.Add( c ); } return result;}NoteThis specific example could have been written in C# 2.0
using a Find predicate, but we are using it just as an example of the different programming



patterns.The C# code takes longer to write and read. But the most important consideration is
expressivity. In SQL, you describe what you want. In C#, you describe how to obtain the
expected result. In SQL, selecting the best algorithm to implement to get the result (which is
more explicitly dealt with in C#) is the responsibility of the query engine. The SQL query engine
has more freedom to apply optimizations than a C# compiler, which has many more constraints
on how operations are performed.LINQ enables a more declarative style of coding for C# and
Visual Basic. A LINQ query describes operations on data through a declarative construct
instead of an iterative one. With LINQ, programmers’ intentions can be made more explicit—and
this knowledge of programmer intent is fundamental to obtaining a higher level of services from
the underlying framework. For example, consider parallelization. A SQL query can be split into
several concurrent operations simply because it does not place any constraint on the kind of
table scan algorithm applied. A C# foreach loop is harder to split into several loops over different
parts of an array that could be executed in parallel by different processors.NoteMore Info You will
find more information about using LINQ to achieve parallelism in code execution in
Chapter 16.Declarative programming can take advantage of services offered by compilers and
frameworks, and in general, it is easier to read and maintain. This single feature of LINQ might
be the most important because it boosts programmers’ productivity. For example, suppose that
you want to get a list of all static methods available in the current application domain that return
an IEnumerable<T> interface. You can use LINQ to write a query over Reflection:var query =
from assembly in AppDomain.CurrentDomain.GetAssemblies() from type in
assembly.GetTypes() from method in type.GetMethods() where method.IsStatic &&
method.ReturnType.GetInterface( "IEnumerable'1" ) != null orderby
method.DeclaringType.Name, method.Name group method by new { Class =
method.DeclaringType.Name, Method = method.Name };The equivalent C# code
that handles data takes more time to write, is harder to read, and is probably more error prone.
You can see a version that is not particularly optimized in Example 1-12.Example 1-12. C# code
equivalent to a LINQ query over ReflectionList<String> results = new List<string>();foreach( var
assembly in AppDomain.CurrentDomain.GetAssemblies()) { foreach( var type in
assembly.GetTypes() ) { foreach( var method in type.GetMethods()) { if (method.IsStatic
&& method.ReturnType.GetInterface("IEnumerable'1") != null) { string fullName =
String.Format( "{0}.{1}", method.DeclaringType.Name,
method.Name ); if (results.IndexOf( fullName ) < 0) { results.Add( fullName );
} } } }}results.Sort();Type CheckingAnother important aspect of language
integration is type checking. Whenever data is manipulated by LINQ, no unsafe cast is
necessary. The short syntax of a query expression makes no compromises with type checking:
data is always strongly typed, including both the queried collections and the single entities that
are read and returned.The type checking of the languages that support LINQ (starting from C#
3.0 and Visual Basic 2008) is preserved even when LINQ-specific features are used. This
enables the use of Visual Studio features such as IntelliSense and Refactoring, even with LINQ



queries. These Visual Studio features are other important factors in programmers’
productivity.Transparency Across Different Type SystemsIf you think about the type system of
the .NET Framework and the type system of SQL Server, you will realize they are different. Using
LINQ gives precedence to the .NET Framework type system, because it is the one supported by
any language that hosts a LINQ query. However, most of your data will be saved in a relational
database, so it is necessary to convert many types of data between these two worlds. LINQ
handles this conversion for you automatically, making the differences in type systems almost
completely transparent to the programmer.NoteMore Info There are some limitations in the
capability to perform conversions between different type systems and LINQ. You will find some
information about this topic throughout the book, and you can find a more detailed type system
compatibilities table in the product documentation.LINQ ImplementationsLINQ is a technology
that covers many data sources. Some of these sources are included in LINQ implementations
that Microsoft has provided—starting with .NET Framework 3.5—as shown in Figure 1-1, which
also includes LINQ to Entities.Figure 1-1. LINQ implementations provided by Microsoft starting
with .NET Framework 3.5.Each implementation is defined through a set of extension methods
that implement the operators needed by LINQ to work with a particular data source. Access to
these features is controlled by the imported namespaces.LINQ to ObjectsLINQ to Objects is
designed to manipulate collections of objects, which can be related to each other to form a
graph. From a certain point of view, LINQ to Objects is the default implementation used by a
LINQ query. You enable LINQ to Objects by including the System.Linq namespace.NoteMore
Info The base concepts of LINQ are explained in Chapter 2, using LINQ to Objects as a
reference implementation.However, it would be a mistake to think that LINQ to Objects queries
are limited to collections of user-generated data. You can see why this is not true by analyzing
Example 1-13, which shows a LINQ query that extracts information from the file system. The
code reads the list of all files in a given directory into memory and then filters that list with the
LINQ query.Example 1-13. LINQ query that retrieves a list of temporary files larger than 10,000
bytes, ordered by sizestring tempPath = Path.GetTempPath();DirectoryInfo dirInfo = new
DirectoryInfo( tempPath );var query = from f in dirInfo.GetFiles() where f.Length > 10000
orderby f.Length descending select f;LINQ to ADO.NETLINQ to ADO.NET includes different
LINQ implementations that share the need to manipulate relational data. It also includes other
technologies that are specific to each particular persistence layer:LINQ to SQL Handles the
mapping between custom types in the .NET Framework and the physical table schema in SQL
Server.LINQ to Entities An Object Relational Mapping (ORM) that—instead of using the physical
database as a persistence layer—uses a conceptual Entity Data Model (EDM). The result is an
abstraction layer that is independent from the physical data layer.LINQ to DataSet Enables
querying a DataSet by using LINQ.LINQ to SQL and LINQ to Entities have similarities because
they both access information stored in a relational database and operate on object entities that
represent external data in memory. The main difference is that they operate at a different level of
abstraction. Whereas LINQ to SQL is tied to the physical database structure, LINQ to Entities



operates over a conceptual model (business entities) that might be far from the physical
structure (database tables).The reason for these different options for accessing relational data
through LINQ is that different models for database access are in use today. Some organizations
implement all access through stored procedures, including any kind of database query, without
using dynamic queries. Many others use stored procedures to insert, update, or delete data and
dynamically build SELECT statements to query data. Some see the database as a simple object
persistence layer, whereas others put some business logic into the database by using triggers,
stored procedures, or both. LINQ tries to offer help and improvement in database access without
forcing everyone to adopt a single comprehensive model.NoteMore Info The use of any LINQ to
ADO.NET implementation depends on the inclusion of particular namespaces in the scope.
Part II, investigates LINQ to ADO.NET implementations and similar details.LINQ to XMLYou’ve
already seen that LINQ to XML offers a slightly different syntax that operates on XML data,
allowing query and data manipulation. A particular type of support for LINQ to XML is offered by
Visual Basic, which includes XML literals in the language. This enhanced support simplifies the
code needed to manipulate XML data. In fact, you can write a query such as the following in
Visual Basic:Dim book = <Book Title="Programming LINQ"> <%= From person In team
Where person.Role = "Author" Select <Author><%= person.Name %></Author> %> </
Book>This query corresponds to the following C# syntax:dim book = new XElement( "Book",
new XAttribute( "Title", "Programming LINQ" ), from person in team where person.Role
== "Author" select new XElement( "Author", person.Name ) );NoteMore Info You can find
more information about LINQ to XML in Chapters Chapter 12 and Chapter 13.SummaryIn this
chapter, we introduced LINQ and discussed how it works. We also examined how different data
sources can be queried and manipulated by using a uniform syntax that is integrated into current
mainstream programming languages such as C# and Visual Basic. We took a look at the
benefits offered by language integration, including declarative programming, type checking, and
transparency across different type systems. We briefly presented the LINQ implementations
available since .NET Framework 3.5—LINQ to Objects, LINQ to ADO.NET, and LINQ to XML—
which we will cover in more detail in the remaining parts of the book.Chapter 2. LINQ Syntax
FundamentalsWith Microsoft Language Integrated Query (LINQ), you can query and manage
sequences of items (objects, entities, database records, XML nodes, and so on) within your
software solutions, using a common syntax and a unique programming language—regardless of
the nature of the items handled. The key feature of LINQ is its integration with widely used
programming languages, an integration made possible by the use of a syntax common to all
kinds of content.As described in Chapter 1, LINQ provides a basic infrastructure for many
different implementations of querying engines, including LINQ to Objects, LINQ to SQL, LINQ to
DataSet, LINQ to Entities, LINQ to XML, LINQ to SharePoint, and so on. All these query
extensions are based on specialized extension methods and share a common set of keywords
for query expression syntax that you will learn in this chapter.Before looking at each keyword in
detail, we will walk you through various aspects of a simple LINQ query and introduce you to



fundamental elements of LINQ syntax.LINQ QueriesLINQ is based on a set of query operators,
defined as extension methods, that work with any object that implements the IEnumerable<T>
or IQueryable<T> interface.This approach makes LINQ a general-purpose querying framework,
because many collections and types implement IEnumerable<T> or IQueryable<T>, and
developers can define their own implementations. This query infrastructure is also highly
extensible, as you will see in Chapter 15. Given the architecture of extension methods, you can
specialize a method’s behavior based on the type of data you are querying. For instance, both
LINQ to SQL and LINQ to XML have specialized LINQ operators to handle relational data and
XML nodes, respectively.Query SyntaxTo introduce query syntax, let us start with a simple
example. Imagine that you need to query an array of objects of a Developer type by using LINQ
to Objects. You want to extract the names of the developers who use Microsoft Visual C# as their
main programming language. The code you might use is shown in Example 2-1.Example 2-1. A
simple query expression in C#using System;using System.Linq;using
System.Collections.Generic;public class Developer { public string Name; public string
Language; public int Age;}class App { static void Main() { Developer[] developers = new
Developer[] { new Developer {Name = "Paolo", Language = "C#"}, new Developer
{Name = "Marco", Language = "C#"}, new Developer {Name = "Frank", Language =
"VB.NET"}}; var developersUsingCSharp = from d in developers where
d.Language == "C#" select d.Name; foreach (var item in developersUsingCSharp) {
Console.WriteLine(item); } }}When you run this code, it writes the names Paolo and
Marco.In Microsoft Visual Basic, you can express the same query against the same Developer
type with syntax such as that shown in Example 2-2.Example 2-2. A simple query expression in
Visual BasicImports SystemImports System.LinqImports System.Collections.GenericPublic
Class Developer Public Name As String Public Language As String Public Age As
IntegerEnd ClassModule App Sub Main() Dim developers As Developer() = New
Developer() { New Developer With {.Name = "Paolo", .Language = "C#"}, New
Developer With {.Name = "Marco", .Language = "C#"}, New Developer With {.Name =
"Frank", .Language = "VB.NET"}} Dim developersUsingCSharp = From d In
developers Where d.Language = "C#" Select d.Name For Each item in
developersUsingCSharp Console.WriteLine(item) Next End SubEnd ModuleThe
syntax of the queries (shown in bold in Examples Example 2-1 and Example 2-2) is called a
query expression. In some LINQ implementations, an in-memory representation of these queries
is known as an expression tree. A query expression operates on one or more information
sources by applying one or more query operators from either the group of standard query
operators or domain-specific operators. In general, the evaluation of a query expression results
in a sequence of values. A query expression is evaluated only when its contents are
enumerated. For further details on query expressions and expression trees, refer to
Chapter 14.NoteFor the sake of simplicity, we will cover only the C# syntax in the following
examples; however, you can see that the Visual Basic version of this sample is very similar to the



C# one.These queries look similar to a SQL statement, although their style is a bit different. The
sample expression we have defined consists of a selection command:select d.NameThat
command is applied to a set of items:from d in developersThe from clause targets any instance
of a class that implements the IEnumerable<T> interface. The selection applies a specific
filtering condition:where d.Language == "C#"The language compilers translate these clauses
into invocations of extension methods that are sequentially applied to the target of the query.
The core library of LINQ, defined in assembly System.Core.dll, defines a set of extension
methods grouped by target and purpose. For example, the assembly includes a class named
Enumerable, defined in the namespace System.Linq, which defines extension methods that can
be applied to instances of types implementing the IEnumerable<T> interface.The filtering
condition (where) defined in the sample query translates into an invocation of the Where
extension method of the Enumerable class. This method provides two overloads, both of which
accept a delegate to a predicate function that describes the filtering condition to check while
partitioning the resulting data. In this case, the filtering predicate is a generic delegate that
accepts an element of type T, which is the same type as the instances stored in the enumeration
we are filtering. The delegate returns a Boolean result stating the membership of the item in the
filtered result set:public static IEnumerable<T> Where<T>( this IEnumerable<T> source,
Func<T, bool> predicate);As you can see from the method signature, you can invoke this
method against any type that implements IEnumerable<T>; therefore, you can call it on the
developers array as follows:var filteredDevelopers = developers.Where(delegate (Developer d)
{ return (d.Language == "C#");});Here, the predicate argument passed to the Where method
represents an anonymous delegate to a function called for each item of type Developer taken
from the source set of data (developers). The result of invoking the Where method will be a
subset of items: all those that satisfy the predicate condition.C# and Visual Basic can define an
anonymous delegate in an easier way, using a lambda expression. Using a lambda expression,
you can rewrite the sample filtering code more compactly:var filteredDevelopers =
developers.Where(d => d.Language == "C#");The select statement is also an extension method
(named Select) provided by the Enumerable class. Here is the signature of the Select
method:public static IEnumerable<TResult> Select<TSource, TResult>( this
IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource, TResult> selector);The selector argument is a
projection that returns an enumeration of objects of type TResult, which is obtained from a set of
source objects of type TSource. As described previously, you can apply this method to the whole
collection of developers using a lambda expression, or invoke it on the collection that is filtered
by the programming language (named filteredDevelopers)—because it is still a type
implementing IEnumerable<T>:var csharpDevelopersNames = filteredDevelopers.Select(d =>
d.Name);Based on the sequence of statements we have just described, here is the sample
query rewritten without using the query expression syntax:IEnumerable<string>
developersUsingCSharp = developers .Where(d => d.Language == "C#") .Select(d =>
d.Name);The Where method and the Select method both receive lambda expressions as



arguments. These lambda expressions translate to predicates and projections based on a set of
generic delegate types defined within the System namespace, in the System.Core.dll
assembly.Here is the entire family of available generic delegate types. Many extension methods
of the Enumerable class accept these delegates as arguments, and we will use them throughout
the examples in this chapter:public delegate TResult Func< TResult >();public delegate TResult
Func< T, TResult >( T arg );public delegate TResult Func< T1, T2, TResult > (T1 arg1, T2
arg2 );public delegate TResult Func< T1, T2, T3, TResult > ( T1 arg1, T2 arg2, T3 arg3 );public
delegate TResult Func< T1, T2, T3, T4, TResult > (T1 arg1, T2 arg2, T3 arg3, T4
arg4 );...public delegate TResult Func<T1, T2, T3, T4, T5, T6, T7, T8, T9, T10, T11, T12, T13,
T14, T15, TResult>(T1 arg1, T2 arg2, T3 arg3, T4 arg4, T5 arg5, T6 arg6, T7 arg7, T8 arg8,
T9 arg9, T10 arg10, T11 arg11, T12 arg12, T13 arg13, T14 arg14, T15 arg15);public delegate
TResult Func<T1, T2, T3, T4, T5, T6, T7, T8, T9, T10, T11, T12, T13, T14, T15, T16,
TResult>(T1 arg1, T2 arg2, T3 arg3, T4 arg4, T5 arg5, T6 arg6, T7 arg7, T8arg8, T9 arg9, T10
arg10, T11 arg11, T12 arg12, T13 arg13, T14 arg14, T15 arg15, T16 arg16);A final version of
the original query in this chapter might look something like Example 2-3.Example 2-3. The
original query expression translated into basic elementsFunc<Developer, bool>
filteringPredicate = d => d.Language == "C#";Func<Developer, string> selectionPredicate = d
=> d.Name;IEnumerable<string> developersUsingCSharp = developers
.Where(filteringPredicate) .Select(selectionPredicate);The C# compiler, like the Visual Basic
compiler, translates the LINQ query expressions (Examples Example 2-1 and Example 2-2) into
something like the statement shown in Example 2-3. After you become familiar with the query
expression syntax (Examples Example 2-1 and Example 2-2), it is simpler and easier to write
and manage this syntax, even if it is optional—and you can always use the equivalent, more
verbose version (Example 2-3). Nevertheless, sometimes it is necessary to use the direct call to
an extension method because query expression syntax does not cover all possible extension
methods.ImportantIn Chapter 3, we will cover in more detail all the extension methods available
in the Enumerable class defined in the System.Linq namespace.Full Query SyntaxThe previous
section described a simple query over a list of objects. Query expression syntax, however, is
more complete and articulate than shown in that example, providing many different language
keywords that satisfy most common querying scenarios. Every query starts with a from clause
and ends with either a select clause or a group clause. The reason to start with a from clause
instead of a select statement, as in SQL syntax, is related (among other technical reasons) to
the need to provide IntelliSense capabilities within the remaining part of the query, which makes
writing conditions, selections, and any other query expression clauses easier. A select clause
projects the result of an expression into an enumerable object. A group clause projects the result
of an expression into a set of groups, based on a grouping condition, where each group is an
enumerable object. The following code shows a prototype of the full syntax of a query
expression:query-expression ::= from-clause query-bodyquery-body ::=join-clause*(from-clause
join-clause* | let-clause | where-clause)*orderby-clause?(select-clause | groupby-clause)



query-continuation?from-clause ::= from itemName in srcExprselect-clause ::= select
selExprgroupby-clause ::= group selExpr by keyExprThe first from clause can be followed by
zero or more from, let, or where clauses. A let clause applies a name to the result of an
expression; it is useful whenever you need to reference the same expression many times within
a query:let-clause ::= let itemName = selExprA where clause, as already discussed, defines a
filter that is applied to include specific items in the results:where-clause ::= where predExprEach
from clause generates a local “range variable” that corresponds to each item in the source
sequence on which query operators (such as the extension methods of
System.Linq.Enumerable) are applied.A from clause can be followed by any number of join
clauses. The final select or group clause can be preceded by an orderby clause that applies an
ordering to the results:join-clause ::=join itemName in srcExpr on keyExpr equals keyExpr(into
itemName)?orderby-clause ::= orderby (keyExpr (ascending | descending)?)*query-
continuation ::= into itemName query-bodyYou will see examples of query expressions
throughout this book. You can refer to this section when you want to check specific elements of
their syntax.Query KeywordsThe following sections describe the various query keywords
available in query expression syntax in more detail.From ClauseThe first keyword is the from
clause. It defines the data source of a query or subquery and a range variable that defines each
single element to query from the data source. The data source can be any instance of a type that
implements the interfaces IEnumerable, IEnumerable<T>, or IQueryable<T> (which implements
IEnumerable<T>). The following excerpt shows a sample C# statement that uses this
clause:from rangeVariable in dataSourceThe language compiler infers the type of the range
variable from the type of the data source. For example, if the data source is of type
IEnumerable<Developer>, the range variable will be of type Developer. In cases that do not use
a strongly typed data source—for example an ArrayList of objects of type Developer that
implement IEnumerable—you should explicitly provide the type of the range variable. In
Example 2-4, you can see an example of a query that explicitly declares the Developer type for
the range variable named d.Example 2-4. A query expression against a nongeneric data source,
with type declaration for the range variableArrayList developers = new
ArrayList();developers.Add(new Developer { Name = "Paolo", Language =
"C#" });developers.Add(new Developer { Name = "Marco", Language =
"C#" });developers.Add(new Developer { Name = "Frank", Language = "VB.NET" });var
developersUsingCSharp = from Developer d in developers where d.Language == "C#"
select d.Name;foreach (string item in developersUsingCSharp) { Console.WriteLine(item);}In
Example 2-4, the casting is mandatory; otherwise, the query will not compile because the
compiler cannot automatically infer the type of the range variable, thereby losing the ability to
resolve the Language and Name member access in the same query.Queries can have multiple
from clauses that define joins between multiple data sources. In C#, each data source requires a
from clause declaration, as you can see in Example 2-5, which joins customers with their orders.
Note that the relationship between Customer and Order is physically defined by the presence of



an Orders array of type Order in each instance of Customer.Example 2-5. A C# query
expression with a join between two data sourcespublic class Customer { public String Name
{ get; set; } public String City { get; set; } public Order[] Orders { get; set; }}public class Order {
public Int32 IdOrder { get; set; } public Decimal EuroAmount { get; set; } public String
Description { get; set; }}// ... code omitted ...static void queryWithJoin() { Customer[] customers
= new Customer[] { new Customer { Name = "Paolo", City = "Brescia", Orders = new
Order[] { new Order { IdOrder = 1, EuroAmount = 100, Description = "Order 1" },
new Order { IdOrder = 2, EuroAmount = 150, Description = "Order 2" }, new Order
{ IdOrder = 3, EuroAmount = 230, Description = "Order 3" }, }}, new Customer { Name =
"Marco", City = "Torino", Orders = new Order[] { new Order { IdOrder = 4,
EuroAmount = 320, Description = "Order 4" }, new Order { IdOrder = 5, EuroAmount =
170, Description = "Order 5" }, }}}; var ordersQuery = from c in customers from o
in c.Orders select new { c.Name, o.IdOrder, o.EuroAmount }; foreach (var item in
ordersQuery) { Console.WriteLine(item); }}In Visual Basic, a single from clause can define
multiple data sources, separated by commas, as you can see in Example 2-6.Example 2-6. A
Visual Basic query expression with a join between two data sourcesDim customers As
Customer() = { New Customer With {.Name = "Paolo", .City = "Brescia", .Orders = New
Order() { New Order With {.IdOrder = 1, .EuroAmount = 100, .Description = "Order 1"},
New Order With {.IdOrder = 2, .EuroAmount = 150, .Description = "Order 2"}, New Order
With {.IdOrder = 3, .EuroAmount = 230, .Description = "Order 3"} }}, New Customer With
{.Name = "Marco", .City = "Torino", .Orders = New Order() { New Order With {.IdOrder =
4, .EuroAmount = 320, .Description = "Order 4"}, New Order With {.IdOrder =
5, .EuroAmount = 170, .Description = "Order 5"}}}}Dim ordersQuery = From c In customers,
o In c.Orders Select c.Name, o.IdOrder, o.EuroAmountFor Each item In ordersQuery
Console.WriteLine(item)NextImportantWhen you use multiple from clauses, the “join condition”
is determined by the structure of the data and is different from the concept of a join in a relational
database. (For this, you need to use the join clause in a query expression, which we will cover
later in this chapter.)Where ClauseAs discussed earlier, the where clause specifies a filtering
condition to apply to the data source. The predicate applies a Boolean condition to each item in
the data source, extracting only those that evaluate to true. Within a single query, you can have
multiple where clauses or a where clause with multiple predicates combined by using logical
operators (&&, ||, and ! in C#; or And, Or, AndAlso, OrElse, Is, and IsNot in Visual Basic). In
Visual Basic, the predicate can be any expression that evaluates to a Boolean value, so you can
also use a numeric expression that will be considered true if it is not equal to zero.Consider the
query in Example 2-7, which uses the where clause to extract all the orders with a EuroAmount
greater than 200 Euros.Example 2-7. A C# query expression with a where clausevar
ordersQuery = from c in customers from o in c.Orders where o.EuroAmount > 200 select
new { c.Name, o.IdOrder, o.EuroAmount };In Example 2-8, you can see the corresponding query
syntax using Visual Basic.Example 2-8. A Visual Basic query expression with a where



clauseDim ordersQuery = From c In customers, o In c.Orders Where o.EuroAmount >
200 Select c.Name, o.IdOrder, o.EuroAmountSelect ClauseThe select clause specifies the
shape of the query output. It is based on a projection that determines what to select from the
result of the evaluation of all the clauses and expressions that precede it. In Visual Basic, the
Select clause is not mandatory. If it is not specified, the query returns a type that is based on the
range variable identified for the current scope. Examples Example 2-7 and Example 2-8 used
the select clause to project anonymous types made up of properties or members of the range
variables in scope. As you can see by comparing the C# syntax (Example 2-7) and the Visual
Basic syntax (Example 2-8), the Visual Basic version looks more like a SQL statement in its
select pattern, whereas the C# version appears more like programming language syntax. In fact,
in C# you must explicitly declare your intent to create a new anonymous type instance, whereas
in Visual Basic the language syntax is lighter and hides the inner workings.Group and Into
ClausesThe group clause can be used to project a result grouped by a key. It can be used as an
alternative to the from clause and allows you to use single-value keys as well as multiple-value
keys. Example 2-9 shows a query that groups developers by programming
language.Example 2-9. A C# query expression to group developers by programming
languageDeveloper[] developers = new Developer[] { new Developer { Name = "Paolo",
Language = "C#" }, new Developer { Name = "Marco", Language = "C#" }, new Developer
{ Name = "Frank", Language = "VB.NET" },};var developersGroupedByLanguage = from d in
developers group d by d.Language;foreach (var group in developersGroupedByLanguage) {
Console.WriteLine("Language: {0}", group.Key); foreach (var item in group){
Console.WriteLine("\t{0}", item.Name); }}The output of the code excerpt in Example 2-9
is:Language: C# Paolo MarcoLanguage: VB.NET FrankAs you can see, the result of
the query is an enumeration of groups identified by a key and made up of inner items. The
example enumerates each group in the query result, writing its Key property to the console and
then iterating the items in each group to extract their values. As mentioned previously, you can
group items by using a multiple-value key that makes use of anonymous types. Example 2-10
shows an example that groups developers by language and an age cluster.Example 2-10. A C#
query expression to group developers by programming language and ageDeveloper[]
developers = new Developer[] { new Developer { Name = "Paolo", Language = "C#", Age =
32 }, new Developer { Name = "Marco", Language = "C#", Age = 37}, new Developer { Name
= "Frank", Language = "VB.NET", Age = 48 },};var developersGroupedByLanguage = from d
in developers group d by new { d.Language, AgeCluster = (d.Age / 10) * 10 };foreach (var group
in developersGroupedByLanguage) { Console.WriteLine("Language: {0}", group.Key); foreach
(var item in group) { Console.WriteLine("\t{0}", item.Name); }}This time, the output of the
code excerpt in Example 2-10 is:Language: { Language = C#, AgeCluster = 30 } Paolo
MarcoLanguage: { Language = VB.NET, AgeCluster = 40 } FrankIn this example, the Key for
each group is an anonymous type defined by two properties: Language and AgeCluster.Visual
Basic also supports grouping results by using the Group By clause. Example 2-11 shows a



query that is equivalent to the one shown in Example 2-9.Example 2-11. A Visual Basic query
expression to group developers by programming languageDim developers As Developer() = {
New Developer With {.Name = "Paolo", .Language = "C#", .Age = 32}, New Developer With
{.Name = "Marco", .Language = "C#", .Age = 37}, New Developer With {.Name =
"Frank", .Language = "VB.NET", .Age = 48}}Dim developersGroupedByLanguage = From d In
developers Group d By d.Language Into Group Select Language, GroupFor Each group In
developersGroupedByLanguage Console.WriteLine("Language: {0}", group.Language) For
Each item In group.Group Console.WriteLine(" {0}", item.Name) NextNextThe Visual
Basic syntax is a bit more complex than the corresponding C# syntax. In Visual Basic, you
project the grouping by using the into clause to create a new Group object of items and then
explicitly declare the selection pattern. However, the result of the grouping is easier to
enumerate because the Key value keeps its name (Language).C# also provides an into clause
that is useful in conjunction with the group keyword, even if using it is not mandatory. You can
use the into keyword to store the results of a select, group, or join statement in a temporary
variable. You might use this construction when you need to execute additional queries over the
results. Because of this behavior, this keyword is also called a continuation clause.
Example 2-12 shows an example of a C# query expression that uses the into
clause.Example 2-12. A C# query expression using the into clausevar
developersGroupedByLanguage = from d in developers group d by d.Language into
developersGrouped select new { Language = developersGrouped.Key,
DevelopersCount = developersGrouped.Count() };foreach (var group in
developersGroupedByLanguage) { Console.WriteLine ("Language {0} contains {1}
developers", group.Language, group.DevelopersCount);}Orderby ClauseThe orderby clause,
as you can assume from its name, lets you sort the result of a query in either ascending or
descending order. The ordering can use one or more keys that combine different sorting
directions. Example 2-13 shows a query that extracts orders placed by customers, ordered by
EuroAmount. (By default, when not explicitly defined, the orderby clause sorts values in
ascending sequence.)Example 2-13. A C# query expression with an orderby clausevar
ordersSortedByEuroAmount = from c in customers from o in c.Orders orderby
o.EuroAmount select new { c.Name, o.IdOrder, o.EuroAmount };Example 2-14 shows a query
that selects orders sorted by customer Name and EuroAmount in descending
order.Example 2-14. A C# query expression with an orderby clause with multiple ordering
conditionsvar ordersSortedByCustomerAndEuroAmount = from c in customers from o in
c.Orders orderby c.Name, o.EuroAmount descending select new { c.Name, o.IdOrder,
o.EuroAmount };Example 2-15 shows the query from Example 2-14 written in Visual
Basic.Example 2-15. A Visual Basic query expression with an orderby clause with multiple
ordering conditionsDim ordersSortedByCustomerAndEuroAmount = From c In customers,
o In c.Orders Order By c.Name, o.EuroAmount Descending Select c.Name, o.IdOrder,
o.EuroAmountHere, both languages have very similar syntax.Join ClauseThe join keyword lets



you associate different data sources on the basis of a member that can be compared for
equivalency. It works similarly to a SQL equijoin statement. You cannot compare items to join by
using comparisons such as “greater than,” “less than,” or “not equal to.” You can define equality
comparisons only by using a special equals keyword that behaves differently from the “= =”
operator, because the position of the operands is significant. With equals, the left key consumes
the outer source sequence, and the right key consumes the inner source sequence. The outer
source sequence is in scope only on the left side of equals, and the inner source sequence is in
scope only on the right side. Here is this concept presented in pseudocode:join-clause ::= join
innerItem in innerSequence on outerKey equals innerKeyBy using the join clause, you can
define inner joins, group joins, and left outer joins. An inner join is a join that returns a flat result,
mapping the outer data source elements with the corresponding inner data source. It skips outer
data source elements that lack corresponding inner data source elements. Example 2-16
presents a simple query with an inner join between product categories and related
products.Example 2-16. A C# query expression with an inner joinpublic class Category { public
Int32 IdCategory { get; set; } public String Name { get; set; }}public class Product { public
String IdProduct { get; set; } public Int32 IdCategory { get; set; } public String Description { get;
set; }}// ... code omitted ...Category[] categories = new Category[] { new Category { IdCategory
= 1, Name = "Pasta"}, new Category { IdCategory = 2, Name = "Beverages"}, new Category
{ IdCategory = 3, Name = "Other food"},};Product[] products = new Product[] { new Product
{ IdProduct = "PASTA01", IdCategory = 1, Description = "Tortellini" }, new Product { IdProduct =
"PASTA02", IdCategory = 1, Description = "Spaghetti" }, new Product { IdProduct = "PASTA03",
IdCategory = 1, Description = "Fusilli" }, new Product { IdProduct = "BEV01", IdCategory = 2,
Description = "Water" }, new Product { IdProduct = "BEV02", IdCategory = 2, Description =
"Orange Juice" },};var categoriesAndProducts = from c in categories join p in products on
c.IdCategory equals p.IdCategory select new { c.IdCategory, CategoryName = c.Name,
Product = p.Description };foreach (var item in categoriesAndProducts) {
Console.WriteLine(item);}The output of this code excerpt is similar to the following. Notice that
the “Other food” category is missing from the output because no products are included in it:
{ IdCategory = 1, CategoryName = Pasta, Product = Tortellini }{ IdCategory = 1, CategoryName
= Pasta, Product = Spaghetti }{ IdCategory = 1, CategoryName = Pasta, Product = Fusilli }
{ IdCategory = 2, CategoryName = Beverages, Product = Water }{ IdCategory = 2,
CategoryName = Beverages, Product = Orange Juice }A group join defines a join that produces
a hierarchical result set, grouping the inner sequence elements with their corresponding outer
sequence elements. In cases in which an outer sequence element is missing its corresponding
inner sequence elements, the outer element will be joined with an empty array. A group join does
not have a relational counterpart in SQL syntax because of its hierarchical result. Example 2-17
shows an example of such a query. (You will see an expanded form of this type of query in
Chapter 3.)Example 2-17. A C# query expression with a group joinvar categoriesAndProducts =
from c in categories join p in products on c.IdCategory equals p.IdCategory into



productsByCategory select new { c.IdCategory, CategoryName = c.Name, Products
= productsByCategory };foreach (var category in categoriesAndProducts) {
Console.WriteLine("{0} - {1}", category.IdCategory, category.CategoryName); foreach (var
product in category.Products) { Console.WriteLine("\t{0}", product.Description); }}The output
of this code excerpt follows. Notice that this time the “Other food” category is present in the
output, even though it is empty:1 - Pasta Tortellini Spaghetti Fusilli2 - Beverages
Water Orange Juice3 - Other foodVisual Basic provides a specific keyword called Group
Join to define group joins in query expressions.A left outer join returns a flat result set that
includes any outer source element even if it is missing its corresponding inner source element.
To produce this result, you need to use the DefaultIfEmpty extension method, which returns a
default value in the case of an empty data source value. We will cover this and many other
extension methods in more detail in Chapter 3. In Example 2-18, you can see an example of this
syntax.Example 2-18. A C# query expression with a left outer joinvar categoriesAndProducts =
from c in categories join p in products on c.IdCategory equals p.IdCategory into
productsByCategory from pc in productsByCategory.DefaultIfEmpty( new Product {
IdProduct = String.Empty, Description = String.Empty, IdCategory = 0} ) select new {
c.IdCategory, CategoryName = c.Name, Product = pc.Description };foreach (var item in
categoriesAndProducts) { Console.WriteLine(item);}This example produces the following
output:{ IdCategory = 1, CategoryName = Pasta, Product = Tortellini }{ IdCategory = 1,
CategoryName = Pasta, Product = Spaghetti }{ IdCategory = 1, CategoryName = Pasta, Product
= Fusilli }{ IdCategory = 2, CategoryName = Beverages, Product = Water }{ IdCategory = 2,
CategoryName = Beverages, Product = Orange Juice }{ IdCategory = 3, CategoryName = Other
food, Product = }Notice that the “Other food” category is present with an empty product, which
is provided by the DefaultIfEmpty extension method.One last point to emphasize about the join
clause is that you can compare elements by using composite keys. You simply make use of
anonymous types as shown with the group keyword. For example, if you had a composite key in
Category made up of IdCategory and Year, you could write the following statement with an
anonymous type used in the equals condition:from c in categoriesjoin p in products on new
{ c.IdCategory, c.Year } equals new { p.IdCategory, p.Year } into productsByCategoryAs you
have already seen in this chapter, you can also get the results of joins by using nested from
clauses, which is a useful approach whenever you need to define non-equijoin queries.Visual
Basic has syntax quite similar to C#, but offers some shortcuts to define joins more quickly. You
can define implicit join statements by using multiple In clauses in the From statement and
defining the equality conditions with a Where clause. In Example 2-19, you can see an example
of this syntax.Example 2-19. A Visual Basic implicit join statementDim categoriesAndProducts =
From c In categories, p In products Where c.IdCategory = p.IdCategory Select
c.IdCategory, CategoryName = c.Name, Product = p.DescriptionFor Each item In
categoriesAndProducts Console.WriteLine(item)NextIn Example 2-20, you can see the same
query defined by using the standard explicit join syntax.Example 2-20. A Visual Basic explicit



join statementDim categoriesAndProducts = From c In categories Join p In products On
p.IdCategory Equals c.IdCategory Select c.IdCategory, CategoryName = c.Name, Product =
p.DescriptionNotice that in Visual Basic the order of elements in the equality comparison does
not matter because the compiler will arrange them on its own, making the query syntax more
relaxed, as happens in classic relational SQL.Let ClauseThe let clause allows you to store the
result of a subexpression in a variable that can be used somewhere else in the query. This
clause is useful when you need to reuse the same expression many times in the same query,
and you do not want to define it every single time you use it. Using the let clause, you can define
a new range variable for that expression and subsequently reference it within the query. Once
assigned, a range variable defined by a let clause cannot be changed. However, if the range
variable holds a queryable type, it can be queried. In Example 2-21, you can see an example of
this clause applied to select the same product categories with the count of their products, sorted
by the counter itself.Example 2-21. A C# sample of usage of the let clausevar
categoriesByProductsNumberQuery = from c in categories join p in products on
c.IdCategory equals p.IdCategory into productsByCategory let ProductsCount =
productsByCategory.Count() orderby ProductsCount select new { c.IdCategory,
ProductsCount};foreach (var item in categoriesByProductsNumberQuery) {
Console.WriteLine(item);}Here is the output of the code excerpt in Example 2-21:{ IdCategory =
3, ProductsCount = 0 }{ IdCategory = 2, ProductsCount = 2 }{ IdCategory = 1, ProductsCount =
3 }Visual Basic uses syntax very similar to C#, and also allows you to define multiple aliases,
separated by commas, within the same let clause.Additional Visual Basic KeywordsVisual Basic
includes additional query expression keywords that are available in C# only by using extension
methods. These keywords are described in the following list:Aggregate Useful for applying an
aggregate function to a data source. You can use Aggregate to begin a new query instead of a
From clause.Distinct Can be used to eliminate duplicate values in query results.Skip Can be
used to skip the first N elements of a query result.Skip While Can be used to skip the first
elements of a query result that satisfy a specified predicate.Take Can be used to return the first
N elements of a query result.Take While Can be used to take the first elements of a query result
that satisfy a specified predicate.You can use Skip and Take (or Skip While and Take While)
together to paginate query results. You will revisit this subject with some examples in
Chapter 3.More About Query SyntaxAt this point, you have seen all the query keywords
available through the programming languages. However, remember that each query expression
is converted by the language compiler into an invocation of the corresponding extension
methods. Whenever you need to query a data source by using LINQ and no keyword exists for a
particular operation in a query expression, you can use native or custom extension methods
directly in conjunction with query expression syntax. When you use extension methods only (as
shown in Example 2-3), the syntax is called method syntax. When you use query syntax in
conjunction with extension methods (as shown in Example 2-17), the result is known as mixed
query syntax.Deferred Query Evaluation and Extension Method ResolutionThis section



examines two query expression behaviors: deferred query evaluation and extension method
resolution. Both concepts are important for all LINQ implementations.Deferred Query
EvaluationA query expression is not evaluated when it is defined, but only when it is used.
Consider the example in Example 2-22.Example 2-22. A sample LINQ query over a set of
developersList<Developer> developers = new List<Developer>(new Developer[] { new
Developer { Name = "Paolo", Language = "C#", Age = 32 }, new Developer { Name = "Marco",
Language = "C#", Age = 37}, new Developer { Name = "Frank", Language = "VB.NET", Age =
48 }});var query = from d in developers where d.Language == "C#" select new { d.Name,
d.Age };Console.WriteLine("There are {0} C# developers.", query.Count());This code declares a
very simple query that contains just two items, as you can see by reading the code that declares
the list of developers or simply by checking the console output of the code that invokes the
Count extension method:There are 2 C# developers.Now imagine that you want to change the
content of the source sequence by adding a new Developer instance—after the query variable
has been defined (as shown in Example 2-23).Example 2-23. Sample code to modify the set of
developers that are being querieddevelopers.Add(new Developer { Name = "Roberto",
Language = "C#", Age = 35 });Console.WriteLine("There are {0} C# developers.",
query.Count());If you enumerate the query variable again or check its item count, as we do in
Example 2-23 after a new developer is added, the result is three. The added developer is
included in the result even though he was added after the definition of query.The reason for this
behavior is that, from a logical point of view, a query expression describes a kind of “query plan.”
It is not actually executed until it is used, and it will be executed again and again every time you
run it. Some LINQ implementations—such as LINQ to Objects—implement this behavior
through delegates. Others—such as LINQ to SQL—might use expression trees that take
advantage of the IQueryable<T> interface. This behavior is known as deferred query evaluation
—and it is a fundamental concept in LINQ, regardless of which LINQ implementation you are
using.Deferred query evaluation is useful because you can define queries once and apply them
several times: if the source sequence has been changed, the result will always reflect the most
recent content. However, consider a situation in which you want a snapshot of the result at a
particular “safe point” that you want to re-use many times, avoiding re-execution, either for
performance reasons or to keep the snapshot independent of changes to the source sequence.
To do that, you need to make a copy of the result, which you can do by using a set of operators
called conversion operators (such as ToArray, ToList, ToDictionary, ToLookup), created
specifically for this purpose.NoteMore Info Conversion operators are covered in detail in
Chapter 3.Extension Method ResolutionExtension method resolution is one of the most
important concepts to understand if you want to master LINQ. Consider the code in
Example 2-24, which defines a custom list of type Developer (named Developers) and a class,
DevelopersExtension, that provides an extension method named Where that applies specifically
to instances of the Developers type.Example 2-24. Sample code to modify the set of developers
that are being queriedpublic sealed class Developers : List<Developer> { public



Developers(IEnumerable<Developer> items) : base(items) { }}public static class
DevelopersExtension { public static IEnumerable<Developer> Where( this Developers
source, Func<Developer, bool> predicate) { Console.WriteLine("Invoked Where extension
method for Developers"); return (source.AsEnumerable().Where(predicate)); } public static
IEnumerable<Developer> Where( this Developers source, Func<Developer, int, bool>
predicate) { Console.WriteLine("Invoked Where extension method for Developers");
return (source.AsEnumerable().Where(predicate)); }}The only special action the custom
Where extension methods take is to write some output to the console, indicating that they have
executed. After that, the methods pass the request to the Where extension methods defined for
any standard instance of type IEnumerable<T>, converting the source with a method called
AsEnumerable, which we will cover in Chapter 3.Now, if you use the usual developers array, the
behavior of the query in Example 2-25 is quite interesting.Example 2-25. A query expression
over a custom list of type DevelopersDevelopers developers = new Developers(new Developer[]
{ new Developer { Name = "Paolo", Language = "C#", Age = 32 }, new Developer { Name =
"Marco", Language = "C#", Age = 37 }, new Developer { Name = "Frank", Language =
"VB.NET", Age = 48 },});var query = from d in developers where d.Language == "C#"
select d;Console.WriteLine("There are {0} C# developers.", query.Count());The query
expression will be converted by the compiler into the following code, as you saw earlier in this
chapter:var query = developers .Where (d => d.Language == "C#") .Select(d => d);As a
result of the presence of the DevelopersExtension class, the extension method Where that
executes is the one defined by DevelopersExtension, rather than the general-purpose one
defined in System.Linq.Enumerable. (To be considered as an extension method container class,
the DevelopersExtension class must be declared as static and defined in the current
namespace or in any namespace included in active using directives.) The resulting code
produced by the compiler resolving extension methods is the following:var query =
Enumerable.Select( DevelopersExtension.Where( developers, d => d.Language
== "C#"), d => d );In the end, you are always calling static methods of a static class, but the
syntax required is lighter and more intuitive with extension methods than with the more verbose
static method explicit calls.At this point, you are beginning to experience the real power of LINQ.
Using extension methods, you can define custom behaviors for specific types. In the following
chapters, we will discuss LINQ to Entities, LINQ to SQL, LINQ to XML, and other
implementations of LINQ. These implementations are just specific implementations of query
operators, thanks to the extension method resolution realized by the compilers.Now everything
looks fine. But now imagine that you need to query the custom list of type Developers with the
standard Where extension method rather than with the specialized one. To achieve that, you will
need to convert the custom list to a more generalized type to divert the extension method
resolution made by the compiler. This is another scenario that can benefit from conversion
operators, which we will cover in Chapter 3.Some Final Thoughts About LINQ QueriesIn this
section, we will cover a few more details about degenerate query expressions and exception



handling.Degenerate Query ExpressionsSometimes you need to iterate over the elements of a
data source without any filtering, ordering, grouping, or custom projection. Consider for example
the query presented in Example 2-26.Example 2-26. A degenerate query expression over a list
of type DevelopersDeveloper[] developers = new Developer[] {...};var query = from d in
developers select d;foreach (var developer in query) { Console.WriteLine(developer.Name);}
This code excerpt simply iterates over the data source, so you might wonder why the code does
not simply use the data source directly, as in Example 2-27.Example 2-27. Iteration over a list of
type DevelopersDeveloper[] developers = new Developer[] {...};foreach (var developer in
developers) { Console.WriteLine(developer.Name);}Apparently, the results of both Examples
Example 2-26 and Example 2-27 are the same. However, using the query expression in
Example 2-26 ensures that if a specific Select extension method for the data source exists, the
custom method will be called and the result will be consistent as a result of the translation of the
query expression into its corresponding method syntax.A query that simply returns a result
equal to the original data source (thus appearing trivial or useless) is called a degenerate query
expression. On the other hand, iterating directly over the data source (as in Example 2-27) skips
the invocation of any custom Select extension method and does not guarantee the correct
behavior (unless, of course, you explicitly want to iterate over the data source without using
LINQ).Exception HandlingQuery expressions can refer to external methods within their
definitions. Sometimes those methods can fail. Consider the query defined in Example 2-28,
which invokes the DoSomething method for each data source item.Example 2-28. A C# query
expression that references an external method that throws a fictitious exceptionstatic Boolean
DoSomething(Developer dev) { if (dev.Age > 40) throw new
ArgumentOutOfRangeException("dev"); return (dev.Language == "C#");}static void Main() {
Developer[] developers = new Developer[] { new Developer { Name = "Frank", Language =
"VB.NET", Age = 48 }, // other initializations omitted for the sake of brevity }; var query =
from d in developers let SomethingResult = DoSomething(d) select new { d.Name,
SomethingResult }; foreach (var item in query) { Console.WriteLine(item); }}The
DoSomething method throws a fictitious exception for any developer older than 40. We call this
method from inside the query. During query execution, when the query iterates over the
developer Frank, who is 48 years old, the custom method will throw an exception.First, you
should think carefully about calling custom methods in query definitions, because it is a
potentially dangerous habit, as you can see when executing this sample code. However, in
cases in which you do decide to call external methods, the best way to work with them is to wrap
the enumeration of the query result with a try … catch block. In fact, as you saw in the section
Deferred Query Evaluation, a query expression is executed each time it is enumerated, and not
when it is defined. Thus, the correct way of writing the code in Example 2-28 is presented in
Example 2-29.Example 2-29. A C# query expression used with exception handlingDeveloper[]
developers = new Developer[] { new Developer { Name = "Frank", Language = "VB.NET", Age
= 48 }, // other initializations omitted for the sake of brevity};var query = from d in developers



let SomethingResult = DoSomething(d) select new { d.Name, SomethingResult };try {
foreach (var item in query) { Console.WriteLine(item); }}catch
(ArgumentOutOfRangeException e) { Console.WriteLine(e.Message);}In general, it is useless
to wrap a query expression definition with a try … catch block. Moreover, for the same reason,
you should avoid using the results of methods or constructors directly as data sources for a
query expression and should instead assign their results to instance variables, wrapping the
variable assignment with a try … catch block as in Example 2-30.Example 2-30. A C# query
expression with exception handling in a local variables declarationstatic void
queryWithExceptionHandledInDataSourceDefinition() { Developer[] developers = null; try {
developers = createDevelopersDataSource(); } catch (InvalidOperationException e) { //
Imagine that the createDevelopersDataSource // throws an InvalidOperationException in
case of failure // Handle it somehow ... Console.WriteLine(e.Message); } if (developers !
= null) { var query = from d in developers let SomethingResult =
DoSomething(d) select new { d.Name, SomethingResult }; try { foreach (var item
in query) { Console.WriteLine(item); } } catch
(ArgumentOutOfRangeException e) { Console.WriteLine(e.Message); } }}private static
Developer[] createDevelopersDataSource() { // Fictitious InvalidOperationException thrown
throw new InvalidOperationException();}SummaryThis chapter discussed the principles of
query expressions and their different syntax flavors (query syntax, method syntax, and mixed
syntax), as well as all the main query keywords available in C# and Visual Basic. You have seen
two important LINQ features: deferred query evaluation and extension method resolution. You
have also seen examples of degenerate query expression and how to handle exceptions while
enumerating query expressions. In the next chapter, you will examine LINQ to Objects in
detail.Chapter 3. Linq to ObjectsModern programming languages and software development
architectures are based increasingly on object-oriented design and development. As a result,
you often need to query and manage objects and collections rather than records and data
tables. You also need tools and languages that work independently of specific data sources or
persistence layers. LINQ to Objects is the main implementation of Microsoft Language
Integrated Query (LINQ). You can use it to query in-memory collections of objects, entities, and
items.This chapter describes the main classes and operators on which LINQ is based, so you
will understand its architecture and become familiar with its syntax. The examples in this chapter
use LINQ to Objects so that the content can focus on queries and operators.Sample Data for
ExamplesThe data used in the examples in this chapter consists of a set of customers, each of
which has ordered products. The following Microsoft Visual C# code defines these types.public
enum Countries { USA, Italy,}public class Customer { public string Name; public string City;
public Countries Country; public Order[] Orders; public override string ToString() { return
String.Format("Name: {0} - City: {1} - Country: {2}", this.Name, this.City, this.Country ); }}
public class Order { public int IdOrder; public int Quantity; public bool Shipped; public string
Month; public int IdProduct; public override string ToString() { return



String.Format( "IdOrder: {0} - IdProduct: {1} - " + "Quantity: {2} - Shipped: {3} - "
+ "Month: {4}", this.IdOrder, this.IdProduct, this.Quantity,
this.Shipped, this.Month); }}public class Product { public int IdProduct; public decimal Price;
public override string ToString() { return String.Format("IdProduct: {0} - Price: {1}",
this.IdProduct, this.Price ); }}The following code excerpt initializes some instances of these
types.// -------------------------------------------------------// Initialize a collection of customers with their
orders:// -------------------------------------------------------customers = new Customer[] { new Customer
{Name = "Paolo", City = "Brescia", Country = Countries.Italy, Orders = new Order[] {
new Order { IdOrder = 1, Quantity = 3, IdProduct = 1 , Shipped = false, Month =
"January"}, new Order { IdOrder = 2, Quantity = 5, IdProduct = 2 ,
Shipped = true, Month = "May"}}}, new Customer {Name = "Marco", City = "Torino",
Country = Countries.Italy, Orders = new Order[] { new Order { IdOrder = 3, Quantity =
10, IdProduct = 1 , Shipped = false, Month = "July"}, new Order { IdOrder
= 4, Quantity = 20, IdProduct = 3 , Shipped = true, Month = "December"}}}, new
Customer {Name = "James", City = "Dallas", Country = Countries.USA, Orders = new
Order[] { new Order { IdOrder = 5, Quantity = 20, IdProduct = 3 , Shipped
= true, Month = "December"}}}, new Customer {Name = "Frank", City = "Seattle", Country
= Countries.USA, Orders = new Order[] { new Order { IdOrder = 6, Quantity = 20,
IdProduct = 5 , Shipped = false, Month = "July"}}}};products = new Product[] {
new Product {IdProduct = 1, Price = 10 }, new Product {IdProduct = 2, Price = 20 }, new
Product {IdProduct = 3, Price = 30 }, new Product {IdProduct = 4, Price = 40 }, new Product
{IdProduct = 5, Price = 50 }, new Product {IdProduct = 6, Price = 60 }};Here is the
corresponding Microsoft Visual Basic type definition code.Public Enum Countries USA
ItalyEnd EnumPublic Class Customer Public Name As String Public City As String Public
Country As Countries Public Orders As Order() Public Overrides Function ToString() As
String Return String.Format("Name: {0} - City: {1} - Country: {2}", Me.Name, Me.City,
Me.Country) End FunctionEnd ClassPublic Class Order Public IdOrder As Integer Public
Quantity As Integer Public Shipped As Boolean Public Month As String Public IdProduct As
Integer Public Overrides Function ToString() As String Return String.Format ( "IdOrder:
{0} - IdProduct: {1} - " & "Quantity: {2} - Shipped: {3} - " & "Month: {4}", Me.IdOrder,
Me.IdProduct, Me.Quantity, Me.Shipped, Me.Month) End FunctionEnd ClassPublic Class
Product Public IdProduct As Integer Public Price As Decimal Public Overrides Function
ToString() As String Return String.Format("IdProduct: {0} - Price: {1}", Me.IdProduct,
Me.Price) End FunctionEnd ClassAnd here is the corresponding Visual Basic initialization
code.' -------------------------------------------------------' Initialize a collection of customers with their
orders:' -------------------------------------------------------customers = New Customer() { New
Customer With {.Name = "Paolo", .City = "Brescia", .Country = Countries.Italy, .Orders = New
Order() { New Order With {.IdOrder = 1, .Quantity = 3, .IdProduct = 1, .Shipped =
False, .Month = "January"}, New Order With {.IdOrder = 2, .Quantity = 5, .IdProduct = 2,



.Shipped = True, .Month = "May"}}}, New Customer With {.Name = "Marco", .City =
"Torino", .Country = Countries.Italy, .Orders = New Order() { New Order With {.IdOrder
= 3, .Quantity = 10, .IdProduct = 1, .Shipped = False, .Month = "July"}, New Order
With {.IdOrder = 4, .Quantity = 20, .IdProduct = 3, .Shipped = True, .Month =
"December"}}}, New Customer With {.Name = "James", .City = "Dallas", .Country =
Countries.USA, .Orders = New Order() { New Order With {.IdOrder = 5, .Quantity =
20, .IdProduct = 3, .Shipped = True, .Month = "December"}}}, New Customer With
{.Name = "Frank", .City = "Seattle", .Country = Countries.USA, .Orders = New Order() {
New Order With {.IdOrder = 6, .Quantity = 20, .IdProduct = 5, .Shipped = False, .Month
= "July"}}}}products = New Product() { New Product With {.IdProduct = 1, .Price = 10}, New
Product With {.IdProduct = 2, .Price = 20}, New Product With {.IdProduct = 3, .Price = 30},
New Product With {.IdProduct = 4, .Price = 40}, New Product With {.IdProduct = 5, .Price =
50}, New Product With {.IdProduct = 6, .Price = 60}}Query OperatorsThis section describes the
main methods and generic delegates provided by the System.Linq namespace, which is hosted
by System.Core.dll, for querying items with LINQ.The Where OperatorImagine that you need to
list the names and cities of customers from Italy. To filter a set of items, you can use the Where
operator, which is also called a restriction operator because it restricts a set of items.
Example 3-1 shows a simple example.Example 3-1. A query with a restrictionvar expr = from c
in customers where c.Country == Countries.Italy select new { c.Name, c.City };Here are the
signatures of the Where operator:public static IEnumerable<TSource> Where<TSource>( this
IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource, Boolean> predicate);public static
IEnumerable<TSource> Where<TSource>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source,
Func<TSource, Int32, Boolean> predicate);As you can see, two signatures are available.
Example 3-1 uses the first one, which enumerates items of the source sequence and yields
those that verify the predicate (c.Country == Countries.Italy). The second signature accepts an
additional parameter of type Int32 for the predicate, which is used as a zero-based index of the
elements within the source sequence. Keep in mind that passing null arguments to the
predicates results in an ArgumentNullException error. You can use the index parameter to start
filtering by a particular index, as shown in Example 3-2.Example 3-2. A query with a restriction
and an index-based filtervar expr = customers .Where((c, index) => (c.Country ==
Countries.Italy && index >= 1)) .Select(c => c.Name);ImportantExample 3-2 uses the method
syntax because the version of Where that we want to call is not supported by an equivalent
query expression clause. We will use both syntaxes from here onward.The result of Example 3-2
will be a list of Italian customers, skipping the first one. As you can see from the following
console output, the index-based partitioning occurs over the data source already filtered by
Country. The results show a single name:MarcoThe capability to filter items of the source
sequence by using their positional index is useful when you want to extract a specific page of
data from a large sequence of items. Example 3-3 shows an example.Example 3-3. A query with
a paging restrictionint start = 5;int end = 10;var expr = customers .Where((c, index) => ((index



>= start) && (index < end))) .Select(c => c.Name);NoteKeep in mind that it is generally not a
good practice to store large sequences of data loaded from a database persistence layer in
memory; thus, in general, you should not have to paginate data in memory. Usually, it is better to
page data at the persistence layer level.Projection OperatorsThe following sections describe
how to use projection operators. You use these operators to select (or “project”) contents from
the source enumeration into the result.SelectIn Example 3-1, you saw an example of defining
the result of the query by using the Select operator. The signatures for the Select operator
are:public static IEnumerable<TResult> Select<TSource, TResult>( this
IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource, TResult> selector);public static
IEnumerable<TResult> Select<TSource, TResult>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source,
Func<TSource, Int32, TResult> selector);The Select operator is a projection operator because
it projects the query results, making them available through an object that implements
IEnumerable<TResult>. This object will enumerate items identified by the selector predicate.
Like the Where operator, Select enumerates the source sequence and yields the result of the
selector predicate. Consider the following predicate:var expr = customers.Select(c =>
c.Name);This predicate’s result is a sequence of customer names (IEnumerable<String>). Now
consider this example:var expr = customers.Select(c => new { c.Name, c.City });This predicate
projects a sequence of instances of an anonymous type, defined as a tuple of Name and City,
for each customer object. With this second Select overload, you can also provide an argument
of type Int32 for the predicate—a zero-based index used to define the positional index of each
item inserted in the resulting sequence. Example 3-4 shows an example.Example 3-4. A
projection with an index argument in the selector predicatevar expr = customers .Select((c,
index) => new { index, c.Name, c.Country } );foreach (var item in expr) {
Console.WriteLine(item);}Running the query in Example 3-4 produces this result:{ index = 0,
Name = Paolo, Country = Italy }{ index = 1, Name = Marco, Country = Italy }{ index = 2, Name =
James, Country = USA }{ index = 3, Name = Frank, Country = USA }As with the Where operator,
the Select operator’s simple overload is available as a query expression keyword, while the more
complex overload needs to be invoked explicitly as an extension method.As you have already
seen in Chapter 2, the query expression syntax of the Select operator changes slightly between
C# and Visual Basic in respect to anonymous type projection. In Visual Basic, anonymous type
creation is implicitly determined by the query syntax, whereas in C#, you must explicitly declare
that you want a new anonymous type.SelectManyImagine that you want to select all the orders
of customers from Italy. You could write the query shown in Example 3-5 using the verbose
method.Example 3-5. The list of orders made by Italian customersvar orders = customers
.Where(c => c.Country == Countries.Italy) .Select(c => c.Orders);foreach(var item in orders)
{ Console.WriteLine(item); }Because of the behavior of the Select operator, the resulting type of
this query will be IEnumerable<Order[]>, where each item in the resulting sequence represents
the array of orders of a single customer. In fact, the Orders property of a Customer instance is of
type Order[]. The output of the code in Example 3-5 would be the following:DevLeap.Linq.LinqTo



Objects.Operators.Order[]DevLeap.Linq.LinqToObjects.Operators.Order[]To have a “flat”
IEnumerable<Order> result type, you need to use the SelectMany operator:public static
IEnumerable<TResult> SelectMany<TSource, TResult>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source,
Func<TSource, IEnumerable<TResult>> selector);public static IEnumerable<TResult>
SelectMany<TSource, TResult>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource, Int32,
IEnumerable<TResult>> selector);public static IEnumerable<TResult> SelectMany<TSource,
TCollection, TResult>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource,
IEnumerable<TCollection>> collectionSelector, Func<TSource, TCollection, TResult>
resultSelector);public static IEnumerable<TResult> SelectMany<TSource, TCollection,
TResult>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource, Int32,
IEnumerable<TCollection>> collectionSelector, Func<TSource, TCollection, TResult>
resultSelector);This operator enumerates the source sequence and merges the resulting items,
providing them as a single enumerable sequence. The second overload available is analogous
to the equivalent overload for Select, which allows a zero-based integer index for indexing
purposes. Example 3-6 shows an example.Example 3-6. The flattened list of orders made by
Italian customersvar orders = customers .Where(c => c.Country == Countries.Italy)
.SelectMany(c => c.Orders);Using the query expression syntax, the query in Example 3-6 can
be written with the code shown in Example 3-7.Example 3-7. The flattened list of orders made by
Italian customers, written with a query expressionvar orders = from c in customers where
c.Country == Countries.Italy from o in c.Orders select o;Both Example 3-6 and
Example 3-7 have the following output, where the ToString override of the Order type is
used:IdOrder: 1 - IdProduct: 1 - Quantity: 3 - Shipped: False - Month: JanuaryIdOrder: 2 -
IdProduct: 2 - Quantity: 5 - Shipped: True - Month: MayIdOrder: 3 - IdProduct: 1 - Quantity: 10 -
Shipped: False - Month: JulyIdOrder: 4 - IdProduct: 3 - Quantity: 20 - Shipped: True - Month:
DecemberThe select keyword in query expressions, for all but the initial from clause, is
translated to invocations of SelectMany. In other words, every time you see a query expression
with more than one from clause, you can apply this rule: the select over the first from clause is
converted to an invocation of Select, and the other select commands are translated into a
SelectMany call.The third and fourth overloads of SelectMany are useful whenever you need to
select a custom result from the source set of sequences instead of simply merging their items,
as with the two previous overloads. These overloads invoke the collectionSelector projection
over the source sequence and return the result of the resultSelector projection. The result is
applied to each item in the collections selected by collectionSelector and eventually projects a
zero-based integer index in the case of the last SelectMany overload shown. In Example 3-8,
you can see an example of the third method overload used to extract a new anonymous type
made from the Quantity and IdProduct of each order by Italian customers.Example 3-8. The list
of Quantity and IdProduct of orders made by Italian customersvar items = customers .Where(c
=> c.Country == Countries.Italy) .SelectMany(c => c.Orders, (c, o) => new { o.Quantity,
o.IdProduct });You can write the same query as in Example 3-8 with the query expression shown



in Example 3-9.Example 3-9. The list of Quantity and IdProduct of orders made by Italian
customers, written with a query expressionvar items = from c in customers where c.Country
== Countries.Italy from o in c.Orders select new {o.Quantity, o.IdProduct};Ordering
OperatorsAnother useful set of operators is the ordering operators group. Ordering operators
determine the ordering and direction of elements in output sequences.OrderBy and
OrderByDescendingSometimes it is helpful to apply an ordering to the results of a database
query. LINQ can order the results of queries, in ascending or descending order, using ordering
operators, similar to SQL syntax. For example, if you need to select the Name and City of all
Italian customers in descending order by Name, you can write the corresponding query
expression shown in Example 3-10.Example 3-10. A query expression with a descending
orderby clausevar expr = from c in customers where c.Country == Countries.Italy orderby
c.Name descending select new { c.Name, c.City };The query expression syntax will translate
the orderby keyword into one of the following ordering extension methods:public static
IOrderedEnumerable<TSource> OrderBy<TSource, TKey>( this IEnumerable<TSource>
source, Func<TSource, TKey> keySelector);public static IOrderedEnumerable<TSource>
OrderBy<TSource, TKey>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource, TKey>
keySelector, IComparer<TKey> comparer);public static IOrderedEnumerable<TSource>
OrderByDescending<TSource, TKey>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource,
TKey> keySelector);public static IOrderedEnumerable<TSource>
OrderByDescending<TSource, TKey>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource,
TKey> keySelector, IComparer<TKey> comparer);As you can see, the two main extension
methods, OrderBy and OrderByDescending, both have two overloads. The methods’ names
suggest their objective: OrderBy is for ascending order, and OrderByDescending is for
descending order. The keySelector argument represents a function that extracts a key, of type
TKey, from each item of type TSource, taken from the source sequence. The extracted key
represents the typed content to be compared by the comparer while ordering, and the TSource
type describes the type of each item of the source sequence. Both methods have an overload
that allows you to provide a custom comparer. If no comparer is provided or the comparer
argument is null, the Default property of the Comparer<T> generic type is used
(Comparer<TKey>.Default).ImportantThe default Comparer returned by Comparer<T>.Default
uses the generic interface IComparable<T> to compare two objects. If type T does not
implement the System.IComparable<T> generic interface, the Default property of Comparer<T>
returns a Comparer that uses the System.IComparable interface. If the type of T does not
implement either of these interfaces, the Compare method of the Default comparer will throw an
exception.It is important to emphasize that these ordering methods return not just
IEnumerable<TSource> but IOrderedEnumerable<TSource>, which is an interface that extends
IEnumerable<T>.The query expression in Example 3-10 will be translated to the following
extension method calls:var expr = customers .Where(c => c.Country == Countries.Italy)
.OrderByDescending(c => c.Name) .Select(c => new { c.Name, c.City } );As you can see from



the previous code excerpt, the OrderByDescending method, as well as all the ordering methods,
accepts a key selector lambda expression that selects the key value from the range variable (c)
of the current context. The selector can extract any sorting field available in the range variable,
even if it is not projected in the output by the Select method. For example, you can sort
customers by Country and select their Name and City properties.ThenBy and
ThenByDescendingWhenever you need to order data by many different keys, you can take
advantage of the ThenBy and ThenByDescending operators. Here are their signatures:public
static IOrderedEnumerable<TSource> ThenBy<TSource, TKey>( this
IOrderedEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource, TKey> keySelector);public static
IOrderedEnumerable<TSource> ThenBy<TSource, TKey>( this
IOrderedEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource, TKey> keySelector,
IComparer<TKey> comparer);public static IOrderedEnumerable<TSource>
ThenByDescending<TSource, TKey>( this IOrderedEnumerable<TSource> source,
Func<TSource, TKey> keySelector);public static IOrderedEnumerable<TSource>
ThenByDescending<TSource, TKey>( this IOrderedEnumerable<TSource> source,
Func<TSource, TKey> keySelector, IComparer<TKey> comparer);These operators have
signatures similar to OrderBy and OrderByDescending. The difference is that ThenBy and
ThenByDescending can be applied only to IOrderedEnumerable<T> and not to any
IEnumerable<T>. Therefore, you can use the ThenBy or ThenByDescending operators just after
the first use of OrderBy or OrderByDescending. Here is an example:var expr = customers
.Where(c => c.Country == Countries.Italy) .OrderByDescending(c => c.Name) .ThenBy(c =>
c.City) .Select(c => new { c.Name, c.City } );In Example 3-11, you can see the corresponding
query expression.Example 3-11. A query expression with orderby and thenbyvar expr = from
c in customers where c.Country == Countries.Italy orderby c.Name descending, c.City
select new { c.Name, c.City };ImportantIn the case of multiple occurrences of the same key
within a sequence to be ordered, the result is not guaranteed to be “stable.” In such conditions,
the original ordering might not be preserved by the comparer.A custom comparer might be
useful when the items in your source sequence need to be ordered using custom logic. For
example, imagine that you want to select all the orders of your customers ordered by month,
shown in Example 3-12.Example 3-12. A query expression ordered using the comparer provided
by Comparer<T>.Defaultvar expr = from c in customers from o in c.Orders orderby
o.Month select o;If you apply the default comparer to the Month property of the orders, you
will get a result alphabetically ordered because of the behavior of Comparer<T>.Default, which
was described earlier. The result is wrong because the Month property is just a string and not a
number or a date:IdOrder: 4 - IdProduct: 3 - Quantity: 20 - Shipped: True - Month:
DecemberIdOrder: 5 - IdProduct: 3 - Quantity: 20 - Shipped: True - Month: DecemberIdOrder: 1 -
IdProduct: 1 - Quantity: 3 - Shipped: False - Month: JanuaryIdOrder: 3 - IdProduct: 1 - Quantity:
10 - Shipped: False - Month: JulyIdOrder: 6 - IdProduct: 5 - Quantity: 20 - Shipped: False -
Month: JulyIdOrder: 2 - IdProduct: 2 - Quantity: 5 - Shipped: True - Month: MayYou should use a



custom MonthComparer that correctly compares months:using System.Globalization;class
MonthComparer: IComparer<string> { public int Compare(string x, string y) { DateTime
xDate = DateTime.ParseExact(x, "MMMM", new CultureInfo("en-US")); DateTime yDate =
DateTime.ParseExact(y, "MMMM", new CultureInfo("en-US"));
return(Comparer<DateTime>.Default.Compare(xDate, yDate)); }}The newly defined custom
MonthComparer could be passed as a parameter while invoking the OrderBy extension method,
as in Example 3-13.Example 3-13. A custom comparer used with an OrderBy operatorvar orders
= customers .SelectMany(c => c.Orders) .OrderBy(o => o.Month, new
MonthComparer());Now the result of Example 3-13 will be the following, correctly ordered by
month:IdOrder: 1 - IdProduct: 1 - Quantity: 3 - Shipped: False - Month: JanuaryIdOrder: 2 -
IdProduct: 2 - Quantity: 5 - Shipped: True - Month: MayIdOrder: 3 - IdProduct: 1 - Quantity: 10 -
Shipped: False - Month: JulyIdOrder: 6 - IdProduct: 5 - Quantity: 20 - Shipped: False - Month:
JulyIdOrder: 4 - IdProduct: 3 - Quantity: 20 - Shipped: True - Month: DecemberIdOrder: 5 -
IdProduct: 3 - Quantity: 20 - Shipped: True - Month: DecemberReverse OperatorSometimes you
need to reverse the result of a query, listing the last item in the result first. LINQ provides a last-
ordering operator, called Reverse, which allows you to perform this operation:public static
IEnumerable<TSource> Reverse<TSource>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source);The
implementation of Reverse is quite simple. It just yields each item in the source sequence in
reverse order. Example 3-14 shows an example of its use.Example 3-14. The Reverse operator
appliedvar expr = customers .Where(c => c.Country == Countries.Italy)
.OrderByDescending(c => c.Name) .ThenBy(c => c.City) .Select(c => new { c.Name,
c.City } ) .Reverse();The Reverse operator, like many other operators, does not have a
corresponding keyword in query expressions. However, you can merge query expression syntax
with operators (described in Chapter 2) as shown in Example 3-15.Example 3-15. The Reverse
operator applied to a query expression with orderby and thenbyvar expr = (from c in
customers where c.Country == Countries.Italy orderby c.Name descending, c.City select
new { c.Name, c.City } ).Reverse();As you can see, we apply the Reverse operator to the
expression resulting from Example 3-11. Under the covers, the inner query expression is first
translated to the resulting list of extension methods, and then the Reverse method is applied at
the end of the extension methods chain. It is just like Example 3-14, but hopefully easier to
write.Grouping OperatorsNow you have seen how to select, filter, and order sequences of items.
Sometimes when querying contents, you also need to group results based on specific criteria.
To realize content groupings, you use a grouping operator.The GroupBy operator, also called a
grouping operator, is the only operator of this family and provides a rich set of eight overloads.
Here are the first four:public static IEnumerable<IGrouping<TKey, TSource>>
GroupBy<TSource, TKey>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource, TKey>
keySelector);public static IEnumerable<IGrouping<TKey, TSource>> GroupBy<TSource,
TKey>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource, TKey> keySelector,
IEqualityComparer<TKey> comparer);public static IEnumerable<IGrouping<TKey, TElement>>



GroupBy<TSource, TKey, TElement>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource,
TKey> keySelector, Func<TSource, TElement> elementSelector);public static
IEnumerable<IGrouping<TKey, TElement>> GroupBy<TSource, TKey, TElement>( this
IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource, TKey> keySelector, Func<TSource,
TElement> elementSelector, IEqualityComparer<TKey> comparer);These GroupBy method
overloads select pairs of keys and items for each item in source. They use the keySelector
predicate to extract the Key value from each item to group results based on the different Key
values. The elementSelector argument, if present, defines a function that maps the source
element within the source sequence to the destination element of the resulting sequence. If you
do not specify the elementSelector, elements are mapped directly from the source to the
destination. (You will see an example of this later in the chapter, in Example 3-18.) They then
yield a sequence of IGrouping<TKey, TElement> objects, where each group consists of a
sequence of items with a common Key value.The IGrouping<TKey, TElement> generic interface
is a specialized implementation of IEnumerable<TElement>. This implementation can return a
specific Key of type TKey for each item within the enumeration:public interface IGrouping<TKey,
TElement> : IEnumerable<TElement> { TKey Key { get; }}From a practical point of view, a type
that implements this generic interface is simply a typed enumeration with an identifying type Key
for each item.There are also four more signatures useful to shape a custom result
projection:public static IEnumerable<TResult> GroupBy<TSource, TKey, TResult>( this
IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource, TKey> keySelector, Func<TKey,
IEnumerable<TSource>, TResult> resultSelector);public static IEnumerable<TResult>
GroupBy<TSource, TKey, TElement, TResult>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source,
Func<TSource, TKey> keySelector, Func<TSource, TElement> elementSelector, Func<TKey,
IEnumerable<TSource>, TResult> resultSelector);public static IEnumerable<TResult>
GroupBy<TSource, TKey, TResult>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource,
TKey> keySelector, Func<TKey, IEnumerable<TSource>, TResult> resultSelector,
IEqualityComparer<TKey> comparer);public static IEnumerable<TResult> GroupBy<TSource,
TKey, Telement, TResult>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource, TKey>
keySelector, Func<TSource, TElement> elementSelector, Func<TKey,
IEnumerable<TSource>, TResult> resultSelector, IEqualityComparer<TKey> comparer);With
the resultSelector argument present in these last signatures, you can define a projection for the
GroupBy operation, which lets you return an IEnumerable<TResult>. This last set of overloads is
useful for selecting a flattened enumeration of items, based on aggregations over the grouping
sets. You will see an example of this syntax later in this section.One last optional argument you
can pass to some of these methods is a custom comparer, which is useful when you need to
compare key values and define group membership. If no custom comparer is provided, the
EqualityComparer<TKey>.Default is used. The order of keys and items within each group
corresponds to their occurrence within the source. Example 3-16 shows an example of using the
GroupBy operator.Example 3-16. The GroupBy operator used to group customers by Countryvar



expr = customers.GroupBy(c => c.Country);foreach(IGrouping<Countries, Customer>
customerGroup in expr) { Console.WriteLine("Country: {0}", customerGroup.Key); foreach(var
item in customerGroup) { Console.WriteLine("\t{0}", item); }}Here is the console output of
Example 3-16:Country: Italy Name: Paolo - City: Brescia - Country: Italy Name: Marco -
City: Torino - Country: ItalyCountry: USA Name: James - City: Dallas - Country: USA
Name: Frank - City: Seattle - Country: USAAs Example 3-16 shows, you need to enumerate all
group keys before iterating over the items contained within each group. Each group is an
instance of a type that implements IGrouping<Countries, Customer>, because the code uses
the default elementSelector that directly projects the source Customer instances into the result.
In query expressions, the GroupBy operator can be defined using the group … by … syntax,
which is shown in Example 3-17.Example 3-17. A query expression with a group … by …
syntaxvar expr = from c in customers group c by c.Country;foreach(IGrouping<Countries,
Customer> customerGroup in expr) { Console.WriteLine("Country: {0}", customerGroup.Key);
foreach(var item in customerGroup) { Console.WriteLine("\t{0}", item); }}The code defined
in Example 3-16 is semantically equivalent to that shown in Example 3-17.Example 3-18 is
another example of grouping, this time with a custom elementSelector.Example 3-18. The
GroupBy operator used to group customer names by Countryvar expr = customers
.GroupBy(c => c.Country, c => c.Name);foreach(IGrouping<Countries, String> customerGroup
in expr) { Console.WriteLine("Country: {0}", customerGroup.Key); foreach(var item in
customerGroup) { Console.WriteLine("\t{0}", item); }}Here is the result of this code:Country:
Italy Paolo MarcoCountry: USA James FrankIn this last example, the result is a class that
implements IGrouping<Countries, String>, because the elementSelector predicate projects only
the customers’ names (of type String) into the output sequence.In Example 3-19, you can see
an example of using the GroupBy operator with a resultSelector predicate
argument.Example 3-19. The GroupBy operator used to group customer names by Countryvar
expr = customers .GroupBy(c => c.Country, (k, c) => new { Key = k, Count =
c.Count() });foreach (var group in expr) { Console.WriteLine("Key: {0} - Count: {1}", group.Key,
group.Count);}This last example projected the Key value of each group and the Count of
elements for each group. In cases when you need them, there are also GroupBy overloads that
allow you to define both a resultSelector and a custom elementSelector. They are useful
whenever you need to project groups, calculating aggregations on each group of items, but also
having the single items through a custom elementSelector predicate. Example 3-20 shows an
example.Example 3-20. The GroupBy operator used to group customer names by Country, with
a custom resultSelector and elementSelectorvar expr = customers .GroupBy( c =>
c.Country, // keySelector c => new { OrdersCount = c.Orders.Count() }, // elementSelector
(key, elements) => new { // resultSelector Key = key, Count = elements.Count(),
OrdersCount = elements.Sum(item => item.OrdersCount) });foreach (var group in expr) {
Console.WriteLine("Key: {0} - Count: {1} - Orders Count: {2}", group.Key, group.Count ,
group.OrdersCount);}The code in Example 3-20 shows an example of a query that returns a flat



enumeration of items made of customers grouped by Country, the count of customers for each
group, and the total count of orders executed by customers of each group. Notice that the result
of the query is an IEnumerable<TResult> and not an IGrouping<TKey, TElement>. Here is the
output of the code in Example 3-20:Key: Italy - Count: 2 - Orders Count: 4Key: USA - Count: 2 -
Orders Count: 2Join OperatorsJoin operators define relationships within sequences in query
expressions. From a SQL and relational point of view, almost every query requires joining one or
more tables. In LINQ, a set of join operators implements this behavior.JoinThe first operator of
this group is, of course, the Join method, defined by the following signatures:public static
IEnumerable<TResult> Join<TOuter, TInner, TKey, TResult>( this IEnumerable<TOuter>
outer, IEnumerable<TInner> inner, Func<TOuter, TKey> outerKeySelector, Func<TInner,
TKey> innerKeySelector, Func<TOuter, TInner, TResult> resultSelector);public static
IEnumerable<TResult> Join<TOuter, TInner, TKey, TResult>( this IEnumerable<TOuter>
outer, IEnumerable<TInner> inner, Func<TOuter, TKey> outerKeySelector, Func<TInner,
TKey> innerKeySelector, Func<TOuter, TInner, TResult> resultSelector,
IEqualityComparer<TKey> comparer);Join requires a set of four generic types. The TOuter type
represents the type of the outer source sequence, and the TInner type describes the type of the
inner source sequence. The predicates outerKeySelector and innerKeySelector define how to
extract the identifying keys from the outer and inner source sequence items, respectively. These
keys are both of type TKey, and their equivalence defines the join condition. The resultSelector
predicate defines what to project into the result sequence, which will be an implementation of
IEnumerable<TResult>. TResult is the last generic type needed by the operator, and it defines
the type of each single item in the join result sequence. The second overload of the method has
an additional custom equality comparer, used to compare the keys. If the comparer argument is
null or if the first overload of the method is invoked, a default key comparer
(EqualityComparer<TKey>.Default) will be used.Here is an example that will make the use of
Join clearer. Consider the sample customers, with their orders and products. In Example 3-21, a
query joins orders with their corresponding products.Example 3-21. The Join operator used to
map orders with productsvar expr = customers .SelectMany(c => c.Orders) .Join( products,
o => o.IdProduct, p => p.IdProduct, (o, p) => new {o.Month, o.Shipped,
p.IdProduct, p.Price } );The following is the result of the query:{Month = January, Shipped =
False, IdProduct = 1, Price = 10}{Month = May, Shipped = True, IdProduct = 2, Price = 20}
{Month = July, Shipped = False, IdProduct = 1, Price = 10}{Month = December, Shipped = True,
IdProduct = 3, Price = 30}{Month = December, Shipped = True, IdProduct = 3, Price = 30}{Month
= July, Shipped = False, IdProduct = 5, Price = 50}In this example, orders represents the outer
sequence and products is the inner sequence. The o and p used in lambda expressions are of
type Order and Product, respectively. Internally, the operator collects the elements of the inner
sequence into a hash table, using their keys extracted with innerKeySelector. It then enumerates
the outer sequence and maps its elements, based on the Key value extracted with
outerKeySelector, to the hash table of items. Because of its implementation, the Join operator



result sequence keeps the order of the outer sequence first, and then uses the order of the inner
sequence for each outer sequence element.From a SQL point of view, the example in
Example 3-21 can be thought of as an inner equijoin somewhat like the following SQL
query:SELECT o.Month, o.Shipped, p.IdProduct, p.PriceFROM Orders AS oINNER JOIN
Products AS p ON o.IdProduct = p.IdProductIf you want to translate the SQL syntax into the
Join operator syntax, you can think about the columns selection in SQL as the resultSelector
predicate, while the equality condition on IdProduct columns (of orders and products)
corresponds to the pair of innerKeySelector and outerKeySelector predicates.The Join operator
has a corresponding query expression syntax, which is shown in
Example 3-22.Example 3-22. The Join operator query expression syntaxvar expr = from c in
customers from o in c.Orders join p in products on o.IdProduct equals
p.IdProduct select new {o.Month, o.Shipped, p.IdProduct, p.Price };ImportantAs described in
Chapter 2, the order of items to relate (o.IdProduct equals p.IdProduct) in query expression
syntax must specify the outer sequence first and the inner sequence after; otherwise, the query
expression will not compile. This requirement is different from standard SQL queries, in which
item ordering does not matter.In Example 3-23, you can see the Visual Basic syntax
corresponding to Example 3-22. Take a look at the SQL-like selection syntax.Example 3-23. The
Join operator query expression syntax expressed in Visual BasicDim expr = From c In
customers From o In c.Orders Join p In products On o.IdProduct Equals p.IdProduct
Select o.Month, o.Shipped, p.IdProduct, p.PriceGroupJoinIn cases in which you need to define
something similar to a SQL LEFT OUTER JOIN or a RIGHT OUTER JOIN, you need to use the
GroupJoin operator. Its signatures are quite similar to the Join operator:public static
IEnumerable<TResult> GroupJoin<TOuter, TInner, TKey, TResult>( this
IEnumerable<TOuter> outer, IEnumerable<TInner> inner, Func<TOuter, TKey>
outerKeySelector, Func<TInner, TKey> innerKeySelector, Func<TOuter,
IEnumerable<TInner>, TResult> resultSelector);public static IEnumerable<TResult>
GroupJoin<TOuter, TInner, TKey, TResult>( this IEnumerable<TOuter> outer,
IEnumerable<TInner> inner, Func<TOuter, TKey> outerKeySelector, Func<TInner,
TKey> innerKeySelector, Func<TOuter, IEnumerable<TInner>, TResult> resultSelector,
IEqualityComparer<TKey> comparer);The only difference is the definition of the resultSelector
projector. It requires an instance of IEnumerable<TInner>, instead of a single object of type
TInner, because it projects a hierarchical result of type IEnumerable<TResult>. Each item of
type TResult consists of an item extracted from the outer sequence and a group of items, of type
TInner, joined from the inner sequence.As a result of this behavior, the output is not a flattened
outer equijoin, which would be produced by using the Join operator, but a hierarchical sequence
of items. Nevertheless, you can define queries using GroupJoin with results equivalent to the
Join operator whenever the mapping is a one-to-one relationship. In cases in which a
corresponding element group in the inner sequence is absent, the GroupJoin operator extracts
the outer sequence element paired with an empty sequence (Count = 0). In Example 3-24, you



can see an example of this operator.Example 3-24. The GroupJoin operator used to map
products with orders, if presentvar expr = products .GroupJoin( customers.SelectMany(c
=> c.Orders), p => p.IdProduct, o => o.IdProduct, (p, orders) => new { p.IdProduct,
Orders = orders });foreach(var item in expr) { Console.WriteLine("Product: {0}",
item.IdProduct); foreach (var order in item.Orders) { Console.WriteLine("\t{0}", order); }}The
following is the result of Example 3-24:Product: 1 IdOrder: 1 - IdProduct: 1 - Quantity: 3 -
Shipped: False - Month: January IdOrder: 3 - IdProduct: 1 - Quantity: 10 - Shipped: False -
Month: JulyProduct: 2 IdOrder: 2 - IdProduct: 2 - Quantity: 5 - Shipped: True - Month:
MayProduct: 3 IdOrder: 4 - IdProduct: 3 - Quantity: 20 - Shipped: True - Month: December
IdOrder: 5 - IdProduct: 3 - Quantity: 20 - Shipped: True - Month: DecemberProduct: 4Product: 5
IdOrder: 6 - IdProduct: 5 - Quantity: 20 - Shipped: False - Month: JulyProduct: 6You can see that
products 4 and 6 have no mapping orders, but the query returns them nonetheless. You can
think about this operator like a SELECT … FOR XML AUTO query in Transact-SQL. In fact, it
returns results hierarchically grouped like a set of XML nodes nested within their parent nodes,
similar to the default result of a FOR XML AUTO query.In a query expression, the GroupJoin
operator is defined as a join … into … clause. The query expression shown in Example 3-24 is
equivalent to Example 3-25.Example 3-25. A query expression with a join … into … clausevar
customersOrders = from c in customers from o in c.Orders select o;var expr = from p
in products join o in customersOrders on p.IdProduct equals o.IdProduct into
orders select new { p.IdProduct, Orders = orders };In this example, we first define an expression
called customersOrders to extract the flat list of orders. (This expression still uses the
SelectMany operator because of the double from clause.) You could also define a single query
expression, nesting the customersOrders expression within the main query. This approach is
shown in Example 3-26.Example 3-26. The query expression of Listing 3-25 in its compact
versionvar expr = from p in products join o in ( from c in customers from o in
c.Orders select o ) on p.IdProduct equals o.IdProduct into orders select new
{ p.IdProduct, Orders = orders };Set OperatorsOur journey through LINQ operators continues
with a group of methods that handle sets of data, applying common set operations (union,
intersect, and except) and selecting unique occurrences of items (distinct).DistinctImagine that
you want to extract all products that are mapped to orders, avoiding duplicates. This requirement
could be solved in standard SQL by using a DISTINCT clause within a JOIN query. LINQ
provides a Distinct operator too. Its signatures are quite simple. It requires only a source
sequence, from which all the distinct occurrences of items will be yielded, and provides an
overload with a custom IEqualityComparer<TSource>, which you will learn later:public static
IEnumerable<TSource> Distinct<TSource>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source);public static
IEnumerable<TSource> Distinct<TSource>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source,
IEqualityComparer<TSource> comparer);An example of the operator is shown in
Example 3-27.Example 3-27. The Distinct operator applied to the list of products used in
ordersvar expr = customers .SelectMany(c => c.Orders) .Join(products, o =>



o.IdProduct, p => p.IdProduct, (o, p) => p) .Distinct();Distinct does not have an
equivalent query expression clause; therefore, just as in Example 3-15, you can apply this
operator to the result of a query expression, as shown in Example 3-28.Example 3-28. The
Distinct operator applied to a query expressionvar expr = (from c in customers from o in
c.Orders join p in products on o.IdProduct equals p.IdProduct select p
).Distinct();By default, Distinct compares and identifies elements using their GetHashCode and
Equals methods because internally it uses a default comparer of type
EqualityComparer<T>.Default. You can, if necessary, override the type behavior to change the
Distinct result, or you can just use the second overload of the Distinct method:public static
IEnumerable<TSource> Distinct<TSource>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source,
IEqualityComparer<TSource> comparer);This last overload accepts a comparer argument,
available so you can provide a custom comparer for instances of type TSource.NoteYou will see
an example of how to compare reference types in the Union operator in Example 3-29.Union,
Intersect, and ExceptThe group of set operators contains three more operators that are useful
for classic set operations: Union, Intersect, and Except, all of which share a similar
definition:public static IEnumerable<TSource> Union<TSource>( this IEnumerable<TSource>
first, IEnumerable<TSource> second);public static IEnumerable<TSource> Union<TSource>(
this IEnumerable<TSource> first, IEnumerable<TSource> second,
IEqualityComparer<TSource> comparer);public static IEnumerable<TSource>
Intersect<TSource>( this IEnumerable<TSource> first, IEnumerable<TSource>
second);public static IEnumerable<TSource> Intersect<TSource>( this
IEnumerable<TSource> first, IEnumerable<TSource> second, IEqualityComparer<TSource>
comparer);public static IEnumerable<TSource> Except<TSource>( this
IEnumerable<TSource> first, IEnumerable<TSource> second);public static
IEnumerable<TSource> Except<TSource>( this IEnumerable<TSource> first,
IEnumerable<TSource> second, IEqualityComparer<TSource> comparer);The Union operator
enumerates the first sequence and the second sequence in that order and yields each element
that has not already been yielded. For example, in Example 3-29, you can see how to merge two
sets of Integer numbers.Example 3-29. The Union operator applied to sets of Integer
numbersInt32[] setOne = {1, 5, 6, 9};Int32[] setTwo = {4, 5, 7, 11};var union =
setOne.Union(setTwo);foreach (var i in union) { Console.Write(i + ", ");}Programming
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—PaoloPrefaceWe saw Language Integrated Query (LINQ) for the first time in September 2005,
when the LINQ Project was announced during the Professional Developers Conference (PDC
2005). We immediately realized the importance and the implications of LINQ for the long term. At
the same time, we felt it would be a huge error to look to LINQ only for its capability to wrap
access to relational data. This would be an error because the important concept introduced by
LINQ is the growth in code abstraction that comes from using a consistent pattern that makes
code more readable, without having to pay in terms of loss of control. We liked LINQ, we could
foresee widespread use for it, but we were worried about the possible misperception of its key
points. For these reasons, we started to think about writing a book about LINQ.Our opportunity



to write such a book began when our proposal was accepted by Microsoft Press. We wrote an
initial short version of this book, Introducing Microsoft LINQ (Microsoft Press), which was based
on beta 1 code. A second book, Programming Microsoft LINQ (Microsoft Press),
comprehensively discussed LINQ in .NET 3.5. Readers provided a lot of feedback about both
these books. We took both the positive and more importantly, the negative comments as
opportunities to improve the book. Today, we are writing the preface to the third book about
LINQ, Programming Microsoft LINQ in Microsoft .NET Framework 4, which we believe is a more
mature book, full of useful content to help people develop real-world .NET solutions that
leverage LINQ and new .NET 4.0 features!After spending almost five years working with LINQ,
this book represents a tremendous goal for us, but it is just the beginning for you. LINQ
introduces a more declarative style of programming; it’s not a temporary trend. Anders
Hejlsberg, the chief designer of C#, said that LINQ tries to solve the impedance mismatch
between code and data. We think that LINQ is probably already one step ahead of other
methods of resolving that dilemma because it can also be used to write parallel algorithms, such
as when using the Parallel LINQ (PLINQ) implementation.LINQ can be pervasive in software
architectures because you can use it in any tier of an application; however, just like any other
tool, it can be used effectively or not. We tried to address the most beneficial ways to use LINQ
throughout the book. We suspect that at the beginning, you—as we did five years ago—will find
it natural to use LINQ in place of relational database queries, but you’ll soon find that the ideas
begin to pervade your approach to programming. This turning point happens when you begin
writing algorithms that operate on in-memory data using LINQ to Objects queries. That should
be easy. In fact, after only three chapters of this book, you will already have the knowledge
required to do that. But in reality, that is the hardest part, because you need to change the way
you think about your code. You need to start thinking in LINQ. We have not found a magic
formula to teach this. Probably, like any big change, you will need time and practice to
metabolize it.Enjoy the reading!PrefaceWe saw Language Integrated Query (LINQ) for the first
time in September 2005, when the LINQ Project was announced during the Professional
Developers Conference (PDC 2005). We immediately realized the importance and the
implications of LINQ for the long term. At the same time, we felt it would be a huge error to look
to LINQ only for its capability to wrap access to relational data. This would be an error because
the important concept introduced by LINQ is the growth in code abstraction that comes from
using a consistent pattern that makes code more readable, without having to pay in terms of loss
of control. We liked LINQ, we could foresee widespread use for it, but we were worried about the
possible misperception of its key points. For these reasons, we started to think about writing a
book about LINQ.Our opportunity to write such a book began when our proposal was accepted
by Microsoft Press. We wrote an initial short version of this book, Introducing Microsoft LINQ
(Microsoft Press), which was based on beta 1 code. A second book, Programming Microsoft
LINQ (Microsoft Press), comprehensively discussed LINQ in .NET 3.5. Readers provided a lot of
feedback about both these books. We took both the positive and more importantly, the negative



comments as opportunities to improve the book. Today, we are writing the preface to the third
book about LINQ, Programming Microsoft LINQ in Microsoft .NET Framework 4, which we
believe is a more mature book, full of useful content to help people develop real-world .NET
solutions that leverage LINQ and new .NET 4.0 features!After spending almost five years
working with LINQ, this book represents a tremendous goal for us, but it is just the beginning for
you. LINQ introduces a more declarative style of programming; it’s not a temporary trend. Anders
Hejlsberg, the chief designer of C#, said that LINQ tries to solve the impedance mismatch
between code and data. We think that LINQ is probably already one step ahead of other
methods of resolving that dilemma because it can also be used to write parallel algorithms, such
as when using the Parallel LINQ (PLINQ) implementation.LINQ can be pervasive in software
architectures because you can use it in any tier of an application; however, just like any other
tool, it can be used effectively or not. We tried to address the most beneficial ways to use LINQ
throughout the book. We suspect that at the beginning, you—as we did five years ago—will find
it natural to use LINQ in place of relational database queries, but you’ll soon find that the ideas
begin to pervade your approach to programming. This turning point happens when you begin
writing algorithms that operate on in-memory data using LINQ to Objects queries. That should
be easy. In fact, after only three chapters of this book, you will already have the knowledge
required to do that. But in reality, that is the hardest part, because you need to change the way
you think about your code. You need to start thinking in LINQ. We have not found a magic
formula to teach this. Probably, like any big change, you will need time and practice to
metabolize it.Enjoy the reading!PrefaceWe saw Language Integrated Query (LINQ) for the first
time in September 2005, when the LINQ Project was announced during the Professional
Developers Conference (PDC 2005). We immediately realized the importance and the
implications of LINQ for the long term. At the same time, we felt it would be a huge error to look
to LINQ only for its capability to wrap access to relational data. This would be an error because
the important concept introduced by LINQ is the growth in code abstraction that comes from
using a consistent pattern that makes code more readable, without having to pay in terms of loss
of control. We liked LINQ, we could foresee widespread use for it, but we were worried about the
possible misperception of its key points. For these reasons, we started to think about writing a
book about LINQ.Our opportunity to write such a book began when our proposal was accepted
by Microsoft Press. We wrote an initial short version of this book, Introducing Microsoft LINQ
(Microsoft Press), which was based on beta 1 code. A second book, Programming Microsoft
LINQ (Microsoft Press), comprehensively discussed LINQ in .NET 3.5. Readers provided a lot of
feedback about both these books. We took both the positive and more importantly, the negative
comments as opportunities to improve the book. Today, we are writing the preface to the third
book about LINQ, Programming Microsoft LINQ in Microsoft .NET Framework 4, which we
believe is a more mature book, full of useful content to help people develop real-world .NET
solutions that leverage LINQ and new .NET 4.0 features!After spending almost five years
working with LINQ, this book represents a tremendous goal for us, but it is just the beginning for



you. LINQ introduces a more declarative style of programming; it’s not a temporary trend. Anders
Hejlsberg, the chief designer of C#, said that LINQ tries to solve the impedance mismatch
between code and data. We think that LINQ is probably already one step ahead of other
methods of resolving that dilemma because it can also be used to write parallel algorithms, such
as when using the Parallel LINQ (PLINQ) implementation.LINQ can be pervasive in software
architectures because you can use it in any tier of an application; however, just like any other
tool, it can be used effectively or not. We tried to address the most beneficial ways to use LINQ
throughout the book. We suspect that at the beginning, you—as we did five years ago—will find
it natural to use LINQ in place of relational database queries, but you’ll soon find that the ideas
begin to pervade your approach to programming. This turning point happens when you begin
writing algorithms that operate on in-memory data using LINQ to Objects queries. That should
be easy. In fact, after only three chapters of this book, you will already have the knowledge
required to do that. But in reality, that is the hardest part, because you need to change the way
you think about your code. You need to start thinking in LINQ. We have not found a magic
formula to teach this. Probably, like any big change, you will need time and practice to
metabolize it.Enjoy the reading!PrefaceWe saw Language Integrated Query (LINQ) for the first
time in September 2005, when the LINQ Project was announced during the Professional
Developers Conference (PDC 2005). We immediately realized the importance and the
implications of LINQ for the long term. At the same time, we felt it would be a huge error to look
to LINQ only for its capability to wrap access to relational data. This would be an error because
the important concept introduced by LINQ is the growth in code abstraction that comes from
using a consistent pattern that makes code more readable, without having to pay in terms of loss
of control. We liked LINQ, we could foresee widespread use for it, but we were worried about the
possible misperception of its key points. For these reasons, we started to think about writing a
book about LINQ.Our opportunity to write such a book began when our proposal was accepted
by Microsoft Press. We wrote an initial short version of this book, Introducing Microsoft LINQ
(Microsoft Press), which was based on beta 1 code. A second book, Programming Microsoft
LINQ (Microsoft Press), comprehensively discussed LINQ in .NET 3.5. Readers provided a lot of
feedback about both these books. We took both the positive and more importantly, the negative
comments as opportunities to improve the book. Today, we are writing the preface to the third
book about LINQ, Programming Microsoft LINQ in Microsoft .NET Framework 4, which we
believe is a more mature book, full of useful content to help people develop real-world .NET
solutions that leverage LINQ and new .NET 4.0 features!After spending almost five years
working with LINQ, this book represents a tremendous goal for us, but it is just the beginning for
you. LINQ introduces a more declarative style of programming; it’s not a temporary trend. Anders
Hejlsberg, the chief designer of C#, said that LINQ tries to solve the impedance mismatch
between code and data. We think that LINQ is probably already one step ahead of other
methods of resolving that dilemma because it can also be used to write parallel algorithms, such
as when using the Parallel LINQ (PLINQ) implementation.LINQ can be pervasive in software



architectures because you can use it in any tier of an application; however, just like any other
tool, it can be used effectively or not. We tried to address the most beneficial ways to use LINQ
throughout the book. We suspect that at the beginning, you—as we did five years ago—will find
it natural to use LINQ in place of relational database queries, but you’ll soon find that the ideas
begin to pervade your approach to programming. This turning point happens when you begin
writing algorithms that operate on in-memory data using LINQ to Objects queries. That should
be easy. In fact, after only three chapters of this book, you will already have the knowledge
required to do that. But in reality, that is the hardest part, because you need to change the way
you think about your code. You need to start thinking in LINQ. We have not found a magic
formula to teach this. Probably, like any big change, you will need time and practice to
metabolize it.Enjoy the reading!PrefacePrefacePrefacePrefaceWe saw Language Integrated
Query (LINQ) for the first time in September 2005, when the LINQ Project was announced
during the Professional Developers Conference (PDC 2005). We immediately realized the
importance and the implications of LINQ for the long term. At the same time, we felt it would be a
huge error to look to LINQ only for its capability to wrap access to relational data. This would be
an error because the important concept introduced by LINQ is the growth in code abstraction
that comes from using a consistent pattern that makes code more readable, without having to
pay in terms of loss of control. We liked LINQ, we could foresee widespread use for it, but we
were worried about the possible misperception of its key points. For these reasons, we started to
think about writing a book about LINQ.Our opportunity to write such a book began when our
proposal was accepted by Microsoft Press. We wrote an initial short version of this book,
Introducing Microsoft LINQ (Microsoft Press), which was based on beta 1 code. A second book,
Programming Microsoft LINQ (Microsoft Press), comprehensively discussed LINQ in .NET 3.5.
Readers provided a lot of feedback about both these books. We took both the positive and more
importantly, the negative comments as opportunities to improve the book. Today, we are writing
the preface to the third book about LINQ, Programming Microsoft LINQ in Microsoft .NET
Framework 4, which we believe is a more mature book, full of useful content to help people
develop real-world .NET solutions that leverage LINQ and new .NET 4.0 features!After spending
almost five years working with LINQ, this book represents a tremendous goal for us, but it is just
the beginning for you. LINQ introduces a more declarative style of programming; it’s not a
temporary trend. Anders Hejlsberg, the chief designer of C#, said that LINQ tries to solve the
impedance mismatch between code and data. We think that LINQ is probably already one step
ahead of other methods of resolving that dilemma because it can also be used to write parallel
algorithms, such as when using the Parallel LINQ (PLINQ) implementation.LINQ can be
pervasive in software architectures because you can use it in any tier of an application; however,
just like any other tool, it can be used effectively or not. We tried to address the most beneficial
ways to use LINQ throughout the book. We suspect that at the beginning, you—as we did five
years ago—will find it natural to use LINQ in place of relational database queries, but you’ll soon
find that the ideas begin to pervade your approach to programming. This turning point happens



when you begin writing algorithms that operate on in-memory data using LINQ to Objects
queries. That should be easy. In fact, after only three chapters of this book, you will already have
the knowledge required to do that. But in reality, that is the hardest part, because you need to
change the way you think about your code. You need to start thinking in LINQ. We have not
found a magic formula to teach this. Probably, like any big change, you will need time and
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adventure. Now the book is here, thanks Giovanni!IntroductionThis book covers Language
Integrated Query (LINQ) both deeply and widely. The main goal is to give you a complete
understanding of how LINQ works, as well as what to do—and what not to do—with LINQ.To
work with the examples in this book, you need to install both Microsoft .NET Framework 4.0 and
Microsoft Visual Studio 2010 on your development machine.This book has been written against
the released-to-market (RTM) edition of LINQ and Microsoft .NET 4.0. The authors have created
a website () where they will maintain a change list, a revision history, corrections, and a blog
about what is going on with the LINQ project and this book.Who Is This Book For?The target
audience for this book is .NET developers with a good knowledge of Microsoft .NET 2.0 or 3.x
who are wondering whether to upgrade their expertise to Microsoft .NET 4.0.Organization of
This BookThis book is divided into five parts that contain 19 chapters.The authors use C# as the
principal language in their examples, but almost all the LINQ features shown are available in
Visual Basic as well. Where appropriate, the authors use Visual Basic because it has some
features that are not available in C#.The first part of this book, Part I, introduces LINQ, explains
its syntax, and supplies all the information you need to start using LINQ with in-memory objects
(LINQ to Objects). It is important to learn LINQ to Objects before any other LINQ implementation
because many of its features are used in the other LINQ implementations described in this book.



Therefore, the authors strongly suggest that you read the three chapters in Part I first.The
second part of this book, Part II, is dedicated to all the LINQ implementations that provide
access to relational stores of data. In Chapter 4, you will find some useful tips and suggestions
that will help you choose between using LINQ to SQL and LINQ to Entities in your software
solutions.The LINQ to SQL implementation is divided into three chapters. In Chapter 5, you will
learn the basics for mapping relational data to LINQ entities and how to build LINQ queries that
will be transformed into SQL queries. In Chapter 6, you will learn how to handle changes to data
extracted from a database using LINQ to SQL entities. Chapter 7, is a guide to the tools
available for helping you define data models for LINQ to SQL. If you are interested in using LINQ
to SQL in your applications, you should read all the LINQ to SQL chapters.The LINQ to Entities
implementation is also divided into three chapters. In Chapter 8, you will learn how to create an
Entity Data Model and how to leverage the new modeling features of Entity Framework 4.0.
Chapter 9, focuses on querying and retrieving entities using LINQ to Entities, while Chapter 10,
shows how to handle changes to those entities using LINQ to Entities, how to manage data
concurrency, and how to share entities across multiple software layers. If you are interested in
leveraging LINQ to Entities in your software solutions, you should read all the LINQ to Entities
chapters.Chapter 11, covers the implementation of LINQ that targets ADO.NET DataSets. If you
have an application that makes use of DataSets, this chapter will teach you how to integrate
LINQ, or at least how to progressively migrate from DataSets to the domain models handled with
LINQ to SQL or LINQ to Entities.The third part, Part III, includes two chapters about LINQ to
XML: Chapter 12, and Chapter 13, The authors suggest that you read these chapters before you
start any development that reads or manipulates data in XML.The fourth part, Part IV, includes
the most complex topics of the book. In Chapter 14, you will learn how to handle, produce, or
simply read an expression tree. Chapter 15, provides information about extending LINQ using
custom data structures by wrapping an existing service, and finally by creating a custom LINQ
provider. Chapter 16, describes a LINQ interface to the Parallel Framework for .NET. Finally,
Chapter 17, offers an overview of the most significant LINQ components available from
Microsoft and third-party vendors. For the most part, the chapters in this part are independent,
although Chapter 15 makes some references to Chapter 14.The fifth part, Part V, describes the
use of LINQ in several different scenarios of a distributed application. Chapter 18, is likely to be
interesting for everyone because it is an architecturally focused chapter that can help you make
the right design decisions for your applications. Chapter 19, presents relevant information about
the use of LINQ for binding data to user interface controls using existing libraries such as
ASP.NET, Windows Presentation Foundation, Silverlight, and Windows Forms. The authors
suggest that you read Chapter 18 before delving into the details of specific libraries.Conventions
and Features in This BookThis book presents information using conventions designed to make
the information readable and easy to follow:Boxed elements with labels such as “Note” provide
additional information or alternative methods for completing a step successfully.Text that you
type (apart from code blocks) appears in bold.A plus sign (+) between two key names means



that you must press those keys at the same time. For example, “Press Alt+Tab” means that you
hold down the Alt key while you press the Tab key.A vertical bar between two or more menu
items (e.g., File | Close), means that you should select the first menu or menu item, then the
next, and so on.System RequirementsHere are the system requirements you will need to work
with LINQ and to work with and execute the sample code that accompanies this book:Supported
operating systems: Microsoft Windows Server 2003, Windows Server 2008, Windows Server
2008 R2, Windows XP with Service Pack 2, Windows Vista, Windows 7Microsoft Visual Studio
2010The Companion WebsiteThis book features a companion website where you can download
all the code used in the book. The code is organized by topic; you can download it from the
companion site here: .Find Additional Content OnlineAs new or updated material becomes
available that complements this book, it will be posted online on the Microsoft Press Online
Developer Tools website. The type of material you might find includes updates to book content,
articles, links to companion content, errata, sample chapters, and more. This website will be
available soon at , and will be updated periodically.Errata & Book SupportWe’ve made every
effort to ensure the accuracy of this book and its companion content. If you do find an error,
please report it on our Microsoft Press site:Go to .Select your book from the search results.On
your book’s catalog page, find the Errata & Updates tab.You’ll find additional information and
services for your book on its catalog page. If you need additional support, please e-mail
Microsoft Press Book Support at mspinput@microsoft.com.Please note that product support for
Microsoft software is not offered through the addresses above.We Want to Hear from YouAt
Microsoft Press, your satisfaction is our top priority, and your feedback our most valuable asset.
Please tell us what you think of this book at:The survey is short, and we read every one of your
comments and ideas. Thanks in advance for your input!Stay in TouchLet’s keep the conversation
going! We’re on Twitter:IntroductionThis book covers Language Integrated Query (LINQ) both
deeply and widely. The main goal is to give you a complete understanding of how LINQ works,
as well as what to do—and what not to do—with LINQ.To work with the examples in this book,
you need to install both Microsoft .NET Framework 4.0 and Microsoft Visual Studio 2010 on your
development machine.This book has been written against the released-to-market (RTM) edition
of LINQ and Microsoft .NET 4.0. The authors have created a website () where they will maintain
a change list, a revision history, corrections, and a blog about what is going on with the LINQ
project and this book.Who Is This Book For?The target audience for this book is .NET
developers with a good knowledge of Microsoft .NET 2.0 or 3.x who are wondering whether to
upgrade their expertise to Microsoft .NET 4.0.Organization of This BookThis book is divided into
five parts that contain 19 chapters.The authors use C# as the principal language in their
examples, but almost all the LINQ features shown are available in Visual Basic as well. Where
appropriate, the authors use Visual Basic because it has some features that are not available in
C#.The first part of this book, Part I, introduces LINQ, explains its syntax, and supplies all the
information you need to start using LINQ with in-memory objects (LINQ to Objects). It is
important to learn LINQ to Objects before any other LINQ implementation because many of its



features are used in the other LINQ implementations described in this book. Therefore, the
authors strongly suggest that you read the three chapters in Part I first.The second part of this
book, Part II, is dedicated to all the LINQ implementations that provide access to relational
stores of data. In Chapter 4, you will find some useful tips and suggestions that will help you
choose between using LINQ to SQL and LINQ to Entities in your software solutions.The LINQ to
SQL implementation is divided into three chapters. In Chapter 5, you will learn the basics for
mapping relational data to LINQ entities and how to build LINQ queries that will be transformed
into SQL queries. In Chapter 6, you will learn how to handle changes to data extracted from a
database using LINQ to SQL entities. Chapter 7, is a guide to the tools available for helping you
define data models for LINQ to SQL. If you are interested in using LINQ to SQL in your
applications, you should read all the LINQ to SQL chapters.The LINQ to Entities implementation
is also divided into three chapters. In Chapter 8, you will learn how to create an Entity Data
Model and how to leverage the new modeling features of Entity Framework 4.0. Chapter 9,
focuses on querying and retrieving entities using LINQ to Entities, while Chapter 10, shows how
to handle changes to those entities using LINQ to Entities, how to manage data concurrency,
and how to share entities across multiple software layers. If you are interested in leveraging
LINQ to Entities in your software solutions, you should read all the LINQ to Entities
chapters.Chapter 11, covers the implementation of LINQ that targets ADO.NET DataSets. If you
have an application that makes use of DataSets, this chapter will teach you how to integrate
LINQ, or at least how to progressively migrate from DataSets to the domain models handled with
LINQ to SQL or LINQ to Entities.The third part, Part III, includes two chapters about LINQ to
XML: Chapter 12, and Chapter 13, The authors suggest that you read these chapters before you
start any development that reads or manipulates data in XML.The fourth part, Part IV, includes
the most complex topics of the book. In Chapter 14, you will learn how to handle, produce, or
simply read an expression tree. Chapter 15, provides information about extending LINQ using
custom data structures by wrapping an existing service, and finally by creating a custom LINQ
provider. Chapter 16, describes a LINQ interface to the Parallel Framework for .NET. Finally,
Chapter 17, offers an overview of the most significant LINQ components available from
Microsoft and third-party vendors. For the most part, the chapters in this part are independent,
although Chapter 15 makes some references to Chapter 14.The fifth part, Part V, describes the
use of LINQ in several different scenarios of a distributed application. Chapter 18, is likely to be
interesting for everyone because it is an architecturally focused chapter that can help you make
the right design decisions for your applications. Chapter 19, presents relevant information about
the use of LINQ for binding data to user interface controls using existing libraries such as
ASP.NET, Windows Presentation Foundation, Silverlight, and Windows Forms. The authors
suggest that you read Chapter 18 before delving into the details of specific libraries.Conventions
and Features in This BookThis book presents information using conventions designed to make
the information readable and easy to follow:Boxed elements with labels such as “Note” provide
additional information or alternative methods for completing a step successfully.Text that you



type (apart from code blocks) appears in bold.A plus sign (+) between two key names means
that you must press those keys at the same time. For example, “Press Alt+Tab” means that you
hold down the Alt key while you press the Tab key.A vertical bar between two or more menu
items (e.g., File | Close), means that you should select the first menu or menu item, then the
next, and so on.System RequirementsHere are the system requirements you will need to work
with LINQ and to work with and execute the sample code that accompanies this book:Supported
operating systems: Microsoft Windows Server 2003, Windows Server 2008, Windows Server
2008 R2, Windows XP with Service Pack 2, Windows Vista, Windows 7Microsoft Visual Studio
2010The Companion WebsiteThis book features a companion website where you can download
all the code used in the book. The code is organized by topic; you can download it from the
companion site here: .Find Additional Content OnlineAs new or updated material becomes
available that complements this book, it will be posted online on the Microsoft Press Online
Developer Tools website. The type of material you might find includes updates to book content,
articles, links to companion content, errata, sample chapters, and more. This website will be
available soon at , and will be updated periodically.Errata & Book SupportWe’ve made every
effort to ensure the accuracy of this book and its companion content. If you do find an error,
please report it on our Microsoft Press site:Go to .Select your book from the search results.On
your book’s catalog page, find the Errata & Updates tab.You’ll find additional information and
services for your book on its catalog page. If you need additional support, please e-mail
Microsoft Press Book Support at mspinput@microsoft.com.Please note that product support for
Microsoft software is not offered through the addresses above.We Want to Hear from YouAt
Microsoft Press, your satisfaction is our top priority, and your feedback our most valuable asset.
Please tell us what you think of this book at:The survey is short, and we read every one of your
comments and ideas. Thanks in advance for your input!Stay in TouchLet’s keep the conversation
going! We’re on Twitter:IntroductionThis book covers Language Integrated Query (LINQ) both
deeply and widely. The main goal is to give you a complete understanding of how LINQ works,
as well as what to do—and what not to do—with LINQ.To work with the examples in this book,
you need to install both Microsoft .NET Framework 4.0 and Microsoft Visual Studio 2010 on your
development machine.This book has been written against the released-to-market (RTM) edition
of LINQ and Microsoft .NET 4.0. The authors have created a website () where they will maintain
a change list, a revision history, corrections, and a blog about what is going on with the LINQ
project and this book.Who Is This Book For?The target audience for this book is .NET
developers with a good knowledge of Microsoft .NET 2.0 or 3.x who are wondering whether to
upgrade their expertise to Microsoft .NET 4.0.Organization of This BookThis book is divided into
five parts that contain 19 chapters.The authors use C# as the principal language in their
examples, but almost all the LINQ features shown are available in Visual Basic as well. Where
appropriate, the authors use Visual Basic because it has some features that are not available in
C#.The first part of this book, Part I, introduces LINQ, explains its syntax, and supplies all the
information you need to start using LINQ with in-memory objects (LINQ to Objects). It is



important to learn LINQ to Objects before any other LINQ implementation because many of its
features are used in the other LINQ implementations described in this book. Therefore, the
authors strongly suggest that you read the three chapters in Part I first.The second part of this
book, Part II, is dedicated to all the LINQ implementations that provide access to relational
stores of data. In Chapter 4, you will find some useful tips and suggestions that will help you
choose between using LINQ to SQL and LINQ to Entities in your software solutions.The LINQ to
SQL implementation is divided into three chapters. In Chapter 5, you will learn the basics for
mapping relational data to LINQ entities and how to build LINQ queries that will be transformed
into SQL queries. In Chapter 6, you will learn how to handle changes to data extracted from a
database using LINQ to SQL entities. Chapter 7, is a guide to the tools available for helping you
define data models for LINQ to SQL. If you are interested in using LINQ to SQL in your
applications, you should read all the LINQ to SQL chapters.The LINQ to Entities implementation
is also divided into three chapters. In Chapter 8, you will learn how to create an Entity Data
Model and how to leverage the new modeling features of Entity Framework 4.0. Chapter 9,
focuses on querying and retrieving entities using LINQ to Entities, while Chapter 10, shows how
to handle changes to those entities using LINQ to Entities, how to manage data concurrency,
and how to share entities across multiple software layers. If you are interested in leveraging
LINQ to Entities in your software solutions, you should read all the LINQ to Entities
chapters.Chapter 11, covers the implementation of LINQ that targets ADO.NET DataSets. If you
have an application that makes use of DataSets, this chapter will teach you how to integrate
LINQ, or at least how to progressively migrate from DataSets to the domain models handled with
LINQ to SQL or LINQ to Entities.The third part, Part III, includes two chapters about LINQ to
XML: Chapter 12, and Chapter 13, The authors suggest that you read these chapters before you
start any development that reads or manipulates data in XML.The fourth part, Part IV, includes
the most complex topics of the book. In Chapter 14, you will learn how to handle, produce, or
simply read an expression tree. Chapter 15, provides information about extending LINQ using
custom data structures by wrapping an existing service, and finally by creating a custom LINQ
provider. Chapter 16, describes a LINQ interface to the Parallel Framework for .NET. Finally,
Chapter 17, offers an overview of the most significant LINQ components available from
Microsoft and third-party vendors. For the most part, the chapters in this part are independent,
although Chapter 15 makes some references to Chapter 14.The fifth part, Part V, describes the
use of LINQ in several different scenarios of a distributed application. Chapter 18, is likely to be
interesting for everyone because it is an architecturally focused chapter that can help you make
the right design decisions for your applications. Chapter 19, presents relevant information about
the use of LINQ for binding data to user interface controls using existing libraries such as
ASP.NET, Windows Presentation Foundation, Silverlight, and Windows Forms. The authors
suggest that you read Chapter 18 before delving into the details of specific libraries.Conventions
and Features in This BookThis book presents information using conventions designed to make
the information readable and easy to follow:Boxed elements with labels such as “Note” provide



additional information or alternative methods for completing a step successfully.Text that you
type (apart from code blocks) appears in bold.A plus sign (+) between two key names means
that you must press those keys at the same time. For example, “Press Alt+Tab” means that you
hold down the Alt key while you press the Tab key.A vertical bar between two or more menu
items (e.g., File | Close), means that you should select the first menu or menu item, then the
next, and so on.System RequirementsHere are the system requirements you will need to work
with LINQ and to work with and execute the sample code that accompanies this book:Supported
operating systems: Microsoft Windows Server 2003, Windows Server 2008, Windows Server
2008 R2, Windows XP with Service Pack 2, Windows Vista, Windows 7Microsoft Visual Studio
2010The Companion WebsiteThis book features a companion website where you can download
all the code used in the book. The code is organized by topic; you can download it from the
companion site here: .Find Additional Content OnlineAs new or updated material becomes
available that complements this book, it will be posted online on the Microsoft Press Online
Developer Tools website. The type of material you might find includes updates to book content,
articles, links to companion content, errata, sample chapters, and more. This website will be
available soon at , and will be updated periodically.Errata & Book SupportWe’ve made every
effort to ensure the accuracy of this book and its companion content. If you do find an error,
please report it on our Microsoft Press site:Go to .Select your book from the search results.On
your book’s catalog page, find the Errata & Updates tab.You’ll find additional information and
services for your book on its catalog page. If you need additional support, please e-mail
Microsoft Press Book Support at mspinput@microsoft.com.Please note that product support for
Microsoft software is not offered through the addresses above.We Want to Hear from YouAt
Microsoft Press, your satisfaction is our top priority, and your feedback our most valuable asset.
Please tell us what you think of this book at:The survey is short, and we read every one of your
comments and ideas. Thanks in advance for your input!Stay in TouchLet’s keep the conversation
going! We’re on Twitter:IntroductionThis book covers Language Integrated Query (LINQ) both
deeply and widely. The main goal is to give you a complete understanding of how LINQ works,
as well as what to do—and what not to do—with LINQ.To work with the examples in this book,
you need to install both Microsoft .NET Framework 4.0 and Microsoft Visual Studio 2010 on your
development machine.This book has been written against the released-to-market (RTM) edition
of LINQ and Microsoft .NET 4.0. The authors have created a website () where they will maintain
a change list, a revision history, corrections, and a blog about what is going on with the LINQ
project and this book.Who Is This Book For?The target audience for this book is .NET
developers with a good knowledge of Microsoft .NET 2.0 or 3.x who are wondering whether to
upgrade their expertise to Microsoft .NET 4.0.Organization of This BookThis book is divided into
five parts that contain 19 chapters.The authors use C# as the principal language in their
examples, but almost all the LINQ features shown are available in Visual Basic as well. Where
appropriate, the authors use Visual Basic because it has some features that are not available in
C#.The first part of this book, Part I, introduces LINQ, explains its syntax, and supplies all the



information you need to start using LINQ with in-memory objects (LINQ to Objects). It is
important to learn LINQ to Objects before any other LINQ implementation because many of its
features are used in the other LINQ implementations described in this book. Therefore, the
authors strongly suggest that you read the three chapters in Part I first.The second part of this
book, Part II, is dedicated to all the LINQ implementations that provide access to relational
stores of data. In Chapter 4, you will find some useful tips and suggestions that will help you
choose between using LINQ to SQL and LINQ to Entities in your software solutions.The LINQ to
SQL implementation is divided into three chapters. In Chapter 5, you will learn the basics for
mapping relational data to LINQ entities and how to build LINQ queries that will be transformed
into SQL queries. In Chapter 6, you will learn how to handle changes to data extracted from a
database using LINQ to SQL entities. Chapter 7, is a guide to the tools available for helping you
define data models for LINQ to SQL. If you are interested in using LINQ to SQL in your
applications, you should read all the LINQ to SQL chapters.The LINQ to Entities implementation
is also divided into three chapters. In Chapter 8, you will learn how to create an Entity Data
Model and how to leverage the new modeling features of Entity Framework 4.0. Chapter 9,
focuses on querying and retrieving entities using LINQ to Entities, while Chapter 10, shows how
to handle changes to those entities using LINQ to Entities, how to manage data concurrency,
and how to share entities across multiple software layers. If you are interested in leveraging
LINQ to Entities in your software solutions, you should read all the LINQ to Entities
chapters.Chapter 11, covers the implementation of LINQ that targets ADO.NET DataSets. If you
have an application that makes use of DataSets, this chapter will teach you how to integrate
LINQ, or at least how to progressively migrate from DataSets to the domain models handled with
LINQ to SQL or LINQ to Entities.The third part, Part III, includes two chapters about LINQ to
XML: Chapter 12, and Chapter 13, The authors suggest that you read these chapters before you
start any development that reads or manipulates data in XML.The fourth part, Part IV, includes
the most complex topics of the book. In Chapter 14, you will learn how to handle, produce, or
simply read an expression tree. Chapter 15, provides information about extending LINQ using
custom data structures by wrapping an existing service, and finally by creating a custom LINQ
provider. Chapter 16, describes a LINQ interface to the Parallel Framework for .NET. Finally,
Chapter 17, offers an overview of the most significant LINQ components available from
Microsoft and third-party vendors. For the most part, the chapters in this part are independent,
although Chapter 15 makes some references to Chapter 14.The fifth part, Part V, describes the
use of LINQ in several different scenarios of a distributed application. Chapter 18, is likely to be
interesting for everyone because it is an architecturally focused chapter that can help you make
the right design decisions for your applications. Chapter 19, presents relevant information about
the use of LINQ for binding data to user interface controls using existing libraries such as
ASP.NET, Windows Presentation Foundation, Silverlight, and Windows Forms. The authors
suggest that you read Chapter 18 before delving into the details of specific libraries.Conventions
and Features in This BookThis book presents information using conventions designed to make



the information readable and easy to follow:Boxed elements with labels such as “Note” provide
additional information or alternative methods for completing a step successfully.Text that you
type (apart from code blocks) appears in bold.A plus sign (+) between two key names means
that you must press those keys at the same time. For example, “Press Alt+Tab” means that you
hold down the Alt key while you press the Tab key.A vertical bar between two or more menu
items (e.g., File | Close), means that you should select the first menu or menu item, then the
next, and so on.System RequirementsHere are the system requirements you will need to work
with LINQ and to work with and execute the sample code that accompanies this book:Supported
operating systems: Microsoft Windows Server 2003, Windows Server 2008, Windows Server
2008 R2, Windows XP with Service Pack 2, Windows Vista, Windows 7Microsoft Visual Studio
2010The Companion WebsiteThis book features a companion website where you can download
all the code used in the book. The code is organized by topic; you can download it from the
companion site here: .Find Additional Content OnlineAs new or updated material becomes
available that complements this book, it will be posted online on the Microsoft Press Online
Developer Tools website. The type of material you might find includes updates to book content,
articles, links to companion content, errata, sample chapters, and more. This website will be
available soon at , and will be updated periodically.Errata & Book SupportWe’ve made every
effort to ensure the accuracy of this book and its companion content. If you do find an error,
please report it on our Microsoft Press site:Go to .Select your book from the search results.On
your book’s catalog page, find the Errata & Updates tab.You’ll find additional information and
services for your book on its catalog page. If you need additional support, please e-mail
Microsoft Press Book Support at mspinput@microsoft.com.Please note that product support for
Microsoft software is not offered through the addresses above.We Want to Hear from YouAt
Microsoft Press, your satisfaction is our top priority, and your feedback our most valuable asset.
Please tell us what you think of this book at:The survey is short, and we read every one of your
comments and ideas. Thanks in advance for your input!Stay in TouchLet’s keep the conversation
going! We’re on Twitter:IntroductionIntroductionIntroductionIntroductionThis book covers
Language Integrated Query (LINQ) both deeply and widely. The main goal is to give you a
complete understanding of how LINQ works, as well as what to do—and what not to do—with
LINQ.To work with the examples in this book, you need to install both Microsoft .NET Framework
4.0 and Microsoft Visual Studio 2010 on your development machine.This book has been written
against the released-to-market (RTM) edition of LINQ and Microsoft .NET 4.0. The authors have
created a website () where they will maintain a change list, a revision history, corrections, and a
blog about what is going on with the LINQ project and this book.Who Is This Book For?The
target audience for this book is .NET developers with a good knowledge of Microsoft .NET 2.0 or
3.x who are wondering whether to upgrade their expertise to Microsoft .NET 4.0.Who Is This
Book For?Who Is This Book For?Who Is This Book For?Who Is This Book For?The target
audience for this book is .NET developers with a good knowledge of Microsoft .NET 2.0 or 3.x
who are wondering whether to upgrade their expertise to Microsoft .NET 4.0.Organization of



This BookThis book is divided into five parts that contain 19 chapters.The authors use C# as the
principal language in their examples, but almost all the LINQ features shown are available in
Visual Basic as well. Where appropriate, the authors use Visual Basic because it has some
features that are not available in C#.The first part of this book, Part I, introduces LINQ, explains
its syntax, and supplies all the information you need to start using LINQ with in-memory objects
(LINQ to Objects). It is important to learn LINQ to Objects before any other LINQ implementation
because many of its features are used in the other LINQ implementations described in this book.
Therefore, the authors strongly suggest that you read the three chapters in Part I first.The
second part of this book, Part II, is dedicated to all the LINQ implementations that provide
access to relational stores of data. In Chapter 4, you will find some useful tips and suggestions
that will help you choose between using LINQ to SQL and LINQ to Entities in your software
solutions.The LINQ to SQL implementation is divided into three chapters. In Chapter 5, you will
learn the basics for mapping relational data to LINQ entities and how to build LINQ queries that
will be transformed into SQL queries. In Chapter 6, you will learn how to handle changes to data
extracted from a database using LINQ to SQL entities. Chapter 7, is a guide to the tools
available for helping you define data models for LINQ to SQL. If you are interested in using LINQ
to SQL in your applications, you should read all the LINQ to SQL chapters.The LINQ to Entities
implementation is also divided into three chapters. In Chapter 8, you will learn how to create an
Entity Data Model and how to leverage the new modeling features of Entity Framework 4.0.
Chapter 9, focuses on querying and retrieving entities using LINQ to Entities, while Chapter 10,
shows how to handle changes to those entities using LINQ to Entities, how to manage data
concurrency, and how to share entities across multiple software layers. If you are interested in
leveraging LINQ to Entities in your software solutions, you should read all the LINQ to Entities
chapters.Chapter 11, covers the implementation of LINQ that targets ADO.NET DataSets. If you
have an application that makes use of DataSets, this chapter will teach you how to integrate
LINQ, or at least how to progressively migrate from DataSets to the domain models handled with
LINQ to SQL or LINQ to Entities.The third part, Part III, includes two chapters about LINQ to
XML: Chapter 12, and Chapter 13, The authors suggest that you read these chapters before you
start any development that reads or manipulates data in XML.The fourth part, Part IV, includes
the most complex topics of the book. In Chapter 14, you will learn how to handle, produce, or
simply read an expression tree. Chapter 15, provides information about extending LINQ using
custom data structures by wrapping an existing service, and finally by creating a custom LINQ
provider. Chapter 16, describes a LINQ interface to the Parallel Framework for .NET. Finally,
Chapter 17, offers an overview of the most significant LINQ components available from
Microsoft and third-party vendors. For the most part, the chapters in this part are independent,
although Chapter 15 makes some references to Chapter 14.The fifth part, Part V, describes the
use of LINQ in several different scenarios of a distributed application. Chapter 18, is likely to be
interesting for everyone because it is an architecturally focused chapter that can help you make
the right design decisions for your applications. Chapter 19, presents relevant information about



the use of LINQ for binding data to user interface controls using existing libraries such as
ASP.NET, Windows Presentation Foundation, Silverlight, and Windows Forms. The authors
suggest that you read Chapter 18 before delving into the details of specific libraries.Organization
of This BookOrganization of This BookOrganization of This BookOrganization of This BookThis
book is divided into five parts that contain 19 chapters.The authors use C# as the principal
language in their examples, but almost all the LINQ features shown are available in Visual Basic
as well. Where appropriate, the authors use Visual Basic because it has some features that are
not available in C#.The first part of this book, Part I, introduces LINQ, explains its syntax, and
supplies all the information you need to start using LINQ with in-memory objects (LINQ to
Objects). It is important to learn LINQ to Objects before any other LINQ implementation because
many of its features are used in the other LINQ implementations described in this book.
Therefore, the authors strongly suggest that you read the three chapters in Part I first.The
second part of this book, Part II, is dedicated to all the LINQ implementations that provide
access to relational stores of data. In Chapter 4, you will find some useful tips and suggestions
that will help you choose between using LINQ to SQL and LINQ to Entities in your software
solutions.The LINQ to SQL implementation is divided into three chapters. In Chapter 5, you will
learn the basics for mapping relational data to LINQ entities and how to build LINQ queries that
will be transformed into SQL queries. In Chapter 6, you will learn how to handle changes to data
extracted from a database using LINQ to SQL entities. Chapter 7, is a guide to the tools
available for helping you define data models for LINQ to SQL. If you are interested in using LINQ
to SQL in your applications, you should read all the LINQ to SQL chapters.The LINQ to Entities
implementation is also divided into three chapters. In Chapter 8, you will learn how to create an
Entity Data Model and how to leverage the new modeling features of Entity Framework 4.0.
Chapter 9, focuses on querying and retrieving entities using LINQ to Entities, while Chapter 10,
shows how to handle changes to those entities using LINQ to Entities, how to manage data
concurrency, and how to share entities across multiple software layers. If you are interested in
leveraging LINQ to Entities in your software solutions, you should read all the LINQ to Entities
chapters.Chapter 11, covers the implementation of LINQ that targets ADO.NET DataSets. If you
have an application that makes use of DataSets, this chapter will teach you how to integrate
LINQ, or at least how to progressively migrate from DataSets to the domain models handled with
LINQ to SQL or LINQ to Entities.The third part, Part III, includes two chapters about LINQ to
XML: Chapter 12, and Chapter 13, The authors suggest that you read these chapters before you
start any development that reads or manipulates data in XML.The fourth part, Part IV, includes
the most complex topics of the book. In Chapter 14, you will learn how to handle, produce, or
simply read an expression tree. Chapter 15, provides information about extending LINQ using
custom data structures by wrapping an existing service, and finally by creating a custom LINQ
provider. Chapter 16, describes a LINQ interface to the Parallel Framework for .NET. Finally,
Chapter 17, offers an overview of the most significant LINQ components available from
Microsoft and third-party vendors. For the most part, the chapters in this part are independent,



although Chapter 15 makes some references to Chapter 14.The fifth part, Part V, describes the
use of LINQ in several different scenarios of a distributed application. Chapter 18, is likely to be
interesting for everyone because it is an architecturally focused chapter that can help you make
the right design decisions for your applications. Chapter 19, presents relevant information about
the use of LINQ for binding data to user interface controls using existing libraries such as
ASP.NET, Windows Presentation Foundation, Silverlight, and Windows Forms. The authors
suggest that you read Chapter 18 before delving into the details of specific libraries.Conventions
and Features in This BookThis book presents information using conventions designed to make
the information readable and easy to follow:Boxed elements with labels such as “Note” provide
additional information or alternative methods for completing a step successfully.Text that you
type (apart from code blocks) appears in bold.A plus sign (+) between two key names means
that you must press those keys at the same time. For example, “Press Alt+Tab” means that you
hold down the Alt key while you press the Tab key.A vertical bar between two or more menu
items (e.g., File | Close), means that you should select the first menu or menu item, then the
next, and so on.Conventions and Features in This BookConventions and Features in This
BookConventions and Features in This BookConventions and Features in This BookThis book
presents information using conventions designed to make the information readable and easy to
follow:Boxed elements with labels such as “Note” provide additional information or alternative
methods for completing a step successfully.Text that you type (apart from code blocks) appears
in bold.A plus sign (+) between two key names means that you must press those keys at the
same time. For example, “Press Alt+Tab” means that you hold down the Alt key while you press
the Tab key.A vertical bar between two or more menu items (e.g., File | Close), means that you
should select the first menu or menu item, then the next, and so on.Boxed elements with labels
such as “Note” provide additional information or alternative methods for completing a step
successfully.Text that you type (apart from code blocks) appears in bold.A plus sign (+) between
two key names means that you must press those keys at the same time. For example, “Press Alt
+Tab” means that you hold down the Alt key while you press the Tab key.A vertical bar between
two or more menu items (e.g., File | Close), means that you should select the first menu or menu
item, then the next, and so on.Boxed elements with labels such as “Note” provide additional
information or alternative methods for completing a step successfully.Text that you type (apart
from code blocks) appears in bold.A plus sign (+) between two key names means that you must
press those keys at the same time. For example, “Press Alt+Tab” means that you hold down the
Alt key while you press the Tab key.A vertical bar between two or more menu items (e.g., File |
Close), means that you should select the first menu or menu item, then the next, and so
on.System RequirementsHere are the system requirements you will need to work with LINQ and
to work with and execute the sample code that accompanies this book:Supported operating
systems: Microsoft Windows Server 2003, Windows Server 2008, Windows Server 2008 R2,
Windows XP with Service Pack 2, Windows Vista, Windows 7Microsoft Visual Studio
2010System RequirementsSystem RequirementsSystem RequirementsSystem



RequirementsHere are the system requirements you will need to work with LINQ and to work
with and execute the sample code that accompanies this book:Supported operating systems:
Microsoft Windows Server 2003, Windows Server 2008, Windows Server 2008 R2, Windows
XP with Service Pack 2, Windows Vista, Windows 7Microsoft Visual Studio 2010Supported
operating systems: Microsoft Windows Server 2003, Windows Server 2008, Windows Server
2008 R2, Windows XP with Service Pack 2, Windows Vista, Windows 7Microsoft Visual Studio
2010Supported operating systems: Microsoft Windows Server 2003, Windows Server 2008,
Windows Server 2008 R2, Windows XP with Service Pack 2, Windows Vista, Windows
7Microsoft Visual Studio 2010The Companion WebsiteThis book features a companion website
where you can download all the code used in the book. The code is organized by topic; you can
download it from the companion site here: .The Companion WebsiteThe Companion
WebsiteThe Companion WebsiteThe Companion WebsiteThis book features a companion
website where you can download all the code used in the book. The code is organized by topic;
you can download it from the companion site here: .Find Additional Content OnlineAs new or
updated material becomes available that complements this book, it will be posted online on the
Microsoft Press Online Developer Tools website. The type of material you might find includes
updates to book content, articles, links to companion content, errata, sample chapters, and
more. This website will be available soon at , and will be updated periodically.Find Additional
Content OnlineFind Additional Content OnlineFind Additional Content OnlineFind Additional
Content OnlineAs new or updated material becomes available that complements this book, it will
be posted online on the Microsoft Press Online Developer Tools website. The type of material
you might find includes updates to book content, articles, links to companion content, errata,
sample chapters, and more. This website will be available soon at , and will be updated
periodically.Errata & Book SupportWe’ve made every effort to ensure the accuracy of this book
and its companion content. If you do find an error, please report it on our Microsoft Press site:Go
to .Select your book from the search results.On your book’s catalog page, find the Errata &
Updates tab.You’ll find additional information and services for your book on its catalog page. If
you need additional support, please e-mail Microsoft Press Book Support at
mspinput@microsoft.com.Please note that product support for Microsoft software is not offered
through the addresses above.Errata & Book SupportErrata & Book SupportErrata & Book
SupportErrata & Book SupportWe’ve made every effort to ensure the accuracy of this book and
its companion content. If you do find an error, please report it on our Microsoft Press site:Go
to .Select your book from the search results.On your book’s catalog page, find the Errata &
Updates tab.Go to .Select your book from the search results.On your book’s catalog page, find
the Errata & Updates tab.Go to .In the Search box, enter the book’s ISBN or title.Select your
book from the search results.On your book’s catalog page, find the Errata & Updates tab.You’ll
find additional information and services for your book on its catalog page. If you need additional
support, please e-mail Microsoft Press Book Support at mspinput@microsoft.com.Please note
that product support for Microsoft software is not offered through the addresses above.We Want



to Hear from YouAt Microsoft Press, your satisfaction is our top priority, and your feedback our
most valuable asset. Please tell us what you think of this book at:The survey is short, and we
read every one of your comments and ideas. Thanks in advance for your input!We Want to Hear
from YouWe Want to Hear from YouWe Want to Hear from YouWe Want to Hear from YouAt
Microsoft Press, your satisfaction is our top priority, and your feedback our most valuable asset.
Please tell us what you think of this book at:The survey is short, and we read every one of your
comments and ideas. Thanks in advance for your input!Stay in TouchLet’s keep the conversation
going! We’re on Twitter:Stay in TouchStay in TouchStay in TouchStay in TouchLet’s keep the
conversation going! We’re on Twitter:Part I. LINQ FoundationsIn this part:Chapter 1Chapter
2Chapter 3Part I. LINQ FoundationsIn this part:Chapter 1Chapter 2Chapter 3Part I. LINQ
FoundationsIn this part:Chapter 1Chapter 2Chapter 3Part I. LINQ FoundationsIn this
part:Chapter 1Chapter 2Chapter 3Part I. LINQ FoundationsPart I. LINQ FoundationsPart I. LINQ
FoundationsPart I. LINQ FoundationsIn this part:Chapter 1Chapter 2Chapter 3In this
part:Chapter 1Chapter 2Chapter 3Chapter 1. LINQ IntroductionBy surfing the web, you can find
several descriptions of Microsoft Language Integrated Query (LINQ), including these:LINQ
provides a uniform programming model for any kind of data. With it, you can query and
manipulate data by using a consistent model that is independent of data sources.LINQ is
another tool for embedding SQL queries into code.LINQ is another data abstraction layer.All
these descriptions are correct to a degree, but each focuses on only a single aspect of LINQ.
LINQ is much easier to use than a “uniform programming mode”; it can do much more than
embed SQL queries; and it is far from being just another data abstraction layer.What Is LINQ?
LINQ is a programming model that introduces queries as a first-class concept into any
Microsoft .NET Framework language. Complete support for LINQ, however, requires some
extensions to whatever .NET Framework language you are using. These language extensions
boost developer productivity, thereby providing a shorter, more meaningful, and expressive
syntax with which to manipulate data.NoteMore Info Details about language extensions can be
found on the Microsoft Developer Network (MSDN), located at .LINQ provides a methodology
that simplifies and unifies the implementation of any kind of data access. LINQ does not force
you to use a specific architecture; it facilitates the implementation of several existing
architectures for accessing data, such as:RAD/prototypeClient/serverN-tierSmart clientLINQ
made its first appearance in September 2005 as a technical preview. Since then, it has evolved
from an extension of Microsoft Visual Studio 2005 to an integrated part of .NET Framework 3.5
and Visual Studio 2008, both released in November 2007. The first released version of LINQ
directly supported several data sources. Now with .NET Framework 4 and Visual Studio 2010,
LINQ also includes LINQ to Entities, which is part of the Microsoft ADO.NET Entity Framework,
and Parallel LINQ (PLINQ). This book describes current LINQ implementations from Microsoft
for accessing several different data sources, such as the following:LINQ to ObjectsLINQ to
ADO.NETLINQ to EntitiesLINQ to SQLLINQ to DataSetLINQ to XMLExtending LINQIn addition
to the built-in data source types, you can extend LINQ to support additional data sources.



Possible extensions might be LINQ to Exchange or LINQ to LDAP, to name just a couple of
examples. Some implementations are already available using LINQ to Objects. We describe a
possible LINQ to Reflection query in the LINQ to Objects section of this chapter. Chapter 15,
discusses more advanced extensions of LINQ, and Chapter 17, covers some of the existing
LINQ implementations.LINQ is likely to have an impact on the way applications are coded, but it
would be incorrect to think that LINQ will change application architectures; its goal is to provide a
set of tools that improve code implementation by adapting to several different architectures.
However, we expect that LINQ will affect some critical parts of the layers of an n-tier solution. For
example, we envision the use of LINQ in a SQLCLR stored procedure, with a direct transfer of
the query expression to the SQL engine instead of using a SQL statement.Many possible
evolutionary tracks could originate from LINQ, but we should not forget that SQL is a widely
adopted standard that cannot be easily replaced by another, just for performance reasons.
Nevertheless, LINQ is an interesting step in the evolution of current mainstream programming
languages. The declarative nature of its syntax might be interesting for uses other than data
access, such as the parallel programming that is offered by PLINQ. Many other services can be
offered by an execution framework to a program written using a higher level of abstraction, such
as the one offered by LINQ. A good understanding of this technology is important because LINQ
has become a “standard” way to describe data manipulation operations inside a program written
in the .NET Framework.NoteMore Info PLINQ is covered in Chapter 16.Why Do We Need LINQ?
Today, data managed by a program can originate from various data sources: an array, an object
graph, an XML document, a database, a text file, a registry key, an email message, Simple
Object Access Protocol (SOAP) message content, a Microsoft Excel file…. The list is long.Each
data source has its own specific data access model. When you have to query a database, you
typically use SQL. You navigate XML data by using the Document Object Model (DOM) or XPath/
XQuery. You iterate an array and build algorithms to navigate an object graph. You use specific
application programming interfaces (APIs) to access other data sources, such as an Excel file,
an email message, or the Windows registry. In the end, you use different programming models to
access different data sources.The unification of data access techniques into a single
comprehensive model has been attempted in many ways. For example, by using Open
Database Connectivity (ODBC) providers, you can query an Excel file as you would a Windows
Management Instrumentation (WMI) repository. With ODBC, you use a SQL-like language to
access data represented through a relational model.Sometimes, however, data is represented
more effectively in a hierarchical or network model instead of a relational one. Moreover, if a data
model is not tied to a specific language, you probably need to manage several type systems. All
these differences create an “impedance mismatch” between data and code.LINQ addresses
these issues by offering a uniform way to access and manage data without forcing the adoption
of a “one size fits all” model. LINQ makes use of common capabilities in the operations in
different data models instead of flattening the different structures between them. In other words,
by using LINQ, you keep existing heterogeneous data structures, such as classes or tables, but



you get a uniform syntax to query all these data types—regardless of their physical
representation. Think about the differences between a graph of in-memory objects and relational
tables with proper relationships. With LINQ, you can use the same query syntax over both
models.Here is a simple LINQ query for a typical software solution that returns the names of
customers in Italy:var query = from c in Customers where c.Country == "Italy" select
c.CompanyName;The result of this query is a list of strings. You can enumerate these values
with a foreach loop in Microsoft Visual C#:foreach ( string name in query ) {
Console.WriteLine( name );}Both the query definition and the foreach loop are regular C# 3.0
statements, but what is Customers? At this point, you might be wondering what it is we are
querying. Is this query a new form of Embedded SQL? Not at all. You can apply the same query
(and the foreach loop) to a SQL database, to a DataSet object, to an array of objects in memory,
to a remote service, or to many other kinds of data.For example, Customers could be a
collection of objects:Customer[] Customers;Customer data could reside in a DataTable in a
DataSet:DataSet ds = GetDataSet();DataTable Customers = ds.Tables["Customers"];Customers
could be an entity class that describes a physical table in a relational database:DataContext db
= new DataContext( ConnectionString );Table<Customer> Customers =
db.GetTable<Customer>();Or Customers could be an entity class that describes a conceptual
model and is mapped to a relational database:NorthwindModel dataModel = new
NorthwindModel();ObjectSet<Customer> Customers = dataModel.Customers;How LINQ
WorksAs you will learn in Chapter 2, the SQL-like syntax used in LINQ is called a query
expression. A SQL-like query mixed with the syntax of a program written in a language that is not
SQL is typically called Embedded SQL, but languages that implement it do so using a simplified
syntax. In Embedded SQL, these statements are not integrated into the language’s native syntax
and type system because they have a different syntax and several restrictions related to their
interaction. Moreover, Embedded SQL is limited to querying databases, whereas LINQ is not.
LINQ provides much more than Embedded SQL does; it provides a query syntax that is
integrated into a language. But how does LINQ work?Let’s say you write the following code
using LINQ:Customer[] Customers = GetCustomers();var query = from c in Customers where
c.Country == "Italy" select c;The compiler generates this code:Customer[] Customers =
GetCustomers();IEnumerable<Customer> query = Customers .Where( c => c.Country ==
"Italy" );The following query is a more complex example (without the Customers declaration, for
the sake of brevity):var query = from c in Customers where c.Country == "Italy" orderby
c.Name select new { c.Name, c.City };As you can see, the generated code is more complex
too:var query = Customers .Where( c => c.Country == "Italy" ); .OrderBy( c =>
c.Name ) .Select( c => new { c.Name, c.City } );As you can see, the generated code
apparently calls instance members on the object returned from the previous call: Where is called
on Customers, OrderBy is called on the object returned by Where, and finally Select is called on
the object returned by OrderBy. You will see that this behavior is regulated by what are known as
extension methods in the host language (C# in this case). The implementation of the Where,



OrderBy, and Select methods—called by the sample query—depends on the type of Customers
and on namespaces specified in relevant using statements. Extension methods are a
fundamental syntax feature that is used by LINQ to operate with different data sources by using
the same syntax.NoteMore Info An extension method appears to extend a class (the Customers
class in our examples), but in reality a method of an external type receives the instance of the
class that seems to be extended as the first argument. The var keyword used to declare query
infers the variable type declaration from the initial assignment, which in this case will return an
IEnumerable<T> type.Another important concept is the timing of operations over data. In
general, a LINQ query is not executed until the result of the query is required. Each query
describes a set of operations that will be performed only when the result is actually accessed by
the program. In the following example, this access is performed only when the foreach loop
executes:var query = from c in Customers ...foreach ( string name in query ) ...There are also
methods that iterate a LINQ query result, producing a persistent copy of data in memory. For
example, the ToList method produces a typed List<T> collection:var query = from c in
Customers ...List<Customer> customers = query.ToList();When the LINQ query operates on
data that is in a relational database (such as a Microsoft SQL Server database), it generates an
equivalent SQL statement instead of operating with in-memory copies of data tables. The
query’s execution on the database is delayed until the query results are first accessed.
Therefore, if in the last two examples Customers was a Table<Customer> type (a physical table
in a relational database) or an ObjectSet<Customer> type (a conceptual entity mapped to a
relational database), the equivalent SQL query would not be sent to the database until the
foreach loop was executed or the ToList method was called. The LINQ query can be
manipulated and composed in different ways until those events occur.NoteMore Info A LINQ
query can be represented as an expression tree. Chapter 14, describes how to visit and
dynamically build an expression tree, and thereby build a LINQ query.Relational Model vs.
Hierarchical/Network ModelAt first, LINQ might appear to be just another SQL dialect. This
similarity has its roots in the way a LINQ query can describe a relationship between entities, as
shown in the following code:var query = from c in Customers join o in Orders on
c.CustomerID equals o.CustomerID select new { c.CustomerID, c.CompanyName,
o.OrderID };This syntax is similar to the regular way of querying data in a relational model by
using a SQL join clause. However, LINQ is not limited to a single data representation model such
as the relational one, where relationships between entities are expressed inside a query but not
in the data model. (Foreign keys keep referential integrity but do not participate in a query.) In a
hierarchical or network model, parent/child relationships are part of the data structure. For
example, suppose that each customer has its own set of orders, and each order has its own list
of products. In LINQ, you can get the list of products ordered by each customer in this way:var
query = from c in Customers from o in c.Orders select new { c.Name, o.Quantity,
o.Product.ProductName };This query contains no joins. The relationship between Customers
and Orders is expressed by the second from clause, which uses c.Orders to say “get all Orders



for the c Customer.” The relationship between Orders and Products is expressed by the Product
member of the Order instance. The result projects the product name for each order row by using
o.Product.ProductName.Hierarchical and network relationships are expressed in type definitions
through references to other objects. (Throughout, we will use the phrase “graph of objects” to
generically refer to hierarchical or network models.) To support the previous query, we would
have classes similar to those in Example 1-1.Example 1-1. Type declarations with simple
relationshipspublic class Customer { public string Name; public string City; public Order[]
Orders;}public struct Order { public int Quantity; public Product Product;}public class Product
{ public int IdProduct; public decimal Price; public string ProductName;}However, chances
are that we want to use the same Product instance for many different Orders of the same
product. We probably also want to filter Orders or Products without accessing them through
Customer. A common scenario is the one shown in Example 1-2.Example 1-2. Type declarations
with two-way relationshipspublic class Customer { public string Name; public string City;
public Order[] Orders;}public struct Order { public int Quantity; public Product Product; public
Customer Customer;}public class Product { public int IdProduct; public decimal Price; public
string ProductName; public Order[] Orders;}Let’s say we have an array of all products declared
as follows:Product[] products;We can query the graph of objects, asking for the list of orders for
the single product with an ID equal to 3:var query = from p in products where p.IdProduct ==
3 from o in p.Orders select o;With the same query language, we are querying different data
models. When you do not have a relationship defined between the entities used in a LINQ query,
you can always rely on subqueries and joins that are available in LINQ syntax just as you can in
a SQL language. However, when your data model already defines entity relationships, you can
use them, avoiding replication of (and possible mistakes in) the same information.If you have
entity relationships in your data model, you can still use explicit relationships in a LINQ query—
for example, when you want to force some condition, or when you simply want to relate entities
that do not have native relationships. For example, imagine that you want to find customers and
suppliers who live in the same city. Your data model might not provide an explicit relationship
between these attributes, but with LINQ you can write the following:var query = from c in
Customers join s in Suppliers on c.City equals s.City select new { c.City, c.Name,
SupplierName = s.Name };Data like the following will be returned:City=Torino Name=Marco
SupplierName=TruckerCity=Dallas Name=James SupplierName=FastDeliveryCity=Dallas
Name=James SupplierName=HorizonCity=Seattle Name=Frank
SupplierName=WayFasterIf you have experience using SQL queries, you probably assume that
a query result is always a “rectangular” table, one that repeats the data of some columns many
times in a join like the previous one. However, often a query contains several entities with one or
more one-to-many relationships. With LINQ, you can write queries like the following one to return
a graph of objects:var query = from c in Customers join s in Suppliers on c.City equals
s.City into customerSuppliers select new { c.City, c.Name, customerSuppliers };This query
returns a row for each customer, each containing a list of suppliers available in the same city as



the customer. This result can be queried again, just as any other object graph with LINQ. Here is
how the hierarchized results might appear:City=Torino Name=Marco
customerSuppliers=... customerSuppliers: Name=Trucker City=TorinoCity=Dallas
Name=James customerSuppliers=... customerSuppliers: Name=FastDelivery
City=Dallas customerSuppliers: Name=Horizon City=DallasCity=Seattle Name=Frank
customerSuppliers=... customerSuppliers: Name=WayFaster City=SeattleIf you want to get
a list of customers and provide each customer with the list of products he ordered at least one
time and the list of suppliers in the same city, you can write a query like this:var query = from c
in Customers select new { c.City, c.Name, Products = (from o in c.Orders
select new { o.Product.IdProduct, o.Product.Price }).Distinct(),
CustomerSuppliers = from s in Suppliers where s.City == c.City
select s };You can take a look at the results for a couple of customers to understand how data is
returned from the previous single LINQ query:City=Torino Name=Marco Products=...
CustomerSuppliers=... Products: IdProduct=1 Price=10 Products: IdProduct=3
Price=30 CustomerSuppliers: Name=Trucker City=TorinoCity=Dallas Name=James
Products=... CustomerSuppliers=... Products: IdProduct=3 Price=30 CustomerSuppliers:
Name=FastDelivery City=Dallas CustomerSuppliers: Name=Horizon City=DallasThis type
of result would be hard to obtain with one or more SQL queries because it would require an
analysis of query results to build the desired graph of objects. LINQ offers an easy way to move
data from one model to another and different ways to get the same results.LINQ requires you to
describe your data in terms of entities that are also types in the language. When you build a
LINQ query, it is always a set of operations on instances of some classes. These objects might
be the real containers of data, or they might be simple descriptions (in terms of metadata) of the
external entity you are going to manipulate. A query can be sent to a database through a SQL
command only if it is applied to a set of types that maps tables and relationships contained in
the database. After you have defined entity classes, you can use both approaches we described
(joins and entity relationships navigation). The conversion of all these operations into SQL
commands is the responsibility of the LINQ engine.NoteWhen using LINQ to SQL, you can
create entity classes by using code-generation tools such as SQLMetal or the Object Relational
Designer in Visual Studio. These tools are described in Chapter 7.Example 1-3 shows an
excerpt of a Product class that maps a relational table named Products, with five columns that
correspond to public properties, using LINQ to SQL.Example 1-3. Class declaration mapped on
a database table with LINQ to SQL[Table("Products")]public class Product {
[Column(IsPrimaryKey=true)] public int IdProduct; [Column(Name="UnitPrice")] public decimal
Price; [Column()] public string ProductName; [Column()] public bool Taxable; [Column()]
public decimal Tax;}When you work on entities that describe external data (such as database
tables), you can create instances of these kinds of classes and manipulate in-memory objects
just as if the data from all tables were loaded in memory. You submit these changes to the
database through SQL commands when you call the SubmitChanges method, as shown in



Example 1-4.Example 1-4. Database update calling the SubmitChanges method of LINQ to
SQLvar taxableProducts = from p in db.Products where p.Taxable == true select
p;foreach( Product product in taxableProducts ) { RecalculateTaxes( product );}
db.SubmitChanges();The Product class in the preceding example represents a row in the
Products table of an external database. When you call SubmitChanges, all changed objects
generate a SQL command to synchronize the corresponding data tables in the database—in
this case, updating the corresponding rows in the Products table.NoteMore Info You can find
more detailed information about class entities that match tables and relationships in Chapter 5,
in Chapter 6, and in Chapter 9.Example 1-5 shows the same Product entity, generated using
LINQ to Entities and the Entity Framework that ships with .NET Framework 4 and Visual Studio
2010.Example 1-5. The Product entity class declaration using the Entity
Framework[EdmEntityType(Name = "Product")]public class Product {
[EdmScalarProperty(EntityKeyProperty = true)] public int IdProduct { get; set; }
[EdmScalarProperty()] public decimal Price { get; set; } [EdmScalarProperty()] public string
ProductName { get; set; } [EdmScalarProperty()] public bool Taxable { get; set; }
[EdmScalarProperty()] public decimal Tax { get; set; }}In Chapter 4, we will compare the main
features of LINQ to SQL and LINQ to Entities. However, you can already see that there are
different attributes applied to the code, even if the basic idea is almost the same.Example 1-6
shows the same data manipulation you have already seen in LINQ to SQL, but this time applied
to the Product entity generated using the Entity Framework.Example 1-6. Database update
calling the SaveChanges method of the Entity Frameworkvar taxableProducts = from p in
db.Products where p.Taxable == true select p;foreach (Product product in taxableProducts) {
RecalculateTaxes(product);}db.SaveChanges();Once again, the main concepts are the same,
even though the method invoked (SaveChanges), which synchronizes the database tables with
the in-memory data, is different.XML ManipulationLINQ has a different set of classes and
extensions to support manipulating XML data. Imagine that your customers are able to send
orders using XML files such as the ORDERS.XML file shown in Example 1-7.Example 1-7. A
fragment of an XML file of orders<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8" ?><orders xmlns="http://
schemas.devleap.com/Orders"> <order idCustomer="ALFKI" idProduct="1" quantity="10"
price="20.59"/> <order idCustomer="ANATR" idProduct="5" quantity="20" price="12.99"/>
<order idCustomer="KOENE" idProduct="7" quantity="15" price="35.50"/></orders>Using
standard .NET Framework 2.0 System.Xml classes, you can load the file by using a DOM
approach or you can parse its contents by using an implementation of XmlReader, as shown in
Example 1-8.Example 1-8. Reading the XML file of orders by using an XmlReaderString nsUri =
"http://schemas.devleap.com/Orders";XmlReader xmlOrders =
XmlReader.Create( "Orders.xml" );List<Order> orders = new List<Order>();Order order =
null;while (xmlOrders.Read()) { switch (xmlOrders.NodeType) { case
XmlNodeType.Element: if ((xmlOrders.Name == "order") &&
(xmlOrders.NamespaceURI == nsUri)) { order = new Order(); order.CustomerID



= xmlOrders.GetAttribute( "idCustomer" ); order.Product = new Product();
order.Product.IdProduct = Int32.Parse( xmlOrders.GetAttribute( "idProduct" ) );
order.Product.Price = Decimal.Parse( xmlOrders.GetAttribute( "price" ) );
order.Quantity = Int32.Parse( xmlOrders.GetAttribute( "quantity" ) );
orders.Add( order ); } break; }}You can also use an XQuery to select nodes:for
$order in document("Orders.xml")/orders/orderreturn $orderHowever, using XQuery requires
learning yet another language and syntax. Moreover, the result of the previous XQuery example
would need to be converted into a set of Order instances to be used within the code.Regardless
of the solution you choose, you must always consider nodes, node types, XML namespaces,
and whatever else is related to the XML world. Many developers do not like working with XML
because it requires knowledge of another domain of data structures and uses its own syntax.
For them, it is not very intuitive. As we have already said, LINQ provides a query engine suitable
for any kind of source, even an XML document. By using LINQ queries, you can achieve the
same result with less effort and with unified programming language syntax. Example 1-9 shows
a LINQ to XML query made over the orders file.Example 1-9. Reading the XML file by using
LINQ to XMLXDocument xmlOrders = XDocument.Load( "Orders.xml" );XNamespace ns =
"http://schemas.devleap.com/Orders";var orders = from o in xmlOrders.Root.Elements( ns +
"order" ) select new Order { CustomerID = (String)o.Attribute( "idCustomer" ),
Product = new Product { IdProduct = (Int32)o.Attribute("idProduct"),
Price = (Decimal)o.Attribute("price") }, Quantity =
(Int32)o.Attribute("quantity") };Using LINQ to XML in Microsoft Visual Basic syntax
(available since Visual Basic 2008) is even easier; you can reference XML nodes in your code by
using an XPath-like syntax, as shown in Example 1-10.Example 1-10. Reading the XML file by
using LINQ to XML and Visual Basic syntaxImports <xmlns:o="http://schemas.devleap.com/
Orders">' ...Dim xmlOrders As XDocument = XDocument.Load("Orders.xml")Dim orders =
From o In xmlOrders.<o:orders>.<o:order> Select New Order With { .CustomerID =
o.@idCustomer, .Product = New Product With { .IdProduct = o.@idProduct, .Price
= o.@price}, .Quantity = o.@quantity}The result of these LINQ to XML queries could be used
to transparently load a list of Order entities into a customer Orders property, using LINQ to SQL
to submit the changes into the physical database layer:customer.Orders.AddRange( From o In
xmlOrders.<o:orders>.<o:order> Where o.@idCustomer = customer.CustomerID Select New
Order With { .CustomerID = o.@idCustomer, .Product = New Product With {
.IdProduct = o.@idProduct, .Price = o.@price}, .Quantity = o.@quantity})And if you
need to generate an ORDERS.XML file starting from your customer’s orders, you can at least
use Visual Basic XML literals to define the output’s XML structure. Example 1-11 shows an
example.Example 1-11. Creating the XML for orders using Visual Basic XML literalsDim
xmlOrders = <o:orders> <%= From o In orders Select <o:order idCustomer=<%=
o.CustomerID %> idProduct=<%= o.Product.IdProduct %> quantity=<%=
o.Quantity %> price=<%= o.Product.Price %>/> %> </o:orders>NoteThis syntax is



an exclusive feature of Visual Basic. There is no equivalent syntax in C#.You can appreciate the
power of this solution, which keeps the XML syntax without losing the stability of typed code and
transforms a set of entities selected via LINQ to SQL into an XML Infoset.NoteMore Info You will
find more information about LINQ to XML syntax and its potential in Chapter 12, and in
Chapter 13.Language IntegrationLanguage integration is a fundamental aspect of LINQ. The
most visible part is the query expression feature, which has been present since C# 3.0 and
Visual Basic 2008. With it, you can write code such as you’ve seen earlier. For example, you can
write the following code:var query = from c in Customers where c.Country == "Italy"
orderby c.Name select new { c.Name, c.City };The previous example is a simplified version of
this code:var query = Customers .Where( c => c.Country == "Italy" ); .OrderBy( c =>
c.Name ) .Select( c => new { c.Name, c.City } );Many people call this simplification syntax
sugaring because it is just a simpler way to write code that defines a query over data. However,
there is more to it than that. Many language constructs and syntaxes are necessary to support
what seems to be just a few lines of code that query data. Under the cover of this simple query
expression are local type inference, extension methods, lambda expressions, object initialization
expressions, and anonymous types. All these features are useful by themselves, but if you look
at the overall picture, you can see important steps in two directions: one moving to a more
declarative style of coding, and one lowering the impedance mismatch between data and
code.Declarative ProgrammingWhat are the differences between a SQL query and an
equivalent C# 2.0 or Visual Basic 2005 program that filters data contained in native storage
(such as a table for SQL or an array for C# or Visual Basic)?In SQL, you can write the
following:SELECT * FROM Customers WHERE Country = 'Italy'In C#, you would probably write
this:public List<Customer> ItalianCustomers( Customer customers[] ){ List<Customer> result =
new List<Customer>(); foreach( Customer c in customers ) { if (c.Country == "Italy")
result.Add( c ); } return result;}NoteThis specific example could have been written in C# 2.0
using a Find predicate, but we are using it just as an example of the different programming
patterns.The C# code takes longer to write and read. But the most important consideration is
expressivity. In SQL, you describe what you want. In C#, you describe how to obtain the
expected result. In SQL, selecting the best algorithm to implement to get the result (which is
more explicitly dealt with in C#) is the responsibility of the query engine. The SQL query engine
has more freedom to apply optimizations than a C# compiler, which has many more constraints
on how operations are performed.LINQ enables a more declarative style of coding for C# and
Visual Basic. A LINQ query describes operations on data through a declarative construct
instead of an iterative one. With LINQ, programmers’ intentions can be made more explicit—and
this knowledge of programmer intent is fundamental to obtaining a higher level of services from
the underlying framework. For example, consider parallelization. A SQL query can be split into
several concurrent operations simply because it does not place any constraint on the kind of
table scan algorithm applied. A C# foreach loop is harder to split into several loops over different
parts of an array that could be executed in parallel by different processors.NoteMore Info You will



find more information about using LINQ to achieve parallelism in code execution in
Chapter 16.Declarative programming can take advantage of services offered by compilers and
frameworks, and in general, it is easier to read and maintain. This single feature of LINQ might
be the most important because it boosts programmers’ productivity. For example, suppose that
you want to get a list of all static methods available in the current application domain that return
an IEnumerable<T> interface. You can use LINQ to write a query over Reflection:var query =
from assembly in AppDomain.CurrentDomain.GetAssemblies() from type in
assembly.GetTypes() from method in type.GetMethods() where method.IsStatic &&
method.ReturnType.GetInterface( "IEnumerable'1" ) != null orderby
method.DeclaringType.Name, method.Name group method by new { Class =
method.DeclaringType.Name, Method = method.Name };The equivalent C# code
that handles data takes more time to write, is harder to read, and is probably more error prone.
You can see a version that is not particularly optimized in Example 1-12.Example 1-12. C# code
equivalent to a LINQ query over ReflectionList<String> results = new List<string>();foreach( var
assembly in AppDomain.CurrentDomain.GetAssemblies()) { foreach( var type in
assembly.GetTypes() ) { foreach( var method in type.GetMethods()) { if (method.IsStatic
&& method.ReturnType.GetInterface("IEnumerable'1") != null) { string fullName =
String.Format( "{0}.{1}", method.DeclaringType.Name,
method.Name ); if (results.IndexOf( fullName ) < 0) { results.Add( fullName );
} } } }}results.Sort();Type CheckingAnother important aspect of language
integration is type checking. Whenever data is manipulated by LINQ, no unsafe cast is
necessary. The short syntax of a query expression makes no compromises with type checking:
data is always strongly typed, including both the queried collections and the single entities that
are read and returned.The type checking of the languages that support LINQ (starting from C#
3.0 and Visual Basic 2008) is preserved even when LINQ-specific features are used. This
enables the use of Visual Studio features such as IntelliSense and Refactoring, even with LINQ
queries. These Visual Studio features are other important factors in programmers’
productivity.Transparency Across Different Type SystemsIf you think about the type system of
the .NET Framework and the type system of SQL Server, you will realize they are different. Using
LINQ gives precedence to the .NET Framework type system, because it is the one supported by
any language that hosts a LINQ query. However, most of your data will be saved in a relational
database, so it is necessary to convert many types of data between these two worlds. LINQ
handles this conversion for you automatically, making the differences in type systems almost
completely transparent to the programmer.NoteMore Info There are some limitations in the
capability to perform conversions between different type systems and LINQ. You will find some
information about this topic throughout the book, and you can find a more detailed type system
compatibilities table in the product documentation.LINQ ImplementationsLINQ is a technology
that covers many data sources. Some of these sources are included in LINQ implementations
that Microsoft has provided—starting with .NET Framework 3.5—as shown in Figure 1-1, which



also includes LINQ to Entities.Figure 1-1. LINQ implementations provided by Microsoft starting
with .NET Framework 3.5.Each implementation is defined through a set of extension methods
that implement the operators needed by LINQ to work with a particular data source. Access to
these features is controlled by the imported namespaces.LINQ to ObjectsLINQ to Objects is
designed to manipulate collections of objects, which can be related to each other to form a
graph. From a certain point of view, LINQ to Objects is the default implementation used by a
LINQ query. You enable LINQ to Objects by including the System.Linq namespace.NoteMore
Info The base concepts of LINQ are explained in Chapter 2, using LINQ to Objects as a
reference implementation.However, it would be a mistake to think that LINQ to Objects queries
are limited to collections of user-generated data. You can see why this is not true by analyzing
Example 1-13, which shows a LINQ query that extracts information from the file system. The
code reads the list of all files in a given directory into memory and then filters that list with the
LINQ query.Example 1-13. LINQ query that retrieves a list of temporary files larger than 10,000
bytes, ordered by sizestring tempPath = Path.GetTempPath();DirectoryInfo dirInfo = new
DirectoryInfo( tempPath );var query = from f in dirInfo.GetFiles() where f.Length > 10000
orderby f.Length descending select f;LINQ to ADO.NETLINQ to ADO.NET includes different
LINQ implementations that share the need to manipulate relational data. It also includes other
technologies that are specific to each particular persistence layer:LINQ to SQL Handles the
mapping between custom types in the .NET Framework and the physical table schema in SQL
Server.LINQ to Entities An Object Relational Mapping (ORM) that—instead of using the physical
database as a persistence layer—uses a conceptual Entity Data Model (EDM). The result is an
abstraction layer that is independent from the physical data layer.LINQ to DataSet Enables
querying a DataSet by using LINQ.LINQ to SQL and LINQ to Entities have similarities because
they both access information stored in a relational database and operate on object entities that
represent external data in memory. The main difference is that they operate at a different level of
abstraction. Whereas LINQ to SQL is tied to the physical database structure, LINQ to Entities
operates over a conceptual model (business entities) that might be far from the physical
structure (database tables).The reason for these different options for accessing relational data
through LINQ is that different models for database access are in use today. Some organizations
implement all access through stored procedures, including any kind of database query, without
using dynamic queries. Many others use stored procedures to insert, update, or delete data and
dynamically build SELECT statements to query data. Some see the database as a simple object
persistence layer, whereas others put some business logic into the database by using triggers,
stored procedures, or both. LINQ tries to offer help and improvement in database access without
forcing everyone to adopt a single comprehensive model.NoteMore Info The use of any LINQ to
ADO.NET implementation depends on the inclusion of particular namespaces in the scope.
Part II, investigates LINQ to ADO.NET implementations and similar details.LINQ to XMLYou’ve
already seen that LINQ to XML offers a slightly different syntax that operates on XML data,
allowing query and data manipulation. A particular type of support for LINQ to XML is offered by



Visual Basic, which includes XML literals in the language. This enhanced support simplifies the
code needed to manipulate XML data. In fact, you can write a query such as the following in
Visual Basic:Dim book = <Book Title="Programming LINQ"> <%= From person In team
Where person.Role = "Author" Select <Author><%= person.Name %></Author> %> </
Book>This query corresponds to the following C# syntax:dim book = new XElement( "Book",
new XAttribute( "Title", "Programming LINQ" ), from person in team where person.Role
== "Author" select new XElement( "Author", person.Name ) );NoteMore Info You can find
more information about LINQ to XML in Chapters Chapter 12 and Chapter 13.SummaryIn this
chapter, we introduced LINQ and discussed how it works. We also examined how different data
sources can be queried and manipulated by using a uniform syntax that is integrated into current
mainstream programming languages such as C# and Visual Basic. We took a look at the
benefits offered by language integration, including declarative programming, type checking, and
transparency across different type systems. We briefly presented the LINQ implementations
available since .NET Framework 3.5—LINQ to Objects, LINQ to ADO.NET, and LINQ to XML—
which we will cover in more detail in the remaining parts of the book.Chapter 1. LINQ
IntroductionBy surfing the web, you can find several descriptions of Microsoft Language
Integrated Query (LINQ), including these:LINQ provides a uniform programming model for any
kind of data. With it, you can query and manipulate data by using a consistent model that is
independent of data sources.LINQ is another tool for embedding SQL queries into code.LINQ is
another data abstraction layer.All these descriptions are correct to a degree, but each focuses
on only a single aspect of LINQ. LINQ is much easier to use than a “uniform programming
mode”; it can do much more than embed SQL queries; and it is far from being just another data
abstraction layer.What Is LINQ?LINQ is a programming model that introduces queries as a first-
class concept into any Microsoft .NET Framework language. Complete support for LINQ,
however, requires some extensions to whatever .NET Framework language you are using.
These language extensions boost developer productivity, thereby providing a shorter, more
meaningful, and expressive syntax with which to manipulate data.NoteMore Info Details about
language extensions can be found on the Microsoft Developer Network (MSDN), located
at .LINQ provides a methodology that simplifies and unifies the implementation of any kind of
data access. LINQ does not force you to use a specific architecture; it facilitates the
implementation of several existing architectures for accessing data, such as:RAD/
prototypeClient/serverN-tierSmart clientLINQ made its first appearance in September 2005 as a
technical preview. Since then, it has evolved from an extension of Microsoft Visual Studio 2005
to an integrated part of .NET Framework 3.5 and Visual Studio 2008, both released in November
2007. The first released version of LINQ directly supported several data sources. Now with .NET
Framework 4 and Visual Studio 2010, LINQ also includes LINQ to Entities, which is part of the
Microsoft ADO.NET Entity Framework, and Parallel LINQ (PLINQ). This book describes current
LINQ implementations from Microsoft for accessing several different data sources, such as the
following:LINQ to ObjectsLINQ to ADO.NETLINQ to EntitiesLINQ to SQLLINQ to DataSetLINQ



to XMLExtending LINQIn addition to the built-in data source types, you can extend LINQ to
support additional data sources. Possible extensions might be LINQ to Exchange or LINQ to
LDAP, to name just a couple of examples. Some implementations are already available using
LINQ to Objects. We describe a possible LINQ to Reflection query in the LINQ to Objects
section of this chapter. Chapter 15, discusses more advanced extensions of LINQ, and
Chapter 17, covers some of the existing LINQ implementations.LINQ is likely to have an impact
on the way applications are coded, but it would be incorrect to think that LINQ will change
application architectures; its goal is to provide a set of tools that improve code implementation
by adapting to several different architectures. However, we expect that LINQ will affect some
critical parts of the layers of an n-tier solution. For example, we envision the use of LINQ in a
SQLCLR stored procedure, with a direct transfer of the query expression to the SQL engine
instead of using a SQL statement.Many possible evolutionary tracks could originate from LINQ,
but we should not forget that SQL is a widely adopted standard that cannot be easily replaced
by another, just for performance reasons. Nevertheless, LINQ is an interesting step in the
evolution of current mainstream programming languages. The declarative nature of its syntax
might be interesting for uses other than data access, such as the parallel programming that is
offered by PLINQ. Many other services can be offered by an execution framework to a program
written using a higher level of abstraction, such as the one offered by LINQ. A good
understanding of this technology is important because LINQ has become a “standard” way to
describe data manipulation operations inside a program written in the .NET
Framework.NoteMore Info PLINQ is covered in Chapter 16.Why Do We Need LINQ?Today, data
managed by a program can originate from various data sources: an array, an object graph, an
XML document, a database, a text file, a registry key, an email message, Simple Object Access
Protocol (SOAP) message content, a Microsoft Excel file…. The list is long.Each data source
has its own specific data access model. When you have to query a database, you typically use
SQL. You navigate XML data by using the Document Object Model (DOM) or XPath/XQuery. You
iterate an array and build algorithms to navigate an object graph. You use specific application
programming interfaces (APIs) to access other data sources, such as an Excel file, an email
message, or the Windows registry. In the end, you use different programming models to access
different data sources.The unification of data access techniques into a single comprehensive
model has been attempted in many ways. For example, by using Open Database Connectivity
(ODBC) providers, you can query an Excel file as you would a Windows Management
Instrumentation (WMI) repository. With ODBC, you use a SQL-like language to access data
represented through a relational model.Sometimes, however, data is represented more
effectively in a hierarchical or network model instead of a relational one. Moreover, if a data
model is not tied to a specific language, you probably need to manage several type systems. All
these differences create an “impedance mismatch” between data and code.LINQ addresses
these issues by offering a uniform way to access and manage data without forcing the adoption
of a “one size fits all” model. LINQ makes use of common capabilities in the operations in



different data models instead of flattening the different structures between them. In other words,
by using LINQ, you keep existing heterogeneous data structures, such as classes or tables, but
you get a uniform syntax to query all these data types—regardless of their physical
representation. Think about the differences between a graph of in-memory objects and relational
tables with proper relationships. With LINQ, you can use the same query syntax over both
models.Here is a simple LINQ query for a typical software solution that returns the names of
customers in Italy:var query = from c in Customers where c.Country == "Italy" select
c.CompanyName;The result of this query is a list of strings. You can enumerate these values
with a foreach loop in Microsoft Visual C#:foreach ( string name in query ) {
Console.WriteLine( name );}Both the query definition and the foreach loop are regular C# 3.0
statements, but what is Customers? At this point, you might be wondering what it is we are
querying. Is this query a new form of Embedded SQL? Not at all. You can apply the same query
(and the foreach loop) to a SQL database, to a DataSet object, to an array of objects in memory,
to a remote service, or to many other kinds of data.For example, Customers could be a
collection of objects:Customer[] Customers;Customer data could reside in a DataTable in a
DataSet:DataSet ds = GetDataSet();DataTable Customers = ds.Tables["Customers"];Customers
could be an entity class that describes a physical table in a relational database:DataContext db
= new DataContext( ConnectionString );Table<Customer> Customers =
db.GetTable<Customer>();Or Customers could be an entity class that describes a conceptual
model and is mapped to a relational database:NorthwindModel dataModel = new
NorthwindModel();ObjectSet<Customer> Customers = dataModel.Customers;How LINQ
WorksAs you will learn in Chapter 2, the SQL-like syntax used in LINQ is called a query
expression. A SQL-like query mixed with the syntax of a program written in a language that is not
SQL is typically called Embedded SQL, but languages that implement it do so using a simplified
syntax. In Embedded SQL, these statements are not integrated into the language’s native syntax
and type system because they have a different syntax and several restrictions related to their
interaction. Moreover, Embedded SQL is limited to querying databases, whereas LINQ is not.
LINQ provides much more than Embedded SQL does; it provides a query syntax that is
integrated into a language. But how does LINQ work?Let’s say you write the following code
using LINQ:Customer[] Customers = GetCustomers();var query = from c in Customers where
c.Country == "Italy" select c;The compiler generates this code:Customer[] Customers =
GetCustomers();IEnumerable<Customer> query = Customers .Where( c => c.Country ==
"Italy" );The following query is a more complex example (without the Customers declaration, for
the sake of brevity):var query = from c in Customers where c.Country == "Italy" orderby
c.Name select new { c.Name, c.City };As you can see, the generated code is more complex
too:var query = Customers .Where( c => c.Country == "Italy" ); .OrderBy( c =>
c.Name ) .Select( c => new { c.Name, c.City } );As you can see, the generated code
apparently calls instance members on the object returned from the previous call: Where is called
on Customers, OrderBy is called on the object returned by Where, and finally Select is called on



the object returned by OrderBy. You will see that this behavior is regulated by what are known as
extension methods in the host language (C# in this case). The implementation of the Where,
OrderBy, and Select methods—called by the sample query—depends on the type of Customers
and on namespaces specified in relevant using statements. Extension methods are a
fundamental syntax feature that is used by LINQ to operate with different data sources by using
the same syntax.NoteMore Info An extension method appears to extend a class (the Customers
class in our examples), but in reality a method of an external type receives the instance of the
class that seems to be extended as the first argument. The var keyword used to declare query
infers the variable type declaration from the initial assignment, which in this case will return an
IEnumerable<T> type.Another important concept is the timing of operations over data. In
general, a LINQ query is not executed until the result of the query is required. Each query
describes a set of operations that will be performed only when the result is actually accessed by
the program. In the following example, this access is performed only when the foreach loop
executes:var query = from c in Customers ...foreach ( string name in query ) ...There are also
methods that iterate a LINQ query result, producing a persistent copy of data in memory. For
example, the ToList method produces a typed List<T> collection:var query = from c in
Customers ...List<Customer> customers = query.ToList();When the LINQ query operates on
data that is in a relational database (such as a Microsoft SQL Server database), it generates an
equivalent SQL statement instead of operating with in-memory copies of data tables. The
query’s execution on the database is delayed until the query results are first accessed.
Therefore, if in the last two examples Customers was a Table<Customer> type (a physical table
in a relational database) or an ObjectSet<Customer> type (a conceptual entity mapped to a
relational database), the equivalent SQL query would not be sent to the database until the
foreach loop was executed or the ToList method was called. The LINQ query can be
manipulated and composed in different ways until those events occur.NoteMore Info A LINQ
query can be represented as an expression tree. Chapter 14, describes how to visit and
dynamically build an expression tree, and thereby build a LINQ query.Relational Model vs.
Hierarchical/Network ModelAt first, LINQ might appear to be just another SQL dialect. This
similarity has its roots in the way a LINQ query can describe a relationship between entities, as
shown in the following code:var query = from c in Customers join o in Orders on
c.CustomerID equals o.CustomerID select new { c.CustomerID, c.CompanyName,
o.OrderID };This syntax is similar to the regular way of querying data in a relational model by
using a SQL join clause. However, LINQ is not limited to a single data representation model such
as the relational one, where relationships between entities are expressed inside a query but not
in the data model. (Foreign keys keep referential integrity but do not participate in a query.) In a
hierarchical or network model, parent/child relationships are part of the data structure. For
example, suppose that each customer has its own set of orders, and each order has its own list
of products. In LINQ, you can get the list of products ordered by each customer in this way:var
query = from c in Customers from o in c.Orders select new { c.Name, o.Quantity,



o.Product.ProductName };This query contains no joins. The relationship between Customers
and Orders is expressed by the second from clause, which uses c.Orders to say “get all Orders
for the c Customer.” The relationship between Orders and Products is expressed by the Product
member of the Order instance. The result projects the product name for each order row by using
o.Product.ProductName.Hierarchical and network relationships are expressed in type definitions
through references to other objects. (Throughout, we will use the phrase “graph of objects” to
generically refer to hierarchical or network models.) To support the previous query, we would
have classes similar to those in Example 1-1.Example 1-1. Type declarations with simple
relationshipspublic class Customer { public string Name; public string City; public Order[]
Orders;}public struct Order { public int Quantity; public Product Product;}public class Product
{ public int IdProduct; public decimal Price; public string ProductName;}However, chances
are that we want to use the same Product instance for many different Orders of the same
product. We probably also want to filter Orders or Products without accessing them through
Customer. A common scenario is the one shown in Example 1-2.Example 1-2. Type declarations
with two-way relationshipspublic class Customer { public string Name; public string City;
public Order[] Orders;}public struct Order { public int Quantity; public Product Product; public
Customer Customer;}public class Product { public int IdProduct; public decimal Price; public
string ProductName; public Order[] Orders;}Let’s say we have an array of all products declared
as follows:Product[] products;We can query the graph of objects, asking for the list of orders for
the single product with an ID equal to 3:var query = from p in products where p.IdProduct ==
3 from o in p.Orders select o;With the same query language, we are querying different data
models. When you do not have a relationship defined between the entities used in a LINQ query,
you can always rely on subqueries and joins that are available in LINQ syntax just as you can in
a SQL language. However, when your data model already defines entity relationships, you can
use them, avoiding replication of (and possible mistakes in) the same information.If you have
entity relationships in your data model, you can still use explicit relationships in a LINQ query—
for example, when you want to force some condition, or when you simply want to relate entities
that do not have native relationships. For example, imagine that you want to find customers and
suppliers who live in the same city. Your data model might not provide an explicit relationship
between these attributes, but with LINQ you can write the following:var query = from c in
Customers join s in Suppliers on c.City equals s.City select new { c.City, c.Name,
SupplierName = s.Name };Data like the following will be returned:City=Torino Name=Marco
SupplierName=TruckerCity=Dallas Name=James SupplierName=FastDeliveryCity=Dallas
Name=James SupplierName=HorizonCity=Seattle Name=Frank
SupplierName=WayFasterIf you have experience using SQL queries, you probably assume that
a query result is always a “rectangular” table, one that repeats the data of some columns many
times in a join like the previous one. However, often a query contains several entities with one or
more one-to-many relationships. With LINQ, you can write queries like the following one to return
a graph of objects:var query = from c in Customers join s in Suppliers on c.City equals



s.City into customerSuppliers select new { c.City, c.Name, customerSuppliers };This query
returns a row for each customer, each containing a list of suppliers available in the same city as
the customer. This result can be queried again, just as any other object graph with LINQ. Here is
how the hierarchized results might appear:City=Torino Name=Marco
customerSuppliers=... customerSuppliers: Name=Trucker City=TorinoCity=Dallas
Name=James customerSuppliers=... customerSuppliers: Name=FastDelivery
City=Dallas customerSuppliers: Name=Horizon City=DallasCity=Seattle Name=Frank
customerSuppliers=... customerSuppliers: Name=WayFaster City=SeattleIf you want to get
a list of customers and provide each customer with the list of products he ordered at least one
time and the list of suppliers in the same city, you can write a query like this:var query = from c
in Customers select new { c.City, c.Name, Products = (from o in c.Orders
select new { o.Product.IdProduct, o.Product.Price }).Distinct(),
CustomerSuppliers = from s in Suppliers where s.City == c.City
select s };You can take a look at the results for a couple of customers to understand how data is
returned from the previous single LINQ query:City=Torino Name=Marco Products=...
CustomerSuppliers=... Products: IdProduct=1 Price=10 Products: IdProduct=3
Price=30 CustomerSuppliers: Name=Trucker City=TorinoCity=Dallas Name=James
Products=... CustomerSuppliers=... Products: IdProduct=3 Price=30 CustomerSuppliers:
Name=FastDelivery City=Dallas CustomerSuppliers: Name=Horizon City=DallasThis type
of result would be hard to obtain with one or more SQL queries because it would require an
analysis of query results to build the desired graph of objects. LINQ offers an easy way to move
data from one model to another and different ways to get the same results.LINQ requires you to
describe your data in terms of entities that are also types in the language. When you build a
LINQ query, it is always a set of operations on instances of some classes. These objects might
be the real containers of data, or they might be simple descriptions (in terms of metadata) of the
external entity you are going to manipulate. A query can be sent to a database through a SQL
command only if it is applied to a set of types that maps tables and relationships contained in
the database. After you have defined entity classes, you can use both approaches we described
(joins and entity relationships navigation). The conversion of all these operations into SQL
commands is the responsibility of the LINQ engine.NoteWhen using LINQ to SQL, you can
create entity classes by using code-generation tools such as SQLMetal or the Object Relational
Designer in Visual Studio. These tools are described in Chapter 7.Example 1-3 shows an
excerpt of a Product class that maps a relational table named Products, with five columns that
correspond to public properties, using LINQ to SQL.Example 1-3. Class declaration mapped on
a database table with LINQ to SQL[Table("Products")]public class Product {
[Column(IsPrimaryKey=true)] public int IdProduct; [Column(Name="UnitPrice")] public decimal
Price; [Column()] public string ProductName; [Column()] public bool Taxable; [Column()]
public decimal Tax;}When you work on entities that describe external data (such as database
tables), you can create instances of these kinds of classes and manipulate in-memory objects



just as if the data from all tables were loaded in memory. You submit these changes to the
database through SQL commands when you call the SubmitChanges method, as shown in
Example 1-4.Example 1-4. Database update calling the SubmitChanges method of LINQ to
SQLvar taxableProducts = from p in db.Products where p.Taxable == true select
p;foreach( Product product in taxableProducts ) { RecalculateTaxes( product );}
db.SubmitChanges();The Product class in the preceding example represents a row in the
Products table of an external database. When you call SubmitChanges, all changed objects
generate a SQL command to synchronize the corresponding data tables in the database—in
this case, updating the corresponding rows in the Products table.NoteMore Info You can find
more detailed information about class entities that match tables and relationships in Chapter 5,
in Chapter 6, and in Chapter 9.Example 1-5 shows the same Product entity, generated using
LINQ to Entities and the Entity Framework that ships with .NET Framework 4 and Visual Studio
2010.Example 1-5. The Product entity class declaration using the Entity
Framework[EdmEntityType(Name = "Product")]public class Product {
[EdmScalarProperty(EntityKeyProperty = true)] public int IdProduct { get; set; }
[EdmScalarProperty()] public decimal Price { get; set; } [EdmScalarProperty()] public string
ProductName { get; set; } [EdmScalarProperty()] public bool Taxable { get; set; }
[EdmScalarProperty()] public decimal Tax { get; set; }}In Chapter 4, we will compare the main
features of LINQ to SQL and LINQ to Entities. However, you can already see that there are
different attributes applied to the code, even if the basic idea is almost the same.Example 1-6
shows the same data manipulation you have already seen in LINQ to SQL, but this time applied
to the Product entity generated using the Entity Framework.Example 1-6. Database update
calling the SaveChanges method of the Entity Frameworkvar taxableProducts = from p in
db.Products where p.Taxable == true select p;foreach (Product product in taxableProducts) {
RecalculateTaxes(product);}db.SaveChanges();Once again, the main concepts are the same,
even though the method invoked (SaveChanges), which synchronizes the database tables with
the in-memory data, is different.XML ManipulationLINQ has a different set of classes and
extensions to support manipulating XML data. Imagine that your customers are able to send
orders using XML files such as the ORDERS.XML file shown in Example 1-7.Example 1-7. A
fragment of an XML file of orders<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8" ?><orders xmlns="http://
schemas.devleap.com/Orders"> <order idCustomer="ALFKI" idProduct="1" quantity="10"
price="20.59"/> <order idCustomer="ANATR" idProduct="5" quantity="20" price="12.99"/>
<order idCustomer="KOENE" idProduct="7" quantity="15" price="35.50"/></orders>Using
standard .NET Framework 2.0 System.Xml classes, you can load the file by using a DOM
approach or you can parse its contents by using an implementation of XmlReader, as shown in
Example 1-8.Example 1-8. Reading the XML file of orders by using an XmlReaderString nsUri =
"http://schemas.devleap.com/Orders";XmlReader xmlOrders =
XmlReader.Create( "Orders.xml" );List<Order> orders = new List<Order>();Order order =
null;while (xmlOrders.Read()) { switch (xmlOrders.NodeType) { case



XmlNodeType.Element: if ((xmlOrders.Name == "order") &&
(xmlOrders.NamespaceURI == nsUri)) { order = new Order(); order.CustomerID
= xmlOrders.GetAttribute( "idCustomer" ); order.Product = new Product();
order.Product.IdProduct = Int32.Parse( xmlOrders.GetAttribute( "idProduct" ) );
order.Product.Price = Decimal.Parse( xmlOrders.GetAttribute( "price" ) );
order.Quantity = Int32.Parse( xmlOrders.GetAttribute( "quantity" ) );
orders.Add( order ); } break; }}You can also use an XQuery to select nodes:for
$order in document("Orders.xml")/orders/orderreturn $orderHowever, using XQuery requires
learning yet another language and syntax. Moreover, the result of the previous XQuery example
would need to be converted into a set of Order instances to be used within the code.Regardless
of the solution you choose, you must always consider nodes, node types, XML namespaces,
and whatever else is related to the XML world. Many developers do not like working with XML
because it requires knowledge of another domain of data structures and uses its own syntax.
For them, it is not very intuitive. As we have already said, LINQ provides a query engine suitable
for any kind of source, even an XML document. By using LINQ queries, you can achieve the
same result with less effort and with unified programming language syntax. Example 1-9 shows
a LINQ to XML query made over the orders file.Example 1-9. Reading the XML file by using
LINQ to XMLXDocument xmlOrders = XDocument.Load( "Orders.xml" );XNamespace ns =
"http://schemas.devleap.com/Orders";var orders = from o in xmlOrders.Root.Elements( ns +
"order" ) select new Order { CustomerID = (String)o.Attribute( "idCustomer" ),
Product = new Product { IdProduct = (Int32)o.Attribute("idProduct"),
Price = (Decimal)o.Attribute("price") }, Quantity =
(Int32)o.Attribute("quantity") };Using LINQ to XML in Microsoft Visual Basic syntax
(available since Visual Basic 2008) is even easier; you can reference XML nodes in your code by
using an XPath-like syntax, as shown in Example 1-10.Example 1-10. Reading the XML file by
using LINQ to XML and Visual Basic syntaxImports <xmlns:o="http://schemas.devleap.com/
Orders">' ...Dim xmlOrders As XDocument = XDocument.Load("Orders.xml")Dim orders =
From o In xmlOrders.<o:orders>.<o:order> Select New Order With { .CustomerID =
o.@idCustomer, .Product = New Product With { .IdProduct = o.@idProduct, .Price
= o.@price}, .Quantity = o.@quantity}The result of these LINQ to XML queries could be used
to transparently load a list of Order entities into a customer Orders property, using LINQ to SQL
to submit the changes into the physical database layer:customer.Orders.AddRange( From o In
xmlOrders.<o:orders>.<o:order> Where o.@idCustomer = customer.CustomerID Select New
Order With { .CustomerID = o.@idCustomer, .Product = New Product With {
.IdProduct = o.@idProduct, .Price = o.@price}, .Quantity = o.@quantity})And if you
need to generate an ORDERS.XML file starting from your customer’s orders, you can at least
use Visual Basic XML literals to define the output’s XML structure. Example 1-11 shows an
example.Example 1-11. Creating the XML for orders using Visual Basic XML literalsDim
xmlOrders = <o:orders> <%= From o In orders Select <o:order idCustomer=<%=



o.CustomerID %> idProduct=<%= o.Product.IdProduct %> quantity=<%=
o.Quantity %> price=<%= o.Product.Price %>/> %> </o:orders>NoteThis syntax is
an exclusive feature of Visual Basic. There is no equivalent syntax in C#.You can appreciate the
power of this solution, which keeps the XML syntax without losing the stability of typed code and
transforms a set of entities selected via LINQ to SQL into an XML Infoset.NoteMore Info You will
find more information about LINQ to XML syntax and its potential in Chapter 12, and in
Chapter 13.Language IntegrationLanguage integration is a fundamental aspect of LINQ. The
most visible part is the query expression feature, which has been present since C# 3.0 and
Visual Basic 2008. With it, you can write code such as you’ve seen earlier. For example, you can
write the following code:var query = from c in Customers where c.Country == "Italy"
orderby c.Name select new { c.Name, c.City };The previous example is a simplified version of
this code:var query = Customers .Where( c => c.Country == "Italy" ); .OrderBy( c =>
c.Name ) .Select( c => new { c.Name, c.City } );Many people call this simplification syntax
sugaring because it is just a simpler way to write code that defines a query over data. However,
there is more to it than that. Many language constructs and syntaxes are necessary to support
what seems to be just a few lines of code that query data. Under the cover of this simple query
expression are local type inference, extension methods, lambda expressions, object initialization
expressions, and anonymous types. All these features are useful by themselves, but if you look
at the overall picture, you can see important steps in two directions: one moving to a more
declarative style of coding, and one lowering the impedance mismatch between data and
code.Declarative ProgrammingWhat are the differences between a SQL query and an
equivalent C# 2.0 or Visual Basic 2005 program that filters data contained in native storage
(such as a table for SQL or an array for C# or Visual Basic)?In SQL, you can write the
following:SELECT * FROM Customers WHERE Country = 'Italy'In C#, you would probably write
this:public List<Customer> ItalianCustomers( Customer customers[] ){ List<Customer> result =
new List<Customer>(); foreach( Customer c in customers ) { if (c.Country == "Italy")
result.Add( c ); } return result;}NoteThis specific example could have been written in C# 2.0
using a Find predicate, but we are using it just as an example of the different programming
patterns.The C# code takes longer to write and read. But the most important consideration is
expressivity. In SQL, you describe what you want. In C#, you describe how to obtain the
expected result. In SQL, selecting the best algorithm to implement to get the result (which is
more explicitly dealt with in C#) is the responsibility of the query engine. The SQL query engine
has more freedom to apply optimizations than a C# compiler, which has many more constraints
on how operations are performed.LINQ enables a more declarative style of coding for C# and
Visual Basic. A LINQ query describes operations on data through a declarative construct
instead of an iterative one. With LINQ, programmers’ intentions can be made more explicit—and
this knowledge of programmer intent is fundamental to obtaining a higher level of services from
the underlying framework. For example, consider parallelization. A SQL query can be split into
several concurrent operations simply because it does not place any constraint on the kind of



table scan algorithm applied. A C# foreach loop is harder to split into several loops over different
parts of an array that could be executed in parallel by different processors.NoteMore Info You will
find more information about using LINQ to achieve parallelism in code execution in
Chapter 16.Declarative programming can take advantage of services offered by compilers and
frameworks, and in general, it is easier to read and maintain. This single feature of LINQ might
be the most important because it boosts programmers’ productivity. For example, suppose that
you want to get a list of all static methods available in the current application domain that return
an IEnumerable<T> interface. You can use LINQ to write a query over Reflection:var query =
from assembly in AppDomain.CurrentDomain.GetAssemblies() from type in
assembly.GetTypes() from method in type.GetMethods() where method.IsStatic &&
method.ReturnType.GetInterface( "IEnumerable'1" ) != null orderby
method.DeclaringType.Name, method.Name group method by new { Class =
method.DeclaringType.Name, Method = method.Name };The equivalent C# code
that handles data takes more time to write, is harder to read, and is probably more error prone.
You can see a version that is not particularly optimized in Example 1-12.Example 1-12. C# code
equivalent to a LINQ query over ReflectionList<String> results = new List<string>();foreach( var
assembly in AppDomain.CurrentDomain.GetAssemblies()) { foreach( var type in
assembly.GetTypes() ) { foreach( var method in type.GetMethods()) { if (method.IsStatic
&& method.ReturnType.GetInterface("IEnumerable'1") != null) { string fullName =
String.Format( "{0}.{1}", method.DeclaringType.Name,
method.Name ); if (results.IndexOf( fullName ) < 0) { results.Add( fullName );
} } } }}results.Sort();Type CheckingAnother important aspect of language
integration is type checking. Whenever data is manipulated by LINQ, no unsafe cast is
necessary. The short syntax of a query expression makes no compromises with type checking:
data is always strongly typed, including both the queried collections and the single entities that
are read and returned.The type checking of the languages that support LINQ (starting from C#
3.0 and Visual Basic 2008) is preserved even when LINQ-specific features are used. This
enables the use of Visual Studio features such as IntelliSense and Refactoring, even with LINQ
queries. These Visual Studio features are other important factors in programmers’
productivity.Transparency Across Different Type SystemsIf you think about the type system of
the .NET Framework and the type system of SQL Server, you will realize they are different. Using
LINQ gives precedence to the .NET Framework type system, because it is the one supported by
any language that hosts a LINQ query. However, most of your data will be saved in a relational
database, so it is necessary to convert many types of data between these two worlds. LINQ
handles this conversion for you automatically, making the differences in type systems almost
completely transparent to the programmer.NoteMore Info There are some limitations in the
capability to perform conversions between different type systems and LINQ. You will find some
information about this topic throughout the book, and you can find a more detailed type system
compatibilities table in the product documentation.LINQ ImplementationsLINQ is a technology



that covers many data sources. Some of these sources are included in LINQ implementations
that Microsoft has provided—starting with .NET Framework 3.5—as shown in Figure 1-1, which
also includes LINQ to Entities.Figure 1-1. LINQ implementations provided by Microsoft starting
with .NET Framework 3.5.Each implementation is defined through a set of extension methods
that implement the operators needed by LINQ to work with a particular data source. Access to
these features is controlled by the imported namespaces.LINQ to ObjectsLINQ to Objects is
designed to manipulate collections of objects, which can be related to each other to form a
graph. From a certain point of view, LINQ to Objects is the default implementation used by a
LINQ query. You enable LINQ to Objects by including the System.Linq namespace.NoteMore
Info The base concepts of LINQ are explained in Chapter 2, using LINQ to Objects as a
reference implementation.However, it would be a mistake to think that LINQ to Objects queries
are limited to collections of user-generated data. You can see why this is not true by analyzing
Example 1-13, which shows a LINQ query that extracts information from the file system. The
code reads the list of all files in a given directory into memory and then filters that list with the
LINQ query.Example 1-13. LINQ query that retrieves a list of temporary files larger than 10,000
bytes, ordered by sizestring tempPath = Path.GetTempPath();DirectoryInfo dirInfo = new
DirectoryInfo( tempPath );var query = from f in dirInfo.GetFiles() where f.Length > 10000
orderby f.Length descending select f;LINQ to ADO.NETLINQ to ADO.NET includes different
LINQ implementations that share the need to manipulate relational data. It also includes other
technologies that are specific to each particular persistence layer:LINQ to SQL Handles the
mapping between custom types in the .NET Framework and the physical table schema in SQL
Server.LINQ to Entities An Object Relational Mapping (ORM) that—instead of using the physical
database as a persistence layer—uses a conceptual Entity Data Model (EDM). The result is an
abstraction layer that is independent from the physical data layer.LINQ to DataSet Enables
querying a DataSet by using LINQ.LINQ to SQL and LINQ to Entities have similarities because
they both access information stored in a relational database and operate on object entities that
represent external data in memory. The main difference is that they operate at a different level of
abstraction. Whereas LINQ to SQL is tied to the physical database structure, LINQ to Entities
operates over a conceptual model (business entities) that might be far from the physical
structure (database tables).The reason for these different options for accessing relational data
through LINQ is that different models for database access are in use today. Some organizations
implement all access through stored procedures, including any kind of database query, without
using dynamic queries. Many others use stored procedures to insert, update, or delete data and
dynamically build SELECT statements to query data. Some see the database as a simple object
persistence layer, whereas others put some business logic into the database by using triggers,
stored procedures, or both. LINQ tries to offer help and improvement in database access without
forcing everyone to adopt a single comprehensive model.NoteMore Info The use of any LINQ to
ADO.NET implementation depends on the inclusion of particular namespaces in the scope.
Part II, investigates LINQ to ADO.NET implementations and similar details.LINQ to XMLYou’ve



already seen that LINQ to XML offers a slightly different syntax that operates on XML data,
allowing query and data manipulation. A particular type of support for LINQ to XML is offered by
Visual Basic, which includes XML literals in the language. This enhanced support simplifies the
code needed to manipulate XML data. In fact, you can write a query such as the following in
Visual Basic:Dim book = <Book Title="Programming LINQ"> <%= From person In team
Where person.Role = "Author" Select <Author><%= person.Name %></Author> %> </
Book>This query corresponds to the following C# syntax:dim book = new XElement( "Book",
new XAttribute( "Title", "Programming LINQ" ), from person in team where person.Role
== "Author" select new XElement( "Author", person.Name ) );NoteMore Info You can find
more information about LINQ to XML in Chapters Chapter 12 and Chapter 13.SummaryIn this
chapter, we introduced LINQ and discussed how it works. We also examined how different data
sources can be queried and manipulated by using a uniform syntax that is integrated into current
mainstream programming languages such as C# and Visual Basic. We took a look at the
benefits offered by language integration, including declarative programming, type checking, and
transparency across different type systems. We briefly presented the LINQ implementations
available since .NET Framework 3.5—LINQ to Objects, LINQ to ADO.NET, and LINQ to XML—
which we will cover in more detail in the remaining parts of the book.Chapter 1. LINQ
IntroductionBy surfing the web, you can find several descriptions of Microsoft Language
Integrated Query (LINQ), including these:LINQ provides a uniform programming model for any
kind of data. With it, you can query and manipulate data by using a consistent model that is
independent of data sources.LINQ is another tool for embedding SQL queries into code.LINQ is
another data abstraction layer.All these descriptions are correct to a degree, but each focuses
on only a single aspect of LINQ. LINQ is much easier to use than a “uniform programming
mode”; it can do much more than embed SQL queries; and it is far from being just another data
abstraction layer.What Is LINQ?LINQ is a programming model that introduces queries as a first-
class concept into any Microsoft .NET Framework language. Complete support for LINQ,
however, requires some extensions to whatever .NET Framework language you are using.
These language extensions boost developer productivity, thereby providing a shorter, more
meaningful, and expressive syntax with which to manipulate data.NoteMore Info Details about
language extensions can be found on the Microsoft Developer Network (MSDN), located
at .LINQ provides a methodology that simplifies and unifies the implementation of any kind of
data access. LINQ does not force you to use a specific architecture; it facilitates the
implementation of several existing architectures for accessing data, such as:RAD/
prototypeClient/serverN-tierSmart clientLINQ made its first appearance in September 2005 as a
technical preview. Since then, it has evolved from an extension of Microsoft Visual Studio 2005
to an integrated part of .NET Framework 3.5 and Visual Studio 2008, both released in November
2007. The first released version of LINQ directly supported several data sources. Now with .NET
Framework 4 and Visual Studio 2010, LINQ also includes LINQ to Entities, which is part of the
Microsoft ADO.NET Entity Framework, and Parallel LINQ (PLINQ). This book describes current



LINQ implementations from Microsoft for accessing several different data sources, such as the
following:LINQ to ObjectsLINQ to ADO.NETLINQ to EntitiesLINQ to SQLLINQ to DataSetLINQ
to XMLExtending LINQIn addition to the built-in data source types, you can extend LINQ to
support additional data sources. Possible extensions might be LINQ to Exchange or LINQ to
LDAP, to name just a couple of examples. Some implementations are already available using
LINQ to Objects. We describe a possible LINQ to Reflection query in the LINQ to Objects
section of this chapter. Chapter 15, discusses more advanced extensions of LINQ, and
Chapter 17, covers some of the existing LINQ implementations.LINQ is likely to have an impact
on the way applications are coded, but it would be incorrect to think that LINQ will change
application architectures; its goal is to provide a set of tools that improve code implementation
by adapting to several different architectures. However, we expect that LINQ will affect some
critical parts of the layers of an n-tier solution. For example, we envision the use of LINQ in a
SQLCLR stored procedure, with a direct transfer of the query expression to the SQL engine
instead of using a SQL statement.Many possible evolutionary tracks could originate from LINQ,
but we should not forget that SQL is a widely adopted standard that cannot be easily replaced
by another, just for performance reasons. Nevertheless, LINQ is an interesting step in the
evolution of current mainstream programming languages. The declarative nature of its syntax
might be interesting for uses other than data access, such as the parallel programming that is
offered by PLINQ. Many other services can be offered by an execution framework to a program
written using a higher level of abstraction, such as the one offered by LINQ. A good
understanding of this technology is important because LINQ has become a “standard” way to
describe data manipulation operations inside a program written in the .NET
Framework.NoteMore Info PLINQ is covered in Chapter 16.Why Do We Need LINQ?Today, data
managed by a program can originate from various data sources: an array, an object graph, an
XML document, a database, a text file, a registry key, an email message, Simple Object Access
Protocol (SOAP) message content, a Microsoft Excel file…. The list is long.Each data source
has its own specific data access model. When you have to query a database, you typically use
SQL. You navigate XML data by using the Document Object Model (DOM) or XPath/XQuery. You
iterate an array and build algorithms to navigate an object graph. You use specific application
programming interfaces (APIs) to access other data sources, such as an Excel file, an email
message, or the Windows registry. In the end, you use different programming models to access
different data sources.The unification of data access techniques into a single comprehensive
model has been attempted in many ways. For example, by using Open Database Connectivity
(ODBC) providers, you can query an Excel file as you would a Windows Management
Instrumentation (WMI) repository. With ODBC, you use a SQL-like language to access data
represented through a relational model.Sometimes, however, data is represented more
effectively in a hierarchical or network model instead of a relational one. Moreover, if a data
model is not tied to a specific language, you probably need to manage several type systems. All
these differences create an “impedance mismatch” between data and code.LINQ addresses



these issues by offering a uniform way to access and manage data without forcing the adoption
of a “one size fits all” model. LINQ makes use of common capabilities in the operations in
different data models instead of flattening the different structures between them. In other words,
by using LINQ, you keep existing heterogeneous data structures, such as classes or tables, but
you get a uniform syntax to query all these data types—regardless of their physical
representation. Think about the differences between a graph of in-memory objects and relational
tables with proper relationships. With LINQ, you can use the same query syntax over both
models.Here is a simple LINQ query for a typical software solution that returns the names of
customers in Italy:var query = from c in Customers where c.Country == "Italy" select
c.CompanyName;The result of this query is a list of strings. You can enumerate these values
with a foreach loop in Microsoft Visual C#:foreach ( string name in query ) {
Console.WriteLine( name );}Both the query definition and the foreach loop are regular C# 3.0
statements, but what is Customers? At this point, you might be wondering what it is we are
querying. Is this query a new form of Embedded SQL? Not at all. You can apply the same query
(and the foreach loop) to a SQL database, to a DataSet object, to an array of objects in memory,
to a remote service, or to many other kinds of data.For example, Customers could be a
collection of objects:Customer[] Customers;Customer data could reside in a DataTable in a
DataSet:DataSet ds = GetDataSet();DataTable Customers = ds.Tables["Customers"];Customers
could be an entity class that describes a physical table in a relational database:DataContext db
= new DataContext( ConnectionString );Table<Customer> Customers =
db.GetTable<Customer>();Or Customers could be an entity class that describes a conceptual
model and is mapped to a relational database:NorthwindModel dataModel = new
NorthwindModel();ObjectSet<Customer> Customers = dataModel.Customers;How LINQ
WorksAs you will learn in Chapter 2, the SQL-like syntax used in LINQ is called a query
expression. A SQL-like query mixed with the syntax of a program written in a language that is not
SQL is typically called Embedded SQL, but languages that implement it do so using a simplified
syntax. In Embedded SQL, these statements are not integrated into the language’s native syntax
and type system because they have a different syntax and several restrictions related to their
interaction. Moreover, Embedded SQL is limited to querying databases, whereas LINQ is not.
LINQ provides much more than Embedded SQL does; it provides a query syntax that is
integrated into a language. But how does LINQ work?Let’s say you write the following code
using LINQ:Customer[] Customers = GetCustomers();var query = from c in Customers where
c.Country == "Italy" select c;The compiler generates this code:Customer[] Customers =
GetCustomers();IEnumerable<Customer> query = Customers .Where( c => c.Country ==
"Italy" );The following query is a more complex example (without the Customers declaration, for
the sake of brevity):var query = from c in Customers where c.Country == "Italy" orderby
c.Name select new { c.Name, c.City };As you can see, the generated code is more complex
too:var query = Customers .Where( c => c.Country == "Italy" ); .OrderBy( c =>
c.Name ) .Select( c => new { c.Name, c.City } );As you can see, the generated code



apparently calls instance members on the object returned from the previous call: Where is called
on Customers, OrderBy is called on the object returned by Where, and finally Select is called on
the object returned by OrderBy. You will see that this behavior is regulated by what are known as
extension methods in the host language (C# in this case). The implementation of the Where,
OrderBy, and Select methods—called by the sample query—depends on the type of Customers
and on namespaces specified in relevant using statements. Extension methods are a
fundamental syntax feature that is used by LINQ to operate with different data sources by using
the same syntax.NoteMore Info An extension method appears to extend a class (the Customers
class in our examples), but in reality a method of an external type receives the instance of the
class that seems to be extended as the first argument. The var keyword used to declare query
infers the variable type declaration from the initial assignment, which in this case will return an
IEnumerable<T> type.Another important concept is the timing of operations over data. In
general, a LINQ query is not executed until the result of the query is required. Each query
describes a set of operations that will be performed only when the result is actually accessed by
the program. In the following example, this access is performed only when the foreach loop
executes:var query = from c in Customers ...foreach ( string name in query ) ...There are also
methods that iterate a LINQ query result, producing a persistent copy of data in memory. For
example, the ToList method produces a typed List<T> collection:var query = from c in
Customers ...List<Customer> customers = query.ToList();When the LINQ query operates on
data that is in a relational database (such as a Microsoft SQL Server database), it generates an
equivalent SQL statement instead of operating with in-memory copies of data tables. The
query’s execution on the database is delayed until the query results are first accessed.
Therefore, if in the last two examples Customers was a Table<Customer> type (a physical table
in a relational database) or an ObjectSet<Customer> type (a conceptual entity mapped to a
relational database), the equivalent SQL query would not be sent to the database until the
foreach loop was executed or the ToList method was called. The LINQ query can be
manipulated and composed in different ways until those events occur.NoteMore Info A LINQ
query can be represented as an expression tree. Chapter 14, describes how to visit and
dynamically build an expression tree, and thereby build a LINQ query.Relational Model vs.
Hierarchical/Network ModelAt first, LINQ might appear to be just another SQL dialect. This
similarity has its roots in the way a LINQ query can describe a relationship between entities, as
shown in the following code:var query = from c in Customers join o in Orders on
c.CustomerID equals o.CustomerID select new { c.CustomerID, c.CompanyName,
o.OrderID };This syntax is similar to the regular way of querying data in a relational model by
using a SQL join clause. However, LINQ is not limited to a single data representation model such
as the relational one, where relationships between entities are expressed inside a query but not
in the data model. (Foreign keys keep referential integrity but do not participate in a query.) In a
hierarchical or network model, parent/child relationships are part of the data structure. For
example, suppose that each customer has its own set of orders, and each order has its own list



of products. In LINQ, you can get the list of products ordered by each customer in this way:var
query = from c in Customers from o in c.Orders select new { c.Name, o.Quantity,
o.Product.ProductName };This query contains no joins. The relationship between Customers
and Orders is expressed by the second from clause, which uses c.Orders to say “get all Orders
for the c Customer.” The relationship between Orders and Products is expressed by the Product
member of the Order instance. The result projects the product name for each order row by using
o.Product.ProductName.Hierarchical and network relationships are expressed in type definitions
through references to other objects. (Throughout, we will use the phrase “graph of objects” to
generically refer to hierarchical or network models.) To support the previous query, we would
have classes similar to those in Example 1-1.Example 1-1. Type declarations with simple
relationshipspublic class Customer { public string Name; public string City; public Order[]
Orders;}public struct Order { public int Quantity; public Product Product;}public class Product
{ public int IdProduct; public decimal Price; public string ProductName;}However, chances
are that we want to use the same Product instance for many different Orders of the same
product. We probably also want to filter Orders or Products without accessing them through
Customer. A common scenario is the one shown in Example 1-2.Example 1-2. Type declarations
with two-way relationshipspublic class Customer { public string Name; public string City;
public Order[] Orders;}public struct Order { public int Quantity; public Product Product; public
Customer Customer;}public class Product { public int IdProduct; public decimal Price; public
string ProductName; public Order[] Orders;}Let’s say we have an array of all products declared
as follows:Product[] products;We can query the graph of objects, asking for the list of orders for
the single product with an ID equal to 3:var query = from p in products where p.IdProduct ==
3 from o in p.Orders select o;With the same query language, we are querying different data
models. When you do not have a relationship defined between the entities used in a LINQ query,
you can always rely on subqueries and joins that are available in LINQ syntax just as you can in
a SQL language. However, when your data model already defines entity relationships, you can
use them, avoiding replication of (and possible mistakes in) the same information.If you have
entity relationships in your data model, you can still use explicit relationships in a LINQ query—
for example, when you want to force some condition, or when you simply want to relate entities
that do not have native relationships. For example, imagine that you want to find customers and
suppliers who live in the same city. Your data model might not provide an explicit relationship
between these attributes, but with LINQ you can write the following:var query = from c in
Customers join s in Suppliers on c.City equals s.City select new { c.City, c.Name,
SupplierName = s.Name };Data like the following will be returned:City=Torino Name=Marco
SupplierName=TruckerCity=Dallas Name=James SupplierName=FastDeliveryCity=Dallas
Name=James SupplierName=HorizonCity=Seattle Name=Frank
SupplierName=WayFasterIf you have experience using SQL queries, you probably assume that
a query result is always a “rectangular” table, one that repeats the data of some columns many
times in a join like the previous one. However, often a query contains several entities with one or



more one-to-many relationships. With LINQ, you can write queries like the following one to return
a graph of objects:var query = from c in Customers join s in Suppliers on c.City equals
s.City into customerSuppliers select new { c.City, c.Name, customerSuppliers };This query
returns a row for each customer, each containing a list of suppliers available in the same city as
the customer. This result can be queried again, just as any other object graph with LINQ. Here is
how the hierarchized results might appear:City=Torino Name=Marco
customerSuppliers=... customerSuppliers: Name=Trucker City=TorinoCity=Dallas
Name=James customerSuppliers=... customerSuppliers: Name=FastDelivery
City=Dallas customerSuppliers: Name=Horizon City=DallasCity=Seattle Name=Frank
customerSuppliers=... customerSuppliers: Name=WayFaster City=SeattleIf you want to get
a list of customers and provide each customer with the list of products he ordered at least one
time and the list of suppliers in the same city, you can write a query like this:var query = from c
in Customers select new { c.City, c.Name, Products = (from o in c.Orders
select new { o.Product.IdProduct, o.Product.Price }).Distinct(),
CustomerSuppliers = from s in Suppliers where s.City == c.City
select s };You can take a look at the results for a couple of customers to understand how data is
returned from the previous single LINQ query:City=Torino Name=Marco Products=...
CustomerSuppliers=... Products: IdProduct=1 Price=10 Products: IdProduct=3
Price=30 CustomerSuppliers: Name=Trucker City=TorinoCity=Dallas Name=James
Products=... CustomerSuppliers=... Products: IdProduct=3 Price=30 CustomerSuppliers:
Name=FastDelivery City=Dallas CustomerSuppliers: Name=Horizon City=DallasThis type
of result would be hard to obtain with one or more SQL queries because it would require an
analysis of query results to build the desired graph of objects. LINQ offers an easy way to move
data from one model to another and different ways to get the same results.LINQ requires you to
describe your data in terms of entities that are also types in the language. When you build a
LINQ query, it is always a set of operations on instances of some classes. These objects might
be the real containers of data, or they might be simple descriptions (in terms of metadata) of the
external entity you are going to manipulate. A query can be sent to a database through a SQL
command only if it is applied to a set of types that maps tables and relationships contained in
the database. After you have defined entity classes, you can use both approaches we described
(joins and entity relationships navigation). The conversion of all these operations into SQL
commands is the responsibility of the LINQ engine.NoteWhen using LINQ to SQL, you can
create entity classes by using code-generation tools such as SQLMetal or the Object Relational
Designer in Visual Studio. These tools are described in Chapter 7.Example 1-3 shows an
excerpt of a Product class that maps a relational table named Products, with five columns that
correspond to public properties, using LINQ to SQL.Example 1-3. Class declaration mapped on
a database table with LINQ to SQL[Table("Products")]public class Product {
[Column(IsPrimaryKey=true)] public int IdProduct; [Column(Name="UnitPrice")] public decimal
Price; [Column()] public string ProductName; [Column()] public bool Taxable; [Column()]



public decimal Tax;}When you work on entities that describe external data (such as database
tables), you can create instances of these kinds of classes and manipulate in-memory objects
just as if the data from all tables were loaded in memory. You submit these changes to the
database through SQL commands when you call the SubmitChanges method, as shown in
Example 1-4.Example 1-4. Database update calling the SubmitChanges method of LINQ to
SQLvar taxableProducts = from p in db.Products where p.Taxable == true select
p;foreach( Product product in taxableProducts ) { RecalculateTaxes( product );}
db.SubmitChanges();The Product class in the preceding example represents a row in the
Products table of an external database. When you call SubmitChanges, all changed objects
generate a SQL command to synchronize the corresponding data tables in the database—in
this case, updating the corresponding rows in the Products table.NoteMore Info You can find
more detailed information about class entities that match tables and relationships in Chapter 5,
in Chapter 6, and in Chapter 9.Example 1-5 shows the same Product entity, generated using
LINQ to Entities and the Entity Framework that ships with .NET Framework 4 and Visual Studio
2010.Example 1-5. The Product entity class declaration using the Entity
Framework[EdmEntityType(Name = "Product")]public class Product {
[EdmScalarProperty(EntityKeyProperty = true)] public int IdProduct { get; set; }
[EdmScalarProperty()] public decimal Price { get; set; } [EdmScalarProperty()] public string
ProductName { get; set; } [EdmScalarProperty()] public bool Taxable { get; set; }
[EdmScalarProperty()] public decimal Tax { get; set; }}In Chapter 4, we will compare the main
features of LINQ to SQL and LINQ to Entities. However, you can already see that there are
different attributes applied to the code, even if the basic idea is almost the same.Example 1-6
shows the same data manipulation you have already seen in LINQ to SQL, but this time applied
to the Product entity generated using the Entity Framework.Example 1-6. Database update
calling the SaveChanges method of the Entity Frameworkvar taxableProducts = from p in
db.Products where p.Taxable == true select p;foreach (Product product in taxableProducts) {
RecalculateTaxes(product);}db.SaveChanges();Once again, the main concepts are the same,
even though the method invoked (SaveChanges), which synchronizes the database tables with
the in-memory data, is different.XML ManipulationLINQ has a different set of classes and
extensions to support manipulating XML data. Imagine that your customers are able to send
orders using XML files such as the ORDERS.XML file shown in Example 1-7.Example 1-7. A
fragment of an XML file of orders<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8" ?><orders xmlns="http://
schemas.devleap.com/Orders"> <order idCustomer="ALFKI" idProduct="1" quantity="10"
price="20.59"/> <order idCustomer="ANATR" idProduct="5" quantity="20" price="12.99"/>
<order idCustomer="KOENE" idProduct="7" quantity="15" price="35.50"/></orders>Using
standard .NET Framework 2.0 System.Xml classes, you can load the file by using a DOM
approach or you can parse its contents by using an implementation of XmlReader, as shown in
Example 1-8.Example 1-8. Reading the XML file of orders by using an XmlReaderString nsUri =
"http://schemas.devleap.com/Orders";XmlReader xmlOrders =



XmlReader.Create( "Orders.xml" );List<Order> orders = new List<Order>();Order order =
null;while (xmlOrders.Read()) { switch (xmlOrders.NodeType) { case
XmlNodeType.Element: if ((xmlOrders.Name == "order") &&
(xmlOrders.NamespaceURI == nsUri)) { order = new Order(); order.CustomerID
= xmlOrders.GetAttribute( "idCustomer" ); order.Product = new Product();
order.Product.IdProduct = Int32.Parse( xmlOrders.GetAttribute( "idProduct" ) );
order.Product.Price = Decimal.Parse( xmlOrders.GetAttribute( "price" ) );
order.Quantity = Int32.Parse( xmlOrders.GetAttribute( "quantity" ) );
orders.Add( order ); } break; }}You can also use an XQuery to select nodes:for
$order in document("Orders.xml")/orders/orderreturn $orderHowever, using XQuery requires
learning yet another language and syntax. Moreover, the result of the previous XQuery example
would need to be converted into a set of Order instances to be used within the code.Regardless
of the solution you choose, you must always consider nodes, node types, XML namespaces,
and whatever else is related to the XML world. Many developers do not like working with XML
because it requires knowledge of another domain of data structures and uses its own syntax.
For them, it is not very intuitive. As we have already said, LINQ provides a query engine suitable
for any kind of source, even an XML document. By using LINQ queries, you can achieve the
same result with less effort and with unified programming language syntax. Example 1-9 shows
a LINQ to XML query made over the orders file.Example 1-9. Reading the XML file by using
LINQ to XMLXDocument xmlOrders = XDocument.Load( "Orders.xml" );XNamespace ns =
"http://schemas.devleap.com/Orders";var orders = from o in xmlOrders.Root.Elements( ns +
"order" ) select new Order { CustomerID = (String)o.Attribute( "idCustomer" ),
Product = new Product { IdProduct = (Int32)o.Attribute("idProduct"),
Price = (Decimal)o.Attribute("price") }, Quantity =
(Int32)o.Attribute("quantity") };Using LINQ to XML in Microsoft Visual Basic syntax
(available since Visual Basic 2008) is even easier; you can reference XML nodes in your code by
using an XPath-like syntax, as shown in Example 1-10.Example 1-10. Reading the XML file by
using LINQ to XML and Visual Basic syntaxImports <xmlns:o="http://schemas.devleap.com/
Orders">' ...Dim xmlOrders As XDocument = XDocument.Load("Orders.xml")Dim orders =
From o In xmlOrders.<o:orders>.<o:order> Select New Order With { .CustomerID =
o.@idCustomer, .Product = New Product With { .IdProduct = o.@idProduct, .Price
= o.@price}, .Quantity = o.@quantity}The result of these LINQ to XML queries could be used
to transparently load a list of Order entities into a customer Orders property, using LINQ to SQL
to submit the changes into the physical database layer:customer.Orders.AddRange( From o In
xmlOrders.<o:orders>.<o:order> Where o.@idCustomer = customer.CustomerID Select New
Order With { .CustomerID = o.@idCustomer, .Product = New Product With {
.IdProduct = o.@idProduct, .Price = o.@price}, .Quantity = o.@quantity})And if you
need to generate an ORDERS.XML file starting from your customer’s orders, you can at least
use Visual Basic XML literals to define the output’s XML structure. Example 1-11 shows an



example.Example 1-11. Creating the XML for orders using Visual Basic XML literalsDim
xmlOrders = <o:orders> <%= From o In orders Select <o:order idCustomer=<%=
o.CustomerID %> idProduct=<%= o.Product.IdProduct %> quantity=<%=
o.Quantity %> price=<%= o.Product.Price %>/> %> </o:orders>NoteThis syntax is
an exclusive feature of Visual Basic. There is no equivalent syntax in C#.You can appreciate the
power of this solution, which keeps the XML syntax without losing the stability of typed code and
transforms a set of entities selected via LINQ to SQL into an XML Infoset.NoteMore Info You will
find more information about LINQ to XML syntax and its potential in Chapter 12, and in
Chapter 13.Language IntegrationLanguage integration is a fundamental aspect of LINQ. The
most visible part is the query expression feature, which has been present since C# 3.0 and
Visual Basic 2008. With it, you can write code such as you’ve seen earlier. For example, you can
write the following code:var query = from c in Customers where c.Country == "Italy"
orderby c.Name select new { c.Name, c.City };The previous example is a simplified version of
this code:var query = Customers .Where( c => c.Country == "Italy" ); .OrderBy( c =>
c.Name ) .Select( c => new { c.Name, c.City } );Many people call this simplification syntax
sugaring because it is just a simpler way to write code that defines a query over data. However,
there is more to it than that. Many language constructs and syntaxes are necessary to support
what seems to be just a few lines of code that query data. Under the cover of this simple query
expression are local type inference, extension methods, lambda expressions, object initialization
expressions, and anonymous types. All these features are useful by themselves, but if you look
at the overall picture, you can see important steps in two directions: one moving to a more
declarative style of coding, and one lowering the impedance mismatch between data and
code.Declarative ProgrammingWhat are the differences between a SQL query and an
equivalent C# 2.0 or Visual Basic 2005 program that filters data contained in native storage
(such as a table for SQL or an array for C# or Visual Basic)?In SQL, you can write the
following:SELECT * FROM Customers WHERE Country = 'Italy'In C#, you would probably write
this:public List<Customer> ItalianCustomers( Customer customers[] ){ List<Customer> result =
new List<Customer>(); foreach( Customer c in customers ) { if (c.Country == "Italy")
result.Add( c ); } return result;}NoteThis specific example could have been written in C# 2.0
using a Find predicate, but we are using it just as an example of the different programming
patterns.The C# code takes longer to write and read. But the most important consideration is
expressivity. In SQL, you describe what you want. In C#, you describe how to obtain the
expected result. In SQL, selecting the best algorithm to implement to get the result (which is
more explicitly dealt with in C#) is the responsibility of the query engine. The SQL query engine
has more freedom to apply optimizations than a C# compiler, which has many more constraints
on how operations are performed.LINQ enables a more declarative style of coding for C# and
Visual Basic. A LINQ query describes operations on data through a declarative construct
instead of an iterative one. With LINQ, programmers’ intentions can be made more explicit—and
this knowledge of programmer intent is fundamental to obtaining a higher level of services from



the underlying framework. For example, consider parallelization. A SQL query can be split into
several concurrent operations simply because it does not place any constraint on the kind of
table scan algorithm applied. A C# foreach loop is harder to split into several loops over different
parts of an array that could be executed in parallel by different processors.NoteMore Info You will
find more information about using LINQ to achieve parallelism in code execution in
Chapter 16.Declarative programming can take advantage of services offered by compilers and
frameworks, and in general, it is easier to read and maintain. This single feature of LINQ might
be the most important because it boosts programmers’ productivity. For example, suppose that
you want to get a list of all static methods available in the current application domain that return
an IEnumerable<T> interface. You can use LINQ to write a query over Reflection:var query =
from assembly in AppDomain.CurrentDomain.GetAssemblies() from type in
assembly.GetTypes() from method in type.GetMethods() where method.IsStatic &&
method.ReturnType.GetInterface( "IEnumerable'1" ) != null orderby
method.DeclaringType.Name, method.Name group method by new { Class =
method.DeclaringType.Name, Method = method.Name };The equivalent C# code
that handles data takes more time to write, is harder to read, and is probably more error prone.
You can see a version that is not particularly optimized in Example 1-12.Example 1-12. C# code
equivalent to a LINQ query over ReflectionList<String> results = new List<string>();foreach( var
assembly in AppDomain.CurrentDomain.GetAssemblies()) { foreach( var type in
assembly.GetTypes() ) { foreach( var method in type.GetMethods()) { if (method.IsStatic
&& method.ReturnType.GetInterface("IEnumerable'1") != null) { string fullName =
String.Format( "{0}.{1}", method.DeclaringType.Name,
method.Name ); if (results.IndexOf( fullName ) < 0) { results.Add( fullName );
} } } }}results.Sort();Type CheckingAnother important aspect of language
integration is type checking. Whenever data is manipulated by LINQ, no unsafe cast is
necessary. The short syntax of a query expression makes no compromises with type checking:
data is always strongly typed, including both the queried collections and the single entities that
are read and returned.The type checking of the languages that support LINQ (starting from C#
3.0 and Visual Basic 2008) is preserved even when LINQ-specific features are used. This
enables the use of Visual Studio features such as IntelliSense and Refactoring, even with LINQ
queries. These Visual Studio features are other important factors in programmers’
productivity.Transparency Across Different Type SystemsIf you think about the type system of
the .NET Framework and the type system of SQL Server, you will realize they are different. Using
LINQ gives precedence to the .NET Framework type system, because it is the one supported by
any language that hosts a LINQ query. However, most of your data will be saved in a relational
database, so it is necessary to convert many types of data between these two worlds. LINQ
handles this conversion for you automatically, making the differences in type systems almost
completely transparent to the programmer.NoteMore Info There are some limitations in the
capability to perform conversions between different type systems and LINQ. You will find some



information about this topic throughout the book, and you can find a more detailed type system
compatibilities table in the product documentation.LINQ ImplementationsLINQ is a technology
that covers many data sources. Some of these sources are included in LINQ implementations
that Microsoft has provided—starting with .NET Framework 3.5—as shown in Figure 1-1, which
also includes LINQ to Entities.Figure 1-1. LINQ implementations provided by Microsoft starting
with .NET Framework 3.5.Each implementation is defined through a set of extension methods
that implement the operators needed by LINQ to work with a particular data source. Access to
these features is controlled by the imported namespaces.LINQ to ObjectsLINQ to Objects is
designed to manipulate collections of objects, which can be related to each other to form a
graph. From a certain point of view, LINQ to Objects is the default implementation used by a
LINQ query. You enable LINQ to Objects by including the System.Linq namespace.NoteMore
Info The base concepts of LINQ are explained in Chapter 2, using LINQ to Objects as a
reference implementation.However, it would be a mistake to think that LINQ to Objects queries
are limited to collections of user-generated data. You can see why this is not true by analyzing
Example 1-13, which shows a LINQ query that extracts information from the file system. The
code reads the list of all files in a given directory into memory and then filters that list with the
LINQ query.Example 1-13. LINQ query that retrieves a list of temporary files larger than 10,000
bytes, ordered by sizestring tempPath = Path.GetTempPath();DirectoryInfo dirInfo = new
DirectoryInfo( tempPath );var query = from f in dirInfo.GetFiles() where f.Length > 10000
orderby f.Length descending select f;LINQ to ADO.NETLINQ to ADO.NET includes different
LINQ implementations that share the need to manipulate relational data. It also includes other
technologies that are specific to each particular persistence layer:LINQ to SQL Handles the
mapping between custom types in the .NET Framework and the physical table schema in SQL
Server.LINQ to Entities An Object Relational Mapping (ORM) that—instead of using the physical
database as a persistence layer—uses a conceptual Entity Data Model (EDM). The result is an
abstraction layer that is independent from the physical data layer.LINQ to DataSet Enables
querying a DataSet by using LINQ.LINQ to SQL and LINQ to Entities have similarities because
they both access information stored in a relational database and operate on object entities that
represent external data in memory. The main difference is that they operate at a different level of
abstraction. Whereas LINQ to SQL is tied to the physical database structure, LINQ to Entities
operates over a conceptual model (business entities) that might be far from the physical
structure (database tables).The reason for these different options for accessing relational data
through LINQ is that different models for database access are in use today. Some organizations
implement all access through stored procedures, including any kind of database query, without
using dynamic queries. Many others use stored procedures to insert, update, or delete data and
dynamically build SELECT statements to query data. Some see the database as a simple object
persistence layer, whereas others put some business logic into the database by using triggers,
stored procedures, or both. LINQ tries to offer help and improvement in database access without
forcing everyone to adopt a single comprehensive model.NoteMore Info The use of any LINQ to



ADO.NET implementation depends on the inclusion of particular namespaces in the scope.
Part II, investigates LINQ to ADO.NET implementations and similar details.LINQ to XMLYou’ve
already seen that LINQ to XML offers a slightly different syntax that operates on XML data,
allowing query and data manipulation. A particular type of support for LINQ to XML is offered by
Visual Basic, which includes XML literals in the language. This enhanced support simplifies the
code needed to manipulate XML data. In fact, you can write a query such as the following in
Visual Basic:Dim book = <Book Title="Programming LINQ"> <%= From person In team
Where person.Role = "Author" Select <Author><%= person.Name %></Author> %> </
Book>This query corresponds to the following C# syntax:dim book = new XElement( "Book",
new XAttribute( "Title", "Programming LINQ" ), from person in team where person.Role
== "Author" select new XElement( "Author", person.Name ) );NoteMore Info You can find
more information about LINQ to XML in Chapters Chapter 12 and Chapter 13.SummaryIn this
chapter, we introduced LINQ and discussed how it works. We also examined how different data
sources can be queried and manipulated by using a uniform syntax that is integrated into current
mainstream programming languages such as C# and Visual Basic. We took a look at the
benefits offered by language integration, including declarative programming, type checking, and
transparency across different type systems. We briefly presented the LINQ implementations
available since .NET Framework 3.5—LINQ to Objects, LINQ to ADO.NET, and LINQ to XML—
which we will cover in more detail in the remaining parts of the book.Chapter 1. LINQ
IntroductionBy surfing the web, you can find several descriptions of Microsoft Language
Integrated Query (LINQ), including these:LINQ provides a uniform programming model for any
kind of data. With it, you can query and manipulate data by using a consistent model that is
independent of data sources.LINQ is another tool for embedding SQL queries into code.LINQ is
another data abstraction layer.All these descriptions are correct to a degree, but each focuses
on only a single aspect of LINQ. LINQ is much easier to use than a “uniform programming
mode”; it can do much more than embed SQL queries; and it is far from being just another data
abstraction layer.What Is LINQ?LINQ is a programming model that introduces queries as a first-
class concept into any Microsoft .NET Framework language. Complete support for LINQ,
however, requires some extensions to whatever .NET Framework language you are using.
These language extensions boost developer productivity, thereby providing a shorter, more
meaningful, and expressive syntax with which to manipulate data.NoteMore Info Details about
language extensions can be found on the Microsoft Developer Network (MSDN), located
at .LINQ provides a methodology that simplifies and unifies the implementation of any kind of
data access. LINQ does not force you to use a specific architecture; it facilitates the
implementation of several existing architectures for accessing data, such as:RAD/
prototypeClient/serverN-tierSmart clientLINQ made its first appearance in September 2005 as a
technical preview. Since then, it has evolved from an extension of Microsoft Visual Studio 2005
to an integrated part of .NET Framework 3.5 and Visual Studio 2008, both released in November
2007. The first released version of LINQ directly supported several data sources. Now with .NET



Framework 4 and Visual Studio 2010, LINQ also includes LINQ to Entities, which is part of the
Microsoft ADO.NET Entity Framework, and Parallel LINQ (PLINQ). This book describes current
LINQ implementations from Microsoft for accessing several different data sources, such as the
following:LINQ to ObjectsLINQ to ADO.NETLINQ to EntitiesLINQ to SQLLINQ to DataSetLINQ
to XMLExtending LINQIn addition to the built-in data source types, you can extend LINQ to
support additional data sources. Possible extensions might be LINQ to Exchange or LINQ to
LDAP, to name just a couple of examples. Some implementations are already available using
LINQ to Objects. We describe a possible LINQ to Reflection query in the LINQ to Objects
section of this chapter. Chapter 15, discusses more advanced extensions of LINQ, and
Chapter 17, covers some of the existing LINQ implementations.LINQ is likely to have an impact
on the way applications are coded, but it would be incorrect to think that LINQ will change
application architectures; its goal is to provide a set of tools that improve code implementation
by adapting to several different architectures. However, we expect that LINQ will affect some
critical parts of the layers of an n-tier solution. For example, we envision the use of LINQ in a
SQLCLR stored procedure, with a direct transfer of the query expression to the SQL engine
instead of using a SQL statement.Many possible evolutionary tracks could originate from LINQ,
but we should not forget that SQL is a widely adopted standard that cannot be easily replaced
by another, just for performance reasons. Nevertheless, LINQ is an interesting step in the
evolution of current mainstream programming languages. The declarative nature of its syntax
might be interesting for uses other than data access, such as the parallel programming that is
offered by PLINQ. Many other services can be offered by an execution framework to a program
written using a higher level of abstraction, such as the one offered by LINQ. A good
understanding of this technology is important because LINQ has become a “standard” way to
describe data manipulation operations inside a program written in the .NET
Framework.NoteMore Info PLINQ is covered in Chapter 16.Why Do We Need LINQ?Today, data
managed by a program can originate from various data sources: an array, an object graph, an
XML document, a database, a text file, a registry key, an email message, Simple Object Access
Protocol (SOAP) message content, a Microsoft Excel file…. The list is long.Each data source
has its own specific data access model. When you have to query a database, you typically use
SQL. You navigate XML data by using the Document Object Model (DOM) or XPath/XQuery. You
iterate an array and build algorithms to navigate an object graph. You use specific application
programming interfaces (APIs) to access other data sources, such as an Excel file, an email
message, or the Windows registry. In the end, you use different programming models to access
different data sources.The unification of data access techniques into a single comprehensive
model has been attempted in many ways. For example, by using Open Database Connectivity
(ODBC) providers, you can query an Excel file as you would a Windows Management
Instrumentation (WMI) repository. With ODBC, you use a SQL-like language to access data
represented through a relational model.Sometimes, however, data is represented more
effectively in a hierarchical or network model instead of a relational one. Moreover, if a data



model is not tied to a specific language, you probably need to manage several type systems. All
these differences create an “impedance mismatch” between data and code.LINQ addresses
these issues by offering a uniform way to access and manage data without forcing the adoption
of a “one size fits all” model. LINQ makes use of common capabilities in the operations in
different data models instead of flattening the different structures between them. In other words,
by using LINQ, you keep existing heterogeneous data structures, such as classes or tables, but
you get a uniform syntax to query all these data types—regardless of their physical
representation. Think about the differences between a graph of in-memory objects and relational
tables with proper relationships. With LINQ, you can use the same query syntax over both
models.Here is a simple LINQ query for a typical software solution that returns the names of
customers in Italy:var query = from c in Customers where c.Country == "Italy" select
c.CompanyName;The result of this query is a list of strings. You can enumerate these values
with a foreach loop in Microsoft Visual C#:foreach ( string name in query ) {
Console.WriteLine( name );}Both the query definition and the foreach loop are regular C# 3.0
statements, but what is Customers? At this point, you might be wondering what it is we are
querying. Is this query a new form of Embedded SQL? Not at all. You can apply the same query
(and the foreach loop) to a SQL database, to a DataSet object, to an array of objects in memory,
to a remote service, or to many other kinds of data.For example, Customers could be a
collection of objects:Customer[] Customers;Customer data could reside in a DataTable in a
DataSet:DataSet ds = GetDataSet();DataTable Customers = ds.Tables["Customers"];Customers
could be an entity class that describes a physical table in a relational database:DataContext db
= new DataContext( ConnectionString );Table<Customer> Customers =
db.GetTable<Customer>();Or Customers could be an entity class that describes a conceptual
model and is mapped to a relational database:NorthwindModel dataModel = new
NorthwindModel();ObjectSet<Customer> Customers = dataModel.Customers;How LINQ
WorksAs you will learn in Chapter 2, the SQL-like syntax used in LINQ is called a query
expression. A SQL-like query mixed with the syntax of a program written in a language that is not
SQL is typically called Embedded SQL, but languages that implement it do so using a simplified
syntax. In Embedded SQL, these statements are not integrated into the language’s native syntax
and type system because they have a different syntax and several restrictions related to their
interaction. Moreover, Embedded SQL is limited to querying databases, whereas LINQ is not.
LINQ provides much more than Embedded SQL does; it provides a query syntax that is
integrated into a language. But how does LINQ work?Let’s say you write the following code
using LINQ:Customer[] Customers = GetCustomers();var query = from c in Customers where
c.Country == "Italy" select c;The compiler generates this code:Customer[] Customers =
GetCustomers();IEnumerable<Customer> query = Customers .Where( c => c.Country ==
"Italy" );The following query is a more complex example (without the Customers declaration, for
the sake of brevity):var query = from c in Customers where c.Country == "Italy" orderby
c.Name select new { c.Name, c.City };As you can see, the generated code is more complex



too:var query = Customers .Where( c => c.Country == "Italy" ); .OrderBy( c =>
c.Name ) .Select( c => new { c.Name, c.City } );As you can see, the generated code
apparently calls instance members on the object returned from the previous call: Where is called
on Customers, OrderBy is called on the object returned by Where, and finally Select is called on
the object returned by OrderBy. You will see that this behavior is regulated by what are known as
extension methods in the host language (C# in this case). The implementation of the Where,
OrderBy, and Select methods—called by the sample query—depends on the type of Customers
and on namespaces specified in relevant using statements. Extension methods are a
fundamental syntax feature that is used by LINQ to operate with different data sources by using
the same syntax.NoteMore Info An extension method appears to extend a class (the Customers
class in our examples), but in reality a method of an external type receives the instance of the
class that seems to be extended as the first argument. The var keyword used to declare query
infers the variable type declaration from the initial assignment, which in this case will return an
IEnumerable<T> type.Another important concept is the timing of operations over data. In
general, a LINQ query is not executed until the result of the query is required. Each query
describes a set of operations that will be performed only when the result is actually accessed by
the program. In the following example, this access is performed only when the foreach loop
executes:var query = from c in Customers ...foreach ( string name in query ) ...There are also
methods that iterate a LINQ query result, producing a persistent copy of data in memory. For
example, the ToList method produces a typed List<T> collection:var query = from c in
Customers ...List<Customer> customers = query.ToList();When the LINQ query operates on
data that is in a relational database (such as a Microsoft SQL Server database), it generates an
equivalent SQL statement instead of operating with in-memory copies of data tables. The
query’s execution on the database is delayed until the query results are first accessed.
Therefore, if in the last two examples Customers was a Table<Customer> type (a physical table
in a relational database) or an ObjectSet<Customer> type (a conceptual entity mapped to a
relational database), the equivalent SQL query would not be sent to the database until the
foreach loop was executed or the ToList method was called. The LINQ query can be
manipulated and composed in different ways until those events occur.NoteMore Info A LINQ
query can be represented as an expression tree. Chapter 14, describes how to visit and
dynamically build an expression tree, and thereby build a LINQ query.Relational Model vs.
Hierarchical/Network ModelAt first, LINQ might appear to be just another SQL dialect. This
similarity has its roots in the way a LINQ query can describe a relationship between entities, as
shown in the following code:var query = from c in Customers join o in Orders on
c.CustomerID equals o.CustomerID select new { c.CustomerID, c.CompanyName,
o.OrderID };This syntax is similar to the regular way of querying data in a relational model by
using a SQL join clause. However, LINQ is not limited to a single data representation model such
as the relational one, where relationships between entities are expressed inside a query but not
in the data model. (Foreign keys keep referential integrity but do not participate in a query.) In a



hierarchical or network model, parent/child relationships are part of the data structure. For
example, suppose that each customer has its own set of orders, and each order has its own list
of products. In LINQ, you can get the list of products ordered by each customer in this way:var
query = from c in Customers from o in c.Orders select new { c.Name, o.Quantity,
o.Product.ProductName };This query contains no joins. The relationship between Customers
and Orders is expressed by the second from clause, which uses c.Orders to say “get all Orders
for the c Customer.” The relationship between Orders and Products is expressed by the Product
member of the Order instance. The result projects the product name for each order row by using
o.Product.ProductName.Hierarchical and network relationships are expressed in type definitions
through references to other objects. (Throughout, we will use the phrase “graph of objects” to
generically refer to hierarchical or network models.) To support the previous query, we would
have classes similar to those in Example 1-1.Example 1-1. Type declarations with simple
relationshipspublic class Customer { public string Name; public string City; public Order[]
Orders;}public struct Order { public int Quantity; public Product Product;}public class Product
{ public int IdProduct; public decimal Price; public string ProductName;}However, chances
are that we want to use the same Product instance for many different Orders of the same
product. We probably also want to filter Orders or Products without accessing them through
Customer. A common scenario is the one shown in Example 1-2.Example 1-2. Type declarations
with two-way relationshipspublic class Customer { public string Name; public string City;
public Order[] Orders;}public struct Order { public int Quantity; public Product Product; public
Customer Customer;}public class Product { public int IdProduct; public decimal Price; public
string ProductName; public Order[] Orders;}Let’s say we have an array of all products declared
as follows:Product[] products;We can query the graph of objects, asking for the list of orders for
the single product with an ID equal to 3:var query = from p in products where p.IdProduct ==
3 from o in p.Orders select o;With the same query language, we are querying different data
models. When you do not have a relationship defined between the entities used in a LINQ query,
you can always rely on subqueries and joins that are available in LINQ syntax just as you can in
a SQL language. However, when your data model already defines entity relationships, you can
use them, avoiding replication of (and possible mistakes in) the same information.If you have
entity relationships in your data model, you can still use explicit relationships in a LINQ query—
for example, when you want to force some condition, or when you simply want to relate entities
that do not have native relationships. For example, imagine that you want to find customers and
suppliers who live in the same city. Your data model might not provide an explicit relationship
between these attributes, but with LINQ you can write the following:var query = from c in
Customers join s in Suppliers on c.City equals s.City select new { c.City, c.Name,
SupplierName = s.Name };Data like the following will be returned:City=Torino Name=Marco
SupplierName=TruckerCity=Dallas Name=James SupplierName=FastDeliveryCity=Dallas
Name=James SupplierName=HorizonCity=Seattle Name=Frank
SupplierName=WayFasterIf you have experience using SQL queries, you probably assume that



a query result is always a “rectangular” table, one that repeats the data of some columns many
times in a join like the previous one. However, often a query contains several entities with one or
more one-to-many relationships. With LINQ, you can write queries like the following one to return
a graph of objects:var query = from c in Customers join s in Suppliers on c.City equals
s.City into customerSuppliers select new { c.City, c.Name, customerSuppliers };This query
returns a row for each customer, each containing a list of suppliers available in the same city as
the customer. This result can be queried again, just as any other object graph with LINQ. Here is
how the hierarchized results might appear:City=Torino Name=Marco
customerSuppliers=... customerSuppliers: Name=Trucker City=TorinoCity=Dallas
Name=James customerSuppliers=... customerSuppliers: Name=FastDelivery
City=Dallas customerSuppliers: Name=Horizon City=DallasCity=Seattle Name=Frank
customerSuppliers=... customerSuppliers: Name=WayFaster City=SeattleIf you want to get
a list of customers and provide each customer with the list of products he ordered at least one
time and the list of suppliers in the same city, you can write a query like this:var query = from c
in Customers select new { c.City, c.Name, Products = (from o in c.Orders
select new { o.Product.IdProduct, o.Product.Price }).Distinct(),
CustomerSuppliers = from s in Suppliers where s.City == c.City
select s };You can take a look at the results for a couple of customers to understand how data is
returned from the previous single LINQ query:City=Torino Name=Marco Products=...
CustomerSuppliers=... Products: IdProduct=1 Price=10 Products: IdProduct=3
Price=30 CustomerSuppliers: Name=Trucker City=TorinoCity=Dallas Name=James
Products=... CustomerSuppliers=... Products: IdProduct=3 Price=30 CustomerSuppliers:
Name=FastDelivery City=Dallas CustomerSuppliers: Name=Horizon City=DallasThis type
of result would be hard to obtain with one or more SQL queries because it would require an
analysis of query results to build the desired graph of objects. LINQ offers an easy way to move
data from one model to another and different ways to get the same results.LINQ requires you to
describe your data in terms of entities that are also types in the language. When you build a
LINQ query, it is always a set of operations on instances of some classes. These objects might
be the real containers of data, or they might be simple descriptions (in terms of metadata) of the
external entity you are going to manipulate. A query can be sent to a database through a SQL
command only if it is applied to a set of types that maps tables and relationships contained in
the database. After you have defined entity classes, you can use both approaches we described
(joins and entity relationships navigation). The conversion of all these operations into SQL
commands is the responsibility of the LINQ engine.NoteWhen using LINQ to SQL, you can
create entity classes by using code-generation tools such as SQLMetal or the Object Relational
Designer in Visual Studio. These tools are described in Chapter 7.Example 1-3 shows an
excerpt of a Product class that maps a relational table named Products, with five columns that
correspond to public properties, using LINQ to SQL.Example 1-3. Class declaration mapped on
a database table with LINQ to SQL[Table("Products")]public class Product {



[Column(IsPrimaryKey=true)] public int IdProduct; [Column(Name="UnitPrice")] public decimal
Price; [Column()] public string ProductName; [Column()] public bool Taxable; [Column()]
public decimal Tax;}When you work on entities that describe external data (such as database
tables), you can create instances of these kinds of classes and manipulate in-memory objects
just as if the data from all tables were loaded in memory. You submit these changes to the
database through SQL commands when you call the SubmitChanges method, as shown in
Example 1-4.Example 1-4. Database update calling the SubmitChanges method of LINQ to
SQLvar taxableProducts = from p in db.Products where p.Taxable == true select
p;foreach( Product product in taxableProducts ) { RecalculateTaxes( product );}
db.SubmitChanges();The Product class in the preceding example represents a row in the
Products table of an external database. When you call SubmitChanges, all changed objects
generate a SQL command to synchronize the corresponding data tables in the database—in
this case, updating the corresponding rows in the Products table.NoteMore Info You can find
more detailed information about class entities that match tables and relationships in Chapter 5,
in Chapter 6, and in Chapter 9.Example 1-5 shows the same Product entity, generated using
LINQ to Entities and the Entity Framework that ships with .NET Framework 4 and Visual Studio
2010.Example 1-5. The Product entity class declaration using the Entity
Framework[EdmEntityType(Name = "Product")]public class Product {
[EdmScalarProperty(EntityKeyProperty = true)] public int IdProduct { get; set; }
[EdmScalarProperty()] public decimal Price { get; set; } [EdmScalarProperty()] public string
ProductName { get; set; } [EdmScalarProperty()] public bool Taxable { get; set; }
[EdmScalarProperty()] public decimal Tax { get; set; }}In Chapter 4, we will compare the main
features of LINQ to SQL and LINQ to Entities. However, you can already see that there are
different attributes applied to the code, even if the basic idea is almost the same.Example 1-6
shows the same data manipulation you have already seen in LINQ to SQL, but this time applied
to the Product entity generated using the Entity Framework.Example 1-6. Database update
calling the SaveChanges method of the Entity Frameworkvar taxableProducts = from p in
db.Products where p.Taxable == true select p;foreach (Product product in taxableProducts) {
RecalculateTaxes(product);}db.SaveChanges();Once again, the main concepts are the same,
even though the method invoked (SaveChanges), which synchronizes the database tables with
the in-memory data, is different.XML ManipulationLINQ has a different set of classes and
extensions to support manipulating XML data. Imagine that your customers are able to send
orders using XML files such as the ORDERS.XML file shown in Example 1-7.Example 1-7. A
fragment of an XML file of orders<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8" ?><orders xmlns="http://
schemas.devleap.com/Orders"> <order idCustomer="ALFKI" idProduct="1" quantity="10"
price="20.59"/> <order idCustomer="ANATR" idProduct="5" quantity="20" price="12.99"/>
<order idCustomer="KOENE" idProduct="7" quantity="15" price="35.50"/></orders>Using
standard .NET Framework 2.0 System.Xml classes, you can load the file by using a DOM
approach or you can parse its contents by using an implementation of XmlReader, as shown in



Example 1-8.Example 1-8. Reading the XML file of orders by using an XmlReaderString nsUri =
"http://schemas.devleap.com/Orders";XmlReader xmlOrders =
XmlReader.Create( "Orders.xml" );List<Order> orders = new List<Order>();Order order =
null;while (xmlOrders.Read()) { switch (xmlOrders.NodeType) { case
XmlNodeType.Element: if ((xmlOrders.Name == "order") &&
(xmlOrders.NamespaceURI == nsUri)) { order = new Order(); order.CustomerID
= xmlOrders.GetAttribute( "idCustomer" ); order.Product = new Product();
order.Product.IdProduct = Int32.Parse( xmlOrders.GetAttribute( "idProduct" ) );
order.Product.Price = Decimal.Parse( xmlOrders.GetAttribute( "price" ) );
order.Quantity = Int32.Parse( xmlOrders.GetAttribute( "quantity" ) );
orders.Add( order ); } break; }}You can also use an XQuery to select nodes:for
$order in document("Orders.xml")/orders/orderreturn $orderHowever, using XQuery requires
learning yet another language and syntax. Moreover, the result of the previous XQuery example
would need to be converted into a set of Order instances to be used within the code.Regardless
of the solution you choose, you must always consider nodes, node types, XML namespaces,
and whatever else is related to the XML world. Many developers do not like working with XML
because it requires knowledge of another domain of data structures and uses its own syntax.
For them, it is not very intuitive. As we have already said, LINQ provides a query engine suitable
for any kind of source, even an XML document. By using LINQ queries, you can achieve the
same result with less effort and with unified programming language syntax. Example 1-9 shows
a LINQ to XML query made over the orders file.Example 1-9. Reading the XML file by using
LINQ to XMLXDocument xmlOrders = XDocument.Load( "Orders.xml" );XNamespace ns =
"http://schemas.devleap.com/Orders";var orders = from o in xmlOrders.Root.Elements( ns +
"order" ) select new Order { CustomerID = (String)o.Attribute( "idCustomer" ),
Product = new Product { IdProduct = (Int32)o.Attribute("idProduct"),
Price = (Decimal)o.Attribute("price") }, Quantity =
(Int32)o.Attribute("quantity") };Using LINQ to XML in Microsoft Visual Basic syntax
(available since Visual Basic 2008) is even easier; you can reference XML nodes in your code by
using an XPath-like syntax, as shown in Example 1-10.Example 1-10. Reading the XML file by
using LINQ to XML and Visual Basic syntaxImports <xmlns:o="http://schemas.devleap.com/
Orders">' ...Dim xmlOrders As XDocument = XDocument.Load("Orders.xml")Dim orders =
From o In xmlOrders.<o:orders>.<o:order> Select New Order With { .CustomerID =
o.@idCustomer, .Product = New Product With { .IdProduct = o.@idProduct, .Price
= o.@price}, .Quantity = o.@quantity}The result of these LINQ to XML queries could be used
to transparently load a list of Order entities into a customer Orders property, using LINQ to SQL
to submit the changes into the physical database layer:customer.Orders.AddRange( From o In
xmlOrders.<o:orders>.<o:order> Where o.@idCustomer = customer.CustomerID Select New
Order With { .CustomerID = o.@idCustomer, .Product = New Product With {
.IdProduct = o.@idProduct, .Price = o.@price}, .Quantity = o.@quantity})And if you



need to generate an ORDERS.XML file starting from your customer’s orders, you can at least
use Visual Basic XML literals to define the output’s XML structure. Example 1-11 shows an
example.Example 1-11. Creating the XML for orders using Visual Basic XML literalsDim
xmlOrders = <o:orders> <%= From o In orders Select <o:order idCustomer=<%=
o.CustomerID %> idProduct=<%= o.Product.IdProduct %> quantity=<%=
o.Quantity %> price=<%= o.Product.Price %>/> %> </o:orders>NoteThis syntax is
an exclusive feature of Visual Basic. There is no equivalent syntax in C#.You can appreciate the
power of this solution, which keeps the XML syntax without losing the stability of typed code and
transforms a set of entities selected via LINQ to SQL into an XML Infoset.NoteMore Info You will
find more information about LINQ to XML syntax and its potential in Chapter 12, and in
Chapter 13.Language IntegrationLanguage integration is a fundamental aspect of LINQ. The
most visible part is the query expression feature, which has been present since C# 3.0 and
Visual Basic 2008. With it, you can write code such as you’ve seen earlier. For example, you can
write the following code:var query = from c in Customers where c.Country == "Italy"
orderby c.Name select new { c.Name, c.City };The previous example is a simplified version of
this code:var query = Customers .Where( c => c.Country == "Italy" ); .OrderBy( c =>
c.Name ) .Select( c => new { c.Name, c.City } );Many people call this simplification syntax
sugaring because it is just a simpler way to write code that defines a query over data. However,
there is more to it than that. Many language constructs and syntaxes are necessary to support
what seems to be just a few lines of code that query data. Under the cover of this simple query
expression are local type inference, extension methods, lambda expressions, object initialization
expressions, and anonymous types. All these features are useful by themselves, but if you look
at the overall picture, you can see important steps in two directions: one moving to a more
declarative style of coding, and one lowering the impedance mismatch between data and
code.Declarative ProgrammingWhat are the differences between a SQL query and an
equivalent C# 2.0 or Visual Basic 2005 program that filters data contained in native storage
(such as a table for SQL or an array for C# or Visual Basic)?In SQL, you can write the
following:SELECT * FROM Customers WHERE Country = 'Italy'In C#, you would probably write
this:public List<Customer> ItalianCustomers( Customer customers[] ){ List<Customer> result =
new List<Customer>(); foreach( Customer c in customers ) { if (c.Country == "Italy")
result.Add( c ); } return result;}NoteThis specific example could have been written in C# 2.0
using a Find predicate, but we are using it just as an example of the different programming
patterns.The C# code takes longer to write and read. But the most important consideration is
expressivity. In SQL, you describe what you want. In C#, you describe how to obtain the
expected result. In SQL, selecting the best algorithm to implement to get the result (which is
more explicitly dealt with in C#) is the responsibility of the query engine. The SQL query engine
has more freedom to apply optimizations than a C# compiler, which has many more constraints
on how operations are performed.LINQ enables a more declarative style of coding for C# and
Visual Basic. A LINQ query describes operations on data through a declarative construct



instead of an iterative one. With LINQ, programmers’ intentions can be made more explicit—and
this knowledge of programmer intent is fundamental to obtaining a higher level of services from
the underlying framework. For example, consider parallelization. A SQL query can be split into
several concurrent operations simply because it does not place any constraint on the kind of
table scan algorithm applied. A C# foreach loop is harder to split into several loops over different
parts of an array that could be executed in parallel by different processors.NoteMore Info You will
find more information about using LINQ to achieve parallelism in code execution in
Chapter 16.Declarative programming can take advantage of services offered by compilers and
frameworks, and in general, it is easier to read and maintain. This single feature of LINQ might
be the most important because it boosts programmers’ productivity. For example, suppose that
you want to get a list of all static methods available in the current application domain that return
an IEnumerable<T> interface. You can use LINQ to write a query over Reflection:var query =
from assembly in AppDomain.CurrentDomain.GetAssemblies() from type in
assembly.GetTypes() from method in type.GetMethods() where method.IsStatic &&
method.ReturnType.GetInterface( "IEnumerable'1" ) != null orderby
method.DeclaringType.Name, method.Name group method by new { Class =
method.DeclaringType.Name, Method = method.Name };The equivalent C# code
that handles data takes more time to write, is harder to read, and is probably more error prone.
You can see a version that is not particularly optimized in Example 1-12.Example 1-12. C# code
equivalent to a LINQ query over ReflectionList<String> results = new List<string>();foreach( var
assembly in AppDomain.CurrentDomain.GetAssemblies()) { foreach( var type in
assembly.GetTypes() ) { foreach( var method in type.GetMethods()) { if (method.IsStatic
&& method.ReturnType.GetInterface("IEnumerable'1") != null) { string fullName =
String.Format( "{0}.{1}", method.DeclaringType.Name,
method.Name ); if (results.IndexOf( fullName ) < 0) { results.Add( fullName );
} } } }}results.Sort();Type CheckingAnother important aspect of language
integration is type checking. Whenever data is manipulated by LINQ, no unsafe cast is
necessary. The short syntax of a query expression makes no compromises with type checking:
data is always strongly typed, including both the queried collections and the single entities that
are read and returned.The type checking of the languages that support LINQ (starting from C#
3.0 and Visual Basic 2008) is preserved even when LINQ-specific features are used. This
enables the use of Visual Studio features such as IntelliSense and Refactoring, even with LINQ
queries. These Visual Studio features are other important factors in programmers’
productivity.Transparency Across Different Type SystemsIf you think about the type system of
the .NET Framework and the type system of SQL Server, you will realize they are different. Using
LINQ gives precedence to the .NET Framework type system, because it is the one supported by
any language that hosts a LINQ query. However, most of your data will be saved in a relational
database, so it is necessary to convert many types of data between these two worlds. LINQ
handles this conversion for you automatically, making the differences in type systems almost



completely transparent to the programmer.NoteMore Info There are some limitations in the
capability to perform conversions between different type systems and LINQ. You will find some
information about this topic throughout the book, and you can find a more detailed type system
compatibilities table in the product documentation.LINQ ImplementationsLINQ is a technology
that covers many data sources. Some of these sources are included in LINQ implementations
that Microsoft has provided—starting with .NET Framework 3.5—as shown in Figure 1-1, which
also includes LINQ to Entities.Figure 1-1. LINQ implementations provided by Microsoft starting
with .NET Framework 3.5.Each implementation is defined through a set of extension methods
that implement the operators needed by LINQ to work with a particular data source. Access to
these features is controlled by the imported namespaces.LINQ to ObjectsLINQ to Objects is
designed to manipulate collections of objects, which can be related to each other to form a
graph. From a certain point of view, LINQ to Objects is the default implementation used by a
LINQ query. You enable LINQ to Objects by including the System.Linq namespace.NoteMore
Info The base concepts of LINQ are explained in Chapter 2, using LINQ to Objects as a
reference implementation.However, it would be a mistake to think that LINQ to Objects queries
are limited to collections of user-generated data. You can see why this is not true by analyzing
Example 1-13, which shows a LINQ query that extracts information from the file system. The
code reads the list of all files in a given directory into memory and then filters that list with the
LINQ query.Example 1-13. LINQ query that retrieves a list of temporary files larger than 10,000
bytes, ordered by sizestring tempPath = Path.GetTempPath();DirectoryInfo dirInfo = new
DirectoryInfo( tempPath );var query = from f in dirInfo.GetFiles() where f.Length > 10000
orderby f.Length descending select f;LINQ to ADO.NETLINQ to ADO.NET includes different
LINQ implementations that share the need to manipulate relational data. It also includes other
technologies that are specific to each particular persistence layer:LINQ to SQL Handles the
mapping between custom types in the .NET Framework and the physical table schema in SQL
Server.LINQ to Entities An Object Relational Mapping (ORM) that—instead of using the physical
database as a persistence layer—uses a conceptual Entity Data Model (EDM). The result is an
abstraction layer that is independent from the physical data layer.LINQ to DataSet Enables
querying a DataSet by using LINQ.LINQ to SQL and LINQ to Entities have similarities because
they both access information stored in a relational database and operate on object entities that
represent external data in memory. The main difference is that they operate at a different level of
abstraction. Whereas LINQ to SQL is tied to the physical database structure, LINQ to Entities
operates over a conceptual model (business entities) that might be far from the physical
structure (database tables).The reason for these different options for accessing relational data
through LINQ is that different models for database access are in use today. Some organizations
implement all access through stored procedures, including any kind of database query, without
using dynamic queries. Many others use stored procedures to insert, update, or delete data and
dynamically build SELECT statements to query data. Some see the database as a simple object
persistence layer, whereas others put some business logic into the database by using triggers,



stored procedures, or both. LINQ tries to offer help and improvement in database access without
forcing everyone to adopt a single comprehensive model.NoteMore Info The use of any LINQ to
ADO.NET implementation depends on the inclusion of particular namespaces in the scope.
Part II, investigates LINQ to ADO.NET implementations and similar details.LINQ to XMLYou’ve
already seen that LINQ to XML offers a slightly different syntax that operates on XML data,
allowing query and data manipulation. A particular type of support for LINQ to XML is offered by
Visual Basic, which includes XML literals in the language. This enhanced support simplifies the
code needed to manipulate XML data. In fact, you can write a query such as the following in
Visual Basic:Dim book = <Book Title="Programming LINQ"> <%= From person In team
Where person.Role = "Author" Select <Author><%= person.Name %></Author> %> </
Book>This query corresponds to the following C# syntax:dim book = new XElement( "Book",
new XAttribute( "Title", "Programming LINQ" ), from person in team where person.Role
== "Author" select new XElement( "Author", person.Name ) );NoteMore Info You can find
more information about LINQ to XML in Chapters Chapter 12 and Chapter 13.SummaryIn this
chapter, we introduced LINQ and discussed how it works. We also examined how different data
sources can be queried and manipulated by using a uniform syntax that is integrated into current
mainstream programming languages such as C# and Visual Basic. We took a look at the
benefits offered by language integration, including declarative programming, type checking, and
transparency across different type systems. We briefly presented the LINQ implementations
available since .NET Framework 3.5—LINQ to Objects, LINQ to ADO.NET, and LINQ to XML—
which we will cover in more detail in the remaining parts of the book.Chapter 1. LINQ
IntroductionChapter 1. LINQ IntroductionChapter 1. LINQ IntroductionChapter 1. LINQ
IntroductionBy surfing the web, you can find several descriptions of Microsoft Language
Integrated Query (LINQ), including these:LINQ provides a uniform programming model for any
kind of data. With it, you can query and manipulate data by using a consistent model that is
independent of data sources.LINQ is another tool for embedding SQL queries into code.LINQ is
another data abstraction layer.LINQ provides a uniform programming model for any kind of data.
With it, you can query and manipulate data by using a consistent model that is independent of
data sources.LINQ is another tool for embedding SQL queries into code.LINQ is another data
abstraction layer.LINQ provides a uniform programming model for any kind of data. With it, you
can query and manipulate data by using a consistent model that is independent of data
sources.LINQ is another tool for embedding SQL queries into code.LINQ is another data
abstraction layer.All these descriptions are correct to a degree, but each focuses on only a
single aspect of LINQ. LINQ is much easier to use than a “uniform programming mode”; it can do
much more than embed SQL queries; and it is far from being just another data abstraction
layer.What Is LINQ?LINQ is a programming model that introduces queries as a first-class
concept into any Microsoft .NET Framework language. Complete support for LINQ, however,
requires some extensions to whatever .NET Framework language you are using. These
language extensions boost developer productivity, thereby providing a shorter, more meaningful,



and expressive syntax with which to manipulate data.NoteMore Info Details about language
extensions can be found on the Microsoft Developer Network (MSDN), located at .LINQ
provides a methodology that simplifies and unifies the implementation of any kind of data
access. LINQ does not force you to use a specific architecture; it facilitates the implementation
of several existing architectures for accessing data, such as:RAD/prototypeClient/serverN-
tierSmart clientLINQ made its first appearance in September 2005 as a technical preview. Since
then, it has evolved from an extension of Microsoft Visual Studio 2005 to an integrated part
of .NET Framework 3.5 and Visual Studio 2008, both released in November 2007. The first
released version of LINQ directly supported several data sources. Now with .NET Framework 4
and Visual Studio 2010, LINQ also includes LINQ to Entities, which is part of the Microsoft
ADO.NET Entity Framework, and Parallel LINQ (PLINQ). This book describes current LINQ
implementations from Microsoft for accessing several different data sources, such as the
following:LINQ to ObjectsLINQ to ADO.NETLINQ to EntitiesLINQ to SQLLINQ to DataSetLINQ
to XMLExtending LINQIn addition to the built-in data source types, you can extend LINQ to
support additional data sources. Possible extensions might be LINQ to Exchange or LINQ to
LDAP, to name just a couple of examples. Some implementations are already available using
LINQ to Objects. We describe a possible LINQ to Reflection query in the LINQ to Objects
section of this chapter. Chapter 15, discusses more advanced extensions of LINQ, and
Chapter 17, covers some of the existing LINQ implementations.LINQ is likely to have an impact
on the way applications are coded, but it would be incorrect to think that LINQ will change
application architectures; its goal is to provide a set of tools that improve code implementation
by adapting to several different architectures. However, we expect that LINQ will affect some
critical parts of the layers of an n-tier solution. For example, we envision the use of LINQ in a
SQLCLR stored procedure, with a direct transfer of the query expression to the SQL engine
instead of using a SQL statement.Many possible evolutionary tracks could originate from LINQ,
but we should not forget that SQL is a widely adopted standard that cannot be easily replaced
by another, just for performance reasons. Nevertheless, LINQ is an interesting step in the
evolution of current mainstream programming languages. The declarative nature of its syntax
might be interesting for uses other than data access, such as the parallel programming that is
offered by PLINQ. Many other services can be offered by an execution framework to a program
written using a higher level of abstraction, such as the one offered by LINQ. A good
understanding of this technology is important because LINQ has become a “standard” way to
describe data manipulation operations inside a program written in the .NET
Framework.NoteMore Info PLINQ is covered in Chapter 16.What Is LINQ?What Is LINQ?What
Is LINQ?What Is LINQ?LINQ is a programming model that introduces queries as a first-class
concept into any Microsoft .NET Framework language. Complete support for LINQ, however,
requires some extensions to whatever .NET Framework language you are using. These
language extensions boost developer productivity, thereby providing a shorter, more meaningful,
and expressive syntax with which to manipulate data.NoteMore Info Details about language



extensions can be found on the Microsoft Developer Network (MSDN), located at .NoteMore
Info Details about language extensions can be found on the Microsoft Developer Network
(MSDN), located at .LINQ provides a methodology that simplifies and unifies the implementation
of any kind of data access. LINQ does not force you to use a specific architecture; it facilitates
the implementation of several existing architectures for accessing data, such as:RAD/
prototypeClient/serverN-tierSmart clientRAD/prototypeClient/serverN-tierSmart clientRAD/
prototypeClient/serverN-tierSmart clientLINQ made its first appearance in September 2005 as a
technical preview. Since then, it has evolved from an extension of Microsoft Visual Studio 2005
to an integrated part of .NET Framework 3.5 and Visual Studio 2008, both released in November
2007. The first released version of LINQ directly supported several data sources. Now with .NET
Framework 4 and Visual Studio 2010, LINQ also includes LINQ to Entities, which is part of the
Microsoft ADO.NET Entity Framework, and Parallel LINQ (PLINQ). This book describes current
LINQ implementations from Microsoft for accessing several different data sources, such as the
following:LINQ to ObjectsLINQ to ADO.NETLINQ to EntitiesLINQ to SQLLINQ to DataSetLINQ
to XMLLINQ to ObjectsLINQ to ADO.NETLINQ to EntitiesLINQ to SQLLINQ to DataSetLINQ to
XMLLINQ to ObjectsLINQ to ADO.NETLINQ to EntitiesLINQ to SQLLINQ to DataSetLINQ to
XMLExtending LINQIn addition to the built-in data source types, you can extend LINQ to support
additional data sources. Possible extensions might be LINQ to Exchange or LINQ to LDAP, to
name just a couple of examples. Some implementations are already available using LINQ to
Objects. We describe a possible LINQ to Reflection query in the LINQ to Objects section of this
chapter. Chapter 15, discusses more advanced extensions of LINQ, and Chapter 17, covers
some of the existing LINQ implementations.Extending LINQIn addition to the built-in data source
types, you can extend LINQ to support additional data sources. Possible extensions might be
LINQ to Exchange or LINQ to LDAP, to name just a couple of examples. Some implementations
are already available using LINQ to Objects. We describe a possible LINQ to Reflection query in
the LINQ to Objects section of this chapter. Chapter 15, discusses more advanced extensions of
LINQ, and Chapter 17, covers some of the existing LINQ implementations.LINQ is likely to have
an impact on the way applications are coded, but it would be incorrect to think that LINQ will
change application architectures; its goal is to provide a set of tools that improve code
implementation by adapting to several different architectures. However, we expect that LINQ will
affect some critical parts of the layers of an n-tier solution. For example, we envision the use of
LINQ in a SQLCLR stored procedure, with a direct transfer of the query expression to the SQL
engine instead of using a SQL statement.Many possible evolutionary tracks could originate from
LINQ, but we should not forget that SQL is a widely adopted standard that cannot be easily
replaced by another, just for performance reasons. Nevertheless, LINQ is an interesting step in
the evolution of current mainstream programming languages. The declarative nature of its syntax
might be interesting for uses other than data access, such as the parallel programming that is
offered by PLINQ. Many other services can be offered by an execution framework to a program
written using a higher level of abstraction, such as the one offered by LINQ. A good



understanding of this technology is important because LINQ has become a “standard” way to
describe data manipulation operations inside a program written in the .NET
Framework.NoteMore Info PLINQ is covered in Chapter 16.NoteMore Info PLINQ is covered in
Chapter 16.Why Do We Need LINQ?Today, data managed by a program can originate from
various data sources: an array, an object graph, an XML document, a database, a text file, a
registry key, an email message, Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) message content, a
Microsoft Excel file…. The list is long.Each data source has its own specific data access model.
When you have to query a database, you typically use SQL. You navigate XML data by using the
Document Object Model (DOM) or XPath/XQuery. You iterate an array and build algorithms to
navigate an object graph. You use specific application programming interfaces (APIs) to access
other data sources, such as an Excel file, an email message, or the Windows registry. In the end,
you use different programming models to access different data sources.The unification of data
access techniques into a single comprehensive model has been attempted in many ways. For
example, by using Open Database Connectivity (ODBC) providers, you can query an Excel file
as you would a Windows Management Instrumentation (WMI) repository. With ODBC, you use a
SQL-like language to access data represented through a relational model.Sometimes, however,
data is represented more effectively in a hierarchical or network model instead of a relational
one. Moreover, if a data model is not tied to a specific language, you probably need to manage
several type systems. All these differences create an “impedance mismatch” between data and
code.LINQ addresses these issues by offering a uniform way to access and manage data
without forcing the adoption of a “one size fits all” model. LINQ makes use of common
capabilities in the operations in different data models instead of flattening the different structures
between them. In other words, by using LINQ, you keep existing heterogeneous data structures,
such as classes or tables, but you get a uniform syntax to query all these data types—
regardless of their physical representation. Think about the differences between a graph of in-
memory objects and relational tables with proper relationships. With LINQ, you can use the
same query syntax over both models.Here is a simple LINQ query for a typical software solution
that returns the names of customers in Italy:var query = from c in Customers where
c.Country == "Italy" select c.CompanyName;The result of this query is a list of strings. You can
enumerate these values with a foreach loop in Microsoft Visual C#:foreach ( string name in
query ) { Console.WriteLine( name );}Both the query definition and the foreach loop are regular
C# 3.0 statements, but what is Customers? At this point, you might be wondering what it is we
are querying. Is this query a new form of Embedded SQL? Not at all. You can apply the same
query (and the foreach loop) to a SQL database, to a DataSet object, to an array of objects in
memory, to a remote service, or to many other kinds of data.For example, Customers could be a
collection of objects:Customer[] Customers;Customer data could reside in a DataTable in a
DataSet:DataSet ds = GetDataSet();DataTable Customers = ds.Tables["Customers"];Customers
could be an entity class that describes a physical table in a relational database:DataContext db
= new DataContext( ConnectionString );Table<Customer> Customers =



db.GetTable<Customer>();Or Customers could be an entity class that describes a conceptual
model and is mapped to a relational database:NorthwindModel dataModel = new
NorthwindModel();ObjectSet<Customer> Customers = dataModel.Customers;Why Do We
Need LINQ?Why Do We Need LINQ?Why Do We Need LINQ?Why Do We Need LINQ?Today,
data managed by a program can originate from various data sources: an array, an object graph,
an XML document, a database, a text file, a registry key, an email message, Simple Object
Access Protocol (SOAP) message content, a Microsoft Excel file…. The list is long.Each data
source has its own specific data access model. When you have to query a database, you
typically use SQL. You navigate XML data by using the Document Object Model (DOM) or XPath/
XQuery. You iterate an array and build algorithms to navigate an object graph. You use specific
application programming interfaces (APIs) to access other data sources, such as an Excel file,
an email message, or the Windows registry. In the end, you use different programming models to
access different data sources.The unification of data access techniques into a single
comprehensive model has been attempted in many ways. For example, by using Open
Database Connectivity (ODBC) providers, you can query an Excel file as you would a Windows
Management Instrumentation (WMI) repository. With ODBC, you use a SQL-like language to
access data represented through a relational model.Sometimes, however, data is represented
more effectively in a hierarchical or network model instead of a relational one. Moreover, if a data
model is not tied to a specific language, you probably need to manage several type systems. All
these differences create an “impedance mismatch” between data and code.LINQ addresses
these issues by offering a uniform way to access and manage data without forcing the adoption
of a “one size fits all” model. LINQ makes use of common capabilities in the operations in
different data models instead of flattening the different structures between them. In other words,
by using LINQ, you keep existing heterogeneous data structures, such as classes or tables, but
you get a uniform syntax to query all these data types—regardless of their physical
representation. Think about the differences between a graph of in-memory objects and relational
tables with proper relationships. With LINQ, you can use the same query syntax over both
models.Here is a simple LINQ query for a typical software solution that returns the names of
customers in Italy:var query = from c in Customers where c.Country == "Italy" select
c.CompanyName;The result of this query is a list of strings. You can enumerate these values
with a foreach loop in Microsoft Visual C#:foreach ( string name in query ) {
Console.WriteLine( name );}Both the query definition and the foreach loop are regular C# 3.0
statements, but what is Customers? At this point, you might be wondering what it is we are
querying. Is this query a new form of Embedded SQL? Not at all. You can apply the same query
(and the foreach loop) to a SQL database, to a DataSet object, to an array of objects in memory,
to a remote service, or to many other kinds of data.For example, Customers could be a
collection of objects:Customer[] Customers;Customer data could reside in a DataTable in a
DataSet:DataSet ds = GetDataSet();DataTable Customers = ds.Tables["Customers"];Customers
could be an entity class that describes a physical table in a relational database:DataContext db



= new DataContext( ConnectionString );Table<Customer> Customers =
db.GetTable<Customer>();Or Customers could be an entity class that describes a conceptual
model and is mapped to a relational database:NorthwindModel dataModel = new
NorthwindModel();ObjectSet<Customer> Customers = dataModel.Customers;How LINQ
WorksAs you will learn in Chapter 2, the SQL-like syntax used in LINQ is called a query
expression. A SQL-like query mixed with the syntax of a program written in a language that is not
SQL is typically called Embedded SQL, but languages that implement it do so using a simplified
syntax. In Embedded SQL, these statements are not integrated into the language’s native syntax
and type system because they have a different syntax and several restrictions related to their
interaction. Moreover, Embedded SQL is limited to querying databases, whereas LINQ is not.
LINQ provides much more than Embedded SQL does; it provides a query syntax that is
integrated into a language. But how does LINQ work?Let’s say you write the following code
using LINQ:Customer[] Customers = GetCustomers();var query = from c in Customers where
c.Country == "Italy" select c;The compiler generates this code:Customer[] Customers =
GetCustomers();IEnumerable<Customer> query = Customers .Where( c => c.Country ==
"Italy" );The following query is a more complex example (without the Customers declaration, for
the sake of brevity):var query = from c in Customers where c.Country == "Italy" orderby
c.Name select new { c.Name, c.City };As you can see, the generated code is more complex
too:var query = Customers .Where( c => c.Country == "Italy" ); .OrderBy( c =>
c.Name ) .Select( c => new { c.Name, c.City } );As you can see, the generated code
apparently calls instance members on the object returned from the previous call: Where is called
on Customers, OrderBy is called on the object returned by Where, and finally Select is called on
the object returned by OrderBy. You will see that this behavior is regulated by what are known as
extension methods in the host language (C# in this case). The implementation of the Where,
OrderBy, and Select methods—called by the sample query—depends on the type of Customers
and on namespaces specified in relevant using statements. Extension methods are a
fundamental syntax feature that is used by LINQ to operate with different data sources by using
the same syntax.NoteMore Info An extension method appears to extend a class (the Customers
class in our examples), but in reality a method of an external type receives the instance of the
class that seems to be extended as the first argument. The var keyword used to declare query
infers the variable type declaration from the initial assignment, which in this case will return an
IEnumerable<T> type.Another important concept is the timing of operations over data. In
general, a LINQ query is not executed until the result of the query is required. Each query
describes a set of operations that will be performed only when the result is actually accessed by
the program. In the following example, this access is performed only when the foreach loop
executes:var query = from c in Customers ...foreach ( string name in query ) ...There are also
methods that iterate a LINQ query result, producing a persistent copy of data in memory. For
example, the ToList method produces a typed List<T> collection:var query = from c in
Customers ...List<Customer> customers = query.ToList();When the LINQ query operates on



data that is in a relational database (such as a Microsoft SQL Server database), it generates an
equivalent SQL statement instead of operating with in-memory copies of data tables. The
query’s execution on the database is delayed until the query results are first accessed.
Therefore, if in the last two examples Customers was a Table<Customer> type (a physical table
in a relational database) or an ObjectSet<Customer> type (a conceptual entity mapped to a
relational database), the equivalent SQL query would not be sent to the database until the
foreach loop was executed or the ToList method was called. The LINQ query can be
manipulated and composed in different ways until those events occur.NoteMore Info A LINQ
query can be represented as an expression tree. Chapter 14, describes how to visit and
dynamically build an expression tree, and thereby build a LINQ query.Relational Model vs.
Hierarchical/Network ModelAt first, LINQ might appear to be just another SQL dialect. This
similarity has its roots in the way a LINQ query can describe a relationship between entities, as
shown in the following code:var query = from c in Customers join o in Orders on
c.CustomerID equals o.CustomerID select new { c.CustomerID, c.CompanyName,
o.OrderID };This syntax is similar to the regular way of querying data in a relational model by
using a SQL join clause. However, LINQ is not limited to a single data representation model such
as the relational one, where relationships between entities are expressed inside a query but not
in the data model. (Foreign keys keep referential integrity but do not participate in a query.) In a
hierarchical or network model, parent/child relationships are part of the data structure. For
example, suppose that each customer has its own set of orders, and each order has its own list
of products. In LINQ, you can get the list of products ordered by each customer in this way:var
query = from c in Customers from o in c.Orders select new { c.Name, o.Quantity,
o.Product.ProductName };This query contains no joins. The relationship between Customers
and Orders is expressed by the second from clause, which uses c.Orders to say “get all Orders
for the c Customer.” The relationship between Orders and Products is expressed by the Product
member of the Order instance. The result projects the product name for each order row by using
o.Product.ProductName.Hierarchical and network relationships are expressed in type definitions
through references to other objects. (Throughout, we will use the phrase “graph of objects” to
generically refer to hierarchical or network models.) To support the previous query, we would
have classes similar to those in Example 1-1.Example 1-1. Type declarations with simple
relationshipspublic class Customer { public string Name; public string City; public Order[]
Orders;}public struct Order { public int Quantity; public Product Product;}public class Product
{ public int IdProduct; public decimal Price; public string ProductName;}However, chances
are that we want to use the same Product instance for many different Orders of the same
product. We probably also want to filter Orders or Products without accessing them through
Customer. A common scenario is the one shown in Example 1-2.Example 1-2. Type declarations
with two-way relationshipspublic class Customer { public string Name; public string City;
public Order[] Orders;}public struct Order { public int Quantity; public Product Product; public
Customer Customer;}public class Product { public int IdProduct; public decimal Price; public



string ProductName; public Order[] Orders;}Let’s say we have an array of all products declared
as follows:Product[] products;We can query the graph of objects, asking for the list of orders for
the single product with an ID equal to 3:var query = from p in products where p.IdProduct ==
3 from o in p.Orders select o;With the same query language, we are querying different data
models. When you do not have a relationship defined between the entities used in a LINQ query,
you can always rely on subqueries and joins that are available in LINQ syntax just as you can in
a SQL language. However, when your data model already defines entity relationships, you can
use them, avoiding replication of (and possible mistakes in) the same information.If you have
entity relationships in your data model, you can still use explicit relationships in a LINQ query—
for example, when you want to force some condition, or when you simply want to relate entities
that do not have native relationships. For example, imagine that you want to find customers and
suppliers who live in the same city. Your data model might not provide an explicit relationship
between these attributes, but with LINQ you can write the following:var query = from c in
Customers join s in Suppliers on c.City equals s.City select new { c.City, c.Name,
SupplierName = s.Name };Data like the following will be returned:City=Torino Name=Marco
SupplierName=TruckerCity=Dallas Name=James SupplierName=FastDeliveryCity=Dallas
Name=James SupplierName=HorizonCity=Seattle Name=Frank
SupplierName=WayFasterIf you have experience using SQL queries, you probably assume that
a query result is always a “rectangular” table, one that repeats the data of some columns many
times in a join like the previous one. However, often a query contains several entities with one or
more one-to-many relationships. With LINQ, you can write queries like the following one to return
a graph of objects:var query = from c in Customers join s in Suppliers on c.City equals
s.City into customerSuppliers select new { c.City, c.Name, customerSuppliers };This query
returns a row for each customer, each containing a list of suppliers available in the same city as
the customer. This result can be queried again, just as any other object graph with LINQ. Here is
how the hierarchized results might appear:City=Torino Name=Marco
customerSuppliers=... customerSuppliers: Name=Trucker City=TorinoCity=Dallas
Name=James customerSuppliers=... customerSuppliers: Name=FastDelivery
City=Dallas customerSuppliers: Name=Horizon City=DallasCity=Seattle Name=Frank
customerSuppliers=... customerSuppliers: Name=WayFaster City=SeattleIf you want to get
a list of customers and provide each customer with the list of products he ordered at least one
time and the list of suppliers in the same city, you can write a query like this:var query = from c
in Customers select new { c.City, c.Name, Products = (from o in c.Orders
select new { o.Product.IdProduct, o.Product.Price }).Distinct(),
CustomerSuppliers = from s in Suppliers where s.City == c.City
select s };You can take a look at the results for a couple of customers to understand how data is
returned from the previous single LINQ query:City=Torino Name=Marco Products=...
CustomerSuppliers=... Products: IdProduct=1 Price=10 Products: IdProduct=3
Price=30 CustomerSuppliers: Name=Trucker City=TorinoCity=Dallas Name=James



Products=... CustomerSuppliers=... Products: IdProduct=3 Price=30 CustomerSuppliers:
Name=FastDelivery City=Dallas CustomerSuppliers: Name=Horizon City=DallasThis type
of result would be hard to obtain with one or more SQL queries because it would require an
analysis of query results to build the desired graph of objects. LINQ offers an easy way to move
data from one model to another and different ways to get the same results.LINQ requires you to
describe your data in terms of entities that are also types in the language. When you build a
LINQ query, it is always a set of operations on instances of some classes. These objects might
be the real containers of data, or they might be simple descriptions (in terms of metadata) of the
external entity you are going to manipulate. A query can be sent to a database through a SQL
command only if it is applied to a set of types that maps tables and relationships contained in
the database. After you have defined entity classes, you can use both approaches we described
(joins and entity relationships navigation). The conversion of all these operations into SQL
commands is the responsibility of the LINQ engine.NoteWhen using LINQ to SQL, you can
create entity classes by using code-generation tools such as SQLMetal or the Object Relational
Designer in Visual Studio. These tools are described in Chapter 7.Example 1-3 shows an
excerpt of a Product class that maps a relational table named Products, with five columns that
correspond to public properties, using LINQ to SQL.Example 1-3. Class declaration mapped on
a database table with LINQ to SQL[Table("Products")]public class Product {
[Column(IsPrimaryKey=true)] public int IdProduct; [Column(Name="UnitPrice")] public decimal
Price; [Column()] public string ProductName; [Column()] public bool Taxable; [Column()]
public decimal Tax;}When you work on entities that describe external data (such as database
tables), you can create instances of these kinds of classes and manipulate in-memory objects
just as if the data from all tables were loaded in memory. You submit these changes to the
database through SQL commands when you call the SubmitChanges method, as shown in
Example 1-4.Example 1-4. Database update calling the SubmitChanges method of LINQ to
SQLvar taxableProducts = from p in db.Products where p.Taxable == true select
p;foreach( Product product in taxableProducts ) { RecalculateTaxes( product );}
db.SubmitChanges();The Product class in the preceding example represents a row in the
Products table of an external database. When you call SubmitChanges, all changed objects
generate a SQL command to synchronize the corresponding data tables in the database—in
this case, updating the corresponding rows in the Products table.NoteMore Info You can find
more detailed information about class entities that match tables and relationships in Chapter 5,
in Chapter 6, and in Chapter 9.Example 1-5 shows the same Product entity, generated using
LINQ to Entities and the Entity Framework that ships with .NET Framework 4 and Visual Studio
2010.Example 1-5. The Product entity class declaration using the Entity
Framework[EdmEntityType(Name = "Product")]public class Product {
[EdmScalarProperty(EntityKeyProperty = true)] public int IdProduct { get; set; }
[EdmScalarProperty()] public decimal Price { get; set; } [EdmScalarProperty()] public string
ProductName { get; set; } [EdmScalarProperty()] public bool Taxable { get; set; }



[EdmScalarProperty()] public decimal Tax { get; set; }}In Chapter 4, we will compare the main
features of LINQ to SQL and LINQ to Entities. However, you can already see that there are
different attributes applied to the code, even if the basic idea is almost the same.Example 1-6
shows the same data manipulation you have already seen in LINQ to SQL, but this time applied
to the Product entity generated using the Entity Framework.Example 1-6. Database update
calling the SaveChanges method of the Entity Frameworkvar taxableProducts = from p in
db.Products where p.Taxable == true select p;foreach (Product product in taxableProducts) {
RecalculateTaxes(product);}db.SaveChanges();Once again, the main concepts are the same,
even though the method invoked (SaveChanges), which synchronizes the database tables with
the in-memory data, is different.XML ManipulationLINQ has a different set of classes and
extensions to support manipulating XML data. Imagine that your customers are able to send
orders using XML files such as the ORDERS.XML file shown in Example 1-7.Example 1-7. A
fragment of an XML file of orders<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8" ?><orders xmlns="http://
schemas.devleap.com/Orders"> <order idCustomer="ALFKI" idProduct="1" quantity="10"
price="20.59"/> <order idCustomer="ANATR" idProduct="5" quantity="20" price="12.99"/>
<order idCustomer="KOENE" idProduct="7" quantity="15" price="35.50"/></orders>Using
standard .NET Framework 2.0 System.Xml classes, you can load the file by using a DOM
approach or you can parse its contents by using an implementation of XmlReader, as shown in
Example 1-8.Example 1-8. Reading the XML file of orders by using an XmlReaderString nsUri =
"http://schemas.devleap.com/Orders";XmlReader xmlOrders =
XmlReader.Create( "Orders.xml" );List<Order> orders = new List<Order>();Order order =
null;while (xmlOrders.Read()) { switch (xmlOrders.NodeType) { case
XmlNodeType.Element: if ((xmlOrders.Name == "order") &&
(xmlOrders.NamespaceURI == nsUri)) { order = new Order(); order.CustomerID
= xmlOrders.GetAttribute( "idCustomer" ); order.Product = new Product();
order.Product.IdProduct = Int32.Parse( xmlOrders.GetAttribute( "idProduct" ) );
order.Product.Price = Decimal.Parse( xmlOrders.GetAttribute( "price" ) );
order.Quantity = Int32.Parse( xmlOrders.GetAttribute( "quantity" ) );
orders.Add( order ); } break; }}You can also use an XQuery to select nodes:for
$order in document("Orders.xml")/orders/orderreturn $orderHowever, using XQuery requires
learning yet another language and syntax. Moreover, the result of the previous XQuery example
would need to be converted into a set of Order instances to be used within the code.Regardless
of the solution you choose, you must always consider nodes, node types, XML namespaces,
and whatever else is related to the XML world. Many developers do not like working with XML
because it requires knowledge of another domain of data structures and uses its own syntax.
For them, it is not very intuitive. As we have already said, LINQ provides a query engine suitable
for any kind of source, even an XML document. By using LINQ queries, you can achieve the
same result with less effort and with unified programming language syntax. Example 1-9 shows
a LINQ to XML query made over the orders file.Example 1-9. Reading the XML file by using



LINQ to XMLXDocument xmlOrders = XDocument.Load( "Orders.xml" );XNamespace ns =
"http://schemas.devleap.com/Orders";var orders = from o in xmlOrders.Root.Elements( ns +
"order" ) select new Order { CustomerID = (String)o.Attribute( "idCustomer" ),
Product = new Product { IdProduct = (Int32)o.Attribute("idProduct"),
Price = (Decimal)o.Attribute("price") }, Quantity =
(Int32)o.Attribute("quantity") };Using LINQ to XML in Microsoft Visual Basic syntax
(available since Visual Basic 2008) is even easier; you can reference XML nodes in your code by
using an XPath-like syntax, as shown in Example 1-10.Example 1-10. Reading the XML file by
using LINQ to XML and Visual Basic syntaxImports <xmlns:o="http://schemas.devleap.com/
Orders">' ...Dim xmlOrders As XDocument = XDocument.Load("Orders.xml")Dim orders =
From o In xmlOrders.<o:orders>.<o:order> Select New Order With { .CustomerID =
o.@idCustomer, .Product = New Product With { .IdProduct = o.@idProduct, .Price
= o.@price}, .Quantity = o.@quantity}The result of these LINQ to XML queries could be used
to transparently load a list of Order entities into a customer Orders property, using LINQ to SQL
to submit the changes into the physical database layer:customer.Orders.AddRange( From o In
xmlOrders.<o:orders>.<o:order> Where o.@idCustomer = customer.CustomerID Select New
Order With { .CustomerID = o.@idCustomer, .Product = New Product With {
.IdProduct = o.@idProduct, .Price = o.@price}, .Quantity = o.@quantity})And if you
need to generate an ORDERS.XML file starting from your customer’s orders, you can at least
use Visual Basic XML literals to define the output’s XML structure. Example 1-11 shows an
example.Example 1-11. Creating the XML for orders using Visual Basic XML literalsDim
xmlOrders = <o:orders> <%= From o In orders Select <o:order idCustomer=<%=
o.CustomerID %> idProduct=<%= o.Product.IdProduct %> quantity=<%=
o.Quantity %> price=<%= o.Product.Price %>/> %> </o:orders>NoteThis syntax is
an exclusive feature of Visual Basic. There is no equivalent syntax in C#.You can appreciate the
power of this solution, which keeps the XML syntax without losing the stability of typed code and
transforms a set of entities selected via LINQ to SQL into an XML Infoset.NoteMore Info You will
find more information about LINQ to XML syntax and its potential in Chapter 12, and in
Chapter 13.How LINQ WorksHow LINQ WorksHow LINQ WorksHow LINQ WorksAs you will
learn in Chapter 2, the SQL-like syntax used in LINQ is called a query expression. A SQL-like
query mixed with the syntax of a program written in a language that is not SQL is typically called
Embedded SQL, but languages that implement it do so using a simplified syntax. In Embedded
SQL, these statements are not integrated into the language’s native syntax and type system
because they have a different syntax and several restrictions related to their interaction.
Moreover, Embedded SQL is limited to querying databases, whereas LINQ is not. LINQ
provides much more than Embedded SQL does; it provides a query syntax that is integrated into
a language. But how does LINQ work?Let’s say you write the following code using
LINQ:Customer[] Customers = GetCustomers();var query = from c in Customers where
c.Country == "Italy" select c;The compiler generates this code:Customer[] Customers =



GetCustomers();IEnumerable<Customer> query = Customers .Where( c => c.Country ==
"Italy" );The following query is a more complex example (without the Customers declaration, for
the sake of brevity):var query = from c in Customers where c.Country == "Italy" orderby
c.Name select new { c.Name, c.City };As you can see, the generated code is more complex
too:var query = Customers .Where( c => c.Country == "Italy" ); .OrderBy( c =>
c.Name ) .Select( c => new { c.Name, c.City } );As you can see, the generated code
apparently calls instance members on the object returned from the previous call: Where is called
on Customers, OrderBy is called on the object returned by Where, and finally Select is called on
the object returned by OrderBy. You will see that this behavior is regulated by what are known as
extension methods in the host language (C# in this case). The implementation of the Where,
OrderBy, and Select methods—called by the sample query—depends on the type of Customers
and on namespaces specified in relevant using statements. Extension methods are a
fundamental syntax feature that is used by LINQ to operate with different data sources by using
the same syntax.NoteMore Info An extension method appears to extend a class (the Customers
class in our examples), but in reality a method of an external type receives the instance of the
class that seems to be extended as the first argument. The var keyword used to declare query
infers the variable type declaration from the initial assignment, which in this case will return an
IEnumerable<T> type.NoteMore Info An extension method appears to extend a class (the
Customers class in our examples), but in reality a method of an external type receives the
instance of the class that seems to be extended as the first argument. The var keyword used to
declare query infers the variable type declaration from the initial assignment, which in this case
will return an IEnumerable<T> type.Another important concept is the timing of operations over
data. In general, a LINQ query is not executed until the result of the query is required. Each
query describes a set of operations that will be performed only when the result is actually
accessed by the program. In the following example, this access is performed only when the
foreach loop executes:var query = from c in Customers ...foreach ( string name in
query ) ...There are also methods that iterate a LINQ query result, producing a persistent copy of
data in memory. For example, the ToList method produces a typed List<T> collection:var query =
from c in Customers ...List<Customer> customers = query.ToList();When the LINQ query
operates on data that is in a relational database (such as a Microsoft SQL Server database), it
generates an equivalent SQL statement instead of operating with in-memory copies of data
tables. The query’s execution on the database is delayed until the query results are first
accessed. Therefore, if in the last two examples Customers was a Table<Customer> type (a
physical table in a relational database) or an ObjectSet<Customer> type (a conceptual entity
mapped to a relational database), the equivalent SQL query would not be sent to the database
until the foreach loop was executed or the ToList method was called. The LINQ query can be
manipulated and composed in different ways until those events occur.NoteMore Info A LINQ
query can be represented as an expression tree. Chapter 14, describes how to visit and
dynamically build an expression tree, and thereby build a LINQ query.NoteMore Info A LINQ



query can be represented as an expression tree. Chapter 14, describes how to visit and
dynamically build an expression tree, and thereby build a LINQ query.Relational Model vs.
Hierarchical/Network ModelAt first, LINQ might appear to be just another SQL dialect. This
similarity has its roots in the way a LINQ query can describe a relationship between entities, as
shown in the following code:var query = from c in Customers join o in Orders on
c.CustomerID equals o.CustomerID select new { c.CustomerID, c.CompanyName,
o.OrderID };This syntax is similar to the regular way of querying data in a relational model by
using a SQL join clause. However, LINQ is not limited to a single data representation model such
as the relational one, where relationships between entities are expressed inside a query but not
in the data model. (Foreign keys keep referential integrity but do not participate in a query.) In a
hierarchical or network model, parent/child relationships are part of the data structure. For
example, suppose that each customer has its own set of orders, and each order has its own list
of products. In LINQ, you can get the list of products ordered by each customer in this way:var
query = from c in Customers from o in c.Orders select new { c.Name, o.Quantity,
o.Product.ProductName };This query contains no joins. The relationship between Customers
and Orders is expressed by the second from clause, which uses c.Orders to say “get all Orders
for the c Customer.” The relationship between Orders and Products is expressed by the Product
member of the Order instance. The result projects the product name for each order row by using
o.Product.ProductName.Hierarchical and network relationships are expressed in type definitions
through references to other objects. (Throughout, we will use the phrase “graph of objects” to
generically refer to hierarchical or network models.) To support the previous query, we would
have classes similar to those in Example 1-1.Example 1-1. Type declarations with simple
relationshipspublic class Customer { public string Name; public string City; public Order[]
Orders;}public struct Order { public int Quantity; public Product Product;}public class Product
{ public int IdProduct; public decimal Price; public string ProductName;}However, chances
are that we want to use the same Product instance for many different Orders of the same
product. We probably also want to filter Orders or Products without accessing them through
Customer. A common scenario is the one shown in Example 1-2.Example 1-2. Type declarations
with two-way relationshipspublic class Customer { public string Name; public string City;
public Order[] Orders;}public struct Order { public int Quantity; public Product Product; public
Customer Customer;}public class Product { public int IdProduct; public decimal Price; public
string ProductName; public Order[] Orders;}Let’s say we have an array of all products declared
as follows:Product[] products;We can query the graph of objects, asking for the list of orders for
the single product with an ID equal to 3:var query = from p in products where p.IdProduct ==
3 from o in p.Orders select o;With the same query language, we are querying different data
models. When you do not have a relationship defined between the entities used in a LINQ query,
you can always rely on subqueries and joins that are available in LINQ syntax just as you can in
a SQL language. However, when your data model already defines entity relationships, you can
use them, avoiding replication of (and possible mistakes in) the same information.If you have



entity relationships in your data model, you can still use explicit relationships in a LINQ query—
for example, when you want to force some condition, or when you simply want to relate entities
that do not have native relationships. For example, imagine that you want to find customers and
suppliers who live in the same city. Your data model might not provide an explicit relationship
between these attributes, but with LINQ you can write the following:var query = from c in
Customers join s in Suppliers on c.City equals s.City select new { c.City, c.Name,
SupplierName = s.Name };Data like the following will be returned:City=Torino Name=Marco
SupplierName=TruckerCity=Dallas Name=James SupplierName=FastDeliveryCity=Dallas
Name=James SupplierName=HorizonCity=Seattle Name=Frank
SupplierName=WayFasterIf you have experience using SQL queries, you probably assume that
a query result is always a “rectangular” table, one that repeats the data of some columns many
times in a join like the previous one. However, often a query contains several entities with one or
more one-to-many relationships. With LINQ, you can write queries like the following one to return
a graph of objects:var query = from c in Customers join s in Suppliers on c.City equals
s.City into customerSuppliers select new { c.City, c.Name, customerSuppliers };This query
returns a row for each customer, each containing a list of suppliers available in the same city as
the customer. This result can be queried again, just as any other object graph with LINQ. Here is
how the hierarchized results might appear:City=Torino Name=Marco
customerSuppliers=... customerSuppliers: Name=Trucker City=TorinoCity=Dallas
Name=James customerSuppliers=... customerSuppliers: Name=FastDelivery
City=Dallas customerSuppliers: Name=Horizon City=DallasCity=Seattle Name=Frank
customerSuppliers=... customerSuppliers: Name=WayFaster City=SeattleIf you want to get
a list of customers and provide each customer with the list of products he ordered at least one
time and the list of suppliers in the same city, you can write a query like this:var query = from c
in Customers select new { c.City, c.Name, Products = (from o in c.Orders
select new { o.Product.IdProduct, o.Product.Price }).Distinct(),
CustomerSuppliers = from s in Suppliers where s.City == c.City
select s };You can take a look at the results for a couple of customers to understand how data is
returned from the previous single LINQ query:City=Torino Name=Marco Products=...
CustomerSuppliers=... Products: IdProduct=1 Price=10 Products: IdProduct=3
Price=30 CustomerSuppliers: Name=Trucker City=TorinoCity=Dallas Name=James
Products=... CustomerSuppliers=... Products: IdProduct=3 Price=30 CustomerSuppliers:
Name=FastDelivery City=Dallas CustomerSuppliers: Name=Horizon City=DallasThis type
of result would be hard to obtain with one or more SQL queries because it would require an
analysis of query results to build the desired graph of objects. LINQ offers an easy way to move
data from one model to another and different ways to get the same results.LINQ requires you to
describe your data in terms of entities that are also types in the language. When you build a
LINQ query, it is always a set of operations on instances of some classes. These objects might
be the real containers of data, or they might be simple descriptions (in terms of metadata) of the



external entity you are going to manipulate. A query can be sent to a database through a SQL
command only if it is applied to a set of types that maps tables and relationships contained in
the database. After you have defined entity classes, you can use both approaches we described
(joins and entity relationships navigation). The conversion of all these operations into SQL
commands is the responsibility of the LINQ engine.NoteWhen using LINQ to SQL, you can
create entity classes by using code-generation tools such as SQLMetal or the Object Relational
Designer in Visual Studio. These tools are described in Chapter 7.Example 1-3 shows an
excerpt of a Product class that maps a relational table named Products, with five columns that
correspond to public properties, using LINQ to SQL.Example 1-3. Class declaration mapped on
a database table with LINQ to SQL[Table("Products")]public class Product {
[Column(IsPrimaryKey=true)] public int IdProduct; [Column(Name="UnitPrice")] public decimal
Price; [Column()] public string ProductName; [Column()] public bool Taxable; [Column()]
public decimal Tax;}When you work on entities that describe external data (such as database
tables), you can create instances of these kinds of classes and manipulate in-memory objects
just as if the data from all tables were loaded in memory. You submit these changes to the
database through SQL commands when you call the SubmitChanges method, as shown in
Example 1-4.Example 1-4. Database update calling the SubmitChanges method of LINQ to
SQLvar taxableProducts = from p in db.Products where p.Taxable == true select
p;foreach( Product product in taxableProducts ) { RecalculateTaxes( product );}
db.SubmitChanges();The Product class in the preceding example represents a row in the
Products table of an external database. When you call SubmitChanges, all changed objects
generate a SQL command to synchronize the corresponding data tables in the database—in
this case, updating the corresponding rows in the Products table.NoteMore Info You can find
more detailed information about class entities that match tables and relationships in Chapter 5,
in Chapter 6, and in Chapter 9.Example 1-5 shows the same Product entity, generated using
LINQ to Entities and the Entity Framework that ships with .NET Framework 4 and Visual Studio
2010.Example 1-5. The Product entity class declaration using the Entity
Framework[EdmEntityType(Name = "Product")]public class Product {
[EdmScalarProperty(EntityKeyProperty = true)] public int IdProduct { get; set; }
[EdmScalarProperty()] public decimal Price { get; set; } [EdmScalarProperty()] public string
ProductName { get; set; } [EdmScalarProperty()] public bool Taxable { get; set; }
[EdmScalarProperty()] public decimal Tax { get; set; }}In Chapter 4, we will compare the main
features of LINQ to SQL and LINQ to Entities. However, you can already see that there are
different attributes applied to the code, even if the basic idea is almost the same.Example 1-6
shows the same data manipulation you have already seen in LINQ to SQL, but this time applied
to the Product entity generated using the Entity Framework.Example 1-6. Database update
calling the SaveChanges method of the Entity Frameworkvar taxableProducts = from p in
db.Products where p.Taxable == true select p;foreach (Product product in taxableProducts) {
RecalculateTaxes(product);}db.SaveChanges();Once again, the main concepts are the same,



even though the method invoked (SaveChanges), which synchronizes the database tables with
the in-memory data, is different.Relational Model vs. Hierarchical/Network ModelRelational
Model vs. Hierarchical/Network ModelRelational Model vs. Hierarchical/Network
ModelRelational Model vs. Hierarchical/Network ModelAt first, LINQ might appear to be just
another SQL dialect. This similarity has its roots in the way a LINQ query can describe a
relationship between entities, as shown in the following code:var query = from c in Customers
join o in Orders on c.CustomerID equals o.CustomerID select new { c.CustomerID,
c.CompanyName, o.OrderID };This syntax is similar to the regular way of querying data in a
relational model by using a SQL join clause. However, LINQ is not limited to a single data
representation model such as the relational one, where relationships between entities are
expressed inside a query but not in the data model. (Foreign keys keep referential integrity but
do not participate in a query.) In a hierarchical or network model, parent/child relationships are
part of the data structure. For example, suppose that each customer has its own set of orders,
and each order has its own list of products. In LINQ, you can get the list of products ordered by
each customer in this way:var query = from c in Customers from o in c.Orders select new
{ c.Name, o.Quantity, o.Product.ProductName };This query contains no joins. The relationship
between Customers and Orders is expressed by the second from clause, which uses c.Orders
to say “get all Orders for the c Customer.” The relationship between Orders and Products is
expressed by the Product member of the Order instance. The result projects the product name
for each order row by using o.Product.ProductName.Hierarchical and network relationships are
expressed in type definitions through references to other objects. (Throughout, we will use the
phrase “graph of objects” to generically refer to hierarchical or network models.) To support the
previous query, we would have classes similar to those in Example 1-1.Example 1-1. Type
declarations with simple relationshipspublic class Customer { public string Name; public string
City; public Order[] Orders;}public struct Order { public int Quantity; public Product Product;}
public class Product { public int IdProduct; public decimal Price; public string ProductName;}
Example 1-1. Type declarations with simple relationshipspublic class Customer { public string
Name; public string City; public Order[] Orders;}public struct Order { public int Quantity;
public Product Product;}public class Product { public int IdProduct; public decimal Price;
public string ProductName;}public class Customer { public string Name; public string City;
public Order[] Orders;}public struct Order { public int Quantity; public Product Product;}public
class Product { public int IdProduct; public decimal Price; public string ProductName;}
However, chances are that we want to use the same Product instance for many different Orders
of the same product. We probably also want to filter Orders or Products without accessing them
through Customer. A common scenario is the one shown in Example 1-2.Example 1-2. Type
declarations with two-way relationshipspublic class Customer { public string Name; public
string City; public Order[] Orders;}public struct Order { public int Quantity; public Product
Product; public Customer Customer;}public class Product { public int IdProduct; public
decimal Price; public string ProductName; public Order[] Orders;}Example 1-2. Type



declarations with two-way relationshipspublic class Customer { public string Name; public
string City; public Order[] Orders;}public struct Order { public int Quantity; public Product
Product; public Customer Customer;}public class Product { public int IdProduct; public
decimal Price; public string ProductName; public Order[] Orders;}public class Customer {
public string Name; public string City; public Order[] Orders;}public struct Order { public int
Quantity; public Product Product; public Customer Customer;}public class Product { public
int IdProduct; public decimal Price; public string ProductName; public Order[] Orders;}Let’s
say we have an array of all products declared as follows:Product[] products;We can query the
graph of objects, asking for the list of orders for the single product with an ID equal to 3:var
query = from p in products where p.IdProduct == 3 from o in p.Orders select o;With the
same query language, we are querying different data models. When you do not have a
relationship defined between the entities used in a LINQ query, you can always rely on
subqueries and joins that are available in LINQ syntax just as you can in a SQL language.
However, when your data model already defines entity relationships, you can use them, avoiding
replication of (and possible mistakes in) the same information.If you have entity relationships in
your data model, you can still use explicit relationships in a LINQ query—for example, when you
want to force some condition, or when you simply want to relate entities that do not have native
relationships. For example, imagine that you want to find customers and suppliers who live in the
same city. Your data model might not provide an explicit relationship between these attributes,
but with LINQ you can write the following:var query = from c in Customers join s in
Suppliers on c.City equals s.City select new { c.City, c.Name, SupplierName =
s.Name };Data like the following will be returned:City=Torino Name=Marco
SupplierName=TruckerCity=Dallas Name=James SupplierName=FastDeliveryCity=Dallas
Name=James SupplierName=HorizonCity=Seattle Name=Frank
SupplierName=WayFasterIf you have experience using SQL queries, you probably assume that
a query result is always a “rectangular” table, one that repeats the data of some columns many
times in a join like the previous one. However, often a query contains several entities with one or
more one-to-many relationships. With LINQ, you can write queries like the following one to return
a graph of objects:var query = from c in Customers join s in Suppliers on c.City equals
s.City into customerSuppliers select new { c.City, c.Name, customerSuppliers };This query
returns a row for each customer, each containing a list of suppliers available in the same city as
the customer. This result can be queried again, just as any other object graph with LINQ. Here is
how the hierarchized results might appear:City=Torino Name=Marco
customerSuppliers=... customerSuppliers: Name=Trucker City=TorinoCity=Dallas
Name=James customerSuppliers=... customerSuppliers: Name=FastDelivery
City=Dallas customerSuppliers: Name=Horizon City=DallasCity=Seattle Name=Frank
customerSuppliers=... customerSuppliers: Name=WayFaster City=SeattleIf you want to get
a list of customers and provide each customer with the list of products he ordered at least one
time and the list of suppliers in the same city, you can write a query like this:var query = from c



in Customers select new { c.City, c.Name, Products = (from o in c.Orders
select new { o.Product.IdProduct, o.Product.Price }).Distinct(),
CustomerSuppliers = from s in Suppliers where s.City == c.City
select s };You can take a look at the results for a couple of customers to understand how data is
returned from the previous single LINQ query:City=Torino Name=Marco Products=...
CustomerSuppliers=... Products: IdProduct=1 Price=10 Products: IdProduct=3
Price=30 CustomerSuppliers: Name=Trucker City=TorinoCity=Dallas Name=James
Products=... CustomerSuppliers=... Products: IdProduct=3 Price=30 CustomerSuppliers:
Name=FastDelivery City=Dallas CustomerSuppliers: Name=Horizon City=DallasThis type
of result would be hard to obtain with one or more SQL queries because it would require an
analysis of query results to build the desired graph of objects. LINQ offers an easy way to move
data from one model to another and different ways to get the same results.LINQ requires you to
describe your data in terms of entities that are also types in the language. When you build a
LINQ query, it is always a set of operations on instances of some classes. These objects might
be the real containers of data, or they might be simple descriptions (in terms of metadata) of the
external entity you are going to manipulate. A query can be sent to a database through a SQL
command only if it is applied to a set of types that maps tables and relationships contained in
the database. After you have defined entity classes, you can use both approaches we described
(joins and entity relationships navigation). The conversion of all these operations into SQL
commands is the responsibility of the LINQ engine.NoteWhen using LINQ to SQL, you can
create entity classes by using code-generation tools such as SQLMetal or the Object Relational
Designer in Visual Studio. These tools are described in Chapter 7.NoteWhen using LINQ to
SQL, you can create entity classes by using code-generation tools such as SQLMetal or the
Object Relational Designer in Visual Studio. These tools are described in
Chapter 7.Example 1-3 shows an excerpt of a Product class that maps a relational table named
Products, with five columns that correspond to public properties, using LINQ to
SQL.Example 1-3. Class declaration mapped on a database table with LINQ to
SQL[Table("Products")]public class Product { [Column(IsPrimaryKey=true)] public int
IdProduct; [Column(Name="UnitPrice")] public decimal Price; [Column()] public string
ProductName; [Column()] public bool Taxable; [Column()] public decimal Tax;}
Example 1-3. Class declaration mapped on a database table with LINQ to
SQL[Table("Products")]public class Product { [Column(IsPrimaryKey=true)] public int
IdProduct; [Column(Name="UnitPrice")] public decimal Price; [Column()] public string
ProductName; [Column()] public bool Taxable; [Column()] public decimal Tax;}
[Table("Products")]public class Product { [Column(IsPrimaryKey=true)] public int IdProduct;
[Column(Name="UnitPrice")] public decimal Price; [Column()] public string ProductName;
[Column()] public bool Taxable; [Column()] public decimal Tax;}When you work on entities that
describe external data (such as database tables), you can create instances of these kinds of
classes and manipulate in-memory objects just as if the data from all tables were loaded in



memory. You submit these changes to the database through SQL commands when you call the
SubmitChanges method, as shown in Example 1-4.Example 1-4. Database update calling the
SubmitChanges method of LINQ to SQLvar taxableProducts = from p in db.Products where
p.Taxable == true select p;foreach( Product product in taxableProducts ) {
RecalculateTaxes( product );}db.SubmitChanges();Example 1-4. Database update calling the
SubmitChanges method of LINQ to SQLvar taxableProducts = from p in db.Products where
p.Taxable == true select p;foreach( Product product in taxableProducts ) {
RecalculateTaxes( product );}db.SubmitChanges();var taxableProducts = from p in
db.Products where p.Taxable == true select p;foreach( Product product in taxableProducts ) {
RecalculateTaxes( product );}db.SubmitChanges();The Product class in the preceding example
represents a row in the Products table of an external database. When you call SubmitChanges,
all changed objects generate a SQL command to synchronize the corresponding data tables in
the database—in this case, updating the corresponding rows in the Products table.NoteMore
Info You can find more detailed information about class entities that match tables and
relationships in Chapter 5, in Chapter 6, and in Chapter 9.NoteMore Info You can find more
detailed information about class entities that match tables and relationships in Chapter 5, in
Chapter 6, and in Chapter 9.Example 1-5 shows the same Product entity, generated using LINQ
to Entities and the Entity Framework that ships with .NET Framework 4 and Visual Studio
2010.Example 1-5. The Product entity class declaration using the Entity
Framework[EdmEntityType(Name = "Product")]public class Product {
[EdmScalarProperty(EntityKeyProperty = true)] public int IdProduct { get; set; }
[EdmScalarProperty()] public decimal Price { get; set; } [EdmScalarProperty()] public string
ProductName { get; set; } [EdmScalarProperty()] public bool Taxable { get; set; }
[EdmScalarProperty()] public decimal Tax { get; set; }}Example 1-5. The Product entity class
declaration using the Entity Framework[EdmEntityType(Name = "Product")]public class Product
{ [EdmScalarProperty(EntityKeyProperty = true)] public int IdProduct { get; set; }
[EdmScalarProperty()] public decimal Price { get; set; } [EdmScalarProperty()] public string
ProductName { get; set; } [EdmScalarProperty()] public bool Taxable { get; set; }
[EdmScalarProperty()] public decimal Tax { get; set; }}[EdmEntityType(Name = "Product")]public
class Product { [EdmScalarProperty(EntityKeyProperty = true)] public int IdProduct { get; set; }
[EdmScalarProperty()] public decimal Price { get; set; } [EdmScalarProperty()] public string
ProductName { get; set; } [EdmScalarProperty()] public bool Taxable { get; set; }
[EdmScalarProperty()] public decimal Tax { get; set; }}In Chapter 4, we will compare the main
features of LINQ to SQL and LINQ to Entities. However, you can already see that there are
different attributes applied to the code, even if the basic idea is almost the same.Example 1-6
shows the same data manipulation you have already seen in LINQ to SQL, but this time applied
to the Product entity generated using the Entity Framework.Example 1-6. Database update
calling the SaveChanges method of the Entity Frameworkvar taxableProducts = from p in
db.Products where p.Taxable == true select p;foreach (Product product in taxableProducts) {



RecalculateTaxes(product);}db.SaveChanges();Example 1-6. Database update calling the
SaveChanges method of the Entity Frameworkvar taxableProducts = from p in db.Products
where p.Taxable == true select p;foreach (Product product in taxableProducts) {
RecalculateTaxes(product);}db.SaveChanges();var taxableProducts = from p in db.Products
where p.Taxable == true select p;foreach (Product product in taxableProducts) {
RecalculateTaxes(product);}db.SaveChanges();Once again, the main concepts are the same,
even though the method invoked (SaveChanges), which synchronizes the database tables with
the in-memory data, is different.XML ManipulationLINQ has a different set of classes and
extensions to support manipulating XML data. Imagine that your customers are able to send
orders using XML files such as the ORDERS.XML file shown in Example 1-7.Example 1-7. A
fragment of an XML file of orders<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8" ?><orders xmlns="http://
schemas.devleap.com/Orders"> <order idCustomer="ALFKI" idProduct="1" quantity="10"
price="20.59"/> <order idCustomer="ANATR" idProduct="5" quantity="20" price="12.99"/>
<order idCustomer="KOENE" idProduct="7" quantity="15" price="35.50"/></orders>Using
standard .NET Framework 2.0 System.Xml classes, you can load the file by using a DOM
approach or you can parse its contents by using an implementation of XmlReader, as shown in
Example 1-8.Example 1-8. Reading the XML file of orders by using an XmlReaderString nsUri =
"http://schemas.devleap.com/Orders";XmlReader xmlOrders =
XmlReader.Create( "Orders.xml" );List<Order> orders = new List<Order>();Order order =
null;while (xmlOrders.Read()) { switch (xmlOrders.NodeType) { case
XmlNodeType.Element: if ((xmlOrders.Name == "order") &&
(xmlOrders.NamespaceURI == nsUri)) { order = new Order(); order.CustomerID
= xmlOrders.GetAttribute( "idCustomer" ); order.Product = new Product();
order.Product.IdProduct = Int32.Parse( xmlOrders.GetAttribute( "idProduct" ) );
order.Product.Price = Decimal.Parse( xmlOrders.GetAttribute( "price" ) );
order.Quantity = Int32.Parse( xmlOrders.GetAttribute( "quantity" ) );
orders.Add( order ); } break; }}You can also use an XQuery to select nodes:for
$order in document("Orders.xml")/orders/orderreturn $orderHowever, using XQuery requires
learning yet another language and syntax. Moreover, the result of the previous XQuery example
would need to be converted into a set of Order instances to be used within the code.Regardless
of the solution you choose, you must always consider nodes, node types, XML namespaces,
and whatever else is related to the XML world. Many developers do not like working with XML
because it requires knowledge of another domain of data structures and uses its own syntax.
For them, it is not very intuitive. As we have already said, LINQ provides a query engine suitable
for any kind of source, even an XML document. By using LINQ queries, you can achieve the
same result with less effort and with unified programming language syntax. Example 1-9 shows
a LINQ to XML query made over the orders file.Example 1-9. Reading the XML file by using
LINQ to XMLXDocument xmlOrders = XDocument.Load( "Orders.xml" );XNamespace ns =
"http://schemas.devleap.com/Orders";var orders = from o in xmlOrders.Root.Elements( ns +



"order" ) select new Order { CustomerID = (String)o.Attribute( "idCustomer" ),
Product = new Product { IdProduct = (Int32)o.Attribute("idProduct"),
Price = (Decimal)o.Attribute("price") }, Quantity =
(Int32)o.Attribute("quantity") };Using LINQ to XML in Microsoft Visual Basic syntax
(available since Visual Basic 2008) is even easier; you can reference XML nodes in your code by
using an XPath-like syntax, as shown in Example 1-10.Example 1-10. Reading the XML file by
using LINQ to XML and Visual Basic syntaxImports <xmlns:o="http://schemas.devleap.com/
Orders">' ...Dim xmlOrders As XDocument = XDocument.Load("Orders.xml")Dim orders =
From o In xmlOrders.<o:orders>.<o:order> Select New Order With { .CustomerID =
o.@idCustomer, .Product = New Product With { .IdProduct = o.@idProduct, .Price
= o.@price}, .Quantity = o.@quantity}The result of these LINQ to XML queries could be used
to transparently load a list of Order entities into a customer Orders property, using LINQ to SQL
to submit the changes into the physical database layer:customer.Orders.AddRange( From o In
xmlOrders.<o:orders>.<o:order> Where o.@idCustomer = customer.CustomerID Select New
Order With { .CustomerID = o.@idCustomer, .Product = New Product With {
.IdProduct = o.@idProduct, .Price = o.@price}, .Quantity = o.@quantity})And if you
need to generate an ORDERS.XML file starting from your customer’s orders, you can at least
use Visual Basic XML literals to define the output’s XML structure. Example 1-11 shows an
example.Example 1-11. Creating the XML for orders using Visual Basic XML literalsDim
xmlOrders = <o:orders> <%= From o In orders Select <o:order idCustomer=<%=
o.CustomerID %> idProduct=<%= o.Product.IdProduct %> quantity=<%=
o.Quantity %> price=<%= o.Product.Price %>/> %> </o:orders>NoteThis syntax is
an exclusive feature of Visual Basic. There is no equivalent syntax in C#.You can appreciate the
power of this solution, which keeps the XML syntax without losing the stability of typed code and
transforms a set of entities selected via LINQ to SQL into an XML Infoset.NoteMore Info You will
find more information about LINQ to XML syntax and its potential in Chapter 12, and in
Chapter 13.XML ManipulationXML ManipulationXML ManipulationXML ManipulationLINQ has
a different set of classes and extensions to support manipulating XML data. Imagine that your
customers are able to send orders using XML files such as the ORDERS.XML file shown in
Example 1-7.Example 1-7. A fragment of an XML file of orders<?xml version="1.0"
encoding="utf-8" ?><orders xmlns="http://schemas.devleap.com/Orders"> <order
idCustomer="ALFKI" idProduct="1" quantity="10" price="20.59"/> <order
idCustomer="ANATR" idProduct="5" quantity="20" price="12.99"/> <order
idCustomer="KOENE" idProduct="7" quantity="15" price="35.50"/></orders>Example 1-7. A
fragment of an XML file of orders<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8" ?><orders xmlns="http://
schemas.devleap.com/Orders"> <order idCustomer="ALFKI" idProduct="1" quantity="10"
price="20.59"/> <order idCustomer="ANATR" idProduct="5" quantity="20" price="12.99"/>
<order idCustomer="KOENE" idProduct="7" quantity="15" price="35.50"/></orders><?xml
version="1.0" encoding="utf-8" ?><orders xmlns="http://schemas.devleap.com/Orders">



<order idCustomer="ALFKI" idProduct="1" quantity="10" price="20.59"/> <order
idCustomer="ANATR" idProduct="5" quantity="20" price="12.99"/> <order
idCustomer="KOENE" idProduct="7" quantity="15" price="35.50"/></orders>Using
standard .NET Framework 2.0 System.Xml classes, you can load the file by using a DOM
approach or you can parse its contents by using an implementation of XmlReader, as shown in
Example 1-8.Example 1-8. Reading the XML file of orders by using an XmlReaderString nsUri =
"http://schemas.devleap.com/Orders";XmlReader xmlOrders =
XmlReader.Create( "Orders.xml" );List<Order> orders = new List<Order>();Order order =
null;while (xmlOrders.Read()) { switch (xmlOrders.NodeType) { case
XmlNodeType.Element: if ((xmlOrders.Name == "order") &&
(xmlOrders.NamespaceURI == nsUri)) { order = new Order(); order.CustomerID
= xmlOrders.GetAttribute( "idCustomer" ); order.Product = new Product();
order.Product.IdProduct = Int32.Parse( xmlOrders.GetAttribute( "idProduct" ) );
order.Product.Price = Decimal.Parse( xmlOrders.GetAttribute( "price" ) );
order.Quantity = Int32.Parse( xmlOrders.GetAttribute( "quantity" ) );
orders.Add( order ); } break; }}Example 1-8. Reading the XML file of orders by using
an XmlReaderString nsUri = "http://schemas.devleap.com/Orders";XmlReader xmlOrders =
XmlReader.Create( "Orders.xml" );List<Order> orders = new List<Order>();Order order =
null;while (xmlOrders.Read()) { switch (xmlOrders.NodeType) { case
XmlNodeType.Element: if ((xmlOrders.Name == "order") &&
(xmlOrders.NamespaceURI == nsUri)) { order = new Order(); order.CustomerID
= xmlOrders.GetAttribute( "idCustomer" ); order.Product = new Product();
order.Product.IdProduct = Int32.Parse( xmlOrders.GetAttribute( "idProduct" ) );
order.Product.Price = Decimal.Parse( xmlOrders.GetAttribute( "price" ) );
order.Quantity = Int32.Parse( xmlOrders.GetAttribute( "quantity" ) );
orders.Add( order ); } break; }}String nsUri = "http://schemas.devleap.com/
Orders";XmlReader xmlOrders = XmlReader.Create( "Orders.xml" );List<Order> orders = new
List<Order>();Order order = null;while (xmlOrders.Read()) { switch (xmlOrders.NodeType) {
case XmlNodeType.Element: if ((xmlOrders.Name == "order") &&
(xmlOrders.NamespaceURI == nsUri)) { order = new Order(); order.CustomerID
= xmlOrders.GetAttribute( "idCustomer" ); order.Product = new Product();
order.Product.IdProduct = Int32.Parse( xmlOrders.GetAttribute( "idProduct" ) );
order.Product.Price = Decimal.Parse( xmlOrders.GetAttribute( "price" ) );
order.Quantity = Int32.Parse( xmlOrders.GetAttribute( "quantity" ) );
orders.Add( order ); } break; }}You can also use an XQuery to select nodes:for
$order in document("Orders.xml")/orders/orderreturn $orderHowever, using XQuery requires
learning yet another language and syntax. Moreover, the result of the previous XQuery example
would need to be converted into a set of Order instances to be used within the code.Regardless
of the solution you choose, you must always consider nodes, node types, XML namespaces,



and whatever else is related to the XML world. Many developers do not like working with XML
because it requires knowledge of another domain of data structures and uses its own syntax.
For them, it is not very intuitive. As we have already said, LINQ provides a query engine suitable
for any kind of source, even an XML document. By using LINQ queries, you can achieve the
same result with less effort and with unified programming language syntax. Example 1-9 shows
a LINQ to XML query made over the orders file.Example 1-9. Reading the XML file by using
LINQ to XMLXDocument xmlOrders = XDocument.Load( "Orders.xml" );XNamespace ns =
"http://schemas.devleap.com/Orders";var orders = from o in xmlOrders.Root.Elements( ns +
"order" ) select new Order { CustomerID = (String)o.Attribute( "idCustomer" ),
Product = new Product { IdProduct = (Int32)o.Attribute("idProduct"),
Price = (Decimal)o.Attribute("price") }, Quantity =
(Int32)o.Attribute("quantity") };Example 1-9. Reading the XML file by using LINQ to
XMLXDocument xmlOrders = XDocument.Load( "Orders.xml" );XNamespace ns = "http://
schemas.devleap.com/Orders";var orders = from o in xmlOrders.Root.Elements( ns + "order" )
select new Order { CustomerID = (String)o.Attribute( "idCustomer" ),
Product = new Product { IdProduct = (Int32)o.Attribute("idProduct"),
Price = (Decimal)o.Attribute("price") }, Quantity = (Int32)o.Attribute("quantity")
};XDocument xmlOrders = XDocument.Load( "Orders.xml" );XNamespace ns = "http://
schemas.devleap.com/Orders";var orders = from o in xmlOrders.Root.Elements( ns + "order" )
select new Order { CustomerID = (String)o.Attribute( "idCustomer" ),
Product = new Product { IdProduct = (Int32)o.Attribute("idProduct"),
Price = (Decimal)o.Attribute("price") }, Quantity = (Int32)o.Attribute("quantity")
};Using LINQ to XML in Microsoft Visual Basic syntax (available since Visual Basic 2008)
is even easier; you can reference XML nodes in your code by using an XPath-like syntax, as
shown in Example 1-10.Example 1-10. Reading the XML file by using LINQ to XML and Visual
Basic syntaxImports <xmlns:o="http://schemas.devleap.com/Orders">' ...Dim xmlOrders As
XDocument = XDocument.Load("Orders.xml")Dim orders = From o In
xmlOrders.<o:orders>.<o:order> Select New Order With { .CustomerID = o.@idCustomer,
.Product = New Product With { .IdProduct = o.@idProduct, .Price = o.@price},
.Quantity = o.@quantity}Example 1-10. Reading the XML file by using LINQ to XML and Visual
Basic syntaxImports <xmlns:o="http://schemas.devleap.com/Orders">' ...Dim xmlOrders As
XDocument = XDocument.Load("Orders.xml")Dim orders = From o In
xmlOrders.<o:orders>.<o:order> Select New Order With { .CustomerID = o.@idCustomer,
.Product = New Product With { .IdProduct = o.@idProduct, .Price = o.@price},
.Quantity = o.@quantity}Imports <xmlns:o="http://schemas.devleap.com/Orders">' ...Dim
xmlOrders As XDocument = XDocument.Load("Orders.xml")Dim orders = From o In
xmlOrders.<o:orders>.<o:order> Select New Order With { .CustomerID = o.@idCustomer,
.Product = New Product With { .IdProduct = o.@idProduct, .Price = o.@price},
.Quantity = o.@quantity}The result of these LINQ to XML queries could be used to transparently



load a list of Order entities into a customer Orders property, using LINQ to SQL to submit the
changes into the physical database layer:customer.Orders.AddRange( From o In
xmlOrders.<o:orders>.<o:order> Where o.@idCustomer = customer.CustomerID Select New
Order With { .CustomerID = o.@idCustomer, .Product = New Product With {
.IdProduct = o.@idProduct, .Price = o.@price}, .Quantity = o.@quantity})And if you
need to generate an ORDERS.XML file starting from your customer’s orders, you can at least
use Visual Basic XML literals to define the output’s XML structure. Example 1-11 shows an
example.Example 1-11. Creating the XML for orders using Visual Basic XML literalsDim
xmlOrders = <o:orders> <%= From o In orders Select <o:order idCustomer=<%=
o.CustomerID %> idProduct=<%= o.Product.IdProduct %> quantity=<%=
o.Quantity %> price=<%= o.Product.Price %>/> %> </
o:orders>Example 1-11. Creating the XML for orders using Visual Basic XML literalsDim
xmlOrders = <o:orders> <%= From o In orders Select <o:order idCustomer=<%=
o.CustomerID %> idProduct=<%= o.Product.IdProduct %> quantity=<%=
o.Quantity %> price=<%= o.Product.Price %>/> %> </o:orders>Dim xmlOrders =
<o:orders> <%= From o In orders Select <o:order idCustomer=<%= o.CustomerID %>
idProduct=<%= o.Product.IdProduct %> quantity=<%= o.Quantity %>
price=<%= o.Product.Price %>/> %> </o:orders>NoteThis syntax is an exclusive feature of
Visual Basic. There is no equivalent syntax in C#.NoteThis syntax is an exclusive feature of
Visual Basic. There is no equivalent syntax in C#.You can appreciate the power of this solution,
which keeps the XML syntax without losing the stability of typed code and transforms a set of
entities selected via LINQ to SQL into an XML Infoset.NoteMore Info You will find more
information about LINQ to XML syntax and its potential in Chapter 12, and in
Chapter 13.NoteMore Info You will find more information about LINQ to XML syntax and its
potential in Chapter 12, and in Chapter 13.Language IntegrationLanguage integration is a
fundamental aspect of LINQ. The most visible part is the query expression feature, which has
been present since C# 3.0 and Visual Basic 2008. With it, you can write code such as you’ve
seen earlier. For example, you can write the following code:var query = from c in Customers
where c.Country == "Italy" orderby c.Name select new { c.Name, c.City };The previous
example is a simplified version of this code:var query = Customers .Where( c =>
c.Country == "Italy" ); .OrderBy( c => c.Name ) .Select( c => new { c.Name,
c.City } );Many people call this simplification syntax sugaring because it is just a simpler way to
write code that defines a query over data. However, there is more to it than that. Many language
constructs and syntaxes are necessary to support what seems to be just a few lines of code that
query data. Under the cover of this simple query expression are local type inference, extension
methods, lambda expressions, object initialization expressions, and anonymous types. All these
features are useful by themselves, but if you look at the overall picture, you can see important
steps in two directions: one moving to a more declarative style of coding, and one lowering the
impedance mismatch between data and code.Declarative ProgrammingWhat are the



differences between a SQL query and an equivalent C# 2.0 or Visual Basic 2005 program that
filters data contained in native storage (such as a table for SQL or an array for C# or Visual
Basic)?In SQL, you can write the following:SELECT * FROM Customers WHERE Country =
'Italy'In C#, you would probably write this:public List<Customer> ItalianCustomers( Customer
customers[] ){ List<Customer> result = new List<Customer>(); foreach( Customer c in
customers ) { if (c.Country == "Italy") result.Add( c ); } return result;}NoteThis specific
example could have been written in C# 2.0 using a Find predicate, but we are using it just as an
example of the different programming patterns.The C# code takes longer to write and read. But
the most important consideration is expressivity. In SQL, you describe what you want. In C#, you
describe how to obtain the expected result. In SQL, selecting the best algorithm to implement to
get the result (which is more explicitly dealt with in C#) is the responsibility of the query engine.
The SQL query engine has more freedom to apply optimizations than a C# compiler, which has
many more constraints on how operations are performed.LINQ enables a more declarative style
of coding for C# and Visual Basic. A LINQ query describes operations on data through a
declarative construct instead of an iterative one. With LINQ, programmers’ intentions can be
made more explicit—and this knowledge of programmer intent is fundamental to obtaining a
higher level of services from the underlying framework. For example, consider parallelization. A
SQL query can be split into several concurrent operations simply because it does not place any
constraint on the kind of table scan algorithm applied. A C# foreach loop is harder to split into
several loops over different parts of an array that could be executed in parallel by different
processors.NoteMore Info You will find more information about using LINQ to achieve
parallelism in code execution in Chapter 16.Declarative programming can take advantage of
services offered by compilers and frameworks, and in general, it is easier to read and maintain.
This single feature of LINQ might be the most important because it boosts programmers’
productivity. For example, suppose that you want to get a list of all static methods available in the
current application domain that return an IEnumerable<T> interface. You can use LINQ to write a
query over Reflection:var query = from assembly in
AppDomain.CurrentDomain.GetAssemblies() from type in assembly.GetTypes() from
method in type.GetMethods() where method.IsStatic &&
method.ReturnType.GetInterface( "IEnumerable'1" ) != null orderby
method.DeclaringType.Name, method.Name group method by new { Class =
method.DeclaringType.Name, Method = method.Name };The equivalent C# code
that handles data takes more time to write, is harder to read, and is probably more error prone.
You can see a version that is not particularly optimized in Example 1-12.Example 1-12. C# code
equivalent to a LINQ query over ReflectionList<String> results = new List<string>();foreach( var
assembly in AppDomain.CurrentDomain.GetAssemblies()) { foreach( var type in
assembly.GetTypes() ) { foreach( var method in type.GetMethods()) { if (method.IsStatic
&& method.ReturnType.GetInterface("IEnumerable'1") != null) { string fullName =
String.Format( "{0}.{1}", method.DeclaringType.Name,



method.Name ); if (results.IndexOf( fullName ) < 0) { results.Add( fullName );
} } } }}results.Sort();Type CheckingAnother important aspect of language
integration is type checking. Whenever data is manipulated by LINQ, no unsafe cast is
necessary. The short syntax of a query expression makes no compromises with type checking:
data is always strongly typed, including both the queried collections and the single entities that
are read and returned.The type checking of the languages that support LINQ (starting from C#
3.0 and Visual Basic 2008) is preserved even when LINQ-specific features are used. This
enables the use of Visual Studio features such as IntelliSense and Refactoring, even with LINQ
queries. These Visual Studio features are other important factors in programmers’
productivity.Transparency Across Different Type SystemsIf you think about the type system of
the .NET Framework and the type system of SQL Server, you will realize they are different. Using
LINQ gives precedence to the .NET Framework type system, because it is the one supported by
any language that hosts a LINQ query. However, most of your data will be saved in a relational
database, so it is necessary to convert many types of data between these two worlds. LINQ
handles this conversion for you automatically, making the differences in type systems almost
completely transparent to the programmer.NoteMore Info There are some limitations in the
capability to perform conversions between different type systems and LINQ. You will find some
information about this topic throughout the book, and you can find a more detailed type system
compatibilities table in the product documentation.Language IntegrationLanguage
IntegrationLanguage IntegrationLanguage IntegrationLanguage integration is a fundamental
aspect of LINQ. The most visible part is the query expression feature, which has been present
since C# 3.0 and Visual Basic 2008. With it, you can write code such as you’ve seen earlier. For
example, you can write the following code:var query = from c in Customers where
c.Country == "Italy" orderby c.Name select new { c.Name, c.City };The previous example is a
simplified version of this code:var query = Customers .Where( c => c.Country == "Italy" );
.OrderBy( c => c.Name ) .Select( c => new { c.Name, c.City } );Many people call this
simplification syntax sugaring because it is just a simpler way to write code that defines a query
over data. However, there is more to it than that. Many language constructs and syntaxes are
necessary to support what seems to be just a few lines of code that query data. Under the cover
of this simple query expression are local type inference, extension methods, lambda
expressions, object initialization expressions, and anonymous types. All these features are
useful by themselves, but if you look at the overall picture, you can see important steps in two
directions: one moving to a more declarative style of coding, and one lowering the impedance
mismatch between data and code.Declarative ProgrammingWhat are the differences between a
SQL query and an equivalent C# 2.0 or Visual Basic 2005 program that filters data contained in
native storage (such as a table for SQL or an array for C# or Visual Basic)?In SQL, you can write
the following:SELECT * FROM Customers WHERE Country = 'Italy'In C#, you would probably
write this:public List<Customer> ItalianCustomers( Customer customers[] ){ List<Customer>
result = new List<Customer>(); foreach( Customer c in customers ) { if (c.Country == "Italy")



result.Add( c ); } return result;}NoteThis specific example could have been written in C# 2.0
using a Find predicate, but we are using it just as an example of the different programming
patterns.The C# code takes longer to write and read. But the most important consideration is
expressivity. In SQL, you describe what you want. In C#, you describe how to obtain the
expected result. In SQL, selecting the best algorithm to implement to get the result (which is
more explicitly dealt with in C#) is the responsibility of the query engine. The SQL query engine
has more freedom to apply optimizations than a C# compiler, which has many more constraints
on how operations are performed.LINQ enables a more declarative style of coding for C# and
Visual Basic. A LINQ query describes operations on data through a declarative construct
instead of an iterative one. With LINQ, programmers’ intentions can be made more explicit—and
this knowledge of programmer intent is fundamental to obtaining a higher level of services from
the underlying framework. For example, consider parallelization. A SQL query can be split into
several concurrent operations simply because it does not place any constraint on the kind of
table scan algorithm applied. A C# foreach loop is harder to split into several loops over different
parts of an array that could be executed in parallel by different processors.NoteMore Info You will
find more information about using LINQ to achieve parallelism in code execution in
Chapter 16.Declarative programming can take advantage of services offered by compilers and
frameworks, and in general, it is easier to read and maintain. This single feature of LINQ might
be the most important because it boosts programmers’ productivity. For example, suppose that
you want to get a list of all static methods available in the current application domain that return
an IEnumerable<T> interface. You can use LINQ to write a query over Reflection:var query =
from assembly in AppDomain.CurrentDomain.GetAssemblies() from type in
assembly.GetTypes() from method in type.GetMethods() where method.IsStatic &&
method.ReturnType.GetInterface( "IEnumerable'1" ) != null orderby
method.DeclaringType.Name, method.Name group method by new { Class =
method.DeclaringType.Name, Method = method.Name };The equivalent C# code
that handles data takes more time to write, is harder to read, and is probably more error prone.
You can see a version that is not particularly optimized in Example 1-12.Example 1-12. C# code
equivalent to a LINQ query over ReflectionList<String> results = new List<string>();foreach( var
assembly in AppDomain.CurrentDomain.GetAssemblies()) { foreach( var type in
assembly.GetTypes() ) { foreach( var method in type.GetMethods()) { if (method.IsStatic
&& method.ReturnType.GetInterface("IEnumerable'1") != null) { string fullName =
String.Format( "{0}.{1}", method.DeclaringType.Name,
method.Name ); if (results.IndexOf( fullName ) < 0) { results.Add( fullName );
} } } }}results.Sort();Declarative ProgrammingDeclarative
ProgrammingDeclarative ProgrammingDeclarative ProgrammingWhat are the differences
between a SQL query and an equivalent C# 2.0 or Visual Basic 2005 program that filters data
contained in native storage (such as a table for SQL or an array for C# or Visual Basic)?In SQL,
you can write the following:SELECT * FROM Customers WHERE Country = 'Italy'In C#, you



would probably write this:public List<Customer> ItalianCustomers( Customer customers[] ){
List<Customer> result = new List<Customer>(); foreach( Customer c in customers ) { if
(c.Country == "Italy") result.Add( c ); } return result;}NoteThis specific example could have
been written in C# 2.0 using a Find predicate, but we are using it just as an example of the
different programming patterns.NoteThis specific example could have been written in C# 2.0
using a Find predicate, but we are using it just as an example of the different programming
patterns.The C# code takes longer to write and read. But the most important consideration is
expressivity. In SQL, you describe what you want. In C#, you describe how to obtain the
expected result. In SQL, selecting the best algorithm to implement to get the result (which is
more explicitly dealt with in C#) is the responsibility of the query engine. The SQL query engine
has more freedom to apply optimizations than a C# compiler, which has many more constraints
on how operations are performed.LINQ enables a more declarative style of coding for C# and
Visual Basic. A LINQ query describes operations on data through a declarative construct
instead of an iterative one. With LINQ, programmers’ intentions can be made more explicit—and
this knowledge of programmer intent is fundamental to obtaining a higher level of services from
the underlying framework. For example, consider parallelization. A SQL query can be split into
several concurrent operations simply because it does not place any constraint on the kind of
table scan algorithm applied. A C# foreach loop is harder to split into several loops over different
parts of an array that could be executed in parallel by different processors.NoteMore Info You will
find more information about using LINQ to achieve parallelism in code execution in
Chapter 16.NoteMore Info You will find more information about using LINQ to achieve
parallelism in code execution in Chapter 16.Declarative programming can take advantage of
services offered by compilers and frameworks, and in general, it is easier to read and maintain.
This single feature of LINQ might be the most important because it boosts programmers’
productivity. For example, suppose that you want to get a list of all static methods available in the
current application domain that return an IEnumerable<T> interface. You can use LINQ to write a
query over Reflection:var query = from assembly in
AppDomain.CurrentDomain.GetAssemblies() from type in assembly.GetTypes() from
method in type.GetMethods() where method.IsStatic &&
method.ReturnType.GetInterface( "IEnumerable'1" ) != null orderby
method.DeclaringType.Name, method.Name group method by new { Class =
method.DeclaringType.Name, Method = method.Name };The equivalent C# code
that handles data takes more time to write, is harder to read, and is probably more error prone.
You can see a version that is not particularly optimized in Example 1-12.Example 1-12. C# code
equivalent to a LINQ query over ReflectionList<String> results = new List<string>();foreach( var
assembly in AppDomain.CurrentDomain.GetAssemblies()) { foreach( var type in
assembly.GetTypes() ) { foreach( var method in type.GetMethods()) { if (method.IsStatic
&& method.ReturnType.GetInterface("IEnumerable'1") != null) { string fullName =
String.Format( "{0}.{1}", method.DeclaringType.Name,



method.Name ); if (results.IndexOf( fullName ) < 0) { results.Add( fullName );
} } } }}results.Sort();Example 1-12. C# code equivalent to a LINQ query over
ReflectionList<String> results = new List<string>();foreach( var assembly in
AppDomain.CurrentDomain.GetAssemblies()) { foreach( var type in assembly.GetTypes() ) {
foreach( var method in type.GetMethods()) { if (method.IsStatic &&
method.ReturnType.GetInterface("IEnumerable'1") != null) { string fullName =
String.Format( "{0}.{1}", method.DeclaringType.Name,
method.Name ); if (results.IndexOf( fullName ) < 0) { results.Add( fullName );
} } } }}results.Sort();List<String> results = new List<string>();foreach( var
assembly in AppDomain.CurrentDomain.GetAssemblies()) { foreach( var type in
assembly.GetTypes() ) { foreach( var method in type.GetMethods()) { if (method.IsStatic
&& method.ReturnType.GetInterface("IEnumerable'1") != null) { string fullName =
String.Format( "{0}.{1}", method.DeclaringType.Name,
method.Name ); if (results.IndexOf( fullName ) < 0) { results.Add( fullName );
} } } }}results.Sort();Type CheckingAnother important aspect of language
integration is type checking. Whenever data is manipulated by LINQ, no unsafe cast is
necessary. The short syntax of a query expression makes no compromises with type checking:
data is always strongly typed, including both the queried collections and the single entities that
are read and returned.The type checking of the languages that support LINQ (starting from C#
3.0 and Visual Basic 2008) is preserved even when LINQ-specific features are used. This
enables the use of Visual Studio features such as IntelliSense and Refactoring, even with LINQ
queries. These Visual Studio features are other important factors in programmers’
productivity.Type CheckingType CheckingType CheckingType CheckingAnother important
aspect of language integration is type checking. Whenever data is manipulated by LINQ, no
unsafe cast is necessary. The short syntax of a query expression makes no compromises with
type checking: data is always strongly typed, including both the queried collections and the
single entities that are read and returned.The type checking of the languages that support LINQ
(starting from C# 3.0 and Visual Basic 2008) is preserved even when LINQ-specific features are
used. This enables the use of Visual Studio features such as IntelliSense and Refactoring, even
with LINQ queries. These Visual Studio features are other important factors in programmers’
productivity.Transparency Across Different Type SystemsIf you think about the type system of
the .NET Framework and the type system of SQL Server, you will realize they are different. Using
LINQ gives precedence to the .NET Framework type system, because it is the one supported by
any language that hosts a LINQ query. However, most of your data will be saved in a relational
database, so it is necessary to convert many types of data between these two worlds. LINQ
handles this conversion for you automatically, making the differences in type systems almost
completely transparent to the programmer.NoteMore Info There are some limitations in the
capability to perform conversions between different type systems and LINQ. You will find some
information about this topic throughout the book, and you can find a more detailed type system



compatibilities table in the product documentation.Transparency Across Different Type
SystemsTransparency Across Different Type SystemsTransparency Across Different Type
SystemsTransparency Across Different Type SystemsIf you think about the type system of
the .NET Framework and the type system of SQL Server, you will realize they are different. Using
LINQ gives precedence to the .NET Framework type system, because it is the one supported by
any language that hosts a LINQ query. However, most of your data will be saved in a relational
database, so it is necessary to convert many types of data between these two worlds. LINQ
handles this conversion for you automatically, making the differences in type systems almost
completely transparent to the programmer.NoteMore Info There are some limitations in the
capability to perform conversions between different type systems and LINQ. You will find some
information about this topic throughout the book, and you can find a more detailed type system
compatibilities table in the product documentation.NoteMore Info There are some limitations in
the capability to perform conversions between different type systems and LINQ. You will find
some information about this topic throughout the book, and you can find a more detailed type
system compatibilities table in the product documentation.LINQ ImplementationsLINQ is a
technology that covers many data sources. Some of these sources are included in LINQ
implementations that Microsoft has provided—starting with .NET Framework 3.5—as shown in
Figure 1-1, which also includes LINQ to Entities.Figure 1-1. LINQ implementations provided by
Microsoft starting with .NET Framework 3.5.Each implementation is defined through a set of
extension methods that implement the operators needed by LINQ to work with a particular data
source. Access to these features is controlled by the imported namespaces.LINQ to
ObjectsLINQ to Objects is designed to manipulate collections of objects, which can be related
to each other to form a graph. From a certain point of view, LINQ to Objects is the default
implementation used by a LINQ query. You enable LINQ to Objects by including the System.Linq
namespace.NoteMore Info The base concepts of LINQ are explained in Chapter 2, using LINQ
to Objects as a reference implementation.However, it would be a mistake to think that LINQ to
Objects queries are limited to collections of user-generated data. You can see why this is not
true by analyzing Example 1-13, which shows a LINQ query that extracts information from the
file system. The code reads the list of all files in a given directory into memory and then filters
that list with the LINQ query.Example 1-13. LINQ query that retrieves a list of temporary files
larger than 10,000 bytes, ordered by sizestring tempPath = Path.GetTempPath();DirectoryInfo
dirInfo = new DirectoryInfo( tempPath );var query = from f in dirInfo.GetFiles() where
f.Length > 10000 orderby f.Length descending select f;LINQ to ADO.NETLINQ to ADO.NET
includes different LINQ implementations that share the need to manipulate relational data. It also
includes other technologies that are specific to each particular persistence layer:LINQ to SQL
Handles the mapping between custom types in the .NET Framework and the physical table
schema in SQL Server.LINQ to Entities An Object Relational Mapping (ORM) that—instead of
using the physical database as a persistence layer—uses a conceptual Entity Data Model
(EDM). The result is an abstraction layer that is independent from the physical data layer.LINQ to



DataSet Enables querying a DataSet by using LINQ.LINQ to SQL and LINQ to Entities have
similarities because they both access information stored in a relational database and operate on
object entities that represent external data in memory. The main difference is that they operate at
a different level of abstraction. Whereas LINQ to SQL is tied to the physical database structure,
LINQ to Entities operates over a conceptual model (business entities) that might be far from the
physical structure (database tables).The reason for these different options for accessing
relational data through LINQ is that different models for database access are in use today. Some
organizations implement all access through stored procedures, including any kind of database
query, without using dynamic queries. Many others use stored procedures to insert, update, or
delete data and dynamically build SELECT statements to query data. Some see the database
as a simple object persistence layer, whereas others put some business logic into the database
by using triggers, stored procedures, or both. LINQ tries to offer help and improvement in
database access without forcing everyone to adopt a single comprehensive model.NoteMore
Info The use of any LINQ to ADO.NET implementation depends on the inclusion of particular
namespaces in the scope. Part II, investigates LINQ to ADO.NET implementations and similar
details.LINQ to XMLYou’ve already seen that LINQ to XML offers a slightly different syntax that
operates on XML data, allowing query and data manipulation. A particular type of support for
LINQ to XML is offered by Visual Basic, which includes XML literals in the language. This
enhanced support simplifies the code needed to manipulate XML data. In fact, you can write a
query such as the following in Visual Basic:Dim book = <Book Title="Programming LINQ">
<%= From person In team Where person.Role = "Author" Select <Author><%=
person.Name %></Author> %> </Book>This query corresponds to the following C# syntax:dim
book = new XElement( "Book", new XAttribute( "Title", "Programming LINQ" ), from
person in team where person.Role == "Author" select new XElement( "Author",
person.Name ) );NoteMore Info You can find more information about LINQ to XML in Chapters
Chapter 12 and Chapter 13.LINQ ImplementationsLINQ ImplementationsLINQ
ImplementationsLINQ ImplementationsLINQ is a technology that covers many data sources.
Some of these sources are included in LINQ implementations that Microsoft has provided—
starting with .NET Framework 3.5—as shown in Figure 1-1, which also includes LINQ to
Entities.Figure 1-1. LINQ implementations provided by Microsoft starting with .NET Framework
3.5.Figure 1-1. LINQ implementations provided by Microsoft starting with .NET Framework
3.5.Each implementation is defined through a set of extension methods that implement the
operators needed by LINQ to work with a particular data source. Access to these features is
controlled by the imported namespaces.LINQ to ObjectsLINQ to Objects is designed to
manipulate collections of objects, which can be related to each other to form a graph. From a
certain point of view, LINQ to Objects is the default implementation used by a LINQ query. You
enable LINQ to Objects by including the System.Linq namespace.NoteMore Info The base
concepts of LINQ are explained in Chapter 2, using LINQ to Objects as a reference
implementation.However, it would be a mistake to think that LINQ to Objects queries are limited



to collections of user-generated data. You can see why this is not true by analyzing
Example 1-13, which shows a LINQ query that extracts information from the file system. The
code reads the list of all files in a given directory into memory and then filters that list with the
LINQ query.Example 1-13. LINQ query that retrieves a list of temporary files larger than 10,000
bytes, ordered by sizestring tempPath = Path.GetTempPath();DirectoryInfo dirInfo = new
DirectoryInfo( tempPath );var query = from f in dirInfo.GetFiles() where f.Length > 10000
orderby f.Length descending select f;LINQ to ObjectsLINQ to ObjectsLINQ to ObjectsLINQ to
ObjectsLINQ to Objects is designed to manipulate collections of objects, which can be related
to each other to form a graph. From a certain point of view, LINQ to Objects is the default
implementation used by a LINQ query. You enable LINQ to Objects by including the System.Linq
namespace.NoteMore Info The base concepts of LINQ are explained in Chapter 2, using LINQ
to Objects as a reference implementation.NoteMore Info The base concepts of LINQ are
explained in Chapter 2, using LINQ to Objects as a reference implementation.However, it would
be a mistake to think that LINQ to Objects queries are limited to collections of user-generated
data. You can see why this is not true by analyzing Example 1-13, which shows a LINQ query
that extracts information from the file system. The code reads the list of all files in a given
directory into memory and then filters that list with the LINQ query.Example 1-13. LINQ query
that retrieves a list of temporary files larger than 10,000 bytes, ordered by sizestring tempPath =
Path.GetTempPath();DirectoryInfo dirInfo = new DirectoryInfo( tempPath );var query = from f
in dirInfo.GetFiles() where f.Length > 10000 orderby f.Length descending select
f;Example 1-13. LINQ query that retrieves a list of temporary files larger than 10,000 bytes,
ordered by sizestring tempPath = Path.GetTempPath();DirectoryInfo dirInfo = new
DirectoryInfo( tempPath );var query = from f in dirInfo.GetFiles() where f.Length > 10000
orderby f.Length descending select f;string tempPath = Path.GetTempPath();DirectoryInfo
dirInfo = new DirectoryInfo( tempPath );var query = from f in dirInfo.GetFiles() where
f.Length > 10000 orderby f.Length descending select f;LINQ to ADO.NETLINQ to ADO.NET
includes different LINQ implementations that share the need to manipulate relational data. It also
includes other technologies that are specific to each particular persistence layer:LINQ to SQL
Handles the mapping between custom types in the .NET Framework and the physical table
schema in SQL Server.LINQ to Entities An Object Relational Mapping (ORM) that—instead of
using the physical database as a persistence layer—uses a conceptual Entity Data Model
(EDM). The result is an abstraction layer that is independent from the physical data layer.LINQ to
DataSet Enables querying a DataSet by using LINQ.LINQ to SQL and LINQ to Entities have
similarities because they both access information stored in a relational database and operate on
object entities that represent external data in memory. The main difference is that they operate at
a different level of abstraction. Whereas LINQ to SQL is tied to the physical database structure,
LINQ to Entities operates over a conceptual model (business entities) that might be far from the
physical structure (database tables).The reason for these different options for accessing
relational data through LINQ is that different models for database access are in use today. Some



organizations implement all access through stored procedures, including any kind of database
query, without using dynamic queries. Many others use stored procedures to insert, update, or
delete data and dynamically build SELECT statements to query data. Some see the database
as a simple object persistence layer, whereas others put some business logic into the database
by using triggers, stored procedures, or both. LINQ tries to offer help and improvement in
database access without forcing everyone to adopt a single comprehensive model.NoteMore
Info The use of any LINQ to ADO.NET implementation depends on the inclusion of particular
namespaces in the scope. Part II, investigates LINQ to ADO.NET implementations and similar
details.LINQ to ADO.NETLINQ to ADO.NETLINQ to ADO.NETLINQ to ADO.NETLINQ to
ADO.NET includes different LINQ implementations that share the need to manipulate relational
data. It also includes other technologies that are specific to each particular persistence
layer:LINQ to SQL Handles the mapping between custom types in the .NET Framework and the
physical table schema in SQL Server.LINQ to Entities An Object Relational Mapping (ORM) that
—instead of using the physical database as a persistence layer—uses a conceptual Entity Data
Model (EDM). The result is an abstraction layer that is independent from the physical data
layer.LINQ to DataSet Enables querying a DataSet by using LINQ.LINQ to SQL Handles the
mapping between custom types in the .NET Framework and the physical table schema in SQL
Server.LINQ to Entities An Object Relational Mapping (ORM) that—instead of using the physical
database as a persistence layer—uses a conceptual Entity Data Model (EDM). The result is an
abstraction layer that is independent from the physical data layer.LINQ to DataSet Enables
querying a DataSet by using LINQ.LINQ to SQL Handles the mapping between custom types in
the .NET Framework and the physical table schema in SQL Server.LINQ to Entities An Object
Relational Mapping (ORM) that—instead of using the physical database as a persistence layer—
uses a conceptual Entity Data Model (EDM). The result is an abstraction layer that is
independent from the physical data layer.LINQ to DataSet Enables querying a DataSet by using
LINQ.LINQ to SQL and LINQ to Entities have similarities because they both access information
stored in a relational database and operate on object entities that represent external data in
memory. The main difference is that they operate at a different level of abstraction. Whereas
LINQ to SQL is tied to the physical database structure, LINQ to Entities operates over a
conceptual model (business entities) that might be far from the physical structure (database
tables).The reason for these different options for accessing relational data through LINQ is that
different models for database access are in use today. Some organizations implement all access
through stored procedures, including any kind of database query, without using dynamic
queries. Many others use stored procedures to insert, update, or delete data and dynamically
build SELECT statements to query data. Some see the database as a simple object persistence
layer, whereas others put some business logic into the database by using triggers, stored
procedures, or both. LINQ tries to offer help and improvement in database access without
forcing everyone to adopt a single comprehensive model.NoteMore Info The use of any LINQ to
ADO.NET implementation depends on the inclusion of particular namespaces in the scope.



Part II, investigates LINQ to ADO.NET implementations and similar details.NoteMore Info The
use of any LINQ to ADO.NET implementation depends on the inclusion of particular
namespaces in the scope. Part II, investigates LINQ to ADO.NET implementations and similar
details.LINQ to XMLYou’ve already seen that LINQ to XML offers a slightly different syntax that
operates on XML data, allowing query and data manipulation. A particular type of support for
LINQ to XML is offered by Visual Basic, which includes XML literals in the language. This
enhanced support simplifies the code needed to manipulate XML data. In fact, you can write a
query such as the following in Visual Basic:Dim book = <Book Title="Programming LINQ">
<%= From person In team Where person.Role = "Author" Select <Author><%=
person.Name %></Author> %> </Book>This query corresponds to the following C# syntax:dim
book = new XElement( "Book", new XAttribute( "Title", "Programming LINQ" ), from
person in team where person.Role == "Author" select new XElement( "Author",
person.Name ) );NoteMore Info You can find more information about LINQ to XML in Chapters
Chapter 12 and Chapter 13.LINQ to XMLLINQ to XMLLINQ to XMLLINQ to XMLYou’ve already
seen that LINQ to XML offers a slightly different syntax that operates on XML data, allowing
query and data manipulation. A particular type of support for LINQ to XML is offered by Visual
Basic, which includes XML literals in the language. This enhanced support simplifies the code
needed to manipulate XML data. In fact, you can write a query such as the following in Visual
Basic:Dim book = <Book Title="Programming LINQ"> <%= From person In team
Where person.Role = "Author" Select <Author><%= person.Name %></Author> %> </
Book>This query corresponds to the following C# syntax:dim book = new XElement( "Book",
new XAttribute( "Title", "Programming LINQ" ), from person in team where person.Role
== "Author" select new XElement( "Author", person.Name ) );NoteMore Info You can find
more information about LINQ to XML in Chapters Chapter 12 and Chapter 13.NoteMore Info
You can find more information about LINQ to XML in Chapters Chapter 12 and
Chapter 13.SummaryIn this chapter, we introduced LINQ and discussed how it works. We also
examined how different data sources can be queried and manipulated by using a uniform syntax
that is integrated into current mainstream programming languages such as C# and Visual Basic.
We took a look at the benefits offered by language integration, including declarative
programming, type checking, and transparency across different type systems. We briefly
presented the LINQ implementations available since .NET Framework 3.5—LINQ to Objects,
LINQ to ADO.NET, and LINQ to XML—which we will cover in more detail in the remaining parts
of the book.SummarySummarySummarySummaryIn this chapter, we introduced LINQ and
discussed how it works. We also examined how different data sources can be queried and
manipulated by using a uniform syntax that is integrated into current mainstream programming
languages such as C# and Visual Basic. We took a look at the benefits offered by language
integration, including declarative programming, type checking, and transparency across
different type systems. We briefly presented the LINQ implementations available since .NET
Framework 3.5—LINQ to Objects, LINQ to ADO.NET, and LINQ to XML—which we will cover in



more detail in the remaining parts of the book.Chapter 2. LINQ Syntax FundamentalsWith
Microsoft Language Integrated Query (LINQ), you can query and manage sequences of items
(objects, entities, database records, XML nodes, and so on) within your software solutions,
using a common syntax and a unique programming language—regardless of the nature of the
items handled. The key feature of LINQ is its integration with widely used programming
languages, an integration made possible by the use of a syntax common to all kinds of
content.As described in Chapter 1, LINQ provides a basic infrastructure for many different
implementations of querying engines, including LINQ to Objects, LINQ to SQL, LINQ to
DataSet, LINQ to Entities, LINQ to XML, LINQ to SharePoint, and so on. All these query
extensions are based on specialized extension methods and share a common set of keywords
for query expression syntax that you will learn in this chapter.Before looking at each keyword in
detail, we will walk you through various aspects of a simple LINQ query and introduce you to
fundamental elements of LINQ syntax.LINQ QueriesLINQ is based on a set of query operators,
defined as extension methods, that work with any object that implements the IEnumerable<T>
or IQueryable<T> interface.This approach makes LINQ a general-purpose querying framework,
because many collections and types implement IEnumerable<T> or IQueryable<T>, and
developers can define their own implementations. This query infrastructure is also highly
extensible, as you will see in Chapter 15. Given the architecture of extension methods, you can
specialize a method’s behavior based on the type of data you are querying. For instance, both
LINQ to SQL and LINQ to XML have specialized LINQ operators to handle relational data and
XML nodes, respectively.Query SyntaxTo introduce query syntax, let us start with a simple
example. Imagine that you need to query an array of objects of a Developer type by using LINQ
to Objects. You want to extract the names of the developers who use Microsoft Visual C# as their
main programming language. The code you might use is shown in Example 2-1.Example 2-1. A
simple query expression in C#using System;using System.Linq;using
System.Collections.Generic;public class Developer { public string Name; public string
Language; public int Age;}class App { static void Main() { Developer[] developers = new
Developer[] { new Developer {Name = "Paolo", Language = "C#"}, new Developer
{Name = "Marco", Language = "C#"}, new Developer {Name = "Frank", Language =
"VB.NET"}}; var developersUsingCSharp = from d in developers where
d.Language == "C#" select d.Name; foreach (var item in developersUsingCSharp) {
Console.WriteLine(item); } }}When you run this code, it writes the names Paolo and
Marco.In Microsoft Visual Basic, you can express the same query against the same Developer
type with syntax such as that shown in Example 2-2.Example 2-2. A simple query expression in
Visual BasicImports SystemImports System.LinqImports System.Collections.GenericPublic
Class Developer Public Name As String Public Language As String Public Age As
IntegerEnd ClassModule App Sub Main() Dim developers As Developer() = New
Developer() { New Developer With {.Name = "Paolo", .Language = "C#"}, New
Developer With {.Name = "Marco", .Language = "C#"}, New Developer With {.Name =



"Frank", .Language = "VB.NET"}} Dim developersUsingCSharp = From d In
developers Where d.Language = "C#" Select d.Name For Each item in
developersUsingCSharp Console.WriteLine(item) Next End SubEnd ModuleThe
syntax of the queries (shown in bold in Examples Example 2-1 and Example 2-2) is called a
query expression. In some LINQ implementations, an in-memory representation of these queries
is known as an expression tree. A query expression operates on one or more information
sources by applying one or more query operators from either the group of standard query
operators or domain-specific operators. In general, the evaluation of a query expression results
in a sequence of values. A query expression is evaluated only when its contents are
enumerated. For further details on query expressions and expression trees, refer to
Chapter 14.NoteFor the sake of simplicity, we will cover only the C# syntax in the following
examples; however, you can see that the Visual Basic version of this sample is very similar to the
C# one.These queries look similar to a SQL statement, although their style is a bit different. The
sample expression we have defined consists of a selection command:select d.NameThat
command is applied to a set of items:from d in developersThe from clause targets any instance
of a class that implements the IEnumerable<T> interface. The selection applies a specific
filtering condition:where d.Language == "C#"The language compilers translate these clauses
into invocations of extension methods that are sequentially applied to the target of the query.
The core library of LINQ, defined in assembly System.Core.dll, defines a set of extension
methods grouped by target and purpose. For example, the assembly includes a class named
Enumerable, defined in the namespace System.Linq, which defines extension methods that can
be applied to instances of types implementing the IEnumerable<T> interface.The filtering
condition (where) defined in the sample query translates into an invocation of the Where
extension method of the Enumerable class. This method provides two overloads, both of which
accept a delegate to a predicate function that describes the filtering condition to check while
partitioning the resulting data. In this case, the filtering predicate is a generic delegate that
accepts an element of type T, which is the same type as the instances stored in the enumeration
we are filtering. The delegate returns a Boolean result stating the membership of the item in the
filtered result set:public static IEnumerable<T> Where<T>( this IEnumerable<T> source,
Func<T, bool> predicate);As you can see from the method signature, you can invoke this
method against any type that implements IEnumerable<T>; therefore, you can call it on the
developers array as follows:var filteredDevelopers = developers.Where(delegate (Developer d)
{ return (d.Language == "C#");});Here, the predicate argument passed to the Where method
represents an anonymous delegate to a function called for each item of type Developer taken
from the source set of data (developers). The result of invoking the Where method will be a
subset of items: all those that satisfy the predicate condition.C# and Visual Basic can define an
anonymous delegate in an easier way, using a lambda expression. Using a lambda expression,
you can rewrite the sample filtering code more compactly:var filteredDevelopers =
developers.Where(d => d.Language == "C#");The select statement is also an extension method



(named Select) provided by the Enumerable class. Here is the signature of the Select
method:public static IEnumerable<TResult> Select<TSource, TResult>( this
IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource, TResult> selector);The selector argument is a
projection that returns an enumeration of objects of type TResult, which is obtained from a set of
source objects of type TSource. As described previously, you can apply this method to the whole
collection of developers using a lambda expression, or invoke it on the collection that is filtered
by the programming language (named filteredDevelopers)—because it is still a type
implementing IEnumerable<T>:var csharpDevelopersNames = filteredDevelopers.Select(d =>
d.Name);Based on the sequence of statements we have just described, here is the sample
query rewritten without using the query expression syntax:IEnumerable<string>
developersUsingCSharp = developers .Where(d => d.Language == "C#") .Select(d =>
d.Name);The Where method and the Select method both receive lambda expressions as
arguments. These lambda expressions translate to predicates and projections based on a set of
generic delegate types defined within the System namespace, in the System.Core.dll
assembly.Here is the entire family of available generic delegate types. Many extension methods
of the Enumerable class accept these delegates as arguments, and we will use them throughout
the examples in this chapter:public delegate TResult Func< TResult >();public delegate TResult
Func< T, TResult >( T arg );public delegate TResult Func< T1, T2, TResult > (T1 arg1, T2
arg2 );public delegate TResult Func< T1, T2, T3, TResult > ( T1 arg1, T2 arg2, T3 arg3 );public
delegate TResult Func< T1, T2, T3, T4, TResult > (T1 arg1, T2 arg2, T3 arg3, T4
arg4 );...public delegate TResult Func<T1, T2, T3, T4, T5, T6, T7, T8, T9, T10, T11, T12, T13,
T14, T15, TResult>(T1 arg1, T2 arg2, T3 arg3, T4 arg4, T5 arg5, T6 arg6, T7 arg7, T8 arg8,
T9 arg9, T10 arg10, T11 arg11, T12 arg12, T13 arg13, T14 arg14, T15 arg15);public delegate
TResult Func<T1, T2, T3, T4, T5, T6, T7, T8, T9, T10, T11, T12, T13, T14, T15, T16,
TResult>(T1 arg1, T2 arg2, T3 arg3, T4 arg4, T5 arg5, T6 arg6, T7 arg7, T8arg8, T9 arg9, T10
arg10, T11 arg11, T12 arg12, T13 arg13, T14 arg14, T15 arg15, T16 arg16);A final version of
the original query in this chapter might look something like Example 2-3.Example 2-3. The
original query expression translated into basic elementsFunc<Developer, bool>
filteringPredicate = d => d.Language == "C#";Func<Developer, string> selectionPredicate = d
=> d.Name;IEnumerable<string> developersUsingCSharp = developers
.Where(filteringPredicate) .Select(selectionPredicate);The C# compiler, like the Visual Basic
compiler, translates the LINQ query expressions (Examples Example 2-1 and Example 2-2) into
something like the statement shown in Example 2-3. After you become familiar with the query
expression syntax (Examples Example 2-1 and Example 2-2), it is simpler and easier to write
and manage this syntax, even if it is optional—and you can always use the equivalent, more
verbose version (Example 2-3). Nevertheless, sometimes it is necessary to use the direct call to
an extension method because query expression syntax does not cover all possible extension
methods.ImportantIn Chapter 3, we will cover in more detail all the extension methods available
in the Enumerable class defined in the System.Linq namespace.Full Query SyntaxThe previous



section described a simple query over a list of objects. Query expression syntax, however, is
more complete and articulate than shown in that example, providing many different language
keywords that satisfy most common querying scenarios. Every query starts with a from clause
and ends with either a select clause or a group clause. The reason to start with a from clause
instead of a select statement, as in SQL syntax, is related (among other technical reasons) to
the need to provide IntelliSense capabilities within the remaining part of the query, which makes
writing conditions, selections, and any other query expression clauses easier. A select clause
projects the result of an expression into an enumerable object. A group clause projects the result
of an expression into a set of groups, based on a grouping condition, where each group is an
enumerable object. The following code shows a prototype of the full syntax of a query
expression:query-expression ::= from-clause query-bodyquery-body ::=join-clause*(from-clause
join-clause* | let-clause | where-clause)*orderby-clause?(select-clause | groupby-clause)
query-continuation?from-clause ::= from itemName in srcExprselect-clause ::= select
selExprgroupby-clause ::= group selExpr by keyExprThe first from clause can be followed by
zero or more from, let, or where clauses. A let clause applies a name to the result of an
expression; it is useful whenever you need to reference the same expression many times within
a query:let-clause ::= let itemName = selExprA where clause, as already discussed, defines a
filter that is applied to include specific items in the results:where-clause ::= where predExprEach
from clause generates a local “range variable” that corresponds to each item in the source
sequence on which query operators (such as the extension methods of
System.Linq.Enumerable) are applied.A from clause can be followed by any number of join
clauses. The final select or group clause can be preceded by an orderby clause that applies an
ordering to the results:join-clause ::=join itemName in srcExpr on keyExpr equals keyExpr(into
itemName)?orderby-clause ::= orderby (keyExpr (ascending | descending)?)*query-
continuation ::= into itemName query-bodyYou will see examples of query expressions
throughout this book. You can refer to this section when you want to check specific elements of
their syntax.Query KeywordsThe following sections describe the various query keywords
available in query expression syntax in more detail.From ClauseThe first keyword is the from
clause. It defines the data source of a query or subquery and a range variable that defines each
single element to query from the data source. The data source can be any instance of a type that
implements the interfaces IEnumerable, IEnumerable<T>, or IQueryable<T> (which implements
IEnumerable<T>). The following excerpt shows a sample C# statement that uses this
clause:from rangeVariable in dataSourceThe language compiler infers the type of the range
variable from the type of the data source. For example, if the data source is of type
IEnumerable<Developer>, the range variable will be of type Developer. In cases that do not use
a strongly typed data source—for example an ArrayList of objects of type Developer that
implement IEnumerable—you should explicitly provide the type of the range variable. In
Example 2-4, you can see an example of a query that explicitly declares the Developer type for
the range variable named d.Example 2-4. A query expression against a nongeneric data source,



with type declaration for the range variableArrayList developers = new
ArrayList();developers.Add(new Developer { Name = "Paolo", Language =
"C#" });developers.Add(new Developer { Name = "Marco", Language =
"C#" });developers.Add(new Developer { Name = "Frank", Language = "VB.NET" });var
developersUsingCSharp = from Developer d in developers where d.Language == "C#"
select d.Name;foreach (string item in developersUsingCSharp) { Console.WriteLine(item);}In
Example 2-4, the casting is mandatory; otherwise, the query will not compile because the
compiler cannot automatically infer the type of the range variable, thereby losing the ability to
resolve the Language and Name member access in the same query.Queries can have multiple
from clauses that define joins between multiple data sources. In C#, each data source requires a
from clause declaration, as you can see in Example 2-5, which joins customers with their orders.
Note that the relationship between Customer and Order is physically defined by the presence of
an Orders array of type Order in each instance of Customer.Example 2-5. A C# query
expression with a join between two data sourcespublic class Customer { public String Name
{ get; set; } public String City { get; set; } public Order[] Orders { get; set; }}public class Order {
public Int32 IdOrder { get; set; } public Decimal EuroAmount { get; set; } public String
Description { get; set; }}// ... code omitted ...static void queryWithJoin() { Customer[] customers
= new Customer[] { new Customer { Name = "Paolo", City = "Brescia", Orders = new
Order[] { new Order { IdOrder = 1, EuroAmount = 100, Description = "Order 1" },
new Order { IdOrder = 2, EuroAmount = 150, Description = "Order 2" }, new Order
{ IdOrder = 3, EuroAmount = 230, Description = "Order 3" }, }}, new Customer { Name =
"Marco", City = "Torino", Orders = new Order[] { new Order { IdOrder = 4,
EuroAmount = 320, Description = "Order 4" }, new Order { IdOrder = 5, EuroAmount =
170, Description = "Order 5" }, }}}; var ordersQuery = from c in customers from o
in c.Orders select new { c.Name, o.IdOrder, o.EuroAmount }; foreach (var item in
ordersQuery) { Console.WriteLine(item); }}In Visual Basic, a single from clause can define
multiple data sources, separated by commas, as you can see in Example 2-6.Example 2-6. A
Visual Basic query expression with a join between two data sourcesDim customers As
Customer() = { New Customer With {.Name = "Paolo", .City = "Brescia", .Orders = New
Order() { New Order With {.IdOrder = 1, .EuroAmount = 100, .Description = "Order 1"},
New Order With {.IdOrder = 2, .EuroAmount = 150, .Description = "Order 2"}, New Order
With {.IdOrder = 3, .EuroAmount = 230, .Description = "Order 3"} }}, New Customer With
{.Name = "Marco", .City = "Torino", .Orders = New Order() { New Order With {.IdOrder =
4, .EuroAmount = 320, .Description = "Order 4"}, New Order With {.IdOrder =
5, .EuroAmount = 170, .Description = "Order 5"}}}}Dim ordersQuery = From c In customers,
o In c.Orders Select c.Name, o.IdOrder, o.EuroAmountFor Each item In ordersQuery
Console.WriteLine(item)NextImportantWhen you use multiple from clauses, the “join condition”
is determined by the structure of the data and is different from the concept of a join in a relational
database. (For this, you need to use the join clause in a query expression, which we will cover



later in this chapter.)Where ClauseAs discussed earlier, the where clause specifies a filtering
condition to apply to the data source. The predicate applies a Boolean condition to each item in
the data source, extracting only those that evaluate to true. Within a single query, you can have
multiple where clauses or a where clause with multiple predicates combined by using logical
operators (&&, ||, and ! in C#; or And, Or, AndAlso, OrElse, Is, and IsNot in Visual Basic). In
Visual Basic, the predicate can be any expression that evaluates to a Boolean value, so you can
also use a numeric expression that will be considered true if it is not equal to zero.Consider the
query in Example 2-7, which uses the where clause to extract all the orders with a EuroAmount
greater than 200 Euros.Example 2-7. A C# query expression with a where clausevar
ordersQuery = from c in customers from o in c.Orders where o.EuroAmount > 200 select
new { c.Name, o.IdOrder, o.EuroAmount };In Example 2-8, you can see the corresponding query
syntax using Visual Basic.Example 2-8. A Visual Basic query expression with a where
clauseDim ordersQuery = From c In customers, o In c.Orders Where o.EuroAmount >
200 Select c.Name, o.IdOrder, o.EuroAmountSelect ClauseThe select clause specifies the
shape of the query output. It is based on a projection that determines what to select from the
result of the evaluation of all the clauses and expressions that precede it. In Visual Basic, the
Select clause is not mandatory. If it is not specified, the query returns a type that is based on the
range variable identified for the current scope. Examples Example 2-7 and Example 2-8 used
the select clause to project anonymous types made up of properties or members of the range
variables in scope. As you can see by comparing the C# syntax (Example 2-7) and the Visual
Basic syntax (Example 2-8), the Visual Basic version looks more like a SQL statement in its
select pattern, whereas the C# version appears more like programming language syntax. In fact,
in C# you must explicitly declare your intent to create a new anonymous type instance, whereas
in Visual Basic the language syntax is lighter and hides the inner workings.Group and Into
ClausesThe group clause can be used to project a result grouped by a key. It can be used as an
alternative to the from clause and allows you to use single-value keys as well as multiple-value
keys. Example 2-9 shows a query that groups developers by programming
language.Example 2-9. A C# query expression to group developers by programming
languageDeveloper[] developers = new Developer[] { new Developer { Name = "Paolo",
Language = "C#" }, new Developer { Name = "Marco", Language = "C#" }, new Developer
{ Name = "Frank", Language = "VB.NET" },};var developersGroupedByLanguage = from d in
developers group d by d.Language;foreach (var group in developersGroupedByLanguage) {
Console.WriteLine("Language: {0}", group.Key); foreach (var item in group){
Console.WriteLine("\t{0}", item.Name); }}The output of the code excerpt in Example 2-9
is:Language: C# Paolo MarcoLanguage: VB.NET FrankAs you can see, the result of
the query is an enumeration of groups identified by a key and made up of inner items. The
example enumerates each group in the query result, writing its Key property to the console and
then iterating the items in each group to extract their values. As mentioned previously, you can
group items by using a multiple-value key that makes use of anonymous types. Example 2-10



shows an example that groups developers by language and an age cluster.Example 2-10. A C#
query expression to group developers by programming language and ageDeveloper[]
developers = new Developer[] { new Developer { Name = "Paolo", Language = "C#", Age =
32 }, new Developer { Name = "Marco", Language = "C#", Age = 37}, new Developer { Name
= "Frank", Language = "VB.NET", Age = 48 },};var developersGroupedByLanguage = from d
in developers group d by new { d.Language, AgeCluster = (d.Age / 10) * 10 };foreach (var group
in developersGroupedByLanguage) { Console.WriteLine("Language: {0}", group.Key); foreach
(var item in group) { Console.WriteLine("\t{0}", item.Name); }}This time, the output of the
code excerpt in Example 2-10 is:Language: { Language = C#, AgeCluster = 30 } Paolo
MarcoLanguage: { Language = VB.NET, AgeCluster = 40 } FrankIn this example, the Key for
each group is an anonymous type defined by two properties: Language and AgeCluster.Visual
Basic also supports grouping results by using the Group By clause. Example 2-11 shows a
query that is equivalent to the one shown in Example 2-9.Example 2-11. A Visual Basic query
expression to group developers by programming languageDim developers As Developer() = {
New Developer With {.Name = "Paolo", .Language = "C#", .Age = 32}, New Developer With
{.Name = "Marco", .Language = "C#", .Age = 37}, New Developer With {.Name =
"Frank", .Language = "VB.NET", .Age = 48}}Dim developersGroupedByLanguage = From d In
developers Group d By d.Language Into Group Select Language, GroupFor Each group In
developersGroupedByLanguage Console.WriteLine("Language: {0}", group.Language) For
Each item In group.Group Console.WriteLine(" {0}", item.Name) NextNextThe Visual
Basic syntax is a bit more complex than the corresponding C# syntax. In Visual Basic, you
project the grouping by using the into clause to create a new Group object of items and then
explicitly declare the selection pattern. However, the result of the grouping is easier to
enumerate because the Key value keeps its name (Language).C# also provides an into clause
that is useful in conjunction with the group keyword, even if using it is not mandatory. You can
use the into keyword to store the results of a select, group, or join statement in a temporary
variable. You might use this construction when you need to execute additional queries over the
results. Because of this behavior, this keyword is also called a continuation clause.
Example 2-12 shows an example of a C# query expression that uses the into
clause.Example 2-12. A C# query expression using the into clausevar
developersGroupedByLanguage = from d in developers group d by d.Language into
developersGrouped select new { Language = developersGrouped.Key,
DevelopersCount = developersGrouped.Count() };foreach (var group in
developersGroupedByLanguage) { Console.WriteLine ("Language {0} contains {1}
developers", group.Language, group.DevelopersCount);}Orderby ClauseThe orderby clause,
as you can assume from its name, lets you sort the result of a query in either ascending or
descending order. The ordering can use one or more keys that combine different sorting
directions. Example 2-13 shows a query that extracts orders placed by customers, ordered by
EuroAmount. (By default, when not explicitly defined, the orderby clause sorts values in



ascending sequence.)Example 2-13. A C# query expression with an orderby clausevar
ordersSortedByEuroAmount = from c in customers from o in c.Orders orderby
o.EuroAmount select new { c.Name, o.IdOrder, o.EuroAmount };Example 2-14 shows a query
that selects orders sorted by customer Name and EuroAmount in descending
order.Example 2-14. A C# query expression with an orderby clause with multiple ordering
conditionsvar ordersSortedByCustomerAndEuroAmount = from c in customers from o in
c.Orders orderby c.Name, o.EuroAmount descending select new { c.Name, o.IdOrder,
o.EuroAmount };Example 2-15 shows the query from Example 2-14 written in Visual
Basic.Example 2-15. A Visual Basic query expression with an orderby clause with multiple
ordering conditionsDim ordersSortedByCustomerAndEuroAmount = From c In customers,
o In c.Orders Order By c.Name, o.EuroAmount Descending Select c.Name, o.IdOrder,
o.EuroAmountHere, both languages have very similar syntax.Join ClauseThe join keyword lets
you associate different data sources on the basis of a member that can be compared for
equivalency. It works similarly to a SQL equijoin statement. You cannot compare items to join by
using comparisons such as “greater than,” “less than,” or “not equal to.” You can define equality
comparisons only by using a special equals keyword that behaves differently from the “= =”
operator, because the position of the operands is significant. With equals, the left key consumes
the outer source sequence, and the right key consumes the inner source sequence. The outer
source sequence is in scope only on the left side of equals, and the inner source sequence is in
scope only on the right side. Here is this concept presented in pseudocode:join-clause ::= join
innerItem in innerSequence on outerKey equals innerKeyBy using the join clause, you can
define inner joins, group joins, and left outer joins. An inner join is a join that returns a flat result,
mapping the outer data source elements with the corresponding inner data source. It skips outer
data source elements that lack corresponding inner data source elements. Example 2-16
presents a simple query with an inner join between product categories and related
products.Example 2-16. A C# query expression with an inner joinpublic class Category { public
Int32 IdCategory { get; set; } public String Name { get; set; }}public class Product { public
String IdProduct { get; set; } public Int32 IdCategory { get; set; } public String Description { get;
set; }}// ... code omitted ...Category[] categories = new Category[] { new Category { IdCategory
= 1, Name = "Pasta"}, new Category { IdCategory = 2, Name = "Beverages"}, new Category
{ IdCategory = 3, Name = "Other food"},};Product[] products = new Product[] { new Product
{ IdProduct = "PASTA01", IdCategory = 1, Description = "Tortellini" }, new Product { IdProduct =
"PASTA02", IdCategory = 1, Description = "Spaghetti" }, new Product { IdProduct = "PASTA03",
IdCategory = 1, Description = "Fusilli" }, new Product { IdProduct = "BEV01", IdCategory = 2,
Description = "Water" }, new Product { IdProduct = "BEV02", IdCategory = 2, Description =
"Orange Juice" },};var categoriesAndProducts = from c in categories join p in products on
c.IdCategory equals p.IdCategory select new { c.IdCategory, CategoryName = c.Name,
Product = p.Description };foreach (var item in categoriesAndProducts) {
Console.WriteLine(item);}The output of this code excerpt is similar to the following. Notice that



the “Other food” category is missing from the output because no products are included in it:
{ IdCategory = 1, CategoryName = Pasta, Product = Tortellini }{ IdCategory = 1, CategoryName
= Pasta, Product = Spaghetti }{ IdCategory = 1, CategoryName = Pasta, Product = Fusilli }
{ IdCategory = 2, CategoryName = Beverages, Product = Water }{ IdCategory = 2,
CategoryName = Beverages, Product = Orange Juice }A group join defines a join that produces
a hierarchical result set, grouping the inner sequence elements with their corresponding outer
sequence elements. In cases in which an outer sequence element is missing its corresponding
inner sequence elements, the outer element will be joined with an empty array. A group join does
not have a relational counterpart in SQL syntax because of its hierarchical result. Example 2-17
shows an example of such a query. (You will see an expanded form of this type of query in
Chapter 3.)Example 2-17. A C# query expression with a group joinvar categoriesAndProducts =
from c in categories join p in products on c.IdCategory equals p.IdCategory into
productsByCategory select new { c.IdCategory, CategoryName = c.Name, Products
= productsByCategory };foreach (var category in categoriesAndProducts) {
Console.WriteLine("{0} - {1}", category.IdCategory, category.CategoryName); foreach (var
product in category.Products) { Console.WriteLine("\t{0}", product.Description); }}The output
of this code excerpt follows. Notice that this time the “Other food” category is present in the
output, even though it is empty:1 - Pasta Tortellini Spaghetti Fusilli2 - Beverages
Water Orange Juice3 - Other foodVisual Basic provides a specific keyword called Group
Join to define group joins in query expressions.A left outer join returns a flat result set that
includes any outer source element even if it is missing its corresponding inner source element.
To produce this result, you need to use the DefaultIfEmpty extension method, which returns a
default value in the case of an empty data source value. We will cover this and many other
extension methods in more detail in Chapter 3. In Example 2-18, you can see an example of this
syntax.Example 2-18. A C# query expression with a left outer joinvar categoriesAndProducts =
from c in categories join p in products on c.IdCategory equals p.IdCategory into
productsByCategory from pc in productsByCategory.DefaultIfEmpty( new Product {
IdProduct = String.Empty, Description = String.Empty, IdCategory = 0} ) select new {
c.IdCategory, CategoryName = c.Name, Product = pc.Description };foreach (var item in
categoriesAndProducts) { Console.WriteLine(item);}This example produces the following
output:{ IdCategory = 1, CategoryName = Pasta, Product = Tortellini }{ IdCategory = 1,
CategoryName = Pasta, Product = Spaghetti }{ IdCategory = 1, CategoryName = Pasta, Product
= Fusilli }{ IdCategory = 2, CategoryName = Beverages, Product = Water }{ IdCategory = 2,
CategoryName = Beverages, Product = Orange Juice }{ IdCategory = 3, CategoryName = Other
food, Product = }Notice that the “Other food” category is present with an empty product, which
is provided by the DefaultIfEmpty extension method.One last point to emphasize about the join
clause is that you can compare elements by using composite keys. You simply make use of
anonymous types as shown with the group keyword. For example, if you had a composite key in
Category made up of IdCategory and Year, you could write the following statement with an



anonymous type used in the equals condition:from c in categoriesjoin p in products on new
{ c.IdCategory, c.Year } equals new { p.IdCategory, p.Year } into productsByCategoryAs you
have already seen in this chapter, you can also get the results of joins by using nested from
clauses, which is a useful approach whenever you need to define non-equijoin queries.Visual
Basic has syntax quite similar to C#, but offers some shortcuts to define joins more quickly. You
can define implicit join statements by using multiple In clauses in the From statement and
defining the equality conditions with a Where clause. In Example 2-19, you can see an example
of this syntax.Example 2-19. A Visual Basic implicit join statementDim categoriesAndProducts =
From c In categories, p In products Where c.IdCategory = p.IdCategory Select
c.IdCategory, CategoryName = c.Name, Product = p.DescriptionFor Each item In
categoriesAndProducts Console.WriteLine(item)NextIn Example 2-20, you can see the same
query defined by using the standard explicit join syntax.Example 2-20. A Visual Basic explicit
join statementDim categoriesAndProducts = From c In categories Join p In products On
p.IdCategory Equals c.IdCategory Select c.IdCategory, CategoryName = c.Name, Product =
p.DescriptionNotice that in Visual Basic the order of elements in the equality comparison does
not matter because the compiler will arrange them on its own, making the query syntax more
relaxed, as happens in classic relational SQL.Let ClauseThe let clause allows you to store the
result of a subexpression in a variable that can be used somewhere else in the query. This
clause is useful when you need to reuse the same expression many times in the same query,
and you do not want to define it every single time you use it. Using the let clause, you can define
a new range variable for that expression and subsequently reference it within the query. Once
assigned, a range variable defined by a let clause cannot be changed. However, if the range
variable holds a queryable type, it can be queried. In Example 2-21, you can see an example of
this clause applied to select the same product categories with the count of their products, sorted
by the counter itself.Example 2-21. A C# sample of usage of the let clausevar
categoriesByProductsNumberQuery = from c in categories join p in products on
c.IdCategory equals p.IdCategory into productsByCategory let ProductsCount =
productsByCategory.Count() orderby ProductsCount select new { c.IdCategory,
ProductsCount};foreach (var item in categoriesByProductsNumberQuery) {
Console.WriteLine(item);}Here is the output of the code excerpt in Example 2-21:{ IdCategory =
3, ProductsCount = 0 }{ IdCategory = 2, ProductsCount = 2 }{ IdCategory = 1, ProductsCount =
3 }Visual Basic uses syntax very similar to C#, and also allows you to define multiple aliases,
separated by commas, within the same let clause.Additional Visual Basic KeywordsVisual Basic
includes additional query expression keywords that are available in C# only by using extension
methods. These keywords are described in the following list:Aggregate Useful for applying an
aggregate function to a data source. You can use Aggregate to begin a new query instead of a
From clause.Distinct Can be used to eliminate duplicate values in query results.Skip Can be
used to skip the first N elements of a query result.Skip While Can be used to skip the first
elements of a query result that satisfy a specified predicate.Take Can be used to return the first



N elements of a query result.Take While Can be used to take the first elements of a query result
that satisfy a specified predicate.You can use Skip and Take (or Skip While and Take While)
together to paginate query results. You will revisit this subject with some examples in
Chapter 3.More About Query SyntaxAt this point, you have seen all the query keywords
available through the programming languages. However, remember that each query expression
is converted by the language compiler into an invocation of the corresponding extension
methods. Whenever you need to query a data source by using LINQ and no keyword exists for a
particular operation in a query expression, you can use native or custom extension methods
directly in conjunction with query expression syntax. When you use extension methods only (as
shown in Example 2-3), the syntax is called method syntax. When you use query syntax in
conjunction with extension methods (as shown in Example 2-17), the result is known as mixed
query syntax.Deferred Query Evaluation and Extension Method ResolutionThis section
examines two query expression behaviors: deferred query evaluation and extension method
resolution. Both concepts are important for all LINQ implementations.Deferred Query
EvaluationA query expression is not evaluated when it is defined, but only when it is used.
Consider the example in Example 2-22.Example 2-22. A sample LINQ query over a set of
developersList<Developer> developers = new List<Developer>(new Developer[] { new
Developer { Name = "Paolo", Language = "C#", Age = 32 }, new Developer { Name = "Marco",
Language = "C#", Age = 37}, new Developer { Name = "Frank", Language = "VB.NET", Age =
48 }});var query = from d in developers where d.Language == "C#" select new { d.Name,
d.Age };Console.WriteLine("There are {0} C# developers.", query.Count());This code declares a
very simple query that contains just two items, as you can see by reading the code that declares
the list of developers or simply by checking the console output of the code that invokes the
Count extension method:There are 2 C# developers.Now imagine that you want to change the
content of the source sequence by adding a new Developer instance—after the query variable
has been defined (as shown in Example 2-23).Example 2-23. Sample code to modify the set of
developers that are being querieddevelopers.Add(new Developer { Name = "Roberto",
Language = "C#", Age = 35 });Console.WriteLine("There are {0} C# developers.",
query.Count());If you enumerate the query variable again or check its item count, as we do in
Example 2-23 after a new developer is added, the result is three. The added developer is
included in the result even though he was added after the definition of query.The reason for this
behavior is that, from a logical point of view, a query expression describes a kind of “query plan.”
It is not actually executed until it is used, and it will be executed again and again every time you
run it. Some LINQ implementations—such as LINQ to Objects—implement this behavior
through delegates. Others—such as LINQ to SQL—might use expression trees that take
advantage of the IQueryable<T> interface. This behavior is known as deferred query evaluation
—and it is a fundamental concept in LINQ, regardless of which LINQ implementation you are
using.Deferred query evaluation is useful because you can define queries once and apply them
several times: if the source sequence has been changed, the result will always reflect the most



recent content. However, consider a situation in which you want a snapshot of the result at a
particular “safe point” that you want to re-use many times, avoiding re-execution, either for
performance reasons or to keep the snapshot independent of changes to the source sequence.
To do that, you need to make a copy of the result, which you can do by using a set of operators
called conversion operators (such as ToArray, ToList, ToDictionary, ToLookup), created
specifically for this purpose.NoteMore Info Conversion operators are covered in detail in
Chapter 3.Extension Method ResolutionExtension method resolution is one of the most
important concepts to understand if you want to master LINQ. Consider the code in
Example 2-24, which defines a custom list of type Developer (named Developers) and a class,
DevelopersExtension, that provides an extension method named Where that applies specifically
to instances of the Developers type.Example 2-24. Sample code to modify the set of developers
that are being queriedpublic sealed class Developers : List<Developer> { public
Developers(IEnumerable<Developer> items) : base(items) { }}public static class
DevelopersExtension { public static IEnumerable<Developer> Where( this Developers
source, Func<Developer, bool> predicate) { Console.WriteLine("Invoked Where extension
method for Developers"); return (source.AsEnumerable().Where(predicate)); } public static
IEnumerable<Developer> Where( this Developers source, Func<Developer, int, bool>
predicate) { Console.WriteLine("Invoked Where extension method for Developers");
return (source.AsEnumerable().Where(predicate)); }}The only special action the custom
Where extension methods take is to write some output to the console, indicating that they have
executed. After that, the methods pass the request to the Where extension methods defined for
any standard instance of type IEnumerable<T>, converting the source with a method called
AsEnumerable, which we will cover in Chapter 3.Now, if you use the usual developers array, the
behavior of the query in Example 2-25 is quite interesting.Example 2-25. A query expression
over a custom list of type DevelopersDevelopers developers = new Developers(new Developer[]
{ new Developer { Name = "Paolo", Language = "C#", Age = 32 }, new Developer { Name =
"Marco", Language = "C#", Age = 37 }, new Developer { Name = "Frank", Language =
"VB.NET", Age = 48 },});var query = from d in developers where d.Language == "C#"
select d;Console.WriteLine("There are {0} C# developers.", query.Count());The query
expression will be converted by the compiler into the following code, as you saw earlier in this
chapter:var query = developers .Where (d => d.Language == "C#") .Select(d => d);As a
result of the presence of the DevelopersExtension class, the extension method Where that
executes is the one defined by DevelopersExtension, rather than the general-purpose one
defined in System.Linq.Enumerable. (To be considered as an extension method container class,
the DevelopersExtension class must be declared as static and defined in the current
namespace or in any namespace included in active using directives.) The resulting code
produced by the compiler resolving extension methods is the following:var query =
Enumerable.Select( DevelopersExtension.Where( developers, d => d.Language
== "C#"), d => d );In the end, you are always calling static methods of a static class, but the



syntax required is lighter and more intuitive with extension methods than with the more verbose
static method explicit calls.At this point, you are beginning to experience the real power of LINQ.
Using extension methods, you can define custom behaviors for specific types. In the following
chapters, we will discuss LINQ to Entities, LINQ to SQL, LINQ to XML, and other
implementations of LINQ. These implementations are just specific implementations of query
operators, thanks to the extension method resolution realized by the compilers.Now everything
looks fine. But now imagine that you need to query the custom list of type Developers with the
standard Where extension method rather than with the specialized one. To achieve that, you will
need to convert the custom list to a more generalized type to divert the extension method
resolution made by the compiler. This is another scenario that can benefit from conversion
operators, which we will cover in Chapter 3.Some Final Thoughts About LINQ QueriesIn this
section, we will cover a few more details about degenerate query expressions and exception
handling.Degenerate Query ExpressionsSometimes you need to iterate over the elements of a
data source without any filtering, ordering, grouping, or custom projection. Consider for example
the query presented in Example 2-26.Example 2-26. A degenerate query expression over a list
of type DevelopersDeveloper[] developers = new Developer[] {...};var query = from d in
developers select d;foreach (var developer in query) { Console.WriteLine(developer.Name);}
This code excerpt simply iterates over the data source, so you might wonder why the code does
not simply use the data source directly, as in Example 2-27.Example 2-27. Iteration over a list of
type DevelopersDeveloper[] developers = new Developer[] {...};foreach (var developer in
developers) { Console.WriteLine(developer.Name);}Apparently, the results of both Examples
Example 2-26 and Example 2-27 are the same. However, using the query expression in
Example 2-26 ensures that if a specific Select extension method for the data source exists, the
custom method will be called and the result will be consistent as a result of the translation of the
query expression into its corresponding method syntax.A query that simply returns a result
equal to the original data source (thus appearing trivial or useless) is called a degenerate query
expression. On the other hand, iterating directly over the data source (as in Example 2-27) skips
the invocation of any custom Select extension method and does not guarantee the correct
behavior (unless, of course, you explicitly want to iterate over the data source without using
LINQ).Exception HandlingQuery expressions can refer to external methods within their
definitions. Sometimes those methods can fail. Consider the query defined in Example 2-28,
which invokes the DoSomething method for each data source item.Example 2-28. A C# query
expression that references an external method that throws a fictitious exceptionstatic Boolean
DoSomething(Developer dev) { if (dev.Age > 40) throw new
ArgumentOutOfRangeException("dev"); return (dev.Language == "C#");}static void Main() {
Developer[] developers = new Developer[] { new Developer { Name = "Frank", Language =
"VB.NET", Age = 48 }, // other initializations omitted for the sake of brevity }; var query =
from d in developers let SomethingResult = DoSomething(d) select new { d.Name,
SomethingResult }; foreach (var item in query) { Console.WriteLine(item); }}The



DoSomething method throws a fictitious exception for any developer older than 40. We call this
method from inside the query. During query execution, when the query iterates over the
developer Frank, who is 48 years old, the custom method will throw an exception.First, you
should think carefully about calling custom methods in query definitions, because it is a
potentially dangerous habit, as you can see when executing this sample code. However, in
cases in which you do decide to call external methods, the best way to work with them is to wrap
the enumeration of the query result with a try … catch block. In fact, as you saw in the section
Deferred Query Evaluation, a query expression is executed each time it is enumerated, and not
when it is defined. Thus, the correct way of writing the code in Example 2-28 is presented in
Example 2-29.Example 2-29. A C# query expression used with exception handlingDeveloper[]
developers = new Developer[] { new Developer { Name = "Frank", Language = "VB.NET", Age
= 48 }, // other initializations omitted for the sake of brevity};var query = from d in developers
let SomethingResult = DoSomething(d) select new { d.Name, SomethingResult };try {
foreach (var item in query) { Console.WriteLine(item); }}catch
(ArgumentOutOfRangeException e) { Console.WriteLine(e.Message);}In general, it is useless
to wrap a query expression definition with a try … catch block. Moreover, for the same reason,
you should avoid using the results of methods or constructors directly as data sources for a
query expression and should instead assign their results to instance variables, wrapping the
variable assignment with a try … catch block as in Example 2-30.Example 2-30. A C# query
expression with exception handling in a local variables declarationstatic void
queryWithExceptionHandledInDataSourceDefinition() { Developer[] developers = null; try {
developers = createDevelopersDataSource(); } catch (InvalidOperationException e) { //
Imagine that the createDevelopersDataSource // throws an InvalidOperationException in
case of failure // Handle it somehow ... Console.WriteLine(e.Message); } if (developers !
= null) { var query = from d in developers let SomethingResult =
DoSomething(d) select new { d.Name, SomethingResult }; try { foreach (var item
in query) { Console.WriteLine(item); } } catch
(ArgumentOutOfRangeException e) { Console.WriteLine(e.Message); } }}private static
Developer[] createDevelopersDataSource() { // Fictitious InvalidOperationException thrown
throw new InvalidOperationException();}SummaryThis chapter discussed the principles of
query expressions and their different syntax flavors (query syntax, method syntax, and mixed
syntax), as well as all the main query keywords available in C# and Visual Basic. You have seen
two important LINQ features: deferred query evaluation and extension method resolution. You
have also seen examples of degenerate query expression and how to handle exceptions while
enumerating query expressions. In the next chapter, you will examine LINQ to Objects in
detail.Chapter 2. LINQ Syntax FundamentalsWith Microsoft Language Integrated Query (LINQ),
you can query and manage sequences of items (objects, entities, database records, XML
nodes, and so on) within your software solutions, using a common syntax and a unique
programming language—regardless of the nature of the items handled. The key feature of LINQ



is its integration with widely used programming languages, an integration made possible by the
use of a syntax common to all kinds of content.As described in Chapter 1, LINQ provides a
basic infrastructure for many different implementations of querying engines, including LINQ to
Objects, LINQ to SQL, LINQ to DataSet, LINQ to Entities, LINQ to XML, LINQ to SharePoint,
and so on. All these query extensions are based on specialized extension methods and share a
common set of keywords for query expression syntax that you will learn in this chapter.Before
looking at each keyword in detail, we will walk you through various aspects of a simple LINQ
query and introduce you to fundamental elements of LINQ syntax.LINQ QueriesLINQ is based
on a set of query operators, defined as extension methods, that work with any object that
implements the IEnumerable<T> or IQueryable<T> interface.This approach makes LINQ a
general-purpose querying framework, because many collections and types implement
IEnumerable<T> or IQueryable<T>, and developers can define their own implementations. This
query infrastructure is also highly extensible, as you will see in Chapter 15. Given the
architecture of extension methods, you can specialize a method’s behavior based on the type of
data you are querying. For instance, both LINQ to SQL and LINQ to XML have specialized LINQ
operators to handle relational data and XML nodes, respectively.Query SyntaxTo introduce
query syntax, let us start with a simple example. Imagine that you need to query an array of
objects of a Developer type by using LINQ to Objects. You want to extract the names of the
developers who use Microsoft Visual C# as their main programming language. The code you
might use is shown in Example 2-1.Example 2-1. A simple query expression in C#using
System;using System.Linq;using System.Collections.Generic;public class Developer { public
string Name; public string Language; public int Age;}class App { static void Main() {
Developer[] developers = new Developer[] { new Developer {Name = "Paolo", Language =
"C#"}, new Developer {Name = "Marco", Language = "C#"}, new Developer {Name =
"Frank", Language = "VB.NET"}}; var developersUsingCSharp = from d in developers
where d.Language == "C#" select d.Name; foreach (var item in
developersUsingCSharp) { Console.WriteLine(item); } }}When you run this code, it
writes the names Paolo and Marco.In Microsoft Visual Basic, you can express the same query
against the same Developer type with syntax such as that shown in Example 2-2.Example 2-2. A
simple query expression in Visual BasicImports SystemImports System.LinqImports
System.Collections.GenericPublic Class Developer Public Name As String Public Language
As String Public Age As IntegerEnd ClassModule App Sub Main() Dim developers As
Developer() = New Developer() { New Developer With {.Name = "Paolo", .Language =
"C#"}, New Developer With {.Name = "Marco", .Language = "C#"}, New Developer
With {.Name = "Frank", .Language = "VB.NET"}} Dim developersUsingCSharp = From
d In developers Where d.Language = "C#" Select d.Name For Each item in
developersUsingCSharp Console.WriteLine(item) Next End SubEnd ModuleThe
syntax of the queries (shown in bold in Examples Example 2-1 and Example 2-2) is called a
query expression. In some LINQ implementations, an in-memory representation of these queries



is known as an expression tree. A query expression operates on one or more information
sources by applying one or more query operators from either the group of standard query
operators or domain-specific operators. In general, the evaluation of a query expression results
in a sequence of values. A query expression is evaluated only when its contents are
enumerated. For further details on query expressions and expression trees, refer to
Chapter 14.NoteFor the sake of simplicity, we will cover only the C# syntax in the following
examples; however, you can see that the Visual Basic version of this sample is very similar to the
C# one.These queries look similar to a SQL statement, although their style is a bit different. The
sample expression we have defined consists of a selection command:select d.NameThat
command is applied to a set of items:from d in developersThe from clause targets any instance
of a class that implements the IEnumerable<T> interface. The selection applies a specific
filtering condition:where d.Language == "C#"The language compilers translate these clauses
into invocations of extension methods that are sequentially applied to the target of the query.
The core library of LINQ, defined in assembly System.Core.dll, defines a set of extension
methods grouped by target and purpose. For example, the assembly includes a class named
Enumerable, defined in the namespace System.Linq, which defines extension methods that can
be applied to instances of types implementing the IEnumerable<T> interface.The filtering
condition (where) defined in the sample query translates into an invocation of the Where
extension method of the Enumerable class. This method provides two overloads, both of which
accept a delegate to a predicate function that describes the filtering condition to check while
partitioning the resulting data. In this case, the filtering predicate is a generic delegate that
accepts an element of type T, which is the same type as the instances stored in the enumeration
we are filtering. The delegate returns a Boolean result stating the membership of the item in the
filtered result set:public static IEnumerable<T> Where<T>( this IEnumerable<T> source,
Func<T, bool> predicate);As you can see from the method signature, you can invoke this
method against any type that implements IEnumerable<T>; therefore, you can call it on the
developers array as follows:var filteredDevelopers = developers.Where(delegate (Developer d)
{ return (d.Language == "C#");});Here, the predicate argument passed to the Where method
represents an anonymous delegate to a function called for each item of type Developer taken
from the source set of data (developers). The result of invoking the Where method will be a
subset of items: all those that satisfy the predicate condition.C# and Visual Basic can define an
anonymous delegate in an easier way, using a lambda expression. Using a lambda expression,
you can rewrite the sample filtering code more compactly:var filteredDevelopers =
developers.Where(d => d.Language == "C#");The select statement is also an extension method
(named Select) provided by the Enumerable class. Here is the signature of the Select
method:public static IEnumerable<TResult> Select<TSource, TResult>( this
IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource, TResult> selector);The selector argument is a
projection that returns an enumeration of objects of type TResult, which is obtained from a set of
source objects of type TSource. As described previously, you can apply this method to the whole



collection of developers using a lambda expression, or invoke it on the collection that is filtered
by the programming language (named filteredDevelopers)—because it is still a type
implementing IEnumerable<T>:var csharpDevelopersNames = filteredDevelopers.Select(d =>
d.Name);Based on the sequence of statements we have just described, here is the sample
query rewritten without using the query expression syntax:IEnumerable<string>
developersUsingCSharp = developers .Where(d => d.Language == "C#") .Select(d =>
d.Name);The Where method and the Select method both receive lambda expressions as
arguments. These lambda expressions translate to predicates and projections based on a set of
generic delegate types defined within the System namespace, in the System.Core.dll
assembly.Here is the entire family of available generic delegate types. Many extension methods
of the Enumerable class accept these delegates as arguments, and we will use them throughout
the examples in this chapter:public delegate TResult Func< TResult >();public delegate TResult
Func< T, TResult >( T arg );public delegate TResult Func< T1, T2, TResult > (T1 arg1, T2
arg2 );public delegate TResult Func< T1, T2, T3, TResult > ( T1 arg1, T2 arg2, T3 arg3 );public
delegate TResult Func< T1, T2, T3, T4, TResult > (T1 arg1, T2 arg2, T3 arg3, T4
arg4 );...public delegate TResult Func<T1, T2, T3, T4, T5, T6, T7, T8, T9, T10, T11, T12, T13,
T14, T15, TResult>(T1 arg1, T2 arg2, T3 arg3, T4 arg4, T5 arg5, T6 arg6, T7 arg7, T8 arg8,
T9 arg9, T10 arg10, T11 arg11, T12 arg12, T13 arg13, T14 arg14, T15 arg15);public delegate
TResult Func<T1, T2, T3, T4, T5, T6, T7, T8, T9, T10, T11, T12, T13, T14, T15, T16,
TResult>(T1 arg1, T2 arg2, T3 arg3, T4 arg4, T5 arg5, T6 arg6, T7 arg7, T8arg8, T9 arg9, T10
arg10, T11 arg11, T12 arg12, T13 arg13, T14 arg14, T15 arg15, T16 arg16);A final version of
the original query in this chapter might look something like Example 2-3.Example 2-3. The
original query expression translated into basic elementsFunc<Developer, bool>
filteringPredicate = d => d.Language == "C#";Func<Developer, string> selectionPredicate = d
=> d.Name;IEnumerable<string> developersUsingCSharp = developers
.Where(filteringPredicate) .Select(selectionPredicate);The C# compiler, like the Visual Basic
compiler, translates the LINQ query expressions (Examples Example 2-1 and Example 2-2) into
something like the statement shown in Example 2-3. After you become familiar with the query
expression syntax (Examples Example 2-1 and Example 2-2), it is simpler and easier to write
and manage this syntax, even if it is optional—and you can always use the equivalent, more
verbose version (Example 2-3). Nevertheless, sometimes it is necessary to use the direct call to
an extension method because query expression syntax does not cover all possible extension
methods.ImportantIn Chapter 3, we will cover in more detail all the extension methods available
in the Enumerable class defined in the System.Linq namespace.Full Query SyntaxThe previous
section described a simple query over a list of objects. Query expression syntax, however, is
more complete and articulate than shown in that example, providing many different language
keywords that satisfy most common querying scenarios. Every query starts with a from clause
and ends with either a select clause or a group clause. The reason to start with a from clause
instead of a select statement, as in SQL syntax, is related (among other technical reasons) to



the need to provide IntelliSense capabilities within the remaining part of the query, which makes
writing conditions, selections, and any other query expression clauses easier. A select clause
projects the result of an expression into an enumerable object. A group clause projects the result
of an expression into a set of groups, based on a grouping condition, where each group is an
enumerable object. The following code shows a prototype of the full syntax of a query
expression:query-expression ::= from-clause query-bodyquery-body ::=join-clause*(from-clause
join-clause* | let-clause | where-clause)*orderby-clause?(select-clause | groupby-clause)
query-continuation?from-clause ::= from itemName in srcExprselect-clause ::= select
selExprgroupby-clause ::= group selExpr by keyExprThe first from clause can be followed by
zero or more from, let, or where clauses. A let clause applies a name to the result of an
expression; it is useful whenever you need to reference the same expression many times within
a query:let-clause ::= let itemName = selExprA where clause, as already discussed, defines a
filter that is applied to include specific items in the results:where-clause ::= where predExprEach
from clause generates a local “range variable” that corresponds to each item in the source
sequence on which query operators (such as the extension methods of
System.Linq.Enumerable) are applied.A from clause can be followed by any number of join
clauses. The final select or group clause can be preceded by an orderby clause that applies an
ordering to the results:join-clause ::=join itemName in srcExpr on keyExpr equals keyExpr(into
itemName)?orderby-clause ::= orderby (keyExpr (ascending | descending)?)*query-
continuation ::= into itemName query-bodyYou will see examples of query expressions
throughout this book. You can refer to this section when you want to check specific elements of
their syntax.Query KeywordsThe following sections describe the various query keywords
available in query expression syntax in more detail.From ClauseThe first keyword is the from
clause. It defines the data source of a query or subquery and a range variable that defines each
single element to query from the data source. The data source can be any instance of a type that
implements the interfaces IEnumerable, IEnumerable<T>, or IQueryable<T> (which implements
IEnumerable<T>). The following excerpt shows a sample C# statement that uses this
clause:from rangeVariable in dataSourceThe language compiler infers the type of the range
variable from the type of the data source. For example, if the data source is of type
IEnumerable<Developer>, the range variable will be of type Developer. In cases that do not use
a strongly typed data source—for example an ArrayList of objects of type Developer that
implement IEnumerable—you should explicitly provide the type of the range variable. In
Example 2-4, you can see an example of a query that explicitly declares the Developer type for
the range variable named d.Example 2-4. A query expression against a nongeneric data source,
with type declaration for the range variableArrayList developers = new
ArrayList();developers.Add(new Developer { Name = "Paolo", Language =
"C#" });developers.Add(new Developer { Name = "Marco", Language =
"C#" });developers.Add(new Developer { Name = "Frank", Language = "VB.NET" });var
developersUsingCSharp = from Developer d in developers where d.Language == "C#"



select d.Name;foreach (string item in developersUsingCSharp) { Console.WriteLine(item);}In
Example 2-4, the casting is mandatory; otherwise, the query will not compile because the
compiler cannot automatically infer the type of the range variable, thereby losing the ability to
resolve the Language and Name member access in the same query.Queries can have multiple
from clauses that define joins between multiple data sources. In C#, each data source requires a
from clause declaration, as you can see in Example 2-5, which joins customers with their orders.
Note that the relationship between Customer and Order is physically defined by the presence of
an Orders array of type Order in each instance of Customer.Example 2-5. A C# query
expression with a join between two data sourcespublic class Customer { public String Name
{ get; set; } public String City { get; set; } public Order[] Orders { get; set; }}public class Order {
public Int32 IdOrder { get; set; } public Decimal EuroAmount { get; set; } public String
Description { get; set; }}// ... code omitted ...static void queryWithJoin() { Customer[] customers
= new Customer[] { new Customer { Name = "Paolo", City = "Brescia", Orders = new
Order[] { new Order { IdOrder = 1, EuroAmount = 100, Description = "Order 1" },
new Order { IdOrder = 2, EuroAmount = 150, Description = "Order 2" }, new Order
{ IdOrder = 3, EuroAmount = 230, Description = "Order 3" }, }}, new Customer { Name =
"Marco", City = "Torino", Orders = new Order[] { new Order { IdOrder = 4,
EuroAmount = 320, Description = "Order 4" }, new Order { IdOrder = 5, EuroAmount =
170, Description = "Order 5" }, }}}; var ordersQuery = from c in customers from o
in c.Orders select new { c.Name, o.IdOrder, o.EuroAmount }; foreach (var item in
ordersQuery) { Console.WriteLine(item); }}In Visual Basic, a single from clause can define
multiple data sources, separated by commas, as you can see in Example 2-6.Example 2-6. A
Visual Basic query expression with a join between two data sourcesDim customers As
Customer() = { New Customer With {.Name = "Paolo", .City = "Brescia", .Orders = New
Order() { New Order With {.IdOrder = 1, .EuroAmount = 100, .Description = "Order 1"},
New Order With {.IdOrder = 2, .EuroAmount = 150, .Description = "Order 2"}, New Order
With {.IdOrder = 3, .EuroAmount = 230, .Description = "Order 3"} }}, New Customer With
{.Name = "Marco", .City = "Torino", .Orders = New Order() { New Order With {.IdOrder =
4, .EuroAmount = 320, .Description = "Order 4"}, New Order With {.IdOrder =
5, .EuroAmount = 170, .Description = "Order 5"}}}}Dim ordersQuery = From c In customers,
o In c.Orders Select c.Name, o.IdOrder, o.EuroAmountFor Each item In ordersQuery
Console.WriteLine(item)NextImportantWhen you use multiple from clauses, the “join condition”
is determined by the structure of the data and is different from the concept of a join in a relational
database. (For this, you need to use the join clause in a query expression, which we will cover
later in this chapter.)Where ClauseAs discussed earlier, the where clause specifies a filtering
condition to apply to the data source. The predicate applies a Boolean condition to each item in
the data source, extracting only those that evaluate to true. Within a single query, you can have
multiple where clauses or a where clause with multiple predicates combined by using logical
operators (&&, ||, and ! in C#; or And, Or, AndAlso, OrElse, Is, and IsNot in Visual Basic). In



Visual Basic, the predicate can be any expression that evaluates to a Boolean value, so you can
also use a numeric expression that will be considered true if it is not equal to zero.Consider the
query in Example 2-7, which uses the where clause to extract all the orders with a EuroAmount
greater than 200 Euros.Example 2-7. A C# query expression with a where clausevar
ordersQuery = from c in customers from o in c.Orders where o.EuroAmount > 200 select
new { c.Name, o.IdOrder, o.EuroAmount };In Example 2-8, you can see the corresponding query
syntax using Visual Basic.Example 2-8. A Visual Basic query expression with a where
clauseDim ordersQuery = From c In customers, o In c.Orders Where o.EuroAmount >
200 Select c.Name, o.IdOrder, o.EuroAmountSelect ClauseThe select clause specifies the
shape of the query output. It is based on a projection that determines what to select from the
result of the evaluation of all the clauses and expressions that precede it. In Visual Basic, the
Select clause is not mandatory. If it is not specified, the query returns a type that is based on the
range variable identified for the current scope. Examples Example 2-7 and Example 2-8 used
the select clause to project anonymous types made up of properties or members of the range
variables in scope. As you can see by comparing the C# syntax (Example 2-7) and the Visual
Basic syntax (Example 2-8), the Visual Basic version looks more like a SQL statement in its
select pattern, whereas the C# version appears more like programming language syntax. In fact,
in C# you must explicitly declare your intent to create a new anonymous type instance, whereas
in Visual Basic the language syntax is lighter and hides the inner workings.Group and Into
ClausesThe group clause can be used to project a result grouped by a key. It can be used as an
alternative to the from clause and allows you to use single-value keys as well as multiple-value
keys. Example 2-9 shows a query that groups developers by programming
language.Example 2-9. A C# query expression to group developers by programming
languageDeveloper[] developers = new Developer[] { new Developer { Name = "Paolo",
Language = "C#" }, new Developer { Name = "Marco", Language = "C#" }, new Developer
{ Name = "Frank", Language = "VB.NET" },};var developersGroupedByLanguage = from d in
developers group d by d.Language;foreach (var group in developersGroupedByLanguage) {
Console.WriteLine("Language: {0}", group.Key); foreach (var item in group){
Console.WriteLine("\t{0}", item.Name); }}The output of the code excerpt in Example 2-9
is:Language: C# Paolo MarcoLanguage: VB.NET FrankAs you can see, the result of
the query is an enumeration of groups identified by a key and made up of inner items. The
example enumerates each group in the query result, writing its Key property to the console and
then iterating the items in each group to extract their values. As mentioned previously, you can
group items by using a multiple-value key that makes use of anonymous types. Example 2-10
shows an example that groups developers by language and an age cluster.Example 2-10. A C#
query expression to group developers by programming language and ageDeveloper[]
developers = new Developer[] { new Developer { Name = "Paolo", Language = "C#", Age =
32 }, new Developer { Name = "Marco", Language = "C#", Age = 37}, new Developer { Name
= "Frank", Language = "VB.NET", Age = 48 },};var developersGroupedByLanguage = from d



in developers group d by new { d.Language, AgeCluster = (d.Age / 10) * 10 };foreach (var group
in developersGroupedByLanguage) { Console.WriteLine("Language: {0}", group.Key); foreach
(var item in group) { Console.WriteLine("\t{0}", item.Name); }}This time, the output of the
code excerpt in Example 2-10 is:Language: { Language = C#, AgeCluster = 30 } Paolo
MarcoLanguage: { Language = VB.NET, AgeCluster = 40 } FrankIn this example, the Key for
each group is an anonymous type defined by two properties: Language and AgeCluster.Visual
Basic also supports grouping results by using the Group By clause. Example 2-11 shows a
query that is equivalent to the one shown in Example 2-9.Example 2-11. A Visual Basic query
expression to group developers by programming languageDim developers As Developer() = {
New Developer With {.Name = "Paolo", .Language = "C#", .Age = 32}, New Developer With
{.Name = "Marco", .Language = "C#", .Age = 37}, New Developer With {.Name =
"Frank", .Language = "VB.NET", .Age = 48}}Dim developersGroupedByLanguage = From d In
developers Group d By d.Language Into Group Select Language, GroupFor Each group In
developersGroupedByLanguage Console.WriteLine("Language: {0}", group.Language) For
Each item In group.Group Console.WriteLine(" {0}", item.Name) NextNextThe Visual
Basic syntax is a bit more complex than the corresponding C# syntax. In Visual Basic, you
project the grouping by using the into clause to create a new Group object of items and then
explicitly declare the selection pattern. However, the result of the grouping is easier to
enumerate because the Key value keeps its name (Language).C# also provides an into clause
that is useful in conjunction with the group keyword, even if using it is not mandatory. You can
use the into keyword to store the results of a select, group, or join statement in a temporary
variable. You might use this construction when you need to execute additional queries over the
results. Because of this behavior, this keyword is also called a continuation clause.
Example 2-12 shows an example of a C# query expression that uses the into
clause.Example 2-12. A C# query expression using the into clausevar
developersGroupedByLanguage = from d in developers group d by d.Language into
developersGrouped select new { Language = developersGrouped.Key,
DevelopersCount = developersGrouped.Count() };foreach (var group in
developersGroupedByLanguage) { Console.WriteLine ("Language {0} contains {1}
developers", group.Language, group.DevelopersCount);}Orderby ClauseThe orderby clause,
as you can assume from its name, lets you sort the result of a query in either ascending or
descending order. The ordering can use one or more keys that combine different sorting
directions. Example 2-13 shows a query that extracts orders placed by customers, ordered by
EuroAmount. (By default, when not explicitly defined, the orderby clause sorts values in
ascending sequence.)Example 2-13. A C# query expression with an orderby clausevar
ordersSortedByEuroAmount = from c in customers from o in c.Orders orderby
o.EuroAmount select new { c.Name, o.IdOrder, o.EuroAmount };Example 2-14 shows a query
that selects orders sorted by customer Name and EuroAmount in descending
order.Example 2-14. A C# query expression with an orderby clause with multiple ordering



conditionsvar ordersSortedByCustomerAndEuroAmount = from c in customers from o in
c.Orders orderby c.Name, o.EuroAmount descending select new { c.Name, o.IdOrder,
o.EuroAmount };Example 2-15 shows the query from Example 2-14 written in Visual
Basic.Example 2-15. A Visual Basic query expression with an orderby clause with multiple
ordering conditionsDim ordersSortedByCustomerAndEuroAmount = From c In customers,
o In c.Orders Order By c.Name, o.EuroAmount Descending Select c.Name, o.IdOrder,
o.EuroAmountHere, both languages have very similar syntax.Join ClauseThe join keyword lets
you associate different data sources on the basis of a member that can be compared for
equivalency. It works similarly to a SQL equijoin statement. You cannot compare items to join by
using comparisons such as “greater than,” “less than,” or “not equal to.” You can define equality
comparisons only by using a special equals keyword that behaves differently from the “= =”
operator, because the position of the operands is significant. With equals, the left key consumes
the outer source sequence, and the right key consumes the inner source sequence. The outer
source sequence is in scope only on the left side of equals, and the inner source sequence is in
scope only on the right side. Here is this concept presented in pseudocode:join-clause ::= join
innerItem in innerSequence on outerKey equals innerKeyBy using the join clause, you can
define inner joins, group joins, and left outer joins. An inner join is a join that returns a flat result,
mapping the outer data source elements with the corresponding inner data source. It skips outer
data source elements that lack corresponding inner data source elements. Example 2-16
presents a simple query with an inner join between product categories and related
products.Example 2-16. A C# query expression with an inner joinpublic class Category { public
Int32 IdCategory { get; set; } public String Name { get; set; }}public class Product { public
String IdProduct { get; set; } public Int32 IdCategory { get; set; } public String Description { get;
set; }}// ... code omitted ...Category[] categories = new Category[] { new Category { IdCategory
= 1, Name = "Pasta"}, new Category { IdCategory = 2, Name = "Beverages"}, new Category
{ IdCategory = 3, Name = "Other food"},};Product[] products = new Product[] { new Product
{ IdProduct = "PASTA01", IdCategory = 1, Description = "Tortellini" }, new Product { IdProduct =
"PASTA02", IdCategory = 1, Description = "Spaghetti" }, new Product { IdProduct = "PASTA03",
IdCategory = 1, Description = "Fusilli" }, new Product { IdProduct = "BEV01", IdCategory = 2,
Description = "Water" }, new Product { IdProduct = "BEV02", IdCategory = 2, Description =
"Orange Juice" },};var categoriesAndProducts = from c in categories join p in products on
c.IdCategory equals p.IdCategory select new { c.IdCategory, CategoryName = c.Name,
Product = p.Description };foreach (var item in categoriesAndProducts) {
Console.WriteLine(item);}The output of this code excerpt is similar to the following. Notice that
the “Other food” category is missing from the output because no products are included in it:
{ IdCategory = 1, CategoryName = Pasta, Product = Tortellini }{ IdCategory = 1, CategoryName
= Pasta, Product = Spaghetti }{ IdCategory = 1, CategoryName = Pasta, Product = Fusilli }
{ IdCategory = 2, CategoryName = Beverages, Product = Water }{ IdCategory = 2,
CategoryName = Beverages, Product = Orange Juice }A group join defines a join that produces



a hierarchical result set, grouping the inner sequence elements with their corresponding outer
sequence elements. In cases in which an outer sequence element is missing its corresponding
inner sequence elements, the outer element will be joined with an empty array. A group join does
not have a relational counterpart in SQL syntax because of its hierarchical result. Example 2-17
shows an example of such a query. (You will see an expanded form of this type of query in
Chapter 3.)Example 2-17. A C# query expression with a group joinvar categoriesAndProducts =
from c in categories join p in products on c.IdCategory equals p.IdCategory into
productsByCategory select new { c.IdCategory, CategoryName = c.Name, Products
= productsByCategory };foreach (var category in categoriesAndProducts) {
Console.WriteLine("{0} - {1}", category.IdCategory, category.CategoryName); foreach (var
product in category.Products) { Console.WriteLine("\t{0}", product.Description); }}The output
of this code excerpt follows. Notice that this time the “Other food” category is present in the
output, even though it is empty:1 - Pasta Tortellini Spaghetti Fusilli2 - Beverages
Water Orange Juice3 - Other foodVisual Basic provides a specific keyword called Group
Join to define group joins in query expressions.A left outer join returns a flat result set that
includes any outer source element even if it is missing its corresponding inner source element.
To produce this result, you need to use the DefaultIfEmpty extension method, which returns a
default value in the case of an empty data source value. We will cover this and many other
extension methods in more detail in Chapter 3. In Example 2-18, you can see an example of this
syntax.Example 2-18. A C# query expression with a left outer joinvar categoriesAndProducts =
from c in categories join p in products on c.IdCategory equals p.IdCategory into
productsByCategory from pc in productsByCategory.DefaultIfEmpty( new Product {
IdProduct = String.Empty, Description = String.Empty, IdCategory = 0} ) select new {
c.IdCategory, CategoryName = c.Name, Product = pc.Description };foreach (var item in
categoriesAndProducts) { Console.WriteLine(item);}This example produces the following
output:{ IdCategory = 1, CategoryName = Pasta, Product = Tortellini }{ IdCategory = 1,
CategoryName = Pasta, Product = Spaghetti }{ IdCategory = 1, CategoryName = Pasta, Product
= Fusilli }{ IdCategory = 2, CategoryName = Beverages, Product = Water }{ IdCategory = 2,
CategoryName = Beverages, Product = Orange Juice }{ IdCategory = 3, CategoryName = Other
food, Product = }Notice that the “Other food” category is present with an empty product, which
is provided by the DefaultIfEmpty extension method.One last point to emphasize about the join
clause is that you can compare elements by using composite keys. You simply make use of
anonymous types as shown with the group keyword. For example, if you had a composite key in
Category made up of IdCategory and Year, you could write the following statement with an
anonymous type used in the equals condition:from c in categoriesjoin p in products on new
{ c.IdCategory, c.Year } equals new { p.IdCategory, p.Year } into productsByCategoryAs you
have already seen in this chapter, you can also get the results of joins by using nested from
clauses, which is a useful approach whenever you need to define non-equijoin queries.Visual
Basic has syntax quite similar to C#, but offers some shortcuts to define joins more quickly. You



can define implicit join statements by using multiple In clauses in the From statement and
defining the equality conditions with a Where clause. In Example 2-19, you can see an example
of this syntax.Example 2-19. A Visual Basic implicit join statementDim categoriesAndProducts =
From c In categories, p In products Where c.IdCategory = p.IdCategory Select
c.IdCategory, CategoryName = c.Name, Product = p.DescriptionFor Each item In
categoriesAndProducts Console.WriteLine(item)NextIn Example 2-20, you can see the same
query defined by using the standard explicit join syntax.Example 2-20. A Visual Basic explicit
join statementDim categoriesAndProducts = From c In categories Join p In products On
p.IdCategory Equals c.IdCategory Select c.IdCategory, CategoryName = c.Name, Product =
p.DescriptionNotice that in Visual Basic the order of elements in the equality comparison does
not matter because the compiler will arrange them on its own, making the query syntax more
relaxed, as happens in classic relational SQL.Let ClauseThe let clause allows you to store the
result of a subexpression in a variable that can be used somewhere else in the query. This
clause is useful when you need to reuse the same expression many times in the same query,
and you do not want to define it every single time you use it. Using the let clause, you can define
a new range variable for that expression and subsequently reference it within the query. Once
assigned, a range variable defined by a let clause cannot be changed. However, if the range
variable holds a queryable type, it can be queried. In Example 2-21, you can see an example of
this clause applied to select the same product categories with the count of their products, sorted
by the counter itself.Example 2-21. A C# sample of usage of the let clausevar
categoriesByProductsNumberQuery = from c in categories join p in products on
c.IdCategory equals p.IdCategory into productsByCategory let ProductsCount =
productsByCategory.Count() orderby ProductsCount select new { c.IdCategory,
ProductsCount};foreach (var item in categoriesByProductsNumberQuery) {
Console.WriteLine(item);}Here is the output of the code excerpt in Example 2-21:{ IdCategory =
3, ProductsCount = 0 }{ IdCategory = 2, ProductsCount = 2 }{ IdCategory = 1, ProductsCount =
3 }Visual Basic uses syntax very similar to C#, and also allows you to define multiple aliases,
separated by commas, within the same let clause.Additional Visual Basic KeywordsVisual Basic
includes additional query expression keywords that are available in C# only by using extension
methods. These keywords are described in the following list:Aggregate Useful for applying an
aggregate function to a data source. You can use Aggregate to begin a new query instead of a
From clause.Distinct Can be used to eliminate duplicate values in query results.Skip Can be
used to skip the first N elements of a query result.Skip While Can be used to skip the first
elements of a query result that satisfy a specified predicate.Take Can be used to return the first
N elements of a query result.Take While Can be used to take the first elements of a query result
that satisfy a specified predicate.You can use Skip and Take (or Skip While and Take While)
together to paginate query results. You will revisit this subject with some examples in
Chapter 3.More About Query SyntaxAt this point, you have seen all the query keywords
available through the programming languages. However, remember that each query expression



is converted by the language compiler into an invocation of the corresponding extension
methods. Whenever you need to query a data source by using LINQ and no keyword exists for a
particular operation in a query expression, you can use native or custom extension methods
directly in conjunction with query expression syntax. When you use extension methods only (as
shown in Example 2-3), the syntax is called method syntax. When you use query syntax in
conjunction with extension methods (as shown in Example 2-17), the result is known as mixed
query syntax.Deferred Query Evaluation and Extension Method ResolutionThis section
examines two query expression behaviors: deferred query evaluation and extension method
resolution. Both concepts are important for all LINQ implementations.Deferred Query
EvaluationA query expression is not evaluated when it is defined, but only when it is used.
Consider the example in Example 2-22.Example 2-22. A sample LINQ query over a set of
developersList<Developer> developers = new List<Developer>(new Developer[] { new
Developer { Name = "Paolo", Language = "C#", Age = 32 }, new Developer { Name = "Marco",
Language = "C#", Age = 37}, new Developer { Name = "Frank", Language = "VB.NET", Age =
48 }});var query = from d in developers where d.Language == "C#" select new { d.Name,
d.Age };Console.WriteLine("There are {0} C# developers.", query.Count());This code declares a
very simple query that contains just two items, as you can see by reading the code that declares
the list of developers or simply by checking the console output of the code that invokes the
Count extension method:There are 2 C# developers.Now imagine that you want to change the
content of the source sequence by adding a new Developer instance—after the query variable
has been defined (as shown in Example 2-23).Example 2-23. Sample code to modify the set of
developers that are being querieddevelopers.Add(new Developer { Name = "Roberto",
Language = "C#", Age = 35 });Console.WriteLine("There are {0} C# developers.",
query.Count());If you enumerate the query variable again or check its item count, as we do in
Example 2-23 after a new developer is added, the result is three. The added developer is
included in the result even though he was added after the definition of query.The reason for this
behavior is that, from a logical point of view, a query expression describes a kind of “query plan.”
It is not actually executed until it is used, and it will be executed again and again every time you
run it. Some LINQ implementations—such as LINQ to Objects—implement this behavior
through delegates. Others—such as LINQ to SQL—might use expression trees that take
advantage of the IQueryable<T> interface. This behavior is known as deferred query evaluation
—and it is a fundamental concept in LINQ, regardless of which LINQ implementation you are
using.Deferred query evaluation is useful because you can define queries once and apply them
several times: if the source sequence has been changed, the result will always reflect the most
recent content. However, consider a situation in which you want a snapshot of the result at a
particular “safe point” that you want to re-use many times, avoiding re-execution, either for
performance reasons or to keep the snapshot independent of changes to the source sequence.
To do that, you need to make a copy of the result, which you can do by using a set of operators
called conversion operators (such as ToArray, ToList, ToDictionary, ToLookup), created



specifically for this purpose.NoteMore Info Conversion operators are covered in detail in
Chapter 3.Extension Method ResolutionExtension method resolution is one of the most
important concepts to understand if you want to master LINQ. Consider the code in
Example 2-24, which defines a custom list of type Developer (named Developers) and a class,
DevelopersExtension, that provides an extension method named Where that applies specifically
to instances of the Developers type.Example 2-24. Sample code to modify the set of developers
that are being queriedpublic sealed class Developers : List<Developer> { public
Developers(IEnumerable<Developer> items) : base(items) { }}public static class
DevelopersExtension { public static IEnumerable<Developer> Where( this Developers
source, Func<Developer, bool> predicate) { Console.WriteLine("Invoked Where extension
method for Developers"); return (source.AsEnumerable().Where(predicate)); } public static
IEnumerable<Developer> Where( this Developers source, Func<Developer, int, bool>
predicate) { Console.WriteLine("Invoked Where extension method for Developers");
return (source.AsEnumerable().Where(predicate)); }}The only special action the custom
Where extension methods take is to write some output to the console, indicating that they have
executed. After that, the methods pass the request to the Where extension methods defined for
any standard instance of type IEnumerable<T>, converting the source with a method called
AsEnumerable, which we will cover in Chapter 3.Now, if you use the usual developers array, the
behavior of the query in Example 2-25 is quite interesting.Example 2-25. A query expression
over a custom list of type DevelopersDevelopers developers = new Developers(new Developer[]
{ new Developer { Name = "Paolo", Language = "C#", Age = 32 }, new Developer { Name =
"Marco", Language = "C#", Age = 37 }, new Developer { Name = "Frank", Language =
"VB.NET", Age = 48 },});var query = from d in developers where d.Language == "C#"
select d;Console.WriteLine("There are {0} C# developers.", query.Count());The query
expression will be converted by the compiler into the following code, as you saw earlier in this
chapter:var query = developers .Where (d => d.Language == "C#") .Select(d => d);As a
result of the presence of the DevelopersExtension class, the extension method Where that
executes is the one defined by DevelopersExtension, rather than the general-purpose one
defined in System.Linq.Enumerable. (To be considered as an extension method container class,
the DevelopersExtension class must be declared as static and defined in the current
namespace or in any namespace included in active using directives.) The resulting code
produced by the compiler resolving extension methods is the following:var query =
Enumerable.Select( DevelopersExtension.Where( developers, d => d.Language
== "C#"), d => d );In the end, you are always calling static methods of a static class, but the
syntax required is lighter and more intuitive with extension methods than with the more verbose
static method explicit calls.At this point, you are beginning to experience the real power of LINQ.
Using extension methods, you can define custom behaviors for specific types. In the following
chapters, we will discuss LINQ to Entities, LINQ to SQL, LINQ to XML, and other
implementations of LINQ. These implementations are just specific implementations of query



operators, thanks to the extension method resolution realized by the compilers.Now everything
looks fine. But now imagine that you need to query the custom list of type Developers with the
standard Where extension method rather than with the specialized one. To achieve that, you will
need to convert the custom list to a more generalized type to divert the extension method
resolution made by the compiler. This is another scenario that can benefit from conversion
operators, which we will cover in Chapter 3.Some Final Thoughts About LINQ QueriesIn this
section, we will cover a few more details about degenerate query expressions and exception
handling.Degenerate Query ExpressionsSometimes you need to iterate over the elements of a
data source without any filtering, ordering, grouping, or custom projection. Consider for example
the query presented in Example 2-26.Example 2-26. A degenerate query expression over a list
of type DevelopersDeveloper[] developers = new Developer[] {...};var query = from d in
developers select d;foreach (var developer in query) { Console.WriteLine(developer.Name);}
This code excerpt simply iterates over the data source, so you might wonder why the code does
not simply use the data source directly, as in Example 2-27.Example 2-27. Iteration over a list of
type DevelopersDeveloper[] developers = new Developer[] {...};foreach (var developer in
developers) { Console.WriteLine(developer.Name);}Apparently, the results of both Examples
Example 2-26 and Example 2-27 are the same. However, using the query expression in
Example 2-26 ensures that if a specific Select extension method for the data source exists, the
custom method will be called and the result will be consistent as a result of the translation of the
query expression into its corresponding method syntax.A query that simply returns a result
equal to the original data source (thus appearing trivial or useless) is called a degenerate query
expression. On the other hand, iterating directly over the data source (as in Example 2-27) skips
the invocation of any custom Select extension method and does not guarantee the correct
behavior (unless, of course, you explicitly want to iterate over the data source without using
LINQ).Exception HandlingQuery expressions can refer to external methods within their
definitions. Sometimes those methods can fail. Consider the query defined in Example 2-28,
which invokes the DoSomething method for each data source item.Example 2-28. A C# query
expression that references an external method that throws a fictitious exceptionstatic Boolean
DoSomething(Developer dev) { if (dev.Age > 40) throw new
ArgumentOutOfRangeException("dev"); return (dev.Language == "C#");}static void Main() {
Developer[] developers = new Developer[] { new Developer { Name = "Frank", Language =
"VB.NET", Age = 48 }, // other initializations omitted for the sake of brevity }; var query =
from d in developers let SomethingResult = DoSomething(d) select new { d.Name,
SomethingResult }; foreach (var item in query) { Console.WriteLine(item); }}The
DoSomething method throws a fictitious exception for any developer older than 40. We call this
method from inside the query. During query execution, when the query iterates over the
developer Frank, who is 48 years old, the custom method will throw an exception.First, you
should think carefully about calling custom methods in query definitions, because it is a
potentially dangerous habit, as you can see when executing this sample code. However, in



cases in which you do decide to call external methods, the best way to work with them is to wrap
the enumeration of the query result with a try … catch block. In fact, as you saw in the section
Deferred Query Evaluation, a query expression is executed each time it is enumerated, and not
when it is defined. Thus, the correct way of writing the code in Example 2-28 is presented in
Example 2-29.Example 2-29. A C# query expression used with exception handlingDeveloper[]
developers = new Developer[] { new Developer { Name = "Frank", Language = "VB.NET", Age
= 48 }, // other initializations omitted for the sake of brevity};var query = from d in developers
let SomethingResult = DoSomething(d) select new { d.Name, SomethingResult };try {
foreach (var item in query) { Console.WriteLine(item); }}catch
(ArgumentOutOfRangeException e) { Console.WriteLine(e.Message);}In general, it is useless
to wrap a query expression definition with a try … catch block. Moreover, for the same reason,
you should avoid using the results of methods or constructors directly as data sources for a
query expression and should instead assign their results to instance variables, wrapping the
variable assignment with a try … catch block as in Example 2-30.Example 2-30. A C# query
expression with exception handling in a local variables declarationstatic void
queryWithExceptionHandledInDataSourceDefinition() { Developer[] developers = null; try {
developers = createDevelopersDataSource(); } catch (InvalidOperationException e) { //
Imagine that the createDevelopersDataSource // throws an InvalidOperationException in
case of failure // Handle it somehow ... Console.WriteLine(e.Message); } if (developers !
= null) { var query = from d in developers let SomethingResult =
DoSomething(d) select new { d.Name, SomethingResult }; try { foreach (var item
in query) { Console.WriteLine(item); } } catch
(ArgumentOutOfRangeException e) { Console.WriteLine(e.Message); } }}private static
Developer[] createDevelopersDataSource() { // Fictitious InvalidOperationException thrown
throw new InvalidOperationException();}SummaryThis chapter discussed the principles of
query expressions and their different syntax flavors (query syntax, method syntax, and mixed
syntax), as well as all the main query keywords available in C# and Visual Basic. You have seen
two important LINQ features: deferred query evaluation and extension method resolution. You
have also seen examples of degenerate query expression and how to handle exceptions while
enumerating query expressions. In the next chapter, you will examine LINQ to Objects in
detail.Chapter 2. LINQ Syntax FundamentalsWith Microsoft Language Integrated Query (LINQ),
you can query and manage sequences of items (objects, entities, database records, XML
nodes, and so on) within your software solutions, using a common syntax and a unique
programming language—regardless of the nature of the items handled. The key feature of LINQ
is its integration with widely used programming languages, an integration made possible by the
use of a syntax common to all kinds of content.As described in Chapter 1, LINQ provides a
basic infrastructure for many different implementations of querying engines, including LINQ to
Objects, LINQ to SQL, LINQ to DataSet, LINQ to Entities, LINQ to XML, LINQ to SharePoint,
and so on. All these query extensions are based on specialized extension methods and share a



common set of keywords for query expression syntax that you will learn in this chapter.Before
looking at each keyword in detail, we will walk you through various aspects of a simple LINQ
query and introduce you to fundamental elements of LINQ syntax.LINQ QueriesLINQ is based
on a set of query operators, defined as extension methods, that work with any object that
implements the IEnumerable<T> or IQueryable<T> interface.This approach makes LINQ a
general-purpose querying framework, because many collections and types implement
IEnumerable<T> or IQueryable<T>, and developers can define their own implementations. This
query infrastructure is also highly extensible, as you will see in Chapter 15. Given the
architecture of extension methods, you can specialize a method’s behavior based on the type of
data you are querying. For instance, both LINQ to SQL and LINQ to XML have specialized LINQ
operators to handle relational data and XML nodes, respectively.Query SyntaxTo introduce
query syntax, let us start with a simple example. Imagine that you need to query an array of
objects of a Developer type by using LINQ to Objects. You want to extract the names of the
developers who use Microsoft Visual C# as their main programming language. The code you
might use is shown in Example 2-1.Example 2-1. A simple query expression in C#using
System;using System.Linq;using System.Collections.Generic;public class Developer { public
string Name; public string Language; public int Age;}class App { static void Main() {
Developer[] developers = new Developer[] { new Developer {Name = "Paolo", Language =
"C#"}, new Developer {Name = "Marco", Language = "C#"}, new Developer {Name =
"Frank", Language = "VB.NET"}}; var developersUsingCSharp = from d in developers
where d.Language == "C#" select d.Name; foreach (var item in
developersUsingCSharp) { Console.WriteLine(item); } }}When you run this code, it
writes the names Paolo and Marco.In Microsoft Visual Basic, you can express the same query
against the same Developer type with syntax such as that shown in Example 2-2.Example 2-2. A
simple query expression in Visual BasicImports SystemImports System.LinqImports
System.Collections.GenericPublic Class Developer Public Name As String Public Language
As String Public Age As IntegerEnd ClassModule App Sub Main() Dim developers As
Developer() = New Developer() { New Developer With {.Name = "Paolo", .Language =
"C#"}, New Developer With {.Name = "Marco", .Language = "C#"}, New Developer
With {.Name = "Frank", .Language = "VB.NET"}} Dim developersUsingCSharp = From
d In developers Where d.Language = "C#" Select d.Name For Each item in
developersUsingCSharp Console.WriteLine(item) Next End SubEnd ModuleThe
syntax of the queries (shown in bold in Examples Example 2-1 and Example 2-2) is called a
query expression. In some LINQ implementations, an in-memory representation of these queries
is known as an expression tree. A query expression operates on one or more information
sources by applying one or more query operators from either the group of standard query
operators or domain-specific operators. In general, the evaluation of a query expression results
in a sequence of values. A query expression is evaluated only when its contents are
enumerated. For further details on query expressions and expression trees, refer to



Chapter 14.NoteFor the sake of simplicity, we will cover only the C# syntax in the following
examples; however, you can see that the Visual Basic version of this sample is very similar to the
C# one.These queries look similar to a SQL statement, although their style is a bit different. The
sample expression we have defined consists of a selection command:select d.NameThat
command is applied to a set of items:from d in developersThe from clause targets any instance
of a class that implements the IEnumerable<T> interface. The selection applies a specific
filtering condition:where d.Language == "C#"The language compilers translate these clauses
into invocations of extension methods that are sequentially applied to the target of the query.
The core library of LINQ, defined in assembly System.Core.dll, defines a set of extension
methods grouped by target and purpose. For example, the assembly includes a class named
Enumerable, defined in the namespace System.Linq, which defines extension methods that can
be applied to instances of types implementing the IEnumerable<T> interface.The filtering
condition (where) defined in the sample query translates into an invocation of the Where
extension method of the Enumerable class. This method provides two overloads, both of which
accept a delegate to a predicate function that describes the filtering condition to check while
partitioning the resulting data. In this case, the filtering predicate is a generic delegate that
accepts an element of type T, which is the same type as the instances stored in the enumeration
we are filtering. The delegate returns a Boolean result stating the membership of the item in the
filtered result set:public static IEnumerable<T> Where<T>( this IEnumerable<T> source,
Func<T, bool> predicate);As you can see from the method signature, you can invoke this
method against any type that implements IEnumerable<T>; therefore, you can call it on the
developers array as follows:var filteredDevelopers = developers.Where(delegate (Developer d)
{ return (d.Language == "C#");});Here, the predicate argument passed to the Where method
represents an anonymous delegate to a function called for each item of type Developer taken
from the source set of data (developers). The result of invoking the Where method will be a
subset of items: all those that satisfy the predicate condition.C# and Visual Basic can define an
anonymous delegate in an easier way, using a lambda expression. Using a lambda expression,
you can rewrite the sample filtering code more compactly:var filteredDevelopers =
developers.Where(d => d.Language == "C#");The select statement is also an extension method
(named Select) provided by the Enumerable class. Here is the signature of the Select
method:public static IEnumerable<TResult> Select<TSource, TResult>( this
IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource, TResult> selector);The selector argument is a
projection that returns an enumeration of objects of type TResult, which is obtained from a set of
source objects of type TSource. As described previously, you can apply this method to the whole
collection of developers using a lambda expression, or invoke it on the collection that is filtered
by the programming language (named filteredDevelopers)—because it is still a type
implementing IEnumerable<T>:var csharpDevelopersNames = filteredDevelopers.Select(d =>
d.Name);Based on the sequence of statements we have just described, here is the sample
query rewritten without using the query expression syntax:IEnumerable<string>



developersUsingCSharp = developers .Where(d => d.Language == "C#") .Select(d =>
d.Name);The Where method and the Select method both receive lambda expressions as
arguments. These lambda expressions translate to predicates and projections based on a set of
generic delegate types defined within the System namespace, in the System.Core.dll
assembly.Here is the entire family of available generic delegate types. Many extension methods
of the Enumerable class accept these delegates as arguments, and we will use them throughout
the examples in this chapter:public delegate TResult Func< TResult >();public delegate TResult
Func< T, TResult >( T arg );public delegate TResult Func< T1, T2, TResult > (T1 arg1, T2
arg2 );public delegate TResult Func< T1, T2, T3, TResult > ( T1 arg1, T2 arg2, T3 arg3 );public
delegate TResult Func< T1, T2, T3, T4, TResult > (T1 arg1, T2 arg2, T3 arg3, T4
arg4 );...public delegate TResult Func<T1, T2, T3, T4, T5, T6, T7, T8, T9, T10, T11, T12, T13,
T14, T15, TResult>(T1 arg1, T2 arg2, T3 arg3, T4 arg4, T5 arg5, T6 arg6, T7 arg7, T8 arg8,
T9 arg9, T10 arg10, T11 arg11, T12 arg12, T13 arg13, T14 arg14, T15 arg15);public delegate
TResult Func<T1, T2, T3, T4, T5, T6, T7, T8, T9, T10, T11, T12, T13, T14, T15, T16,
TResult>(T1 arg1, T2 arg2, T3 arg3, T4 arg4, T5 arg5, T6 arg6, T7 arg7, T8arg8, T9 arg9, T10
arg10, T11 arg11, T12 arg12, T13 arg13, T14 arg14, T15 arg15, T16 arg16);A final version of
the original query in this chapter might look something like Example 2-3.Example 2-3. The
original query expression translated into basic elementsFunc<Developer, bool>
filteringPredicate = d => d.Language == "C#";Func<Developer, string> selectionPredicate = d
=> d.Name;IEnumerable<string> developersUsingCSharp = developers
.Where(filteringPredicate) .Select(selectionPredicate);The C# compiler, like the Visual Basic
compiler, translates the LINQ query expressions (Examples Example 2-1 and Example 2-2) into
something like the statement shown in Example 2-3. After you become familiar with the query
expression syntax (Examples Example 2-1 and Example 2-2), it is simpler and easier to write
and manage this syntax, even if it is optional—and you can always use the equivalent, more
verbose version (Example 2-3). Nevertheless, sometimes it is necessary to use the direct call to
an extension method because query expression syntax does not cover all possible extension
methods.ImportantIn Chapter 3, we will cover in more detail all the extension methods available
in the Enumerable class defined in the System.Linq namespace.Full Query SyntaxThe previous
section described a simple query over a list of objects. Query expression syntax, however, is
more complete and articulate than shown in that example, providing many different language
keywords that satisfy most common querying scenarios. Every query starts with a from clause
and ends with either a select clause or a group clause. The reason to start with a from clause
instead of a select statement, as in SQL syntax, is related (among other technical reasons) to
the need to provide IntelliSense capabilities within the remaining part of the query, which makes
writing conditions, selections, and any other query expression clauses easier. A select clause
projects the result of an expression into an enumerable object. A group clause projects the result
of an expression into a set of groups, based on a grouping condition, where each group is an
enumerable object. The following code shows a prototype of the full syntax of a query



expression:query-expression ::= from-clause query-bodyquery-body ::=join-clause*(from-clause
join-clause* | let-clause | where-clause)*orderby-clause?(select-clause | groupby-clause)
query-continuation?from-clause ::= from itemName in srcExprselect-clause ::= select
selExprgroupby-clause ::= group selExpr by keyExprThe first from clause can be followed by
zero or more from, let, or where clauses. A let clause applies a name to the result of an
expression; it is useful whenever you need to reference the same expression many times within
a query:let-clause ::= let itemName = selExprA where clause, as already discussed, defines a
filter that is applied to include specific items in the results:where-clause ::= where predExprEach
from clause generates a local “range variable” that corresponds to each item in the source
sequence on which query operators (such as the extension methods of
System.Linq.Enumerable) are applied.A from clause can be followed by any number of join
clauses. The final select or group clause can be preceded by an orderby clause that applies an
ordering to the results:join-clause ::=join itemName in srcExpr on keyExpr equals keyExpr(into
itemName)?orderby-clause ::= orderby (keyExpr (ascending | descending)?)*query-
continuation ::= into itemName query-bodyYou will see examples of query expressions
throughout this book. You can refer to this section when you want to check specific elements of
their syntax.Query KeywordsThe following sections describe the various query keywords
available in query expression syntax in more detail.From ClauseThe first keyword is the from
clause. It defines the data source of a query or subquery and a range variable that defines each
single element to query from the data source. The data source can be any instance of a type that
implements the interfaces IEnumerable, IEnumerable<T>, or IQueryable<T> (which implements
IEnumerable<T>). The following excerpt shows a sample C# statement that uses this
clause:from rangeVariable in dataSourceThe language compiler infers the type of the range
variable from the type of the data source. For example, if the data source is of type
IEnumerable<Developer>, the range variable will be of type Developer. In cases that do not use
a strongly typed data source—for example an ArrayList of objects of type Developer that
implement IEnumerable—you should explicitly provide the type of the range variable. In
Example 2-4, you can see an example of a query that explicitly declares the Developer type for
the range variable named d.Example 2-4. A query expression against a nongeneric data source,
with type declaration for the range variableArrayList developers = new
ArrayList();developers.Add(new Developer { Name = "Paolo", Language =
"C#" });developers.Add(new Developer { Name = "Marco", Language =
"C#" });developers.Add(new Developer { Name = "Frank", Language = "VB.NET" });var
developersUsingCSharp = from Developer d in developers where d.Language == "C#"
select d.Name;foreach (string item in developersUsingCSharp) { Console.WriteLine(item);}In
Example 2-4, the casting is mandatory; otherwise, the query will not compile because the
compiler cannot automatically infer the type of the range variable, thereby losing the ability to
resolve the Language and Name member access in the same query.Queries can have multiple
from clauses that define joins between multiple data sources. In C#, each data source requires a



from clause declaration, as you can see in Example 2-5, which joins customers with their orders.
Note that the relationship between Customer and Order is physically defined by the presence of
an Orders array of type Order in each instance of Customer.Example 2-5. A C# query
expression with a join between two data sourcespublic class Customer { public String Name
{ get; set; } public String City { get; set; } public Order[] Orders { get; set; }}public class Order {
public Int32 IdOrder { get; set; } public Decimal EuroAmount { get; set; } public String
Description { get; set; }}// ... code omitted ...static void queryWithJoin() { Customer[] customers
= new Customer[] { new Customer { Name = "Paolo", City = "Brescia", Orders = new
Order[] { new Order { IdOrder = 1, EuroAmount = 100, Description = "Order 1" },
new Order { IdOrder = 2, EuroAmount = 150, Description = "Order 2" }, new Order
{ IdOrder = 3, EuroAmount = 230, Description = "Order 3" }, }}, new Customer { Name =
"Marco", City = "Torino", Orders = new Order[] { new Order { IdOrder = 4,
EuroAmount = 320, Description = "Order 4" }, new Order { IdOrder = 5, EuroAmount =
170, Description = "Order 5" }, }}}; var ordersQuery = from c in customers from o
in c.Orders select new { c.Name, o.IdOrder, o.EuroAmount }; foreach (var item in
ordersQuery) { Console.WriteLine(item); }}In Visual Basic, a single from clause can define
multiple data sources, separated by commas, as you can see in Example 2-6.Example 2-6. A
Visual Basic query expression with a join between two data sourcesDim customers As
Customer() = { New Customer With {.Name = "Paolo", .City = "Brescia", .Orders = New
Order() { New Order With {.IdOrder = 1, .EuroAmount = 100, .Description = "Order 1"},
New Order With {.IdOrder = 2, .EuroAmount = 150, .Description = "Order 2"}, New Order
With {.IdOrder = 3, .EuroAmount = 230, .Description = "Order 3"} }}, New Customer With
{.Name = "Marco", .City = "Torino", .Orders = New Order() { New Order With {.IdOrder =
4, .EuroAmount = 320, .Description = "Order 4"}, New Order With {.IdOrder =
5, .EuroAmount = 170, .Description = "Order 5"}}}}Dim ordersQuery = From c In customers,
o In c.Orders Select c.Name, o.IdOrder, o.EuroAmountFor Each item In ordersQuery
Console.WriteLine(item)NextImportantWhen you use multiple from clauses, the “join condition”
is determined by the structure of the data and is different from the concept of a join in a relational
database. (For this, you need to use the join clause in a query expression, which we will cover
later in this chapter.)Where ClauseAs discussed earlier, the where clause specifies a filtering
condition to apply to the data source. The predicate applies a Boolean condition to each item in
the data source, extracting only those that evaluate to true. Within a single query, you can have
multiple where clauses or a where clause with multiple predicates combined by using logical
operators (&&, ||, and ! in C#; or And, Or, AndAlso, OrElse, Is, and IsNot in Visual Basic). In
Visual Basic, the predicate can be any expression that evaluates to a Boolean value, so you can
also use a numeric expression that will be considered true if it is not equal to zero.Consider the
query in Example 2-7, which uses the where clause to extract all the orders with a EuroAmount
greater than 200 Euros.Example 2-7. A C# query expression with a where clausevar
ordersQuery = from c in customers from o in c.Orders where o.EuroAmount > 200 select



new { c.Name, o.IdOrder, o.EuroAmount };In Example 2-8, you can see the corresponding query
syntax using Visual Basic.Example 2-8. A Visual Basic query expression with a where
clauseDim ordersQuery = From c In customers, o In c.Orders Where o.EuroAmount >
200 Select c.Name, o.IdOrder, o.EuroAmountSelect ClauseThe select clause specifies the
shape of the query output. It is based on a projection that determines what to select from the
result of the evaluation of all the clauses and expressions that precede it. In Visual Basic, the
Select clause is not mandatory. If it is not specified, the query returns a type that is based on the
range variable identified for the current scope. Examples Example 2-7 and Example 2-8 used
the select clause to project anonymous types made up of properties or members of the range
variables in scope. As you can see by comparing the C# syntax (Example 2-7) and the Visual
Basic syntax (Example 2-8), the Visual Basic version looks more like a SQL statement in its
select pattern, whereas the C# version appears more like programming language syntax. In fact,
in C# you must explicitly declare your intent to create a new anonymous type instance, whereas
in Visual Basic the language syntax is lighter and hides the inner workings.Group and Into
ClausesThe group clause can be used to project a result grouped by a key. It can be used as an
alternative to the from clause and allows you to use single-value keys as well as multiple-value
keys. Example 2-9 shows a query that groups developers by programming
language.Example 2-9. A C# query expression to group developers by programming
languageDeveloper[] developers = new Developer[] { new Developer { Name = "Paolo",
Language = "C#" }, new Developer { Name = "Marco", Language = "C#" }, new Developer
{ Name = "Frank", Language = "VB.NET" },};var developersGroupedByLanguage = from d in
developers group d by d.Language;foreach (var group in developersGroupedByLanguage) {
Console.WriteLine("Language: {0}", group.Key); foreach (var item in group){
Console.WriteLine("\t{0}", item.Name); }}The output of the code excerpt in Example 2-9
is:Language: C# Paolo MarcoLanguage: VB.NET FrankAs you can see, the result of
the query is an enumeration of groups identified by a key and made up of inner items. The
example enumerates each group in the query result, writing its Key property to the console and
then iterating the items in each group to extract their values. As mentioned previously, you can
group items by using a multiple-value key that makes use of anonymous types. Example 2-10
shows an example that groups developers by language and an age cluster.Example 2-10. A C#
query expression to group developers by programming language and ageDeveloper[]
developers = new Developer[] { new Developer { Name = "Paolo", Language = "C#", Age =
32 }, new Developer { Name = "Marco", Language = "C#", Age = 37}, new Developer { Name
= "Frank", Language = "VB.NET", Age = 48 },};var developersGroupedByLanguage = from d
in developers group d by new { d.Language, AgeCluster = (d.Age / 10) * 10 };foreach (var group
in developersGroupedByLanguage) { Console.WriteLine("Language: {0}", group.Key); foreach
(var item in group) { Console.WriteLine("\t{0}", item.Name); }}This time, the output of the
code excerpt in Example 2-10 is:Language: { Language = C#, AgeCluster = 30 } Paolo
MarcoLanguage: { Language = VB.NET, AgeCluster = 40 } FrankIn this example, the Key for



each group is an anonymous type defined by two properties: Language and AgeCluster.Visual
Basic also supports grouping results by using the Group By clause. Example 2-11 shows a
query that is equivalent to the one shown in Example 2-9.Example 2-11. A Visual Basic query
expression to group developers by programming languageDim developers As Developer() = {
New Developer With {.Name = "Paolo", .Language = "C#", .Age = 32}, New Developer With
{.Name = "Marco", .Language = "C#", .Age = 37}, New Developer With {.Name =
"Frank", .Language = "VB.NET", .Age = 48}}Dim developersGroupedByLanguage = From d In
developers Group d By d.Language Into Group Select Language, GroupFor Each group In
developersGroupedByLanguage Console.WriteLine("Language: {0}", group.Language) For
Each item In group.Group Console.WriteLine(" {0}", item.Name) NextNextThe Visual
Basic syntax is a bit more complex than the corresponding C# syntax. In Visual Basic, you
project the grouping by using the into clause to create a new Group object of items and then
explicitly declare the selection pattern. However, the result of the grouping is easier to
enumerate because the Key value keeps its name (Language).C# also provides an into clause
that is useful in conjunction with the group keyword, even if using it is not mandatory. You can
use the into keyword to store the results of a select, group, or join statement in a temporary
variable. You might use this construction when you need to execute additional queries over the
results. Because of this behavior, this keyword is also called a continuation clause.
Example 2-12 shows an example of a C# query expression that uses the into
clause.Example 2-12. A C# query expression using the into clausevar
developersGroupedByLanguage = from d in developers group d by d.Language into
developersGrouped select new { Language = developersGrouped.Key,
DevelopersCount = developersGrouped.Count() };foreach (var group in
developersGroupedByLanguage) { Console.WriteLine ("Language {0} contains {1}
developers", group.Language, group.DevelopersCount);}Orderby ClauseThe orderby clause,
as you can assume from its name, lets you sort the result of a query in either ascending or
descending order. The ordering can use one or more keys that combine different sorting
directions. Example 2-13 shows a query that extracts orders placed by customers, ordered by
EuroAmount. (By default, when not explicitly defined, the orderby clause sorts values in
ascending sequence.)Example 2-13. A C# query expression with an orderby clausevar
ordersSortedByEuroAmount = from c in customers from o in c.Orders orderby
o.EuroAmount select new { c.Name, o.IdOrder, o.EuroAmount };Example 2-14 shows a query
that selects orders sorted by customer Name and EuroAmount in descending
order.Example 2-14. A C# query expression with an orderby clause with multiple ordering
conditionsvar ordersSortedByCustomerAndEuroAmount = from c in customers from o in
c.Orders orderby c.Name, o.EuroAmount descending select new { c.Name, o.IdOrder,
o.EuroAmount };Example 2-15 shows the query from Example 2-14 written in Visual
Basic.Example 2-15. A Visual Basic query expression with an orderby clause with multiple
ordering conditionsDim ordersSortedByCustomerAndEuroAmount = From c In customers,



o In c.Orders Order By c.Name, o.EuroAmount Descending Select c.Name, o.IdOrder,
o.EuroAmountHere, both languages have very similar syntax.Join ClauseThe join keyword lets
you associate different data sources on the basis of a member that can be compared for
equivalency. It works similarly to a SQL equijoin statement. You cannot compare items to join by
using comparisons such as “greater than,” “less than,” or “not equal to.” You can define equality
comparisons only by using a special equals keyword that behaves differently from the “= =”
operator, because the position of the operands is significant. With equals, the left key consumes
the outer source sequence, and the right key consumes the inner source sequence. The outer
source sequence is in scope only on the left side of equals, and the inner source sequence is in
scope only on the right side. Here is this concept presented in pseudocode:join-clause ::= join
innerItem in innerSequence on outerKey equals innerKeyBy using the join clause, you can
define inner joins, group joins, and left outer joins. An inner join is a join that returns a flat result,
mapping the outer data source elements with the corresponding inner data source. It skips outer
data source elements that lack corresponding inner data source elements. Example 2-16
presents a simple query with an inner join between product categories and related
products.Example 2-16. A C# query expression with an inner joinpublic class Category { public
Int32 IdCategory { get; set; } public String Name { get; set; }}public class Product { public
String IdProduct { get; set; } public Int32 IdCategory { get; set; } public String Description { get;
set; }}// ... code omitted ...Category[] categories = new Category[] { new Category { IdCategory
= 1, Name = "Pasta"}, new Category { IdCategory = 2, Name = "Beverages"}, new Category
{ IdCategory = 3, Name = "Other food"},};Product[] products = new Product[] { new Product
{ IdProduct = "PASTA01", IdCategory = 1, Description = "Tortellini" }, new Product { IdProduct =
"PASTA02", IdCategory = 1, Description = "Spaghetti" }, new Product { IdProduct = "PASTA03",
IdCategory = 1, Description = "Fusilli" }, new Product { IdProduct = "BEV01", IdCategory = 2,
Description = "Water" }, new Product { IdProduct = "BEV02", IdCategory = 2, Description =
"Orange Juice" },};var categoriesAndProducts = from c in categories join p in products on
c.IdCategory equals p.IdCategory select new { c.IdCategory, CategoryName = c.Name,
Product = p.Description };foreach (var item in categoriesAndProducts) {
Console.WriteLine(item);}The output of this code excerpt is similar to the following. Notice that
the “Other food” category is missing from the output because no products are included in it:
{ IdCategory = 1, CategoryName = Pasta, Product = Tortellini }{ IdCategory = 1, CategoryName
= Pasta, Product = Spaghetti }{ IdCategory = 1, CategoryName = Pasta, Product = Fusilli }
{ IdCategory = 2, CategoryName = Beverages, Product = Water }{ IdCategory = 2,
CategoryName = Beverages, Product = Orange Juice }A group join defines a join that produces
a hierarchical result set, grouping the inner sequence elements with their corresponding outer
sequence elements. In cases in which an outer sequence element is missing its corresponding
inner sequence elements, the outer element will be joined with an empty array. A group join does
not have a relational counterpart in SQL syntax because of its hierarchical result. Example 2-17
shows an example of such a query. (You will see an expanded form of this type of query in



Chapter 3.)Example 2-17. A C# query expression with a group joinvar categoriesAndProducts =
from c in categories join p in products on c.IdCategory equals p.IdCategory into
productsByCategory select new { c.IdCategory, CategoryName = c.Name, Products
= productsByCategory };foreach (var category in categoriesAndProducts) {
Console.WriteLine("{0} - {1}", category.IdCategory, category.CategoryName); foreach (var
product in category.Products) { Console.WriteLine("\t{0}", product.Description); }}The output
of this code excerpt follows. Notice that this time the “Other food” category is present in the
output, even though it is empty:1 - Pasta Tortellini Spaghetti Fusilli2 - Beverages
Water Orange Juice3 - Other foodVisual Basic provides a specific keyword called Group
Join to define group joins in query expressions.A left outer join returns a flat result set that
includes any outer source element even if it is missing its corresponding inner source element.
To produce this result, you need to use the DefaultIfEmpty extension method, which returns a
default value in the case of an empty data source value. We will cover this and many other
extension methods in more detail in Chapter 3. In Example 2-18, you can see an example of this
syntax.Example 2-18. A C# query expression with a left outer joinvar categoriesAndProducts =
from c in categories join p in products on c.IdCategory equals p.IdCategory into
productsByCategory from pc in productsByCategory.DefaultIfEmpty( new Product {
IdProduct = String.Empty, Description = String.Empty, IdCategory = 0} ) select new {
c.IdCategory, CategoryName = c.Name, Product = pc.Description };foreach (var item in
categoriesAndProducts) { Console.WriteLine(item);}This example produces the following
output:{ IdCategory = 1, CategoryName = Pasta, Product = Tortellini }{ IdCategory = 1,
CategoryName = Pasta, Product = Spaghetti }{ IdCategory = 1, CategoryName = Pasta, Product
= Fusilli }{ IdCategory = 2, CategoryName = Beverages, Product = Water }{ IdCategory = 2,
CategoryName = Beverages, Product = Orange Juice }{ IdCategory = 3, CategoryName = Other
food, Product = }Notice that the “Other food” category is present with an empty product, which
is provided by the DefaultIfEmpty extension method.One last point to emphasize about the join
clause is that you can compare elements by using composite keys. You simply make use of
anonymous types as shown with the group keyword. For example, if you had a composite key in
Category made up of IdCategory and Year, you could write the following statement with an
anonymous type used in the equals condition:from c in categoriesjoin p in products on new
{ c.IdCategory, c.Year } equals new { p.IdCategory, p.Year } into productsByCategoryAs you
have already seen in this chapter, you can also get the results of joins by using nested from
clauses, which is a useful approach whenever you need to define non-equijoin queries.Visual
Basic has syntax quite similar to C#, but offers some shortcuts to define joins more quickly. You
can define implicit join statements by using multiple In clauses in the From statement and
defining the equality conditions with a Where clause. In Example 2-19, you can see an example
of this syntax.Example 2-19. A Visual Basic implicit join statementDim categoriesAndProducts =
From c In categories, p In products Where c.IdCategory = p.IdCategory Select
c.IdCategory, CategoryName = c.Name, Product = p.DescriptionFor Each item In



categoriesAndProducts Console.WriteLine(item)NextIn Example 2-20, you can see the same
query defined by using the standard explicit join syntax.Example 2-20. A Visual Basic explicit
join statementDim categoriesAndProducts = From c In categories Join p In products On
p.IdCategory Equals c.IdCategory Select c.IdCategory, CategoryName = c.Name, Product =
p.DescriptionNotice that in Visual Basic the order of elements in the equality comparison does
not matter because the compiler will arrange them on its own, making the query syntax more
relaxed, as happens in classic relational SQL.Let ClauseThe let clause allows you to store the
result of a subexpression in a variable that can be used somewhere else in the query. This
clause is useful when you need to reuse the same expression many times in the same query,
and you do not want to define it every single time you use it. Using the let clause, you can define
a new range variable for that expression and subsequently reference it within the query. Once
assigned, a range variable defined by a let clause cannot be changed. However, if the range
variable holds a queryable type, it can be queried. In Example 2-21, you can see an example of
this clause applied to select the same product categories with the count of their products, sorted
by the counter itself.Example 2-21. A C# sample of usage of the let clausevar
categoriesByProductsNumberQuery = from c in categories join p in products on
c.IdCategory equals p.IdCategory into productsByCategory let ProductsCount =
productsByCategory.Count() orderby ProductsCount select new { c.IdCategory,
ProductsCount};foreach (var item in categoriesByProductsNumberQuery) {
Console.WriteLine(item);}Here is the output of the code excerpt in Example 2-21:{ IdCategory =
3, ProductsCount = 0 }{ IdCategory = 2, ProductsCount = 2 }{ IdCategory = 1, ProductsCount =
3 }Visual Basic uses syntax very similar to C#, and also allows you to define multiple aliases,
separated by commas, within the same let clause.Additional Visual Basic KeywordsVisual Basic
includes additional query expression keywords that are available in C# only by using extension
methods. These keywords are described in the following list:Aggregate Useful for applying an
aggregate function to a data source. You can use Aggregate to begin a new query instead of a
From clause.Distinct Can be used to eliminate duplicate values in query results.Skip Can be
used to skip the first N elements of a query result.Skip While Can be used to skip the first
elements of a query result that satisfy a specified predicate.Take Can be used to return the first
N elements of a query result.Take While Can be used to take the first elements of a query result
that satisfy a specified predicate.You can use Skip and Take (or Skip While and Take While)
together to paginate query results. You will revisit this subject with some examples in
Chapter 3.More About Query SyntaxAt this point, you have seen all the query keywords
available through the programming languages. However, remember that each query expression
is converted by the language compiler into an invocation of the corresponding extension
methods. Whenever you need to query a data source by using LINQ and no keyword exists for a
particular operation in a query expression, you can use native or custom extension methods
directly in conjunction with query expression syntax. When you use extension methods only (as
shown in Example 2-3), the syntax is called method syntax. When you use query syntax in



conjunction with extension methods (as shown in Example 2-17), the result is known as mixed
query syntax.Deferred Query Evaluation and Extension Method ResolutionThis section
examines two query expression behaviors: deferred query evaluation and extension method
resolution. Both concepts are important for all LINQ implementations.Deferred Query
EvaluationA query expression is not evaluated when it is defined, but only when it is used.
Consider the example in Example 2-22.Example 2-22. A sample LINQ query over a set of
developersList<Developer> developers = new List<Developer>(new Developer[] { new
Developer { Name = "Paolo", Language = "C#", Age = 32 }, new Developer { Name = "Marco",
Language = "C#", Age = 37}, new Developer { Name = "Frank", Language = "VB.NET", Age =
48 }});var query = from d in developers where d.Language == "C#" select new { d.Name,
d.Age };Console.WriteLine("There are {0} C# developers.", query.Count());This code declares a
very simple query that contains just two items, as you can see by reading the code that declares
the list of developers or simply by checking the console output of the code that invokes the
Count extension method:There are 2 C# developers.Now imagine that you want to change the
content of the source sequence by adding a new Developer instance—after the query variable
has been defined (as shown in Example 2-23).Example 2-23. Sample code to modify the set of
developers that are being querieddevelopers.Add(new Developer { Name = "Roberto",
Language = "C#", Age = 35 });Console.WriteLine("There are {0} C# developers.",
query.Count());If you enumerate the query variable again or check its item count, as we do in
Example 2-23 after a new developer is added, the result is three. The added developer is
included in the result even though he was added after the definition of query.The reason for this
behavior is that, from a logical point of view, a query expression describes a kind of “query plan.”
It is not actually executed until it is used, and it will be executed again and again every time you
run it. Some LINQ implementations—such as LINQ to Objects—implement this behavior
through delegates. Others—such as LINQ to SQL—might use expression trees that take
advantage of the IQueryable<T> interface. This behavior is known as deferred query evaluation
—and it is a fundamental concept in LINQ, regardless of which LINQ implementation you are
using.Deferred query evaluation is useful because you can define queries once and apply them
several times: if the source sequence has been changed, the result will always reflect the most
recent content. However, consider a situation in which you want a snapshot of the result at a
particular “safe point” that you want to re-use many times, avoiding re-execution, either for
performance reasons or to keep the snapshot independent of changes to the source sequence.
To do that, you need to make a copy of the result, which you can do by using a set of operators
called conversion operators (such as ToArray, ToList, ToDictionary, ToLookup), created
specifically for this purpose.NoteMore Info Conversion operators are covered in detail in
Chapter 3.Extension Method ResolutionExtension method resolution is one of the most
important concepts to understand if you want to master LINQ. Consider the code in
Example 2-24, which defines a custom list of type Developer (named Developers) and a class,
DevelopersExtension, that provides an extension method named Where that applies specifically



to instances of the Developers type.Example 2-24. Sample code to modify the set of developers
that are being queriedpublic sealed class Developers : List<Developer> { public
Developers(IEnumerable<Developer> items) : base(items) { }}public static class
DevelopersExtension { public static IEnumerable<Developer> Where( this Developers
source, Func<Developer, bool> predicate) { Console.WriteLine("Invoked Where extension
method for Developers"); return (source.AsEnumerable().Where(predicate)); } public static
IEnumerable<Developer> Where( this Developers source, Func<Developer, int, bool>
predicate) { Console.WriteLine("Invoked Where extension method for Developers");
return (source.AsEnumerable().Where(predicate)); }}The only special action the custom
Where extension methods take is to write some output to the console, indicating that they have
executed. After that, the methods pass the request to the Where extension methods defined for
any standard instance of type IEnumerable<T>, converting the source with a method called
AsEnumerable, which we will cover in Chapter 3.Now, if you use the usual developers array, the
behavior of the query in Example 2-25 is quite interesting.Example 2-25. A query expression
over a custom list of type DevelopersDevelopers developers = new Developers(new Developer[]
{ new Developer { Name = "Paolo", Language = "C#", Age = 32 }, new Developer { Name =
"Marco", Language = "C#", Age = 37 }, new Developer { Name = "Frank", Language =
"VB.NET", Age = 48 },});var query = from d in developers where d.Language == "C#"
select d;Console.WriteLine("There are {0} C# developers.", query.Count());The query
expression will be converted by the compiler into the following code, as you saw earlier in this
chapter:var query = developers .Where (d => d.Language == "C#") .Select(d => d);As a
result of the presence of the DevelopersExtension class, the extension method Where that
executes is the one defined by DevelopersExtension, rather than the general-purpose one
defined in System.Linq.Enumerable. (To be considered as an extension method container class,
the DevelopersExtension class must be declared as static and defined in the current
namespace or in any namespace included in active using directives.) The resulting code
produced by the compiler resolving extension methods is the following:var query =
Enumerable.Select( DevelopersExtension.Where( developers, d => d.Language
== "C#"), d => d );In the end, you are always calling static methods of a static class, but the
syntax required is lighter and more intuitive with extension methods than with the more verbose
static method explicit calls.At this point, you are beginning to experience the real power of LINQ.
Using extension methods, you can define custom behaviors for specific types. In the following
chapters, we will discuss LINQ to Entities, LINQ to SQL, LINQ to XML, and other
implementations of LINQ. These implementations are just specific implementations of query
operators, thanks to the extension method resolution realized by the compilers.Now everything
looks fine. But now imagine that you need to query the custom list of type Developers with the
standard Where extension method rather than with the specialized one. To achieve that, you will
need to convert the custom list to a more generalized type to divert the extension method
resolution made by the compiler. This is another scenario that can benefit from conversion



operators, which we will cover in Chapter 3.Some Final Thoughts About LINQ QueriesIn this
section, we will cover a few more details about degenerate query expressions and exception
handling.Degenerate Query ExpressionsSometimes you need to iterate over the elements of a
data source without any filtering, ordering, grouping, or custom projection. Consider for example
the query presented in Example 2-26.Example 2-26. A degenerate query expression over a list
of type DevelopersDeveloper[] developers = new Developer[] {...};var query = from d in
developers select d;foreach (var developer in query) { Console.WriteLine(developer.Name);}
This code excerpt simply iterates over the data source, so you might wonder why the code does
not simply use the data source directly, as in Example 2-27.Example 2-27. Iteration over a list of
type DevelopersDeveloper[] developers = new Developer[] {...};foreach (var developer in
developers) { Console.WriteLine(developer.Name);}Apparently, the results of both Examples
Example 2-26 and Example 2-27 are the same. However, using the query expression in
Example 2-26 ensures that if a specific Select extension method for the data source exists, the
custom method will be called and the result will be consistent as a result of the translation of the
query expression into its corresponding method syntax.A query that simply returns a result
equal to the original data source (thus appearing trivial or useless) is called a degenerate query
expression. On the other hand, iterating directly over the data source (as in Example 2-27) skips
the invocation of any custom Select extension method and does not guarantee the correct
behavior (unless, of course, you explicitly want to iterate over the data source without using
LINQ).Exception HandlingQuery expressions can refer to external methods within their
definitions. Sometimes those methods can fail. Consider the query defined in Example 2-28,
which invokes the DoSomething method for each data source item.Example 2-28. A C# query
expression that references an external method that throws a fictitious exceptionstatic Boolean
DoSomething(Developer dev) { if (dev.Age > 40) throw new
ArgumentOutOfRangeException("dev"); return (dev.Language == "C#");}static void Main() {
Developer[] developers = new Developer[] { new Developer { Name = "Frank", Language =
"VB.NET", Age = 48 }, // other initializations omitted for the sake of brevity }; var query =
from d in developers let SomethingResult = DoSomething(d) select new { d.Name,
SomethingResult }; foreach (var item in query) { Console.WriteLine(item); }}The
DoSomething method throws a fictitious exception for any developer older than 40. We call this
method from inside the query. During query execution, when the query iterates over the
developer Frank, who is 48 years old, the custom method will throw an exception.First, you
should think carefully about calling custom methods in query definitions, because it is a
potentially dangerous habit, as you can see when executing this sample code. However, in
cases in which you do decide to call external methods, the best way to work with them is to wrap
the enumeration of the query result with a try … catch block. In fact, as you saw in the section
Deferred Query Evaluation, a query expression is executed each time it is enumerated, and not
when it is defined. Thus, the correct way of writing the code in Example 2-28 is presented in
Example 2-29.Example 2-29. A C# query expression used with exception handlingDeveloper[]



developers = new Developer[] { new Developer { Name = "Frank", Language = "VB.NET", Age
= 48 }, // other initializations omitted for the sake of brevity};var query = from d in developers
let SomethingResult = DoSomething(d) select new { d.Name, SomethingResult };try {
foreach (var item in query) { Console.WriteLine(item); }}catch
(ArgumentOutOfRangeException e) { Console.WriteLine(e.Message);}In general, it is useless
to wrap a query expression definition with a try … catch block. Moreover, for the same reason,
you should avoid using the results of methods or constructors directly as data sources for a
query expression and should instead assign their results to instance variables, wrapping the
variable assignment with a try … catch block as in Example 2-30.Example 2-30. A C# query
expression with exception handling in a local variables declarationstatic void
queryWithExceptionHandledInDataSourceDefinition() { Developer[] developers = null; try {
developers = createDevelopersDataSource(); } catch (InvalidOperationException e) { //
Imagine that the createDevelopersDataSource // throws an InvalidOperationException in
case of failure // Handle it somehow ... Console.WriteLine(e.Message); } if (developers !
= null) { var query = from d in developers let SomethingResult =
DoSomething(d) select new { d.Name, SomethingResult }; try { foreach (var item
in query) { Console.WriteLine(item); } } catch
(ArgumentOutOfRangeException e) { Console.WriteLine(e.Message); } }}private static
Developer[] createDevelopersDataSource() { // Fictitious InvalidOperationException thrown
throw new InvalidOperationException();}SummaryThis chapter discussed the principles of
query expressions and their different syntax flavors (query syntax, method syntax, and mixed
syntax), as well as all the main query keywords available in C# and Visual Basic. You have seen
two important LINQ features: deferred query evaluation and extension method resolution. You
have also seen examples of degenerate query expression and how to handle exceptions while
enumerating query expressions. In the next chapter, you will examine LINQ to Objects in
detail.Chapter 2. LINQ Syntax FundamentalsWith Microsoft Language Integrated Query (LINQ),
you can query and manage sequences of items (objects, entities, database records, XML
nodes, and so on) within your software solutions, using a common syntax and a unique
programming language—regardless of the nature of the items handled. The key feature of LINQ
is its integration with widely used programming languages, an integration made possible by the
use of a syntax common to all kinds of content.As described in Chapter 1, LINQ provides a
basic infrastructure for many different implementations of querying engines, including LINQ to
Objects, LINQ to SQL, LINQ to DataSet, LINQ to Entities, LINQ to XML, LINQ to SharePoint,
and so on. All these query extensions are based on specialized extension methods and share a
common set of keywords for query expression syntax that you will learn in this chapter.Before
looking at each keyword in detail, we will walk you through various aspects of a simple LINQ
query and introduce you to fundamental elements of LINQ syntax.LINQ QueriesLINQ is based
on a set of query operators, defined as extension methods, that work with any object that
implements the IEnumerable<T> or IQueryable<T> interface.This approach makes LINQ a



general-purpose querying framework, because many collections and types implement
IEnumerable<T> or IQueryable<T>, and developers can define their own implementations. This
query infrastructure is also highly extensible, as you will see in Chapter 15. Given the
architecture of extension methods, you can specialize a method’s behavior based on the type of
data you are querying. For instance, both LINQ to SQL and LINQ to XML have specialized LINQ
operators to handle relational data and XML nodes, respectively.Query SyntaxTo introduce
query syntax, let us start with a simple example. Imagine that you need to query an array of
objects of a Developer type by using LINQ to Objects. You want to extract the names of the
developers who use Microsoft Visual C# as their main programming language. The code you
might use is shown in Example 2-1.Example 2-1. A simple query expression in C#using
System;using System.Linq;using System.Collections.Generic;public class Developer { public
string Name; public string Language; public int Age;}class App { static void Main() {
Developer[] developers = new Developer[] { new Developer {Name = "Paolo", Language =
"C#"}, new Developer {Name = "Marco", Language = "C#"}, new Developer {Name =
"Frank", Language = "VB.NET"}}; var developersUsingCSharp = from d in developers
where d.Language == "C#" select d.Name; foreach (var item in
developersUsingCSharp) { Console.WriteLine(item); } }}When you run this code, it
writes the names Paolo and Marco.In Microsoft Visual Basic, you can express the same query
against the same Developer type with syntax such as that shown in Example 2-2.Example 2-2. A
simple query expression in Visual BasicImports SystemImports System.LinqImports
System.Collections.GenericPublic Class Developer Public Name As String Public Language
As String Public Age As IntegerEnd ClassModule App Sub Main() Dim developers As
Developer() = New Developer() { New Developer With {.Name = "Paolo", .Language =
"C#"}, New Developer With {.Name = "Marco", .Language = "C#"}, New Developer
With {.Name = "Frank", .Language = "VB.NET"}} Dim developersUsingCSharp = From
d In developers Where d.Language = "C#" Select d.Name For Each item in
developersUsingCSharp Console.WriteLine(item) Next End SubEnd ModuleThe
syntax of the queries (shown in bold in Examples Example 2-1 and Example 2-2) is called a
query expression. In some LINQ implementations, an in-memory representation of these queries
is known as an expression tree. A query expression operates on one or more information
sources by applying one or more query operators from either the group of standard query
operators or domain-specific operators. In general, the evaluation of a query expression results
in a sequence of values. A query expression is evaluated only when its contents are
enumerated. For further details on query expressions and expression trees, refer to
Chapter 14.NoteFor the sake of simplicity, we will cover only the C# syntax in the following
examples; however, you can see that the Visual Basic version of this sample is very similar to the
C# one.These queries look similar to a SQL statement, although their style is a bit different. The
sample expression we have defined consists of a selection command:select d.NameThat
command is applied to a set of items:from d in developersThe from clause targets any instance



of a class that implements the IEnumerable<T> interface. The selection applies a specific
filtering condition:where d.Language == "C#"The language compilers translate these clauses
into invocations of extension methods that are sequentially applied to the target of the query.
The core library of LINQ, defined in assembly System.Core.dll, defines a set of extension
methods grouped by target and purpose. For example, the assembly includes a class named
Enumerable, defined in the namespace System.Linq, which defines extension methods that can
be applied to instances of types implementing the IEnumerable<T> interface.The filtering
condition (where) defined in the sample query translates into an invocation of the Where
extension method of the Enumerable class. This method provides two overloads, both of which
accept a delegate to a predicate function that describes the filtering condition to check while
partitioning the resulting data. In this case, the filtering predicate is a generic delegate that
accepts an element of type T, which is the same type as the instances stored in the enumeration
we are filtering. The delegate returns a Boolean result stating the membership of the item in the
filtered result set:public static IEnumerable<T> Where<T>( this IEnumerable<T> source,
Func<T, bool> predicate);As you can see from the method signature, you can invoke this
method against any type that implements IEnumerable<T>; therefore, you can call it on the
developers array as follows:var filteredDevelopers = developers.Where(delegate (Developer d)
{ return (d.Language == "C#");});Here, the predicate argument passed to the Where method
represents an anonymous delegate to a function called for each item of type Developer taken
from the source set of data (developers). The result of invoking the Where method will be a
subset of items: all those that satisfy the predicate condition.C# and Visual Basic can define an
anonymous delegate in an easier way, using a lambda expression. Using a lambda expression,
you can rewrite the sample filtering code more compactly:var filteredDevelopers =
developers.Where(d => d.Language == "C#");The select statement is also an extension method
(named Select) provided by the Enumerable class. Here is the signature of the Select
method:public static IEnumerable<TResult> Select<TSource, TResult>( this
IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource, TResult> selector);The selector argument is a
projection that returns an enumeration of objects of type TResult, which is obtained from a set of
source objects of type TSource. As described previously, you can apply this method to the whole
collection of developers using a lambda expression, or invoke it on the collection that is filtered
by the programming language (named filteredDevelopers)—because it is still a type
implementing IEnumerable<T>:var csharpDevelopersNames = filteredDevelopers.Select(d =>
d.Name);Based on the sequence of statements we have just described, here is the sample
query rewritten without using the query expression syntax:IEnumerable<string>
developersUsingCSharp = developers .Where(d => d.Language == "C#") .Select(d =>
d.Name);The Where method and the Select method both receive lambda expressions as
arguments. These lambda expressions translate to predicates and projections based on a set of
generic delegate types defined within the System namespace, in the System.Core.dll
assembly.Here is the entire family of available generic delegate types. Many extension methods



of the Enumerable class accept these delegates as arguments, and we will use them throughout
the examples in this chapter:public delegate TResult Func< TResult >();public delegate TResult
Func< T, TResult >( T arg );public delegate TResult Func< T1, T2, TResult > (T1 arg1, T2
arg2 );public delegate TResult Func< T1, T2, T3, TResult > ( T1 arg1, T2 arg2, T3 arg3 );public
delegate TResult Func< T1, T2, T3, T4, TResult > (T1 arg1, T2 arg2, T3 arg3, T4
arg4 );...public delegate TResult Func<T1, T2, T3, T4, T5, T6, T7, T8, T9, T10, T11, T12, T13,
T14, T15, TResult>(T1 arg1, T2 arg2, T3 arg3, T4 arg4, T5 arg5, T6 arg6, T7 arg7, T8 arg8,
T9 arg9, T10 arg10, T11 arg11, T12 arg12, T13 arg13, T14 arg14, T15 arg15);public delegate
TResult Func<T1, T2, T3, T4, T5, T6, T7, T8, T9, T10, T11, T12, T13, T14, T15, T16,
TResult>(T1 arg1, T2 arg2, T3 arg3, T4 arg4, T5 arg5, T6 arg6, T7 arg7, T8arg8, T9 arg9, T10
arg10, T11 arg11, T12 arg12, T13 arg13, T14 arg14, T15 arg15, T16 arg16);A final version of
the original query in this chapter might look something like Example 2-3.Example 2-3. The
original query expression translated into basic elementsFunc<Developer, bool>
filteringPredicate = d => d.Language == "C#";Func<Developer, string> selectionPredicate = d
=> d.Name;IEnumerable<string> developersUsingCSharp = developers
.Where(filteringPredicate) .Select(selectionPredicate);The C# compiler, like the Visual Basic
compiler, translates the LINQ query expressions (Examples Example 2-1 and Example 2-2) into
something like the statement shown in Example 2-3. After you become familiar with the query
expression syntax (Examples Example 2-1 and Example 2-2), it is simpler and easier to write
and manage this syntax, even if it is optional—and you can always use the equivalent, more
verbose version (Example 2-3). Nevertheless, sometimes it is necessary to use the direct call to
an extension method because query expression syntax does not cover all possible extension
methods.ImportantIn Chapter 3, we will cover in more detail all the extension methods available
in the Enumerable class defined in the System.Linq namespace.Full Query SyntaxThe previous
section described a simple query over a list of objects. Query expression syntax, however, is
more complete and articulate than shown in that example, providing many different language
keywords that satisfy most common querying scenarios. Every query starts with a from clause
and ends with either a select clause or a group clause. The reason to start with a from clause
instead of a select statement, as in SQL syntax, is related (among other technical reasons) to
the need to provide IntelliSense capabilities within the remaining part of the query, which makes
writing conditions, selections, and any other query expression clauses easier. A select clause
projects the result of an expression into an enumerable object. A group clause projects the result
of an expression into a set of groups, based on a grouping condition, where each group is an
enumerable object. The following code shows a prototype of the full syntax of a query
expression:query-expression ::= from-clause query-bodyquery-body ::=join-clause*(from-clause
join-clause* | let-clause | where-clause)*orderby-clause?(select-clause | groupby-clause)
query-continuation?from-clause ::= from itemName in srcExprselect-clause ::= select
selExprgroupby-clause ::= group selExpr by keyExprThe first from clause can be followed by
zero or more from, let, or where clauses. A let clause applies a name to the result of an



expression; it is useful whenever you need to reference the same expression many times within
a query:let-clause ::= let itemName = selExprA where clause, as already discussed, defines a
filter that is applied to include specific items in the results:where-clause ::= where predExprEach
from clause generates a local “range variable” that corresponds to each item in the source
sequence on which query operators (such as the extension methods of
System.Linq.Enumerable) are applied.A from clause can be followed by any number of join
clauses. The final select or group clause can be preceded by an orderby clause that applies an
ordering to the results:join-clause ::=join itemName in srcExpr on keyExpr equals keyExpr(into
itemName)?orderby-clause ::= orderby (keyExpr (ascending | descending)?)*query-
continuation ::= into itemName query-bodyYou will see examples of query expressions
throughout this book. You can refer to this section when you want to check specific elements of
their syntax.Query KeywordsThe following sections describe the various query keywords
available in query expression syntax in more detail.From ClauseThe first keyword is the from
clause. It defines the data source of a query or subquery and a range variable that defines each
single element to query from the data source. The data source can be any instance of a type that
implements the interfaces IEnumerable, IEnumerable<T>, or IQueryable<T> (which implements
IEnumerable<T>). The following excerpt shows a sample C# statement that uses this
clause:from rangeVariable in dataSourceThe language compiler infers the type of the range
variable from the type of the data source. For example, if the data source is of type
IEnumerable<Developer>, the range variable will be of type Developer. In cases that do not use
a strongly typed data source—for example an ArrayList of objects of type Developer that
implement IEnumerable—you should explicitly provide the type of the range variable. In
Example 2-4, you can see an example of a query that explicitly declares the Developer type for
the range variable named d.Example 2-4. A query expression against a nongeneric data source,
with type declaration for the range variableArrayList developers = new
ArrayList();developers.Add(new Developer { Name = "Paolo", Language =
"C#" });developers.Add(new Developer { Name = "Marco", Language =
"C#" });developers.Add(new Developer { Name = "Frank", Language = "VB.NET" });var
developersUsingCSharp = from Developer d in developers where d.Language == "C#"
select d.Name;foreach (string item in developersUsingCSharp) { Console.WriteLine(item);}In
Example 2-4, the casting is mandatory; otherwise, the query will not compile because the
compiler cannot automatically infer the type of the range variable, thereby losing the ability to
resolve the Language and Name member access in the same query.Queries can have multiple
from clauses that define joins between multiple data sources. In C#, each data source requires a
from clause declaration, as you can see in Example 2-5, which joins customers with their orders.
Note that the relationship between Customer and Order is physically defined by the presence of
an Orders array of type Order in each instance of Customer.Example 2-5. A C# query
expression with a join between two data sourcespublic class Customer { public String Name
{ get; set; } public String City { get; set; } public Order[] Orders { get; set; }}public class Order {



public Int32 IdOrder { get; set; } public Decimal EuroAmount { get; set; } public String
Description { get; set; }}// ... code omitted ...static void queryWithJoin() { Customer[] customers
= new Customer[] { new Customer { Name = "Paolo", City = "Brescia", Orders = new
Order[] { new Order { IdOrder = 1, EuroAmount = 100, Description = "Order 1" },
new Order { IdOrder = 2, EuroAmount = 150, Description = "Order 2" }, new Order
{ IdOrder = 3, EuroAmount = 230, Description = "Order 3" }, }}, new Customer { Name =
"Marco", City = "Torino", Orders = new Order[] { new Order { IdOrder = 4,
EuroAmount = 320, Description = "Order 4" }, new Order { IdOrder = 5, EuroAmount =
170, Description = "Order 5" }, }}}; var ordersQuery = from c in customers from o
in c.Orders select new { c.Name, o.IdOrder, o.EuroAmount }; foreach (var item in
ordersQuery) { Console.WriteLine(item); }}In Visual Basic, a single from clause can define
multiple data sources, separated by commas, as you can see in Example 2-6.Example 2-6. A
Visual Basic query expression with a join between two data sourcesDim customers As
Customer() = { New Customer With {.Name = "Paolo", .City = "Brescia", .Orders = New
Order() { New Order With {.IdOrder = 1, .EuroAmount = 100, .Description = "Order 1"},
New Order With {.IdOrder = 2, .EuroAmount = 150, .Description = "Order 2"}, New Order
With {.IdOrder = 3, .EuroAmount = 230, .Description = "Order 3"} }}, New Customer With
{.Name = "Marco", .City = "Torino", .Orders = New Order() { New Order With {.IdOrder =
4, .EuroAmount = 320, .Description = "Order 4"}, New Order With {.IdOrder =
5, .EuroAmount = 170, .Description = "Order 5"}}}}Dim ordersQuery = From c In customers,
o In c.Orders Select c.Name, o.IdOrder, o.EuroAmountFor Each item In ordersQuery
Console.WriteLine(item)NextImportantWhen you use multiple from clauses, the “join condition”
is determined by the structure of the data and is different from the concept of a join in a relational
database. (For this, you need to use the join clause in a query expression, which we will cover
later in this chapter.)Where ClauseAs discussed earlier, the where clause specifies a filtering
condition to apply to the data source. The predicate applies a Boolean condition to each item in
the data source, extracting only those that evaluate to true. Within a single query, you can have
multiple where clauses or a where clause with multiple predicates combined by using logical
operators (&&, ||, and ! in C#; or And, Or, AndAlso, OrElse, Is, and IsNot in Visual Basic). In
Visual Basic, the predicate can be any expression that evaluates to a Boolean value, so you can
also use a numeric expression that will be considered true if it is not equal to zero.Consider the
query in Example 2-7, which uses the where clause to extract all the orders with a EuroAmount
greater than 200 Euros.Example 2-7. A C# query expression with a where clausevar
ordersQuery = from c in customers from o in c.Orders where o.EuroAmount > 200 select
new { c.Name, o.IdOrder, o.EuroAmount };In Example 2-8, you can see the corresponding query
syntax using Visual Basic.Example 2-8. A Visual Basic query expression with a where
clauseDim ordersQuery = From c In customers, o In c.Orders Where o.EuroAmount >
200 Select c.Name, o.IdOrder, o.EuroAmountSelect ClauseThe select clause specifies the
shape of the query output. It is based on a projection that determines what to select from the



result of the evaluation of all the clauses and expressions that precede it. In Visual Basic, the
Select clause is not mandatory. If it is not specified, the query returns a type that is based on the
range variable identified for the current scope. Examples Example 2-7 and Example 2-8 used
the select clause to project anonymous types made up of properties or members of the range
variables in scope. As you can see by comparing the C# syntax (Example 2-7) and the Visual
Basic syntax (Example 2-8), the Visual Basic version looks more like a SQL statement in its
select pattern, whereas the C# version appears more like programming language syntax. In fact,
in C# you must explicitly declare your intent to create a new anonymous type instance, whereas
in Visual Basic the language syntax is lighter and hides the inner workings.Group and Into
ClausesThe group clause can be used to project a result grouped by a key. It can be used as an
alternative to the from clause and allows you to use single-value keys as well as multiple-value
keys. Example 2-9 shows a query that groups developers by programming
language.Example 2-9. A C# query expression to group developers by programming
languageDeveloper[] developers = new Developer[] { new Developer { Name = "Paolo",
Language = "C#" }, new Developer { Name = "Marco", Language = "C#" }, new Developer
{ Name = "Frank", Language = "VB.NET" },};var developersGroupedByLanguage = from d in
developers group d by d.Language;foreach (var group in developersGroupedByLanguage) {
Console.WriteLine("Language: {0}", group.Key); foreach (var item in group){
Console.WriteLine("\t{0}", item.Name); }}The output of the code excerpt in Example 2-9
is:Language: C# Paolo MarcoLanguage: VB.NET FrankAs you can see, the result of
the query is an enumeration of groups identified by a key and made up of inner items. The
example enumerates each group in the query result, writing its Key property to the console and
then iterating the items in each group to extract their values. As mentioned previously, you can
group items by using a multiple-value key that makes use of anonymous types. Example 2-10
shows an example that groups developers by language and an age cluster.Example 2-10. A C#
query expression to group developers by programming language and ageDeveloper[]
developers = new Developer[] { new Developer { Name = "Paolo", Language = "C#", Age =
32 }, new Developer { Name = "Marco", Language = "C#", Age = 37}, new Developer { Name
= "Frank", Language = "VB.NET", Age = 48 },};var developersGroupedByLanguage = from d
in developers group d by new { d.Language, AgeCluster = (d.Age / 10) * 10 };foreach (var group
in developersGroupedByLanguage) { Console.WriteLine("Language: {0}", group.Key); foreach
(var item in group) { Console.WriteLine("\t{0}", item.Name); }}This time, the output of the
code excerpt in Example 2-10 is:Language: { Language = C#, AgeCluster = 30 } Paolo
MarcoLanguage: { Language = VB.NET, AgeCluster = 40 } FrankIn this example, the Key for
each group is an anonymous type defined by two properties: Language and AgeCluster.Visual
Basic also supports grouping results by using the Group By clause. Example 2-11 shows a
query that is equivalent to the one shown in Example 2-9.Example 2-11. A Visual Basic query
expression to group developers by programming languageDim developers As Developer() = {
New Developer With {.Name = "Paolo", .Language = "C#", .Age = 32}, New Developer With



{.Name = "Marco", .Language = "C#", .Age = 37}, New Developer With {.Name =
"Frank", .Language = "VB.NET", .Age = 48}}Dim developersGroupedByLanguage = From d In
developers Group d By d.Language Into Group Select Language, GroupFor Each group In
developersGroupedByLanguage Console.WriteLine("Language: {0}", group.Language) For
Each item In group.Group Console.WriteLine(" {0}", item.Name) NextNextThe Visual
Basic syntax is a bit more complex than the corresponding C# syntax. In Visual Basic, you
project the grouping by using the into clause to create a new Group object of items and then
explicitly declare the selection pattern. However, the result of the grouping is easier to
enumerate because the Key value keeps its name (Language).C# also provides an into clause
that is useful in conjunction with the group keyword, even if using it is not mandatory. You can
use the into keyword to store the results of a select, group, or join statement in a temporary
variable. You might use this construction when you need to execute additional queries over the
results. Because of this behavior, this keyword is also called a continuation clause.
Example 2-12 shows an example of a C# query expression that uses the into
clause.Example 2-12. A C# query expression using the into clausevar
developersGroupedByLanguage = from d in developers group d by d.Language into
developersGrouped select new { Language = developersGrouped.Key,
DevelopersCount = developersGrouped.Count() };foreach (var group in
developersGroupedByLanguage) { Console.WriteLine ("Language {0} contains {1}
developers", group.Language, group.DevelopersCount);}Orderby ClauseThe orderby clause,
as you can assume from its name, lets you sort the result of a query in either ascending or
descending order. The ordering can use one or more keys that combine different sorting
directions. Example 2-13 shows a query that extracts orders placed by customers, ordered by
EuroAmount. (By default, when not explicitly defined, the orderby clause sorts values in
ascending sequence.)Example 2-13. A C# query expression with an orderby clausevar
ordersSortedByEuroAmount = from c in customers from o in c.Orders orderby
o.EuroAmount select new { c.Name, o.IdOrder, o.EuroAmount };Example 2-14 shows a query
that selects orders sorted by customer Name and EuroAmount in descending
order.Example 2-14. A C# query expression with an orderby clause with multiple ordering
conditionsvar ordersSortedByCustomerAndEuroAmount = from c in customers from o in
c.Orders orderby c.Name, o.EuroAmount descending select new { c.Name, o.IdOrder,
o.EuroAmount };Example 2-15 shows the query from Example 2-14 written in Visual
Basic.Example 2-15. A Visual Basic query expression with an orderby clause with multiple
ordering conditionsDim ordersSortedByCustomerAndEuroAmount = From c In customers,
o In c.Orders Order By c.Name, o.EuroAmount Descending Select c.Name, o.IdOrder,
o.EuroAmountHere, both languages have very similar syntax.Join ClauseThe join keyword lets
you associate different data sources on the basis of a member that can be compared for
equivalency. It works similarly to a SQL equijoin statement. You cannot compare items to join by
using comparisons such as “greater than,” “less than,” or “not equal to.” You can define equality



comparisons only by using a special equals keyword that behaves differently from the “= =”
operator, because the position of the operands is significant. With equals, the left key consumes
the outer source sequence, and the right key consumes the inner source sequence. The outer
source sequence is in scope only on the left side of equals, and the inner source sequence is in
scope only on the right side. Here is this concept presented in pseudocode:join-clause ::= join
innerItem in innerSequence on outerKey equals innerKeyBy using the join clause, you can
define inner joins, group joins, and left outer joins. An inner join is a join that returns a flat result,
mapping the outer data source elements with the corresponding inner data source. It skips outer
data source elements that lack corresponding inner data source elements. Example 2-16
presents a simple query with an inner join between product categories and related
products.Example 2-16. A C# query expression with an inner joinpublic class Category { public
Int32 IdCategory { get; set; } public String Name { get; set; }}public class Product { public
String IdProduct { get; set; } public Int32 IdCategory { get; set; } public String Description { get;
set; }}// ... code omitted ...Category[] categories = new Category[] { new Category { IdCategory
= 1, Name = "Pasta"}, new Category { IdCategory = 2, Name = "Beverages"}, new Category
{ IdCategory = 3, Name = "Other food"},};Product[] products = new Product[] { new Product
{ IdProduct = "PASTA01", IdCategory = 1, Description = "Tortellini" }, new Product { IdProduct =
"PASTA02", IdCategory = 1, Description = "Spaghetti" }, new Product { IdProduct = "PASTA03",
IdCategory = 1, Description = "Fusilli" }, new Product { IdProduct = "BEV01", IdCategory = 2,
Description = "Water" }, new Product { IdProduct = "BEV02", IdCategory = 2, Description =
"Orange Juice" },};var categoriesAndProducts = from c in categories join p in products on
c.IdCategory equals p.IdCategory select new { c.IdCategory, CategoryName = c.Name,
Product = p.Description };foreach (var item in categoriesAndProducts) {
Console.WriteLine(item);}The output of this code excerpt is similar to the following. Notice that
the “Other food” category is missing from the output because no products are included in it:
{ IdCategory = 1, CategoryName = Pasta, Product = Tortellini }{ IdCategory = 1, CategoryName
= Pasta, Product = Spaghetti }{ IdCategory = 1, CategoryName = Pasta, Product = Fusilli }
{ IdCategory = 2, CategoryName = Beverages, Product = Water }{ IdCategory = 2,
CategoryName = Beverages, Product = Orange Juice }A group join defines a join that produces
a hierarchical result set, grouping the inner sequence elements with their corresponding outer
sequence elements. In cases in which an outer sequence element is missing its corresponding
inner sequence elements, the outer element will be joined with an empty array. A group join does
not have a relational counterpart in SQL syntax because of its hierarchical result. Example 2-17
shows an example of such a query. (You will see an expanded form of this type of query in
Chapter 3.)Example 2-17. A C# query expression with a group joinvar categoriesAndProducts =
from c in categories join p in products on c.IdCategory equals p.IdCategory into
productsByCategory select new { c.IdCategory, CategoryName = c.Name, Products
= productsByCategory };foreach (var category in categoriesAndProducts) {
Console.WriteLine("{0} - {1}", category.IdCategory, category.CategoryName); foreach (var



product in category.Products) { Console.WriteLine("\t{0}", product.Description); }}The output
of this code excerpt follows. Notice that this time the “Other food” category is present in the
output, even though it is empty:1 - Pasta Tortellini Spaghetti Fusilli2 - Beverages
Water Orange Juice3 - Other foodVisual Basic provides a specific keyword called Group
Join to define group joins in query expressions.A left outer join returns a flat result set that
includes any outer source element even if it is missing its corresponding inner source element.
To produce this result, you need to use the DefaultIfEmpty extension method, which returns a
default value in the case of an empty data source value. We will cover this and many other
extension methods in more detail in Chapter 3. In Example 2-18, you can see an example of this
syntax.Example 2-18. A C# query expression with a left outer joinvar categoriesAndProducts =
from c in categories join p in products on c.IdCategory equals p.IdCategory into
productsByCategory from pc in productsByCategory.DefaultIfEmpty( new Product {
IdProduct = String.Empty, Description = String.Empty, IdCategory = 0} ) select new {
c.IdCategory, CategoryName = c.Name, Product = pc.Description };foreach (var item in
categoriesAndProducts) { Console.WriteLine(item);}This example produces the following
output:{ IdCategory = 1, CategoryName = Pasta, Product = Tortellini }{ IdCategory = 1,
CategoryName = Pasta, Product = Spaghetti }{ IdCategory = 1, CategoryName = Pasta, Product
= Fusilli }{ IdCategory = 2, CategoryName = Beverages, Product = Water }{ IdCategory = 2,
CategoryName = Beverages, Product = Orange Juice }{ IdCategory = 3, CategoryName = Other
food, Product = }Notice that the “Other food” category is present with an empty product, which
is provided by the DefaultIfEmpty extension method.One last point to emphasize about the join
clause is that you can compare elements by using composite keys. You simply make use of
anonymous types as shown with the group keyword. For example, if you had a composite key in
Category made up of IdCategory and Year, you could write the following statement with an
anonymous type used in the equals condition:from c in categoriesjoin p in products on new
{ c.IdCategory, c.Year } equals new { p.IdCategory, p.Year } into productsByCategoryAs you
have already seen in this chapter, you can also get the results of joins by using nested from
clauses, which is a useful approach whenever you need to define non-equijoin queries.Visual
Basic has syntax quite similar to C#, but offers some shortcuts to define joins more quickly. You
can define implicit join statements by using multiple In clauses in the From statement and
defining the equality conditions with a Where clause. In Example 2-19, you can see an example
of this syntax.Example 2-19. A Visual Basic implicit join statementDim categoriesAndProducts =
From c In categories, p In products Where c.IdCategory = p.IdCategory Select
c.IdCategory, CategoryName = c.Name, Product = p.DescriptionFor Each item In
categoriesAndProducts Console.WriteLine(item)NextIn Example 2-20, you can see the same
query defined by using the standard explicit join syntax.Example 2-20. A Visual Basic explicit
join statementDim categoriesAndProducts = From c In categories Join p In products On
p.IdCategory Equals c.IdCategory Select c.IdCategory, CategoryName = c.Name, Product =
p.DescriptionNotice that in Visual Basic the order of elements in the equality comparison does



not matter because the compiler will arrange them on its own, making the query syntax more
relaxed, as happens in classic relational SQL.Let ClauseThe let clause allows you to store the
result of a subexpression in a variable that can be used somewhere else in the query. This
clause is useful when you need to reuse the same expression many times in the same query,
and you do not want to define it every single time you use it. Using the let clause, you can define
a new range variable for that expression and subsequently reference it within the query. Once
assigned, a range variable defined by a let clause cannot be changed. However, if the range
variable holds a queryable type, it can be queried. In Example 2-21, you can see an example of
this clause applied to select the same product categories with the count of their products, sorted
by the counter itself.Example 2-21. A C# sample of usage of the let clausevar
categoriesByProductsNumberQuery = from c in categories join p in products on
c.IdCategory equals p.IdCategory into productsByCategory let ProductsCount =
productsByCategory.Count() orderby ProductsCount select new { c.IdCategory,
ProductsCount};foreach (var item in categoriesByProductsNumberQuery) {
Console.WriteLine(item);}Here is the output of the code excerpt in Example 2-21:{ IdCategory =
3, ProductsCount = 0 }{ IdCategory = 2, ProductsCount = 2 }{ IdCategory = 1, ProductsCount =
3 }Visual Basic uses syntax very similar to C#, and also allows you to define multiple aliases,
separated by commas, within the same let clause.Additional Visual Basic KeywordsVisual Basic
includes additional query expression keywords that are available in C# only by using extension
methods. These keywords are described in the following list:Aggregate Useful for applying an
aggregate function to a data source. You can use Aggregate to begin a new query instead of a
From clause.Distinct Can be used to eliminate duplicate values in query results.Skip Can be
used to skip the first N elements of a query result.Skip While Can be used to skip the first
elements of a query result that satisfy a specified predicate.Take Can be used to return the first
N elements of a query result.Take While Can be used to take the first elements of a query result
that satisfy a specified predicate.You can use Skip and Take (or Skip While and Take While)
together to paginate query results. You will revisit this subject with some examples in
Chapter 3.More About Query SyntaxAt this point, you have seen all the query keywords
available through the programming languages. However, remember that each query expression
is converted by the language compiler into an invocation of the corresponding extension
methods. Whenever you need to query a data source by using LINQ and no keyword exists for a
particular operation in a query expression, you can use native or custom extension methods
directly in conjunction with query expression syntax. When you use extension methods only (as
shown in Example 2-3), the syntax is called method syntax. When you use query syntax in
conjunction with extension methods (as shown in Example 2-17), the result is known as mixed
query syntax.Deferred Query Evaluation and Extension Method ResolutionThis section
examines two query expression behaviors: deferred query evaluation and extension method
resolution. Both concepts are important for all LINQ implementations.Deferred Query
EvaluationA query expression is not evaluated when it is defined, but only when it is used.



Consider the example in Example 2-22.Example 2-22. A sample LINQ query over a set of
developersList<Developer> developers = new List<Developer>(new Developer[] { new
Developer { Name = "Paolo", Language = "C#", Age = 32 }, new Developer { Name = "Marco",
Language = "C#", Age = 37}, new Developer { Name = "Frank", Language = "VB.NET", Age =
48 }});var query = from d in developers where d.Language == "C#" select new { d.Name,
d.Age };Console.WriteLine("There are {0} C# developers.", query.Count());This code declares a
very simple query that contains just two items, as you can see by reading the code that declares
the list of developers or simply by checking the console output of the code that invokes the
Count extension method:There are 2 C# developers.Now imagine that you want to change the
content of the source sequence by adding a new Developer instance—after the query variable
has been defined (as shown in Example 2-23).Example 2-23. Sample code to modify the set of
developers that are being querieddevelopers.Add(new Developer { Name = "Roberto",
Language = "C#", Age = 35 });Console.WriteLine("There are {0} C# developers.",
query.Count());If you enumerate the query variable again or check its item count, as we do in
Example 2-23 after a new developer is added, the result is three. The added developer is
included in the result even though he was added after the definition of query.The reason for this
behavior is that, from a logical point of view, a query expression describes a kind of “query plan.”
It is not actually executed until it is used, and it will be executed again and again every time you
run it. Some LINQ implementations—such as LINQ to Objects—implement this behavior
through delegates. Others—such as LINQ to SQL—might use expression trees that take
advantage of the IQueryable<T> interface. This behavior is known as deferred query evaluation
—and it is a fundamental concept in LINQ, regardless of which LINQ implementation you are
using.Deferred query evaluation is useful because you can define queries once and apply them
several times: if the source sequence has been changed, the result will always reflect the most
recent content. However, consider a situation in which you want a snapshot of the result at a
particular “safe point” that you want to re-use many times, avoiding re-execution, either for
performance reasons or to keep the snapshot independent of changes to the source sequence.
To do that, you need to make a copy of the result, which you can do by using a set of operators
called conversion operators (such as ToArray, ToList, ToDictionary, ToLookup), created
specifically for this purpose.NoteMore Info Conversion operators are covered in detail in
Chapter 3.Extension Method ResolutionExtension method resolution is one of the most
important concepts to understand if you want to master LINQ. Consider the code in
Example 2-24, which defines a custom list of type Developer (named Developers) and a class,
DevelopersExtension, that provides an extension method named Where that applies specifically
to instances of the Developers type.Example 2-24. Sample code to modify the set of developers
that are being queriedpublic sealed class Developers : List<Developer> { public
Developers(IEnumerable<Developer> items) : base(items) { }}public static class
DevelopersExtension { public static IEnumerable<Developer> Where( this Developers
source, Func<Developer, bool> predicate) { Console.WriteLine("Invoked Where extension



method for Developers"); return (source.AsEnumerable().Where(predicate)); } public static
IEnumerable<Developer> Where( this Developers source, Func<Developer, int, bool>
predicate) { Console.WriteLine("Invoked Where extension method for Developers");
return (source.AsEnumerable().Where(predicate)); }}The only special action the custom
Where extension methods take is to write some output to the console, indicating that they have
executed. After that, the methods pass the request to the Where extension methods defined for
any standard instance of type IEnumerable<T>, converting the source with a method called
AsEnumerable, which we will cover in Chapter 3.Now, if you use the usual developers array, the
behavior of the query in Example 2-25 is quite interesting.Example 2-25. A query expression
over a custom list of type DevelopersDevelopers developers = new Developers(new Developer[]
{ new Developer { Name = "Paolo", Language = "C#", Age = 32 }, new Developer { Name =
"Marco", Language = "C#", Age = 37 }, new Developer { Name = "Frank", Language =
"VB.NET", Age = 48 },});var query = from d in developers where d.Language == "C#"
select d;Console.WriteLine("There are {0} C# developers.", query.Count());The query
expression will be converted by the compiler into the following code, as you saw earlier in this
chapter:var query = developers .Where (d => d.Language == "C#") .Select(d => d);As a
result of the presence of the DevelopersExtension class, the extension method Where that
executes is the one defined by DevelopersExtension, rather than the general-purpose one
defined in System.Linq.Enumerable. (To be considered as an extension method container class,
the DevelopersExtension class must be declared as static and defined in the current
namespace or in any namespace included in active using directives.) The resulting code
produced by the compiler resolving extension methods is the following:var query =
Enumerable.Select( DevelopersExtension.Where( developers, d => d.Language
== "C#"), d => d );In the end, you are always calling static methods of a static class, but the
syntax required is lighter and more intuitive with extension methods than with the more verbose
static method explicit calls.At this point, you are beginning to experience the real power of LINQ.
Using extension methods, you can define custom behaviors for specific types. In the following
chapters, we will discuss LINQ to Entities, LINQ to SQL, LINQ to XML, and other
implementations of LINQ. These implementations are just specific implementations of query
operators, thanks to the extension method resolution realized by the compilers.Now everything
looks fine. But now imagine that you need to query the custom list of type Developers with the
standard Where extension method rather than with the specialized one. To achieve that, you will
need to convert the custom list to a more generalized type to divert the extension method
resolution made by the compiler. This is another scenario that can benefit from conversion
operators, which we will cover in Chapter 3.Some Final Thoughts About LINQ QueriesIn this
section, we will cover a few more details about degenerate query expressions and exception
handling.Degenerate Query ExpressionsSometimes you need to iterate over the elements of a
data source without any filtering, ordering, grouping, or custom projection. Consider for example
the query presented in Example 2-26.Example 2-26. A degenerate query expression over a list



of type DevelopersDeveloper[] developers = new Developer[] {...};var query = from d in
developers select d;foreach (var developer in query) { Console.WriteLine(developer.Name);}
This code excerpt simply iterates over the data source, so you might wonder why the code does
not simply use the data source directly, as in Example 2-27.Example 2-27. Iteration over a list of
type DevelopersDeveloper[] developers = new Developer[] {...};foreach (var developer in
developers) { Console.WriteLine(developer.Name);}Apparently, the results of both Examples
Example 2-26 and Example 2-27 are the same. However, using the query expression in
Example 2-26 ensures that if a specific Select extension method for the data source exists, the
custom method will be called and the result will be consistent as a result of the translation of the
query expression into its corresponding method syntax.A query that simply returns a result
equal to the original data source (thus appearing trivial or useless) is called a degenerate query
expression. On the other hand, iterating directly over the data source (as in Example 2-27) skips
the invocation of any custom Select extension method and does not guarantee the correct
behavior (unless, of course, you explicitly want to iterate over the data source without using
LINQ).Exception HandlingQuery expressions can refer to external methods within their
definitions. Sometimes those methods can fail. Consider the query defined in Example 2-28,
which invokes the DoSomething method for each data source item.Example 2-28. A C# query
expression that references an external method that throws a fictitious exceptionstatic Boolean
DoSomething(Developer dev) { if (dev.Age > 40) throw new
ArgumentOutOfRangeException("dev"); return (dev.Language == "C#");}static void Main() {
Developer[] developers = new Developer[] { new Developer { Name = "Frank", Language =
"VB.NET", Age = 48 }, // other initializations omitted for the sake of brevity }; var query =
from d in developers let SomethingResult = DoSomething(d) select new { d.Name,
SomethingResult }; foreach (var item in query) { Console.WriteLine(item); }}The
DoSomething method throws a fictitious exception for any developer older than 40. We call this
method from inside the query. During query execution, when the query iterates over the
developer Frank, who is 48 years old, the custom method will throw an exception.First, you
should think carefully about calling custom methods in query definitions, because it is a
potentially dangerous habit, as you can see when executing this sample code. However, in
cases in which you do decide to call external methods, the best way to work with them is to wrap
the enumeration of the query result with a try … catch block. In fact, as you saw in the section
Deferred Query Evaluation, a query expression is executed each time it is enumerated, and not
when it is defined. Thus, the correct way of writing the code in Example 2-28 is presented in
Example 2-29.Example 2-29. A C# query expression used with exception handlingDeveloper[]
developers = new Developer[] { new Developer { Name = "Frank", Language = "VB.NET", Age
= 48 }, // other initializations omitted for the sake of brevity};var query = from d in developers
let SomethingResult = DoSomething(d) select new { d.Name, SomethingResult };try {
foreach (var item in query) { Console.WriteLine(item); }}catch
(ArgumentOutOfRangeException e) { Console.WriteLine(e.Message);}In general, it is useless



to wrap a query expression definition with a try … catch block. Moreover, for the same reason,
you should avoid using the results of methods or constructors directly as data sources for a
query expression and should instead assign their results to instance variables, wrapping the
variable assignment with a try … catch block as in Example 2-30.Example 2-30. A C# query
expression with exception handling in a local variables declarationstatic void
queryWithExceptionHandledInDataSourceDefinition() { Developer[] developers = null; try {
developers = createDevelopersDataSource(); } catch (InvalidOperationException e) { //
Imagine that the createDevelopersDataSource // throws an InvalidOperationException in
case of failure // Handle it somehow ... Console.WriteLine(e.Message); } if (developers !
= null) { var query = from d in developers let SomethingResult =
DoSomething(d) select new { d.Name, SomethingResult }; try { foreach (var item
in query) { Console.WriteLine(item); } } catch
(ArgumentOutOfRangeException e) { Console.WriteLine(e.Message); } }}private static
Developer[] createDevelopersDataSource() { // Fictitious InvalidOperationException thrown
throw new InvalidOperationException();}SummaryThis chapter discussed the principles of
query expressions and their different syntax flavors (query syntax, method syntax, and mixed
syntax), as well as all the main query keywords available in C# and Visual Basic. You have seen
two important LINQ features: deferred query evaluation and extension method resolution. You
have also seen examples of degenerate query expression and how to handle exceptions while
enumerating query expressions. In the next chapter, you will examine LINQ to Objects in
detail.Chapter 2. LINQ Syntax FundamentalsChapter 2. LINQ Syntax FundamentalsChapter 2.
LINQ Syntax FundamentalsChapter 2. LINQ Syntax FundamentalsWith Microsoft Language
Integrated Query (LINQ), you can query and manage sequences of items (objects, entities,
database records, XML nodes, and so on) within your software solutions, using a common
syntax and a unique programming language—regardless of the nature of the items handled. The
key feature of LINQ is its integration with widely used programming languages, an integration
made possible by the use of a syntax common to all kinds of content.As described in Chapter 1,
LINQ provides a basic infrastructure for many different implementations of querying engines,
including LINQ to Objects, LINQ to SQL, LINQ to DataSet, LINQ to Entities, LINQ to XML, LINQ
to SharePoint, and so on. All these query extensions are based on specialized extension
methods and share a common set of keywords for query expression syntax that you will learn in
this chapter.Before looking at each keyword in detail, we will walk you through various aspects of
a simple LINQ query and introduce you to fundamental elements of LINQ syntax.LINQ
QueriesLINQ is based on a set of query operators, defined as extension methods, that work with
any object that implements the IEnumerable<T> or IQueryable<T> interface.This approach
makes LINQ a general-purpose querying framework, because many collections and types
implement IEnumerable<T> or IQueryable<T>, and developers can define their own
implementations. This query infrastructure is also highly extensible, as you will see in
Chapter 15. Given the architecture of extension methods, you can specialize a method’s



behavior based on the type of data you are querying. For instance, both LINQ to SQL and LINQ
to XML have specialized LINQ operators to handle relational data and XML nodes,
respectively.Query SyntaxTo introduce query syntax, let us start with a simple example. Imagine
that you need to query an array of objects of a Developer type by using LINQ to Objects. You
want to extract the names of the developers who use Microsoft Visual C# as their main
programming language. The code you might use is shown in Example 2-1.Example 2-1. A
simple query expression in C#using System;using System.Linq;using
System.Collections.Generic;public class Developer { public string Name; public string
Language; public int Age;}class App { static void Main() { Developer[] developers = new
Developer[] { new Developer {Name = "Paolo", Language = "C#"}, new Developer
{Name = "Marco", Language = "C#"}, new Developer {Name = "Frank", Language =
"VB.NET"}}; var developersUsingCSharp = from d in developers where
d.Language == "C#" select d.Name; foreach (var item in developersUsingCSharp) {
Console.WriteLine(item); } }}When you run this code, it writes the names Paolo and
Marco.In Microsoft Visual Basic, you can express the same query against the same Developer
type with syntax such as that shown in Example 2-2.Example 2-2. A simple query expression in
Visual BasicImports SystemImports System.LinqImports System.Collections.GenericPublic
Class Developer Public Name As String Public Language As String Public Age As
IntegerEnd ClassModule App Sub Main() Dim developers As Developer() = New
Developer() { New Developer With {.Name = "Paolo", .Language = "C#"}, New
Developer With {.Name = "Marco", .Language = "C#"}, New Developer With {.Name =
"Frank", .Language = "VB.NET"}} Dim developersUsingCSharp = From d In
developers Where d.Language = "C#" Select d.Name For Each item in
developersUsingCSharp Console.WriteLine(item) Next End SubEnd ModuleThe
syntax of the queries (shown in bold in Examples Example 2-1 and Example 2-2) is called a
query expression. In some LINQ implementations, an in-memory representation of these queries
is known as an expression tree. A query expression operates on one or more information
sources by applying one or more query operators from either the group of standard query
operators or domain-specific operators. In general, the evaluation of a query expression results
in a sequence of values. A query expression is evaluated only when its contents are
enumerated. For further details on query expressions and expression trees, refer to
Chapter 14.NoteFor the sake of simplicity, we will cover only the C# syntax in the following
examples; however, you can see that the Visual Basic version of this sample is very similar to the
C# one.These queries look similar to a SQL statement, although their style is a bit different. The
sample expression we have defined consists of a selection command:select d.NameThat
command is applied to a set of items:from d in developersThe from clause targets any instance
of a class that implements the IEnumerable<T> interface. The selection applies a specific
filtering condition:where d.Language == "C#"The language compilers translate these clauses
into invocations of extension methods that are sequentially applied to the target of the query.



The core library of LINQ, defined in assembly System.Core.dll, defines a set of extension
methods grouped by target and purpose. For example, the assembly includes a class named
Enumerable, defined in the namespace System.Linq, which defines extension methods that can
be applied to instances of types implementing the IEnumerable<T> interface.The filtering
condition (where) defined in the sample query translates into an invocation of the Where
extension method of the Enumerable class. This method provides two overloads, both of which
accept a delegate to a predicate function that describes the filtering condition to check while
partitioning the resulting data. In this case, the filtering predicate is a generic delegate that
accepts an element of type T, which is the same type as the instances stored in the enumeration
we are filtering. The delegate returns a Boolean result stating the membership of the item in the
filtered result set:public static IEnumerable<T> Where<T>( this IEnumerable<T> source,
Func<T, bool> predicate);As you can see from the method signature, you can invoke this
method against any type that implements IEnumerable<T>; therefore, you can call it on the
developers array as follows:var filteredDevelopers = developers.Where(delegate (Developer d)
{ return (d.Language == "C#");});Here, the predicate argument passed to the Where method
represents an anonymous delegate to a function called for each item of type Developer taken
from the source set of data (developers). The result of invoking the Where method will be a
subset of items: all those that satisfy the predicate condition.C# and Visual Basic can define an
anonymous delegate in an easier way, using a lambda expression. Using a lambda expression,
you can rewrite the sample filtering code more compactly:var filteredDevelopers =
developers.Where(d => d.Language == "C#");The select statement is also an extension method
(named Select) provided by the Enumerable class. Here is the signature of the Select
method:public static IEnumerable<TResult> Select<TSource, TResult>( this
IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource, TResult> selector);The selector argument is a
projection that returns an enumeration of objects of type TResult, which is obtained from a set of
source objects of type TSource. As described previously, you can apply this method to the whole
collection of developers using a lambda expression, or invoke it on the collection that is filtered
by the programming language (named filteredDevelopers)—because it is still a type
implementing IEnumerable<T>:var csharpDevelopersNames = filteredDevelopers.Select(d =>
d.Name);Based on the sequence of statements we have just described, here is the sample
query rewritten without using the query expression syntax:IEnumerable<string>
developersUsingCSharp = developers .Where(d => d.Language == "C#") .Select(d =>
d.Name);The Where method and the Select method both receive lambda expressions as
arguments. These lambda expressions translate to predicates and projections based on a set of
generic delegate types defined within the System namespace, in the System.Core.dll
assembly.Here is the entire family of available generic delegate types. Many extension methods
of the Enumerable class accept these delegates as arguments, and we will use them throughout
the examples in this chapter:public delegate TResult Func< TResult >();public delegate TResult
Func< T, TResult >( T arg );public delegate TResult Func< T1, T2, TResult > (T1 arg1, T2



arg2 );public delegate TResult Func< T1, T2, T3, TResult > ( T1 arg1, T2 arg2, T3 arg3 );public
delegate TResult Func< T1, T2, T3, T4, TResult > (T1 arg1, T2 arg2, T3 arg3, T4
arg4 );...public delegate TResult Func<T1, T2, T3, T4, T5, T6, T7, T8, T9, T10, T11, T12, T13,
T14, T15, TResult>(T1 arg1, T2 arg2, T3 arg3, T4 arg4, T5 arg5, T6 arg6, T7 arg7, T8 arg8,
T9 arg9, T10 arg10, T11 arg11, T12 arg12, T13 arg13, T14 arg14, T15 arg15);public delegate
TResult Func<T1, T2, T3, T4, T5, T6, T7, T8, T9, T10, T11, T12, T13, T14, T15, T16,
TResult>(T1 arg1, T2 arg2, T3 arg3, T4 arg4, T5 arg5, T6 arg6, T7 arg7, T8arg8, T9 arg9, T10
arg10, T11 arg11, T12 arg12, T13 arg13, T14 arg14, T15 arg15, T16 arg16);A final version of
the original query in this chapter might look something like Example 2-3.Example 2-3. The
original query expression translated into basic elementsFunc<Developer, bool>
filteringPredicate = d => d.Language == "C#";Func<Developer, string> selectionPredicate = d
=> d.Name;IEnumerable<string> developersUsingCSharp = developers
.Where(filteringPredicate) .Select(selectionPredicate);The C# compiler, like the Visual Basic
compiler, translates the LINQ query expressions (Examples Example 2-1 and Example 2-2) into
something like the statement shown in Example 2-3. After you become familiar with the query
expression syntax (Examples Example 2-1 and Example 2-2), it is simpler and easier to write
and manage this syntax, even if it is optional—and you can always use the equivalent, more
verbose version (Example 2-3). Nevertheless, sometimes it is necessary to use the direct call to
an extension method because query expression syntax does not cover all possible extension
methods.ImportantIn Chapter 3, we will cover in more detail all the extension methods available
in the Enumerable class defined in the System.Linq namespace.Full Query SyntaxThe previous
section described a simple query over a list of objects. Query expression syntax, however, is
more complete and articulate than shown in that example, providing many different language
keywords that satisfy most common querying scenarios. Every query starts with a from clause
and ends with either a select clause or a group clause. The reason to start with a from clause
instead of a select statement, as in SQL syntax, is related (among other technical reasons) to
the need to provide IntelliSense capabilities within the remaining part of the query, which makes
writing conditions, selections, and any other query expression clauses easier. A select clause
projects the result of an expression into an enumerable object. A group clause projects the result
of an expression into a set of groups, based on a grouping condition, where each group is an
enumerable object. The following code shows a prototype of the full syntax of a query
expression:query-expression ::= from-clause query-bodyquery-body ::=join-clause*(from-clause
join-clause* | let-clause | where-clause)*orderby-clause?(select-clause | groupby-clause)
query-continuation?from-clause ::= from itemName in srcExprselect-clause ::= select
selExprgroupby-clause ::= group selExpr by keyExprThe first from clause can be followed by
zero or more from, let, or where clauses. A let clause applies a name to the result of an
expression; it is useful whenever you need to reference the same expression many times within
a query:let-clause ::= let itemName = selExprA where clause, as already discussed, defines a
filter that is applied to include specific items in the results:where-clause ::= where predExprEach



from clause generates a local “range variable” that corresponds to each item in the source
sequence on which query operators (such as the extension methods of
System.Linq.Enumerable) are applied.A from clause can be followed by any number of join
clauses. The final select or group clause can be preceded by an orderby clause that applies an
ordering to the results:join-clause ::=join itemName in srcExpr on keyExpr equals keyExpr(into
itemName)?orderby-clause ::= orderby (keyExpr (ascending | descending)?)*query-
continuation ::= into itemName query-bodyYou will see examples of query expressions
throughout this book. You can refer to this section when you want to check specific elements of
their syntax.LINQ QueriesLINQ QueriesLINQ QueriesLINQ QueriesLINQ is based on a set of
query operators, defined as extension methods, that work with any object that implements the
IEnumerable<T> or IQueryable<T> interface.This approach makes LINQ a general-purpose
querying framework, because many collections and types implement IEnumerable<T> or
IQueryable<T>, and developers can define their own implementations. This query infrastructure
is also highly extensible, as you will see in Chapter 15. Given the architecture of extension
methods, you can specialize a method’s behavior based on the type of data you are querying.
For instance, both LINQ to SQL and LINQ to XML have specialized LINQ operators to handle
relational data and XML nodes, respectively.Query SyntaxTo introduce query syntax, let us start
with a simple example. Imagine that you need to query an array of objects of a Developer type
by using LINQ to Objects. You want to extract the names of the developers who use Microsoft
Visual C# as their main programming language. The code you might use is shown in
Example 2-1.Example 2-1. A simple query expression in C#using System;using
System.Linq;using System.Collections.Generic;public class Developer { public string Name;
public string Language; public int Age;}class App { static void Main() { Developer[]
developers = new Developer[] { new Developer {Name = "Paolo", Language = "C#"},
new Developer {Name = "Marco", Language = "C#"}, new Developer {Name = "Frank",
Language = "VB.NET"}}; var developersUsingCSharp = from d in developers
where d.Language == "C#" select d.Name; foreach (var item in
developersUsingCSharp) { Console.WriteLine(item); } }}When you run this code, it
writes the names Paolo and Marco.In Microsoft Visual Basic, you can express the same query
against the same Developer type with syntax such as that shown in Example 2-2.Example 2-2. A
simple query expression in Visual BasicImports SystemImports System.LinqImports
System.Collections.GenericPublic Class Developer Public Name As String Public Language
As String Public Age As IntegerEnd ClassModule App Sub Main() Dim developers As
Developer() = New Developer() { New Developer With {.Name = "Paolo", .Language =
"C#"}, New Developer With {.Name = "Marco", .Language = "C#"}, New Developer
With {.Name = "Frank", .Language = "VB.NET"}} Dim developersUsingCSharp = From
d In developers Where d.Language = "C#" Select d.Name For Each item in
developersUsingCSharp Console.WriteLine(item) Next End SubEnd ModuleThe
syntax of the queries (shown in bold in Examples Example 2-1 and Example 2-2) is called a



query expression. In some LINQ implementations, an in-memory representation of these queries
is known as an expression tree. A query expression operates on one or more information
sources by applying one or more query operators from either the group of standard query
operators or domain-specific operators. In general, the evaluation of a query expression results
in a sequence of values. A query expression is evaluated only when its contents are
enumerated. For further details on query expressions and expression trees, refer to
Chapter 14.NoteFor the sake of simplicity, we will cover only the C# syntax in the following
examples; however, you can see that the Visual Basic version of this sample is very similar to the
C# one.These queries look similar to a SQL statement, although their style is a bit different. The
sample expression we have defined consists of a selection command:select d.NameThat
command is applied to a set of items:from d in developersThe from clause targets any instance
of a class that implements the IEnumerable<T> interface. The selection applies a specific
filtering condition:where d.Language == "C#"The language compilers translate these clauses
into invocations of extension methods that are sequentially applied to the target of the query.
The core library of LINQ, defined in assembly System.Core.dll, defines a set of extension
methods grouped by target and purpose. For example, the assembly includes a class named
Enumerable, defined in the namespace System.Linq, which defines extension methods that can
be applied to instances of types implementing the IEnumerable<T> interface.The filtering
condition (where) defined in the sample query translates into an invocation of the Where
extension method of the Enumerable class. This method provides two overloads, both of which
accept a delegate to a predicate function that describes the filtering condition to check while
partitioning the resulting data. In this case, the filtering predicate is a generic delegate that
accepts an element of type T, which is the same type as the instances stored in the enumeration
we are filtering. The delegate returns a Boolean result stating the membership of the item in the
filtered result set:public static IEnumerable<T> Where<T>( this IEnumerable<T> source,
Func<T, bool> predicate);As you can see from the method signature, you can invoke this
method against any type that implements IEnumerable<T>; therefore, you can call it on the
developers array as follows:var filteredDevelopers = developers.Where(delegate (Developer d)
{ return (d.Language == "C#");});Here, the predicate argument passed to the Where method
represents an anonymous delegate to a function called for each item of type Developer taken
from the source set of data (developers). The result of invoking the Where method will be a
subset of items: all those that satisfy the predicate condition.C# and Visual Basic can define an
anonymous delegate in an easier way, using a lambda expression. Using a lambda expression,
you can rewrite the sample filtering code more compactly:var filteredDevelopers =
developers.Where(d => d.Language == "C#");The select statement is also an extension method
(named Select) provided by the Enumerable class. Here is the signature of the Select
method:public static IEnumerable<TResult> Select<TSource, TResult>( this
IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource, TResult> selector);The selector argument is a
projection that returns an enumeration of objects of type TResult, which is obtained from a set of



source objects of type TSource. As described previously, you can apply this method to the whole
collection of developers using a lambda expression, or invoke it on the collection that is filtered
by the programming language (named filteredDevelopers)—because it is still a type
implementing IEnumerable<T>:var csharpDevelopersNames = filteredDevelopers.Select(d =>
d.Name);Based on the sequence of statements we have just described, here is the sample
query rewritten without using the query expression syntax:IEnumerable<string>
developersUsingCSharp = developers .Where(d => d.Language == "C#") .Select(d =>
d.Name);The Where method and the Select method both receive lambda expressions as
arguments. These lambda expressions translate to predicates and projections based on a set of
generic delegate types defined within the System namespace, in the System.Core.dll
assembly.Here is the entire family of available generic delegate types. Many extension methods
of the Enumerable class accept these delegates as arguments, and we will use them throughout
the examples in this chapter:public delegate TResult Func< TResult >();public delegate TResult
Func< T, TResult >( T arg );public delegate TResult Func< T1, T2, TResult > (T1 arg1, T2
arg2 );public delegate TResult Func< T1, T2, T3, TResult > ( T1 arg1, T2 arg2, T3 arg3 );public
delegate TResult Func< T1, T2, T3, T4, TResult > (T1 arg1, T2 arg2, T3 arg3, T4
arg4 );...public delegate TResult Func<T1, T2, T3, T4, T5, T6, T7, T8, T9, T10, T11, T12, T13,
T14, T15, TResult>(T1 arg1, T2 arg2, T3 arg3, T4 arg4, T5 arg5, T6 arg6, T7 arg7, T8 arg8,
T9 arg9, T10 arg10, T11 arg11, T12 arg12, T13 arg13, T14 arg14, T15 arg15);public delegate
TResult Func<T1, T2, T3, T4, T5, T6, T7, T8, T9, T10, T11, T12, T13, T14, T15, T16,
TResult>(T1 arg1, T2 arg2, T3 arg3, T4 arg4, T5 arg5, T6 arg6, T7 arg7, T8arg8, T9 arg9, T10
arg10, T11 arg11, T12 arg12, T13 arg13, T14 arg14, T15 arg15, T16 arg16);A final version of
the original query in this chapter might look something like Example 2-3.Example 2-3. The
original query expression translated into basic elementsFunc<Developer, bool>
filteringPredicate = d => d.Language == "C#";Func<Developer, string> selectionPredicate = d
=> d.Name;IEnumerable<string> developersUsingCSharp = developers
.Where(filteringPredicate) .Select(selectionPredicate);The C# compiler, like the Visual Basic
compiler, translates the LINQ query expressions (Examples Example 2-1 and Example 2-2) into
something like the statement shown in Example 2-3. After you become familiar with the query
expression syntax (Examples Example 2-1 and Example 2-2), it is simpler and easier to write
and manage this syntax, even if it is optional—and you can always use the equivalent, more
verbose version (Example 2-3). Nevertheless, sometimes it is necessary to use the direct call to
an extension method because query expression syntax does not cover all possible extension
methods.ImportantIn Chapter 3, we will cover in more detail all the extension methods available
in the Enumerable class defined in the System.Linq namespace.Query SyntaxQuery
SyntaxQuery SyntaxQuery SyntaxTo introduce query syntax, let us start with a simple example.
Imagine that you need to query an array of objects of a Developer type by using LINQ to
Objects. You want to extract the names of the developers who use Microsoft Visual C# as their
main programming language. The code you might use is shown in Example 2-1.Example 2-1. A



simple query expression in C#using System;using System.Linq;using
System.Collections.Generic;public class Developer { public string Name; public string
Language; public int Age;}class App { static void Main() { Developer[] developers = new
Developer[] { new Developer {Name = "Paolo", Language = "C#"}, new Developer
{Name = "Marco", Language = "C#"}, new Developer {Name = "Frank", Language =
"VB.NET"}}; var developersUsingCSharp = from d in developers where
d.Language == "C#" select d.Name; foreach (var item in developersUsingCSharp) {
Console.WriteLine(item); } }}Example 2-1. A simple query expression in C#using
System;using System.Linq;using System.Collections.Generic;public class Developer { public
string Name; public string Language; public int Age;}class App { static void Main() {
Developer[] developers = new Developer[] { new Developer {Name = "Paolo", Language =
"C#"}, new Developer {Name = "Marco", Language = "C#"}, new Developer {Name =
"Frank", Language = "VB.NET"}}; var developersUsingCSharp = from d in developers
where d.Language == "C#" select d.Name; foreach (var item in
developersUsingCSharp) { Console.WriteLine(item); } }}using System;using
System.Linq;using System.Collections.Generic;public class Developer { public string Name;
public string Language; public int Age;}class App { static void Main() { Developer[]
developers = new Developer[] { new Developer {Name = "Paolo", Language = "C#"},
new Developer {Name = "Marco", Language = "C#"}, new Developer {Name = "Frank",
Language = "VB.NET"}}; var developersUsingCSharp = from d in developers
where d.Language == "C#" select d.Name; foreach (var item in
developersUsingCSharp) { Console.WriteLine(item); } }}When you run this code, it
writes the names Paolo and Marco.In Microsoft Visual Basic, you can express the same query
against the same Developer type with syntax such as that shown in Example 2-2.Example 2-2. A
simple query expression in Visual BasicImports SystemImports System.LinqImports
System.Collections.GenericPublic Class Developer Public Name As String Public Language
As String Public Age As IntegerEnd ClassModule App Sub Main() Dim developers As
Developer() = New Developer() { New Developer With {.Name = "Paolo", .Language =
"C#"}, New Developer With {.Name = "Marco", .Language = "C#"}, New Developer
With {.Name = "Frank", .Language = "VB.NET"}} Dim developersUsingCSharp = From
d In developers Where d.Language = "C#" Select d.Name For Each item in
developersUsingCSharp Console.WriteLine(item) Next End SubEnd
ModuleExample 2-2. A simple query expression in Visual BasicImports SystemImports
System.LinqImports System.Collections.GenericPublic Class Developer Public Name As
String Public Language As String Public Age As IntegerEnd ClassModule App Sub Main()
Dim developers As Developer() = New Developer() { New Developer With {.Name =
"Paolo", .Language = "C#"}, New Developer With {.Name = "Marco", .Language = "C#"},
New Developer With {.Name = "Frank", .Language = "VB.NET"}} Dim
developersUsingCSharp = From d In developers Where d.Language = "C#"



Select d.Name For Each item in developersUsingCSharp Console.WriteLine(item)
Next End SubEnd ModuleImports SystemImports System.LinqImports
System.Collections.GenericPublic Class Developer Public Name As String Public Language
As String Public Age As IntegerEnd ClassModule App Sub Main() Dim developers As
Developer() = New Developer() { New Developer With {.Name = "Paolo", .Language =
"C#"}, New Developer With {.Name = "Marco", .Language = "C#"}, New Developer
With {.Name = "Frank", .Language = "VB.NET"}} Dim developersUsingCSharp = From
d In developers Where d.Language = "C#" Select d.Name For Each item in
developersUsingCSharp Console.WriteLine(item) Next End SubEnd ModuleThe
syntax of the queries (shown in bold in Examples Example 2-1 and Example 2-2) is called a
query expression. In some LINQ implementations, an in-memory representation of these queries
is known as an expression tree. A query expression operates on one or more information
sources by applying one or more query operators from either the group of standard query
operators or domain-specific operators. In general, the evaluation of a query expression results
in a sequence of values. A query expression is evaluated only when its contents are
enumerated. For further details on query expressions and expression trees, refer to
Chapter 14.NoteFor the sake of simplicity, we will cover only the C# syntax in the following
examples; however, you can see that the Visual Basic version of this sample is very similar to the
C# one.NoteFor the sake of simplicity, we will cover only the C# syntax in the following
examples; however, you can see that the Visual Basic version of this sample is very similar to the
C# one.These queries look similar to a SQL statement, although their style is a bit different. The
sample expression we have defined consists of a selection command:select d.NameThat
command is applied to a set of items:from d in developersThe from clause targets any instance
of a class that implements the IEnumerable<T> interface. The selection applies a specific
filtering condition:where d.Language == "C#"The language compilers translate these clauses
into invocations of extension methods that are sequentially applied to the target of the query.
The core library of LINQ, defined in assembly System.Core.dll, defines a set of extension
methods grouped by target and purpose. For example, the assembly includes a class named
Enumerable, defined in the namespace System.Linq, which defines extension methods that can
be applied to instances of types implementing the IEnumerable<T> interface.The filtering
condition (where) defined in the sample query translates into an invocation of the Where
extension method of the Enumerable class. This method provides two overloads, both of which
accept a delegate to a predicate function that describes the filtering condition to check while
partitioning the resulting data. In this case, the filtering predicate is a generic delegate that
accepts an element of type T, which is the same type as the instances stored in the enumeration
we are filtering. The delegate returns a Boolean result stating the membership of the item in the
filtered result set:public static IEnumerable<T> Where<T>( this IEnumerable<T> source,
Func<T, bool> predicate);As you can see from the method signature, you can invoke this
method against any type that implements IEnumerable<T>; therefore, you can call it on the



developers array as follows:var filteredDevelopers = developers.Where(delegate (Developer d)
{ return (d.Language == "C#");});Here, the predicate argument passed to the Where method
represents an anonymous delegate to a function called for each item of type Developer taken
from the source set of data (developers). The result of invoking the Where method will be a
subset of items: all those that satisfy the predicate condition.C# and Visual Basic can define an
anonymous delegate in an easier way, using a lambda expression. Using a lambda expression,
you can rewrite the sample filtering code more compactly:var filteredDevelopers =
developers.Where(d => d.Language == "C#");The select statement is also an extension method
(named Select) provided by the Enumerable class. Here is the signature of the Select
method:public static IEnumerable<TResult> Select<TSource, TResult>( this
IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource, TResult> selector);The selector argument is a
projection that returns an enumeration of objects of type TResult, which is obtained from a set of
source objects of type TSource. As described previously, you can apply this method to the whole
collection of developers using a lambda expression, or invoke it on the collection that is filtered
by the programming language (named filteredDevelopers)—because it is still a type
implementing IEnumerable<T>:var csharpDevelopersNames = filteredDevelopers.Select(d =>
d.Name);Based on the sequence of statements we have just described, here is the sample
query rewritten without using the query expression syntax:IEnumerable<string>
developersUsingCSharp = developers .Where(d => d.Language == "C#") .Select(d =>
d.Name);The Where method and the Select method both receive lambda expressions as
arguments. These lambda expressions translate to predicates and projections based on a set of
generic delegate types defined within the System namespace, in the System.Core.dll
assembly.Here is the entire family of available generic delegate types. Many extension methods
of the Enumerable class accept these delegates as arguments, and we will use them throughout
the examples in this chapter:public delegate TResult Func< TResult >();public delegate TResult
Func< T, TResult >( T arg );public delegate TResult Func< T1, T2, TResult > (T1 arg1, T2
arg2 );public delegate TResult Func< T1, T2, T3, TResult > ( T1 arg1, T2 arg2, T3 arg3 );public
delegate TResult Func< T1, T2, T3, T4, TResult > (T1 arg1, T2 arg2, T3 arg3, T4
arg4 );...public delegate TResult Func<T1, T2, T3, T4, T5, T6, T7, T8, T9, T10, T11, T12, T13,
T14, T15, TResult>(T1 arg1, T2 arg2, T3 arg3, T4 arg4, T5 arg5, T6 arg6, T7 arg7, T8 arg8,
T9 arg9, T10 arg10, T11 arg11, T12 arg12, T13 arg13, T14 arg14, T15 arg15);public delegate
TResult Func<T1, T2, T3, T4, T5, T6, T7, T8, T9, T10, T11, T12, T13, T14, T15, T16,
TResult>(T1 arg1, T2 arg2, T3 arg3, T4 arg4, T5 arg5, T6 arg6, T7 arg7, T8arg8, T9 arg9, T10
arg10, T11 arg11, T12 arg12, T13 arg13, T14 arg14, T15 arg15, T16 arg16);A final version of
the original query in this chapter might look something like Example 2-3.Example 2-3. The
original query expression translated into basic elementsFunc<Developer, bool>
filteringPredicate = d => d.Language == "C#";Func<Developer, string> selectionPredicate = d
=> d.Name;IEnumerable<string> developersUsingCSharp = developers
.Where(filteringPredicate) .Select(selectionPredicate);Example 2-3. The original query



expression translated into basic elementsFunc<Developer, bool> filteringPredicate = d =>
d.Language == "C#";Func<Developer, string> selectionPredicate = d =>
d.Name;IEnumerable<string> developersUsingCSharp = developers
.Where(filteringPredicate) .Select(selectionPredicate);Func<Developer, bool>
filteringPredicate = d => d.Language == "C#";Func<Developer, string> selectionPredicate = d
=> d.Name;IEnumerable<string> developersUsingCSharp = developers
.Where(filteringPredicate) .Select(selectionPredicate);The C# compiler, like the Visual Basic
compiler, translates the LINQ query expressions (Examples Example 2-1 and Example 2-2) into
something like the statement shown in Example 2-3. After you become familiar with the query
expression syntax (Examples Example 2-1 and Example 2-2), it is simpler and easier to write
and manage this syntax, even if it is optional—and you can always use the equivalent, more
verbose version (Example 2-3). Nevertheless, sometimes it is necessary to use the direct call to
an extension method because query expression syntax does not cover all possible extension
methods.ImportantIn Chapter 3, we will cover in more detail all the extension methods available
in the Enumerable class defined in the System.Linq namespace.ImportantIn Chapter 3, we will
cover in more detail all the extension methods available in the Enumerable class defined in the
System.Linq namespace.Full Query SyntaxThe previous section described a simple query over
a list of objects. Query expression syntax, however, is more complete and articulate than shown
in that example, providing many different language keywords that satisfy most common querying
scenarios. Every query starts with a from clause and ends with either a select clause or a group
clause. The reason to start with a from clause instead of a select statement, as in SQL syntax, is
related (among other technical reasons) to the need to provide IntelliSense capabilities within
the remaining part of the query, which makes writing conditions, selections, and any other query
expression clauses easier. A select clause projects the result of an expression into an
enumerable object. A group clause projects the result of an expression into a set of groups,
based on a grouping condition, where each group is an enumerable object. The following code
shows a prototype of the full syntax of a query expression:query-expression ::= from-clause
query-bodyquery-body ::=join-clause*(from-clause join-clause* | let-clause | where-
clause)*orderby-clause?(select-clause | groupby-clause) query-continuation?from-clause ::=
from itemName in srcExprselect-clause ::= select selExprgroupby-clause ::= group selExpr by
keyExprThe first from clause can be followed by zero or more from, let, or where clauses. A let
clause applies a name to the result of an expression; it is useful whenever you need to reference
the same expression many times within a query:let-clause ::= let itemName = selExprA where
clause, as already discussed, defines a filter that is applied to include specific items in the
results:where-clause ::= where predExprEach from clause generates a local “range variable”
that corresponds to each item in the source sequence on which query operators (such as the
extension methods of System.Linq.Enumerable) are applied.A from clause can be followed by
any number of join clauses. The final select or group clause can be preceded by an orderby
clause that applies an ordering to the results:join-clause ::=join itemName in srcExpr on keyExpr



equals keyExpr(into itemName)?orderby-clause ::= orderby (keyExpr (ascending |
descending)?)*query-continuation ::= into itemName query-bodyYou will see examples of query
expressions throughout this book. You can refer to this section when you want to check specific
elements of their syntax.Full Query SyntaxFull Query SyntaxFull Query SyntaxFull Query
SyntaxThe previous section described a simple query over a list of objects. Query expression
syntax, however, is more complete and articulate than shown in that example, providing many
different language keywords that satisfy most common querying scenarios. Every query starts
with a from clause and ends with either a select clause or a group clause. The reason to start
with a from clause instead of a select statement, as in SQL syntax, is related (among other
technical reasons) to the need to provide IntelliSense capabilities within the remaining part of
the query, which makes writing conditions, selections, and any other query expression clauses
easier. A select clause projects the result of an expression into an enumerable object. A group
clause projects the result of an expression into a set of groups, based on a grouping condition,
where each group is an enumerable object. The following code shows a prototype of the full
syntax of a query expression:query-expression ::= from-clause query-bodyquery-body ::=join-
clause*(from-clause join-clause* | let-clause | where-clause)*orderby-clause?(select-clause |
groupby-clause) query-continuation?from-clause ::= from itemName in srcExprselect-
clause ::= select selExprgroupby-clause ::= group selExpr by keyExprThe first from clause can
be followed by zero or more from, let, or where clauses. A let clause applies a name to the result
of an expression; it is useful whenever you need to reference the same expression many times
within a query:let-clause ::= let itemName = selExprA where clause, as already discussed,
defines a filter that is applied to include specific items in the results:where-clause ::= where
predExprEach from clause generates a local “range variable” that corresponds to each item in
the source sequence on which query operators (such as the extension methods of
System.Linq.Enumerable) are applied.A from clause can be followed by any number of join
clauses. The final select or group clause can be preceded by an orderby clause that applies an
ordering to the results:join-clause ::=join itemName in srcExpr on keyExpr equals keyExpr(into
itemName)?orderby-clause ::= orderby (keyExpr (ascending | descending)?)*query-
continuation ::= into itemName query-bodyYou will see examples of query expressions
throughout this book. You can refer to this section when you want to check specific elements of
their syntax.Query KeywordsThe following sections describe the various query keywords
available in query expression syntax in more detail.From ClauseThe first keyword is the from
clause. It defines the data source of a query or subquery and a range variable that defines each
single element to query from the data source. The data source can be any instance of a type that
implements the interfaces IEnumerable, IEnumerable<T>, or IQueryable<T> (which implements
IEnumerable<T>). The following excerpt shows a sample C# statement that uses this
clause:from rangeVariable in dataSourceThe language compiler infers the type of the range
variable from the type of the data source. For example, if the data source is of type
IEnumerable<Developer>, the range variable will be of type Developer. In cases that do not use



a strongly typed data source—for example an ArrayList of objects of type Developer that
implement IEnumerable—you should explicitly provide the type of the range variable. In
Example 2-4, you can see an example of a query that explicitly declares the Developer type for
the range variable named d.Example 2-4. A query expression against a nongeneric data source,
with type declaration for the range variableArrayList developers = new
ArrayList();developers.Add(new Developer { Name = "Paolo", Language =
"C#" });developers.Add(new Developer { Name = "Marco", Language =
"C#" });developers.Add(new Developer { Name = "Frank", Language = "VB.NET" });var
developersUsingCSharp = from Developer d in developers where d.Language == "C#"
select d.Name;foreach (string item in developersUsingCSharp) { Console.WriteLine(item);}In
Example 2-4, the casting is mandatory; otherwise, the query will not compile because the
compiler cannot automatically infer the type of the range variable, thereby losing the ability to
resolve the Language and Name member access in the same query.Queries can have multiple
from clauses that define joins between multiple data sources. In C#, each data source requires a
from clause declaration, as you can see in Example 2-5, which joins customers with their orders.
Note that the relationship between Customer and Order is physically defined by the presence of
an Orders array of type Order in each instance of Customer.Example 2-5. A C# query
expression with a join between two data sourcespublic class Customer { public String Name
{ get; set; } public String City { get; set; } public Order[] Orders { get; set; }}public class Order {
public Int32 IdOrder { get; set; } public Decimal EuroAmount { get; set; } public String
Description { get; set; }}// ... code omitted ...static void queryWithJoin() { Customer[] customers
= new Customer[] { new Customer { Name = "Paolo", City = "Brescia", Orders = new
Order[] { new Order { IdOrder = 1, EuroAmount = 100, Description = "Order 1" },
new Order { IdOrder = 2, EuroAmount = 150, Description = "Order 2" }, new Order
{ IdOrder = 3, EuroAmount = 230, Description = "Order 3" }, }}, new Customer { Name =
"Marco", City = "Torino", Orders = new Order[] { new Order { IdOrder = 4,
EuroAmount = 320, Description = "Order 4" }, new Order { IdOrder = 5, EuroAmount =
170, Description = "Order 5" }, }}}; var ordersQuery = from c in customers from o
in c.Orders select new { c.Name, o.IdOrder, o.EuroAmount }; foreach (var item in
ordersQuery) { Console.WriteLine(item); }}In Visual Basic, a single from clause can define
multiple data sources, separated by commas, as you can see in Example 2-6.Example 2-6. A
Visual Basic query expression with a join between two data sourcesDim customers As
Customer() = { New Customer With {.Name = "Paolo", .City = "Brescia", .Orders = New
Order() { New Order With {.IdOrder = 1, .EuroAmount = 100, .Description = "Order 1"},
New Order With {.IdOrder = 2, .EuroAmount = 150, .Description = "Order 2"}, New Order
With {.IdOrder = 3, .EuroAmount = 230, .Description = "Order 3"} }}, New Customer With
{.Name = "Marco", .City = "Torino", .Orders = New Order() { New Order With {.IdOrder =
4, .EuroAmount = 320, .Description = "Order 4"}, New Order With {.IdOrder =
5, .EuroAmount = 170, .Description = "Order 5"}}}}Dim ordersQuery = From c In customers,



o In c.Orders Select c.Name, o.IdOrder, o.EuroAmountFor Each item In ordersQuery
Console.WriteLine(item)NextImportantWhen you use multiple from clauses, the “join condition”
is determined by the structure of the data and is different from the concept of a join in a relational
database. (For this, you need to use the join clause in a query expression, which we will cover
later in this chapter.)Where ClauseAs discussed earlier, the where clause specifies a filtering
condition to apply to the data source. The predicate applies a Boolean condition to each item in
the data source, extracting only those that evaluate to true. Within a single query, you can have
multiple where clauses or a where clause with multiple predicates combined by using logical
operators (&&, ||, and ! in C#; or And, Or, AndAlso, OrElse, Is, and IsNot in Visual Basic). In
Visual Basic, the predicate can be any expression that evaluates to a Boolean value, so you can
also use a numeric expression that will be considered true if it is not equal to zero.Consider the
query in Example 2-7, which uses the where clause to extract all the orders with a EuroAmount
greater than 200 Euros.Example 2-7. A C# query expression with a where clausevar
ordersQuery = from c in customers from o in c.Orders where o.EuroAmount > 200 select
new { c.Name, o.IdOrder, o.EuroAmount };In Example 2-8, you can see the corresponding query
syntax using Visual Basic.Example 2-8. A Visual Basic query expression with a where
clauseDim ordersQuery = From c In customers, o In c.Orders Where o.EuroAmount >
200 Select c.Name, o.IdOrder, o.EuroAmountSelect ClauseThe select clause specifies the
shape of the query output. It is based on a projection that determines what to select from the
result of the evaluation of all the clauses and expressions that precede it. In Visual Basic, the
Select clause is not mandatory. If it is not specified, the query returns a type that is based on the
range variable identified for the current scope. Examples Example 2-7 and Example 2-8 used
the select clause to project anonymous types made up of properties or members of the range
variables in scope. As you can see by comparing the C# syntax (Example 2-7) and the Visual
Basic syntax (Example 2-8), the Visual Basic version looks more like a SQL statement in its
select pattern, whereas the C# version appears more like programming language syntax. In fact,
in C# you must explicitly declare your intent to create a new anonymous type instance, whereas
in Visual Basic the language syntax is lighter and hides the inner workings.Group and Into
ClausesThe group clause can be used to project a result grouped by a key. It can be used as an
alternative to the from clause and allows you to use single-value keys as well as multiple-value
keys. Example 2-9 shows a query that groups developers by programming
language.Example 2-9. A C# query expression to group developers by programming
languageDeveloper[] developers = new Developer[] { new Developer { Name = "Paolo",
Language = "C#" }, new Developer { Name = "Marco", Language = "C#" }, new Developer
{ Name = "Frank", Language = "VB.NET" },};var developersGroupedByLanguage = from d in
developers group d by d.Language;foreach (var group in developersGroupedByLanguage) {
Console.WriteLine("Language: {0}", group.Key); foreach (var item in group){
Console.WriteLine("\t{0}", item.Name); }}The output of the code excerpt in Example 2-9
is:Language: C# Paolo MarcoLanguage: VB.NET FrankAs you can see, the result of



the query is an enumeration of groups identified by a key and made up of inner items. The
example enumerates each group in the query result, writing its Key property to the console and
then iterating the items in each group to extract their values. As mentioned previously, you can
group items by using a multiple-value key that makes use of anonymous types. Example 2-10
shows an example that groups developers by language and an age cluster.Example 2-10. A C#
query expression to group developers by programming language and ageDeveloper[]
developers = new Developer[] { new Developer { Name = "Paolo", Language = "C#", Age =
32 }, new Developer { Name = "Marco", Language = "C#", Age = 37}, new Developer { Name
= "Frank", Language = "VB.NET", Age = 48 },};var developersGroupedByLanguage = from d
in developers group d by new { d.Language, AgeCluster = (d.Age / 10) * 10 };foreach (var group
in developersGroupedByLanguage) { Console.WriteLine("Language: {0}", group.Key); foreach
(var item in group) { Console.WriteLine("\t{0}", item.Name); }}This time, the output of the
code excerpt in Example 2-10 is:Language: { Language = C#, AgeCluster = 30 } Paolo
MarcoLanguage: { Language = VB.NET, AgeCluster = 40 } FrankIn this example, the Key for
each group is an anonymous type defined by two properties: Language and AgeCluster.Visual
Basic also supports grouping results by using the Group By clause. Example 2-11 shows a
query that is equivalent to the one shown in Example 2-9.Example 2-11. A Visual Basic query
expression to group developers by programming languageDim developers As Developer() = {
New Developer With {.Name = "Paolo", .Language = "C#", .Age = 32}, New Developer With
{.Name = "Marco", .Language = "C#", .Age = 37}, New Developer With {.Name =
"Frank", .Language = "VB.NET", .Age = 48}}Dim developersGroupedByLanguage = From d In
developers Group d By d.Language Into Group Select Language, GroupFor Each group In
developersGroupedByLanguage Console.WriteLine("Language: {0}", group.Language) For
Each item In group.Group Console.WriteLine(" {0}", item.Name) NextNextThe Visual
Basic syntax is a bit more complex than the corresponding C# syntax. In Visual Basic, you
project the grouping by using the into clause to create a new Group object of items and then
explicitly declare the selection pattern. However, the result of the grouping is easier to
enumerate because the Key value keeps its name (Language).C# also provides an into clause
that is useful in conjunction with the group keyword, even if using it is not mandatory. You can
use the into keyword to store the results of a select, group, or join statement in a temporary
variable. You might use this construction when you need to execute additional queries over the
results. Because of this behavior, this keyword is also called a continuation clause.
Example 2-12 shows an example of a C# query expression that uses the into
clause.Example 2-12. A C# query expression using the into clausevar
developersGroupedByLanguage = from d in developers group d by d.Language into
developersGrouped select new { Language = developersGrouped.Key,
DevelopersCount = developersGrouped.Count() };foreach (var group in
developersGroupedByLanguage) { Console.WriteLine ("Language {0} contains {1}
developers", group.Language, group.DevelopersCount);}Orderby ClauseThe orderby clause,



as you can assume from its name, lets you sort the result of a query in either ascending or
descending order. The ordering can use one or more keys that combine different sorting
directions. Example 2-13 shows a query that extracts orders placed by customers, ordered by
EuroAmount. (By default, when not explicitly defined, the orderby clause sorts values in
ascending sequence.)Example 2-13. A C# query expression with an orderby clausevar
ordersSortedByEuroAmount = from c in customers from o in c.Orders orderby
o.EuroAmount select new { c.Name, o.IdOrder, o.EuroAmount };Example 2-14 shows a query
that selects orders sorted by customer Name and EuroAmount in descending
order.Example 2-14. A C# query expression with an orderby clause with multiple ordering
conditionsvar ordersSortedByCustomerAndEuroAmount = from c in customers from o in
c.Orders orderby c.Name, o.EuroAmount descending select new { c.Name, o.IdOrder,
o.EuroAmount };Example 2-15 shows the query from Example 2-14 written in Visual
Basic.Example 2-15. A Visual Basic query expression with an orderby clause with multiple
ordering conditionsDim ordersSortedByCustomerAndEuroAmount = From c In customers,
o In c.Orders Order By c.Name, o.EuroAmount Descending Select c.Name, o.IdOrder,
o.EuroAmountHere, both languages have very similar syntax.Join ClauseThe join keyword lets
you associate different data sources on the basis of a member that can be compared for
equivalency. It works similarly to a SQL equijoin statement. You cannot compare items to join by
using comparisons such as “greater than,” “less than,” or “not equal to.” You can define equality
comparisons only by using a special equals keyword that behaves differently from the “= =”
operator, because the position of the operands is significant. With equals, the left key consumes
the outer source sequence, and the right key consumes the inner source sequence. The outer
source sequence is in scope only on the left side of equals, and the inner source sequence is in
scope only on the right side. Here is this concept presented in pseudocode:join-clause ::= join
innerItem in innerSequence on outerKey equals innerKeyBy using the join clause, you can
define inner joins, group joins, and left outer joins. An inner join is a join that returns a flat result,
mapping the outer data source elements with the corresponding inner data source. It skips outer
data source elements that lack corresponding inner data source elements. Example 2-16
presents a simple query with an inner join between product categories and related
products.Example 2-16. A C# query expression with an inner joinpublic class Category { public
Int32 IdCategory { get; set; } public String Name { get; set; }}public class Product { public
String IdProduct { get; set; } public Int32 IdCategory { get; set; } public String Description { get;
set; }}// ... code omitted ...Category[] categories = new Category[] { new Category { IdCategory
= 1, Name = "Pasta"}, new Category { IdCategory = 2, Name = "Beverages"}, new Category
{ IdCategory = 3, Name = "Other food"},};Product[] products = new Product[] { new Product
{ IdProduct = "PASTA01", IdCategory = 1, Description = "Tortellini" }, new Product { IdProduct =
"PASTA02", IdCategory = 1, Description = "Spaghetti" }, new Product { IdProduct = "PASTA03",
IdCategory = 1, Description = "Fusilli" }, new Product { IdProduct = "BEV01", IdCategory = 2,
Description = "Water" }, new Product { IdProduct = "BEV02", IdCategory = 2, Description =



"Orange Juice" },};var categoriesAndProducts = from c in categories join p in products on
c.IdCategory equals p.IdCategory select new { c.IdCategory, CategoryName = c.Name,
Product = p.Description };foreach (var item in categoriesAndProducts) {
Console.WriteLine(item);}The output of this code excerpt is similar to the following. Notice that
the “Other food” category is missing from the output because no products are included in it:
{ IdCategory = 1, CategoryName = Pasta, Product = Tortellini }{ IdCategory = 1, CategoryName
= Pasta, Product = Spaghetti }{ IdCategory = 1, CategoryName = Pasta, Product = Fusilli }
{ IdCategory = 2, CategoryName = Beverages, Product = Water }{ IdCategory = 2,
CategoryName = Beverages, Product = Orange Juice }A group join defines a join that produces
a hierarchical result set, grouping the inner sequence elements with their corresponding outer
sequence elements. In cases in which an outer sequence element is missing its corresponding
inner sequence elements, the outer element will be joined with an empty array. A group join does
not have a relational counterpart in SQL syntax because of its hierarchical result. Example 2-17
shows an example of such a query. (You will see an expanded form of this type of query in
Chapter 3.)Example 2-17. A C# query expression with a group joinvar categoriesAndProducts =
from c in categories join p in products on c.IdCategory equals p.IdCategory into
productsByCategory select new { c.IdCategory, CategoryName = c.Name, Products
= productsByCategory };foreach (var category in categoriesAndProducts) {
Console.WriteLine("{0} - {1}", category.IdCategory, category.CategoryName); foreach (var
product in category.Products) { Console.WriteLine("\t{0}", product.Description); }}The output
of this code excerpt follows. Notice that this time the “Other food” category is present in the
output, even though it is empty:1 - Pasta Tortellini Spaghetti Fusilli2 - Beverages
Water Orange Juice3 - Other foodVisual Basic provides a specific keyword called Group
Join to define group joins in query expressions.A left outer join returns a flat result set that
includes any outer source element even if it is missing its corresponding inner source element.
To produce this result, you need to use the DefaultIfEmpty extension method, which returns a
default value in the case of an empty data source value. We will cover this and many other
extension methods in more detail in Chapter 3. In Example 2-18, you can see an example of this
syntax.Example 2-18. A C# query expression with a left outer joinvar categoriesAndProducts =
from c in categories join p in products on c.IdCategory equals p.IdCategory into
productsByCategory from pc in productsByCategory.DefaultIfEmpty( new Product {
IdProduct = String.Empty, Description = String.Empty, IdCategory = 0} ) select new {
c.IdCategory, CategoryName = c.Name, Product = pc.Description };foreach (var item in
categoriesAndProducts) { Console.WriteLine(item);}This example produces the following
output:{ IdCategory = 1, CategoryName = Pasta, Product = Tortellini }{ IdCategory = 1,
CategoryName = Pasta, Product = Spaghetti }{ IdCategory = 1, CategoryName = Pasta, Product
= Fusilli }{ IdCategory = 2, CategoryName = Beverages, Product = Water }{ IdCategory = 2,
CategoryName = Beverages, Product = Orange Juice }{ IdCategory = 3, CategoryName = Other
food, Product = }Notice that the “Other food” category is present with an empty product, which



is provided by the DefaultIfEmpty extension method.One last point to emphasize about the join
clause is that you can compare elements by using composite keys. You simply make use of
anonymous types as shown with the group keyword. For example, if you had a composite key in
Category made up of IdCategory and Year, you could write the following statement with an
anonymous type used in the equals condition:from c in categoriesjoin p in products on new
{ c.IdCategory, c.Year } equals new { p.IdCategory, p.Year } into productsByCategoryAs you
have already seen in this chapter, you can also get the results of joins by using nested from
clauses, which is a useful approach whenever you need to define non-equijoin queries.Visual
Basic has syntax quite similar to C#, but offers some shortcuts to define joins more quickly. You
can define implicit join statements by using multiple In clauses in the From statement and
defining the equality conditions with a Where clause. In Example 2-19, you can see an example
of this syntax.Example 2-19. A Visual Basic implicit join statementDim categoriesAndProducts =
From c In categories, p In products Where c.IdCategory = p.IdCategory Select
c.IdCategory, CategoryName = c.Name, Product = p.DescriptionFor Each item In
categoriesAndProducts Console.WriteLine(item)NextIn Example 2-20, you can see the same
query defined by using the standard explicit join syntax.Example 2-20. A Visual Basic explicit
join statementDim categoriesAndProducts = From c In categories Join p In products On
p.IdCategory Equals c.IdCategory Select c.IdCategory, CategoryName = c.Name, Product =
p.DescriptionNotice that in Visual Basic the order of elements in the equality comparison does
not matter because the compiler will arrange them on its own, making the query syntax more
relaxed, as happens in classic relational SQL.Let ClauseThe let clause allows you to store the
result of a subexpression in a variable that can be used somewhere else in the query. This
clause is useful when you need to reuse the same expression many times in the same query,
and you do not want to define it every single time you use it. Using the let clause, you can define
a new range variable for that expression and subsequently reference it within the query. Once
assigned, a range variable defined by a let clause cannot be changed. However, if the range
variable holds a queryable type, it can be queried. In Example 2-21, you can see an example of
this clause applied to select the same product categories with the count of their products, sorted
by the counter itself.Example 2-21. A C# sample of usage of the let clausevar
categoriesByProductsNumberQuery = from c in categories join p in products on
c.IdCategory equals p.IdCategory into productsByCategory let ProductsCount =
productsByCategory.Count() orderby ProductsCount select new { c.IdCategory,
ProductsCount};foreach (var item in categoriesByProductsNumberQuery) {
Console.WriteLine(item);}Here is the output of the code excerpt in Example 2-21:{ IdCategory =
3, ProductsCount = 0 }{ IdCategory = 2, ProductsCount = 2 }{ IdCategory = 1, ProductsCount =
3 }Visual Basic uses syntax very similar to C#, and also allows you to define multiple aliases,
separated by commas, within the same let clause.Additional Visual Basic KeywordsVisual Basic
includes additional query expression keywords that are available in C# only by using extension
methods. These keywords are described in the following list:Aggregate Useful for applying an



aggregate function to a data source. You can use Aggregate to begin a new query instead of a
From clause.Distinct Can be used to eliminate duplicate values in query results.Skip Can be
used to skip the first N elements of a query result.Skip While Can be used to skip the first
elements of a query result that satisfy a specified predicate.Take Can be used to return the first
N elements of a query result.Take While Can be used to take the first elements of a query result
that satisfy a specified predicate.You can use Skip and Take (or Skip While and Take While)
together to paginate query results. You will revisit this subject with some examples in
Chapter 3.More About Query SyntaxAt this point, you have seen all the query keywords
available through the programming languages. However, remember that each query expression
is converted by the language compiler into an invocation of the corresponding extension
methods. Whenever you need to query a data source by using LINQ and no keyword exists for a
particular operation in a query expression, you can use native or custom extension methods
directly in conjunction with query expression syntax. When you use extension methods only (as
shown in Example 2-3), the syntax is called method syntax. When you use query syntax in
conjunction with extension methods (as shown in Example 2-17), the result is known as mixed
query syntax.Query KeywordsQuery KeywordsQuery KeywordsQuery KeywordsThe following
sections describe the various query keywords available in query expression syntax in more
detail.From ClauseThe first keyword is the from clause. It defines the data source of a query or
subquery and a range variable that defines each single element to query from the data source.
The data source can be any instance of a type that implements the interfaces IEnumerable,
IEnumerable<T>, or IQueryable<T> (which implements IEnumerable<T>). The following excerpt
shows a sample C# statement that uses this clause:from rangeVariable in dataSourceThe
language compiler infers the type of the range variable from the type of the data source. For
example, if the data source is of type IEnumerable<Developer>, the range variable will be of
type Developer. In cases that do not use a strongly typed data source—for example an ArrayList
of objects of type Developer that implement IEnumerable—you should explicitly provide the type
of the range variable. In Example 2-4, you can see an example of a query that explicitly declares
the Developer type for the range variable named d.Example 2-4. A query expression against a
nongeneric data source, with type declaration for the range variableArrayList developers = new
ArrayList();developers.Add(new Developer { Name = "Paolo", Language =
"C#" });developers.Add(new Developer { Name = "Marco", Language =
"C#" });developers.Add(new Developer { Name = "Frank", Language = "VB.NET" });var
developersUsingCSharp = from Developer d in developers where d.Language == "C#"
select d.Name;foreach (string item in developersUsingCSharp) { Console.WriteLine(item);}In
Example 2-4, the casting is mandatory; otherwise, the query will not compile because the
compiler cannot automatically infer the type of the range variable, thereby losing the ability to
resolve the Language and Name member access in the same query.Queries can have multiple
from clauses that define joins between multiple data sources. In C#, each data source requires a
from clause declaration, as you can see in Example 2-5, which joins customers with their orders.



Note that the relationship between Customer and Order is physically defined by the presence of
an Orders array of type Order in each instance of Customer.Example 2-5. A C# query
expression with a join between two data sourcespublic class Customer { public String Name
{ get; set; } public String City { get; set; } public Order[] Orders { get; set; }}public class Order {
public Int32 IdOrder { get; set; } public Decimal EuroAmount { get; set; } public String
Description { get; set; }}// ... code omitted ...static void queryWithJoin() { Customer[] customers
= new Customer[] { new Customer { Name = "Paolo", City = "Brescia", Orders = new
Order[] { new Order { IdOrder = 1, EuroAmount = 100, Description = "Order 1" },
new Order { IdOrder = 2, EuroAmount = 150, Description = "Order 2" }, new Order
{ IdOrder = 3, EuroAmount = 230, Description = "Order 3" }, }}, new Customer { Name =
"Marco", City = "Torino", Orders = new Order[] { new Order { IdOrder = 4,
EuroAmount = 320, Description = "Order 4" }, new Order { IdOrder = 5, EuroAmount =
170, Description = "Order 5" }, }}}; var ordersQuery = from c in customers from o
in c.Orders select new { c.Name, o.IdOrder, o.EuroAmount }; foreach (var item in
ordersQuery) { Console.WriteLine(item); }}In Visual Basic, a single from clause can define
multiple data sources, separated by commas, as you can see in Example 2-6.Example 2-6. A
Visual Basic query expression with a join between two data sourcesDim customers As
Customer() = { New Customer With {.Name = "Paolo", .City = "Brescia", .Orders = New
Order() { New Order With {.IdOrder = 1, .EuroAmount = 100, .Description = "Order 1"},
New Order With {.IdOrder = 2, .EuroAmount = 150, .Description = "Order 2"}, New Order
With {.IdOrder = 3, .EuroAmount = 230, .Description = "Order 3"} }}, New Customer With
{.Name = "Marco", .City = "Torino", .Orders = New Order() { New Order With {.IdOrder =
4, .EuroAmount = 320, .Description = "Order 4"}, New Order With {.IdOrder =
5, .EuroAmount = 170, .Description = "Order 5"}}}}Dim ordersQuery = From c In customers,
o In c.Orders Select c.Name, o.IdOrder, o.EuroAmountFor Each item In ordersQuery
Console.WriteLine(item)NextImportantWhen you use multiple from clauses, the “join condition”
is determined by the structure of the data and is different from the concept of a join in a relational
database. (For this, you need to use the join clause in a query expression, which we will cover
later in this chapter.)From ClauseFrom ClauseFrom ClauseFrom ClauseThe first keyword is the
from clause. It defines the data source of a query or subquery and a range variable that defines
each single element to query from the data source. The data source can be any instance of a
type that implements the interfaces IEnumerable, IEnumerable<T>, or IQueryable<T> (which
implements IEnumerable<T>). The following excerpt shows a sample C# statement that uses
this clause:from rangeVariable in dataSourceThe language compiler infers the type of the range
variable from the type of the data source. For example, if the data source is of type
IEnumerable<Developer>, the range variable will be of type Developer. In cases that do not use
a strongly typed data source—for example an ArrayList of objects of type Developer that
implement IEnumerable—you should explicitly provide the type of the range variable. In
Example 2-4, you can see an example of a query that explicitly declares the Developer type for



the range variable named d.Example 2-4. A query expression against a nongeneric data source,
with type declaration for the range variableArrayList developers = new
ArrayList();developers.Add(new Developer { Name = "Paolo", Language =
"C#" });developers.Add(new Developer { Name = "Marco", Language =
"C#" });developers.Add(new Developer { Name = "Frank", Language = "VB.NET" });var
developersUsingCSharp = from Developer d in developers where d.Language == "C#"
select d.Name;foreach (string item in developersUsingCSharp) { Console.WriteLine(item);}
Example 2-4. A query expression against a nongeneric data source, with type declaration for the
range variableArrayList developers = new ArrayList();developers.Add(new Developer { Name =
"Paolo", Language = "C#" });developers.Add(new Developer { Name = "Marco", Language =
"C#" });developers.Add(new Developer { Name = "Frank", Language = "VB.NET" });var
developersUsingCSharp = from Developer d in developers where d.Language == "C#"
select d.Name;foreach (string item in developersUsingCSharp) { Console.WriteLine(item);}
ArrayList developers = new ArrayList();developers.Add(new Developer { Name = "Paolo",
Language = "C#" });developers.Add(new Developer { Name = "Marco", Language =
"C#" });developers.Add(new Developer { Name = "Frank", Language = "VB.NET" });var
developersUsingCSharp = from Developer d in developers where d.Language == "C#"
select d.Name;foreach (string item in developersUsingCSharp) { Console.WriteLine(item);}In
Example 2-4, the casting is mandatory; otherwise, the query will not compile because the
compiler cannot automatically infer the type of the range variable, thereby losing the ability to
resolve the Language and Name member access in the same query.Queries can have multiple
from clauses that define joins between multiple data sources. In C#, each data source requires a
from clause declaration, as you can see in Example 2-5, which joins customers with their orders.
Note that the relationship between Customer and Order is physically defined by the presence of
an Orders array of type Order in each instance of Customer.Example 2-5. A C# query
expression with a join between two data sourcespublic class Customer { public String Name
{ get; set; } public String City { get; set; } public Order[] Orders { get; set; }}public class Order {
public Int32 IdOrder { get; set; } public Decimal EuroAmount { get; set; } public String
Description { get; set; }}// ... code omitted ...static void queryWithJoin() { Customer[] customers
= new Customer[] { new Customer { Name = "Paolo", City = "Brescia", Orders = new
Order[] { new Order { IdOrder = 1, EuroAmount = 100, Description = "Order 1" },
new Order { IdOrder = 2, EuroAmount = 150, Description = "Order 2" }, new Order
{ IdOrder = 3, EuroAmount = 230, Description = "Order 3" }, }}, new Customer { Name =
"Marco", City = "Torino", Orders = new Order[] { new Order { IdOrder = 4,
EuroAmount = 320, Description = "Order 4" }, new Order { IdOrder = 5, EuroAmount =
170, Description = "Order 5" }, }}}; var ordersQuery = from c in customers from o
in c.Orders select new { c.Name, o.IdOrder, o.EuroAmount }; foreach (var item in
ordersQuery) { Console.WriteLine(item); }}Example 2-5. A C# query expression with a join
between two data sourcespublic class Customer { public String Name { get; set; } public String



City { get; set; } public Order[] Orders { get; set; }}public class Order { public Int32 IdOrder
{ get; set; } public Decimal EuroAmount { get; set; } public String Description { get; set; }}// ...
code omitted ...static void queryWithJoin() { Customer[] customers = new Customer[] { new
Customer { Name = "Paolo", City = "Brescia", Orders = new Order[] { new Order
{ IdOrder = 1, EuroAmount = 100, Description = "Order 1" }, new Order { IdOrder = 2,
EuroAmount = 150, Description = "Order 2" }, new Order { IdOrder = 3, EuroAmount =
230, Description = "Order 3" }, }}, new Customer { Name = "Marco", City = "Torino",
Orders = new Order[] { new Order { IdOrder = 4, EuroAmount = 320, Description =
"Order 4" }, new Order { IdOrder = 5, EuroAmount = 170, Description = "Order 5" },
}}}; var ordersQuery = from c in customers from o in c.Orders select new { c.Name,
o.IdOrder, o.EuroAmount }; foreach (var item in ordersQuery) { Console.WriteLine(item); }}
public class Customer { public String Name { get; set; } public String City { get; set; } public
Order[] Orders { get; set; }}public class Order { public Int32 IdOrder { get; set; } public Decimal
EuroAmount { get; set; } public String Description { get; set; }}// ... code omitted ...static void
queryWithJoin() { Customer[] customers = new Customer[] { new Customer { Name =
"Paolo", City = "Brescia", Orders = new Order[] { new Order { IdOrder = 1,
EuroAmount = 100, Description = "Order 1" }, new Order { IdOrder = 2, EuroAmount =
150, Description = "Order 2" }, new Order { IdOrder = 3, EuroAmount = 230, Description
= "Order 3" }, }}, new Customer { Name = "Marco", City = "Torino", Orders = new
Order[] { new Order { IdOrder = 4, EuroAmount = 320, Description = "Order 4" },
new Order { IdOrder = 5, EuroAmount = 170, Description = "Order 5" }, }}}; var
ordersQuery = from c in customers from o in c.Orders select new { c.Name,
o.IdOrder, o.EuroAmount }; foreach (var item in ordersQuery) { Console.WriteLine(item); }}
In Visual Basic, a single from clause can define multiple data sources, separated by commas, as
you can see in Example 2-6.Example 2-6. A Visual Basic query expression with a join between
two data sourcesDim customers As Customer() = { New Customer With {.Name = "Paolo", .City
= "Brescia", .Orders = New Order() { New Order With {.IdOrder = 1, .EuroAmount =
100, .Description = "Order 1"}, New Order With {.IdOrder = 2, .EuroAmount =
150, .Description = "Order 2"}, New Order With {.IdOrder = 3, .EuroAmount =
230, .Description = "Order 3"} }}, New Customer With {.Name = "Marco", .City = "Torino",
.Orders = New Order() { New Order With {.IdOrder = 4, .EuroAmount = 320, .Description =
"Order 4"}, New Order With {.IdOrder = 5, .EuroAmount = 170, .Description = "Order 5"}}}}
Dim ordersQuery = From c In customers, o In c.Orders Select c.Name, o.IdOrder,
o.EuroAmountFor Each item In ordersQuery Console.WriteLine(item)NextExample 2-6. A
Visual Basic query expression with a join between two data sourcesDim customers As
Customer() = { New Customer With {.Name = "Paolo", .City = "Brescia", .Orders = New
Order() { New Order With {.IdOrder = 1, .EuroAmount = 100, .Description = "Order 1"},
New Order With {.IdOrder = 2, .EuroAmount = 150, .Description = "Order 2"}, New Order
With {.IdOrder = 3, .EuroAmount = 230, .Description = "Order 3"} }}, New Customer With



{.Name = "Marco", .City = "Torino", .Orders = New Order() { New Order With {.IdOrder =
4, .EuroAmount = 320, .Description = "Order 4"}, New Order With {.IdOrder =
5, .EuroAmount = 170, .Description = "Order 5"}}}}Dim ordersQuery = From c In customers,
o In c.Orders Select c.Name, o.IdOrder, o.EuroAmountFor Each item In ordersQuery
Console.WriteLine(item)NextDim customers As Customer() = { New Customer With {.Name =
"Paolo", .City = "Brescia", .Orders = New Order() { New Order With {.IdOrder =
1, .EuroAmount = 100, .Description = "Order 1"}, New Order With {.IdOrder =
2, .EuroAmount = 150, .Description = "Order 2"}, New Order With {.IdOrder =
3, .EuroAmount = 230, .Description = "Order 3"} }}, New Customer With {.Name =
"Marco", .City = "Torino", .Orders = New Order() { New Order With {.IdOrder =
4, .EuroAmount = 320, .Description = "Order 4"}, New Order With {.IdOrder =
5, .EuroAmount = 170, .Description = "Order 5"}}}}Dim ordersQuery = From c In customers,
o In c.Orders Select c.Name, o.IdOrder, o.EuroAmountFor Each item In ordersQuery
Console.WriteLine(item)NextImportantWhen you use multiple from clauses, the “join condition”
is determined by the structure of the data and is different from the concept of a join in a relational
database. (For this, you need to use the join clause in a query expression, which we will cover
later in this chapter.)ImportantWhen you use multiple from clauses, the “join condition” is
determined by the structure of the data and is different from the concept of a join in a relational
database. (For this, you need to use the join clause in a query expression, which we will cover
later in this chapter.)Where ClauseAs discussed earlier, the where clause specifies a filtering
condition to apply to the data source. The predicate applies a Boolean condition to each item in
the data source, extracting only those that evaluate to true. Within a single query, you can have
multiple where clauses or a where clause with multiple predicates combined by using logical
operators (&&, ||, and ! in C#; or And, Or, AndAlso, OrElse, Is, and IsNot in Visual Basic). In
Visual Basic, the predicate can be any expression that evaluates to a Boolean value, so you can
also use a numeric expression that will be considered true if it is not equal to zero.Consider the
query in Example 2-7, which uses the where clause to extract all the orders with a EuroAmount
greater than 200 Euros.Example 2-7. A C# query expression with a where clausevar
ordersQuery = from c in customers from o in c.Orders where o.EuroAmount > 200 select
new { c.Name, o.IdOrder, o.EuroAmount };In Example 2-8, you can see the corresponding query
syntax using Visual Basic.Example 2-8. A Visual Basic query expression with a where
clauseDim ordersQuery = From c In customers, o In c.Orders Where o.EuroAmount >
200 Select c.Name, o.IdOrder, o.EuroAmountWhere ClauseWhere ClauseWhere
ClauseWhere ClauseAs discussed earlier, the where clause specifies a filtering condition to
apply to the data source. The predicate applies a Boolean condition to each item in the data
source, extracting only those that evaluate to true. Within a single query, you can have multiple
where clauses or a where clause with multiple predicates combined by using logical operators
(&&, ||, and ! in C#; or And, Or, AndAlso, OrElse, Is, and IsNot in Visual Basic). In Visual Basic,
the predicate can be any expression that evaluates to a Boolean value, so you can also use a



numeric expression that will be considered true if it is not equal to zero.Consider the query in
Example 2-7, which uses the where clause to extract all the orders with a EuroAmount greater
than 200 Euros.Example 2-7. A C# query expression with a where clausevar ordersQuery =
from c in customers from o in c.Orders where o.EuroAmount > 200 select new { c.Name,
o.IdOrder, o.EuroAmount };Example 2-7. A C# query expression with a where clausevar
ordersQuery = from c in customers from o in c.Orders where o.EuroAmount > 200 select
new { c.Name, o.IdOrder, o.EuroAmount };var ordersQuery = from c in customers from o in
c.Orders where o.EuroAmount > 200 select new { c.Name, o.IdOrder, o.EuroAmount };In
Example 2-8, you can see the corresponding query syntax using Visual Basic.Example 2-8. A
Visual Basic query expression with a where clauseDim ordersQuery = From c In customers,
o In c.Orders Where o.EuroAmount > 200 Select c.Name, o.IdOrder,
o.EuroAmountExample 2-8. A Visual Basic query expression with a where clauseDim
ordersQuery = From c In customers, o In c.Orders Where o.EuroAmount > 200 Select
c.Name, o.IdOrder, o.EuroAmountDim ordersQuery = From c In customers, o In
c.Orders Where o.EuroAmount > 200 Select c.Name, o.IdOrder, o.EuroAmountSelect
ClauseThe select clause specifies the shape of the query output. It is based on a projection that
determines what to select from the result of the evaluation of all the clauses and expressions
that precede it. In Visual Basic, the Select clause is not mandatory. If it is not specified, the query
returns a type that is based on the range variable identified for the current scope. Examples
Example 2-7 and Example 2-8 used the select clause to project anonymous types made up of
properties or members of the range variables in scope. As you can see by comparing the C#
syntax (Example 2-7) and the Visual Basic syntax (Example 2-8), the Visual Basic version looks
more like a SQL statement in its select pattern, whereas the C# version appears more like
programming language syntax. In fact, in C# you must explicitly declare your intent to create a
new anonymous type instance, whereas in Visual Basic the language syntax is lighter and hides
the inner workings.Select ClauseSelect ClauseSelect ClauseSelect ClauseThe select clause
specifies the shape of the query output. It is based on a projection that determines what to select
from the result of the evaluation of all the clauses and expressions that precede it. In Visual
Basic, the Select clause is not mandatory. If it is not specified, the query returns a type that is
based on the range variable identified for the current scope. Examples Example 2-7 and
Example 2-8 used the select clause to project anonymous types made up of properties or
members of the range variables in scope. As you can see by comparing the C# syntax
(Example 2-7) and the Visual Basic syntax (Example 2-8), the Visual Basic version looks more
like a SQL statement in its select pattern, whereas the C# version appears more like
programming language syntax. In fact, in C# you must explicitly declare your intent to create a
new anonymous type instance, whereas in Visual Basic the language syntax is lighter and hides
the inner workings.Group and Into ClausesThe group clause can be used to project a result
grouped by a key. It can be used as an alternative to the from clause and allows you to use
single-value keys as well as multiple-value keys. Example 2-9 shows a query that groups



developers by programming language.Example 2-9. A C# query expression to group developers
by programming languageDeveloper[] developers = new Developer[] { new Developer { Name =
"Paolo", Language = "C#" }, new Developer { Name = "Marco", Language = "C#" }, new
Developer { Name = "Frank", Language = "VB.NET" },};var developersGroupedByLanguage =
from d in developers group d by d.Language;foreach (var group in
developersGroupedByLanguage) { Console.WriteLine("Language: {0}", group.Key); foreach
(var item in group){ Console.WriteLine("\t{0}", item.Name); }}The output of the code excerpt
in Example 2-9 is:Language: C# Paolo MarcoLanguage: VB.NET FrankAs you can
see, the result of the query is an enumeration of groups identified by a key and made up of inner
items. The example enumerates each group in the query result, writing its Key property to the
console and then iterating the items in each group to extract their values. As mentioned
previously, you can group items by using a multiple-value key that makes use of anonymous
types. Example 2-10 shows an example that groups developers by language and an age
cluster.Example 2-10. A C# query expression to group developers by programming language
and ageDeveloper[] developers = new Developer[] { new Developer { Name = "Paolo",
Language = "C#", Age = 32 }, new Developer { Name = "Marco", Language = "C#", Age = 37},
new Developer { Name = "Frank", Language = "VB.NET", Age = 48 },};var
developersGroupedByLanguage = from d in developers group d by new { d.Language,
AgeCluster = (d.Age / 10) * 10 };foreach (var group in developersGroupedByLanguage) {
Console.WriteLine("Language: {0}", group.Key); foreach (var item in group) {
Console.WriteLine("\t{0}", item.Name); }}This time, the output of the code excerpt in
Example 2-10 is:Language: { Language = C#, AgeCluster = 30 } Paolo MarcoLanguage:
{ Language = VB.NET, AgeCluster = 40 } FrankIn this example, the Key for each group is an
anonymous type defined by two properties: Language and AgeCluster.Visual Basic also
supports grouping results by using the Group By clause. Example 2-11 shows a query that is
equivalent to the one shown in Example 2-9.Example 2-11. A Visual Basic query expression to
group developers by programming languageDim developers As Developer() = { New Developer
With {.Name = "Paolo", .Language = "C#", .Age = 32}, New Developer With {.Name =
"Marco", .Language = "C#", .Age = 37}, New Developer With {.Name = "Frank", .Language =
"VB.NET", .Age = 48}}Dim developersGroupedByLanguage = From d In developers Group d
By d.Language Into Group Select Language, GroupFor Each group In
developersGroupedByLanguage Console.WriteLine("Language: {0}", group.Language) For
Each item In group.Group Console.WriteLine(" {0}", item.Name) NextNextThe Visual
Basic syntax is a bit more complex than the corresponding C# syntax. In Visual Basic, you
project the grouping by using the into clause to create a new Group object of items and then
explicitly declare the selection pattern. However, the result of the grouping is easier to
enumerate because the Key value keeps its name (Language).C# also provides an into clause
that is useful in conjunction with the group keyword, even if using it is not mandatory. You can
use the into keyword to store the results of a select, group, or join statement in a temporary



variable. You might use this construction when you need to execute additional queries over the
results. Because of this behavior, this keyword is also called a continuation clause.
Example 2-12 shows an example of a C# query expression that uses the into
clause.Example 2-12. A C# query expression using the into clausevar
developersGroupedByLanguage = from d in developers group d by d.Language into
developersGrouped select new { Language = developersGrouped.Key,
DevelopersCount = developersGrouped.Count() };foreach (var group in
developersGroupedByLanguage) { Console.WriteLine ("Language {0} contains {1}
developers", group.Language, group.DevelopersCount);}Group and Into ClausesGroup and
Into ClausesGroup and Into ClausesGroup and Into ClausesThe group clause can be used to
project a result grouped by a key. It can be used as an alternative to the from clause and allows
you to use single-value keys as well as multiple-value keys. Example 2-9 shows a query that
groups developers by programming language.Example 2-9. A C# query expression to group
developers by programming languageDeveloper[] developers = new Developer[] { new
Developer { Name = "Paolo", Language = "C#" }, new Developer { Name = "Marco", Language
= "C#" }, new Developer { Name = "Frank", Language = "VB.NET" },};var
developersGroupedByLanguage = from d in developers group d by d.Language;foreach (var
group in developersGroupedByLanguage) { Console.WriteLine("Language: {0}", group.Key);
foreach (var item in group){ Console.WriteLine("\t{0}", item.Name); }}Example 2-9. A C#
query expression to group developers by programming languageDeveloper[] developers = new
Developer[] { new Developer { Name = "Paolo", Language = "C#" }, new Developer { Name =
"Marco", Language = "C#" }, new Developer { Name = "Frank", Language = "VB.NET" },};var
developersGroupedByLanguage = from d in developers group d by d.Language;foreach (var
group in developersGroupedByLanguage) { Console.WriteLine("Language: {0}", group.Key);
foreach (var item in group){ Console.WriteLine("\t{0}", item.Name); }}Developer[]
developers = new Developer[] { new Developer { Name = "Paolo", Language = "C#" }, new
Developer { Name = "Marco", Language = "C#" }, new Developer { Name = "Frank", Language
= "VB.NET" },};var developersGroupedByLanguage = from d in developers group d by
d.Language;foreach (var group in developersGroupedByLanguage) {
Console.WriteLine("Language: {0}", group.Key); foreach (var item in group){
Console.WriteLine("\t{0}", item.Name); }}The output of the code excerpt in Example 2-9
is:Language: C# Paolo MarcoLanguage: VB.NET FrankAs you can see, the result of
the query is an enumeration of groups identified by a key and made up of inner items. The
example enumerates each group in the query result, writing its Key property to the console and
then iterating the items in each group to extract their values. As mentioned previously, you can
group items by using a multiple-value key that makes use of anonymous types. Example 2-10
shows an example that groups developers by language and an age cluster.Example 2-10. A C#
query expression to group developers by programming language and ageDeveloper[]
developers = new Developer[] { new Developer { Name = "Paolo", Language = "C#", Age =



32 }, new Developer { Name = "Marco", Language = "C#", Age = 37}, new Developer { Name
= "Frank", Language = "VB.NET", Age = 48 },};var developersGroupedByLanguage = from d
in developers group d by new { d.Language, AgeCluster = (d.Age / 10) * 10 };foreach (var group
in developersGroupedByLanguage) { Console.WriteLine("Language: {0}", group.Key); foreach
(var item in group) { Console.WriteLine("\t{0}", item.Name); }}Example 2-10. A C# query
expression to group developers by programming language and ageDeveloper[] developers =
new Developer[] { new Developer { Name = "Paolo", Language = "C#", Age = 32 }, new
Developer { Name = "Marco", Language = "C#", Age = 37}, new Developer { Name = "Frank",
Language = "VB.NET", Age = 48 },};var developersGroupedByLanguage = from d in
developers group d by new { d.Language, AgeCluster = (d.Age / 10) * 10 };foreach (var group in
developersGroupedByLanguage) { Console.WriteLine("Language: {0}", group.Key); foreach
(var item in group) { Console.WriteLine("\t{0}", item.Name); }}Developer[] developers = new
Developer[] { new Developer { Name = "Paolo", Language = "C#", Age = 32 }, new Developer
{ Name = "Marco", Language = "C#", Age = 37}, new Developer { Name = "Frank", Language =
"VB.NET", Age = 48 },};var developersGroupedByLanguage = from d in developers group d
by new { d.Language, AgeCluster = (d.Age / 10) * 10 };foreach (var group in
developersGroupedByLanguage) { Console.WriteLine("Language: {0}", group.Key); foreach
(var item in group) { Console.WriteLine("\t{0}", item.Name); }}This time, the output of the
code excerpt in Example 2-10 is:Language: { Language = C#, AgeCluster = 30 } Paolo
MarcoLanguage: { Language = VB.NET, AgeCluster = 40 } FrankIn this example, the Key for
each group is an anonymous type defined by two properties: Language and AgeCluster.Visual
Basic also supports grouping results by using the Group By clause. Example 2-11 shows a
query that is equivalent to the one shown in Example 2-9.Example 2-11. A Visual Basic query
expression to group developers by programming languageDim developers As Developer() = {
New Developer With {.Name = "Paolo", .Language = "C#", .Age = 32}, New Developer With
{.Name = "Marco", .Language = "C#", .Age = 37}, New Developer With {.Name =
"Frank", .Language = "VB.NET", .Age = 48}}Dim developersGroupedByLanguage = From d In
developers Group d By d.Language Into Group Select Language, GroupFor Each group In
developersGroupedByLanguage Console.WriteLine("Language: {0}", group.Language) For
Each item In group.Group Console.WriteLine(" {0}", item.Name) NextNextExample 2-11. A
Visual Basic query expression to group developers by programming languageDim developers
As Developer() = { New Developer With {.Name = "Paolo", .Language = "C#", .Age = 32}, New
Developer With {.Name = "Marco", .Language = "C#", .Age = 37}, New Developer With {.Name
= "Frank", .Language = "VB.NET", .Age = 48}}Dim developersGroupedByLanguage = From d
In developers Group d By d.Language Into Group Select Language, GroupFor Each group In
developersGroupedByLanguage Console.WriteLine("Language: {0}", group.Language) For
Each item In group.Group Console.WriteLine(" {0}", item.Name) NextNextDim developers
As Developer() = { New Developer With {.Name = "Paolo", .Language = "C#", .Age = 32}, New
Developer With {.Name = "Marco", .Language = "C#", .Age = 37}, New Developer With {.Name



= "Frank", .Language = "VB.NET", .Age = 48}}Dim developersGroupedByLanguage = From d
In developers Group d By d.Language Into Group Select Language, GroupFor Each group In
developersGroupedByLanguage Console.WriteLine("Language: {0}", group.Language) For
Each item In group.Group Console.WriteLine(" {0}", item.Name) NextNextThe Visual
Basic syntax is a bit more complex than the corresponding C# syntax. In Visual Basic, you
project the grouping by using the into clause to create a new Group object of items and then
explicitly declare the selection pattern. However, the result of the grouping is easier to
enumerate because the Key value keeps its name (Language).C# also provides an into clause
that is useful in conjunction with the group keyword, even if using it is not mandatory. You can
use the into keyword to store the results of a select, group, or join statement in a temporary
variable. You might use this construction when you need to execute additional queries over the
results. Because of this behavior, this keyword is also called a continuation clause.
Example 2-12 shows an example of a C# query expression that uses the into
clause.Example 2-12. A C# query expression using the into clausevar
developersGroupedByLanguage = from d in developers group d by d.Language into
developersGrouped select new { Language = developersGrouped.Key,
DevelopersCount = developersGrouped.Count() };foreach (var group in
developersGroupedByLanguage) { Console.WriteLine ("Language {0} contains {1}
developers", group.Language, group.DevelopersCount);}Example 2-12. A C# query
expression using the into clausevar developersGroupedByLanguage = from d in developers
group d by d.Language into developersGrouped select new { Language =
developersGrouped.Key, DevelopersCount = developersGrouped.Count() };foreach (var
group in developersGroupedByLanguage) { Console.WriteLine ("Language {0} contains {1}
developers", group.Language, group.DevelopersCount);}var
developersGroupedByLanguage = from d in developers group d by d.Language into
developersGrouped select new { Language = developersGrouped.Key,
DevelopersCount = developersGrouped.Count() };foreach (var group in
developersGroupedByLanguage) { Console.WriteLine ("Language {0} contains {1}
developers", group.Language, group.DevelopersCount);}Orderby ClauseThe orderby clause,
as you can assume from its name, lets you sort the result of a query in either ascending or
descending order. The ordering can use one or more keys that combine different sorting
directions. Example 2-13 shows a query that extracts orders placed by customers, ordered by
EuroAmount. (By default, when not explicitly defined, the orderby clause sorts values in
ascending sequence.)Example 2-13. A C# query expression with an orderby clausevar
ordersSortedByEuroAmount = from c in customers from o in c.Orders orderby
o.EuroAmount select new { c.Name, o.IdOrder, o.EuroAmount };Example 2-14 shows a query
that selects orders sorted by customer Name and EuroAmount in descending
order.Example 2-14. A C# query expression with an orderby clause with multiple ordering
conditionsvar ordersSortedByCustomerAndEuroAmount = from c in customers from o in



c.Orders orderby c.Name, o.EuroAmount descending select new { c.Name, o.IdOrder,
o.EuroAmount };Example 2-15 shows the query from Example 2-14 written in Visual
Basic.Example 2-15. A Visual Basic query expression with an orderby clause with multiple
ordering conditionsDim ordersSortedByCustomerAndEuroAmount = From c In customers,
o In c.Orders Order By c.Name, o.EuroAmount Descending Select c.Name, o.IdOrder,
o.EuroAmountHere, both languages have very similar syntax.Orderby ClauseOrderby
ClauseOrderby ClauseOrderby ClauseThe orderby clause, as you can assume from its name,
lets you sort the result of a query in either ascending or descending order. The ordering can use
one or more keys that combine different sorting directions. Example 2-13 shows a query that
extracts orders placed by customers, ordered by EuroAmount. (By default, when not explicitly
defined, the orderby clause sorts values in ascending sequence.)Example 2-13. A C# query
expression with an orderby clausevar ordersSortedByEuroAmount = from c in customers
from o in c.Orders orderby o.EuroAmount select new { c.Name, o.IdOrder,
o.EuroAmount };Example 2-13. A C# query expression with an orderby clausevar
ordersSortedByEuroAmount = from c in customers from o in c.Orders orderby
o.EuroAmount select new { c.Name, o.IdOrder, o.EuroAmount };var
ordersSortedByEuroAmount = from c in customers from o in c.Orders orderby
o.EuroAmount select new { c.Name, o.IdOrder, o.EuroAmount };Example 2-14 shows a query
that selects orders sorted by customer Name and EuroAmount in descending
order.Example 2-14. A C# query expression with an orderby clause with multiple ordering
conditionsvar ordersSortedByCustomerAndEuroAmount = from c in customers from o in
c.Orders orderby c.Name, o.EuroAmount descending select new { c.Name, o.IdOrder,
o.EuroAmount };Example 2-14. A C# query expression with an orderby clause with multiple
ordering conditionsvar ordersSortedByCustomerAndEuroAmount = from c in customers
from o in c.Orders orderby c.Name, o.EuroAmount descending select new { c.Name,
o.IdOrder, o.EuroAmount };var ordersSortedByCustomerAndEuroAmount = from c in
customers from o in c.Orders orderby c.Name, o.EuroAmount descending select new
{ c.Name, o.IdOrder, o.EuroAmount };Example 2-15 shows the query from Example 2-14 written
in Visual Basic.Example 2-15. A Visual Basic query expression with an orderby clause with
multiple ordering conditionsDim ordersSortedByCustomerAndEuroAmount = From c In
customers, o In c.Orders Order By c.Name, o.EuroAmount Descending Select c.Name,
o.IdOrder, o.EuroAmountExample 2-15. A Visual Basic query expression with an orderby clause
with multiple ordering conditionsDim ordersSortedByCustomerAndEuroAmount = From c In
customers, o In c.Orders Order By c.Name, o.EuroAmount Descending Select c.Name,
o.IdOrder, o.EuroAmountDim ordersSortedByCustomerAndEuroAmount = From c In
customers, o In c.Orders Order By c.Name, o.EuroAmount Descending Select c.Name,
o.IdOrder, o.EuroAmountHere, both languages have very similar syntax.Join ClauseThe join
keyword lets you associate different data sources on the basis of a member that can be
compared for equivalency. It works similarly to a SQL equijoin statement. You cannot compare



items to join by using comparisons such as “greater than,” “less than,” or “not equal to.” You can
define equality comparisons only by using a special equals keyword that behaves differently
from the “= =” operator, because the position of the operands is significant. With equals, the left
key consumes the outer source sequence, and the right key consumes the inner source
sequence. The outer source sequence is in scope only on the left side of equals, and the inner
source sequence is in scope only on the right side. Here is this concept presented in
pseudocode:join-clause ::= join innerItem in innerSequence on outerKey equals innerKeyBy
using the join clause, you can define inner joins, group joins, and left outer joins. An inner join is
a join that returns a flat result, mapping the outer data source elements with the corresponding
inner data source. It skips outer data source elements that lack corresponding inner data source
elements. Example 2-16 presents a simple query with an inner join between product categories
and related products.Example 2-16. A C# query expression with an inner joinpublic class
Category { public Int32 IdCategory { get; set; } public String Name { get; set; }}public class
Product { public String IdProduct { get; set; } public Int32 IdCategory { get; set; } public String
Description { get; set; }}// ... code omitted ...Category[] categories = new Category[] { new
Category { IdCategory = 1, Name = "Pasta"}, new Category { IdCategory = 2, Name =
"Beverages"}, new Category { IdCategory = 3, Name = "Other food"},};Product[] products =
new Product[] { new Product { IdProduct = "PASTA01", IdCategory = 1, Description =
"Tortellini" }, new Product { IdProduct = "PASTA02", IdCategory = 1, Description =
"Spaghetti" }, new Product { IdProduct = "PASTA03", IdCategory = 1, Description = "Fusilli" },
new Product { IdProduct = "BEV01", IdCategory = 2, Description = "Water" }, new Product
{ IdProduct = "BEV02", IdCategory = 2, Description = "Orange Juice" },};var
categoriesAndProducts = from c in categories join p in products on c.IdCategory equals
p.IdCategory select new { c.IdCategory, CategoryName = c.Name, Product =
p.Description };foreach (var item in categoriesAndProducts) { Console.WriteLine(item);}The
output of this code excerpt is similar to the following. Notice that the “Other food” category is
missing from the output because no products are included in it:{ IdCategory = 1, CategoryName
= Pasta, Product = Tortellini }{ IdCategory = 1, CategoryName = Pasta, Product = Spaghetti }
{ IdCategory = 1, CategoryName = Pasta, Product = Fusilli }{ IdCategory = 2, CategoryName =
Beverages, Product = Water }{ IdCategory = 2, CategoryName = Beverages, Product = Orange
Juice }A group join defines a join that produces a hierarchical result set, grouping the inner
sequence elements with their corresponding outer sequence elements. In cases in which an
outer sequence element is missing its corresponding inner sequence elements, the outer
element will be joined with an empty array. A group join does not have a relational counterpart in
SQL syntax because of its hierarchical result. Example 2-17 shows an example of such a query.
(You will see an expanded form of this type of query in Chapter 3.)Example 2-17. A C# query
expression with a group joinvar categoriesAndProducts = from c in categories join p in
products on c.IdCategory equals p.IdCategory into productsByCategory select new {
c.IdCategory, CategoryName = c.Name, Products = productsByCategory };foreach (var



category in categoriesAndProducts) { Console.WriteLine("{0} - {1}", category.IdCategory,
category.CategoryName); foreach (var product in category.Products) {
Console.WriteLine("\t{0}", product.Description); }}The output of this code excerpt follows.
Notice that this time the “Other food” category is present in the output, even though it is empty:1
- Pasta Tortellini Spaghetti Fusilli2 - Beverages Water Orange Juice3 - Other
foodVisual Basic provides a specific keyword called Group Join to define group joins in query
expressions.A left outer join returns a flat result set that includes any outer source element even
if it is missing its corresponding inner source element. To produce this result, you need to use
the DefaultIfEmpty extension method, which returns a default value in the case of an empty data
source value. We will cover this and many other extension methods in more detail in Chapter 3.
In Example 2-18, you can see an example of this syntax.Example 2-18. A C# query expression
with a left outer joinvar categoriesAndProducts = from c in categories join p in products on
c.IdCategory equals p.IdCategory into productsByCategory from pc in
productsByCategory.DefaultIfEmpty( new Product { IdProduct = String.Empty,
Description = String.Empty, IdCategory = 0} ) select new { c.IdCategory,
CategoryName = c.Name, Product = pc.Description };foreach (var item in
categoriesAndProducts) { Console.WriteLine(item);}This example produces the following
output:{ IdCategory = 1, CategoryName = Pasta, Product = Tortellini }{ IdCategory = 1,
CategoryName = Pasta, Product = Spaghetti }{ IdCategory = 1, CategoryName = Pasta, Product
= Fusilli }{ IdCategory = 2, CategoryName = Beverages, Product = Water }{ IdCategory = 2,
CategoryName = Beverages, Product = Orange Juice }{ IdCategory = 3, CategoryName = Other
food, Product = }Notice that the “Other food” category is present with an empty product, which
is provided by the DefaultIfEmpty extension method.One last point to emphasize about the join
clause is that you can compare elements by using composite keys. You simply make use of
anonymous types as shown with the group keyword. For example, if you had a composite key in
Category made up of IdCategory and Year, you could write the following statement with an
anonymous type used in the equals condition:from c in categoriesjoin p in products on new
{ c.IdCategory, c.Year } equals new { p.IdCategory, p.Year } into productsByCategoryAs you
have already seen in this chapter, you can also get the results of joins by using nested from
clauses, which is a useful approach whenever you need to define non-equijoin queries.Visual
Basic has syntax quite similar to C#, but offers some shortcuts to define joins more quickly. You
can define implicit join statements by using multiple In clauses in the From statement and
defining the equality conditions with a Where clause. In Example 2-19, you can see an example
of this syntax.Example 2-19. A Visual Basic implicit join statementDim categoriesAndProducts =
From c In categories, p In products Where c.IdCategory = p.IdCategory Select
c.IdCategory, CategoryName = c.Name, Product = p.DescriptionFor Each item In
categoriesAndProducts Console.WriteLine(item)NextIn Example 2-20, you can see the same
query defined by using the standard explicit join syntax.Example 2-20. A Visual Basic explicit
join statementDim categoriesAndProducts = From c In categories Join p In products On



p.IdCategory Equals c.IdCategory Select c.IdCategory, CategoryName = c.Name, Product =
p.DescriptionNotice that in Visual Basic the order of elements in the equality comparison does
not matter because the compiler will arrange them on its own, making the query syntax more
relaxed, as happens in classic relational SQL.Join ClauseJoin ClauseJoin ClauseJoin
ClauseThe join keyword lets you associate different data sources on the basis of a member that
can be compared for equivalency. It works similarly to a SQL equijoin statement. You cannot
compare items to join by using comparisons such as “greater than,” “less than,” or “not equal to.”
You can define equality comparisons only by using a special equals keyword that behaves
differently from the “= =” operator, because the position of the operands is significant. With
equals, the left key consumes the outer source sequence, and the right key consumes the inner
source sequence. The outer source sequence is in scope only on the left side of equals, and the
inner source sequence is in scope only on the right side. Here is this concept presented in
pseudocode:join-clause ::= join innerItem in innerSequence on outerKey equals innerKeyBy
using the join clause, you can define inner joins, group joins, and left outer joins. An inner join is
a join that returns a flat result, mapping the outer data source elements with the corresponding
inner data source. It skips outer data source elements that lack corresponding inner data source
elements. Example 2-16 presents a simple query with an inner join between product categories
and related products.Example 2-16. A C# query expression with an inner joinpublic class
Category { public Int32 IdCategory { get; set; } public String Name { get; set; }}public class
Product { public String IdProduct { get; set; } public Int32 IdCategory { get; set; } public String
Description { get; set; }}// ... code omitted ...Category[] categories = new Category[] { new
Category { IdCategory = 1, Name = "Pasta"}, new Category { IdCategory = 2, Name =
"Beverages"}, new Category { IdCategory = 3, Name = "Other food"},};Product[] products =
new Product[] { new Product { IdProduct = "PASTA01", IdCategory = 1, Description =
"Tortellini" }, new Product { IdProduct = "PASTA02", IdCategory = 1, Description =
"Spaghetti" }, new Product { IdProduct = "PASTA03", IdCategory = 1, Description = "Fusilli" },
new Product { IdProduct = "BEV01", IdCategory = 2, Description = "Water" }, new Product
{ IdProduct = "BEV02", IdCategory = 2, Description = "Orange Juice" },};var
categoriesAndProducts = from c in categories join p in products on c.IdCategory equals
p.IdCategory select new { c.IdCategory, CategoryName = c.Name, Product =
p.Description };foreach (var item in categoriesAndProducts) { Console.WriteLine(item);}
Example 2-16. A C# query expression with an inner joinpublic class Category { public Int32
IdCategory { get; set; } public String Name { get; set; }}public class Product { public String
IdProduct { get; set; } public Int32 IdCategory { get; set; } public String Description { get;
set; }}// ... code omitted ...Category[] categories = new Category[] { new Category { IdCategory
= 1, Name = "Pasta"}, new Category { IdCategory = 2, Name = "Beverages"}, new Category
{ IdCategory = 3, Name = "Other food"},};Product[] products = new Product[] { new Product
{ IdProduct = "PASTA01", IdCategory = 1, Description = "Tortellini" }, new Product { IdProduct =
"PASTA02", IdCategory = 1, Description = "Spaghetti" }, new Product { IdProduct = "PASTA03",



IdCategory = 1, Description = "Fusilli" }, new Product { IdProduct = "BEV01", IdCategory = 2,
Description = "Water" }, new Product { IdProduct = "BEV02", IdCategory = 2, Description =
"Orange Juice" },};var categoriesAndProducts = from c in categories join p in products on
c.IdCategory equals p.IdCategory select new { c.IdCategory, CategoryName = c.Name,
Product = p.Description };foreach (var item in categoriesAndProducts) {
Console.WriteLine(item);}public class Category { public Int32 IdCategory { get; set; } public
String Name { get; set; }}public class Product { public String IdProduct { get; set; } public Int32
IdCategory { get; set; } public String Description { get; set; }}// ... code omitted ...Category[]
categories = new Category[] { new Category { IdCategory = 1, Name = "Pasta"}, new
Category { IdCategory = 2, Name = "Beverages"}, new Category { IdCategory = 3, Name =
"Other food"},};Product[] products = new Product[] { new Product { IdProduct = "PASTA01",
IdCategory = 1, Description = "Tortellini" }, new Product { IdProduct = "PASTA02", IdCategory =
1, Description = "Spaghetti" }, new Product { IdProduct = "PASTA03", IdCategory = 1,
Description = "Fusilli" }, new Product { IdProduct = "BEV01", IdCategory = 2, Description =
"Water" }, new Product { IdProduct = "BEV02", IdCategory = 2, Description = "Orange
Juice" },};var categoriesAndProducts = from c in categories join p in products on
c.IdCategory equals p.IdCategory select new { c.IdCategory, CategoryName = c.Name,
Product = p.Description };foreach (var item in categoriesAndProducts) {
Console.WriteLine(item);}The output of this code excerpt is similar to the following. Notice that
the “Other food” category is missing from the output because no products are included in it:
{ IdCategory = 1, CategoryName = Pasta, Product = Tortellini }{ IdCategory = 1, CategoryName
= Pasta, Product = Spaghetti }{ IdCategory = 1, CategoryName = Pasta, Product = Fusilli }
{ IdCategory = 2, CategoryName = Beverages, Product = Water }{ IdCategory = 2,
CategoryName = Beverages, Product = Orange Juice }A group join defines a join that produces
a hierarchical result set, grouping the inner sequence elements with their corresponding outer
sequence elements. In cases in which an outer sequence element is missing its corresponding
inner sequence elements, the outer element will be joined with an empty array. A group join does
not have a relational counterpart in SQL syntax because of its hierarchical result. Example 2-17
shows an example of such a query. (You will see an expanded form of this type of query in
Chapter 3.)Example 2-17. A C# query expression with a group joinvar categoriesAndProducts =
from c in categories join p in products on c.IdCategory equals p.IdCategory into
productsByCategory select new { c.IdCategory, CategoryName = c.Name, Products
= productsByCategory };foreach (var category in categoriesAndProducts) {
Console.WriteLine("{0} - {1}", category.IdCategory, category.CategoryName); foreach (var
product in category.Products) { Console.WriteLine("\t{0}", product.Description); }}
Example 2-17. A C# query expression with a group joinvar categoriesAndProducts = from c in
categories join p in products on c.IdCategory equals p.IdCategory into
productsByCategory select new { c.IdCategory, CategoryName = c.Name, Products
= productsByCategory };foreach (var category in categoriesAndProducts) {



Console.WriteLine("{0} - {1}", category.IdCategory, category.CategoryName); foreach (var
product in category.Products) { Console.WriteLine("\t{0}", product.Description); }}var
categoriesAndProducts = from c in categories join p in products on c.IdCategory equals
p.IdCategory into productsByCategory select new { c.IdCategory, CategoryName =
c.Name, Products = productsByCategory };foreach (var category in
categoriesAndProducts) { Console.WriteLine("{0} - {1}", category.IdCategory,
category.CategoryName); foreach (var product in category.Products) {
Console.WriteLine("\t{0}", product.Description); }}The output of this code excerpt follows.
Notice that this time the “Other food” category is present in the output, even though it is empty:1
- Pasta Tortellini Spaghetti Fusilli2 - Beverages Water Orange Juice3 - Other
foodVisual Basic provides a specific keyword called Group Join to define group joins in query
expressions.A left outer join returns a flat result set that includes any outer source element even
if it is missing its corresponding inner source element. To produce this result, you need to use
the DefaultIfEmpty extension method, which returns a default value in the case of an empty data
source value. We will cover this and many other extension methods in more detail in Chapter 3.
In Example 2-18, you can see an example of this syntax.Example 2-18. A C# query expression
with a left outer joinvar categoriesAndProducts = from c in categories join p in products on
c.IdCategory equals p.IdCategory into productsByCategory from pc in
productsByCategory.DefaultIfEmpty( new Product { IdProduct = String.Empty,
Description = String.Empty, IdCategory = 0} ) select new { c.IdCategory,
CategoryName = c.Name, Product = pc.Description };foreach (var item in
categoriesAndProducts) { Console.WriteLine(item);}Example 2-18. A C# query expression with
a left outer joinvar categoriesAndProducts = from c in categories join p in products on
c.IdCategory equals p.IdCategory into productsByCategory from pc in
productsByCategory.DefaultIfEmpty( new Product { IdProduct = String.Empty,
Description = String.Empty, IdCategory = 0} ) select new { c.IdCategory,
CategoryName = c.Name, Product = pc.Description };foreach (var item in
categoriesAndProducts) { Console.WriteLine(item);}var categoriesAndProducts = from c in
categories join p in products on c.IdCategory equals p.IdCategory into
productsByCategory from pc in productsByCategory.DefaultIfEmpty( new Product {
IdProduct = String.Empty, Description = String.Empty, IdCategory = 0} ) select new {
c.IdCategory, CategoryName = c.Name, Product = pc.Description };foreach (var item in
categoriesAndProducts) { Console.WriteLine(item);}This example produces the following
output:{ IdCategory = 1, CategoryName = Pasta, Product = Tortellini }{ IdCategory = 1,
CategoryName = Pasta, Product = Spaghetti }{ IdCategory = 1, CategoryName = Pasta, Product
= Fusilli }{ IdCategory = 2, CategoryName = Beverages, Product = Water }{ IdCategory = 2,
CategoryName = Beverages, Product = Orange Juice }{ IdCategory = 3, CategoryName = Other
food, Product = }Notice that the “Other food” category is present with an empty product, which
is provided by the DefaultIfEmpty extension method.One last point to emphasize about the join



clause is that you can compare elements by using composite keys. You simply make use of
anonymous types as shown with the group keyword. For example, if you had a composite key in
Category made up of IdCategory and Year, you could write the following statement with an
anonymous type used in the equals condition:from c in categoriesjoin p in products on new
{ c.IdCategory, c.Year } equals new { p.IdCategory, p.Year } into productsByCategoryAs you
have already seen in this chapter, you can also get the results of joins by using nested from
clauses, which is a useful approach whenever you need to define non-equijoin queries.Visual
Basic has syntax quite similar to C#, but offers some shortcuts to define joins more quickly. You
can define implicit join statements by using multiple In clauses in the From statement and
defining the equality conditions with a Where clause. In Example 2-19, you can see an example
of this syntax.Example 2-19. A Visual Basic implicit join statementDim categoriesAndProducts =
From c In categories, p In products Where c.IdCategory = p.IdCategory Select
c.IdCategory, CategoryName = c.Name, Product = p.DescriptionFor Each item In
categoriesAndProducts Console.WriteLine(item)NextExample 2-19. A Visual Basic implicit join
statementDim categoriesAndProducts = From c In categories, p In products Where
c.IdCategory = p.IdCategory Select c.IdCategory, CategoryName = c.Name, Product =
p.DescriptionFor Each item In categoriesAndProducts Console.WriteLine(item)NextDim
categoriesAndProducts = From c In categories, p In products Where c.IdCategory =
p.IdCategory Select c.IdCategory, CategoryName = c.Name, Product = p.DescriptionFor Each
item In categoriesAndProducts Console.WriteLine(item)NextIn Example 2-20, you can see the
same query defined by using the standard explicit join syntax.Example 2-20. A Visual Basic
explicit join statementDim categoriesAndProducts = From c In categories Join p In products
On p.IdCategory Equals c.IdCategory Select c.IdCategory, CategoryName = c.Name,
Product = p.DescriptionExample 2-20. A Visual Basic explicit join statementDim
categoriesAndProducts = From c In categories Join p In products On p.IdCategory
Equals c.IdCategory Select c.IdCategory, CategoryName = c.Name, Product =
p.DescriptionDim categoriesAndProducts = From c In categories Join p In products On
p.IdCategory Equals c.IdCategory Select c.IdCategory, CategoryName = c.Name, Product =
p.DescriptionNotice that in Visual Basic the order of elements in the equality comparison does
not matter because the compiler will arrange them on its own, making the query syntax more
relaxed, as happens in classic relational SQL.Let ClauseThe let clause allows you to store the
result of a subexpression in a variable that can be used somewhere else in the query. This
clause is useful when you need to reuse the same expression many times in the same query,
and you do not want to define it every single time you use it. Using the let clause, you can define
a new range variable for that expression and subsequently reference it within the query. Once
assigned, a range variable defined by a let clause cannot be changed. However, if the range
variable holds a queryable type, it can be queried. In Example 2-21, you can see an example of
this clause applied to select the same product categories with the count of their products, sorted
by the counter itself.Example 2-21. A C# sample of usage of the let clausevar



categoriesByProductsNumberQuery = from c in categories join p in products on
c.IdCategory equals p.IdCategory into productsByCategory let ProductsCount =
productsByCategory.Count() orderby ProductsCount select new { c.IdCategory,
ProductsCount};foreach (var item in categoriesByProductsNumberQuery) {
Console.WriteLine(item);}Here is the output of the code excerpt in Example 2-21:{ IdCategory =
3, ProductsCount = 0 }{ IdCategory = 2, ProductsCount = 2 }{ IdCategory = 1, ProductsCount =
3 }Visual Basic uses syntax very similar to C#, and also allows you to define multiple aliases,
separated by commas, within the same let clause.Let ClauseLet ClauseLet ClauseLet
ClauseThe let clause allows you to store the result of a subexpression in a variable that can be
used somewhere else in the query. This clause is useful when you need to reuse the same
expression many times in the same query, and you do not want to define it every single time you
use it. Using the let clause, you can define a new range variable for that expression and
subsequently reference it within the query. Once assigned, a range variable defined by a let
clause cannot be changed. However, if the range variable holds a queryable type, it can be
queried. In Example 2-21, you can see an example of this clause applied to select the same
product categories with the count of their products, sorted by the counter itself.Example 2-21. A
C# sample of usage of the let clausevar categoriesByProductsNumberQuery = from c in
categories join p in products on c.IdCategory equals p.IdCategory into
productsByCategory let ProductsCount = productsByCategory.Count() orderby
ProductsCount select new { c.IdCategory, ProductsCount};foreach (var item in
categoriesByProductsNumberQuery) { Console.WriteLine(item);}Example 2-21. A C# sample
of usage of the let clausevar categoriesByProductsNumberQuery = from c in categories join
p in products on c.IdCategory equals p.IdCategory into productsByCategory let
ProductsCount = productsByCategory.Count() orderby ProductsCount select new
{ c.IdCategory, ProductsCount};foreach (var item in categoriesByProductsNumberQuery) {
Console.WriteLine(item);}var categoriesByProductsNumberQuery = from c in categories
join p in products on c.IdCategory equals p.IdCategory into productsByCategory let
ProductsCount = productsByCategory.Count() orderby ProductsCount select new
{ c.IdCategory, ProductsCount};foreach (var item in categoriesByProductsNumberQuery) {
Console.WriteLine(item);}Here is the output of the code excerpt in Example 2-21:{ IdCategory =
3, ProductsCount = 0 }{ IdCategory = 2, ProductsCount = 2 }{ IdCategory = 1, ProductsCount =
3 }Visual Basic uses syntax very similar to C#, and also allows you to define multiple aliases,
separated by commas, within the same let clause.Additional Visual Basic KeywordsVisual Basic
includes additional query expression keywords that are available in C# only by using extension
methods. These keywords are described in the following list:Aggregate Useful for applying an
aggregate function to a data source. You can use Aggregate to begin a new query instead of a
From clause.Distinct Can be used to eliminate duplicate values in query results.Skip Can be
used to skip the first N elements of a query result.Skip While Can be used to skip the first
elements of a query result that satisfy a specified predicate.Take Can be used to return the first



N elements of a query result.Take While Can be used to take the first elements of a query result
that satisfy a specified predicate.You can use Skip and Take (or Skip While and Take While)
together to paginate query results. You will revisit this subject with some examples in
Chapter 3.More About Query SyntaxAt this point, you have seen all the query keywords
available through the programming languages. However, remember that each query expression
is converted by the language compiler into an invocation of the corresponding extension
methods. Whenever you need to query a data source by using LINQ and no keyword exists for a
particular operation in a query expression, you can use native or custom extension methods
directly in conjunction with query expression syntax. When you use extension methods only (as
shown in Example 2-3), the syntax is called method syntax. When you use query syntax in
conjunction with extension methods (as shown in Example 2-17), the result is known as mixed
query syntax.Additional Visual Basic KeywordsAdditional Visual Basic KeywordsAdditional
Visual Basic KeywordsAdditional Visual Basic KeywordsVisual Basic includes additional query
expression keywords that are available in C# only by using extension methods. These keywords
are described in the following list:Aggregate Useful for applying an aggregate function to a data
source. You can use Aggregate to begin a new query instead of a From clause.Distinct Can be
used to eliminate duplicate values in query results.Skip Can be used to skip the first N elements
of a query result.Skip While Can be used to skip the first elements of a query result that satisfy a
specified predicate.Take Can be used to return the first N elements of a query result.Take While
Can be used to take the first elements of a query result that satisfy a specified
predicate.Aggregate Useful for applying an aggregate function to a data source. You can use
Aggregate to begin a new query instead of a From clause.Distinct Can be used to eliminate
duplicate values in query results.Skip Can be used to skip the first N elements of a query
result.Skip While Can be used to skip the first elements of a query result that satisfy a specified
predicate.Take Can be used to return the first N elements of a query result.Take While Can be
used to take the first elements of a query result that satisfy a specified predicate.Aggregate
Useful for applying an aggregate function to a data source. You can use Aggregate to begin a
new query instead of a From clause.Distinct Can be used to eliminate duplicate values in query
results.Skip Can be used to skip the first N elements of a query result.Skip While Can be used to
skip the first elements of a query result that satisfy a specified predicate.Take Can be used to
return the first N elements of a query result.Take While Can be used to take the first elements of
a query result that satisfy a specified predicate.You can use Skip and Take (or Skip While and
Take While) together to paginate query results. You will revisit this subject with some examples in
Chapter 3.More About Query SyntaxAt this point, you have seen all the query keywords
available through the programming languages. However, remember that each query expression
is converted by the language compiler into an invocation of the corresponding extension
methods. Whenever you need to query a data source by using LINQ and no keyword exists for a
particular operation in a query expression, you can use native or custom extension methods
directly in conjunction with query expression syntax. When you use extension methods only (as



shown in Example 2-3), the syntax is called method syntax. When you use query syntax in
conjunction with extension methods (as shown in Example 2-17), the result is known as mixed
query syntax.More About Query SyntaxAt this point, you have seen all the query keywords
available through the programming languages. However, remember that each query expression
is converted by the language compiler into an invocation of the corresponding extension
methods. Whenever you need to query a data source by using LINQ and no keyword exists for a
particular operation in a query expression, you can use native or custom extension methods
directly in conjunction with query expression syntax. When you use extension methods only (as
shown in Example 2-3), the syntax is called method syntax. When you use query syntax in
conjunction with extension methods (as shown in Example 2-17), the result is known as mixed
query syntax.Deferred Query Evaluation and Extension Method ResolutionThis section
examines two query expression behaviors: deferred query evaluation and extension method
resolution. Both concepts are important for all LINQ implementations.Deferred Query
EvaluationA query expression is not evaluated when it is defined, but only when it is used.
Consider the example in Example 2-22.Example 2-22. A sample LINQ query over a set of
developersList<Developer> developers = new List<Developer>(new Developer[] { new
Developer { Name = "Paolo", Language = "C#", Age = 32 }, new Developer { Name = "Marco",
Language = "C#", Age = 37}, new Developer { Name = "Frank", Language = "VB.NET", Age =
48 }});var query = from d in developers where d.Language == "C#" select new { d.Name,
d.Age };Console.WriteLine("There are {0} C# developers.", query.Count());This code declares a
very simple query that contains just two items, as you can see by reading the code that declares
the list of developers or simply by checking the console output of the code that invokes the
Count extension method:There are 2 C# developers.Now imagine that you want to change the
content of the source sequence by adding a new Developer instance—after the query variable
has been defined (as shown in Example 2-23).Example 2-23. Sample code to modify the set of
developers that are being querieddevelopers.Add(new Developer { Name = "Roberto",
Language = "C#", Age = 35 });Console.WriteLine("There are {0} C# developers.",
query.Count());If you enumerate the query variable again or check its item count, as we do in
Example 2-23 after a new developer is added, the result is three. The added developer is
included in the result even though he was added after the definition of query.The reason for this
behavior is that, from a logical point of view, a query expression describes a kind of “query plan.”
It is not actually executed until it is used, and it will be executed again and again every time you
run it. Some LINQ implementations—such as LINQ to Objects—implement this behavior
through delegates. Others—such as LINQ to SQL—might use expression trees that take
advantage of the IQueryable<T> interface. This behavior is known as deferred query evaluation
—and it is a fundamental concept in LINQ, regardless of which LINQ implementation you are
using.Deferred query evaluation is useful because you can define queries once and apply them
several times: if the source sequence has been changed, the result will always reflect the most
recent content. However, consider a situation in which you want a snapshot of the result at a



particular “safe point” that you want to re-use many times, avoiding re-execution, either for
performance reasons or to keep the snapshot independent of changes to the source sequence.
To do that, you need to make a copy of the result, which you can do by using a set of operators
called conversion operators (such as ToArray, ToList, ToDictionary, ToLookup), created
specifically for this purpose.NoteMore Info Conversion operators are covered in detail in
Chapter 3.Extension Method ResolutionExtension method resolution is one of the most
important concepts to understand if you want to master LINQ. Consider the code in
Example 2-24, which defines a custom list of type Developer (named Developers) and a class,
DevelopersExtension, that provides an extension method named Where that applies specifically
to instances of the Developers type.Example 2-24. Sample code to modify the set of developers
that are being queriedpublic sealed class Developers : List<Developer> { public
Developers(IEnumerable<Developer> items) : base(items) { }}public static class
DevelopersExtension { public static IEnumerable<Developer> Where( this Developers
source, Func<Developer, bool> predicate) { Console.WriteLine("Invoked Where extension
method for Developers"); return (source.AsEnumerable().Where(predicate)); } public static
IEnumerable<Developer> Where( this Developers source, Func<Developer, int, bool>
predicate) { Console.WriteLine("Invoked Where extension method for Developers");
return (source.AsEnumerable().Where(predicate)); }}The only special action the custom
Where extension methods take is to write some output to the console, indicating that they have
executed. After that, the methods pass the request to the Where extension methods defined for
any standard instance of type IEnumerable<T>, converting the source with a method called
AsEnumerable, which we will cover in Chapter 3.Now, if you use the usual developers array, the
behavior of the query in Example 2-25 is quite interesting.Example 2-25. A query expression
over a custom list of type DevelopersDevelopers developers = new Developers(new Developer[]
{ new Developer { Name = "Paolo", Language = "C#", Age = 32 }, new Developer { Name =
"Marco", Language = "C#", Age = 37 }, new Developer { Name = "Frank", Language =
"VB.NET", Age = 48 },});var query = from d in developers where d.Language == "C#"
select d;Console.WriteLine("There are {0} C# developers.", query.Count());The query
expression will be converted by the compiler into the following code, as you saw earlier in this
chapter:var query = developers .Where (d => d.Language == "C#") .Select(d => d);As a
result of the presence of the DevelopersExtension class, the extension method Where that
executes is the one defined by DevelopersExtension, rather than the general-purpose one
defined in System.Linq.Enumerable. (To be considered as an extension method container class,
the DevelopersExtension class must be declared as static and defined in the current
namespace or in any namespace included in active using directives.) The resulting code
produced by the compiler resolving extension methods is the following:var query =
Enumerable.Select( DevelopersExtension.Where( developers, d => d.Language
== "C#"), d => d );In the end, you are always calling static methods of a static class, but the
syntax required is lighter and more intuitive with extension methods than with the more verbose



static method explicit calls.At this point, you are beginning to experience the real power of LINQ.
Using extension methods, you can define custom behaviors for specific types. In the following
chapters, we will discuss LINQ to Entities, LINQ to SQL, LINQ to XML, and other
implementations of LINQ. These implementations are just specific implementations of query
operators, thanks to the extension method resolution realized by the compilers.Now everything
looks fine. But now imagine that you need to query the custom list of type Developers with the
standard Where extension method rather than with the specialized one. To achieve that, you will
need to convert the custom list to a more generalized type to divert the extension method
resolution made by the compiler. This is another scenario that can benefit from conversion
operators, which we will cover in Chapter 3.Deferred Query Evaluation and Extension Method
ResolutionDeferred Query Evaluation and Extension Method ResolutionDeferred Query
Evaluation and Extension Method ResolutionDeferred Query Evaluation and Extension Method
ResolutionThis section examines two query expression behaviors: deferred query evaluation
and extension method resolution. Both concepts are important for all LINQ
implementations.Deferred Query EvaluationA query expression is not evaluated when it is
defined, but only when it is used. Consider the example in Example 2-22.Example 2-22. A
sample LINQ query over a set of developersList<Developer> developers = new
List<Developer>(new Developer[] { new Developer { Name = "Paolo", Language = "C#", Age =
32 }, new Developer { Name = "Marco", Language = "C#", Age = 37}, new Developer { Name
= "Frank", Language = "VB.NET", Age = 48 }});var query = from d in developers where
d.Language == "C#" select new { d.Name, d.Age };Console.WriteLine("There are {0} C#
developers.", query.Count());This code declares a very simple query that contains just two
items, as you can see by reading the code that declares the list of developers or simply by
checking the console output of the code that invokes the Count extension method:There are 2
C# developers.Now imagine that you want to change the content of the source sequence by
adding a new Developer instance—after the query variable has been defined (as shown in
Example 2-23).Example 2-23. Sample code to modify the set of developers that are being
querieddevelopers.Add(new Developer { Name = "Roberto", Language = "C#", Age =
35 });Console.WriteLine("There are {0} C# developers.", query.Count());If you enumerate the
query variable again or check its item count, as we do in Example 2-23 after a new developer is
added, the result is three. The added developer is included in the result even though he was
added after the definition of query.The reason for this behavior is that, from a logical point of
view, a query expression describes a kind of “query plan.” It is not actually executed until it is
used, and it will be executed again and again every time you run it. Some LINQ implementations
—such as LINQ to Objects—implement this behavior through delegates. Others—such as LINQ
to SQL—might use expression trees that take advantage of the IQueryable<T> interface. This
behavior is known as deferred query evaluation—and it is a fundamental concept in LINQ,
regardless of which LINQ implementation you are using.Deferred query evaluation is useful
because you can define queries once and apply them several times: if the source sequence has



been changed, the result will always reflect the most recent content. However, consider a
situation in which you want a snapshot of the result at a particular “safe point” that you want to re-
use many times, avoiding re-execution, either for performance reasons or to keep the snapshot
independent of changes to the source sequence. To do that, you need to make a copy of the
result, which you can do by using a set of operators called conversion operators (such as
ToArray, ToList, ToDictionary, ToLookup), created specifically for this purpose.NoteMore Info
Conversion operators are covered in detail in Chapter 3.Deferred Query EvaluationDeferred
Query EvaluationDeferred Query EvaluationDeferred Query EvaluationA query expression is not
evaluated when it is defined, but only when it is used. Consider the example in
Example 2-22.Example 2-22. A sample LINQ query over a set of developersList<Developer>
developers = new List<Developer>(new Developer[] { new Developer { Name = "Paolo",
Language = "C#", Age = 32 }, new Developer { Name = "Marco", Language = "C#", Age = 37},
new Developer { Name = "Frank", Language = "VB.NET", Age = 48 }});var query = from d in
developers where d.Language == "C#" select new { d.Name,
d.Age };Console.WriteLine("There are {0} C# developers.", query.Count());Example 2-22. A
sample LINQ query over a set of developersList<Developer> developers = new
List<Developer>(new Developer[] { new Developer { Name = "Paolo", Language = "C#", Age =
32 }, new Developer { Name = "Marco", Language = "C#", Age = 37}, new Developer { Name
= "Frank", Language = "VB.NET", Age = 48 }});var query = from d in developers where
d.Language == "C#" select new { d.Name, d.Age };Console.WriteLine("There are {0} C#
developers.", query.Count());List<Developer> developers = new List<Developer>(new
Developer[] { new Developer { Name = "Paolo", Language = "C#", Age = 32 }, new Developer
{ Name = "Marco", Language = "C#", Age = 37}, new Developer { Name = "Frank", Language =
"VB.NET", Age = 48 }});var query = from d in developers where d.Language == "C#" select
new { d.Name, d.Age };Console.WriteLine("There are {0} C# developers.", query.Count());This
code declares a very simple query that contains just two items, as you can see by reading the
code that declares the list of developers or simply by checking the console output of the code
that invokes the Count extension method:There are 2 C# developers.Now imagine that you want
to change the content of the source sequence by adding a new Developer instance—after the
query variable has been defined (as shown in Example 2-23).Example 2-23. Sample code to
modify the set of developers that are being querieddevelopers.Add(new Developer { Name =
"Roberto", Language = "C#", Age = 35 });Console.WriteLine("There are {0} C# developers.",
query.Count());Example 2-23. Sample code to modify the set of developers that are being
querieddevelopers.Add(new Developer { Name = "Roberto", Language = "C#", Age =
35 });Console.WriteLine("There are {0} C# developers.", query.Count());developers.Add(new
Developer { Name = "Roberto", Language = "C#", Age = 35 });Console.WriteLine("There are {0}
C# developers.", query.Count());If you enumerate the query variable again or check its item
count, as we do in Example 2-23 after a new developer is added, the result is three. The added
developer is included in the result even though he was added after the definition of query.The



reason for this behavior is that, from a logical point of view, a query expression describes a kind
of “query plan.” It is not actually executed until it is used, and it will be executed again and again
every time you run it. Some LINQ implementations—such as LINQ to Objects—implement this
behavior through delegates. Others—such as LINQ to SQL—might use expression trees that
take advantage of the IQueryable<T> interface. This behavior is known as deferred query
evaluation—and it is a fundamental concept in LINQ, regardless of which LINQ implementation
you are using.Deferred query evaluation is useful because you can define queries once and
apply them several times: if the source sequence has been changed, the result will always
reflect the most recent content. However, consider a situation in which you want a snapshot of
the result at a particular “safe point” that you want to re-use many times, avoiding re-execution,
either for performance reasons or to keep the snapshot independent of changes to the source
sequence. To do that, you need to make a copy of the result, which you can do by using a set of
operators called conversion operators (such as ToArray, ToList, ToDictionary, ToLookup),
created specifically for this purpose.NoteMore Info Conversion operators are covered in detail in
Chapter 3.NoteMore Info Conversion operators are covered in detail in Chapter 3.Extension
Method ResolutionExtension method resolution is one of the most important concepts to
understand if you want to master LINQ. Consider the code in Example 2-24, which defines a
custom list of type Developer (named Developers) and a class, DevelopersExtension, that
provides an extension method named Where that applies specifically to instances of the
Developers type.Example 2-24. Sample code to modify the set of developers that are being
queriedpublic sealed class Developers : List<Developer> { public
Developers(IEnumerable<Developer> items) : base(items) { }}public static class
DevelopersExtension { public static IEnumerable<Developer> Where( this Developers
source, Func<Developer, bool> predicate) { Console.WriteLine("Invoked Where extension
method for Developers"); return (source.AsEnumerable().Where(predicate)); } public static
IEnumerable<Developer> Where( this Developers source, Func<Developer, int, bool>
predicate) { Console.WriteLine("Invoked Where extension method for Developers");
return (source.AsEnumerable().Where(predicate)); }}The only special action the custom
Where extension methods take is to write some output to the console, indicating that they have
executed. After that, the methods pass the request to the Where extension methods defined for
any standard instance of type IEnumerable<T>, converting the source with a method called
AsEnumerable, which we will cover in Chapter 3.Now, if you use the usual developers array, the
behavior of the query in Example 2-25 is quite interesting.Example 2-25. A query expression
over a custom list of type DevelopersDevelopers developers = new Developers(new Developer[]
{ new Developer { Name = "Paolo", Language = "C#", Age = 32 }, new Developer { Name =
"Marco", Language = "C#", Age = 37 }, new Developer { Name = "Frank", Language =
"VB.NET", Age = 48 },});var query = from d in developers where d.Language == "C#"
select d;Console.WriteLine("There are {0} C# developers.", query.Count());The query
expression will be converted by the compiler into the following code, as you saw earlier in this



chapter:var query = developers .Where (d => d.Language == "C#") .Select(d => d);As a
result of the presence of the DevelopersExtension class, the extension method Where that
executes is the one defined by DevelopersExtension, rather than the general-purpose one
defined in System.Linq.Enumerable. (To be considered as an extension method container class,
the DevelopersExtension class must be declared as static and defined in the current
namespace or in any namespace included in active using directives.) The resulting code
produced by the compiler resolving extension methods is the following:var query =
Enumerable.Select( DevelopersExtension.Where( developers, d => d.Language
== "C#"), d => d );In the end, you are always calling static methods of a static class, but the
syntax required is lighter and more intuitive with extension methods than with the more verbose
static method explicit calls.At this point, you are beginning to experience the real power of LINQ.
Using extension methods, you can define custom behaviors for specific types. In the following
chapters, we will discuss LINQ to Entities, LINQ to SQL, LINQ to XML, and other
implementations of LINQ. These implementations are just specific implementations of query
operators, thanks to the extension method resolution realized by the compilers.Now everything
looks fine. But now imagine that you need to query the custom list of type Developers with the
standard Where extension method rather than with the specialized one. To achieve that, you will
need to convert the custom list to a more generalized type to divert the extension method
resolution made by the compiler. This is another scenario that can benefit from conversion
operators, which we will cover in Chapter 3.Extension Method ResolutionExtension Method
ResolutionExtension Method ResolutionExtension Method ResolutionExtension method
resolution is one of the most important concepts to understand if you want to master LINQ.
Consider the code in Example 2-24, which defines a custom list of type Developer (named
Developers) and a class, DevelopersExtension, that provides an extension method named
Where that applies specifically to instances of the Developers type.Example 2-24. Sample code
to modify the set of developers that are being queriedpublic sealed class Developers :
List<Developer> { public Developers(IEnumerable<Developer> items) : base(items) { }}public
static class DevelopersExtension { public static IEnumerable<Developer> Where( this
Developers source, Func<Developer, bool> predicate) { Console.WriteLine("Invoked Where
extension method for Developers"); return (source.AsEnumerable().Where(predicate)); }
public static IEnumerable<Developer> Where( this Developers source, Func<Developer,
int, bool> predicate) { Console.WriteLine("Invoked Where extension method for
Developers"); return (source.AsEnumerable().Where(predicate)); }}Example 2-24. Sample
code to modify the set of developers that are being queriedpublic sealed class Developers :
List<Developer> { public Developers(IEnumerable<Developer> items) : base(items) { }}public
static class DevelopersExtension { public static IEnumerable<Developer> Where( this
Developers source, Func<Developer, bool> predicate) { Console.WriteLine("Invoked Where
extension method for Developers"); return (source.AsEnumerable().Where(predicate)); }
public static IEnumerable<Developer> Where( this Developers source, Func<Developer,



int, bool> predicate) { Console.WriteLine("Invoked Where extension method for
Developers"); return (source.AsEnumerable().Where(predicate)); }}public sealed class
Developers : List<Developer> { public Developers(IEnumerable<Developer> items) :
base(items) { }}public static class DevelopersExtension { public static
IEnumerable<Developer> Where( this Developers source, Func<Developer, bool> predicate)
{ Console.WriteLine("Invoked Where extension method for Developers"); return
(source.AsEnumerable().Where(predicate)); } public static IEnumerable<Developer> Where(
this Developers source, Func<Developer, int, bool> predicate) {
Console.WriteLine("Invoked Where extension method for Developers"); return
(source.AsEnumerable().Where(predicate)); }}The only special action the custom Where
extension methods take is to write some output to the console, indicating that they have
executed. After that, the methods pass the request to the Where extension methods defined for
any standard instance of type IEnumerable<T>, converting the source with a method called
AsEnumerable, which we will cover in Chapter 3.Now, if you use the usual developers array, the
behavior of the query in Example 2-25 is quite interesting.Example 2-25. A query expression
over a custom list of type DevelopersDevelopers developers = new Developers(new Developer[]
{ new Developer { Name = "Paolo", Language = "C#", Age = 32 }, new Developer { Name =
"Marco", Language = "C#", Age = 37 }, new Developer { Name = "Frank", Language =
"VB.NET", Age = 48 },});var query = from d in developers where d.Language == "C#"
select d;Console.WriteLine("There are {0} C# developers.", query.Count());Example 2-25. A
query expression over a custom list of type DevelopersDevelopers developers = new
Developers(new Developer[] { new Developer { Name = "Paolo", Language = "C#", Age = 32 },
new Developer { Name = "Marco", Language = "C#", Age = 37 }, new Developer { Name =
"Frank", Language = "VB.NET", Age = 48 },});var query = from d in developers where
d.Language == "C#" select d;Console.WriteLine("There are {0} C# developers.",
query.Count());Developers developers = new Developers(new Developer[] { new Developer
{ Name = "Paolo", Language = "C#", Age = 32 }, new Developer { Name = "Marco", Language =
"C#", Age = 37 }, new Developer { Name = "Frank", Language = "VB.NET", Age = 48 },});var
query = from d in developers where d.Language == "C#" select
d;Console.WriteLine("There are {0} C# developers.", query.Count());The query expression will
be converted by the compiler into the following code, as you saw earlier in this chapter:var query
= developers .Where (d => d.Language == "C#") .Select(d => d);As a result of the presence
of the DevelopersExtension class, the extension method Where that executes is the one defined
by DevelopersExtension, rather than the general-purpose one defined in
System.Linq.Enumerable. (To be considered as an extension method container class, the
DevelopersExtension class must be declared as static and defined in the current namespace or
in any namespace included in active using directives.) The resulting code produced by the
compiler resolving extension methods is the following:var query = Enumerable.Select(
DevelopersExtension.Where( developers, d => d.Language == "C#"), d => d );In



the end, you are always calling static methods of a static class, but the syntax required is lighter
and more intuitive with extension methods than with the more verbose static method explicit
calls.At this point, you are beginning to experience the real power of LINQ. Using extension
methods, you can define custom behaviors for specific types. In the following chapters, we will
discuss LINQ to Entities, LINQ to SQL, LINQ to XML, and other implementations of LINQ. These
implementations are just specific implementations of query operators, thanks to the extension
method resolution realized by the compilers.Now everything looks fine. But now imagine that you
need to query the custom list of type Developers with the standard Where extension method
rather than with the specialized one. To achieve that, you will need to convert the custom list to a
more generalized type to divert the extension method resolution made by the compiler. This is
another scenario that can benefit from conversion operators, which we will cover in
Chapter 3.Some Final Thoughts About LINQ QueriesIn this section, we will cover a few more
details about degenerate query expressions and exception handling.Degenerate Query
ExpressionsSometimes you need to iterate over the elements of a data source without any
filtering, ordering, grouping, or custom projection. Consider for example the query presented in
Example 2-26.Example 2-26. A degenerate query expression over a list of type
DevelopersDeveloper[] developers = new Developer[] {...};var query = from d in developers
select d;foreach (var developer in query) { Console.WriteLine(developer.Name);}This code
excerpt simply iterates over the data source, so you might wonder why the code does not simply
use the data source directly, as in Example 2-27.Example 2-27. Iteration over a list of type
DevelopersDeveloper[] developers = new Developer[] {...};foreach (var developer in developers)
{ Console.WriteLine(developer.Name);}Apparently, the results of both Examples Example 2-26
and Example 2-27 are the same. However, using the query expression in Example 2-26 ensures
that if a specific Select extension method for the data source exists, the custom method will be
called and the result will be consistent as a result of the translation of the query expression into
its corresponding method syntax.A query that simply returns a result equal to the original data
source (thus appearing trivial or useless) is called a degenerate query expression. On the other
hand, iterating directly over the data source (as in Example 2-27) skips the invocation of any
custom Select extension method and does not guarantee the correct behavior (unless, of
course, you explicitly want to iterate over the data source without using LINQ).Exception
HandlingQuery expressions can refer to external methods within their definitions. Sometimes
those methods can fail. Consider the query defined in Example 2-28, which invokes the
DoSomething method for each data source item.Example 2-28. A C# query expression that
references an external method that throws a fictitious exceptionstatic Boolean
DoSomething(Developer dev) { if (dev.Age > 40) throw new
ArgumentOutOfRangeException("dev"); return (dev.Language == "C#");}static void Main() {
Developer[] developers = new Developer[] { new Developer { Name = "Frank", Language =
"VB.NET", Age = 48 }, // other initializations omitted for the sake of brevity }; var query =
from d in developers let SomethingResult = DoSomething(d) select new { d.Name,



SomethingResult }; foreach (var item in query) { Console.WriteLine(item); }}The
DoSomething method throws a fictitious exception for any developer older than 40. We call this
method from inside the query. During query execution, when the query iterates over the
developer Frank, who is 48 years old, the custom method will throw an exception.First, you
should think carefully about calling custom methods in query definitions, because it is a
potentially dangerous habit, as you can see when executing this sample code. However, in
cases in which you do decide to call external methods, the best way to work with them is to wrap
the enumeration of the query result with a try … catch block. In fact, as you saw in the section
Deferred Query Evaluation, a query expression is executed each time it is enumerated, and not
when it is defined. Thus, the correct way of writing the code in Example 2-28 is presented in
Example 2-29.Example 2-29. A C# query expression used with exception handlingDeveloper[]
developers = new Developer[] { new Developer { Name = "Frank", Language = "VB.NET", Age
= 48 }, // other initializations omitted for the sake of brevity};var query = from d in developers
let SomethingResult = DoSomething(d) select new { d.Name, SomethingResult };try {
foreach (var item in query) { Console.WriteLine(item); }}catch
(ArgumentOutOfRangeException e) { Console.WriteLine(e.Message);}In general, it is useless
to wrap a query expression definition with a try … catch block. Moreover, for the same reason,
you should avoid using the results of methods or constructors directly as data sources for a
query expression and should instead assign their results to instance variables, wrapping the
variable assignment with a try … catch block as in Example 2-30.Example 2-30. A C# query
expression with exception handling in a local variables declarationstatic void
queryWithExceptionHandledInDataSourceDefinition() { Developer[] developers = null; try {
developers = createDevelopersDataSource(); } catch (InvalidOperationException e) { //
Imagine that the createDevelopersDataSource // throws an InvalidOperationException in
case of failure // Handle it somehow ... Console.WriteLine(e.Message); } if (developers !
= null) { var query = from d in developers let SomethingResult =
DoSomething(d) select new { d.Name, SomethingResult }; try { foreach (var item
in query) { Console.WriteLine(item); } } catch
(ArgumentOutOfRangeException e) { Console.WriteLine(e.Message); } }}private static
Developer[] createDevelopersDataSource() { // Fictitious InvalidOperationException thrown
throw new InvalidOperationException();}Some Final Thoughts About LINQ QueriesSome Final
Thoughts About LINQ QueriesSome Final Thoughts About LINQ QueriesSome Final Thoughts
About LINQ QueriesIn this section, we will cover a few more details about degenerate query
expressions and exception handling.Degenerate Query ExpressionsSometimes you need to
iterate over the elements of a data source without any filtering, ordering, grouping, or custom
projection. Consider for example the query presented in Example 2-26.Example 2-26. A
degenerate query expression over a list of type DevelopersDeveloper[] developers = new
Developer[] {...};var query = from d in developers select d;foreach (var developer in query) {
Console.WriteLine(developer.Name);}This code excerpt simply iterates over the data source, so



you might wonder why the code does not simply use the data source directly, as in
Example 2-27.Example 2-27. Iteration over a list of type DevelopersDeveloper[] developers =
new Developer[] {...};foreach (var developer in developers) {
Console.WriteLine(developer.Name);}Apparently, the results of both Examples Example 2-26
and Example 2-27 are the same. However, using the query expression in Example 2-26 ensures
that if a specific Select extension method for the data source exists, the custom method will be
called and the result will be consistent as a result of the translation of the query expression into
its corresponding method syntax.A query that simply returns a result equal to the original data
source (thus appearing trivial or useless) is called a degenerate query expression. On the other
hand, iterating directly over the data source (as in Example 2-27) skips the invocation of any
custom Select extension method and does not guarantee the correct behavior (unless, of
course, you explicitly want to iterate over the data source without using LINQ).Degenerate
Query ExpressionsDegenerate Query ExpressionsDegenerate Query ExpressionsDegenerate
Query ExpressionsSometimes you need to iterate over the elements of a data source without
any filtering, ordering, grouping, or custom projection. Consider for example the query presented
in Example 2-26.Example 2-26. A degenerate query expression over a list of type
DevelopersDeveloper[] developers = new Developer[] {...};var query = from d in developers
select d;foreach (var developer in query) { Console.WriteLine(developer.Name);}
Example 2-26. A degenerate query expression over a list of type DevelopersDeveloper[]
developers = new Developer[] {...};var query = from d in developers select d;foreach (var
developer in query) { Console.WriteLine(developer.Name);}Developer[] developers = new
Developer[] {...};var query = from d in developers select d;foreach (var developer in query) {
Console.WriteLine(developer.Name);}This code excerpt simply iterates over the data source, so
you might wonder why the code does not simply use the data source directly, as in
Example 2-27.Example 2-27. Iteration over a list of type DevelopersDeveloper[] developers =
new Developer[] {...};foreach (var developer in developers) {
Console.WriteLine(developer.Name);}Example 2-27. Iteration over a list of type
DevelopersDeveloper[] developers = new Developer[] {...};foreach (var developer in developers)
{ Console.WriteLine(developer.Name);}Developer[] developers = new Developer[] {...};foreach
(var developer in developers) { Console.WriteLine(developer.Name);}Apparently, the results of
both Examples Example 2-26 and Example 2-27 are the same. However, using the query
expression in Example 2-26 ensures that if a specific Select extension method for the data
source exists, the custom method will be called and the result will be consistent as a result of the
translation of the query expression into its corresponding method syntax.A query that simply
returns a result equal to the original data source (thus appearing trivial or useless) is called a
degenerate query expression. On the other hand, iterating directly over the data source (as in
Example 2-27) skips the invocation of any custom Select extension method and does not
guarantee the correct behavior (unless, of course, you explicitly want to iterate over the data
source without using LINQ).Exception HandlingQuery expressions can refer to external methods



within their definitions. Sometimes those methods can fail. Consider the query defined in
Example 2-28, which invokes the DoSomething method for each data source
item.Example 2-28. A C# query expression that references an external method that throws a
fictitious exceptionstatic Boolean DoSomething(Developer dev) { if (dev.Age > 40) throw
new ArgumentOutOfRangeException("dev"); return (dev.Language == "C#");}static void Main()
{ Developer[] developers = new Developer[] { new Developer { Name = "Frank", Language =
"VB.NET", Age = 48 }, // other initializations omitted for the sake of brevity }; var query =
from d in developers let SomethingResult = DoSomething(d) select new { d.Name,
SomethingResult }; foreach (var item in query) { Console.WriteLine(item); }}The
DoSomething method throws a fictitious exception for any developer older than 40. We call this
method from inside the query. During query execution, when the query iterates over the
developer Frank, who is 48 years old, the custom method will throw an exception.First, you
should think carefully about calling custom methods in query definitions, because it is a
potentially dangerous habit, as you can see when executing this sample code. However, in
cases in which you do decide to call external methods, the best way to work with them is to wrap
the enumeration of the query result with a try … catch block. In fact, as you saw in the section
Deferred Query Evaluation, a query expression is executed each time it is enumerated, and not
when it is defined. Thus, the correct way of writing the code in Example 2-28 is presented in
Example 2-29.Example 2-29. A C# query expression used with exception handlingDeveloper[]
developers = new Developer[] { new Developer { Name = "Frank", Language = "VB.NET", Age
= 48 }, // other initializations omitted for the sake of brevity};var query = from d in developers
let SomethingResult = DoSomething(d) select new { d.Name, SomethingResult };try {
foreach (var item in query) { Console.WriteLine(item); }}catch
(ArgumentOutOfRangeException e) { Console.WriteLine(e.Message);}In general, it is useless
to wrap a query expression definition with a try … catch block. Moreover, for the same reason,
you should avoid using the results of methods or constructors directly as data sources for a
query expression and should instead assign their results to instance variables, wrapping the
variable assignment with a try … catch block as in Example 2-30.Example 2-30. A C# query
expression with exception handling in a local variables declarationstatic void
queryWithExceptionHandledInDataSourceDefinition() { Developer[] developers = null; try {
developers = createDevelopersDataSource(); } catch (InvalidOperationException e) { //
Imagine that the createDevelopersDataSource // throws an InvalidOperationException in
case of failure // Handle it somehow ... Console.WriteLine(e.Message); } if (developers !
= null) { var query = from d in developers let SomethingResult =
DoSomething(d) select new { d.Name, SomethingResult }; try { foreach (var item
in query) { Console.WriteLine(item); } } catch
(ArgumentOutOfRangeException e) { Console.WriteLine(e.Message); } }}private static
Developer[] createDevelopersDataSource() { // Fictitious InvalidOperationException thrown
throw new InvalidOperationException();}Exception HandlingException HandlingException



HandlingException HandlingQuery expressions can refer to external methods within their
definitions. Sometimes those methods can fail. Consider the query defined in Example 2-28,
which invokes the DoSomething method for each data source item.Example 2-28. A C# query
expression that references an external method that throws a fictitious exceptionstatic Boolean
DoSomething(Developer dev) { if (dev.Age > 40) throw new
ArgumentOutOfRangeException("dev"); return (dev.Language == "C#");}static void Main() {
Developer[] developers = new Developer[] { new Developer { Name = "Frank", Language =
"VB.NET", Age = 48 }, // other initializations omitted for the sake of brevity }; var query =
from d in developers let SomethingResult = DoSomething(d) select new { d.Name,
SomethingResult }; foreach (var item in query) { Console.WriteLine(item); }}
Example 2-28. A C# query expression that references an external method that throws a fictitious
exceptionstatic Boolean DoSomething(Developer dev) { if (dev.Age > 40) throw new
ArgumentOutOfRangeException("dev"); return (dev.Language == "C#");}static void Main() {
Developer[] developers = new Developer[] { new Developer { Name = "Frank", Language =
"VB.NET", Age = 48 }, // other initializations omitted for the sake of brevity }; var query =
from d in developers let SomethingResult = DoSomething(d) select new { d.Name,
SomethingResult }; foreach (var item in query) { Console.WriteLine(item); }}static Boolean
DoSomething(Developer dev) { if (dev.Age > 40) throw new
ArgumentOutOfRangeException("dev"); return (dev.Language == "C#");}static void Main() {
Developer[] developers = new Developer[] { new Developer { Name = "Frank", Language =
"VB.NET", Age = 48 }, // other initializations omitted for the sake of brevity }; var query =
from d in developers let SomethingResult = DoSomething(d) select new { d.Name,
SomethingResult }; foreach (var item in query) { Console.WriteLine(item); }}The
DoSomething method throws a fictitious exception for any developer older than 40. We call this
method from inside the query. During query execution, when the query iterates over the
developer Frank, who is 48 years old, the custom method will throw an exception.First, you
should think carefully about calling custom methods in query definitions, because it is a
potentially dangerous habit, as you can see when executing this sample code. However, in
cases in which you do decide to call external methods, the best way to work with them is to wrap
the enumeration of the query result with a try … catch block. In fact, as you saw in the section
Deferred Query Evaluation, a query expression is executed each time it is enumerated, and not
when it is defined. Thus, the correct way of writing the code in Example 2-28 is presented in
Example 2-29.Example 2-29. A C# query expression used with exception handlingDeveloper[]
developers = new Developer[] { new Developer { Name = "Frank", Language = "VB.NET", Age
= 48 }, // other initializations omitted for the sake of brevity};var query = from d in developers
let SomethingResult = DoSomething(d) select new { d.Name, SomethingResult };try {
foreach (var item in query) { Console.WriteLine(item); }}catch
(ArgumentOutOfRangeException e) { Console.WriteLine(e.Message);}Example 2-29. A C#
query expression used with exception handlingDeveloper[] developers = new Developer[] { new



Developer { Name = "Frank", Language = "VB.NET", Age = 48 }, // other initializations omitted
for the sake of brevity};var query = from d in developers let SomethingResult =
DoSomething(d) select new { d.Name, SomethingResult };try { foreach (var item in query) {
Console.WriteLine(item); }}catch (ArgumentOutOfRangeException e) {
Console.WriteLine(e.Message);}Developer[] developers = new Developer[] { new Developer
{ Name = "Frank", Language = "VB.NET", Age = 48 }, // other initializations omitted for the sake
of brevity};var query = from d in developers let SomethingResult = DoSomething(d) select
new { d.Name, SomethingResult };try { foreach (var item in query) {
Console.WriteLine(item); }}catch (ArgumentOutOfRangeException e) {
Console.WriteLine(e.Message);}In general, it is useless to wrap a query expression definition
with a try … catch block. Moreover, for the same reason, you should avoid using the results of
methods or constructors directly as data sources for a query expression and should instead
assign their results to instance variables, wrapping the variable assignment with a try … catch
block as in Example 2-30.Example 2-30. A C# query expression with exception handling in a
local variables declarationstatic void queryWithExceptionHandledInDataSourceDefinition() {
Developer[] developers = null; try { developers = createDevelopersDataSource(); } catch
(InvalidOperationException e) { // Imagine that the createDevelopersDataSource // throws
an InvalidOperationException in case of failure // Handle it somehow ...
Console.WriteLine(e.Message); } if (developers != null) { var query = from d in
developers let SomethingResult = DoSomething(d) select new { d.Name,
SomethingResult }; try { foreach (var item in query) { Console.WriteLine(item);
} } catch (ArgumentOutOfRangeException e) { Console.WriteLine(e.Message);
} }}private static Developer[] createDevelopersDataSource() { // Fictitious
InvalidOperationException thrown throw new InvalidOperationException();}Example 2-30. A C#
query expression with exception handling in a local variables declarationstatic void
queryWithExceptionHandledInDataSourceDefinition() { Developer[] developers = null; try {
developers = createDevelopersDataSource(); } catch (InvalidOperationException e) { //
Imagine that the createDevelopersDataSource // throws an InvalidOperationException in
case of failure // Handle it somehow ... Console.WriteLine(e.Message); } if (developers !
= null) { var query = from d in developers let SomethingResult =
DoSomething(d) select new { d.Name, SomethingResult }; try { foreach (var item
in query) { Console.WriteLine(item); } } catch
(ArgumentOutOfRangeException e) { Console.WriteLine(e.Message); } }}private static
Developer[] createDevelopersDataSource() { // Fictitious InvalidOperationException thrown
throw new InvalidOperationException();}static void
queryWithExceptionHandledInDataSourceDefinition() { Developer[] developers = null; try {
developers = createDevelopersDataSource(); } catch (InvalidOperationException e) { //
Imagine that the createDevelopersDataSource // throws an InvalidOperationException in
case of failure // Handle it somehow ... Console.WriteLine(e.Message); } if (developers !



= null) { var query = from d in developers let SomethingResult =
DoSomething(d) select new { d.Name, SomethingResult }; try { foreach (var item
in query) { Console.WriteLine(item); } } catch
(ArgumentOutOfRangeException e) { Console.WriteLine(e.Message); } }}private static
Developer[] createDevelopersDataSource() { // Fictitious InvalidOperationException thrown
throw new InvalidOperationException();}SummaryThis chapter discussed the principles of
query expressions and their different syntax flavors (query syntax, method syntax, and mixed
syntax), as well as all the main query keywords available in C# and Visual Basic. You have seen
two important LINQ features: deferred query evaluation and extension method resolution. You
have also seen examples of degenerate query expression and how to handle exceptions while
enumerating query expressions. In the next chapter, you will examine LINQ to Objects in
detail.SummarySummarySummarySummaryThis chapter discussed the principles of query
expressions and their different syntax flavors (query syntax, method syntax, and mixed syntax),
as well as all the main query keywords available in C# and Visual Basic. You have seen two
important LINQ features: deferred query evaluation and extension method resolution. You have
also seen examples of degenerate query expression and how to handle exceptions while
enumerating query expressions. In the next chapter, you will examine LINQ to Objects in
detail.Chapter 3. Linq to ObjectsModern programming languages and software development
architectures are based increasingly on object-oriented design and development. As a result,
you often need to query and manage objects and collections rather than records and data
tables. You also need tools and languages that work independently of specific data sources or
persistence layers. LINQ to Objects is the main implementation of Microsoft Language
Integrated Query (LINQ). You can use it to query in-memory collections of objects, entities, and
items.This chapter describes the main classes and operators on which LINQ is based, so you
will understand its architecture and become familiar with its syntax. The examples in this chapter
use LINQ to Objects so that the content can focus on queries and operators.Sample Data for
ExamplesThe data used in the examples in this chapter consists of a set of customers, each of
which has ordered products. The following Microsoft Visual C# code defines these types.public
enum Countries { USA, Italy,}public class Customer { public string Name; public string City;
public Countries Country; public Order[] Orders; public override string ToString() { return
String.Format("Name: {0} - City: {1} - Country: {2}", this.Name, this.City, this.Country ); }}
public class Order { public int IdOrder; public int Quantity; public bool Shipped; public string
Month; public int IdProduct; public override string ToString() { return
String.Format( "IdOrder: {0} - IdProduct: {1} - " + "Quantity: {2} - Shipped: {3} - "
+ "Month: {4}", this.IdOrder, this.IdProduct, this.Quantity,
this.Shipped, this.Month); }}public class Product { public int IdProduct; public decimal Price;
public override string ToString() { return String.Format("IdProduct: {0} - Price: {1}",
this.IdProduct, this.Price ); }}The following code excerpt initializes some instances of these
types.// -------------------------------------------------------// Initialize a collection of customers with their



orders:// -------------------------------------------------------customers = new Customer[] { new Customer
{Name = "Paolo", City = "Brescia", Country = Countries.Italy, Orders = new Order[] {
new Order { IdOrder = 1, Quantity = 3, IdProduct = 1 , Shipped = false, Month =
"January"}, new Order { IdOrder = 2, Quantity = 5, IdProduct = 2 ,
Shipped = true, Month = "May"}}}, new Customer {Name = "Marco", City = "Torino",
Country = Countries.Italy, Orders = new Order[] { new Order { IdOrder = 3, Quantity =
10, IdProduct = 1 , Shipped = false, Month = "July"}, new Order { IdOrder
= 4, Quantity = 20, IdProduct = 3 , Shipped = true, Month = "December"}}}, new
Customer {Name = "James", City = "Dallas", Country = Countries.USA, Orders = new
Order[] { new Order { IdOrder = 5, Quantity = 20, IdProduct = 3 , Shipped
= true, Month = "December"}}}, new Customer {Name = "Frank", City = "Seattle", Country
= Countries.USA, Orders = new Order[] { new Order { IdOrder = 6, Quantity = 20,
IdProduct = 5 , Shipped = false, Month = "July"}}}};products = new Product[] {
new Product {IdProduct = 1, Price = 10 }, new Product {IdProduct = 2, Price = 20 }, new
Product {IdProduct = 3, Price = 30 }, new Product {IdProduct = 4, Price = 40 }, new Product
{IdProduct = 5, Price = 50 }, new Product {IdProduct = 6, Price = 60 }};Here is the
corresponding Microsoft Visual Basic type definition code.Public Enum Countries USA
ItalyEnd EnumPublic Class Customer Public Name As String Public City As String Public
Country As Countries Public Orders As Order() Public Overrides Function ToString() As
String Return String.Format("Name: {0} - City: {1} - Country: {2}", Me.Name, Me.City,
Me.Country) End FunctionEnd ClassPublic Class Order Public IdOrder As Integer Public
Quantity As Integer Public Shipped As Boolean Public Month As String Public IdProduct As
Integer Public Overrides Function ToString() As String Return String.Format ( "IdOrder:
{0} - IdProduct: {1} - " & "Quantity: {2} - Shipped: {3} - " & "Month: {4}", Me.IdOrder,
Me.IdProduct, Me.Quantity, Me.Shipped, Me.Month) End FunctionEnd ClassPublic Class
Product Public IdProduct As Integer Public Price As Decimal Public Overrides Function
ToString() As String Return String.Format("IdProduct: {0} - Price: {1}", Me.IdProduct,
Me.Price) End FunctionEnd ClassAnd here is the corresponding Visual Basic initialization
code.' -------------------------------------------------------' Initialize a collection of customers with their
orders:' -------------------------------------------------------customers = New Customer() { New
Customer With {.Name = "Paolo", .City = "Brescia", .Country = Countries.Italy, .Orders = New
Order() { New Order With {.IdOrder = 1, .Quantity = 3, .IdProduct = 1, .Shipped =
False, .Month = "January"}, New Order With {.IdOrder = 2, .Quantity = 5, .IdProduct = 2,
.Shipped = True, .Month = "May"}}}, New Customer With {.Name = "Marco", .City =
"Torino", .Country = Countries.Italy, .Orders = New Order() { New Order With {.IdOrder
= 3, .Quantity = 10, .IdProduct = 1, .Shipped = False, .Month = "July"}, New Order
With {.IdOrder = 4, .Quantity = 20, .IdProduct = 3, .Shipped = True, .Month =
"December"}}}, New Customer With {.Name = "James", .City = "Dallas", .Country =
Countries.USA, .Orders = New Order() { New Order With {.IdOrder = 5, .Quantity =



20, .IdProduct = 3, .Shipped = True, .Month = "December"}}}, New Customer With
{.Name = "Frank", .City = "Seattle", .Country = Countries.USA, .Orders = New Order() {
New Order With {.IdOrder = 6, .Quantity = 20, .IdProduct = 5, .Shipped = False, .Month
= "July"}}}}products = New Product() { New Product With {.IdProduct = 1, .Price = 10}, New
Product With {.IdProduct = 2, .Price = 20}, New Product With {.IdProduct = 3, .Price = 30},
New Product With {.IdProduct = 4, .Price = 40}, New Product With {.IdProduct = 5, .Price =
50}, New Product With {.IdProduct = 6, .Price = 60}}Query OperatorsThis section describes the
main methods and generic delegates provided by the System.Linq namespace, which is hosted
by System.Core.dll, for querying items with LINQ.The Where OperatorImagine that you need to
list the names and cities of customers from Italy. To filter a set of items, you can use the Where
operator, which is also called a restriction operator because it restricts a set of items.
Example 3-1 shows a simple example.Example 3-1. A query with a restrictionvar expr = from c
in customers where c.Country == Countries.Italy select new { c.Name, c.City };Here are the
signatures of the Where operator:public static IEnumerable<TSource> Where<TSource>( this
IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource, Boolean> predicate);public static
IEnumerable<TSource> Where<TSource>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source,
Func<TSource, Int32, Boolean> predicate);As you can see, two signatures are available.
Example 3-1 uses the first one, which enumerates items of the source sequence and yields
those that verify the predicate (c.Country == Countries.Italy). The second signature accepts an
additional parameter of type Int32 for the predicate, which is used as a zero-based index of the
elements within the source sequence. Keep in mind that passing null arguments to the
predicates results in an ArgumentNullException error. You can use the index parameter to start
filtering by a particular index, as shown in Example 3-2.Example 3-2. A query with a restriction
and an index-based filtervar expr = customers .Where((c, index) => (c.Country ==
Countries.Italy && index >= 1)) .Select(c => c.Name);ImportantExample 3-2 uses the method
syntax because the version of Where that we want to call is not supported by an equivalent
query expression clause. We will use both syntaxes from here onward.The result of Example 3-2
will be a list of Italian customers, skipping the first one. As you can see from the following
console output, the index-based partitioning occurs over the data source already filtered by
Country. The results show a single name:MarcoThe capability to filter items of the source
sequence by using their positional index is useful when you want to extract a specific page of
data from a large sequence of items. Example 3-3 shows an example.Example 3-3. A query with
a paging restrictionint start = 5;int end = 10;var expr = customers .Where((c, index) => ((index
>= start) && (index < end))) .Select(c => c.Name);NoteKeep in mind that it is generally not a
good practice to store large sequences of data loaded from a database persistence layer in
memory; thus, in general, you should not have to paginate data in memory. Usually, it is better to
page data at the persistence layer level.Projection OperatorsThe following sections describe
how to use projection operators. You use these operators to select (or “project”) contents from
the source enumeration into the result.SelectIn Example 3-1, you saw an example of defining



the result of the query by using the Select operator. The signatures for the Select operator
are:public static IEnumerable<TResult> Select<TSource, TResult>( this
IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource, TResult> selector);public static
IEnumerable<TResult> Select<TSource, TResult>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source,
Func<TSource, Int32, TResult> selector);The Select operator is a projection operator because
it projects the query results, making them available through an object that implements
IEnumerable<TResult>. This object will enumerate items identified by the selector predicate.
Like the Where operator, Select enumerates the source sequence and yields the result of the
selector predicate. Consider the following predicate:var expr = customers.Select(c =>
c.Name);This predicate’s result is a sequence of customer names (IEnumerable<String>). Now
consider this example:var expr = customers.Select(c => new { c.Name, c.City });This predicate
projects a sequence of instances of an anonymous type, defined as a tuple of Name and City,
for each customer object. With this second Select overload, you can also provide an argument
of type Int32 for the predicate—a zero-based index used to define the positional index of each
item inserted in the resulting sequence. Example 3-4 shows an example.Example 3-4. A
projection with an index argument in the selector predicatevar expr = customers .Select((c,
index) => new { index, c.Name, c.Country } );foreach (var item in expr) {
Console.WriteLine(item);}Running the query in Example 3-4 produces this result:{ index = 0,
Name = Paolo, Country = Italy }{ index = 1, Name = Marco, Country = Italy }{ index = 2, Name =
James, Country = USA }{ index = 3, Name = Frank, Country = USA }As with the Where operator,
the Select operator’s simple overload is available as a query expression keyword, while the more
complex overload needs to be invoked explicitly as an extension method.As you have already
seen in Chapter 2, the query expression syntax of the Select operator changes slightly between
C# and Visual Basic in respect to anonymous type projection. In Visual Basic, anonymous type
creation is implicitly determined by the query syntax, whereas in C#, you must explicitly declare
that you want a new anonymous type.SelectManyImagine that you want to select all the orders
of customers from Italy. You could write the query shown in Example 3-5 using the verbose
method.Example 3-5. The list of orders made by Italian customersvar orders = customers
.Where(c => c.Country == Countries.Italy) .Select(c => c.Orders);foreach(var item in orders)
{ Console.WriteLine(item); }Because of the behavior of the Select operator, the resulting type of
this query will be IEnumerable<Order[]>, where each item in the resulting sequence represents
the array of orders of a single customer. In fact, the Orders property of a Customer instance is of
type Order[]. The output of the code in Example 3-5 would be the following:DevLeap.Linq.LinqTo
Objects.Operators.Order[]DevLeap.Linq.LinqToObjects.Operators.Order[]To have a “flat”
IEnumerable<Order> result type, you need to use the SelectMany operator:public static
IEnumerable<TResult> SelectMany<TSource, TResult>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source,
Func<TSource, IEnumerable<TResult>> selector);public static IEnumerable<TResult>
SelectMany<TSource, TResult>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource, Int32,
IEnumerable<TResult>> selector);public static IEnumerable<TResult> SelectMany<TSource,



TCollection, TResult>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource,
IEnumerable<TCollection>> collectionSelector, Func<TSource, TCollection, TResult>
resultSelector);public static IEnumerable<TResult> SelectMany<TSource, TCollection,
TResult>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource, Int32,
IEnumerable<TCollection>> collectionSelector, Func<TSource, TCollection, TResult>
resultSelector);This operator enumerates the source sequence and merges the resulting items,
providing them as a single enumerable sequence. The second overload available is analogous
to the equivalent overload for Select, which allows a zero-based integer index for indexing
purposes. Example 3-6 shows an example.Example 3-6. The flattened list of orders made by
Italian customersvar orders = customers .Where(c => c.Country == Countries.Italy)
.SelectMany(c => c.Orders);Using the query expression syntax, the query in Example 3-6 can
be written with the code shown in Example 3-7.Example 3-7. The flattened list of orders made by
Italian customers, written with a query expressionvar orders = from c in customers where
c.Country == Countries.Italy from o in c.Orders select o;Both Example 3-6 and
Example 3-7 have the following output, where the ToString override of the Order type is
used:IdOrder: 1 - IdProduct: 1 - Quantity: 3 - Shipped: False - Month: JanuaryIdOrder: 2 -
IdProduct: 2 - Quantity: 5 - Shipped: True - Month: MayIdOrder: 3 - IdProduct: 1 - Quantity: 10 -
Shipped: False - Month: JulyIdOrder: 4 - IdProduct: 3 - Quantity: 20 - Shipped: True - Month:
DecemberThe select keyword in query expressions, for all but the initial from clause, is
translated to invocations of SelectMany. In other words, every time you see a query expression
with more than one from clause, you can apply this rule: the select over the first from clause is
converted to an invocation of Select, and the other select commands are translated into a
SelectMany call.The third and fourth overloads of SelectMany are useful whenever you need to
select a custom result from the source set of sequences instead of simply merging their items,
as with the two previous overloads. These overloads invoke the collectionSelector projection
over the source sequence and return the result of the resultSelector projection. The result is
applied to each item in the collections selected by collectionSelector and eventually projects a
zero-based integer index in the case of the last SelectMany overload shown. In Example 3-8,
you can see an example of the third method overload used to extract a new anonymous type
made from the Quantity and IdProduct of each order by Italian customers.Example 3-8. The list
of Quantity and IdProduct of orders made by Italian customersvar items = customers .Where(c
=> c.Country == Countries.Italy) .SelectMany(c => c.Orders, (c, o) => new { o.Quantity,
o.IdProduct });You can write the same query as in Example 3-8 with the query expression shown
in Example 3-9.Example 3-9. The list of Quantity and IdProduct of orders made by Italian
customers, written with a query expressionvar items = from c in customers where c.Country
== Countries.Italy from o in c.Orders select new {o.Quantity, o.IdProduct};Ordering
OperatorsAnother useful set of operators is the ordering operators group. Ordering operators
determine the ordering and direction of elements in output sequences.OrderBy and
OrderByDescendingSometimes it is helpful to apply an ordering to the results of a database



query. LINQ can order the results of queries, in ascending or descending order, using ordering
operators, similar to SQL syntax. For example, if you need to select the Name and City of all
Italian customers in descending order by Name, you can write the corresponding query
expression shown in Example 3-10.Example 3-10. A query expression with a descending
orderby clausevar expr = from c in customers where c.Country == Countries.Italy orderby
c.Name descending select new { c.Name, c.City };The query expression syntax will translate
the orderby keyword into one of the following ordering extension methods:public static
IOrderedEnumerable<TSource> OrderBy<TSource, TKey>( this IEnumerable<TSource>
source, Func<TSource, TKey> keySelector);public static IOrderedEnumerable<TSource>
OrderBy<TSource, TKey>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource, TKey>
keySelector, IComparer<TKey> comparer);public static IOrderedEnumerable<TSource>
OrderByDescending<TSource, TKey>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource,
TKey> keySelector);public static IOrderedEnumerable<TSource>
OrderByDescending<TSource, TKey>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource,
TKey> keySelector, IComparer<TKey> comparer);As you can see, the two main extension
methods, OrderBy and OrderByDescending, both have two overloads. The methods’ names
suggest their objective: OrderBy is for ascending order, and OrderByDescending is for
descending order. The keySelector argument represents a function that extracts a key, of type
TKey, from each item of type TSource, taken from the source sequence. The extracted key
represents the typed content to be compared by the comparer while ordering, and the TSource
type describes the type of each item of the source sequence. Both methods have an overload
that allows you to provide a custom comparer. If no comparer is provided or the comparer
argument is null, the Default property of the Comparer<T> generic type is used
(Comparer<TKey>.Default).ImportantThe default Comparer returned by Comparer<T>.Default
uses the generic interface IComparable<T> to compare two objects. If type T does not
implement the System.IComparable<T> generic interface, the Default property of Comparer<T>
returns a Comparer that uses the System.IComparable interface. If the type of T does not
implement either of these interfaces, the Compare method of the Default comparer will throw an
exception.It is important to emphasize that these ordering methods return not just
IEnumerable<TSource> but IOrderedEnumerable<TSource>, which is an interface that extends
IEnumerable<T>.The query expression in Example 3-10 will be translated to the following
extension method calls:var expr = customers .Where(c => c.Country == Countries.Italy)
.OrderByDescending(c => c.Name) .Select(c => new { c.Name, c.City } );As you can see from
the previous code excerpt, the OrderByDescending method, as well as all the ordering methods,
accepts a key selector lambda expression that selects the key value from the range variable (c)
of the current context. The selector can extract any sorting field available in the range variable,
even if it is not projected in the output by the Select method. For example, you can sort
customers by Country and select their Name and City properties.ThenBy and
ThenByDescendingWhenever you need to order data by many different keys, you can take



advantage of the ThenBy and ThenByDescending operators. Here are their signatures:public
static IOrderedEnumerable<TSource> ThenBy<TSource, TKey>( this
IOrderedEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource, TKey> keySelector);public static
IOrderedEnumerable<TSource> ThenBy<TSource, TKey>( this
IOrderedEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource, TKey> keySelector,
IComparer<TKey> comparer);public static IOrderedEnumerable<TSource>
ThenByDescending<TSource, TKey>( this IOrderedEnumerable<TSource> source,
Func<TSource, TKey> keySelector);public static IOrderedEnumerable<TSource>
ThenByDescending<TSource, TKey>( this IOrderedEnumerable<TSource> source,
Func<TSource, TKey> keySelector, IComparer<TKey> comparer);These operators have
signatures similar to OrderBy and OrderByDescending. The difference is that ThenBy and
ThenByDescending can be applied only to IOrderedEnumerable<T> and not to any
IEnumerable<T>. Therefore, you can use the ThenBy or ThenByDescending operators just after
the first use of OrderBy or OrderByDescending. Here is an example:var expr = customers
.Where(c => c.Country == Countries.Italy) .OrderByDescending(c => c.Name) .ThenBy(c =>
c.City) .Select(c => new { c.Name, c.City } );In Example 3-11, you can see the corresponding
query expression.Example 3-11. A query expression with orderby and thenbyvar expr = from
c in customers where c.Country == Countries.Italy orderby c.Name descending, c.City
select new { c.Name, c.City };ImportantIn the case of multiple occurrences of the same key
within a sequence to be ordered, the result is not guaranteed to be “stable.” In such conditions,
the original ordering might not be preserved by the comparer.A custom comparer might be
useful when the items in your source sequence need to be ordered using custom logic. For
example, imagine that you want to select all the orders of your customers ordered by month,
shown in Example 3-12.Example 3-12. A query expression ordered using the comparer provided
by Comparer<T>.Defaultvar expr = from c in customers from o in c.Orders orderby
o.Month select o;If you apply the default comparer to the Month property of the orders, you
will get a result alphabetically ordered because of the behavior of Comparer<T>.Default, which
was described earlier. The result is wrong because the Month property is just a string and not a
number or a date:IdOrder: 4 - IdProduct: 3 - Quantity: 20 - Shipped: True - Month:
DecemberIdOrder: 5 - IdProduct: 3 - Quantity: 20 - Shipped: True - Month: DecemberIdOrder: 1 -
IdProduct: 1 - Quantity: 3 - Shipped: False - Month: JanuaryIdOrder: 3 - IdProduct: 1 - Quantity:
10 - Shipped: False - Month: JulyIdOrder: 6 - IdProduct: 5 - Quantity: 20 - Shipped: False -
Month: JulyIdOrder: 2 - IdProduct: 2 - Quantity: 5 - Shipped: True - Month: MayYou should use a
custom MonthComparer that correctly compares months:using System.Globalization;class
MonthComparer: IComparer<string> { public int Compare(string x, string y) { DateTime
xDate = DateTime.ParseExact(x, "MMMM", new CultureInfo("en-US")); DateTime yDate =
DateTime.ParseExact(y, "MMMM", new CultureInfo("en-US"));
return(Comparer<DateTime>.Default.Compare(xDate, yDate)); }}The newly defined custom
MonthComparer could be passed as a parameter while invoking the OrderBy extension method,



as in Example 3-13.Example 3-13. A custom comparer used with an OrderBy operatorvar orders
= customers .SelectMany(c => c.Orders) .OrderBy(o => o.Month, new
MonthComparer());Now the result of Example 3-13 will be the following, correctly ordered by
month:IdOrder: 1 - IdProduct: 1 - Quantity: 3 - Shipped: False - Month: JanuaryIdOrder: 2 -
IdProduct: 2 - Quantity: 5 - Shipped: True - Month: MayIdOrder: 3 - IdProduct: 1 - Quantity: 10 -
Shipped: False - Month: JulyIdOrder: 6 - IdProduct: 5 - Quantity: 20 - Shipped: False - Month:
JulyIdOrder: 4 - IdProduct: 3 - Quantity: 20 - Shipped: True - Month: DecemberIdOrder: 5 -
IdProduct: 3 - Quantity: 20 - Shipped: True - Month: DecemberReverse OperatorSometimes you
need to reverse the result of a query, listing the last item in the result first. LINQ provides a last-
ordering operator, called Reverse, which allows you to perform this operation:public static
IEnumerable<TSource> Reverse<TSource>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source);The
implementation of Reverse is quite simple. It just yields each item in the source sequence in
reverse order. Example 3-14 shows an example of its use.Example 3-14. The Reverse operator
appliedvar expr = customers .Where(c => c.Country == Countries.Italy)
.OrderByDescending(c => c.Name) .ThenBy(c => c.City) .Select(c => new { c.Name,
c.City } ) .Reverse();The Reverse operator, like many other operators, does not have a
corresponding keyword in query expressions. However, you can merge query expression syntax
with operators (described in Chapter 2) as shown in Example 3-15.Example 3-15. The Reverse
operator applied to a query expression with orderby and thenbyvar expr = (from c in
customers where c.Country == Countries.Italy orderby c.Name descending, c.City select
new { c.Name, c.City } ).Reverse();As you can see, we apply the Reverse operator to the
expression resulting from Example 3-11. Under the covers, the inner query expression is first
translated to the resulting list of extension methods, and then the Reverse method is applied at
the end of the extension methods chain. It is just like Example 3-14, but hopefully easier to
write.Grouping OperatorsNow you have seen how to select, filter, and order sequences of items.
Sometimes when querying contents, you also need to group results based on specific criteria.
To realize content groupings, you use a grouping operator.The GroupBy operator, also called a
grouping operator, is the only operator of this family and provides a rich set of eight overloads.
Here are the first four:public static IEnumerable<IGrouping<TKey, TSource>>
GroupBy<TSource, TKey>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource, TKey>
keySelector);public static IEnumerable<IGrouping<TKey, TSource>> GroupBy<TSource,
TKey>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource, TKey> keySelector,
IEqualityComparer<TKey> comparer);public static IEnumerable<IGrouping<TKey, TElement>>
GroupBy<TSource, TKey, TElement>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource,
TKey> keySelector, Func<TSource, TElement> elementSelector);public static
IEnumerable<IGrouping<TKey, TElement>> GroupBy<TSource, TKey, TElement>( this
IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource, TKey> keySelector, Func<TSource,
TElement> elementSelector, IEqualityComparer<TKey> comparer);These GroupBy method
overloads select pairs of keys and items for each item in source. They use the keySelector



predicate to extract the Key value from each item to group results based on the different Key
values. The elementSelector argument, if present, defines a function that maps the source
element within the source sequence to the destination element of the resulting sequence. If you
do not specify the elementSelector, elements are mapped directly from the source to the
destination. (You will see an example of this later in the chapter, in Example 3-18.) They then
yield a sequence of IGrouping<TKey, TElement> objects, where each group consists of a
sequence of items with a common Key value.The IGrouping<TKey, TElement> generic interface
is a specialized implementation of IEnumerable<TElement>. This implementation can return a
specific Key of type TKey for each item within the enumeration:public interface IGrouping<TKey,
TElement> : IEnumerable<TElement> { TKey Key { get; }}From a practical point of view, a type
that implements this generic interface is simply a typed enumeration with an identifying type Key
for each item.There are also four more signatures useful to shape a custom result
projection:public static IEnumerable<TResult> GroupBy<TSource, TKey, TResult>( this
IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource, TKey> keySelector, Func<TKey,
IEnumerable<TSource>, TResult> resultSelector);public static IEnumerable<TResult>
GroupBy<TSource, TKey, TElement, TResult>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source,
Func<TSource, TKey> keySelector, Func<TSource, TElement> elementSelector, Func<TKey,
IEnumerable<TSource>, TResult> resultSelector);public static IEnumerable<TResult>
GroupBy<TSource, TKey, TResult>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource,
TKey> keySelector, Func<TKey, IEnumerable<TSource>, TResult> resultSelector,
IEqualityComparer<TKey> comparer);public static IEnumerable<TResult> GroupBy<TSource,
TKey, Telement, TResult>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource, TKey>
keySelector, Func<TSource, TElement> elementSelector, Func<TKey,
IEnumerable<TSource>, TResult> resultSelector, IEqualityComparer<TKey> comparer);With
the resultSelector argument present in these last signatures, you can define a projection for the
GroupBy operation, which lets you return an IEnumerable<TResult>. This last set of overloads is
useful for selecting a flattened enumeration of items, based on aggregations over the grouping
sets. You will see an example of this syntax later in this section.One last optional argument you
can pass to some of these methods is a custom comparer, which is useful when you need to
compare key values and define group membership. If no custom comparer is provided, the
EqualityComparer<TKey>.Default is used. The order of keys and items within each group
corresponds to their occurrence within the source. Example 3-16 shows an example of using the
GroupBy operator.Example 3-16. The GroupBy operator used to group customers by Countryvar
expr = customers.GroupBy(c => c.Country);foreach(IGrouping<Countries, Customer>
customerGroup in expr) { Console.WriteLine("Country: {0}", customerGroup.Key); foreach(var
item in customerGroup) { Console.WriteLine("\t{0}", item); }}Here is the console output of
Example 3-16:Country: Italy Name: Paolo - City: Brescia - Country: Italy Name: Marco -
City: Torino - Country: ItalyCountry: USA Name: James - City: Dallas - Country: USA
Name: Frank - City: Seattle - Country: USAAs Example 3-16 shows, you need to enumerate all



group keys before iterating over the items contained within each group. Each group is an
instance of a type that implements IGrouping<Countries, Customer>, because the code uses
the default elementSelector that directly projects the source Customer instances into the result.
In query expressions, the GroupBy operator can be defined using the group … by … syntax,
which is shown in Example 3-17.Example 3-17. A query expression with a group … by …
syntaxvar expr = from c in customers group c by c.Country;foreach(IGrouping<Countries,
Customer> customerGroup in expr) { Console.WriteLine("Country: {0}", customerGroup.Key);
foreach(var item in customerGroup) { Console.WriteLine("\t{0}", item); }}The code defined
in Example 3-16 is semantically equivalent to that shown in Example 3-17.Example 3-18 is
another example of grouping, this time with a custom elementSelector.Example 3-18. The
GroupBy operator used to group customer names by Countryvar expr = customers
.GroupBy(c => c.Country, c => c.Name);foreach(IGrouping<Countries, String> customerGroup
in expr) { Console.WriteLine("Country: {0}", customerGroup.Key); foreach(var item in
customerGroup) { Console.WriteLine("\t{0}", item); }}Here is the result of this code:Country:
Italy Paolo MarcoCountry: USA James FrankIn this last example, the result is a class that
implements IGrouping<Countries, String>, because the elementSelector predicate projects only
the customers’ names (of type String) into the output sequence.In Example 3-19, you can see
an example of using the GroupBy operator with a resultSelector predicate
argument.Example 3-19. The GroupBy operator used to group customer names by Countryvar
expr = customers .GroupBy(c => c.Country, (k, c) => new { Key = k, Count =
c.Count() });foreach (var group in expr) { Console.WriteLine("Key: {0} - Count: {1}", group.Key,
group.Count);}This last example projected the Key value of each group and the Count of
elements for each group. In cases when you need them, there are also GroupBy overloads that
allow you to define both a resultSelector and a custom elementSelector. They are useful
whenever you need to project groups, calculating aggregations on each group of items, but also
having the single items through a custom elementSelector predicate. Example 3-20 shows an
example.Example 3-20. The GroupBy operator used to group customer names by Country, with
a custom resultSelector and elementSelectorvar expr = customers .GroupBy( c =>
c.Country, // keySelector c => new { OrdersCount = c.Orders.Count() }, // elementSelector
(key, elements) => new { // resultSelector Key = key, Count = elements.Count(),
OrdersCount = elements.Sum(item => item.OrdersCount) });foreach (var group in expr) {
Console.WriteLine("Key: {0} - Count: {1} - Orders Count: {2}", group.Key, group.Count ,
group.OrdersCount);}The code in Example 3-20 shows an example of a query that returns a flat
enumeration of items made of customers grouped by Country, the count of customers for each
group, and the total count of orders executed by customers of each group. Notice that the result
of the query is an IEnumerable<TResult> and not an IGrouping<TKey, TElement>. Here is the
output of the code in Example 3-20:Key: Italy - Count: 2 - Orders Count: 4Key: USA - Count: 2 -
Orders Count: 2Join OperatorsJoin operators define relationships within sequences in query
expressions. From a SQL and relational point of view, almost every query requires joining one or



more tables. In LINQ, a set of join operators implements this behavior.JoinThe first operator of
this group is, of course, the Join method, defined by the following signatures:public static
IEnumerable<TResult> Join<TOuter, TInner, TKey, TResult>( this IEnumerable<TOuter>
outer, IEnumerable<TInner> inner, Func<TOuter, TKey> outerKeySelector, Func<TInner,
TKey> innerKeySelector, Func<TOuter, TInner, TResult> resultSelector);public static
IEnumerable<TResult> Join<TOuter, TInner, TKey, TResult>( this IEnumerable<TOuter>
outer, IEnumerable<TInner> inner, Func<TOuter, TKey> outerKeySelector, Func<TInner,
TKey> innerKeySelector, Func<TOuter, TInner, TResult> resultSelector,
IEqualityComparer<TKey> comparer);Join requires a set of four generic types. The TOuter type
represents the type of the outer source sequence, and the TInner type describes the type of the
inner source sequence. The predicates outerKeySelector and innerKeySelector define how to
extract the identifying keys from the outer and inner source sequence items, respectively. These
keys are both of type TKey, and their equivalence defines the join condition. The resultSelector
predicate defines what to project into the result sequence, which will be an implementation of
IEnumerable<TResult>. TResult is the last generic type needed by the operator, and it defines
the type of each single item in the join result sequence. The second overload of the method has
an additional custom equality comparer, used to compare the keys. If the comparer argument is
null or if the first overload of the method is invoked, a default key comparer
(EqualityComparer<TKey>.Default) will be used.Here is an example that will make the use of
Join clearer. Consider the sample customers, with their orders and products. In Example 3-21, a
query joins orders with their corresponding products.Example 3-21. The Join operator used to
map orders with productsvar expr = customers .SelectMany(c => c.Orders) .Join( products,
o => o.IdProduct, p => p.IdProduct, (o, p) => new {o.Month, o.Shipped,
p.IdProduct, p.Price } );The following is the result of the query:{Month = January, Shipped =
False, IdProduct = 1, Price = 10}{Month = May, Shipped = True, IdProduct = 2, Price = 20}
{Month = July, Shipped = False, IdProduct = 1, Price = 10}{Month = December, Shipped = True,
IdProduct = 3, Price = 30}{Month = December, Shipped = True, IdProduct = 3, Price = 30}{Month
= July, Shipped = False, IdProduct = 5, Price = 50}In this example, orders represents the outer
sequence and products is the inner sequence. The o and p used in lambda expressions are of
type Order and Product, respectively. Internally, the operator collects the elements of the inner
sequence into a hash table, using their keys extracted with innerKeySelector. It then enumerates
the outer sequence and maps its elements, based on the Key value extracted with
outerKeySelector, to the hash table of items. Because of its implementation, the Join operator
result sequence keeps the order of the outer sequence first, and then uses the order of the inner
sequence for each outer sequence element.From a SQL point of view, the example in
Example 3-21 can be thought of as an inner equijoin somewhat like the following SQL
query:SELECT o.Month, o.Shipped, p.IdProduct, p.PriceFROM Orders AS oINNER JOIN
Products AS p ON o.IdProduct = p.IdProductIf you want to translate the SQL syntax into the
Join operator syntax, you can think about the columns selection in SQL as the resultSelector



predicate, while the equality condition on IdProduct columns (of orders and products)
corresponds to the pair of innerKeySelector and outerKeySelector predicates.The Join operator
has a corresponding query expression syntax, which is shown in
Example 3-22.Example 3-22. The Join operator query expression syntaxvar expr = from c in
customers from o in c.Orders join p in products on o.IdProduct equals
p.IdProduct select new {o.Month, o.Shipped, p.IdProduct, p.Price };ImportantAs described in
Chapter 2, the order of items to relate (o.IdProduct equals p.IdProduct) in query expression
syntax must specify the outer sequence first and the inner sequence after; otherwise, the query
expression will not compile. This requirement is different from standard SQL queries, in which
item ordering does not matter.In Example 3-23, you can see the Visual Basic syntax
corresponding to Example 3-22. Take a look at the SQL-like selection syntax.Example 3-23. The
Join operator query expression syntax expressed in Visual BasicDim expr = From c In
customers From o In c.Orders Join p In products On o.IdProduct Equals p.IdProduct
Select o.Month, o.Shipped, p.IdProduct, p.PriceGroupJoinIn cases in which you need to define
something similar to a SQL LEFT OUTER JOIN or a RIGHT OUTER JOIN, you need to use the
GroupJoin operator. Its signatures are quite similar to the Join operator:public static
IEnumerable<TResult> GroupJoin<TOuter, TInner, TKey, TResult>( this
IEnumerable<TOuter> outer, IEnumerable<TInner> inner, Func<TOuter, TKey>
outerKeySelector, Func<TInner, TKey> innerKeySelector, Func<TOuter,
IEnumerable<TInner>, TResult> resultSelector);public static IEnumerable<TResult>
GroupJoin<TOuter, TInner, TKey, TResult>( this IEnumerable<TOuter> outer,
IEnumerable<TInner> inner, Func<TOuter, TKey> outerKeySelector, Func<TInner,
TKey> innerKeySelector, Func<TOuter, IEnumerable<TInner>, TResult> resultSelector,
IEqualityComparer<TKey> comparer);The only difference is the definition of the resultSelector
projector. It requires an instance of IEnumerable<TInner>, instead of a single object of type
TInner, because it projects a hierarchical result of type IEnumerable<TResult>. Each item of
type TResult consists of an item extracted from the outer sequence and a group of items, of type
TInner, joined from the inner sequence.As a result of this behavior, the output is not a flattened
outer equijoin, which would be produced by using the Join operator, but a hierarchical sequence
of items. Nevertheless, you can define queries using GroupJoin with results equivalent to the
Join operator whenever the mapping is a one-to-one relationship. In cases in which a
corresponding element group in the inner sequence is absent, the GroupJoin operator extracts
the outer sequence element paired with an empty sequence (Count = 0). In Example 3-24, you
can see an example of this operator.Example 3-24. The GroupJoin operator used to map
products with orders, if presentvar expr = products .GroupJoin( customers.SelectMany(c
=> c.Orders), p => p.IdProduct, o => o.IdProduct, (p, orders) => new { p.IdProduct,
Orders = orders });foreach(var item in expr) { Console.WriteLine("Product: {0}",
item.IdProduct); foreach (var order in item.Orders) { Console.WriteLine("\t{0}", order); }}The
following is the result of Example 3-24:Product: 1 IdOrder: 1 - IdProduct: 1 - Quantity: 3 -



Shipped: False - Month: January IdOrder: 3 - IdProduct: 1 - Quantity: 10 - Shipped: False -
Month: JulyProduct: 2 IdOrder: 2 - IdProduct: 2 - Quantity: 5 - Shipped: True - Month:
MayProduct: 3 IdOrder: 4 - IdProduct: 3 - Quantity: 20 - Shipped: True - Month: December
IdOrder: 5 - IdProduct: 3 - Quantity: 20 - Shipped: True - Month: DecemberProduct: 4Product: 5
IdOrder: 6 - IdProduct: 5 - Quantity: 20 - Shipped: False - Month: JulyProduct: 6You can see that
products 4 and 6 have no mapping orders, but the query returns them nonetheless. You can
think about this operator like a SELECT … FOR XML AUTO query in Transact-SQL. In fact, it
returns results hierarchically grouped like a set of XML nodes nested within their parent nodes,
similar to the default result of a FOR XML AUTO query.In a query expression, the GroupJoin
operator is defined as a join … into … clause. The query expression shown in Example 3-24 is
equivalent to Example 3-25.Example 3-25. A query expression with a join … into … clausevar
customersOrders = from c in customers from o in c.Orders select o;var expr = from p
in products join o in customersOrders on p.IdProduct equals o.IdProduct into
orders select new { p.IdProduct, Orders = orders };In this example, we first define an expression
called customersOrders to extract the flat list of orders. (This expression still uses the
SelectMany operator because of the double from clause.) You could also define a single query
expression, nesting the customersOrders expression within the main query. This approach is
shown in Example 3-26.Example 3-26. The query expression of Listing 3-25 in its compact
versionvar expr = from p in products join o in ( from c in customers from o in
c.Orders select o ) on p.IdProduct equals o.IdProduct into orders select new
{ p.IdProduct, Orders = orders };Set OperatorsOur journey through LINQ operators continues
with a group of methods that handle sets of data, applying common set operations (union,
intersect, and except) and selecting unique occurrences of items (distinct).DistinctImagine that
you want to extract all products that are mapped to orders, avoiding duplicates. This requirement
could be solved in standard SQL by using a DISTINCT clause within a JOIN query. LINQ
provides a Distinct operator too. Its signatures are quite simple. It requires only a source
sequence, from which all the distinct occurrences of items will be yielded, and provides an
overload with a custom IEqualityComparer<TSource>, which you will learn later:public static
IEnumerable<TSource> Distinct<TSource>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source);public static
IEnumerable<TSource> Distinct<TSource>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source,
IEqualityComparer<TSource> comparer);An example of the operator is shown in
Example 3-27.Example 3-27. The Distinct operator applied to the list of products used in
ordersvar expr = customers .SelectMany(c => c.Orders) .Join(products, o =>
o.IdProduct, p => p.IdProduct, (o, p) => p) .Distinct();Distinct does not have an
equivalent query expression clause; therefore, just as in Example 3-15, you can apply this
operator to the result of a query expression, as shown in Example 3-28.Example 3-28. The
Distinct operator applied to a query expressionvar expr = (from c in customers from o in
c.Orders join p in products on o.IdProduct equals p.IdProduct select p
).Distinct();By default, Distinct compares and identifies elements using their GetHashCode and



Equals methods because internally it uses a default comparer of type
EqualityComparer<T>.Default. You can, if necessary, override the type behavior to change the
Distinct result, or you can just use the second overload of the Distinct method:public static
IEnumerable<TSource> Distinct<TSource>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source,
IEqualityComparer<TSource> comparer);This last overload accepts a comparer argument,
available so you can provide a custom comparer for instances of type TSource.NoteYou will see
an example of how to compare reference types in the Union operator in Example 3-29.Union,
Intersect, and ExceptThe group of set operators contains three more operators that are useful
for classic set operations: Union, Intersect, and Except, all of which share a similar
definition:public static IEnumerable<TSource> Union<TSource>( this IEnumerable<TSource>
first, IEnumerable<TSource> second);public static IEnumerable<TSource> Union<TSource>(
this IEnumerable<TSource> first, IEnumerable<TSource> second,
IEqualityComparer<TSource> comparer);public static IEnumerable<TSource>
Intersect<TSource>( this IEnumerable<TSource> first, IEnumerable<TSource>
second);public static IEnumerable<TSource> Intersect<TSource>( this
IEnumerable<TSource> first, IEnumerable<TSource> second, IEqualityComparer<TSource>
comparer);public static IEnumerable<TSource> Except<TSource>( this
IEnumerable<TSource> first, IEnumerable<TSource> second);public static
IEnumerable<TSource> Except<TSource>( this IEnumerable<TSource> first,
IEnumerable<TSource> second, IEqualityComparer<TSource> comparer);The Union operator
enumerates the first sequence and the second sequence in that order and yields each element
that has not already been yielded. For example, in Example 3-29, you can see how to merge two
sets of Integer numbers.Example 3-29. The Union operator applied to sets of Integer
numbersInt32[] setOne = {1, 5, 6, 9};Int32[] setTwo = {4, 5, 7, 11};var union =
setOne.Union(setTwo);foreach (var i in union) { Console.Write(i + ", ");}Chapter 3. Linq to
ObjectsModern programming languages and software development architectures are based
increasingly on object-oriented design and development. As a result, you often need to query
and manage objects and collections rather than records and data tables. You also need tools
and languages that work independently of specific data sources or persistence layers. LINQ to
Objects is the main implementation of Microsoft Language Integrated Query (LINQ). You can
use it to query in-memory collections of objects, entities, and items.This chapter describes the
main classes and operators on which LINQ is based, so you will understand its architecture and
become familiar with its syntax. The examples in this chapter use LINQ to Objects so that the
content can focus on queries and operators.Sample Data for ExamplesThe data used in the
examples in this chapter consists of a set of customers, each of which has ordered products.
The following Microsoft Visual C# code defines these types.public enum Countries { USA,
Italy,}public class Customer { public string Name; public string City; public Countries
Country; public Order[] Orders; public override string ToString() { return
String.Format("Name: {0} - City: {1} - Country: {2}", this.Name, this.City, this.Country ); }}



public class Order { public int IdOrder; public int Quantity; public bool Shipped; public string
Month; public int IdProduct; public override string ToString() { return
String.Format( "IdOrder: {0} - IdProduct: {1} - " + "Quantity: {2} - Shipped: {3} - "
+ "Month: {4}", this.IdOrder, this.IdProduct, this.Quantity,
this.Shipped, this.Month); }}public class Product { public int IdProduct; public decimal Price;
public override string ToString() { return String.Format("IdProduct: {0} - Price: {1}",
this.IdProduct, this.Price ); }}The following code excerpt initializes some instances of these
types.// -------------------------------------------------------// Initialize a collection of customers with their
orders:// -------------------------------------------------------customers = new Customer[] { new Customer
{Name = "Paolo", City = "Brescia", Country = Countries.Italy, Orders = new Order[] {
new Order { IdOrder = 1, Quantity = 3, IdProduct = 1 , Shipped = false, Month =
"January"}, new Order { IdOrder = 2, Quantity = 5, IdProduct = 2 ,
Shipped = true, Month = "May"}}}, new Customer {Name = "Marco", City = "Torino",
Country = Countries.Italy, Orders = new Order[] { new Order { IdOrder = 3, Quantity =
10, IdProduct = 1 , Shipped = false, Month = "July"}, new Order { IdOrder
= 4, Quantity = 20, IdProduct = 3 , Shipped = true, Month = "December"}}}, new
Customer {Name = "James", City = "Dallas", Country = Countries.USA, Orders = new
Order[] { new Order { IdOrder = 5, Quantity = 20, IdProduct = 3 , Shipped
= true, Month = "December"}}}, new Customer {Name = "Frank", City = "Seattle", Country
= Countries.USA, Orders = new Order[] { new Order { IdOrder = 6, Quantity = 20,
IdProduct = 5 , Shipped = false, Month = "July"}}}};products = new Product[] {
new Product {IdProduct = 1, Price = 10 }, new Product {IdProduct = 2, Price = 20 }, new
Product {IdProduct = 3, Price = 30 }, new Product {IdProduct = 4, Price = 40 }, new Product
{IdProduct = 5, Price = 50 }, new Product {IdProduct = 6, Price = 60 }};Here is the
corresponding Microsoft Visual Basic type definition code.Public Enum Countries USA
ItalyEnd EnumPublic Class Customer Public Name As String Public City As String Public
Country As Countries Public Orders As Order() Public Overrides Function ToString() As
String Return String.Format("Name: {0} - City: {1} - Country: {2}", Me.Name, Me.City,
Me.Country) End FunctionEnd ClassPublic Class Order Public IdOrder As Integer Public
Quantity As Integer Public Shipped As Boolean Public Month As String Public IdProduct As
Integer Public Overrides Function ToString() As String Return String.Format ( "IdOrder:
{0} - IdProduct: {1} - " & "Quantity: {2} - Shipped: {3} - " & "Month: {4}", Me.IdOrder,
Me.IdProduct, Me.Quantity, Me.Shipped, Me.Month) End FunctionEnd ClassPublic Class
Product Public IdProduct As Integer Public Price As Decimal Public Overrides Function
ToString() As String Return String.Format("IdProduct: {0} - Price: {1}", Me.IdProduct,
Me.Price) End FunctionEnd ClassAnd here is the corresponding Visual Basic initialization
code.' -------------------------------------------------------' Initialize a collection of customers with their
orders:' -------------------------------------------------------customers = New Customer() { New
Customer With {.Name = "Paolo", .City = "Brescia", .Country = Countries.Italy, .Orders = New



Order() { New Order With {.IdOrder = 1, .Quantity = 3, .IdProduct = 1, .Shipped =
False, .Month = "January"}, New Order With {.IdOrder = 2, .Quantity = 5, .IdProduct = 2,
.Shipped = True, .Month = "May"}}}, New Customer With {.Name = "Marco", .City =
"Torino", .Country = Countries.Italy, .Orders = New Order() { New Order With {.IdOrder
= 3, .Quantity = 10, .IdProduct = 1, .Shipped = False, .Month = "July"}, New Order
With {.IdOrder = 4, .Quantity = 20, .IdProduct = 3, .Shipped = True, .Month =
"December"}}}, New Customer With {.Name = "James", .City = "Dallas", .Country =
Countries.USA, .Orders = New Order() { New Order With {.IdOrder = 5, .Quantity =
20, .IdProduct = 3, .Shipped = True, .Month = "December"}}}, New Customer With
{.Name = "Frank", .City = "Seattle", .Country = Countries.USA, .Orders = New Order() {
New Order With {.IdOrder = 6, .Quantity = 20, .IdProduct = 5, .Shipped = False, .Month
= "July"}}}}products = New Product() { New Product With {.IdProduct = 1, .Price = 10}, New
Product With {.IdProduct = 2, .Price = 20}, New Product With {.IdProduct = 3, .Price = 30},
New Product With {.IdProduct = 4, .Price = 40}, New Product With {.IdProduct = 5, .Price =
50}, New Product With {.IdProduct = 6, .Price = 60}}Query OperatorsThis section describes the
main methods and generic delegates provided by the System.Linq namespace, which is hosted
by System.Core.dll, for querying items with LINQ.The Where OperatorImagine that you need to
list the names and cities of customers from Italy. To filter a set of items, you can use the Where
operator, which is also called a restriction operator because it restricts a set of items.
Example 3-1 shows a simple example.Example 3-1. A query with a restrictionvar expr = from c
in customers where c.Country == Countries.Italy select new { c.Name, c.City };Here are the
signatures of the Where operator:public static IEnumerable<TSource> Where<TSource>( this
IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource, Boolean> predicate);public static
IEnumerable<TSource> Where<TSource>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source,
Func<TSource, Int32, Boolean> predicate);As you can see, two signatures are available.
Example 3-1 uses the first one, which enumerates items of the source sequence and yields
those that verify the predicate (c.Country == Countries.Italy). The second signature accepts an
additional parameter of type Int32 for the predicate, which is used as a zero-based index of the
elements within the source sequence. Keep in mind that passing null arguments to the
predicates results in an ArgumentNullException error. You can use the index parameter to start
filtering by a particular index, as shown in Example 3-2.Example 3-2. A query with a restriction
and an index-based filtervar expr = customers .Where((c, index) => (c.Country ==
Countries.Italy && index >= 1)) .Select(c => c.Name);ImportantExample 3-2 uses the method
syntax because the version of Where that we want to call is not supported by an equivalent
query expression clause. We will use both syntaxes from here onward.The result of Example 3-2
will be a list of Italian customers, skipping the first one. As you can see from the following
console output, the index-based partitioning occurs over the data source already filtered by
Country. The results show a single name:MarcoThe capability to filter items of the source
sequence by using their positional index is useful when you want to extract a specific page of



data from a large sequence of items. Example 3-3 shows an example.Example 3-3. A query with
a paging restrictionint start = 5;int end = 10;var expr = customers .Where((c, index) => ((index
>= start) && (index < end))) .Select(c => c.Name);NoteKeep in mind that it is generally not a
good practice to store large sequences of data loaded from a database persistence layer in
memory; thus, in general, you should not have to paginate data in memory. Usually, it is better to
page data at the persistence layer level.Projection OperatorsThe following sections describe
how to use projection operators. You use these operators to select (or “project”) contents from
the source enumeration into the result.SelectIn Example 3-1, you saw an example of defining
the result of the query by using the Select operator. The signatures for the Select operator
are:public static IEnumerable<TResult> Select<TSource, TResult>( this
IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource, TResult> selector);public static
IEnumerable<TResult> Select<TSource, TResult>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source,
Func<TSource, Int32, TResult> selector);The Select operator is a projection operator because
it projects the query results, making them available through an object that implements
IEnumerable<TResult>. This object will enumerate items identified by the selector predicate.
Like the Where operator, Select enumerates the source sequence and yields the result of the
selector predicate. Consider the following predicate:var expr = customers.Select(c =>
c.Name);This predicate’s result is a sequence of customer names (IEnumerable<String>). Now
consider this example:var expr = customers.Select(c => new { c.Name, c.City });This predicate
projects a sequence of instances of an anonymous type, defined as a tuple of Name and City,
for each customer object. With this second Select overload, you can also provide an argument
of type Int32 for the predicate—a zero-based index used to define the positional index of each
item inserted in the resulting sequence. Example 3-4 shows an example.Example 3-4. A
projection with an index argument in the selector predicatevar expr = customers .Select((c,
index) => new { index, c.Name, c.Country } );foreach (var item in expr) {
Console.WriteLine(item);}Running the query in Example 3-4 produces this result:{ index = 0,
Name = Paolo, Country = Italy }{ index = 1, Name = Marco, Country = Italy }{ index = 2, Name =
James, Country = USA }{ index = 3, Name = Frank, Country = USA }As with the Where operator,
the Select operator’s simple overload is available as a query expression keyword, while the more
complex overload needs to be invoked explicitly as an extension method.As you have already
seen in Chapter 2, the query expression syntax of the Select operator changes slightly between
C# and Visual Basic in respect to anonymous type projection. In Visual Basic, anonymous type
creation is implicitly determined by the query syntax, whereas in C#, you must explicitly declare
that you want a new anonymous type.SelectManyImagine that you want to select all the orders
of customers from Italy. You could write the query shown in Example 3-5 using the verbose
method.Example 3-5. The list of orders made by Italian customersvar orders = customers
.Where(c => c.Country == Countries.Italy) .Select(c => c.Orders);foreach(var item in orders)
{ Console.WriteLine(item); }Because of the behavior of the Select operator, the resulting type of
this query will be IEnumerable<Order[]>, where each item in the resulting sequence represents



the array of orders of a single customer. In fact, the Orders property of a Customer instance is of
type Order[]. The output of the code in Example 3-5 would be the following:DevLeap.Linq.LinqTo
Objects.Operators.Order[]DevLeap.Linq.LinqToObjects.Operators.Order[]To have a “flat”
IEnumerable<Order> result type, you need to use the SelectMany operator:public static
IEnumerable<TResult> SelectMany<TSource, TResult>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source,
Func<TSource, IEnumerable<TResult>> selector);public static IEnumerable<TResult>
SelectMany<TSource, TResult>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource, Int32,
IEnumerable<TResult>> selector);public static IEnumerable<TResult> SelectMany<TSource,
TCollection, TResult>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource,
IEnumerable<TCollection>> collectionSelector, Func<TSource, TCollection, TResult>
resultSelector);public static IEnumerable<TResult> SelectMany<TSource, TCollection,
TResult>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource, Int32,
IEnumerable<TCollection>> collectionSelector, Func<TSource, TCollection, TResult>
resultSelector);This operator enumerates the source sequence and merges the resulting items,
providing them as a single enumerable sequence. The second overload available is analogous
to the equivalent overload for Select, which allows a zero-based integer index for indexing
purposes. Example 3-6 shows an example.Example 3-6. The flattened list of orders made by
Italian customersvar orders = customers .Where(c => c.Country == Countries.Italy)
.SelectMany(c => c.Orders);Using the query expression syntax, the query in Example 3-6 can
be written with the code shown in Example 3-7.Example 3-7. The flattened list of orders made by
Italian customers, written with a query expressionvar orders = from c in customers where
c.Country == Countries.Italy from o in c.Orders select o;Both Example 3-6 and
Example 3-7 have the following output, where the ToString override of the Order type is
used:IdOrder: 1 - IdProduct: 1 - Quantity: 3 - Shipped: False - Month: JanuaryIdOrder: 2 -
IdProduct: 2 - Quantity: 5 - Shipped: True - Month: MayIdOrder: 3 - IdProduct: 1 - Quantity: 10 -
Shipped: False - Month: JulyIdOrder: 4 - IdProduct: 3 - Quantity: 20 - Shipped: True - Month:
DecemberThe select keyword in query expressions, for all but the initial from clause, is
translated to invocations of SelectMany. In other words, every time you see a query expression
with more than one from clause, you can apply this rule: the select over the first from clause is
converted to an invocation of Select, and the other select commands are translated into a
SelectMany call.The third and fourth overloads of SelectMany are useful whenever you need to
select a custom result from the source set of sequences instead of simply merging their items,
as with the two previous overloads. These overloads invoke the collectionSelector projection
over the source sequence and return the result of the resultSelector projection. The result is
applied to each item in the collections selected by collectionSelector and eventually projects a
zero-based integer index in the case of the last SelectMany overload shown. In Example 3-8,
you can see an example of the third method overload used to extract a new anonymous type
made from the Quantity and IdProduct of each order by Italian customers.Example 3-8. The list
of Quantity and IdProduct of orders made by Italian customersvar items = customers .Where(c



=> c.Country == Countries.Italy) .SelectMany(c => c.Orders, (c, o) => new { o.Quantity,
o.IdProduct });You can write the same query as in Example 3-8 with the query expression shown
in Example 3-9.Example 3-9. The list of Quantity and IdProduct of orders made by Italian
customers, written with a query expressionvar items = from c in customers where c.Country
== Countries.Italy from o in c.Orders select new {o.Quantity, o.IdProduct};Ordering
OperatorsAnother useful set of operators is the ordering operators group. Ordering operators
determine the ordering and direction of elements in output sequences.OrderBy and
OrderByDescendingSometimes it is helpful to apply an ordering to the results of a database
query. LINQ can order the results of queries, in ascending or descending order, using ordering
operators, similar to SQL syntax. For example, if you need to select the Name and City of all
Italian customers in descending order by Name, you can write the corresponding query
expression shown in Example 3-10.Example 3-10. A query expression with a descending
orderby clausevar expr = from c in customers where c.Country == Countries.Italy orderby
c.Name descending select new { c.Name, c.City };The query expression syntax will translate
the orderby keyword into one of the following ordering extension methods:public static
IOrderedEnumerable<TSource> OrderBy<TSource, TKey>( this IEnumerable<TSource>
source, Func<TSource, TKey> keySelector);public static IOrderedEnumerable<TSource>
OrderBy<TSource, TKey>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource, TKey>
keySelector, IComparer<TKey> comparer);public static IOrderedEnumerable<TSource>
OrderByDescending<TSource, TKey>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource,
TKey> keySelector);public static IOrderedEnumerable<TSource>
OrderByDescending<TSource, TKey>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource,
TKey> keySelector, IComparer<TKey> comparer);As you can see, the two main extension
methods, OrderBy and OrderByDescending, both have two overloads. The methods’ names
suggest their objective: OrderBy is for ascending order, and OrderByDescending is for
descending order. The keySelector argument represents a function that extracts a key, of type
TKey, from each item of type TSource, taken from the source sequence. The extracted key
represents the typed content to be compared by the comparer while ordering, and the TSource
type describes the type of each item of the source sequence. Both methods have an overload
that allows you to provide a custom comparer. If no comparer is provided or the comparer
argument is null, the Default property of the Comparer<T> generic type is used
(Comparer<TKey>.Default).ImportantThe default Comparer returned by Comparer<T>.Default
uses the generic interface IComparable<T> to compare two objects. If type T does not
implement the System.IComparable<T> generic interface, the Default property of Comparer<T>
returns a Comparer that uses the System.IComparable interface. If the type of T does not
implement either of these interfaces, the Compare method of the Default comparer will throw an
exception.It is important to emphasize that these ordering methods return not just
IEnumerable<TSource> but IOrderedEnumerable<TSource>, which is an interface that extends
IEnumerable<T>.The query expression in Example 3-10 will be translated to the following



extension method calls:var expr = customers .Where(c => c.Country == Countries.Italy)
.OrderByDescending(c => c.Name) .Select(c => new { c.Name, c.City } );As you can see from
the previous code excerpt, the OrderByDescending method, as well as all the ordering methods,
accepts a key selector lambda expression that selects the key value from the range variable (c)
of the current context. The selector can extract any sorting field available in the range variable,
even if it is not projected in the output by the Select method. For example, you can sort
customers by Country and select their Name and City properties.ThenBy and
ThenByDescendingWhenever you need to order data by many different keys, you can take
advantage of the ThenBy and ThenByDescending operators. Here are their signatures:public
static IOrderedEnumerable<TSource> ThenBy<TSource, TKey>( this
IOrderedEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource, TKey> keySelector);public static
IOrderedEnumerable<TSource> ThenBy<TSource, TKey>( this
IOrderedEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource, TKey> keySelector,
IComparer<TKey> comparer);public static IOrderedEnumerable<TSource>
ThenByDescending<TSource, TKey>( this IOrderedEnumerable<TSource> source,
Func<TSource, TKey> keySelector);public static IOrderedEnumerable<TSource>
ThenByDescending<TSource, TKey>( this IOrderedEnumerable<TSource> source,
Func<TSource, TKey> keySelector, IComparer<TKey> comparer);These operators have
signatures similar to OrderBy and OrderByDescending. The difference is that ThenBy and
ThenByDescending can be applied only to IOrderedEnumerable<T> and not to any
IEnumerable<T>. Therefore, you can use the ThenBy or ThenByDescending operators just after
the first use of OrderBy or OrderByDescending. Here is an example:var expr = customers
.Where(c => c.Country == Countries.Italy) .OrderByDescending(c => c.Name) .ThenBy(c =>
c.City) .Select(c => new { c.Name, c.City } );In Example 3-11, you can see the corresponding
query expression.Example 3-11. A query expression with orderby and thenbyvar expr = from
c in customers where c.Country == Countries.Italy orderby c.Name descending, c.City
select new { c.Name, c.City };ImportantIn the case of multiple occurrences of the same key
within a sequence to be ordered, the result is not guaranteed to be “stable.” In such conditions,
the original ordering might not be preserved by the comparer.A custom comparer might be
useful when the items in your source sequence need to be ordered using custom logic. For
example, imagine that you want to select all the orders of your customers ordered by month,
shown in Example 3-12.Example 3-12. A query expression ordered using the comparer provided
by Comparer<T>.Defaultvar expr = from c in customers from o in c.Orders orderby
o.Month select o;If you apply the default comparer to the Month property of the orders, you
will get a result alphabetically ordered because of the behavior of Comparer<T>.Default, which
was described earlier. The result is wrong because the Month property is just a string and not a
number or a date:IdOrder: 4 - IdProduct: 3 - Quantity: 20 - Shipped: True - Month:
DecemberIdOrder: 5 - IdProduct: 3 - Quantity: 20 - Shipped: True - Month: DecemberIdOrder: 1 -
IdProduct: 1 - Quantity: 3 - Shipped: False - Month: JanuaryIdOrder: 3 - IdProduct: 1 - Quantity:



10 - Shipped: False - Month: JulyIdOrder: 6 - IdProduct: 5 - Quantity: 20 - Shipped: False -
Month: JulyIdOrder: 2 - IdProduct: 2 - Quantity: 5 - Shipped: True - Month: MayYou should use a
custom MonthComparer that correctly compares months:using System.Globalization;class
MonthComparer: IComparer<string> { public int Compare(string x, string y) { DateTime
xDate = DateTime.ParseExact(x, "MMMM", new CultureInfo("en-US")); DateTime yDate =
DateTime.ParseExact(y, "MMMM", new CultureInfo("en-US"));
return(Comparer<DateTime>.Default.Compare(xDate, yDate)); }}The newly defined custom
MonthComparer could be passed as a parameter while invoking the OrderBy extension method,
as in Example 3-13.Example 3-13. A custom comparer used with an OrderBy operatorvar orders
= customers .SelectMany(c => c.Orders) .OrderBy(o => o.Month, new
MonthComparer());Now the result of Example 3-13 will be the following, correctly ordered by
month:IdOrder: 1 - IdProduct: 1 - Quantity: 3 - Shipped: False - Month: JanuaryIdOrder: 2 -
IdProduct: 2 - Quantity: 5 - Shipped: True - Month: MayIdOrder: 3 - IdProduct: 1 - Quantity: 10 -
Shipped: False - Month: JulyIdOrder: 6 - IdProduct: 5 - Quantity: 20 - Shipped: False - Month:
JulyIdOrder: 4 - IdProduct: 3 - Quantity: 20 - Shipped: True - Month: DecemberIdOrder: 5 -
IdProduct: 3 - Quantity: 20 - Shipped: True - Month: DecemberReverse OperatorSometimes you
need to reverse the result of a query, listing the last item in the result first. LINQ provides a last-
ordering operator, called Reverse, which allows you to perform this operation:public static
IEnumerable<TSource> Reverse<TSource>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source);The
implementation of Reverse is quite simple. It just yields each item in the source sequence in
reverse order. Example 3-14 shows an example of its use.Example 3-14. The Reverse operator
appliedvar expr = customers .Where(c => c.Country == Countries.Italy)
.OrderByDescending(c => c.Name) .ThenBy(c => c.City) .Select(c => new { c.Name,
c.City } ) .Reverse();The Reverse operator, like many other operators, does not have a
corresponding keyword in query expressions. However, you can merge query expression syntax
with operators (described in Chapter 2) as shown in Example 3-15.Example 3-15. The Reverse
operator applied to a query expression with orderby and thenbyvar expr = (from c in
customers where c.Country == Countries.Italy orderby c.Name descending, c.City select
new { c.Name, c.City } ).Reverse();As you can see, we apply the Reverse operator to the
expression resulting from Example 3-11. Under the covers, the inner query expression is first
translated to the resulting list of extension methods, and then the Reverse method is applied at
the end of the extension methods chain. It is just like Example 3-14, but hopefully easier to
write.Grouping OperatorsNow you have seen how to select, filter, and order sequences of items.
Sometimes when querying contents, you also need to group results based on specific criteria.
To realize content groupings, you use a grouping operator.The GroupBy operator, also called a
grouping operator, is the only operator of this family and provides a rich set of eight overloads.
Here are the first four:public static IEnumerable<IGrouping<TKey, TSource>>
GroupBy<TSource, TKey>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource, TKey>
keySelector);public static IEnumerable<IGrouping<TKey, TSource>> GroupBy<TSource,



TKey>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource, TKey> keySelector,
IEqualityComparer<TKey> comparer);public static IEnumerable<IGrouping<TKey, TElement>>
GroupBy<TSource, TKey, TElement>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource,
TKey> keySelector, Func<TSource, TElement> elementSelector);public static
IEnumerable<IGrouping<TKey, TElement>> GroupBy<TSource, TKey, TElement>( this
IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource, TKey> keySelector, Func<TSource,
TElement> elementSelector, IEqualityComparer<TKey> comparer);These GroupBy method
overloads select pairs of keys and items for each item in source. They use the keySelector
predicate to extract the Key value from each item to group results based on the different Key
values. The elementSelector argument, if present, defines a function that maps the source
element within the source sequence to the destination element of the resulting sequence. If you
do not specify the elementSelector, elements are mapped directly from the source to the
destination. (You will see an example of this later in the chapter, in Example 3-18.) They then
yield a sequence of IGrouping<TKey, TElement> objects, where each group consists of a
sequence of items with a common Key value.The IGrouping<TKey, TElement> generic interface
is a specialized implementation of IEnumerable<TElement>. This implementation can return a
specific Key of type TKey for each item within the enumeration:public interface IGrouping<TKey,
TElement> : IEnumerable<TElement> { TKey Key { get; }}From a practical point of view, a type
that implements this generic interface is simply a typed enumeration with an identifying type Key
for each item.There are also four more signatures useful to shape a custom result
projection:public static IEnumerable<TResult> GroupBy<TSource, TKey, TResult>( this
IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource, TKey> keySelector, Func<TKey,
IEnumerable<TSource>, TResult> resultSelector);public static IEnumerable<TResult>
GroupBy<TSource, TKey, TElement, TResult>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source,
Func<TSource, TKey> keySelector, Func<TSource, TElement> elementSelector, Func<TKey,
IEnumerable<TSource>, TResult> resultSelector);public static IEnumerable<TResult>
GroupBy<TSource, TKey, TResult>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource,
TKey> keySelector, Func<TKey, IEnumerable<TSource>, TResult> resultSelector,
IEqualityComparer<TKey> comparer);public static IEnumerable<TResult> GroupBy<TSource,
TKey, Telement, TResult>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource, TKey>
keySelector, Func<TSource, TElement> elementSelector, Func<TKey,
IEnumerable<TSource>, TResult> resultSelector, IEqualityComparer<TKey> comparer);With
the resultSelector argument present in these last signatures, you can define a projection for the
GroupBy operation, which lets you return an IEnumerable<TResult>. This last set of overloads is
useful for selecting a flattened enumeration of items, based on aggregations over the grouping
sets. You will see an example of this syntax later in this section.One last optional argument you
can pass to some of these methods is a custom comparer, which is useful when you need to
compare key values and define group membership. If no custom comparer is provided, the
EqualityComparer<TKey>.Default is used. The order of keys and items within each group



corresponds to their occurrence within the source. Example 3-16 shows an example of using the
GroupBy operator.Example 3-16. The GroupBy operator used to group customers by Countryvar
expr = customers.GroupBy(c => c.Country);foreach(IGrouping<Countries, Customer>
customerGroup in expr) { Console.WriteLine("Country: {0}", customerGroup.Key); foreach(var
item in customerGroup) { Console.WriteLine("\t{0}", item); }}Here is the console output of
Example 3-16:Country: Italy Name: Paolo - City: Brescia - Country: Italy Name: Marco -
City: Torino - Country: ItalyCountry: USA Name: James - City: Dallas - Country: USA
Name: Frank - City: Seattle - Country: USAAs Example 3-16 shows, you need to enumerate all
group keys before iterating over the items contained within each group. Each group is an
instance of a type that implements IGrouping<Countries, Customer>, because the code uses
the default elementSelector that directly projects the source Customer instances into the result.
In query expressions, the GroupBy operator can be defined using the group … by … syntax,
which is shown in Example 3-17.Example 3-17. A query expression with a group … by …
syntaxvar expr = from c in customers group c by c.Country;foreach(IGrouping<Countries,
Customer> customerGroup in expr) { Console.WriteLine("Country: {0}", customerGroup.Key);
foreach(var item in customerGroup) { Console.WriteLine("\t{0}", item); }}The code defined
in Example 3-16 is semantically equivalent to that shown in Example 3-17.Example 3-18 is
another example of grouping, this time with a custom elementSelector.Example 3-18. The
GroupBy operator used to group customer names by Countryvar expr = customers
.GroupBy(c => c.Country, c => c.Name);foreach(IGrouping<Countries, String> customerGroup
in expr) { Console.WriteLine("Country: {0}", customerGroup.Key); foreach(var item in
customerGroup) { Console.WriteLine("\t{0}", item); }}Here is the result of this code:Country:
Italy Paolo MarcoCountry: USA James FrankIn this last example, the result is a class that
implements IGrouping<Countries, String>, because the elementSelector predicate projects only
the customers’ names (of type String) into the output sequence.In Example 3-19, you can see
an example of using the GroupBy operator with a resultSelector predicate
argument.Example 3-19. The GroupBy operator used to group customer names by Countryvar
expr = customers .GroupBy(c => c.Country, (k, c) => new { Key = k, Count =
c.Count() });foreach (var group in expr) { Console.WriteLine("Key: {0} - Count: {1}", group.Key,
group.Count);}This last example projected the Key value of each group and the Count of
elements for each group. In cases when you need them, there are also GroupBy overloads that
allow you to define both a resultSelector and a custom elementSelector. They are useful
whenever you need to project groups, calculating aggregations on each group of items, but also
having the single items through a custom elementSelector predicate. Example 3-20 shows an
example.Example 3-20. The GroupBy operator used to group customer names by Country, with
a custom resultSelector and elementSelectorvar expr = customers .GroupBy( c =>
c.Country, // keySelector c => new { OrdersCount = c.Orders.Count() }, // elementSelector
(key, elements) => new { // resultSelector Key = key, Count = elements.Count(),
OrdersCount = elements.Sum(item => item.OrdersCount) });foreach (var group in expr) {



Console.WriteLine("Key: {0} - Count: {1} - Orders Count: {2}", group.Key, group.Count ,
group.OrdersCount);}The code in Example 3-20 shows an example of a query that returns a flat
enumeration of items made of customers grouped by Country, the count of customers for each
group, and the total count of orders executed by customers of each group. Notice that the result
of the query is an IEnumerable<TResult> and not an IGrouping<TKey, TElement>. Here is the
output of the code in Example 3-20:Key: Italy - Count: 2 - Orders Count: 4Key: USA - Count: 2 -
Orders Count: 2Join OperatorsJoin operators define relationships within sequences in query
expressions. From a SQL and relational point of view, almost every query requires joining one or
more tables. In LINQ, a set of join operators implements this behavior.JoinThe first operator of
this group is, of course, the Join method, defined by the following signatures:public static
IEnumerable<TResult> Join<TOuter, TInner, TKey, TResult>( this IEnumerable<TOuter>
outer, IEnumerable<TInner> inner, Func<TOuter, TKey> outerKeySelector, Func<TInner,
TKey> innerKeySelector, Func<TOuter, TInner, TResult> resultSelector);public static
IEnumerable<TResult> Join<TOuter, TInner, TKey, TResult>( this IEnumerable<TOuter>
outer, IEnumerable<TInner> inner, Func<TOuter, TKey> outerKeySelector, Func<TInner,
TKey> innerKeySelector, Func<TOuter, TInner, TResult> resultSelector,
IEqualityComparer<TKey> comparer);Join requires a set of four generic types. The TOuter type
represents the type of the outer source sequence, and the TInner type describes the type of the
inner source sequence. The predicates outerKeySelector and innerKeySelector define how to
extract the identifying keys from the outer and inner source sequence items, respectively. These
keys are both of type TKey, and their equivalence defines the join condition. The resultSelector
predicate defines what to project into the result sequence, which will be an implementation of
IEnumerable<TResult>. TResult is the last generic type needed by the operator, and it defines
the type of each single item in the join result sequence. The second overload of the method has
an additional custom equality comparer, used to compare the keys. If the comparer argument is
null or if the first overload of the method is invoked, a default key comparer
(EqualityComparer<TKey>.Default) will be used.Here is an example that will make the use of
Join clearer. Consider the sample customers, with their orders and products. In Example 3-21, a
query joins orders with their corresponding products.Example 3-21. The Join operator used to
map orders with productsvar expr = customers .SelectMany(c => c.Orders) .Join( products,
o => o.IdProduct, p => p.IdProduct, (o, p) => new {o.Month, o.Shipped,
p.IdProduct, p.Price } );The following is the result of the query:{Month = January, Shipped =
False, IdProduct = 1, Price = 10}{Month = May, Shipped = True, IdProduct = 2, Price = 20}
{Month = July, Shipped = False, IdProduct = 1, Price = 10}{Month = December, Shipped = True,
IdProduct = 3, Price = 30}{Month = December, Shipped = True, IdProduct = 3, Price = 30}{Month
= July, Shipped = False, IdProduct = 5, Price = 50}In this example, orders represents the outer
sequence and products is the inner sequence. The o and p used in lambda expressions are of
type Order and Product, respectively. Internally, the operator collects the elements of the inner
sequence into a hash table, using their keys extracted with innerKeySelector. It then enumerates



the outer sequence and maps its elements, based on the Key value extracted with
outerKeySelector, to the hash table of items. Because of its implementation, the Join operator
result sequence keeps the order of the outer sequence first, and then uses the order of the inner
sequence for each outer sequence element.From a SQL point of view, the example in
Example 3-21 can be thought of as an inner equijoin somewhat like the following SQL
query:SELECT o.Month, o.Shipped, p.IdProduct, p.PriceFROM Orders AS oINNER JOIN
Products AS p ON o.IdProduct = p.IdProductIf you want to translate the SQL syntax into the
Join operator syntax, you can think about the columns selection in SQL as the resultSelector
predicate, while the equality condition on IdProduct columns (of orders and products)
corresponds to the pair of innerKeySelector and outerKeySelector predicates.The Join operator
has a corresponding query expression syntax, which is shown in
Example 3-22.Example 3-22. The Join operator query expression syntaxvar expr = from c in
customers from o in c.Orders join p in products on o.IdProduct equals
p.IdProduct select new {o.Month, o.Shipped, p.IdProduct, p.Price };ImportantAs described in
Chapter 2, the order of items to relate (o.IdProduct equals p.IdProduct) in query expression
syntax must specify the outer sequence first and the inner sequence after; otherwise, the query
expression will not compile. This requirement is different from standard SQL queries, in which
item ordering does not matter.In Example 3-23, you can see the Visual Basic syntax
corresponding to Example 3-22. Take a look at the SQL-like selection syntax.Example 3-23. The
Join operator query expression syntax expressed in Visual BasicDim expr = From c In
customers From o In c.Orders Join p In products On o.IdProduct Equals p.IdProduct
Select o.Month, o.Shipped, p.IdProduct, p.PriceGroupJoinIn cases in which you need to define
something similar to a SQL LEFT OUTER JOIN or a RIGHT OUTER JOIN, you need to use the
GroupJoin operator. Its signatures are quite similar to the Join operator:public static
IEnumerable<TResult> GroupJoin<TOuter, TInner, TKey, TResult>( this
IEnumerable<TOuter> outer, IEnumerable<TInner> inner, Func<TOuter, TKey>
outerKeySelector, Func<TInner, TKey> innerKeySelector, Func<TOuter,
IEnumerable<TInner>, TResult> resultSelector);public static IEnumerable<TResult>
GroupJoin<TOuter, TInner, TKey, TResult>( this IEnumerable<TOuter> outer,
IEnumerable<TInner> inner, Func<TOuter, TKey> outerKeySelector, Func<TInner,
TKey> innerKeySelector, Func<TOuter, IEnumerable<TInner>, TResult> resultSelector,
IEqualityComparer<TKey> comparer);The only difference is the definition of the resultSelector
projector. It requires an instance of IEnumerable<TInner>, instead of a single object of type
TInner, because it projects a hierarchical result of type IEnumerable<TResult>. Each item of
type TResult consists of an item extracted from the outer sequence and a group of items, of type
TInner, joined from the inner sequence.As a result of this behavior, the output is not a flattened
outer equijoin, which would be produced by using the Join operator, but a hierarchical sequence
of items. Nevertheless, you can define queries using GroupJoin with results equivalent to the
Join operator whenever the mapping is a one-to-one relationship. In cases in which a



corresponding element group in the inner sequence is absent, the GroupJoin operator extracts
the outer sequence element paired with an empty sequence (Count = 0). In Example 3-24, you
can see an example of this operator.Example 3-24. The GroupJoin operator used to map
products with orders, if presentvar expr = products .GroupJoin( customers.SelectMany(c
=> c.Orders), p => p.IdProduct, o => o.IdProduct, (p, orders) => new { p.IdProduct,
Orders = orders });foreach(var item in expr) { Console.WriteLine("Product: {0}",
item.IdProduct); foreach (var order in item.Orders) { Console.WriteLine("\t{0}", order); }}The
following is the result of Example 3-24:Product: 1 IdOrder: 1 - IdProduct: 1 - Quantity: 3 -
Shipped: False - Month: January IdOrder: 3 - IdProduct: 1 - Quantity: 10 - Shipped: False -
Month: JulyProduct: 2 IdOrder: 2 - IdProduct: 2 - Quantity: 5 - Shipped: True - Month:
MayProduct: 3 IdOrder: 4 - IdProduct: 3 - Quantity: 20 - Shipped: True - Month: December
IdOrder: 5 - IdProduct: 3 - Quantity: 20 - Shipped: True - Month: DecemberProduct: 4Product: 5
IdOrder: 6 - IdProduct: 5 - Quantity: 20 - Shipped: False - Month: JulyProduct: 6You can see that
products 4 and 6 have no mapping orders, but the query returns them nonetheless. You can
think about this operator like a SELECT … FOR XML AUTO query in Transact-SQL. In fact, it
returns results hierarchically grouped like a set of XML nodes nested within their parent nodes,
similar to the default result of a FOR XML AUTO query.In a query expression, the GroupJoin
operator is defined as a join … into … clause. The query expression shown in Example 3-24 is
equivalent to Example 3-25.Example 3-25. A query expression with a join … into … clausevar
customersOrders = from c in customers from o in c.Orders select o;var expr = from p
in products join o in customersOrders on p.IdProduct equals o.IdProduct into
orders select new { p.IdProduct, Orders = orders };In this example, we first define an expression
called customersOrders to extract the flat list of orders. (This expression still uses the
SelectMany operator because of the double from clause.) You could also define a single query
expression, nesting the customersOrders expression within the main query. This approach is
shown in Example 3-26.Example 3-26. The query expression of Listing 3-25 in its compact
versionvar expr = from p in products join o in ( from c in customers from o in
c.Orders select o ) on p.IdProduct equals o.IdProduct into orders select new
{ p.IdProduct, Orders = orders };Set OperatorsOur journey through LINQ operators continues
with a group of methods that handle sets of data, applying common set operations (union,
intersect, and except) and selecting unique occurrences of items (distinct).DistinctImagine that
you want to extract all products that are mapped to orders, avoiding duplicates. This requirement
could be solved in standard SQL by using a DISTINCT clause within a JOIN query. LINQ
provides a Distinct operator too. Its signatures are quite simple. It requires only a source
sequence, from which all the distinct occurrences of items will be yielded, and provides an
overload with a custom IEqualityComparer<TSource>, which you will learn later:public static
IEnumerable<TSource> Distinct<TSource>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source);public static
IEnumerable<TSource> Distinct<TSource>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source,
IEqualityComparer<TSource> comparer);An example of the operator is shown in



Example 3-27.Example 3-27. The Distinct operator applied to the list of products used in
ordersvar expr = customers .SelectMany(c => c.Orders) .Join(products, o =>
o.IdProduct, p => p.IdProduct, (o, p) => p) .Distinct();Distinct does not have an
equivalent query expression clause; therefore, just as in Example 3-15, you can apply this
operator to the result of a query expression, as shown in Example 3-28.Example 3-28. The
Distinct operator applied to a query expressionvar expr = (from c in customers from o in
c.Orders join p in products on o.IdProduct equals p.IdProduct select p
).Distinct();By default, Distinct compares and identifies elements using their GetHashCode and
Equals methods because internally it uses a default comparer of type
EqualityComparer<T>.Default. You can, if necessary, override the type behavior to change the
Distinct result, or you can just use the second overload of the Distinct method:public static
IEnumerable<TSource> Distinct<TSource>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source,
IEqualityComparer<TSource> comparer);This last overload accepts a comparer argument,
available so you can provide a custom comparer for instances of type TSource.NoteYou will see
an example of how to compare reference types in the Union operator in Example 3-29.Union,
Intersect, and ExceptThe group of set operators contains three more operators that are useful
for classic set operations: Union, Intersect, and Except, all of which share a similar
definition:public static IEnumerable<TSource> Union<TSource>( this IEnumerable<TSource>
first, IEnumerable<TSource> second);public static IEnumerable<TSource> Union<TSource>(
this IEnumerable<TSource> first, IEnumerable<TSource> second,
IEqualityComparer<TSource> comparer);public static IEnumerable<TSource>
Intersect<TSource>( this IEnumerable<TSource> first, IEnumerable<TSource>
second);public static IEnumerable<TSource> Intersect<TSource>( this
IEnumerable<TSource> first, IEnumerable<TSource> second, IEqualityComparer<TSource>
comparer);public static IEnumerable<TSource> Except<TSource>( this
IEnumerable<TSource> first, IEnumerable<TSource> second);public static
IEnumerable<TSource> Except<TSource>( this IEnumerable<TSource> first,
IEnumerable<TSource> second, IEqualityComparer<TSource> comparer);The Union operator
enumerates the first sequence and the second sequence in that order and yields each element
that has not already been yielded. For example, in Example 3-29, you can see how to merge two
sets of Integer numbers.Example 3-29. The Union operator applied to sets of Integer
numbersInt32[] setOne = {1, 5, 6, 9};Int32[] setTwo = {4, 5, 7, 11};var union =
setOne.Union(setTwo);foreach (var i in union) { Console.Write(i + ", ");}Chapter 3. Linq to
ObjectsModern programming languages and software development architectures are based
increasingly on object-oriented design and development. As a result, you often need to query
and manage objects and collections rather than records and data tables. You also need tools
and languages that work independently of specific data sources or persistence layers. LINQ to
Objects is the main implementation of Microsoft Language Integrated Query (LINQ). You can
use it to query in-memory collections of objects, entities, and items.This chapter describes the



main classes and operators on which LINQ is based, so you will understand its architecture and
become familiar with its syntax. The examples in this chapter use LINQ to Objects so that the
content can focus on queries and operators.Sample Data for ExamplesThe data used in the
examples in this chapter consists of a set of customers, each of which has ordered products.
The following Microsoft Visual C# code defines these types.public enum Countries { USA,
Italy,}public class Customer { public string Name; public string City; public Countries
Country; public Order[] Orders; public override string ToString() { return
String.Format("Name: {0} - City: {1} - Country: {2}", this.Name, this.City, this.Country ); }}
public class Order { public int IdOrder; public int Quantity; public bool Shipped; public string
Month; public int IdProduct; public override string ToString() { return
String.Format( "IdOrder: {0} - IdProduct: {1} - " + "Quantity: {2} - Shipped: {3} - "
+ "Month: {4}", this.IdOrder, this.IdProduct, this.Quantity,
this.Shipped, this.Month); }}public class Product { public int IdProduct; public decimal Price;
public override string ToString() { return String.Format("IdProduct: {0} - Price: {1}",
this.IdProduct, this.Price ); }}The following code excerpt initializes some instances of these
types.// -------------------------------------------------------// Initialize a collection of customers with their
orders:// -------------------------------------------------------customers = new Customer[] { new Customer
{Name = "Paolo", City = "Brescia", Country = Countries.Italy, Orders = new Order[] {
new Order { IdOrder = 1, Quantity = 3, IdProduct = 1 , Shipped = false, Month =
"January"}, new Order { IdOrder = 2, Quantity = 5, IdProduct = 2 ,
Shipped = true, Month = "May"}}}, new Customer {Name = "Marco", City = "Torino",
Country = Countries.Italy, Orders = new Order[] { new Order { IdOrder = 3, Quantity =
10, IdProduct = 1 , Shipped = false, Month = "July"}, new Order { IdOrder
= 4, Quantity = 20, IdProduct = 3 , Shipped = true, Month = "December"}}}, new
Customer {Name = "James", City = "Dallas", Country = Countries.USA, Orders = new
Order[] { new Order { IdOrder = 5, Quantity = 20, IdProduct = 3 , Shipped
= true, Month = "December"}}}, new Customer {Name = "Frank", City = "Seattle", Country
= Countries.USA, Orders = new Order[] { new Order { IdOrder = 6, Quantity = 20,
IdProduct = 5 , Shipped = false, Month = "July"}}}};products = new Product[] {
new Product {IdProduct = 1, Price = 10 }, new Product {IdProduct = 2, Price = 20 }, new
Product {IdProduct = 3, Price = 30 }, new Product {IdProduct = 4, Price = 40 }, new Product
{IdProduct = 5, Price = 50 }, new Product {IdProduct = 6, Price = 60 }};Here is the
corresponding Microsoft Visual Basic type definition code.Public Enum Countries USA
ItalyEnd EnumPublic Class Customer Public Name As String Public City As String Public
Country As Countries Public Orders As Order() Public Overrides Function ToString() As
String Return String.Format("Name: {0} - City: {1} - Country: {2}", Me.Name, Me.City,
Me.Country) End FunctionEnd ClassPublic Class Order Public IdOrder As Integer Public
Quantity As Integer Public Shipped As Boolean Public Month As String Public IdProduct As
Integer Public Overrides Function ToString() As String Return String.Format ( "IdOrder:



{0} - IdProduct: {1} - " & "Quantity: {2} - Shipped: {3} - " & "Month: {4}", Me.IdOrder,
Me.IdProduct, Me.Quantity, Me.Shipped, Me.Month) End FunctionEnd ClassPublic Class
Product Public IdProduct As Integer Public Price As Decimal Public Overrides Function
ToString() As String Return String.Format("IdProduct: {0} - Price: {1}", Me.IdProduct,
Me.Price) End FunctionEnd ClassAnd here is the corresponding Visual Basic initialization
code.' -------------------------------------------------------' Initialize a collection of customers with their
orders:' -------------------------------------------------------customers = New Customer() { New
Customer With {.Name = "Paolo", .City = "Brescia", .Country = Countries.Italy, .Orders = New
Order() { New Order With {.IdOrder = 1, .Quantity = 3, .IdProduct = 1, .Shipped =
False, .Month = "January"}, New Order With {.IdOrder = 2, .Quantity = 5, .IdProduct = 2,
.Shipped = True, .Month = "May"}}}, New Customer With {.Name = "Marco", .City =
"Torino", .Country = Countries.Italy, .Orders = New Order() { New Order With {.IdOrder
= 3, .Quantity = 10, .IdProduct = 1, .Shipped = False, .Month = "July"}, New Order
With {.IdOrder = 4, .Quantity = 20, .IdProduct = 3, .Shipped = True, .Month =
"December"}}}, New Customer With {.Name = "James", .City = "Dallas", .Country =
Countries.USA, .Orders = New Order() { New Order With {.IdOrder = 5, .Quantity =
20, .IdProduct = 3, .Shipped = True, .Month = "December"}}}, New Customer With
{.Name = "Frank", .City = "Seattle", .Country = Countries.USA, .Orders = New Order() {
New Order With {.IdOrder = 6, .Quantity = 20, .IdProduct = 5, .Shipped = False, .Month
= "July"}}}}products = New Product() { New Product With {.IdProduct = 1, .Price = 10}, New
Product With {.IdProduct = 2, .Price = 20}, New Product With {.IdProduct = 3, .Price = 30},
New Product With {.IdProduct = 4, .Price = 40}, New Product With {.IdProduct = 5, .Price =
50}, New Product With {.IdProduct = 6, .Price = 60}}Query OperatorsThis section describes the
main methods and generic delegates provided by the System.Linq namespace, which is hosted
by System.Core.dll, for querying items with LINQ.The Where OperatorImagine that you need to
list the names and cities of customers from Italy. To filter a set of items, you can use the Where
operator, which is also called a restriction operator because it restricts a set of items.
Example 3-1 shows a simple example.Example 3-1. A query with a restrictionvar expr = from c
in customers where c.Country == Countries.Italy select new { c.Name, c.City };Here are the
signatures of the Where operator:public static IEnumerable<TSource> Where<TSource>( this
IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource, Boolean> predicate);public static
IEnumerable<TSource> Where<TSource>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source,
Func<TSource, Int32, Boolean> predicate);As you can see, two signatures are available.
Example 3-1 uses the first one, which enumerates items of the source sequence and yields
those that verify the predicate (c.Country == Countries.Italy). The second signature accepts an
additional parameter of type Int32 for the predicate, which is used as a zero-based index of the
elements within the source sequence. Keep in mind that passing null arguments to the
predicates results in an ArgumentNullException error. You can use the index parameter to start
filtering by a particular index, as shown in Example 3-2.Example 3-2. A query with a restriction



and an index-based filtervar expr = customers .Where((c, index) => (c.Country ==
Countries.Italy && index >= 1)) .Select(c => c.Name);ImportantExample 3-2 uses the method
syntax because the version of Where that we want to call is not supported by an equivalent
query expression clause. We will use both syntaxes from here onward.The result of Example 3-2
will be a list of Italian customers, skipping the first one. As you can see from the following
console output, the index-based partitioning occurs over the data source already filtered by
Country. The results show a single name:MarcoThe capability to filter items of the source
sequence by using their positional index is useful when you want to extract a specific page of
data from a large sequence of items. Example 3-3 shows an example.Example 3-3. A query with
a paging restrictionint start = 5;int end = 10;var expr = customers .Where((c, index) => ((index
>= start) && (index < end))) .Select(c => c.Name);NoteKeep in mind that it is generally not a
good practice to store large sequences of data loaded from a database persistence layer in
memory; thus, in general, you should not have to paginate data in memory. Usually, it is better to
page data at the persistence layer level.Projection OperatorsThe following sections describe
how to use projection operators. You use these operators to select (or “project”) contents from
the source enumeration into the result.SelectIn Example 3-1, you saw an example of defining
the result of the query by using the Select operator. The signatures for the Select operator
are:public static IEnumerable<TResult> Select<TSource, TResult>( this
IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource, TResult> selector);public static
IEnumerable<TResult> Select<TSource, TResult>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source,
Func<TSource, Int32, TResult> selector);The Select operator is a projection operator because
it projects the query results, making them available through an object that implements
IEnumerable<TResult>. This object will enumerate items identified by the selector predicate.
Like the Where operator, Select enumerates the source sequence and yields the result of the
selector predicate. Consider the following predicate:var expr = customers.Select(c =>
c.Name);This predicate’s result is a sequence of customer names (IEnumerable<String>). Now
consider this example:var expr = customers.Select(c => new { c.Name, c.City });This predicate
projects a sequence of instances of an anonymous type, defined as a tuple of Name and City,
for each customer object. With this second Select overload, you can also provide an argument
of type Int32 for the predicate—a zero-based index used to define the positional index of each
item inserted in the resulting sequence. Example 3-4 shows an example.Example 3-4. A
projection with an index argument in the selector predicatevar expr = customers .Select((c,
index) => new { index, c.Name, c.Country } );foreach (var item in expr) {
Console.WriteLine(item);}Running the query in Example 3-4 produces this result:{ index = 0,
Name = Paolo, Country = Italy }{ index = 1, Name = Marco, Country = Italy }{ index = 2, Name =
James, Country = USA }{ index = 3, Name = Frank, Country = USA }As with the Where operator,
the Select operator’s simple overload is available as a query expression keyword, while the more
complex overload needs to be invoked explicitly as an extension method.As you have already
seen in Chapter 2, the query expression syntax of the Select operator changes slightly between



C# and Visual Basic in respect to anonymous type projection. In Visual Basic, anonymous type
creation is implicitly determined by the query syntax, whereas in C#, you must explicitly declare
that you want a new anonymous type.SelectManyImagine that you want to select all the orders
of customers from Italy. You could write the query shown in Example 3-5 using the verbose
method.Example 3-5. The list of orders made by Italian customersvar orders = customers
.Where(c => c.Country == Countries.Italy) .Select(c => c.Orders);foreach(var item in orders)
{ Console.WriteLine(item); }Because of the behavior of the Select operator, the resulting type of
this query will be IEnumerable<Order[]>, where each item in the resulting sequence represents
the array of orders of a single customer. In fact, the Orders property of a Customer instance is of
type Order[]. The output of the code in Example 3-5 would be the following:DevLeap.Linq.LinqTo
Objects.Operators.Order[]DevLeap.Linq.LinqToObjects.Operators.Order[]To have a “flat”
IEnumerable<Order> result type, you need to use the SelectMany operator:public static
IEnumerable<TResult> SelectMany<TSource, TResult>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source,
Func<TSource, IEnumerable<TResult>> selector);public static IEnumerable<TResult>
SelectMany<TSource, TResult>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource, Int32,
IEnumerable<TResult>> selector);public static IEnumerable<TResult> SelectMany<TSource,
TCollection, TResult>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource,
IEnumerable<TCollection>> collectionSelector, Func<TSource, TCollection, TResult>
resultSelector);public static IEnumerable<TResult> SelectMany<TSource, TCollection,
TResult>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource, Int32,
IEnumerable<TCollection>> collectionSelector, Func<TSource, TCollection, TResult>
resultSelector);This operator enumerates the source sequence and merges the resulting items,
providing them as a single enumerable sequence. The second overload available is analogous
to the equivalent overload for Select, which allows a zero-based integer index for indexing
purposes. Example 3-6 shows an example.Example 3-6. The flattened list of orders made by
Italian customersvar orders = customers .Where(c => c.Country == Countries.Italy)
.SelectMany(c => c.Orders);Using the query expression syntax, the query in Example 3-6 can
be written with the code shown in Example 3-7.Example 3-7. The flattened list of orders made by
Italian customers, written with a query expressionvar orders = from c in customers where
c.Country == Countries.Italy from o in c.Orders select o;Both Example 3-6 and
Example 3-7 have the following output, where the ToString override of the Order type is
used:IdOrder: 1 - IdProduct: 1 - Quantity: 3 - Shipped: False - Month: JanuaryIdOrder: 2 -
IdProduct: 2 - Quantity: 5 - Shipped: True - Month: MayIdOrder: 3 - IdProduct: 1 - Quantity: 10 -
Shipped: False - Month: JulyIdOrder: 4 - IdProduct: 3 - Quantity: 20 - Shipped: True - Month:
DecemberThe select keyword in query expressions, for all but the initial from clause, is
translated to invocations of SelectMany. In other words, every time you see a query expression
with more than one from clause, you can apply this rule: the select over the first from clause is
converted to an invocation of Select, and the other select commands are translated into a
SelectMany call.The third and fourth overloads of SelectMany are useful whenever you need to



select a custom result from the source set of sequences instead of simply merging their items,
as with the two previous overloads. These overloads invoke the collectionSelector projection
over the source sequence and return the result of the resultSelector projection. The result is
applied to each item in the collections selected by collectionSelector and eventually projects a
zero-based integer index in the case of the last SelectMany overload shown. In Example 3-8,
you can see an example of the third method overload used to extract a new anonymous type
made from the Quantity and IdProduct of each order by Italian customers.Example 3-8. The list
of Quantity and IdProduct of orders made by Italian customersvar items = customers .Where(c
=> c.Country == Countries.Italy) .SelectMany(c => c.Orders, (c, o) => new { o.Quantity,
o.IdProduct });You can write the same query as in Example 3-8 with the query expression shown
in Example 3-9.Example 3-9. The list of Quantity and IdProduct of orders made by Italian
customers, written with a query expressionvar items = from c in customers where c.Country
== Countries.Italy from o in c.Orders select new {o.Quantity, o.IdProduct};Ordering
OperatorsAnother useful set of operators is the ordering operators group. Ordering operators
determine the ordering and direction of elements in output sequences.OrderBy and
OrderByDescendingSometimes it is helpful to apply an ordering to the results of a database
query. LINQ can order the results of queries, in ascending or descending order, using ordering
operators, similar to SQL syntax. For example, if you need to select the Name and City of all
Italian customers in descending order by Name, you can write the corresponding query
expression shown in Example 3-10.Example 3-10. A query expression with a descending
orderby clausevar expr = from c in customers where c.Country == Countries.Italy orderby
c.Name descending select new { c.Name, c.City };The query expression syntax will translate
the orderby keyword into one of the following ordering extension methods:public static
IOrderedEnumerable<TSource> OrderBy<TSource, TKey>( this IEnumerable<TSource>
source, Func<TSource, TKey> keySelector);public static IOrderedEnumerable<TSource>
OrderBy<TSource, TKey>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource, TKey>
keySelector, IComparer<TKey> comparer);public static IOrderedEnumerable<TSource>
OrderByDescending<TSource, TKey>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource,
TKey> keySelector);public static IOrderedEnumerable<TSource>
OrderByDescending<TSource, TKey>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource,
TKey> keySelector, IComparer<TKey> comparer);As you can see, the two main extension
methods, OrderBy and OrderByDescending, both have two overloads. The methods’ names
suggest their objective: OrderBy is for ascending order, and OrderByDescending is for
descending order. The keySelector argument represents a function that extracts a key, of type
TKey, from each item of type TSource, taken from the source sequence. The extracted key
represents the typed content to be compared by the comparer while ordering, and the TSource
type describes the type of each item of the source sequence. Both methods have an overload
that allows you to provide a custom comparer. If no comparer is provided or the comparer
argument is null, the Default property of the Comparer<T> generic type is used



(Comparer<TKey>.Default).ImportantThe default Comparer returned by Comparer<T>.Default
uses the generic interface IComparable<T> to compare two objects. If type T does not
implement the System.IComparable<T> generic interface, the Default property of Comparer<T>
returns a Comparer that uses the System.IComparable interface. If the type of T does not
implement either of these interfaces, the Compare method of the Default comparer will throw an
exception.It is important to emphasize that these ordering methods return not just
IEnumerable<TSource> but IOrderedEnumerable<TSource>, which is an interface that extends
IEnumerable<T>.The query expression in Example 3-10 will be translated to the following
extension method calls:var expr = customers .Where(c => c.Country == Countries.Italy)
.OrderByDescending(c => c.Name) .Select(c => new { c.Name, c.City } );As you can see from
the previous code excerpt, the OrderByDescending method, as well as all the ordering methods,
accepts a key selector lambda expression that selects the key value from the range variable (c)
of the current context. The selector can extract any sorting field available in the range variable,
even if it is not projected in the output by the Select method. For example, you can sort
customers by Country and select their Name and City properties.ThenBy and
ThenByDescendingWhenever you need to order data by many different keys, you can take
advantage of the ThenBy and ThenByDescending operators. Here are their signatures:public
static IOrderedEnumerable<TSource> ThenBy<TSource, TKey>( this
IOrderedEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource, TKey> keySelector);public static
IOrderedEnumerable<TSource> ThenBy<TSource, TKey>( this
IOrderedEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource, TKey> keySelector,
IComparer<TKey> comparer);public static IOrderedEnumerable<TSource>
ThenByDescending<TSource, TKey>( this IOrderedEnumerable<TSource> source,
Func<TSource, TKey> keySelector);public static IOrderedEnumerable<TSource>
ThenByDescending<TSource, TKey>( this IOrderedEnumerable<TSource> source,
Func<TSource, TKey> keySelector, IComparer<TKey> comparer);These operators have
signatures similar to OrderBy and OrderByDescending. The difference is that ThenBy and
ThenByDescending can be applied only to IOrderedEnumerable<T> and not to any
IEnumerable<T>. Therefore, you can use the ThenBy or ThenByDescending operators just after
the first use of OrderBy or OrderByDescending. Here is an example:var expr = customers
.Where(c => c.Country == Countries.Italy) .OrderByDescending(c => c.Name) .ThenBy(c =>
c.City) .Select(c => new { c.Name, c.City } );In Example 3-11, you can see the corresponding
query expression.Example 3-11. A query expression with orderby and thenbyvar expr = from
c in customers where c.Country == Countries.Italy orderby c.Name descending, c.City
select new { c.Name, c.City };ImportantIn the case of multiple occurrences of the same key
within a sequence to be ordered, the result is not guaranteed to be “stable.” In such conditions,
the original ordering might not be preserved by the comparer.A custom comparer might be
useful when the items in your source sequence need to be ordered using custom logic. For
example, imagine that you want to select all the orders of your customers ordered by month,



shown in Example 3-12.Example 3-12. A query expression ordered using the comparer provided
by Comparer<T>.Defaultvar expr = from c in customers from o in c.Orders orderby
o.Month select o;If you apply the default comparer to the Month property of the orders, you
will get a result alphabetically ordered because of the behavior of Comparer<T>.Default, which
was described earlier. The result is wrong because the Month property is just a string and not a
number or a date:IdOrder: 4 - IdProduct: 3 - Quantity: 20 - Shipped: True - Month:
DecemberIdOrder: 5 - IdProduct: 3 - Quantity: 20 - Shipped: True - Month: DecemberIdOrder: 1 -
IdProduct: 1 - Quantity: 3 - Shipped: False - Month: JanuaryIdOrder: 3 - IdProduct: 1 - Quantity:
10 - Shipped: False - Month: JulyIdOrder: 6 - IdProduct: 5 - Quantity: 20 - Shipped: False -
Month: JulyIdOrder: 2 - IdProduct: 2 - Quantity: 5 - Shipped: True - Month: MayYou should use a
custom MonthComparer that correctly compares months:using System.Globalization;class
MonthComparer: IComparer<string> { public int Compare(string x, string y) { DateTime
xDate = DateTime.ParseExact(x, "MMMM", new CultureInfo("en-US")); DateTime yDate =
DateTime.ParseExact(y, "MMMM", new CultureInfo("en-US"));
return(Comparer<DateTime>.Default.Compare(xDate, yDate)); }}The newly defined custom
MonthComparer could be passed as a parameter while invoking the OrderBy extension method,
as in Example 3-13.Example 3-13. A custom comparer used with an OrderBy operatorvar orders
= customers .SelectMany(c => c.Orders) .OrderBy(o => o.Month, new
MonthComparer());Now the result of Example 3-13 will be the following, correctly ordered by
month:IdOrder: 1 - IdProduct: 1 - Quantity: 3 - Shipped: False - Month: JanuaryIdOrder: 2 -
IdProduct: 2 - Quantity: 5 - Shipped: True - Month: MayIdOrder: 3 - IdProduct: 1 - Quantity: 10 -
Shipped: False - Month: JulyIdOrder: 6 - IdProduct: 5 - Quantity: 20 - Shipped: False - Month:
JulyIdOrder: 4 - IdProduct: 3 - Quantity: 20 - Shipped: True - Month: DecemberIdOrder: 5 -
IdProduct: 3 - Quantity: 20 - Shipped: True - Month: DecemberReverse OperatorSometimes you
need to reverse the result of a query, listing the last item in the result first. LINQ provides a last-
ordering operator, called Reverse, which allows you to perform this operation:public static
IEnumerable<TSource> Reverse<TSource>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source);The
implementation of Reverse is quite simple. It just yields each item in the source sequence in
reverse order. Example 3-14 shows an example of its use.Example 3-14. The Reverse operator
appliedvar expr = customers .Where(c => c.Country == Countries.Italy)
.OrderByDescending(c => c.Name) .ThenBy(c => c.City) .Select(c => new { c.Name,
c.City } ) .Reverse();The Reverse operator, like many other operators, does not have a
corresponding keyword in query expressions. However, you can merge query expression syntax
with operators (described in Chapter 2) as shown in Example 3-15.Example 3-15. The Reverse
operator applied to a query expression with orderby and thenbyvar expr = (from c in
customers where c.Country == Countries.Italy orderby c.Name descending, c.City select
new { c.Name, c.City } ).Reverse();As you can see, we apply the Reverse operator to the
expression resulting from Example 3-11. Under the covers, the inner query expression is first
translated to the resulting list of extension methods, and then the Reverse method is applied at



the end of the extension methods chain. It is just like Example 3-14, but hopefully easier to
write.Grouping OperatorsNow you have seen how to select, filter, and order sequences of items.
Sometimes when querying contents, you also need to group results based on specific criteria.
To realize content groupings, you use a grouping operator.The GroupBy operator, also called a
grouping operator, is the only operator of this family and provides a rich set of eight overloads.
Here are the first four:public static IEnumerable<IGrouping<TKey, TSource>>
GroupBy<TSource, TKey>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource, TKey>
keySelector);public static IEnumerable<IGrouping<TKey, TSource>> GroupBy<TSource,
TKey>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource, TKey> keySelector,
IEqualityComparer<TKey> comparer);public static IEnumerable<IGrouping<TKey, TElement>>
GroupBy<TSource, TKey, TElement>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource,
TKey> keySelector, Func<TSource, TElement> elementSelector);public static
IEnumerable<IGrouping<TKey, TElement>> GroupBy<TSource, TKey, TElement>( this
IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource, TKey> keySelector, Func<TSource,
TElement> elementSelector, IEqualityComparer<TKey> comparer);These GroupBy method
overloads select pairs of keys and items for each item in source. They use the keySelector
predicate to extract the Key value from each item to group results based on the different Key
values. The elementSelector argument, if present, defines a function that maps the source
element within the source sequence to the destination element of the resulting sequence. If you
do not specify the elementSelector, elements are mapped directly from the source to the
destination. (You will see an example of this later in the chapter, in Example 3-18.) They then
yield a sequence of IGrouping<TKey, TElement> objects, where each group consists of a
sequence of items with a common Key value.The IGrouping<TKey, TElement> generic interface
is a specialized implementation of IEnumerable<TElement>. This implementation can return a
specific Key of type TKey for each item within the enumeration:public interface IGrouping<TKey,
TElement> : IEnumerable<TElement> { TKey Key { get; }}From a practical point of view, a type
that implements this generic interface is simply a typed enumeration with an identifying type Key
for each item.There are also four more signatures useful to shape a custom result
projection:public static IEnumerable<TResult> GroupBy<TSource, TKey, TResult>( this
IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource, TKey> keySelector, Func<TKey,
IEnumerable<TSource>, TResult> resultSelector);public static IEnumerable<TResult>
GroupBy<TSource, TKey, TElement, TResult>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source,
Func<TSource, TKey> keySelector, Func<TSource, TElement> elementSelector, Func<TKey,
IEnumerable<TSource>, TResult> resultSelector);public static IEnumerable<TResult>
GroupBy<TSource, TKey, TResult>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource,
TKey> keySelector, Func<TKey, IEnumerable<TSource>, TResult> resultSelector,
IEqualityComparer<TKey> comparer);public static IEnumerable<TResult> GroupBy<TSource,
TKey, Telement, TResult>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource, TKey>
keySelector, Func<TSource, TElement> elementSelector, Func<TKey,



IEnumerable<TSource>, TResult> resultSelector, IEqualityComparer<TKey> comparer);With
the resultSelector argument present in these last signatures, you can define a projection for the
GroupBy operation, which lets you return an IEnumerable<TResult>. This last set of overloads is
useful for selecting a flattened enumeration of items, based on aggregations over the grouping
sets. You will see an example of this syntax later in this section.One last optional argument you
can pass to some of these methods is a custom comparer, which is useful when you need to
compare key values and define group membership. If no custom comparer is provided, the
EqualityComparer<TKey>.Default is used. The order of keys and items within each group
corresponds to their occurrence within the source. Example 3-16 shows an example of using the
GroupBy operator.Example 3-16. The GroupBy operator used to group customers by Countryvar
expr = customers.GroupBy(c => c.Country);foreach(IGrouping<Countries, Customer>
customerGroup in expr) { Console.WriteLine("Country: {0}", customerGroup.Key); foreach(var
item in customerGroup) { Console.WriteLine("\t{0}", item); }}Here is the console output of
Example 3-16:Country: Italy Name: Paolo - City: Brescia - Country: Italy Name: Marco -
City: Torino - Country: ItalyCountry: USA Name: James - City: Dallas - Country: USA
Name: Frank - City: Seattle - Country: USAAs Example 3-16 shows, you need to enumerate all
group keys before iterating over the items contained within each group. Each group is an
instance of a type that implements IGrouping<Countries, Customer>, because the code uses
the default elementSelector that directly projects the source Customer instances into the result.
In query expressions, the GroupBy operator can be defined using the group … by … syntax,
which is shown in Example 3-17.Example 3-17. A query expression with a group … by …
syntaxvar expr = from c in customers group c by c.Country;foreach(IGrouping<Countries,
Customer> customerGroup in expr) { Console.WriteLine("Country: {0}", customerGroup.Key);
foreach(var item in customerGroup) { Console.WriteLine("\t{0}", item); }}The code defined
in Example 3-16 is semantically equivalent to that shown in Example 3-17.Example 3-18 is
another example of grouping, this time with a custom elementSelector.Example 3-18. The
GroupBy operator used to group customer names by Countryvar expr = customers
.GroupBy(c => c.Country, c => c.Name);foreach(IGrouping<Countries, String> customerGroup
in expr) { Console.WriteLine("Country: {0}", customerGroup.Key); foreach(var item in
customerGroup) { Console.WriteLine("\t{0}", item); }}Here is the result of this code:Country:
Italy Paolo MarcoCountry: USA James FrankIn this last example, the result is a class that
implements IGrouping<Countries, String>, because the elementSelector predicate projects only
the customers’ names (of type String) into the output sequence.In Example 3-19, you can see
an example of using the GroupBy operator with a resultSelector predicate
argument.Example 3-19. The GroupBy operator used to group customer names by Countryvar
expr = customers .GroupBy(c => c.Country, (k, c) => new { Key = k, Count =
c.Count() });foreach (var group in expr) { Console.WriteLine("Key: {0} - Count: {1}", group.Key,
group.Count);}This last example projected the Key value of each group and the Count of
elements for each group. In cases when you need them, there are also GroupBy overloads that



allow you to define both a resultSelector and a custom elementSelector. They are useful
whenever you need to project groups, calculating aggregations on each group of items, but also
having the single items through a custom elementSelector predicate. Example 3-20 shows an
example.Example 3-20. The GroupBy operator used to group customer names by Country, with
a custom resultSelector and elementSelectorvar expr = customers .GroupBy( c =>
c.Country, // keySelector c => new { OrdersCount = c.Orders.Count() }, // elementSelector
(key, elements) => new { // resultSelector Key = key, Count = elements.Count(),
OrdersCount = elements.Sum(item => item.OrdersCount) });foreach (var group in expr) {
Console.WriteLine("Key: {0} - Count: {1} - Orders Count: {2}", group.Key, group.Count ,
group.OrdersCount);}The code in Example 3-20 shows an example of a query that returns a flat
enumeration of items made of customers grouped by Country, the count of customers for each
group, and the total count of orders executed by customers of each group. Notice that the result
of the query is an IEnumerable<TResult> and not an IGrouping<TKey, TElement>. Here is the
output of the code in Example 3-20:Key: Italy - Count: 2 - Orders Count: 4Key: USA - Count: 2 -
Orders Count: 2Join OperatorsJoin operators define relationships within sequences in query
expressions. From a SQL and relational point of view, almost every query requires joining one or
more tables. In LINQ, a set of join operators implements this behavior.JoinThe first operator of
this group is, of course, the Join method, defined by the following signatures:public static
IEnumerable<TResult> Join<TOuter, TInner, TKey, TResult>( this IEnumerable<TOuter>
outer, IEnumerable<TInner> inner, Func<TOuter, TKey> outerKeySelector, Func<TInner,
TKey> innerKeySelector, Func<TOuter, TInner, TResult> resultSelector);public static
IEnumerable<TResult> Join<TOuter, TInner, TKey, TResult>( this IEnumerable<TOuter>
outer, IEnumerable<TInner> inner, Func<TOuter, TKey> outerKeySelector, Func<TInner,
TKey> innerKeySelector, Func<TOuter, TInner, TResult> resultSelector,
IEqualityComparer<TKey> comparer);Join requires a set of four generic types. The TOuter type
represents the type of the outer source sequence, and the TInner type describes the type of the
inner source sequence. The predicates outerKeySelector and innerKeySelector define how to
extract the identifying keys from the outer and inner source sequence items, respectively. These
keys are both of type TKey, and their equivalence defines the join condition. The resultSelector
predicate defines what to project into the result sequence, which will be an implementation of
IEnumerable<TResult>. TResult is the last generic type needed by the operator, and it defines
the type of each single item in the join result sequence. The second overload of the method has
an additional custom equality comparer, used to compare the keys. If the comparer argument is
null or if the first overload of the method is invoked, a default key comparer
(EqualityComparer<TKey>.Default) will be used.Here is an example that will make the use of
Join clearer. Consider the sample customers, with their orders and products. In Example 3-21, a
query joins orders with their corresponding products.Example 3-21. The Join operator used to
map orders with productsvar expr = customers .SelectMany(c => c.Orders) .Join( products,
o => o.IdProduct, p => p.IdProduct, (o, p) => new {o.Month, o.Shipped,



p.IdProduct, p.Price } );The following is the result of the query:{Month = January, Shipped =
False, IdProduct = 1, Price = 10}{Month = May, Shipped = True, IdProduct = 2, Price = 20}
{Month = July, Shipped = False, IdProduct = 1, Price = 10}{Month = December, Shipped = True,
IdProduct = 3, Price = 30}{Month = December, Shipped = True, IdProduct = 3, Price = 30}{Month
= July, Shipped = False, IdProduct = 5, Price = 50}In this example, orders represents the outer
sequence and products is the inner sequence. The o and p used in lambda expressions are of
type Order and Product, respectively. Internally, the operator collects the elements of the inner
sequence into a hash table, using their keys extracted with innerKeySelector. It then enumerates
the outer sequence and maps its elements, based on the Key value extracted with
outerKeySelector, to the hash table of items. Because of its implementation, the Join operator
result sequence keeps the order of the outer sequence first, and then uses the order of the inner
sequence for each outer sequence element.From a SQL point of view, the example in
Example 3-21 can be thought of as an inner equijoin somewhat like the following SQL
query:SELECT o.Month, o.Shipped, p.IdProduct, p.PriceFROM Orders AS oINNER JOIN
Products AS p ON o.IdProduct = p.IdProductIf you want to translate the SQL syntax into the
Join operator syntax, you can think about the columns selection in SQL as the resultSelector
predicate, while the equality condition on IdProduct columns (of orders and products)
corresponds to the pair of innerKeySelector and outerKeySelector predicates.The Join operator
has a corresponding query expression syntax, which is shown in
Example 3-22.Example 3-22. The Join operator query expression syntaxvar expr = from c in
customers from o in c.Orders join p in products on o.IdProduct equals
p.IdProduct select new {o.Month, o.Shipped, p.IdProduct, p.Price };ImportantAs described in
Chapter 2, the order of items to relate (o.IdProduct equals p.IdProduct) in query expression
syntax must specify the outer sequence first and the inner sequence after; otherwise, the query
expression will not compile. This requirement is different from standard SQL queries, in which
item ordering does not matter.In Example 3-23, you can see the Visual Basic syntax
corresponding to Example 3-22. Take a look at the SQL-like selection syntax.Example 3-23. The
Join operator query expression syntax expressed in Visual BasicDim expr = From c In
customers From o In c.Orders Join p In products On o.IdProduct Equals p.IdProduct
Select o.Month, o.Shipped, p.IdProduct, p.PriceGroupJoinIn cases in which you need to define
something similar to a SQL LEFT OUTER JOIN or a RIGHT OUTER JOIN, you need to use the
GroupJoin operator. Its signatures are quite similar to the Join operator:public static
IEnumerable<TResult> GroupJoin<TOuter, TInner, TKey, TResult>( this
IEnumerable<TOuter> outer, IEnumerable<TInner> inner, Func<TOuter, TKey>
outerKeySelector, Func<TInner, TKey> innerKeySelector, Func<TOuter,
IEnumerable<TInner>, TResult> resultSelector);public static IEnumerable<TResult>
GroupJoin<TOuter, TInner, TKey, TResult>( this IEnumerable<TOuter> outer,
IEnumerable<TInner> inner, Func<TOuter, TKey> outerKeySelector, Func<TInner,
TKey> innerKeySelector, Func<TOuter, IEnumerable<TInner>, TResult> resultSelector,



IEqualityComparer<TKey> comparer);The only difference is the definition of the resultSelector
projector. It requires an instance of IEnumerable<TInner>, instead of a single object of type
TInner, because it projects a hierarchical result of type IEnumerable<TResult>. Each item of
type TResult consists of an item extracted from the outer sequence and a group of items, of type
TInner, joined from the inner sequence.As a result of this behavior, the output is not a flattened
outer equijoin, which would be produced by using the Join operator, but a hierarchical sequence
of items. Nevertheless, you can define queries using GroupJoin with results equivalent to the
Join operator whenever the mapping is a one-to-one relationship. In cases in which a
corresponding element group in the inner sequence is absent, the GroupJoin operator extracts
the outer sequence element paired with an empty sequence (Count = 0). In Example 3-24, you
can see an example of this operator.Example 3-24. The GroupJoin operator used to map
products with orders, if presentvar expr = products .GroupJoin( customers.SelectMany(c
=> c.Orders), p => p.IdProduct, o => o.IdProduct, (p, orders) => new { p.IdProduct,
Orders = orders });foreach(var item in expr) { Console.WriteLine("Product: {0}",
item.IdProduct); foreach (var order in item.Orders) { Console.WriteLine("\t{0}", order); }}The
following is the result of Example 3-24:Product: 1 IdOrder: 1 - IdProduct: 1 - Quantity: 3 -
Shipped: False - Month: January IdOrder: 3 - IdProduct: 1 - Quantity: 10 - Shipped: False -
Month: JulyProduct: 2 IdOrder: 2 - IdProduct: 2 - Quantity: 5 - Shipped: True - Month:
MayProduct: 3 IdOrder: 4 - IdProduct: 3 - Quantity: 20 - Shipped: True - Month: December
IdOrder: 5 - IdProduct: 3 - Quantity: 20 - Shipped: True - Month: DecemberProduct: 4Product: 5
IdOrder: 6 - IdProduct: 5 - Quantity: 20 - Shipped: False - Month: JulyProduct: 6You can see that
products 4 and 6 have no mapping orders, but the query returns them nonetheless. You can
think about this operator like a SELECT … FOR XML AUTO query in Transact-SQL. In fact, it
returns results hierarchically grouped like a set of XML nodes nested within their parent nodes,
similar to the default result of a FOR XML AUTO query.In a query expression, the GroupJoin
operator is defined as a join … into … clause. The query expression shown in Example 3-24 is
equivalent to Example 3-25.Example 3-25. A query expression with a join … into … clausevar
customersOrders = from c in customers from o in c.Orders select o;var expr = from p
in products join o in customersOrders on p.IdProduct equals o.IdProduct into
orders select new { p.IdProduct, Orders = orders };In this example, we first define an expression
called customersOrders to extract the flat list of orders. (This expression still uses the
SelectMany operator because of the double from clause.) You could also define a single query
expression, nesting the customersOrders expression within the main query. This approach is
shown in Example 3-26.Example 3-26. The query expression of Listing 3-25 in its compact
versionvar expr = from p in products join o in ( from c in customers from o in
c.Orders select o ) on p.IdProduct equals o.IdProduct into orders select new
{ p.IdProduct, Orders = orders };Set OperatorsOur journey through LINQ operators continues
with a group of methods that handle sets of data, applying common set operations (union,
intersect, and except) and selecting unique occurrences of items (distinct).DistinctImagine that



you want to extract all products that are mapped to orders, avoiding duplicates. This requirement
could be solved in standard SQL by using a DISTINCT clause within a JOIN query. LINQ
provides a Distinct operator too. Its signatures are quite simple. It requires only a source
sequence, from which all the distinct occurrences of items will be yielded, and provides an
overload with a custom IEqualityComparer<TSource>, which you will learn later:public static
IEnumerable<TSource> Distinct<TSource>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source);public static
IEnumerable<TSource> Distinct<TSource>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source,
IEqualityComparer<TSource> comparer);An example of the operator is shown in
Example 3-27.Example 3-27. The Distinct operator applied to the list of products used in
ordersvar expr = customers .SelectMany(c => c.Orders) .Join(products, o =>
o.IdProduct, p => p.IdProduct, (o, p) => p) .Distinct();Distinct does not have an
equivalent query expression clause; therefore, just as in Example 3-15, you can apply this
operator to the result of a query expression, as shown in Example 3-28.Example 3-28. The
Distinct operator applied to a query expressionvar expr = (from c in customers from o in
c.Orders join p in products on o.IdProduct equals p.IdProduct select p
).Distinct();By default, Distinct compares and identifies elements using their GetHashCode and
Equals methods because internally it uses a default comparer of type
EqualityComparer<T>.Default. You can, if necessary, override the type behavior to change the
Distinct result, or you can just use the second overload of the Distinct method:public static
IEnumerable<TSource> Distinct<TSource>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source,
IEqualityComparer<TSource> comparer);This last overload accepts a comparer argument,
available so you can provide a custom comparer for instances of type TSource.NoteYou will see
an example of how to compare reference types in the Union operator in Example 3-29.Union,
Intersect, and ExceptThe group of set operators contains three more operators that are useful
for classic set operations: Union, Intersect, and Except, all of which share a similar
definition:public static IEnumerable<TSource> Union<TSource>( this IEnumerable<TSource>
first, IEnumerable<TSource> second);public static IEnumerable<TSource> Union<TSource>(
this IEnumerable<TSource> first, IEnumerable<TSource> second,
IEqualityComparer<TSource> comparer);public static IEnumerable<TSource>
Intersect<TSource>( this IEnumerable<TSource> first, IEnumerable<TSource>
second);public static IEnumerable<TSource> Intersect<TSource>( this
IEnumerable<TSource> first, IEnumerable<TSource> second, IEqualityComparer<TSource>
comparer);public static IEnumerable<TSource> Except<TSource>( this
IEnumerable<TSource> first, IEnumerable<TSource> second);public static
IEnumerable<TSource> Except<TSource>( this IEnumerable<TSource> first,
IEnumerable<TSource> second, IEqualityComparer<TSource> comparer);The Union operator
enumerates the first sequence and the second sequence in that order and yields each element
that has not already been yielded. For example, in Example 3-29, you can see how to merge two
sets of Integer numbers.Example 3-29. The Union operator applied to sets of Integer



numbersInt32[] setOne = {1, 5, 6, 9};Int32[] setTwo = {4, 5, 7, 11};var union =
setOne.Union(setTwo);foreach (var i in union) { Console.Write(i + ", ");}Chapter 3. Linq to
ObjectsModern programming languages and software development architectures are based
increasingly on object-oriented design and development. As a result, you often need to query
and manage objects and collections rather than records and data tables. You also need tools
and languages that work independently of specific data sources or persistence layers. LINQ to
Objects is the main implementation of Microsoft Language Integrated Query (LINQ). You can
use it to query in-memory collections of objects, entities, and items.This chapter describes the
main classes and operators on which LINQ is based, so you will understand its architecture and
become familiar with its syntax. The examples in this chapter use LINQ to Objects so that the
content can focus on queries and operators.Sample Data for ExamplesThe data used in the
examples in this chapter consists of a set of customers, each of which has ordered products.
The following Microsoft Visual C# code defines these types.public enum Countries { USA,
Italy,}public class Customer { public string Name; public string City; public Countries
Country; public Order[] Orders; public override string ToString() { return
String.Format("Name: {0} - City: {1} - Country: {2}", this.Name, this.City, this.Country ); }}
public class Order { public int IdOrder; public int Quantity; public bool Shipped; public string
Month; public int IdProduct; public override string ToString() { return
String.Format( "IdOrder: {0} - IdProduct: {1} - " + "Quantity: {2} - Shipped: {3} - "
+ "Month: {4}", this.IdOrder, this.IdProduct, this.Quantity,
this.Shipped, this.Month); }}public class Product { public int IdProduct; public decimal Price;
public override string ToString() { return String.Format("IdProduct: {0} - Price: {1}",
this.IdProduct, this.Price ); }}The following code excerpt initializes some instances of these
types.// -------------------------------------------------------// Initialize a collection of customers with their
orders:// -------------------------------------------------------customers = new Customer[] { new Customer
{Name = "Paolo", City = "Brescia", Country = Countries.Italy, Orders = new Order[] {
new Order { IdOrder = 1, Quantity = 3, IdProduct = 1 , Shipped = false, Month =
"January"}, new Order { IdOrder = 2, Quantity = 5, IdProduct = 2 ,
Shipped = true, Month = "May"}}}, new Customer {Name = "Marco", City = "Torino",
Country = Countries.Italy, Orders = new Order[] { new Order { IdOrder = 3, Quantity =
10, IdProduct = 1 , Shipped = false, Month = "July"}, new Order { IdOrder
= 4, Quantity = 20, IdProduct = 3 , Shipped = true, Month = "December"}}}, new
Customer {Name = "James", City = "Dallas", Country = Countries.USA, Orders = new
Order[] { new Order { IdOrder = 5, Quantity = 20, IdProduct = 3 , Shipped
= true, Month = "December"}}}, new Customer {Name = "Frank", City = "Seattle", Country
= Countries.USA, Orders = new Order[] { new Order { IdOrder = 6, Quantity = 20,
IdProduct = 5 , Shipped = false, Month = "July"}}}};products = new Product[] {
new Product {IdProduct = 1, Price = 10 }, new Product {IdProduct = 2, Price = 20 }, new
Product {IdProduct = 3, Price = 30 }, new Product {IdProduct = 4, Price = 40 }, new Product



{IdProduct = 5, Price = 50 }, new Product {IdProduct = 6, Price = 60 }};Here is the
corresponding Microsoft Visual Basic type definition code.Public Enum Countries USA
ItalyEnd EnumPublic Class Customer Public Name As String Public City As String Public
Country As Countries Public Orders As Order() Public Overrides Function ToString() As
String Return String.Format("Name: {0} - City: {1} - Country: {2}", Me.Name, Me.City,
Me.Country) End FunctionEnd ClassPublic Class Order Public IdOrder As Integer Public
Quantity As Integer Public Shipped As Boolean Public Month As String Public IdProduct As
Integer Public Overrides Function ToString() As String Return String.Format ( "IdOrder:
{0} - IdProduct: {1} - " & "Quantity: {2} - Shipped: {3} - " & "Month: {4}", Me.IdOrder,
Me.IdProduct, Me.Quantity, Me.Shipped, Me.Month) End FunctionEnd ClassPublic Class
Product Public IdProduct As Integer Public Price As Decimal Public Overrides Function
ToString() As String Return String.Format("IdProduct: {0} - Price: {1}", Me.IdProduct,
Me.Price) End FunctionEnd ClassAnd here is the corresponding Visual Basic initialization
code.' -------------------------------------------------------' Initialize a collection of customers with their
orders:' -------------------------------------------------------customers = New Customer() { New
Customer With {.Name = "Paolo", .City = "Brescia", .Country = Countries.Italy, .Orders = New
Order() { New Order With {.IdOrder = 1, .Quantity = 3, .IdProduct = 1, .Shipped =
False, .Month = "January"}, New Order With {.IdOrder = 2, .Quantity = 5, .IdProduct = 2,
.Shipped = True, .Month = "May"}}}, New Customer With {.Name = "Marco", .City =
"Torino", .Country = Countries.Italy, .Orders = New Order() { New Order With {.IdOrder
= 3, .Quantity = 10, .IdProduct = 1, .Shipped = False, .Month = "July"}, New Order
With {.IdOrder = 4, .Quantity = 20, .IdProduct = 3, .Shipped = True, .Month =
"December"}}}, New Customer With {.Name = "James", .City = "Dallas", .Country =
Countries.USA, .Orders = New Order() { New Order With {.IdOrder = 5, .Quantity =
20, .IdProduct = 3, .Shipped = True, .Month = "December"}}}, New Customer With
{.Name = "Frank", .City = "Seattle", .Country = Countries.USA, .Orders = New Order() {
New Order With {.IdOrder = 6, .Quantity = 20, .IdProduct = 5, .Shipped = False, .Month
= "July"}}}}products = New Product() { New Product With {.IdProduct = 1, .Price = 10}, New
Product With {.IdProduct = 2, .Price = 20}, New Product With {.IdProduct = 3, .Price = 30},
New Product With {.IdProduct = 4, .Price = 40}, New Product With {.IdProduct = 5, .Price =
50}, New Product With {.IdProduct = 6, .Price = 60}}Query OperatorsThis section describes the
main methods and generic delegates provided by the System.Linq namespace, which is hosted
by System.Core.dll, for querying items with LINQ.The Where OperatorImagine that you need to
list the names and cities of customers from Italy. To filter a set of items, you can use the Where
operator, which is also called a restriction operator because it restricts a set of items.
Example 3-1 shows a simple example.Example 3-1. A query with a restrictionvar expr = from c
in customers where c.Country == Countries.Italy select new { c.Name, c.City };Here are the
signatures of the Where operator:public static IEnumerable<TSource> Where<TSource>( this
IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource, Boolean> predicate);public static



IEnumerable<TSource> Where<TSource>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source,
Func<TSource, Int32, Boolean> predicate);As you can see, two signatures are available.
Example 3-1 uses the first one, which enumerates items of the source sequence and yields
those that verify the predicate (c.Country == Countries.Italy). The second signature accepts an
additional parameter of type Int32 for the predicate, which is used as a zero-based index of the
elements within the source sequence. Keep in mind that passing null arguments to the
predicates results in an ArgumentNullException error. You can use the index parameter to start
filtering by a particular index, as shown in Example 3-2.Example 3-2. A query with a restriction
and an index-based filtervar expr = customers .Where((c, index) => (c.Country ==
Countries.Italy && index >= 1)) .Select(c => c.Name);ImportantExample 3-2 uses the method
syntax because the version of Where that we want to call is not supported by an equivalent
query expression clause. We will use both syntaxes from here onward.The result of Example 3-2
will be a list of Italian customers, skipping the first one. As you can see from the following
console output, the index-based partitioning occurs over the data source already filtered by
Country. The results show a single name:MarcoThe capability to filter items of the source
sequence by using their positional index is useful when you want to extract a specific page of
data from a large sequence of items. Example 3-3 shows an example.Example 3-3. A query with
a paging restrictionint start = 5;int end = 10;var expr = customers .Where((c, index) => ((index
>= start) && (index < end))) .Select(c => c.Name);NoteKeep in mind that it is generally not a
good practice to store large sequences of data loaded from a database persistence layer in
memory; thus, in general, you should not have to paginate data in memory. Usually, it is better to
page data at the persistence layer level.Projection OperatorsThe following sections describe
how to use projection operators. You use these operators to select (or “project”) contents from
the source enumeration into the result.SelectIn Example 3-1, you saw an example of defining
the result of the query by using the Select operator. The signatures for the Select operator
are:public static IEnumerable<TResult> Select<TSource, TResult>( this
IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource, TResult> selector);public static
IEnumerable<TResult> Select<TSource, TResult>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source,
Func<TSource, Int32, TResult> selector);The Select operator is a projection operator because
it projects the query results, making them available through an object that implements
IEnumerable<TResult>. This object will enumerate items identified by the selector predicate.
Like the Where operator, Select enumerates the source sequence and yields the result of the
selector predicate. Consider the following predicate:var expr = customers.Select(c =>
c.Name);This predicate’s result is a sequence of customer names (IEnumerable<String>). Now
consider this example:var expr = customers.Select(c => new { c.Name, c.City });This predicate
projects a sequence of instances of an anonymous type, defined as a tuple of Name and City,
for each customer object. With this second Select overload, you can also provide an argument
of type Int32 for the predicate—a zero-based index used to define the positional index of each
item inserted in the resulting sequence. Example 3-4 shows an example.Example 3-4. A



projection with an index argument in the selector predicatevar expr = customers .Select((c,
index) => new { index, c.Name, c.Country } );foreach (var item in expr) {
Console.WriteLine(item);}Running the query in Example 3-4 produces this result:{ index = 0,
Name = Paolo, Country = Italy }{ index = 1, Name = Marco, Country = Italy }{ index = 2, Name =
James, Country = USA }{ index = 3, Name = Frank, Country = USA }As with the Where operator,
the Select operator’s simple overload is available as a query expression keyword, while the more
complex overload needs to be invoked explicitly as an extension method.As you have already
seen in Chapter 2, the query expression syntax of the Select operator changes slightly between
C# and Visual Basic in respect to anonymous type projection. In Visual Basic, anonymous type
creation is implicitly determined by the query syntax, whereas in C#, you must explicitly declare
that you want a new anonymous type.SelectManyImagine that you want to select all the orders
of customers from Italy. You could write the query shown in Example 3-5 using the verbose
method.Example 3-5. The list of orders made by Italian customersvar orders = customers
.Where(c => c.Country == Countries.Italy) .Select(c => c.Orders);foreach(var item in orders)
{ Console.WriteLine(item); }Because of the behavior of the Select operator, the resulting type of
this query will be IEnumerable<Order[]>, where each item in the resulting sequence represents
the array of orders of a single customer. In fact, the Orders property of a Customer instance is of
type Order[]. The output of the code in Example 3-5 would be the following:DevLeap.Linq.LinqTo
Objects.Operators.Order[]DevLeap.Linq.LinqToObjects.Operators.Order[]To have a “flat”
IEnumerable<Order> result type, you need to use the SelectMany operator:public static
IEnumerable<TResult> SelectMany<TSource, TResult>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source,
Func<TSource, IEnumerable<TResult>> selector);public static IEnumerable<TResult>
SelectMany<TSource, TResult>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource, Int32,
IEnumerable<TResult>> selector);public static IEnumerable<TResult> SelectMany<TSource,
TCollection, TResult>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource,
IEnumerable<TCollection>> collectionSelector, Func<TSource, TCollection, TResult>
resultSelector);public static IEnumerable<TResult> SelectMany<TSource, TCollection,
TResult>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource, Int32,
IEnumerable<TCollection>> collectionSelector, Func<TSource, TCollection, TResult>
resultSelector);This operator enumerates the source sequence and merges the resulting items,
providing them as a single enumerable sequence. The second overload available is analogous
to the equivalent overload for Select, which allows a zero-based integer index for indexing
purposes. Example 3-6 shows an example.Example 3-6. The flattened list of orders made by
Italian customersvar orders = customers .Where(c => c.Country == Countries.Italy)
.SelectMany(c => c.Orders);Using the query expression syntax, the query in Example 3-6 can
be written with the code shown in Example 3-7.Example 3-7. The flattened list of orders made by
Italian customers, written with a query expressionvar orders = from c in customers where
c.Country == Countries.Italy from o in c.Orders select o;Both Example 3-6 and
Example 3-7 have the following output, where the ToString override of the Order type is



used:IdOrder: 1 - IdProduct: 1 - Quantity: 3 - Shipped: False - Month: JanuaryIdOrder: 2 -
IdProduct: 2 - Quantity: 5 - Shipped: True - Month: MayIdOrder: 3 - IdProduct: 1 - Quantity: 10 -
Shipped: False - Month: JulyIdOrder: 4 - IdProduct: 3 - Quantity: 20 - Shipped: True - Month:
DecemberThe select keyword in query expressions, for all but the initial from clause, is
translated to invocations of SelectMany. In other words, every time you see a query expression
with more than one from clause, you can apply this rule: the select over the first from clause is
converted to an invocation of Select, and the other select commands are translated into a
SelectMany call.The third and fourth overloads of SelectMany are useful whenever you need to
select a custom result from the source set of sequences instead of simply merging their items,
as with the two previous overloads. These overloads invoke the collectionSelector projection
over the source sequence and return the result of the resultSelector projection. The result is
applied to each item in the collections selected by collectionSelector and eventually projects a
zero-based integer index in the case of the last SelectMany overload shown. In Example 3-8,
you can see an example of the third method overload used to extract a new anonymous type
made from the Quantity and IdProduct of each order by Italian customers.Example 3-8. The list
of Quantity and IdProduct of orders made by Italian customersvar items = customers .Where(c
=> c.Country == Countries.Italy) .SelectMany(c => c.Orders, (c, o) => new { o.Quantity,
o.IdProduct });You can write the same query as in Example 3-8 with the query expression shown
in Example 3-9.Example 3-9. The list of Quantity and IdProduct of orders made by Italian
customers, written with a query expressionvar items = from c in customers where c.Country
== Countries.Italy from o in c.Orders select new {o.Quantity, o.IdProduct};Ordering
OperatorsAnother useful set of operators is the ordering operators group. Ordering operators
determine the ordering and direction of elements in output sequences.OrderBy and
OrderByDescendingSometimes it is helpful to apply an ordering to the results of a database
query. LINQ can order the results of queries, in ascending or descending order, using ordering
operators, similar to SQL syntax. For example, if you need to select the Name and City of all
Italian customers in descending order by Name, you can write the corresponding query
expression shown in Example 3-10.Example 3-10. A query expression with a descending
orderby clausevar expr = from c in customers where c.Country == Countries.Italy orderby
c.Name descending select new { c.Name, c.City };The query expression syntax will translate
the orderby keyword into one of the following ordering extension methods:public static
IOrderedEnumerable<TSource> OrderBy<TSource, TKey>( this IEnumerable<TSource>
source, Func<TSource, TKey> keySelector);public static IOrderedEnumerable<TSource>
OrderBy<TSource, TKey>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource, TKey>
keySelector, IComparer<TKey> comparer);public static IOrderedEnumerable<TSource>
OrderByDescending<TSource, TKey>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource,
TKey> keySelector);public static IOrderedEnumerable<TSource>
OrderByDescending<TSource, TKey>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource,
TKey> keySelector, IComparer<TKey> comparer);As you can see, the two main extension



methods, OrderBy and OrderByDescending, both have two overloads. The methods’ names
suggest their objective: OrderBy is for ascending order, and OrderByDescending is for
descending order. The keySelector argument represents a function that extracts a key, of type
TKey, from each item of type TSource, taken from the source sequence. The extracted key
represents the typed content to be compared by the comparer while ordering, and the TSource
type describes the type of each item of the source sequence. Both methods have an overload
that allows you to provide a custom comparer. If no comparer is provided or the comparer
argument is null, the Default property of the Comparer<T> generic type is used
(Comparer<TKey>.Default).ImportantThe default Comparer returned by Comparer<T>.Default
uses the generic interface IComparable<T> to compare two objects. If type T does not
implement the System.IComparable<T> generic interface, the Default property of Comparer<T>
returns a Comparer that uses the System.IComparable interface. If the type of T does not
implement either of these interfaces, the Compare method of the Default comparer will throw an
exception.It is important to emphasize that these ordering methods return not just
IEnumerable<TSource> but IOrderedEnumerable<TSource>, which is an interface that extends
IEnumerable<T>.The query expression in Example 3-10 will be translated to the following
extension method calls:var expr = customers .Where(c => c.Country == Countries.Italy)
.OrderByDescending(c => c.Name) .Select(c => new { c.Name, c.City } );As you can see from
the previous code excerpt, the OrderByDescending method, as well as all the ordering methods,
accepts a key selector lambda expression that selects the key value from the range variable (c)
of the current context. The selector can extract any sorting field available in the range variable,
even if it is not projected in the output by the Select method. For example, you can sort
customers by Country and select their Name and City properties.ThenBy and
ThenByDescendingWhenever you need to order data by many different keys, you can take
advantage of the ThenBy and ThenByDescending operators. Here are their signatures:public
static IOrderedEnumerable<TSource> ThenBy<TSource, TKey>( this
IOrderedEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource, TKey> keySelector);public static
IOrderedEnumerable<TSource> ThenBy<TSource, TKey>( this
IOrderedEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource, TKey> keySelector,
IComparer<TKey> comparer);public static IOrderedEnumerable<TSource>
ThenByDescending<TSource, TKey>( this IOrderedEnumerable<TSource> source,
Func<TSource, TKey> keySelector);public static IOrderedEnumerable<TSource>
ThenByDescending<TSource, TKey>( this IOrderedEnumerable<TSource> source,
Func<TSource, TKey> keySelector, IComparer<TKey> comparer);These operators have
signatures similar to OrderBy and OrderByDescending. The difference is that ThenBy and
ThenByDescending can be applied only to IOrderedEnumerable<T> and not to any
IEnumerable<T>. Therefore, you can use the ThenBy or ThenByDescending operators just after
the first use of OrderBy or OrderByDescending. Here is an example:var expr = customers
.Where(c => c.Country == Countries.Italy) .OrderByDescending(c => c.Name) .ThenBy(c =>



c.City) .Select(c => new { c.Name, c.City } );In Example 3-11, you can see the corresponding
query expression.Example 3-11. A query expression with orderby and thenbyvar expr = from
c in customers where c.Country == Countries.Italy orderby c.Name descending, c.City
select new { c.Name, c.City };ImportantIn the case of multiple occurrences of the same key
within a sequence to be ordered, the result is not guaranteed to be “stable.” In such conditions,
the original ordering might not be preserved by the comparer.A custom comparer might be
useful when the items in your source sequence need to be ordered using custom logic. For
example, imagine that you want to select all the orders of your customers ordered by month,
shown in Example 3-12.Example 3-12. A query expression ordered using the comparer provided
by Comparer<T>.Defaultvar expr = from c in customers from o in c.Orders orderby
o.Month select o;If you apply the default comparer to the Month property of the orders, you
will get a result alphabetically ordered because of the behavior of Comparer<T>.Default, which
was described earlier. The result is wrong because the Month property is just a string and not a
number or a date:IdOrder: 4 - IdProduct: 3 - Quantity: 20 - Shipped: True - Month:
DecemberIdOrder: 5 - IdProduct: 3 - Quantity: 20 - Shipped: True - Month: DecemberIdOrder: 1 -
IdProduct: 1 - Quantity: 3 - Shipped: False - Month: JanuaryIdOrder: 3 - IdProduct: 1 - Quantity:
10 - Shipped: False - Month: JulyIdOrder: 6 - IdProduct: 5 - Quantity: 20 - Shipped: False -
Month: JulyIdOrder: 2 - IdProduct: 2 - Quantity: 5 - Shipped: True - Month: MayYou should use a
custom MonthComparer that correctly compares months:using System.Globalization;class
MonthComparer: IComparer<string> { public int Compare(string x, string y) { DateTime
xDate = DateTime.ParseExact(x, "MMMM", new CultureInfo("en-US")); DateTime yDate =
DateTime.ParseExact(y, "MMMM", new CultureInfo("en-US"));
return(Comparer<DateTime>.Default.Compare(xDate, yDate)); }}The newly defined custom
MonthComparer could be passed as a parameter while invoking the OrderBy extension method,
as in Example 3-13.Example 3-13. A custom comparer used with an OrderBy operatorvar orders
= customers .SelectMany(c => c.Orders) .OrderBy(o => o.Month, new
MonthComparer());Now the result of Example 3-13 will be the following, correctly ordered by
month:IdOrder: 1 - IdProduct: 1 - Quantity: 3 - Shipped: False - Month: JanuaryIdOrder: 2 -
IdProduct: 2 - Quantity: 5 - Shipped: True - Month: MayIdOrder: 3 - IdProduct: 1 - Quantity: 10 -
Shipped: False - Month: JulyIdOrder: 6 - IdProduct: 5 - Quantity: 20 - Shipped: False - Month:
JulyIdOrder: 4 - IdProduct: 3 - Quantity: 20 - Shipped: True - Month: DecemberIdOrder: 5 -
IdProduct: 3 - Quantity: 20 - Shipped: True - Month: DecemberReverse OperatorSometimes you
need to reverse the result of a query, listing the last item in the result first. LINQ provides a last-
ordering operator, called Reverse, which allows you to perform this operation:public static
IEnumerable<TSource> Reverse<TSource>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source);The
implementation of Reverse is quite simple. It just yields each item in the source sequence in
reverse order. Example 3-14 shows an example of its use.Example 3-14. The Reverse operator
appliedvar expr = customers .Where(c => c.Country == Countries.Italy)
.OrderByDescending(c => c.Name) .ThenBy(c => c.City) .Select(c => new { c.Name,



c.City } ) .Reverse();The Reverse operator, like many other operators, does not have a
corresponding keyword in query expressions. However, you can merge query expression syntax
with operators (described in Chapter 2) as shown in Example 3-15.Example 3-15. The Reverse
operator applied to a query expression with orderby and thenbyvar expr = (from c in
customers where c.Country == Countries.Italy orderby c.Name descending, c.City select
new { c.Name, c.City } ).Reverse();As you can see, we apply the Reverse operator to the
expression resulting from Example 3-11. Under the covers, the inner query expression is first
translated to the resulting list of extension methods, and then the Reverse method is applied at
the end of the extension methods chain. It is just like Example 3-14, but hopefully easier to
write.Grouping OperatorsNow you have seen how to select, filter, and order sequences of items.
Sometimes when querying contents, you also need to group results based on specific criteria.
To realize content groupings, you use a grouping operator.The GroupBy operator, also called a
grouping operator, is the only operator of this family and provides a rich set of eight overloads.
Here are the first four:public static IEnumerable<IGrouping<TKey, TSource>>
GroupBy<TSource, TKey>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource, TKey>
keySelector);public static IEnumerable<IGrouping<TKey, TSource>> GroupBy<TSource,
TKey>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource, TKey> keySelector,
IEqualityComparer<TKey> comparer);public static IEnumerable<IGrouping<TKey, TElement>>
GroupBy<TSource, TKey, TElement>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource,
TKey> keySelector, Func<TSource, TElement> elementSelector);public static
IEnumerable<IGrouping<TKey, TElement>> GroupBy<TSource, TKey, TElement>( this
IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource, TKey> keySelector, Func<TSource,
TElement> elementSelector, IEqualityComparer<TKey> comparer);These GroupBy method
overloads select pairs of keys and items for each item in source. They use the keySelector
predicate to extract the Key value from each item to group results based on the different Key
values. The elementSelector argument, if present, defines a function that maps the source
element within the source sequence to the destination element of the resulting sequence. If you
do not specify the elementSelector, elements are mapped directly from the source to the
destination. (You will see an example of this later in the chapter, in Example 3-18.) They then
yield a sequence of IGrouping<TKey, TElement> objects, where each group consists of a
sequence of items with a common Key value.The IGrouping<TKey, TElement> generic interface
is a specialized implementation of IEnumerable<TElement>. This implementation can return a
specific Key of type TKey for each item within the enumeration:public interface IGrouping<TKey,
TElement> : IEnumerable<TElement> { TKey Key { get; }}From a practical point of view, a type
that implements this generic interface is simply a typed enumeration with an identifying type Key
for each item.There are also four more signatures useful to shape a custom result
projection:public static IEnumerable<TResult> GroupBy<TSource, TKey, TResult>( this
IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource, TKey> keySelector, Func<TKey,
IEnumerable<TSource>, TResult> resultSelector);public static IEnumerable<TResult>



GroupBy<TSource, TKey, TElement, TResult>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source,
Func<TSource, TKey> keySelector, Func<TSource, TElement> elementSelector, Func<TKey,
IEnumerable<TSource>, TResult> resultSelector);public static IEnumerable<TResult>
GroupBy<TSource, TKey, TResult>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource,
TKey> keySelector, Func<TKey, IEnumerable<TSource>, TResult> resultSelector,
IEqualityComparer<TKey> comparer);public static IEnumerable<TResult> GroupBy<TSource,
TKey, Telement, TResult>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource, TKey>
keySelector, Func<TSource, TElement> elementSelector, Func<TKey,
IEnumerable<TSource>, TResult> resultSelector, IEqualityComparer<TKey> comparer);With
the resultSelector argument present in these last signatures, you can define a projection for the
GroupBy operation, which lets you return an IEnumerable<TResult>. This last set of overloads is
useful for selecting a flattened enumeration of items, based on aggregations over the grouping
sets. You will see an example of this syntax later in this section.One last optional argument you
can pass to some of these methods is a custom comparer, which is useful when you need to
compare key values and define group membership. If no custom comparer is provided, the
EqualityComparer<TKey>.Default is used. The order of keys and items within each group
corresponds to their occurrence within the source. Example 3-16 shows an example of using the
GroupBy operator.Example 3-16. The GroupBy operator used to group customers by Countryvar
expr = customers.GroupBy(c => c.Country);foreach(IGrouping<Countries, Customer>
customerGroup in expr) { Console.WriteLine("Country: {0}", customerGroup.Key); foreach(var
item in customerGroup) { Console.WriteLine("\t{0}", item); }}Here is the console output of
Example 3-16:Country: Italy Name: Paolo - City: Brescia - Country: Italy Name: Marco -
City: Torino - Country: ItalyCountry: USA Name: James - City: Dallas - Country: USA
Name: Frank - City: Seattle - Country: USAAs Example 3-16 shows, you need to enumerate all
group keys before iterating over the items contained within each group. Each group is an
instance of a type that implements IGrouping<Countries, Customer>, because the code uses
the default elementSelector that directly projects the source Customer instances into the result.
In query expressions, the GroupBy operator can be defined using the group … by … syntax,
which is shown in Example 3-17.Example 3-17. A query expression with a group … by …
syntaxvar expr = from c in customers group c by c.Country;foreach(IGrouping<Countries,
Customer> customerGroup in expr) { Console.WriteLine("Country: {0}", customerGroup.Key);
foreach(var item in customerGroup) { Console.WriteLine("\t{0}", item); }}The code defined
in Example 3-16 is semantically equivalent to that shown in Example 3-17.Example 3-18 is
another example of grouping, this time with a custom elementSelector.Example 3-18. The
GroupBy operator used to group customer names by Countryvar expr = customers
.GroupBy(c => c.Country, c => c.Name);foreach(IGrouping<Countries, String> customerGroup
in expr) { Console.WriteLine("Country: {0}", customerGroup.Key); foreach(var item in
customerGroup) { Console.WriteLine("\t{0}", item); }}Here is the result of this code:Country:
Italy Paolo MarcoCountry: USA James FrankIn this last example, the result is a class that



implements IGrouping<Countries, String>, because the elementSelector predicate projects only
the customers’ names (of type String) into the output sequence.In Example 3-19, you can see
an example of using the GroupBy operator with a resultSelector predicate
argument.Example 3-19. The GroupBy operator used to group customer names by Countryvar
expr = customers .GroupBy(c => c.Country, (k, c) => new { Key = k, Count =
c.Count() });foreach (var group in expr) { Console.WriteLine("Key: {0} - Count: {1}", group.Key,
group.Count);}This last example projected the Key value of each group and the Count of
elements for each group. In cases when you need them, there are also GroupBy overloads that
allow you to define both a resultSelector and a custom elementSelector. They are useful
whenever you need to project groups, calculating aggregations on each group of items, but also
having the single items through a custom elementSelector predicate. Example 3-20 shows an
example.Example 3-20. The GroupBy operator used to group customer names by Country, with
a custom resultSelector and elementSelectorvar expr = customers .GroupBy( c =>
c.Country, // keySelector c => new { OrdersCount = c.Orders.Count() }, // elementSelector
(key, elements) => new { // resultSelector Key = key, Count = elements.Count(),
OrdersCount = elements.Sum(item => item.OrdersCount) });foreach (var group in expr) {
Console.WriteLine("Key: {0} - Count: {1} - Orders Count: {2}", group.Key, group.Count ,
group.OrdersCount);}The code in Example 3-20 shows an example of a query that returns a flat
enumeration of items made of customers grouped by Country, the count of customers for each
group, and the total count of orders executed by customers of each group. Notice that the result
of the query is an IEnumerable<TResult> and not an IGrouping<TKey, TElement>. Here is the
output of the code in Example 3-20:Key: Italy - Count: 2 - Orders Count: 4Key: USA - Count: 2 -
Orders Count: 2Join OperatorsJoin operators define relationships within sequences in query
expressions. From a SQL and relational point of view, almost every query requires joining one or
more tables. In LINQ, a set of join operators implements this behavior.JoinThe first operator of
this group is, of course, the Join method, defined by the following signatures:public static
IEnumerable<TResult> Join<TOuter, TInner, TKey, TResult>( this IEnumerable<TOuter>
outer, IEnumerable<TInner> inner, Func<TOuter, TKey> outerKeySelector, Func<TInner,
TKey> innerKeySelector, Func<TOuter, TInner, TResult> resultSelector);public static
IEnumerable<TResult> Join<TOuter, TInner, TKey, TResult>( this IEnumerable<TOuter>
outer, IEnumerable<TInner> inner, Func<TOuter, TKey> outerKeySelector, Func<TInner,
TKey> innerKeySelector, Func<TOuter, TInner, TResult> resultSelector,
IEqualityComparer<TKey> comparer);Join requires a set of four generic types. The TOuter type
represents the type of the outer source sequence, and the TInner type describes the type of the
inner source sequence. The predicates outerKeySelector and innerKeySelector define how to
extract the identifying keys from the outer and inner source sequence items, respectively. These
keys are both of type TKey, and their equivalence defines the join condition. The resultSelector
predicate defines what to project into the result sequence, which will be an implementation of
IEnumerable<TResult>. TResult is the last generic type needed by the operator, and it defines



the type of each single item in the join result sequence. The second overload of the method has
an additional custom equality comparer, used to compare the keys. If the comparer argument is
null or if the first overload of the method is invoked, a default key comparer
(EqualityComparer<TKey>.Default) will be used.Here is an example that will make the use of
Join clearer. Consider the sample customers, with their orders and products. In Example 3-21, a
query joins orders with their corresponding products.Example 3-21. The Join operator used to
map orders with productsvar expr = customers .SelectMany(c => c.Orders) .Join( products,
o => o.IdProduct, p => p.IdProduct, (o, p) => new {o.Month, o.Shipped,
p.IdProduct, p.Price } );The following is the result of the query:{Month = January, Shipped =
False, IdProduct = 1, Price = 10}{Month = May, Shipped = True, IdProduct = 2, Price = 20}
{Month = July, Shipped = False, IdProduct = 1, Price = 10}{Month = December, Shipped = True,
IdProduct = 3, Price = 30}{Month = December, Shipped = True, IdProduct = 3, Price = 30}{Month
= July, Shipped = False, IdProduct = 5, Price = 50}In this example, orders represents the outer
sequence and products is the inner sequence. The o and p used in lambda expressions are of
type Order and Product, respectively. Internally, the operator collects the elements of the inner
sequence into a hash table, using their keys extracted with innerKeySelector. It then enumerates
the outer sequence and maps its elements, based on the Key value extracted with
outerKeySelector, to the hash table of items. Because of its implementation, the Join operator
result sequence keeps the order of the outer sequence first, and then uses the order of the inner
sequence for each outer sequence element.From a SQL point of view, the example in
Example 3-21 can be thought of as an inner equijoin somewhat like the following SQL
query:SELECT o.Month, o.Shipped, p.IdProduct, p.PriceFROM Orders AS oINNER JOIN
Products AS p ON o.IdProduct = p.IdProductIf you want to translate the SQL syntax into the
Join operator syntax, you can think about the columns selection in SQL as the resultSelector
predicate, while the equality condition on IdProduct columns (of orders and products)
corresponds to the pair of innerKeySelector and outerKeySelector predicates.The Join operator
has a corresponding query expression syntax, which is shown in
Example 3-22.Example 3-22. The Join operator query expression syntaxvar expr = from c in
customers from o in c.Orders join p in products on o.IdProduct equals
p.IdProduct select new {o.Month, o.Shipped, p.IdProduct, p.Price };ImportantAs described in
Chapter 2, the order of items to relate (o.IdProduct equals p.IdProduct) in query expression
syntax must specify the outer sequence first and the inner sequence after; otherwise, the query
expression will not compile. This requirement is different from standard SQL queries, in which
item ordering does not matter.In Example 3-23, you can see the Visual Basic syntax
corresponding to Example 3-22. Take a look at the SQL-like selection syntax.Example 3-23. The
Join operator query expression syntax expressed in Visual BasicDim expr = From c In
customers From o In c.Orders Join p In products On o.IdProduct Equals p.IdProduct
Select o.Month, o.Shipped, p.IdProduct, p.PriceGroupJoinIn cases in which you need to define
something similar to a SQL LEFT OUTER JOIN or a RIGHT OUTER JOIN, you need to use the



GroupJoin operator. Its signatures are quite similar to the Join operator:public static
IEnumerable<TResult> GroupJoin<TOuter, TInner, TKey, TResult>( this
IEnumerable<TOuter> outer, IEnumerable<TInner> inner, Func<TOuter, TKey>
outerKeySelector, Func<TInner, TKey> innerKeySelector, Func<TOuter,
IEnumerable<TInner>, TResult> resultSelector);public static IEnumerable<TResult>
GroupJoin<TOuter, TInner, TKey, TResult>( this IEnumerable<TOuter> outer,
IEnumerable<TInner> inner, Func<TOuter, TKey> outerKeySelector, Func<TInner,
TKey> innerKeySelector, Func<TOuter, IEnumerable<TInner>, TResult> resultSelector,
IEqualityComparer<TKey> comparer);The only difference is the definition of the resultSelector
projector. It requires an instance of IEnumerable<TInner>, instead of a single object of type
TInner, because it projects a hierarchical result of type IEnumerable<TResult>. Each item of
type TResult consists of an item extracted from the outer sequence and a group of items, of type
TInner, joined from the inner sequence.As a result of this behavior, the output is not a flattened
outer equijoin, which would be produced by using the Join operator, but a hierarchical sequence
of items. Nevertheless, you can define queries using GroupJoin with results equivalent to the
Join operator whenever the mapping is a one-to-one relationship. In cases in which a
corresponding element group in the inner sequence is absent, the GroupJoin operator extracts
the outer sequence element paired with an empty sequence (Count = 0). In Example 3-24, you
can see an example of this operator.Example 3-24. The GroupJoin operator used to map
products with orders, if presentvar expr = products .GroupJoin( customers.SelectMany(c
=> c.Orders), p => p.IdProduct, o => o.IdProduct, (p, orders) => new { p.IdProduct,
Orders = orders });foreach(var item in expr) { Console.WriteLine("Product: {0}",
item.IdProduct); foreach (var order in item.Orders) { Console.WriteLine("\t{0}", order); }}The
following is the result of Example 3-24:Product: 1 IdOrder: 1 - IdProduct: 1 - Quantity: 3 -
Shipped: False - Month: January IdOrder: 3 - IdProduct: 1 - Quantity: 10 - Shipped: False -
Month: JulyProduct: 2 IdOrder: 2 - IdProduct: 2 - Quantity: 5 - Shipped: True - Month:
MayProduct: 3 IdOrder: 4 - IdProduct: 3 - Quantity: 20 - Shipped: True - Month: December
IdOrder: 5 - IdProduct: 3 - Quantity: 20 - Shipped: True - Month: DecemberProduct: 4Product: 5
IdOrder: 6 - IdProduct: 5 - Quantity: 20 - Shipped: False - Month: JulyProduct: 6You can see that
products 4 and 6 have no mapping orders, but the query returns them nonetheless. You can
think about this operator like a SELECT … FOR XML AUTO query in Transact-SQL. In fact, it
returns results hierarchically grouped like a set of XML nodes nested within their parent nodes,
similar to the default result of a FOR XML AUTO query.In a query expression, the GroupJoin
operator is defined as a join … into … clause. The query expression shown in Example 3-24 is
equivalent to Example 3-25.Example 3-25. A query expression with a join … into … clausevar
customersOrders = from c in customers from o in c.Orders select o;var expr = from p
in products join o in customersOrders on p.IdProduct equals o.IdProduct into
orders select new { p.IdProduct, Orders = orders };In this example, we first define an expression
called customersOrders to extract the flat list of orders. (This expression still uses the



SelectMany operator because of the double from clause.) You could also define a single query
expression, nesting the customersOrders expression within the main query. This approach is
shown in Example 3-26.Example 3-26. The query expression of Listing 3-25 in its compact
versionvar expr = from p in products join o in ( from c in customers from o in
c.Orders select o ) on p.IdProduct equals o.IdProduct into orders select new
{ p.IdProduct, Orders = orders };Set OperatorsOur journey through LINQ operators continues
with a group of methods that handle sets of data, applying common set operations (union,
intersect, and except) and selecting unique occurrences of items (distinct).DistinctImagine that
you want to extract all products that are mapped to orders, avoiding duplicates. This requirement
could be solved in standard SQL by using a DISTINCT clause within a JOIN query. LINQ
provides a Distinct operator too. Its signatures are quite simple. It requires only a source
sequence, from which all the distinct occurrences of items will be yielded, and provides an
overload with a custom IEqualityComparer<TSource>, which you will learn later:public static
IEnumerable<TSource> Distinct<TSource>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source);public static
IEnumerable<TSource> Distinct<TSource>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source,
IEqualityComparer<TSource> comparer);An example of the operator is shown in
Example 3-27.Example 3-27. The Distinct operator applied to the list of products used in
ordersvar expr = customers .SelectMany(c => c.Orders) .Join(products, o =>
o.IdProduct, p => p.IdProduct, (o, p) => p) .Distinct();Distinct does not have an
equivalent query expression clause; therefore, just as in Example 3-15, you can apply this
operator to the result of a query expression, as shown in Example 3-28.Example 3-28. The
Distinct operator applied to a query expressionvar expr = (from c in customers from o in
c.Orders join p in products on o.IdProduct equals p.IdProduct select p
).Distinct();By default, Distinct compares and identifies elements using their GetHashCode and
Equals methods because internally it uses a default comparer of type
EqualityComparer<T>.Default. You can, if necessary, override the type behavior to change the
Distinct result, or you can just use the second overload of the Distinct method:public static
IEnumerable<TSource> Distinct<TSource>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source,
IEqualityComparer<TSource> comparer);This last overload accepts a comparer argument,
available so you can provide a custom comparer for instances of type TSource.NoteYou will see
an example of how to compare reference types in the Union operator in Example 3-29.Union,
Intersect, and ExceptThe group of set operators contains three more operators that are useful
for classic set operations: Union, Intersect, and Except, all of which share a similar
definition:public static IEnumerable<TSource> Union<TSource>( this IEnumerable<TSource>
first, IEnumerable<TSource> second);public static IEnumerable<TSource> Union<TSource>(
this IEnumerable<TSource> first, IEnumerable<TSource> second,
IEqualityComparer<TSource> comparer);public static IEnumerable<TSource>
Intersect<TSource>( this IEnumerable<TSource> first, IEnumerable<TSource>
second);public static IEnumerable<TSource> Intersect<TSource>( this



IEnumerable<TSource> first, IEnumerable<TSource> second, IEqualityComparer<TSource>
comparer);public static IEnumerable<TSource> Except<TSource>( this
IEnumerable<TSource> first, IEnumerable<TSource> second);public static
IEnumerable<TSource> Except<TSource>( this IEnumerable<TSource> first,
IEnumerable<TSource> second, IEqualityComparer<TSource> comparer);The Union operator
enumerates the first sequence and the second sequence in that order and yields each element
that has not already been yielded. For example, in Example 3-29, you can see how to merge two
sets of Integer numbers.Example 3-29. The Union operator applied to sets of Integer
numbersInt32[] setOne = {1, 5, 6, 9};Int32[] setTwo = {4, 5, 7, 11};var union =
setOne.Union(setTwo);foreach (var i in union) { Console.Write(i + ", ");}Chapter 3. Linq to
ObjectsChapter 3. Linq to ObjectsChapter 3. Linq to ObjectsChapter 3. Linq to ObjectsModern
programming languages and software development architectures are based increasingly on
object-oriented design and development. As a result, you often need to query and manage
objects and collections rather than records and data tables. You also need tools and languages
that work independently of specific data sources or persistence layers. LINQ to Objects is the
main implementation of Microsoft Language Integrated Query (LINQ). You can use it to query in-
memory collections of objects, entities, and items.This chapter describes the main classes and
operators on which LINQ is based, so you will understand its architecture and become familiar
with its syntax. The examples in this chapter use LINQ to Objects so that the content can focus
on queries and operators.Sample Data for ExamplesThe data used in the examples in this
chapter consists of a set of customers, each of which has ordered products. The following
Microsoft Visual C# code defines these types.public enum Countries { USA, Italy,}public class
Customer { public string Name; public string City; public Countries Country; public Order[]
Orders; public override string ToString() { return String.Format("Name: {0} - City: {1} -
Country: {2}", this.Name, this.City, this.Country ); }}public class Order { public int IdOrder;
public int Quantity; public bool Shipped; public string Month; public int IdProduct; public
override string ToString() { return String.Format( "IdOrder: {0} - IdProduct: {1} - " +
"Quantity: {2} - Shipped: {3} - " + "Month: {4}", this.IdOrder, this.IdProduct,
this.Quantity, this.Shipped, this.Month); }}public class Product { public int
IdProduct; public decimal Price; public override string ToString() { return
String.Format("IdProduct: {0} - Price: {1}", this.IdProduct, this.Price ); }}The following code
excerpt initializes some instances of these types.// -------------------------------------------------------//
Initialize a collection of customers with their orders:// -------------------------------------------------------
customers = new Customer[] { new Customer {Name = "Paolo", City = "Brescia", Country
= Countries.Italy, Orders = new Order[] { new Order { IdOrder = 1, Quantity = 3,
IdProduct = 1 , Shipped = false, Month = "January"}, new Order { IdOrder
= 2, Quantity = 5, IdProduct = 2 , Shipped = true, Month = "May"}}}, new
Customer {Name = "Marco", City = "Torino", Country = Countries.Italy, Orders = new
Order[] { new Order { IdOrder = 3, Quantity = 10, IdProduct = 1 , Shipped



= false, Month = "July"}, new Order { IdOrder = 4, Quantity = 20, IdProduct = 3 ,
Shipped = true, Month = "December"}}}, new Customer {Name = "James", City =
"Dallas", Country = Countries.USA, Orders = new Order[] { new Order { IdOrder =
5, Quantity = 20, IdProduct = 3 , Shipped = true, Month = "December"}}}, new
Customer {Name = "Frank", City = "Seattle", Country = Countries.USA, Orders = new
Order[] { new Order { IdOrder = 6, Quantity = 20, IdProduct = 5 , Shipped
= false, Month = "July"}}}};products = new Product[] { new Product {IdProduct = 1, Price = 10 },
new Product {IdProduct = 2, Price = 20 }, new Product {IdProduct = 3, Price = 30 }, new
Product {IdProduct = 4, Price = 40 }, new Product {IdProduct = 5, Price = 50 }, new Product
{IdProduct = 6, Price = 60 }};Here is the corresponding Microsoft Visual Basic type definition
code.Public Enum Countries USA ItalyEnd EnumPublic Class Customer Public Name As
String Public City As String Public Country As Countries Public Orders As Order() Public
Overrides Function ToString() As String Return String.Format("Name: {0} - City: {1} - Country:
{2}", Me.Name, Me.City, Me.Country) End FunctionEnd ClassPublic Class Order Public
IdOrder As Integer Public Quantity As Integer Public Shipped As Boolean Public Month As
String Public IdProduct As Integer Public Overrides Function ToString() As String Return
String.Format ( "IdOrder: {0} - IdProduct: {1} - " & "Quantity: {2} - Shipped: {3} - " &
"Month: {4}", Me.IdOrder, Me.IdProduct, Me.Quantity, Me.Shipped, Me.Month) End
FunctionEnd ClassPublic Class Product Public IdProduct As Integer Public Price As Decimal
Public Overrides Function ToString() As String Return String.Format("IdProduct: {0} - Price:
{1}", Me.IdProduct, Me.Price) End FunctionEnd ClassAnd here is the corresponding
Visual Basic initialization code.' -------------------------------------------------------' Initialize a collection
of customers with their orders:' -------------------------------------------------------customers = New
Customer() { New Customer With {.Name = "Paolo", .City = "Brescia", .Country =
Countries.Italy, .Orders = New Order() { New Order With {.IdOrder = 1, .Quantity =
3, .IdProduct = 1, .Shipped = False, .Month = "January"}, New Order With
{.IdOrder = 2, .Quantity = 5, .IdProduct = 2, .Shipped = True, .Month = "May"}}}, New
Customer With {.Name = "Marco", .City = "Torino", .Country = Countries.Italy, .Orders = New
Order() { New Order With {.IdOrder = 3, .Quantity = 10, .IdProduct = 1, .Shipped =
False, .Month = "July"}, New Order With {.IdOrder = 4, .Quantity = 20, .IdProduct = 3,
.Shipped = True, .Month = "December"}}}, New Customer With {.Name = "James", .City =
"Dallas", .Country = Countries.USA, .Orders = New Order() { New Order With {.IdOrder
= 5, .Quantity = 20, .IdProduct = 3, .Shipped = True, .Month = "December"}}}, New
Customer With {.Name = "Frank", .City = "Seattle", .Country = Countries.USA, .Orders =
New Order() { New Order With {.IdOrder = 6, .Quantity = 20, .IdProduct = 5,
.Shipped = False, .Month = "July"}}}}products = New Product() { New Product With {.IdProduct
= 1, .Price = 10}, New Product With {.IdProduct = 2, .Price = 20}, New Product With
{.IdProduct = 3, .Price = 30}, New Product With {.IdProduct = 4, .Price = 40}, New Product
With {.IdProduct = 5, .Price = 50}, New Product With {.IdProduct = 6, .Price = 60}}Sample Data



for ExamplesThe data used in the examples in this chapter consists of a set of customers, each
of which has ordered products. The following Microsoft Visual C# code defines these
types.public enum Countries { USA, Italy,}public class Customer { public string Name; public
string City; public Countries Country; public Order[] Orders; public override string ToString() {
return String.Format("Name: {0} - City: {1} - Country: {2}", this.Name, this.City,
this.Country ); }}public class Order { public int IdOrder; public int Quantity; public bool
Shipped; public string Month; public int IdProduct; public override string ToString() { return
String.Format( "IdOrder: {0} - IdProduct: {1} - " + "Quantity: {2} - Shipped: {3} - "
+ "Month: {4}", this.IdOrder, this.IdProduct, this.Quantity,
this.Shipped, this.Month); }}public class Product { public int IdProduct; public decimal Price;
public override string ToString() { return String.Format("IdProduct: {0} - Price: {1}",
this.IdProduct, this.Price ); }}The following code excerpt initializes some instances of these
types.// -------------------------------------------------------// Initialize a collection of customers with their
orders:// -------------------------------------------------------customers = new Customer[] { new Customer
{Name = "Paolo", City = "Brescia", Country = Countries.Italy, Orders = new Order[] {
new Order { IdOrder = 1, Quantity = 3, IdProduct = 1 , Shipped = false, Month =
"January"}, new Order { IdOrder = 2, Quantity = 5, IdProduct = 2 ,
Shipped = true, Month = "May"}}}, new Customer {Name = "Marco", City = "Torino",
Country = Countries.Italy, Orders = new Order[] { new Order { IdOrder = 3, Quantity =
10, IdProduct = 1 , Shipped = false, Month = "July"}, new Order { IdOrder
= 4, Quantity = 20, IdProduct = 3 , Shipped = true, Month = "December"}}}, new
Customer {Name = "James", City = "Dallas", Country = Countries.USA, Orders = new
Order[] { new Order { IdOrder = 5, Quantity = 20, IdProduct = 3 , Shipped
= true, Month = "December"}}}, new Customer {Name = "Frank", City = "Seattle", Country
= Countries.USA, Orders = new Order[] { new Order { IdOrder = 6, Quantity = 20,
IdProduct = 5 , Shipped = false, Month = "July"}}}};products = new Product[] {
new Product {IdProduct = 1, Price = 10 }, new Product {IdProduct = 2, Price = 20 }, new
Product {IdProduct = 3, Price = 30 }, new Product {IdProduct = 4, Price = 40 }, new Product
{IdProduct = 5, Price = 50 }, new Product {IdProduct = 6, Price = 60 }};Here is the
corresponding Microsoft Visual Basic type definition code.Public Enum Countries USA
ItalyEnd EnumPublic Class Customer Public Name As String Public City As String Public
Country As Countries Public Orders As Order() Public Overrides Function ToString() As
String Return String.Format("Name: {0} - City: {1} - Country: {2}", Me.Name, Me.City,
Me.Country) End FunctionEnd ClassPublic Class Order Public IdOrder As Integer Public
Quantity As Integer Public Shipped As Boolean Public Month As String Public IdProduct As
Integer Public Overrides Function ToString() As String Return String.Format ( "IdOrder:
{0} - IdProduct: {1} - " & "Quantity: {2} - Shipped: {3} - " & "Month: {4}", Me.IdOrder,
Me.IdProduct, Me.Quantity, Me.Shipped, Me.Month) End FunctionEnd ClassPublic Class
Product Public IdProduct As Integer Public Price As Decimal Public Overrides Function



ToString() As String Return String.Format("IdProduct: {0} - Price: {1}", Me.IdProduct,
Me.Price) End FunctionEnd ClassAnd here is the corresponding Visual Basic initialization
code.' -------------------------------------------------------' Initialize a collection of customers with their
orders:' -------------------------------------------------------customers = New Customer() { New
Customer With {.Name = "Paolo", .City = "Brescia", .Country = Countries.Italy, .Orders = New
Order() { New Order With {.IdOrder = 1, .Quantity = 3, .IdProduct = 1, .Shipped =
False, .Month = "January"}, New Order With {.IdOrder = 2, .Quantity = 5, .IdProduct = 2,
.Shipped = True, .Month = "May"}}}, New Customer With {.Name = "Marco", .City =
"Torino", .Country = Countries.Italy, .Orders = New Order() { New Order With {.IdOrder
= 3, .Quantity = 10, .IdProduct = 1, .Shipped = False, .Month = "July"}, New Order
With {.IdOrder = 4, .Quantity = 20, .IdProduct = 3, .Shipped = True, .Month =
"December"}}}, New Customer With {.Name = "James", .City = "Dallas", .Country =
Countries.USA, .Orders = New Order() { New Order With {.IdOrder = 5, .Quantity =
20, .IdProduct = 3, .Shipped = True, .Month = "December"}}}, New Customer With
{.Name = "Frank", .City = "Seattle", .Country = Countries.USA, .Orders = New Order() {
New Order With {.IdOrder = 6, .Quantity = 20, .IdProduct = 5, .Shipped = False, .Month
= "July"}}}}products = New Product() { New Product With {.IdProduct = 1, .Price = 10}, New
Product With {.IdProduct = 2, .Price = 20}, New Product With {.IdProduct = 3, .Price = 30},
New Product With {.IdProduct = 4, .Price = 40}, New Product With {.IdProduct = 5, .Price =
50}, New Product With {.IdProduct = 6, .Price = 60}}Query OperatorsThis section describes the
main methods and generic delegates provided by the System.Linq namespace, which is hosted
by System.Core.dll, for querying items with LINQ.The Where OperatorImagine that you need to
list the names and cities of customers from Italy. To filter a set of items, you can use the Where
operator, which is also called a restriction operator because it restricts a set of items.
Example 3-1 shows a simple example.Example 3-1. A query with a restrictionvar expr = from c
in customers where c.Country == Countries.Italy select new { c.Name, c.City };Here are the
signatures of the Where operator:public static IEnumerable<TSource> Where<TSource>( this
IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource, Boolean> predicate);public static
IEnumerable<TSource> Where<TSource>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source,
Func<TSource, Int32, Boolean> predicate);As you can see, two signatures are available.
Example 3-1 uses the first one, which enumerates items of the source sequence and yields
those that verify the predicate (c.Country == Countries.Italy). The second signature accepts an
additional parameter of type Int32 for the predicate, which is used as a zero-based index of the
elements within the source sequence. Keep in mind that passing null arguments to the
predicates results in an ArgumentNullException error. You can use the index parameter to start
filtering by a particular index, as shown in Example 3-2.Example 3-2. A query with a restriction
and an index-based filtervar expr = customers .Where((c, index) => (c.Country ==
Countries.Italy && index >= 1)) .Select(c => c.Name);ImportantExample 3-2 uses the method
syntax because the version of Where that we want to call is not supported by an equivalent



query expression clause. We will use both syntaxes from here onward.The result of Example 3-2
will be a list of Italian customers, skipping the first one. As you can see from the following
console output, the index-based partitioning occurs over the data source already filtered by
Country. The results show a single name:MarcoThe capability to filter items of the source
sequence by using their positional index is useful when you want to extract a specific page of
data from a large sequence of items. Example 3-3 shows an example.Example 3-3. A query with
a paging restrictionint start = 5;int end = 10;var expr = customers .Where((c, index) => ((index
>= start) && (index < end))) .Select(c => c.Name);NoteKeep in mind that it is generally not a
good practice to store large sequences of data loaded from a database persistence layer in
memory; thus, in general, you should not have to paginate data in memory. Usually, it is better to
page data at the persistence layer level.Projection OperatorsThe following sections describe
how to use projection operators. You use these operators to select (or “project”) contents from
the source enumeration into the result.SelectIn Example 3-1, you saw an example of defining
the result of the query by using the Select operator. The signatures for the Select operator
are:public static IEnumerable<TResult> Select<TSource, TResult>( this
IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource, TResult> selector);public static
IEnumerable<TResult> Select<TSource, TResult>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source,
Func<TSource, Int32, TResult> selector);The Select operator is a projection operator because
it projects the query results, making them available through an object that implements
IEnumerable<TResult>. This object will enumerate items identified by the selector predicate.
Like the Where operator, Select enumerates the source sequence and yields the result of the
selector predicate. Consider the following predicate:var expr = customers.Select(c =>
c.Name);This predicate’s result is a sequence of customer names (IEnumerable<String>). Now
consider this example:var expr = customers.Select(c => new { c.Name, c.City });This predicate
projects a sequence of instances of an anonymous type, defined as a tuple of Name and City,
for each customer object. With this second Select overload, you can also provide an argument
of type Int32 for the predicate—a zero-based index used to define the positional index of each
item inserted in the resulting sequence. Example 3-4 shows an example.Example 3-4. A
projection with an index argument in the selector predicatevar expr = customers .Select((c,
index) => new { index, c.Name, c.Country } );foreach (var item in expr) {
Console.WriteLine(item);}Running the query in Example 3-4 produces this result:{ index = 0,
Name = Paolo, Country = Italy }{ index = 1, Name = Marco, Country = Italy }{ index = 2, Name =
James, Country = USA }{ index = 3, Name = Frank, Country = USA }As with the Where operator,
the Select operator’s simple overload is available as a query expression keyword, while the more
complex overload needs to be invoked explicitly as an extension method.As you have already
seen in Chapter 2, the query expression syntax of the Select operator changes slightly between
C# and Visual Basic in respect to anonymous type projection. In Visual Basic, anonymous type
creation is implicitly determined by the query syntax, whereas in C#, you must explicitly declare
that you want a new anonymous type.SelectManyImagine that you want to select all the orders



of customers from Italy. You could write the query shown in Example 3-5 using the verbose
method.Example 3-5. The list of orders made by Italian customersvar orders = customers
.Where(c => c.Country == Countries.Italy) .Select(c => c.Orders);foreach(var item in orders)
{ Console.WriteLine(item); }Because of the behavior of the Select operator, the resulting type of
this query will be IEnumerable<Order[]>, where each item in the resulting sequence represents
the array of orders of a single customer. In fact, the Orders property of a Customer instance is of
type Order[]. The output of the code in Example 3-5 would be the following:DevLeap.Linq.LinqTo
Objects.Operators.Order[]DevLeap.Linq.LinqToObjects.Operators.Order[]To have a “flat”
IEnumerable<Order> result type, you need to use the SelectMany operator:public static
IEnumerable<TResult> SelectMany<TSource, TResult>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source,
Func<TSource, IEnumerable<TResult>> selector);public static IEnumerable<TResult>
SelectMany<TSource, TResult>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource, Int32,
IEnumerable<TResult>> selector);public static IEnumerable<TResult> SelectMany<TSource,
TCollection, TResult>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource,
IEnumerable<TCollection>> collectionSelector, Func<TSource, TCollection, TResult>
resultSelector);public static IEnumerable<TResult> SelectMany<TSource, TCollection,
TResult>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource, Int32,
IEnumerable<TCollection>> collectionSelector, Func<TSource, TCollection, TResult>
resultSelector);This operator enumerates the source sequence and merges the resulting items,
providing them as a single enumerable sequence. The second overload available is analogous
to the equivalent overload for Select, which allows a zero-based integer index for indexing
purposes. Example 3-6 shows an example.Example 3-6. The flattened list of orders made by
Italian customersvar orders = customers .Where(c => c.Country == Countries.Italy)
.SelectMany(c => c.Orders);Using the query expression syntax, the query in Example 3-6 can
be written with the code shown in Example 3-7.Example 3-7. The flattened list of orders made by
Italian customers, written with a query expressionvar orders = from c in customers where
c.Country == Countries.Italy from o in c.Orders select o;Both Example 3-6 and
Example 3-7 have the following output, where the ToString override of the Order type is
used:IdOrder: 1 - IdProduct: 1 - Quantity: 3 - Shipped: False - Month: JanuaryIdOrder: 2 -
IdProduct: 2 - Quantity: 5 - Shipped: True - Month: MayIdOrder: 3 - IdProduct: 1 - Quantity: 10 -
Shipped: False - Month: JulyIdOrder: 4 - IdProduct: 3 - Quantity: 20 - Shipped: True - Month:
DecemberThe select keyword in query expressions, for all but the initial from clause, is
translated to invocations of SelectMany. In other words, every time you see a query expression
with more than one from clause, you can apply this rule: the select over the first from clause is
converted to an invocation of Select, and the other select commands are translated into a
SelectMany call.The third and fourth overloads of SelectMany are useful whenever you need to
select a custom result from the source set of sequences instead of simply merging their items,
as with the two previous overloads. These overloads invoke the collectionSelector projection
over the source sequence and return the result of the resultSelector projection. The result is



applied to each item in the collections selected by collectionSelector and eventually projects a
zero-based integer index in the case of the last SelectMany overload shown. In Example 3-8,
you can see an example of the third method overload used to extract a new anonymous type
made from the Quantity and IdProduct of each order by Italian customers.Example 3-8. The list
of Quantity and IdProduct of orders made by Italian customersvar items = customers .Where(c
=> c.Country == Countries.Italy) .SelectMany(c => c.Orders, (c, o) => new { o.Quantity,
o.IdProduct });You can write the same query as in Example 3-8 with the query expression shown
in Example 3-9.Example 3-9. The list of Quantity and IdProduct of orders made by Italian
customers, written with a query expressionvar items = from c in customers where c.Country
== Countries.Italy from o in c.Orders select new {o.Quantity, o.IdProduct};Ordering
OperatorsAnother useful set of operators is the ordering operators group. Ordering operators
determine the ordering and direction of elements in output sequences.OrderBy and
OrderByDescendingSometimes it is helpful to apply an ordering to the results of a database
query. LINQ can order the results of queries, in ascending or descending order, using ordering
operators, similar to SQL syntax. For example, if you need to select the Name and City of all
Italian customers in descending order by Name, you can write the corresponding query
expression shown in Example 3-10.Example 3-10. A query expression with a descending
orderby clausevar expr = from c in customers where c.Country == Countries.Italy orderby
c.Name descending select new { c.Name, c.City };The query expression syntax will translate
the orderby keyword into one of the following ordering extension methods:public static
IOrderedEnumerable<TSource> OrderBy<TSource, TKey>( this IEnumerable<TSource>
source, Func<TSource, TKey> keySelector);public static IOrderedEnumerable<TSource>
OrderBy<TSource, TKey>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource, TKey>
keySelector, IComparer<TKey> comparer);public static IOrderedEnumerable<TSource>
OrderByDescending<TSource, TKey>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource,
TKey> keySelector);public static IOrderedEnumerable<TSource>
OrderByDescending<TSource, TKey>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource,
TKey> keySelector, IComparer<TKey> comparer);As you can see, the two main extension
methods, OrderBy and OrderByDescending, both have two overloads. The methods’ names
suggest their objective: OrderBy is for ascending order, and OrderByDescending is for
descending order. The keySelector argument represents a function that extracts a key, of type
TKey, from each item of type TSource, taken from the source sequence. The extracted key
represents the typed content to be compared by the comparer while ordering, and the TSource
type describes the type of each item of the source sequence. Both methods have an overload
that allows you to provide a custom comparer. If no comparer is provided or the comparer
argument is null, the Default property of the Comparer<T> generic type is used
(Comparer<TKey>.Default).ImportantThe default Comparer returned by Comparer<T>.Default
uses the generic interface IComparable<T> to compare two objects. If type T does not
implement the System.IComparable<T> generic interface, the Default property of Comparer<T>



returns a Comparer that uses the System.IComparable interface. If the type of T does not
implement either of these interfaces, the Compare method of the Default comparer will throw an
exception.It is important to emphasize that these ordering methods return not just
IEnumerable<TSource> but IOrderedEnumerable<TSource>, which is an interface that extends
IEnumerable<T>.The query expression in Example 3-10 will be translated to the following
extension method calls:var expr = customers .Where(c => c.Country == Countries.Italy)
.OrderByDescending(c => c.Name) .Select(c => new { c.Name, c.City } );As you can see from
the previous code excerpt, the OrderByDescending method, as well as all the ordering methods,
accepts a key selector lambda expression that selects the key value from the range variable (c)
of the current context. The selector can extract any sorting field available in the range variable,
even if it is not projected in the output by the Select method. For example, you can sort
customers by Country and select their Name and City properties.ThenBy and
ThenByDescendingWhenever you need to order data by many different keys, you can take
advantage of the ThenBy and ThenByDescending operators. Here are their signatures:public
static IOrderedEnumerable<TSource> ThenBy<TSource, TKey>( this
IOrderedEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource, TKey> keySelector);public static
IOrderedEnumerable<TSource> ThenBy<TSource, TKey>( this
IOrderedEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource, TKey> keySelector,
IComparer<TKey> comparer);public static IOrderedEnumerable<TSource>
ThenByDescending<TSource, TKey>( this IOrderedEnumerable<TSource> source,
Func<TSource, TKey> keySelector);public static IOrderedEnumerable<TSource>
ThenByDescending<TSource, TKey>( this IOrderedEnumerable<TSource> source,
Func<TSource, TKey> keySelector, IComparer<TKey> comparer);These operators have
signatures similar to OrderBy and OrderByDescending. The difference is that ThenBy and
ThenByDescending can be applied only to IOrderedEnumerable<T> and not to any
IEnumerable<T>. Therefore, you can use the ThenBy or ThenByDescending operators just after
the first use of OrderBy or OrderByDescending. Here is an example:var expr = customers
.Where(c => c.Country == Countries.Italy) .OrderByDescending(c => c.Name) .ThenBy(c =>
c.City) .Select(c => new { c.Name, c.City } );In Example 3-11, you can see the corresponding
query expression.Example 3-11. A query expression with orderby and thenbyvar expr = from
c in customers where c.Country == Countries.Italy orderby c.Name descending, c.City
select new { c.Name, c.City };ImportantIn the case of multiple occurrences of the same key
within a sequence to be ordered, the result is not guaranteed to be “stable.” In such conditions,
the original ordering might not be preserved by the comparer.A custom comparer might be
useful when the items in your source sequence need to be ordered using custom logic. For
example, imagine that you want to select all the orders of your customers ordered by month,
shown in Example 3-12.Example 3-12. A query expression ordered using the comparer provided
by Comparer<T>.Defaultvar expr = from c in customers from o in c.Orders orderby
o.Month select o;If you apply the default comparer to the Month property of the orders, you



will get a result alphabetically ordered because of the behavior of Comparer<T>.Default, which
was described earlier. The result is wrong because the Month property is just a string and not a
number or a date:IdOrder: 4 - IdProduct: 3 - Quantity: 20 - Shipped: True - Month:
DecemberIdOrder: 5 - IdProduct: 3 - Quantity: 20 - Shipped: True - Month: DecemberIdOrder: 1 -
IdProduct: 1 - Quantity: 3 - Shipped: False - Month: JanuaryIdOrder: 3 - IdProduct: 1 - Quantity:
10 - Shipped: False - Month: JulyIdOrder: 6 - IdProduct: 5 - Quantity: 20 - Shipped: False -
Month: JulyIdOrder: 2 - IdProduct: 2 - Quantity: 5 - Shipped: True - Month: MayYou should use a
custom MonthComparer that correctly compares months:using System.Globalization;class
MonthComparer: IComparer<string> { public int Compare(string x, string y) { DateTime
xDate = DateTime.ParseExact(x, "MMMM", new CultureInfo("en-US")); DateTime yDate =
DateTime.ParseExact(y, "MMMM", new CultureInfo("en-US"));
return(Comparer<DateTime>.Default.Compare(xDate, yDate)); }}The newly defined custom
MonthComparer could be passed as a parameter while invoking the OrderBy extension method,
as in Example 3-13.Example 3-13. A custom comparer used with an OrderBy operatorvar orders
= customers .SelectMany(c => c.Orders) .OrderBy(o => o.Month, new
MonthComparer());Now the result of Example 3-13 will be the following, correctly ordered by
month:IdOrder: 1 - IdProduct: 1 - Quantity: 3 - Shipped: False - Month: JanuaryIdOrder: 2 -
IdProduct: 2 - Quantity: 5 - Shipped: True - Month: MayIdOrder: 3 - IdProduct: 1 - Quantity: 10 -
Shipped: False - Month: JulyIdOrder: 6 - IdProduct: 5 - Quantity: 20 - Shipped: False - Month:
JulyIdOrder: 4 - IdProduct: 3 - Quantity: 20 - Shipped: True - Month: DecemberIdOrder: 5 -
IdProduct: 3 - Quantity: 20 - Shipped: True - Month: DecemberReverse OperatorSometimes you
need to reverse the result of a query, listing the last item in the result first. LINQ provides a last-
ordering operator, called Reverse, which allows you to perform this operation:public static
IEnumerable<TSource> Reverse<TSource>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source);The
implementation of Reverse is quite simple. It just yields each item in the source sequence in
reverse order. Example 3-14 shows an example of its use.Example 3-14. The Reverse operator
appliedvar expr = customers .Where(c => c.Country == Countries.Italy)
.OrderByDescending(c => c.Name) .ThenBy(c => c.City) .Select(c => new { c.Name,
c.City } ) .Reverse();The Reverse operator, like many other operators, does not have a
corresponding keyword in query expressions. However, you can merge query expression syntax
with operators (described in Chapter 2) as shown in Example 3-15.Example 3-15. The Reverse
operator applied to a query expression with orderby and thenbyvar expr = (from c in
customers where c.Country == Countries.Italy orderby c.Name descending, c.City select
new { c.Name, c.City } ).Reverse();As you can see, we apply the Reverse operator to the
expression resulting from Example 3-11. Under the covers, the inner query expression is first
translated to the resulting list of extension methods, and then the Reverse method is applied at
the end of the extension methods chain. It is just like Example 3-14, but hopefully easier to
write.Grouping OperatorsNow you have seen how to select, filter, and order sequences of items.
Sometimes when querying contents, you also need to group results based on specific criteria.



To realize content groupings, you use a grouping operator.The GroupBy operator, also called a
grouping operator, is the only operator of this family and provides a rich set of eight overloads.
Here are the first four:public static IEnumerable<IGrouping<TKey, TSource>>
GroupBy<TSource, TKey>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource, TKey>
keySelector);public static IEnumerable<IGrouping<TKey, TSource>> GroupBy<TSource,
TKey>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource, TKey> keySelector,
IEqualityComparer<TKey> comparer);public static IEnumerable<IGrouping<TKey, TElement>>
GroupBy<TSource, TKey, TElement>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource,
TKey> keySelector, Func<TSource, TElement> elementSelector);public static
IEnumerable<IGrouping<TKey, TElement>> GroupBy<TSource, TKey, TElement>( this
IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource, TKey> keySelector, Func<TSource,
TElement> elementSelector, IEqualityComparer<TKey> comparer);These GroupBy method
overloads select pairs of keys and items for each item in source. They use the keySelector
predicate to extract the Key value from each item to group results based on the different Key
values. The elementSelector argument, if present, defines a function that maps the source
element within the source sequence to the destination element of the resulting sequence. If you
do not specify the elementSelector, elements are mapped directly from the source to the
destination. (You will see an example of this later in the chapter, in Example 3-18.) They then
yield a sequence of IGrouping<TKey, TElement> objects, where each group consists of a
sequence of items with a common Key value.The IGrouping<TKey, TElement> generic interface
is a specialized implementation of IEnumerable<TElement>. This implementation can return a
specific Key of type TKey for each item within the enumeration:public interface IGrouping<TKey,
TElement> : IEnumerable<TElement> { TKey Key { get; }}From a practical point of view, a type
that implements this generic interface is simply a typed enumeration with an identifying type Key
for each item.There are also four more signatures useful to shape a custom result
projection:public static IEnumerable<TResult> GroupBy<TSource, TKey, TResult>( this
IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource, TKey> keySelector, Func<TKey,
IEnumerable<TSource>, TResult> resultSelector);public static IEnumerable<TResult>
GroupBy<TSource, TKey, TElement, TResult>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source,
Func<TSource, TKey> keySelector, Func<TSource, TElement> elementSelector, Func<TKey,
IEnumerable<TSource>, TResult> resultSelector);public static IEnumerable<TResult>
GroupBy<TSource, TKey, TResult>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource,
TKey> keySelector, Func<TKey, IEnumerable<TSource>, TResult> resultSelector,
IEqualityComparer<TKey> comparer);public static IEnumerable<TResult> GroupBy<TSource,
TKey, Telement, TResult>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource, TKey>
keySelector, Func<TSource, TElement> elementSelector, Func<TKey,
IEnumerable<TSource>, TResult> resultSelector, IEqualityComparer<TKey> comparer);With
the resultSelector argument present in these last signatures, you can define a projection for the
GroupBy operation, which lets you return an IEnumerable<TResult>. This last set of overloads is



useful for selecting a flattened enumeration of items, based on aggregations over the grouping
sets. You will see an example of this syntax later in this section.One last optional argument you
can pass to some of these methods is a custom comparer, which is useful when you need to
compare key values and define group membership. If no custom comparer is provided, the
EqualityComparer<TKey>.Default is used. The order of keys and items within each group
corresponds to their occurrence within the source. Example 3-16 shows an example of using the
GroupBy operator.Example 3-16. The GroupBy operator used to group customers by Countryvar
expr = customers.GroupBy(c => c.Country);foreach(IGrouping<Countries, Customer>
customerGroup in expr) { Console.WriteLine("Country: {0}", customerGroup.Key); foreach(var
item in customerGroup) { Console.WriteLine("\t{0}", item); }}Here is the console output of
Example 3-16:Country: Italy Name: Paolo - City: Brescia - Country: Italy Name: Marco -
City: Torino - Country: ItalyCountry: USA Name: James - City: Dallas - Country: USA
Name: Frank - City: Seattle - Country: USAAs Example 3-16 shows, you need to enumerate all
group keys before iterating over the items contained within each group. Each group is an
instance of a type that implements IGrouping<Countries, Customer>, because the code uses
the default elementSelector that directly projects the source Customer instances into the result.
In query expressions, the GroupBy operator can be defined using the group … by … syntax,
which is shown in Example 3-17.Example 3-17. A query expression with a group … by …
syntaxvar expr = from c in customers group c by c.Country;foreach(IGrouping<Countries,
Customer> customerGroup in expr) { Console.WriteLine("Country: {0}", customerGroup.Key);
foreach(var item in customerGroup) { Console.WriteLine("\t{0}", item); }}The code defined
in Example 3-16 is semantically equivalent to that shown in Example 3-17.Example 3-18 is
another example of grouping, this time with a custom elementSelector.Example 3-18. The
GroupBy operator used to group customer names by Countryvar expr = customers
.GroupBy(c => c.Country, c => c.Name);foreach(IGrouping<Countries, String> customerGroup
in expr) { Console.WriteLine("Country: {0}", customerGroup.Key); foreach(var item in
customerGroup) { Console.WriteLine("\t{0}", item); }}Here is the result of this code:Country:
Italy Paolo MarcoCountry: USA James FrankIn this last example, the result is a class that
implements IGrouping<Countries, String>, because the elementSelector predicate projects only
the customers’ names (of type String) into the output sequence.In Example 3-19, you can see
an example of using the GroupBy operator with a resultSelector predicate
argument.Example 3-19. The GroupBy operator used to group customer names by Countryvar
expr = customers .GroupBy(c => c.Country, (k, c) => new { Key = k, Count =
c.Count() });foreach (var group in expr) { Console.WriteLine("Key: {0} - Count: {1}", group.Key,
group.Count);}This last example projected the Key value of each group and the Count of
elements for each group. In cases when you need them, there are also GroupBy overloads that
allow you to define both a resultSelector and a custom elementSelector. They are useful
whenever you need to project groups, calculating aggregations on each group of items, but also
having the single items through a custom elementSelector predicate. Example 3-20 shows an



example.Example 3-20. The GroupBy operator used to group customer names by Country, with
a custom resultSelector and elementSelectorvar expr = customers .GroupBy( c =>
c.Country, // keySelector c => new { OrdersCount = c.Orders.Count() }, // elementSelector
(key, elements) => new { // resultSelector Key = key, Count = elements.Count(),
OrdersCount = elements.Sum(item => item.OrdersCount) });foreach (var group in expr) {
Console.WriteLine("Key: {0} - Count: {1} - Orders Count: {2}", group.Key, group.Count ,
group.OrdersCount);}The code in Example 3-20 shows an example of a query that returns a flat
enumeration of items made of customers grouped by Country, the count of customers for each
group, and the total count of orders executed by customers of each group. Notice that the result
of the query is an IEnumerable<TResult> and not an IGrouping<TKey, TElement>. Here is the
output of the code in Example 3-20:Key: Italy - Count: 2 - Orders Count: 4Key: USA - Count: 2 -
Orders Count: 2Join OperatorsJoin operators define relationships within sequences in query
expressions. From a SQL and relational point of view, almost every query requires joining one or
more tables. In LINQ, a set of join operators implements this behavior.JoinThe first operator of
this group is, of course, the Join method, defined by the following signatures:public static
IEnumerable<TResult> Join<TOuter, TInner, TKey, TResult>( this IEnumerable<TOuter>
outer, IEnumerable<TInner> inner, Func<TOuter, TKey> outerKeySelector, Func<TInner,
TKey> innerKeySelector, Func<TOuter, TInner, TResult> resultSelector);public static
IEnumerable<TResult> Join<TOuter, TInner, TKey, TResult>( this IEnumerable<TOuter>
outer, IEnumerable<TInner> inner, Func<TOuter, TKey> outerKeySelector, Func<TInner,
TKey> innerKeySelector, Func<TOuter, TInner, TResult> resultSelector,
IEqualityComparer<TKey> comparer);Join requires a set of four generic types. The TOuter type
represents the type of the outer source sequence, and the TInner type describes the type of the
inner source sequence. The predicates outerKeySelector and innerKeySelector define how to
extract the identifying keys from the outer and inner source sequence items, respectively. These
keys are both of type TKey, and their equivalence defines the join condition. The resultSelector
predicate defines what to project into the result sequence, which will be an implementation of
IEnumerable<TResult>. TResult is the last generic type needed by the operator, and it defines
the type of each single item in the join result sequence. The second overload of the method has
an additional custom equality comparer, used to compare the keys. If the comparer argument is
null or if the first overload of the method is invoked, a default key comparer
(EqualityComparer<TKey>.Default) will be used.Here is an example that will make the use of
Join clearer. Consider the sample customers, with their orders and products. In Example 3-21, a
query joins orders with their corresponding products.Example 3-21. The Join operator used to
map orders with productsvar expr = customers .SelectMany(c => c.Orders) .Join( products,
o => o.IdProduct, p => p.IdProduct, (o, p) => new {o.Month, o.Shipped,
p.IdProduct, p.Price } );The following is the result of the query:{Month = January, Shipped =
False, IdProduct = 1, Price = 10}{Month = May, Shipped = True, IdProduct = 2, Price = 20}
{Month = July, Shipped = False, IdProduct = 1, Price = 10}{Month = December, Shipped = True,



IdProduct = 3, Price = 30}{Month = December, Shipped = True, IdProduct = 3, Price = 30}{Month
= July, Shipped = False, IdProduct = 5, Price = 50}In this example, orders represents the outer
sequence and products is the inner sequence. The o and p used in lambda expressions are of
type Order and Product, respectively. Internally, the operator collects the elements of the inner
sequence into a hash table, using their keys extracted with innerKeySelector. It then enumerates
the outer sequence and maps its elements, based on the Key value extracted with
outerKeySelector, to the hash table of items. Because of its implementation, the Join operator
result sequence keeps the order of the outer sequence first, and then uses the order of the inner
sequence for each outer sequence element.From a SQL point of view, the example in
Example 3-21 can be thought of as an inner equijoin somewhat like the following SQL
query:SELECT o.Month, o.Shipped, p.IdProduct, p.PriceFROM Orders AS oINNER JOIN
Products AS p ON o.IdProduct = p.IdProductIf you want to translate the SQL syntax into the
Join operator syntax, you can think about the columns selection in SQL as the resultSelector
predicate, while the equality condition on IdProduct columns (of orders and products)
corresponds to the pair of innerKeySelector and outerKeySelector predicates.The Join operator
has a corresponding query expression syntax, which is shown in
Example 3-22.Example 3-22. The Join operator query expression syntaxvar expr = from c in
customers from o in c.Orders join p in products on o.IdProduct equals
p.IdProduct select new {o.Month, o.Shipped, p.IdProduct, p.Price };ImportantAs described in
Chapter 2, the order of items to relate (o.IdProduct equals p.IdProduct) in query expression
syntax must specify the outer sequence first and the inner sequence after; otherwise, the query
expression will not compile. This requirement is different from standard SQL queries, in which
item ordering does not matter.In Example 3-23, you can see the Visual Basic syntax
corresponding to Example 3-22. Take a look at the SQL-like selection syntax.Example 3-23. The
Join operator query expression syntax expressed in Visual BasicDim expr = From c In
customers From o In c.Orders Join p In products On o.IdProduct Equals p.IdProduct
Select o.Month, o.Shipped, p.IdProduct, p.PriceGroupJoinIn cases in which you need to define
something similar to a SQL LEFT OUTER JOIN or a RIGHT OUTER JOIN, you need to use the
GroupJoin operator. Its signatures are quite similar to the Join operator:public static
IEnumerable<TResult> GroupJoin<TOuter, TInner, TKey, TResult>( this
IEnumerable<TOuter> outer, IEnumerable<TInner> inner, Func<TOuter, TKey>
outerKeySelector, Func<TInner, TKey> innerKeySelector, Func<TOuter,
IEnumerable<TInner>, TResult> resultSelector);public static IEnumerable<TResult>
GroupJoin<TOuter, TInner, TKey, TResult>( this IEnumerable<TOuter> outer,
IEnumerable<TInner> inner, Func<TOuter, TKey> outerKeySelector, Func<TInner,
TKey> innerKeySelector, Func<TOuter, IEnumerable<TInner>, TResult> resultSelector,
IEqualityComparer<TKey> comparer);The only difference is the definition of the resultSelector
projector. It requires an instance of IEnumerable<TInner>, instead of a single object of type
TInner, because it projects a hierarchical result of type IEnumerable<TResult>. Each item of



type TResult consists of an item extracted from the outer sequence and a group of items, of type
TInner, joined from the inner sequence.As a result of this behavior, the output is not a flattened
outer equijoin, which would be produced by using the Join operator, but a hierarchical sequence
of items. Nevertheless, you can define queries using GroupJoin with results equivalent to the
Join operator whenever the mapping is a one-to-one relationship. In cases in which a
corresponding element group in the inner sequence is absent, the GroupJoin operator extracts
the outer sequence element paired with an empty sequence (Count = 0). In Example 3-24, you
can see an example of this operator.Example 3-24. The GroupJoin operator used to map
products with orders, if presentvar expr = products .GroupJoin( customers.SelectMany(c
=> c.Orders), p => p.IdProduct, o => o.IdProduct, (p, orders) => new { p.IdProduct,
Orders = orders });foreach(var item in expr) { Console.WriteLine("Product: {0}",
item.IdProduct); foreach (var order in item.Orders) { Console.WriteLine("\t{0}", order); }}The
following is the result of Example 3-24:Product: 1 IdOrder: 1 - IdProduct: 1 - Quantity: 3 -
Shipped: False - Month: January IdOrder: 3 - IdProduct: 1 - Quantity: 10 - Shipped: False -
Month: JulyProduct: 2 IdOrder: 2 - IdProduct: 2 - Quantity: 5 - Shipped: True - Month:
MayProduct: 3 IdOrder: 4 - IdProduct: 3 - Quantity: 20 - Shipped: True - Month: December
IdOrder: 5 - IdProduct: 3 - Quantity: 20 - Shipped: True - Month: DecemberProduct: 4Product: 5
IdOrder: 6 - IdProduct: 5 - Quantity: 20 - Shipped: False - Month: JulyProduct: 6You can see that
products 4 and 6 have no mapping orders, but the query returns them nonetheless. You can
think about this operator like a SELECT … FOR XML AUTO query in Transact-SQL. In fact, it
returns results hierarchically grouped like a set of XML nodes nested within their parent nodes,
similar to the default result of a FOR XML AUTO query.In a query expression, the GroupJoin
operator is defined as a join … into … clause. The query expression shown in Example 3-24 is
equivalent to Example 3-25.Example 3-25. A query expression with a join … into … clausevar
customersOrders = from c in customers from o in c.Orders select o;var expr = from p
in products join o in customersOrders on p.IdProduct equals o.IdProduct into
orders select new { p.IdProduct, Orders = orders };In this example, we first define an expression
called customersOrders to extract the flat list of orders. (This expression still uses the
SelectMany operator because of the double from clause.) You could also define a single query
expression, nesting the customersOrders expression within the main query. This approach is
shown in Example 3-26.Example 3-26. The query expression of Listing 3-25 in its compact
versionvar expr = from p in products join o in ( from c in customers from o in
c.Orders select o ) on p.IdProduct equals o.IdProduct into orders select new
{ p.IdProduct, Orders = orders };Set OperatorsOur journey through LINQ operators continues
with a group of methods that handle sets of data, applying common set operations (union,
intersect, and except) and selecting unique occurrences of items (distinct).DistinctImagine that
you want to extract all products that are mapped to orders, avoiding duplicates. This requirement
could be solved in standard SQL by using a DISTINCT clause within a JOIN query. LINQ
provides a Distinct operator too. Its signatures are quite simple. It requires only a source



sequence, from which all the distinct occurrences of items will be yielded, and provides an
overload with a custom IEqualityComparer<TSource>, which you will learn later:public static
IEnumerable<TSource> Distinct<TSource>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source);public static
IEnumerable<TSource> Distinct<TSource>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source,
IEqualityComparer<TSource> comparer);An example of the operator is shown in
Example 3-27.Example 3-27. The Distinct operator applied to the list of products used in
ordersvar expr = customers .SelectMany(c => c.Orders) .Join(products, o =>
o.IdProduct, p => p.IdProduct, (o, p) => p) .Distinct();Distinct does not have an
equivalent query expression clause; therefore, just as in Example 3-15, you can apply this
operator to the result of a query expression, as shown in Example 3-28.Example 3-28. The
Distinct operator applied to a query expressionvar expr = (from c in customers from o in
c.Orders join p in products on o.IdProduct equals p.IdProduct select p
).Distinct();By default, Distinct compares and identifies elements using their GetHashCode and
Equals methods because internally it uses a default comparer of type
EqualityComparer<T>.Default. You can, if necessary, override the type behavior to change the
Distinct result, or you can just use the second overload of the Distinct method:public static
IEnumerable<TSource> Distinct<TSource>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source,
IEqualityComparer<TSource> comparer);This last overload accepts a comparer argument,
available so you can provide a custom comparer for instances of type TSource.NoteYou will see
an example of how to compare reference types in the Union operator in Example 3-29.Union,
Intersect, and ExceptThe group of set operators contains three more operators that are useful
for classic set operations: Union, Intersect, and Except, all of which share a similar
definition:public static IEnumerable<TSource> Union<TSource>( this IEnumerable<TSource>
first, IEnumerable<TSource> second);public static IEnumerable<TSource> Union<TSource>(
this IEnumerable<TSource> first, IEnumerable<TSource> second,
IEqualityComparer<TSource> comparer);public static IEnumerable<TSource>
Intersect<TSource>( this IEnumerable<TSource> first, IEnumerable<TSource>
second);public static IEnumerable<TSource> Intersect<TSource>( this
IEnumerable<TSource> first, IEnumerable<TSource> second, IEqualityComparer<TSource>
comparer);public static IEnumerable<TSource> Except<TSource>( this
IEnumerable<TSource> first, IEnumerable<TSource> second);public static
IEnumerable<TSource> Except<TSource>( this IEnumerable<TSource> first,
IEnumerable<TSource> second, IEqualityComparer<TSource> comparer);The Union operator
enumerates the first sequence and the second sequence in that order and yields each element
that has not already been yielded. For example, in Example 3-29, you can see how to merge two
sets of Integer numbers.Example 3-29. The Union operator applied to sets of Integer
numbersInt32[] setOne = {1, 5, 6, 9};Int32[] setTwo = {4, 5, 7, 11};var union =
setOne.Union(setTwo);foreach (var i in union) { Console.Write(i + ", ");}Query OperatorsQuery
OperatorsQuery OperatorsQuery OperatorsThis section describes the main methods and



generic delegates provided by the System.Linq namespace, which is hosted by
System.Core.dll, for querying items with LINQ.The Where OperatorImagine that you need to list
the names and cities of customers from Italy. To filter a set of items, you can use the Where
operator, which is also called a restriction operator because it restricts a set of items.
Example 3-1 shows a simple example.Example 3-1. A query with a restrictionvar expr = from c
in customers where c.Country == Countries.Italy select new { c.Name, c.City };Here are the
signatures of the Where operator:public static IEnumerable<TSource> Where<TSource>( this
IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource, Boolean> predicate);public static
IEnumerable<TSource> Where<TSource>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source,
Func<TSource, Int32, Boolean> predicate);As you can see, two signatures are available.
Example 3-1 uses the first one, which enumerates items of the source sequence and yields
those that verify the predicate (c.Country == Countries.Italy). The second signature accepts an
additional parameter of type Int32 for the predicate, which is used as a zero-based index of the
elements within the source sequence. Keep in mind that passing null arguments to the
predicates results in an ArgumentNullException error. You can use the index parameter to start
filtering by a particular index, as shown in Example 3-2.Example 3-2. A query with a restriction
and an index-based filtervar expr = customers .Where((c, index) => (c.Country ==
Countries.Italy && index >= 1)) .Select(c => c.Name);ImportantExample 3-2 uses the method
syntax because the version of Where that we want to call is not supported by an equivalent
query expression clause. We will use both syntaxes from here onward.The result of Example 3-2
will be a list of Italian customers, skipping the first one. As you can see from the following
console output, the index-based partitioning occurs over the data source already filtered by
Country. The results show a single name:MarcoThe capability to filter items of the source
sequence by using their positional index is useful when you want to extract a specific page of
data from a large sequence of items. Example 3-3 shows an example.Example 3-3. A query with
a paging restrictionint start = 5;int end = 10;var expr = customers .Where((c, index) => ((index
>= start) && (index < end))) .Select(c => c.Name);NoteKeep in mind that it is generally not a
good practice to store large sequences of data loaded from a database persistence layer in
memory; thus, in general, you should not have to paginate data in memory. Usually, it is better to
page data at the persistence layer level.The Where OperatorThe Where OperatorThe Where
OperatorThe Where OperatorImagine that you need to list the names and cities of customers
from Italy. To filter a set of items, you can use the Where operator, which is also called a
restriction operator because it restricts a set of items. Example 3-1 shows a simple
example.Example 3-1. A query with a restrictionvar expr = from c in customers where
c.Country == Countries.Italy select new { c.Name, c.City };Example 3-1. A query with a
restrictionvar expr = from c in customers where c.Country == Countries.Italy select new
{ c.Name, c.City };var expr = from c in customers where c.Country == Countries.Italy select
new { c.Name, c.City };Here are the signatures of the Where operator:public static
IEnumerable<TSource> Where<TSource>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source,



Func<TSource, Boolean> predicate);public static IEnumerable<TSource> Where<TSource>(
this IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource, Int32, Boolean> predicate);As you can
see, two signatures are available. Example 3-1 uses the first one, which enumerates items of the
source sequence and yields those that verify the predicate (c.Country == Countries.Italy). The
second signature accepts an additional parameter of type Int32 for the predicate, which is used
as a zero-based index of the elements within the source sequence. Keep in mind that passing
null arguments to the predicates results in an ArgumentNullException error. You can use the
index parameter to start filtering by a particular index, as shown in Example 3-2.Example 3-2. A
query with a restriction and an index-based filtervar expr = customers .Where((c, index) =>
(c.Country == Countries.Italy && index >= 1)) .Select(c => c.Name);Example 3-2. A query with
a restriction and an index-based filtervar expr = customers .Where((c, index) => (c.Country ==
Countries.Italy && index >= 1)) .Select(c => c.Name);var expr = customers .Where((c, index)
=> (c.Country == Countries.Italy && index >= 1)) .Select(c => c.Name);ImportantExample 3-2
uses the method syntax because the version of Where that we want to call is not supported by
an equivalent query expression clause. We will use both syntaxes from here
onward.ImportantExample 3-2 uses the method syntax because the version of Where that we
want to call is not supported by an equivalent query expression clause. We will use both
syntaxes from here onward.The result of Example 3-2 will be a list of Italian customers, skipping
the first one. As you can see from the following console output, the index-based partitioning
occurs over the data source already filtered by Country. The results show a single
name:MarcoThe capability to filter items of the source sequence by using their positional index
is useful when you want to extract a specific page of data from a large sequence of items.
Example 3-3 shows an example.Example 3-3. A query with a paging restrictionint start = 5;int
end = 10;var expr = customers .Where((c, index) => ((index >= start) && (index < end)))
.Select(c => c.Name);Example 3-3. A query with a paging restrictionint start = 5;int end = 10;var
expr = customers .Where((c, index) => ((index >= start) && (index < end))) .Select(c =>
c.Name);int start = 5;int end = 10;var expr = customers .Where((c, index) => ((index >= start)
&& (index < end))) .Select(c => c.Name);NoteKeep in mind that it is generally not a good
practice to store large sequences of data loaded from a database persistence layer in memory;
thus, in general, you should not have to paginate data in memory. Usually, it is better to page
data at the persistence layer level.NoteKeep in mind that it is generally not a good practice to
store large sequences of data loaded from a database persistence layer in memory; thus, in
general, you should not have to paginate data in memory. Usually, it is better to page data at the
persistence layer level.Projection OperatorsThe following sections describe how to use
projection operators. You use these operators to select (or “project”) contents from the source
enumeration into the result.SelectIn Example 3-1, you saw an example of defining the result of
the query by using the Select operator. The signatures for the Select operator are:public static
IEnumerable<TResult> Select<TSource, TResult>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source,
Func<TSource, TResult> selector);public static IEnumerable<TResult> Select<TSource,



TResult>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource, Int32, TResult> selector);The
Select operator is a projection operator because it projects the query results, making them
available through an object that implements IEnumerable<TResult>. This object will enumerate
items identified by the selector predicate. Like the Where operator, Select enumerates the
source sequence and yields the result of the selector predicate. Consider the following
predicate:var expr = customers.Select(c => c.Name);This predicate’s result is a sequence of
customer names (IEnumerable<String>). Now consider this example:var expr =
customers.Select(c => new { c.Name, c.City });This predicate projects a sequence of instances
of an anonymous type, defined as a tuple of Name and City, for each customer object. With this
second Select overload, you can also provide an argument of type Int32 for the predicate—a
zero-based index used to define the positional index of each item inserted in the resulting
sequence. Example 3-4 shows an example.Example 3-4. A projection with an index argument in
the selector predicatevar expr = customers .Select((c, index) => new { index, c.Name,
c.Country } );foreach (var item in expr) { Console.WriteLine(item);}Running the query in
Example 3-4 produces this result:{ index = 0, Name = Paolo, Country = Italy }{ index = 1, Name =
Marco, Country = Italy }{ index = 2, Name = James, Country = USA }{ index = 3, Name = Frank,
Country = USA }As with the Where operator, the Select operator’s simple overload is available
as a query expression keyword, while the more complex overload needs to be invoked explicitly
as an extension method.As you have already seen in Chapter 2, the query expression syntax of
the Select operator changes slightly between C# and Visual Basic in respect to anonymous type
projection. In Visual Basic, anonymous type creation is implicitly determined by the query
syntax, whereas in C#, you must explicitly declare that you want a new anonymous
type.SelectManyImagine that you want to select all the orders of customers from Italy. You could
write the query shown in Example 3-5 using the verbose method.Example 3-5. The list of orders
made by Italian customersvar orders = customers .Where(c => c.Country == Countries.Italy)
.Select(c => c.Orders);foreach(var item in orders) { Console.WriteLine(item); }Because of the
behavior of the Select operator, the resulting type of this query will be IEnumerable<Order[]>,
where each item in the resulting sequence represents the array of orders of a single customer. In
fact, the Orders property of a Customer instance is of type Order[]. The output of the code in
Example 3-5 would be the following:DevLeap.Linq.LinqToObjects.Operators.Order[]DevLeap.Lin
q.LinqToObjects.Operators.Order[]To have a “flat” IEnumerable<Order> result type, you need to
use the SelectMany operator:public static IEnumerable<TResult> SelectMany<TSource,
TResult>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource, IEnumerable<TResult>>
selector);public static IEnumerable<TResult> SelectMany<TSource, TResult>( this
IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource, Int32, IEnumerable<TResult>>
selector);public static IEnumerable<TResult> SelectMany<TSource, TCollection, TResult>(
this IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource, IEnumerable<TCollection>>
collectionSelector, Func<TSource, TCollection, TResult> resultSelector);public static
IEnumerable<TResult> SelectMany<TSource, TCollection, TResult>( this



IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource, Int32, IEnumerable<TCollection>>
collectionSelector, Func<TSource, TCollection, TResult> resultSelector);This operator
enumerates the source sequence and merges the resulting items, providing them as a single
enumerable sequence. The second overload available is analogous to the equivalent overload
for Select, which allows a zero-based integer index for indexing purposes. Example 3-6 shows
an example.Example 3-6. The flattened list of orders made by Italian customersvar orders =
customers .Where(c => c.Country == Countries.Italy) .SelectMany(c => c.Orders);Using the
query expression syntax, the query in Example 3-6 can be written with the code shown in
Example 3-7.Example 3-7. The flattened list of orders made by Italian customers, written with a
query expressionvar orders = from c in customers where c.Country == Countries.Italy
from o in c.Orders select o;Both Example 3-6 and Example 3-7 have the following output,
where the ToString override of the Order type is used:IdOrder: 1 - IdProduct: 1 - Quantity: 3 -
Shipped: False - Month: JanuaryIdOrder: 2 - IdProduct: 2 - Quantity: 5 - Shipped: True - Month:
MayIdOrder: 3 - IdProduct: 1 - Quantity: 10 - Shipped: False - Month: JulyIdOrder: 4 - IdProduct:
3 - Quantity: 20 - Shipped: True - Month: DecemberThe select keyword in query expressions, for
all but the initial from clause, is translated to invocations of SelectMany. In other words, every
time you see a query expression with more than one from clause, you can apply this rule: the
select over the first from clause is converted to an invocation of Select, and the other select
commands are translated into a SelectMany call.The third and fourth overloads of SelectMany
are useful whenever you need to select a custom result from the source set of sequences
instead of simply merging their items, as with the two previous overloads. These overloads
invoke the collectionSelector projection over the source sequence and return the result of the
resultSelector projection. The result is applied to each item in the collections selected by
collectionSelector and eventually projects a zero-based integer index in the case of the last
SelectMany overload shown. In Example 3-8, you can see an example of the third method
overload used to extract a new anonymous type made from the Quantity and IdProduct of each
order by Italian customers.Example 3-8. The list of Quantity and IdProduct of orders made by
Italian customersvar items = customers .Where(c => c.Country ==
Countries.Italy) .SelectMany(c => c.Orders, (c, o) => new { o.Quantity, o.IdProduct });You can
write the same query as in Example 3-8 with the query expression shown in
Example 3-9.Example 3-9. The list of Quantity and IdProduct of orders made by Italian
customers, written with a query expressionvar items = from c in customers where c.Country
== Countries.Italy from o in c.Orders select new {o.Quantity, o.IdProduct};Projection
OperatorsProjection OperatorsProjection OperatorsProjection OperatorsThe following sections
describe how to use projection operators. You use these operators to select (or “project”)
contents from the source enumeration into the result.SelectIn Example 3-1, you saw an example
of defining the result of the query by using the Select operator. The signatures for the Select
operator are:public static IEnumerable<TResult> Select<TSource, TResult>( this
IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource, TResult> selector);public static



IEnumerable<TResult> Select<TSource, TResult>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source,
Func<TSource, Int32, TResult> selector);The Select operator is a projection operator because
it projects the query results, making them available through an object that implements
IEnumerable<TResult>. This object will enumerate items identified by the selector predicate.
Like the Where operator, Select enumerates the source sequence and yields the result of the
selector predicate. Consider the following predicate:var expr = customers.Select(c =>
c.Name);This predicate’s result is a sequence of customer names (IEnumerable<String>). Now
consider this example:var expr = customers.Select(c => new { c.Name, c.City });This predicate
projects a sequence of instances of an anonymous type, defined as a tuple of Name and City,
for each customer object. With this second Select overload, you can also provide an argument
of type Int32 for the predicate—a zero-based index used to define the positional index of each
item inserted in the resulting sequence. Example 3-4 shows an example.Example 3-4. A
projection with an index argument in the selector predicatevar expr = customers .Select((c,
index) => new { index, c.Name, c.Country } );foreach (var item in expr) {
Console.WriteLine(item);}Running the query in Example 3-4 produces this result:{ index = 0,
Name = Paolo, Country = Italy }{ index = 1, Name = Marco, Country = Italy }{ index = 2, Name =
James, Country = USA }{ index = 3, Name = Frank, Country = USA }As with the Where operator,
the Select operator’s simple overload is available as a query expression keyword, while the more
complex overload needs to be invoked explicitly as an extension method.As you have already
seen in Chapter 2, the query expression syntax of the Select operator changes slightly between
C# and Visual Basic in respect to anonymous type projection. In Visual Basic, anonymous type
creation is implicitly determined by the query syntax, whereas in C#, you must explicitly declare
that you want a new anonymous type.SelectSelectSelectSelectIn Example 3-1, you saw an
example of defining the result of the query by using the Select operator. The signatures for the
Select operator are:public static IEnumerable<TResult> Select<TSource, TResult>( this
IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource, TResult> selector);public static
IEnumerable<TResult> Select<TSource, TResult>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source,
Func<TSource, Int32, TResult> selector);The Select operator is a projection operator because
it projects the query results, making them available through an object that implements
IEnumerable<TResult>. This object will enumerate items identified by the selector predicate.
Like the Where operator, Select enumerates the source sequence and yields the result of the
selector predicate. Consider the following predicate:var expr = customers.Select(c =>
c.Name);This predicate’s result is a sequence of customer names (IEnumerable<String>). Now
consider this example:var expr = customers.Select(c => new { c.Name, c.City });This predicate
projects a sequence of instances of an anonymous type, defined as a tuple of Name and City,
for each customer object. With this second Select overload, you can also provide an argument
of type Int32 for the predicate—a zero-based index used to define the positional index of each
item inserted in the resulting sequence. Example 3-4 shows an example.Example 3-4. A
projection with an index argument in the selector predicatevar expr = customers .Select((c,



index) => new { index, c.Name, c.Country } );foreach (var item in expr) {
Console.WriteLine(item);}Example 3-4. A projection with an index argument in the selector
predicatevar expr = customers .Select((c, index) => new { index, c.Name,
c.Country } );foreach (var item in expr) { Console.WriteLine(item);}var expr = customers
.Select((c, index) => new { index, c.Name, c.Country } );foreach (var item in expr) {
Console.WriteLine(item);}Running the query in Example 3-4 produces this result:{ index = 0,
Name = Paolo, Country = Italy }{ index = 1, Name = Marco, Country = Italy }{ index = 2, Name =
James, Country = USA }{ index = 3, Name = Frank, Country = USA }As with the Where operator,
the Select operator’s simple overload is available as a query expression keyword, while the more
complex overload needs to be invoked explicitly as an extension method.As you have already
seen in Chapter 2, the query expression syntax of the Select operator changes slightly between
C# and Visual Basic in respect to anonymous type projection. In Visual Basic, anonymous type
creation is implicitly determined by the query syntax, whereas in C#, you must explicitly declare
that you want a new anonymous type.SelectManyImagine that you want to select all the orders
of customers from Italy. You could write the query shown in Example 3-5 using the verbose
method.Example 3-5. The list of orders made by Italian customersvar orders = customers
.Where(c => c.Country == Countries.Italy) .Select(c => c.Orders);foreach(var item in orders)
{ Console.WriteLine(item); }Because of the behavior of the Select operator, the resulting type of
this query will be IEnumerable<Order[]>, where each item in the resulting sequence represents
the array of orders of a single customer. In fact, the Orders property of a Customer instance is of
type Order[]. The output of the code in Example 3-5 would be the following:DevLeap.Linq.LinqTo
Objects.Operators.Order[]DevLeap.Linq.LinqToObjects.Operators.Order[]To have a “flat”
IEnumerable<Order> result type, you need to use the SelectMany operator:public static
IEnumerable<TResult> SelectMany<TSource, TResult>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source,
Func<TSource, IEnumerable<TResult>> selector);public static IEnumerable<TResult>
SelectMany<TSource, TResult>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource, Int32,
IEnumerable<TResult>> selector);public static IEnumerable<TResult> SelectMany<TSource,
TCollection, TResult>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource,
IEnumerable<TCollection>> collectionSelector, Func<TSource, TCollection, TResult>
resultSelector);public static IEnumerable<TResult> SelectMany<TSource, TCollection,
TResult>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource, Int32,
IEnumerable<TCollection>> collectionSelector, Func<TSource, TCollection, TResult>
resultSelector);This operator enumerates the source sequence and merges the resulting items,
providing them as a single enumerable sequence. The second overload available is analogous
to the equivalent overload for Select, which allows a zero-based integer index for indexing
purposes. Example 3-6 shows an example.Example 3-6. The flattened list of orders made by
Italian customersvar orders = customers .Where(c => c.Country == Countries.Italy)
.SelectMany(c => c.Orders);Using the query expression syntax, the query in Example 3-6 can
be written with the code shown in Example 3-7.Example 3-7. The flattened list of orders made by



Italian customers, written with a query expressionvar orders = from c in customers where
c.Country == Countries.Italy from o in c.Orders select o;Both Example 3-6 and
Example 3-7 have the following output, where the ToString override of the Order type is
used:IdOrder: 1 - IdProduct: 1 - Quantity: 3 - Shipped: False - Month: JanuaryIdOrder: 2 -
IdProduct: 2 - Quantity: 5 - Shipped: True - Month: MayIdOrder: 3 - IdProduct: 1 - Quantity: 10 -
Shipped: False - Month: JulyIdOrder: 4 - IdProduct: 3 - Quantity: 20 - Shipped: True - Month:
DecemberThe select keyword in query expressions, for all but the initial from clause, is
translated to invocations of SelectMany. In other words, every time you see a query expression
with more than one from clause, you can apply this rule: the select over the first from clause is
converted to an invocation of Select, and the other select commands are translated into a
SelectMany call.The third and fourth overloads of SelectMany are useful whenever you need to
select a custom result from the source set of sequences instead of simply merging their items,
as with the two previous overloads. These overloads invoke the collectionSelector projection
over the source sequence and return the result of the resultSelector projection. The result is
applied to each item in the collections selected by collectionSelector and eventually projects a
zero-based integer index in the case of the last SelectMany overload shown. In Example 3-8,
you can see an example of the third method overload used to extract a new anonymous type
made from the Quantity and IdProduct of each order by Italian customers.Example 3-8. The list
of Quantity and IdProduct of orders made by Italian customersvar items = customers .Where(c
=> c.Country == Countries.Italy) .SelectMany(c => c.Orders, (c, o) => new { o.Quantity,
o.IdProduct });You can write the same query as in Example 3-8 with the query expression shown
in Example 3-9.Example 3-9. The list of Quantity and IdProduct of orders made by Italian
customers, written with a query expressionvar items = from c in customers where c.Country
== Countries.Italy from o in c.Orders select new {o.Quantity,
o.IdProduct};SelectManySelectManySelectManySelectManyImagine that you want to select all
the orders of customers from Italy. You could write the query shown in Example 3-5 using the
verbose method.Example 3-5. The list of orders made by Italian customersvar orders =
customers .Where(c => c.Country == Countries.Italy) .Select(c => c.Orders);foreach(var item
in orders) { Console.WriteLine(item); }Example 3-5. The list of orders made by Italian
customersvar orders = customers .Where(c => c.Country == Countries.Italy) .Select(c =>
c.Orders);foreach(var item in orders) { Console.WriteLine(item); }var orders = customers
.Where(c => c.Country == Countries.Italy) .Select(c => c.Orders);foreach(var item in orders)
{ Console.WriteLine(item); }Because of the behavior of the Select operator, the resulting type of
this query will be IEnumerable<Order[]>, where each item in the resulting sequence represents
the array of orders of a single customer. In fact, the Orders property of a Customer instance is of
type Order[]. The output of the code in Example 3-5 would be the following:DevLeap.Linq.LinqTo
Objects.Operators.Order[]DevLeap.Linq.LinqToObjects.Operators.Order[]To have a “flat”
IEnumerable<Order> result type, you need to use the SelectMany operator:public static
IEnumerable<TResult> SelectMany<TSource, TResult>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source,



Func<TSource, IEnumerable<TResult>> selector);public static IEnumerable<TResult>
SelectMany<TSource, TResult>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource, Int32,
IEnumerable<TResult>> selector);public static IEnumerable<TResult> SelectMany<TSource,
TCollection, TResult>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource,
IEnumerable<TCollection>> collectionSelector, Func<TSource, TCollection, TResult>
resultSelector);public static IEnumerable<TResult> SelectMany<TSource, TCollection,
TResult>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource, Int32,
IEnumerable<TCollection>> collectionSelector, Func<TSource, TCollection, TResult>
resultSelector);This operator enumerates the source sequence and merges the resulting items,
providing them as a single enumerable sequence. The second overload available is analogous
to the equivalent overload for Select, which allows a zero-based integer index for indexing
purposes. Example 3-6 shows an example.Example 3-6. The flattened list of orders made by
Italian customersvar orders = customers .Where(c => c.Country == Countries.Italy)
.SelectMany(c => c.Orders);Example 3-6. The flattened list of orders made by Italian
customersvar orders = customers .Where(c => c.Country == Countries.Italy) .SelectMany(c
=> c.Orders);var orders = customers .Where(c => c.Country == Countries.Italy)
.SelectMany(c => c.Orders);Using the query expression syntax, the query in Example 3-6 can
be written with the code shown in Example 3-7.Example 3-7. The flattened list of orders made by
Italian customers, written with a query expressionvar orders = from c in customers where
c.Country == Countries.Italy from o in c.Orders select o;Example 3-7. The flattened list
of orders made by Italian customers, written with a query expressionvar orders = from c in
customers where c.Country == Countries.Italy from o in c.Orders select o;var orders =
from c in customers where c.Country == Countries.Italy from o in c.Orders select
o;Both Example 3-6 and Example 3-7 have the following output, where the ToString override of
the Order type is used:IdOrder: 1 - IdProduct: 1 - Quantity: 3 - Shipped: False - Month:
JanuaryIdOrder: 2 - IdProduct: 2 - Quantity: 5 - Shipped: True - Month: MayIdOrder: 3 -
IdProduct: 1 - Quantity: 10 - Shipped: False - Month: JulyIdOrder: 4 - IdProduct: 3 - Quantity: 20 -
Shipped: True - Month: DecemberThe select keyword in query expressions, for all but the initial
from clause, is translated to invocations of SelectMany. In other words, every time you see a
query expression with more than one from clause, you can apply this rule: the select over the
first from clause is converted to an invocation of Select, and the other select commands are
translated into a SelectMany call.The third and fourth overloads of SelectMany are useful
whenever you need to select a custom result from the source set of sequences instead of simply
merging their items, as with the two previous overloads. These overloads invoke the
collectionSelector projection over the source sequence and return the result of the
resultSelector projection. The result is applied to each item in the collections selected by
collectionSelector and eventually projects a zero-based integer index in the case of the last
SelectMany overload shown. In Example 3-8, you can see an example of the third method
overload used to extract a new anonymous type made from the Quantity and IdProduct of each



order by Italian customers.Example 3-8. The list of Quantity and IdProduct of orders made by
Italian customersvar items = customers .Where(c => c.Country ==
Countries.Italy) .SelectMany(c => c.Orders, (c, o) => new { o.Quantity,
o.IdProduct });Example 3-8. The list of Quantity and IdProduct of orders made by Italian
customersvar items = customers .Where(c => c.Country == Countries.Italy) .SelectMany(c =>
c.Orders, (c, o) => new { o.Quantity, o.IdProduct });var items = customers .Where(c =>
c.Country == Countries.Italy) .SelectMany(c => c.Orders, (c, o) => new { o.Quantity,
o.IdProduct });You can write the same query as in Example 3-8 with the query expression shown
in Example 3-9.Example 3-9. The list of Quantity and IdProduct of orders made by Italian
customers, written with a query expressionvar items = from c in customers where c.Country
== Countries.Italy from o in c.Orders select new {o.Quantity,
o.IdProduct};Example 3-9. The list of Quantity and IdProduct of orders made by Italian
customers, written with a query expressionvar items = from c in customers where c.Country
== Countries.Italy from o in c.Orders select new {o.Quantity, o.IdProduct};var items =
from c in customers where c.Country == Countries.Italy from o in c.Orders select new
{o.Quantity, o.IdProduct};Ordering OperatorsAnother useful set of operators is the ordering
operators group. Ordering operators determine the ordering and direction of elements in output
sequences.OrderBy and OrderByDescendingSometimes it is helpful to apply an ordering to the
results of a database query. LINQ can order the results of queries, in ascending or descending
order, using ordering operators, similar to SQL syntax. For example, if you need to select the
Name and City of all Italian customers in descending order by Name, you can write the
corresponding query expression shown in Example 3-10.Example 3-10. A query expression with
a descending orderby clausevar expr = from c in customers where c.Country ==
Countries.Italy orderby c.Name descending select new { c.Name, c.City };The query
expression syntax will translate the orderby keyword into one of the following ordering extension
methods:public static IOrderedEnumerable<TSource> OrderBy<TSource, TKey>( this
IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource, TKey> keySelector);public static
IOrderedEnumerable<TSource> OrderBy<TSource, TKey>( this IEnumerable<TSource>
source, Func<TSource, TKey> keySelector, IComparer<TKey> comparer);public static
IOrderedEnumerable<TSource> OrderByDescending<TSource, TKey>( this
IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource, TKey> keySelector);public static
IOrderedEnumerable<TSource> OrderByDescending<TSource, TKey>( this
IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource, TKey> keySelector, IComparer<TKey>
comparer);As you can see, the two main extension methods, OrderBy and OrderByDescending,
both have two overloads. The methods’ names suggest their objective: OrderBy is for ascending
order, and OrderByDescending is for descending order. The keySelector argument represents a
function that extracts a key, of type TKey, from each item of type TSource, taken from the source
sequence. The extracted key represents the typed content to be compared by the comparer
while ordering, and the TSource type describes the type of each item of the source sequence.



Both methods have an overload that allows you to provide a custom comparer. If no comparer is
provided or the comparer argument is null, the Default property of the Comparer<T> generic
type is used (Comparer<TKey>.Default).ImportantThe default Comparer returned by
Comparer<T>.Default uses the generic interface IComparable<T> to compare two objects. If
type T does not implement the System.IComparable<T> generic interface, the Default property
of Comparer<T> returns a Comparer that uses the System.IComparable interface. If the type of
T does not implement either of these interfaces, the Compare method of the Default comparer
will throw an exception.It is important to emphasize that these ordering methods return not just
IEnumerable<TSource> but IOrderedEnumerable<TSource>, which is an interface that extends
IEnumerable<T>.The query expression in Example 3-10 will be translated to the following
extension method calls:var expr = customers .Where(c => c.Country == Countries.Italy)
.OrderByDescending(c => c.Name) .Select(c => new { c.Name, c.City } );As you can see from
the previous code excerpt, the OrderByDescending method, as well as all the ordering methods,
accepts a key selector lambda expression that selects the key value from the range variable (c)
of the current context. The selector can extract any sorting field available in the range variable,
even if it is not projected in the output by the Select method. For example, you can sort
customers by Country and select their Name and City properties.ThenBy and
ThenByDescendingWhenever you need to order data by many different keys, you can take
advantage of the ThenBy and ThenByDescending operators. Here are their signatures:public
static IOrderedEnumerable<TSource> ThenBy<TSource, TKey>( this
IOrderedEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource, TKey> keySelector);public static
IOrderedEnumerable<TSource> ThenBy<TSource, TKey>( this
IOrderedEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource, TKey> keySelector,
IComparer<TKey> comparer);public static IOrderedEnumerable<TSource>
ThenByDescending<TSource, TKey>( this IOrderedEnumerable<TSource> source,
Func<TSource, TKey> keySelector);public static IOrderedEnumerable<TSource>
ThenByDescending<TSource, TKey>( this IOrderedEnumerable<TSource> source,
Func<TSource, TKey> keySelector, IComparer<TKey> comparer);These operators have
signatures similar to OrderBy and OrderByDescending. The difference is that ThenBy and
ThenByDescending can be applied only to IOrderedEnumerable<T> and not to any
IEnumerable<T>. Therefore, you can use the ThenBy or ThenByDescending operators just after
the first use of OrderBy or OrderByDescending. Here is an example:var expr = customers
.Where(c => c.Country == Countries.Italy) .OrderByDescending(c => c.Name) .ThenBy(c =>
c.City) .Select(c => new { c.Name, c.City } );In Example 3-11, you can see the corresponding
query expression.Example 3-11. A query expression with orderby and thenbyvar expr = from
c in customers where c.Country == Countries.Italy orderby c.Name descending, c.City
select new { c.Name, c.City };ImportantIn the case of multiple occurrences of the same key
within a sequence to be ordered, the result is not guaranteed to be “stable.” In such conditions,
the original ordering might not be preserved by the comparer.A custom comparer might be



useful when the items in your source sequence need to be ordered using custom logic. For
example, imagine that you want to select all the orders of your customers ordered by month,
shown in Example 3-12.Example 3-12. A query expression ordered using the comparer provided
by Comparer<T>.Defaultvar expr = from c in customers from o in c.Orders orderby
o.Month select o;If you apply the default comparer to the Month property of the orders, you
will get a result alphabetically ordered because of the behavior of Comparer<T>.Default, which
was described earlier. The result is wrong because the Month property is just a string and not a
number or a date:IdOrder: 4 - IdProduct: 3 - Quantity: 20 - Shipped: True - Month:
DecemberIdOrder: 5 - IdProduct: 3 - Quantity: 20 - Shipped: True - Month: DecemberIdOrder: 1 -
IdProduct: 1 - Quantity: 3 - Shipped: False - Month: JanuaryIdOrder: 3 - IdProduct: 1 - Quantity:
10 - Shipped: False - Month: JulyIdOrder: 6 - IdProduct: 5 - Quantity: 20 - Shipped: False -
Month: JulyIdOrder: 2 - IdProduct: 2 - Quantity: 5 - Shipped: True - Month: MayYou should use a
custom MonthComparer that correctly compares months:using System.Globalization;class
MonthComparer: IComparer<string> { public int Compare(string x, string y) { DateTime
xDate = DateTime.ParseExact(x, "MMMM", new CultureInfo("en-US")); DateTime yDate =
DateTime.ParseExact(y, "MMMM", new CultureInfo("en-US"));
return(Comparer<DateTime>.Default.Compare(xDate, yDate)); }}The newly defined custom
MonthComparer could be passed as a parameter while invoking the OrderBy extension method,
as in Example 3-13.Example 3-13. A custom comparer used with an OrderBy operatorvar orders
= customers .SelectMany(c => c.Orders) .OrderBy(o => o.Month, new
MonthComparer());Now the result of Example 3-13 will be the following, correctly ordered by
month:IdOrder: 1 - IdProduct: 1 - Quantity: 3 - Shipped: False - Month: JanuaryIdOrder: 2 -
IdProduct: 2 - Quantity: 5 - Shipped: True - Month: MayIdOrder: 3 - IdProduct: 1 - Quantity: 10 -
Shipped: False - Month: JulyIdOrder: 6 - IdProduct: 5 - Quantity: 20 - Shipped: False - Month:
JulyIdOrder: 4 - IdProduct: 3 - Quantity: 20 - Shipped: True - Month: DecemberIdOrder: 5 -
IdProduct: 3 - Quantity: 20 - Shipped: True - Month: DecemberReverse OperatorSometimes you
need to reverse the result of a query, listing the last item in the result first. LINQ provides a last-
ordering operator, called Reverse, which allows you to perform this operation:public static
IEnumerable<TSource> Reverse<TSource>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source);The
implementation of Reverse is quite simple. It just yields each item in the source sequence in
reverse order. Example 3-14 shows an example of its use.Example 3-14. The Reverse operator
appliedvar expr = customers .Where(c => c.Country == Countries.Italy)
.OrderByDescending(c => c.Name) .ThenBy(c => c.City) .Select(c => new { c.Name,
c.City } ) .Reverse();The Reverse operator, like many other operators, does not have a
corresponding keyword in query expressions. However, you can merge query expression syntax
with operators (described in Chapter 2) as shown in Example 3-15.Example 3-15. The Reverse
operator applied to a query expression with orderby and thenbyvar expr = (from c in
customers where c.Country == Countries.Italy orderby c.Name descending, c.City select
new { c.Name, c.City } ).Reverse();As you can see, we apply the Reverse operator to the



expression resulting from Example 3-11. Under the covers, the inner query expression is first
translated to the resulting list of extension methods, and then the Reverse method is applied at
the end of the extension methods chain. It is just like Example 3-14, but hopefully easier to
write.Ordering OperatorsOrdering OperatorsOrdering OperatorsOrdering OperatorsAnother
useful set of operators is the ordering operators group. Ordering operators determine the
ordering and direction of elements in output sequences.OrderBy and
OrderByDescendingSometimes it is helpful to apply an ordering to the results of a database
query. LINQ can order the results of queries, in ascending or descending order, using ordering
operators, similar to SQL syntax. For example, if you need to select the Name and City of all
Italian customers in descending order by Name, you can write the corresponding query
expression shown in Example 3-10.Example 3-10. A query expression with a descending
orderby clausevar expr = from c in customers where c.Country == Countries.Italy orderby
c.Name descending select new { c.Name, c.City };The query expression syntax will translate
the orderby keyword into one of the following ordering extension methods:public static
IOrderedEnumerable<TSource> OrderBy<TSource, TKey>( this IEnumerable<TSource>
source, Func<TSource, TKey> keySelector);public static IOrderedEnumerable<TSource>
OrderBy<TSource, TKey>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource, TKey>
keySelector, IComparer<TKey> comparer);public static IOrderedEnumerable<TSource>
OrderByDescending<TSource, TKey>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource,
TKey> keySelector);public static IOrderedEnumerable<TSource>
OrderByDescending<TSource, TKey>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource,
TKey> keySelector, IComparer<TKey> comparer);As you can see, the two main extension
methods, OrderBy and OrderByDescending, both have two overloads. The methods’ names
suggest their objective: OrderBy is for ascending order, and OrderByDescending is for
descending order. The keySelector argument represents a function that extracts a key, of type
TKey, from each item of type TSource, taken from the source sequence. The extracted key
represents the typed content to be compared by the comparer while ordering, and the TSource
type describes the type of each item of the source sequence. Both methods have an overload
that allows you to provide a custom comparer. If no comparer is provided or the comparer
argument is null, the Default property of the Comparer<T> generic type is used
(Comparer<TKey>.Default).ImportantThe default Comparer returned by Comparer<T>.Default
uses the generic interface IComparable<T> to compare two objects. If type T does not
implement the System.IComparable<T> generic interface, the Default property of Comparer<T>
returns a Comparer that uses the System.IComparable interface. If the type of T does not
implement either of these interfaces, the Compare method of the Default comparer will throw an
exception.It is important to emphasize that these ordering methods return not just
IEnumerable<TSource> but IOrderedEnumerable<TSource>, which is an interface that extends
IEnumerable<T>.The query expression in Example 3-10 will be translated to the following
extension method calls:var expr = customers .Where(c => c.Country == Countries.Italy)



.OrderByDescending(c => c.Name) .Select(c => new { c.Name, c.City } );As you can see from
the previous code excerpt, the OrderByDescending method, as well as all the ordering methods,
accepts a key selector lambda expression that selects the key value from the range variable (c)
of the current context. The selector can extract any sorting field available in the range variable,
even if it is not projected in the output by the Select method. For example, you can sort
customers by Country and select their Name and City properties.OrderBy and
OrderByDescendingOrderBy and OrderByDescendingOrderBy and
OrderByDescendingOrderBy and OrderByDescendingSometimes it is helpful to apply an
ordering to the results of a database query. LINQ can order the results of queries, in ascending
or descending order, using ordering operators, similar to SQL syntax. For example, if you need
to select the Name and City of all Italian customers in descending order by Name, you can write
the corresponding query expression shown in Example 3-10.Example 3-10. A query expression
with a descending orderby clausevar expr = from c in customers where c.Country ==
Countries.Italy orderby c.Name descending select new { c.Name, c.City };Example 3-10. A
query expression with a descending orderby clausevar expr = from c in customers where
c.Country == Countries.Italy orderby c.Name descending select new { c.Name, c.City };var
expr = from c in customers where c.Country == Countries.Italy orderby c.Name
descending select new { c.Name, c.City };The query expression syntax will translate the
orderby keyword into one of the following ordering extension methods:public static
IOrderedEnumerable<TSource> OrderBy<TSource, TKey>( this IEnumerable<TSource>
source, Func<TSource, TKey> keySelector);public static IOrderedEnumerable<TSource>
OrderBy<TSource, TKey>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource, TKey>
keySelector, IComparer<TKey> comparer);public static IOrderedEnumerable<TSource>
OrderByDescending<TSource, TKey>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource,
TKey> keySelector);public static IOrderedEnumerable<TSource>
OrderByDescending<TSource, TKey>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource,
TKey> keySelector, IComparer<TKey> comparer);As you can see, the two main extension
methods, OrderBy and OrderByDescending, both have two overloads. The methods’ names
suggest their objective: OrderBy is for ascending order, and OrderByDescending is for
descending order. The keySelector argument represents a function that extracts a key, of type
TKey, from each item of type TSource, taken from the source sequence. The extracted key
represents the typed content to be compared by the comparer while ordering, and the TSource
type describes the type of each item of the source sequence. Both methods have an overload
that allows you to provide a custom comparer. If no comparer is provided or the comparer
argument is null, the Default property of the Comparer<T> generic type is used
(Comparer<TKey>.Default).ImportantThe default Comparer returned by Comparer<T>.Default
uses the generic interface IComparable<T> to compare two objects. If type T does not
implement the System.IComparable<T> generic interface, the Default property of Comparer<T>
returns a Comparer that uses the System.IComparable interface. If the type of T does not



implement either of these interfaces, the Compare method of the Default comparer will throw an
exception.ImportantThe default Comparer returned by Comparer<T>.Default uses the generic
interface IComparable<T> to compare two objects. If type T does not implement the
System.IComparable<T> generic interface, the Default property of Comparer<T> returns a
Comparer that uses the System.IComparable interface. If the type of T does not implement
either of these interfaces, the Compare method of the Default comparer will throw an
exception.It is important to emphasize that these ordering methods return not just
IEnumerable<TSource> but IOrderedEnumerable<TSource>, which is an interface that extends
IEnumerable<T>.The query expression in Example 3-10 will be translated to the following
extension method calls:var expr = customers .Where(c => c.Country == Countries.Italy)
.OrderByDescending(c => c.Name) .Select(c => new { c.Name, c.City } );As you can see from
the previous code excerpt, the OrderByDescending method, as well as all the ordering methods,
accepts a key selector lambda expression that selects the key value from the range variable (c)
of the current context. The selector can extract any sorting field available in the range variable,
even if it is not projected in the output by the Select method. For example, you can sort
customers by Country and select their Name and City properties.ThenBy and
ThenByDescendingWhenever you need to order data by many different keys, you can take
advantage of the ThenBy and ThenByDescending operators. Here are their signatures:public
static IOrderedEnumerable<TSource> ThenBy<TSource, TKey>( this
IOrderedEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource, TKey> keySelector);public static
IOrderedEnumerable<TSource> ThenBy<TSource, TKey>( this
IOrderedEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource, TKey> keySelector,
IComparer<TKey> comparer);public static IOrderedEnumerable<TSource>
ThenByDescending<TSource, TKey>( this IOrderedEnumerable<TSource> source,
Func<TSource, TKey> keySelector);public static IOrderedEnumerable<TSource>
ThenByDescending<TSource, TKey>( this IOrderedEnumerable<TSource> source,
Func<TSource, TKey> keySelector, IComparer<TKey> comparer);These operators have
signatures similar to OrderBy and OrderByDescending. The difference is that ThenBy and
ThenByDescending can be applied only to IOrderedEnumerable<T> and not to any
IEnumerable<T>. Therefore, you can use the ThenBy or ThenByDescending operators just after
the first use of OrderBy or OrderByDescending. Here is an example:var expr = customers
.Where(c => c.Country == Countries.Italy) .OrderByDescending(c => c.Name) .ThenBy(c =>
c.City) .Select(c => new { c.Name, c.City } );In Example 3-11, you can see the corresponding
query expression.Example 3-11. A query expression with orderby and thenbyvar expr = from
c in customers where c.Country == Countries.Italy orderby c.Name descending, c.City
select new { c.Name, c.City };ImportantIn the case of multiple occurrences of the same key
within a sequence to be ordered, the result is not guaranteed to be “stable.” In such conditions,
the original ordering might not be preserved by the comparer.A custom comparer might be
useful when the items in your source sequence need to be ordered using custom logic. For



example, imagine that you want to select all the orders of your customers ordered by month,
shown in Example 3-12.Example 3-12. A query expression ordered using the comparer provided
by Comparer<T>.Defaultvar expr = from c in customers from o in c.Orders orderby
o.Month select o;If you apply the default comparer to the Month property of the orders, you
will get a result alphabetically ordered because of the behavior of Comparer<T>.Default, which
was described earlier. The result is wrong because the Month property is just a string and not a
number or a date:IdOrder: 4 - IdProduct: 3 - Quantity: 20 - Shipped: True - Month:
DecemberIdOrder: 5 - IdProduct: 3 - Quantity: 20 - Shipped: True - Month: DecemberIdOrder: 1 -
IdProduct: 1 - Quantity: 3 - Shipped: False - Month: JanuaryIdOrder: 3 - IdProduct: 1 - Quantity:
10 - Shipped: False - Month: JulyIdOrder: 6 - IdProduct: 5 - Quantity: 20 - Shipped: False -
Month: JulyIdOrder: 2 - IdProduct: 2 - Quantity: 5 - Shipped: True - Month: MayYou should use a
custom MonthComparer that correctly compares months:using System.Globalization;class
MonthComparer: IComparer<string> { public int Compare(string x, string y) { DateTime
xDate = DateTime.ParseExact(x, "MMMM", new CultureInfo("en-US")); DateTime yDate =
DateTime.ParseExact(y, "MMMM", new CultureInfo("en-US"));
return(Comparer<DateTime>.Default.Compare(xDate, yDate)); }}The newly defined custom
MonthComparer could be passed as a parameter while invoking the OrderBy extension method,
as in Example 3-13.Example 3-13. A custom comparer used with an OrderBy operatorvar orders
= customers .SelectMany(c => c.Orders) .OrderBy(o => o.Month, new
MonthComparer());Now the result of Example 3-13 will be the following, correctly ordered by
month:IdOrder: 1 - IdProduct: 1 - Quantity: 3 - Shipped: False - Month: JanuaryIdOrder: 2 -
IdProduct: 2 - Quantity: 5 - Shipped: True - Month: MayIdOrder: 3 - IdProduct: 1 - Quantity: 10 -
Shipped: False - Month: JulyIdOrder: 6 - IdProduct: 5 - Quantity: 20 - Shipped: False - Month:
JulyIdOrder: 4 - IdProduct: 3 - Quantity: 20 - Shipped: True - Month: DecemberIdOrder: 5 -
IdProduct: 3 - Quantity: 20 - Shipped: True - Month: DecemberThenBy and
ThenByDescendingThenBy and ThenByDescendingThenBy and ThenByDescendingThenBy
and ThenByDescendingWhenever you need to order data by many different keys, you can take
advantage of the ThenBy and ThenByDescending operators. Here are their signatures:public
static IOrderedEnumerable<TSource> ThenBy<TSource, TKey>( this
IOrderedEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource, TKey> keySelector);public static
IOrderedEnumerable<TSource> ThenBy<TSource, TKey>( this
IOrderedEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource, TKey> keySelector,
IComparer<TKey> comparer);public static IOrderedEnumerable<TSource>
ThenByDescending<TSource, TKey>( this IOrderedEnumerable<TSource> source,
Func<TSource, TKey> keySelector);public static IOrderedEnumerable<TSource>
ThenByDescending<TSource, TKey>( this IOrderedEnumerable<TSource> source,
Func<TSource, TKey> keySelector, IComparer<TKey> comparer);These operators have
signatures similar to OrderBy and OrderByDescending. The difference is that ThenBy and
ThenByDescending can be applied only to IOrderedEnumerable<T> and not to any



IEnumerable<T>. Therefore, you can use the ThenBy or ThenByDescending operators just after
the first use of OrderBy or OrderByDescending. Here is an example:var expr = customers
.Where(c => c.Country == Countries.Italy) .OrderByDescending(c => c.Name) .ThenBy(c =>
c.City) .Select(c => new { c.Name, c.City } );In Example 3-11, you can see the corresponding
query expression.Example 3-11. A query expression with orderby and thenbyvar expr = from
c in customers where c.Country == Countries.Italy orderby c.Name descending, c.City
select new { c.Name, c.City };Example 3-11. A query expression with orderby and thenbyvar
expr = from c in customers where c.Country == Countries.Italy orderby c.Name
descending, c.City select new { c.Name, c.City };var expr = from c in customers where
c.Country == Countries.Italy orderby c.Name descending, c.City select new { c.Name,
c.City };ImportantIn the case of multiple occurrences of the same key within a sequence to be
ordered, the result is not guaranteed to be “stable.” In such conditions, the original ordering
might not be preserved by the comparer.ImportantIn the case of multiple occurrences of the
same key within a sequence to be ordered, the result is not guaranteed to be “stable.” In such
conditions, the original ordering might not be preserved by the comparer.A custom comparer
might be useful when the items in your source sequence need to be ordered using custom logic.
For example, imagine that you want to select all the orders of your customers ordered by month,
shown in Example 3-12.Example 3-12. A query expression ordered using the comparer provided
by Comparer<T>.Defaultvar expr = from c in customers from o in c.Orders orderby
o.Month select o;Example 3-12. A query expression ordered using the comparer provided by
Comparer<T>.Defaultvar expr = from c in customers from o in c.Orders orderby
o.Month select o;var expr = from c in customers from o in c.Orders orderby
o.Month select o;If you apply the default comparer to the Month property of the orders, you
will get a result alphabetically ordered because of the behavior of Comparer<T>.Default, which
was described earlier. The result is wrong because the Month property is just a string and not a
number or a date:IdOrder: 4 - IdProduct: 3 - Quantity: 20 - Shipped: True - Month:
DecemberIdOrder: 5 - IdProduct: 3 - Quantity: 20 - Shipped: True - Month: DecemberIdOrder: 1 -
IdProduct: 1 - Quantity: 3 - Shipped: False - Month: JanuaryIdOrder: 3 - IdProduct: 1 - Quantity:
10 - Shipped: False - Month: JulyIdOrder: 6 - IdProduct: 5 - Quantity: 20 - Shipped: False -
Month: JulyIdOrder: 2 - IdProduct: 2 - Quantity: 5 - Shipped: True - Month: MayYou should use a
custom MonthComparer that correctly compares months:using System.Globalization;class
MonthComparer: IComparer<string> { public int Compare(string x, string y) { DateTime
xDate = DateTime.ParseExact(x, "MMMM", new CultureInfo("en-US")); DateTime yDate =
DateTime.ParseExact(y, "MMMM", new CultureInfo("en-US"));
return(Comparer<DateTime>.Default.Compare(xDate, yDate)); }}The newly defined custom
MonthComparer could be passed as a parameter while invoking the OrderBy extension method,
as in Example 3-13.Example 3-13. A custom comparer used with an OrderBy operatorvar orders
= customers .SelectMany(c => c.Orders) .OrderBy(o => o.Month, new
MonthComparer());Example 3-13. A custom comparer used with an OrderBy operatorvar orders



= customers .SelectMany(c => c.Orders) .OrderBy(o => o.Month, new
MonthComparer());var orders = customers .SelectMany(c => c.Orders) .OrderBy(o =>
o.Month, new MonthComparer());Now the result of Example 3-13 will be the following, correctly
ordered by month:IdOrder: 1 - IdProduct: 1 - Quantity: 3 - Shipped: False - Month:
JanuaryIdOrder: 2 - IdProduct: 2 - Quantity: 5 - Shipped: True - Month: MayIdOrder: 3 -
IdProduct: 1 - Quantity: 10 - Shipped: False - Month: JulyIdOrder: 6 - IdProduct: 5 - Quantity: 20 -
Shipped: False - Month: JulyIdOrder: 4 - IdProduct: 3 - Quantity: 20 - Shipped: True - Month:
DecemberIdOrder: 5 - IdProduct: 3 - Quantity: 20 - Shipped: True - Month: DecemberReverse
OperatorSometimes you need to reverse the result of a query, listing the last item in the result
first. LINQ provides a last-ordering operator, called Reverse, which allows you to perform this
operation:public static IEnumerable<TSource> Reverse<TSource>( this
IEnumerable<TSource> source);The implementation of Reverse is quite simple. It just yields
each item in the source sequence in reverse order. Example 3-14 shows an example of its
use.Example 3-14. The Reverse operator appliedvar expr = customers .Where(c => c.Country
== Countries.Italy) .OrderByDescending(c => c.Name) .ThenBy(c => c.City) .Select(c =>
new { c.Name, c.City } ) .Reverse();The Reverse operator, like many other operators, does not
have a corresponding keyword in query expressions. However, you can merge query expression
syntax with operators (described in Chapter 2) as shown in Example 3-15.Example 3-15. The
Reverse operator applied to a query expression with orderby and thenbyvar expr = (from c in
customers where c.Country == Countries.Italy orderby c.Name descending, c.City select
new { c.Name, c.City } ).Reverse();As you can see, we apply the Reverse operator to the
expression resulting from Example 3-11. Under the covers, the inner query expression is first
translated to the resulting list of extension methods, and then the Reverse method is applied at
the end of the extension methods chain. It is just like Example 3-14, but hopefully easier to
write.Reverse OperatorReverse OperatorReverse OperatorReverse OperatorSometimes you
need to reverse the result of a query, listing the last item in the result first. LINQ provides a last-
ordering operator, called Reverse, which allows you to perform this operation:public static
IEnumerable<TSource> Reverse<TSource>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source);The
implementation of Reverse is quite simple. It just yields each item in the source sequence in
reverse order. Example 3-14 shows an example of its use.Example 3-14. The Reverse operator
appliedvar expr = customers .Where(c => c.Country == Countries.Italy)
.OrderByDescending(c => c.Name) .ThenBy(c => c.City) .Select(c => new { c.Name,
c.City } ) .Reverse();Example 3-14. The Reverse operator appliedvar expr = customers
.Where(c => c.Country == Countries.Italy) .OrderByDescending(c => c.Name) .ThenBy(c =>
c.City) .Select(c => new { c.Name, c.City } ) .Reverse();var expr = customers .Where(c =>
c.Country == Countries.Italy) .OrderByDescending(c => c.Name) .ThenBy(c => c.City)
.Select(c => new { c.Name, c.City } ) .Reverse();The Reverse operator, like many other
operators, does not have a corresponding keyword in query expressions. However, you can
merge query expression syntax with operators (described in Chapter 2) as shown in



Example 3-15.Example 3-15. The Reverse operator applied to a query expression with orderby
and thenbyvar expr = (from c in customers where c.Country == Countries.Italy orderby
c.Name descending, c.City select new { c.Name, c.City } ).Reverse();Example 3-15. The
Reverse operator applied to a query expression with orderby and thenbyvar expr = (from c in
customers where c.Country == Countries.Italy orderby c.Name descending, c.City select
new { c.Name, c.City } ).Reverse();var expr = (from c in customers where c.Country ==
Countries.Italy orderby c.Name descending, c.City select new { c.Name, c.City }
).Reverse();As you can see, we apply the Reverse operator to the expression resulting from
Example 3-11. Under the covers, the inner query expression is first translated to the resulting list
of extension methods, and then the Reverse method is applied at the end of the extension
methods chain. It is just like Example 3-14, but hopefully easier to write.Grouping OperatorsNow
you have seen how to select, filter, and order sequences of items. Sometimes when querying
contents, you also need to group results based on specific criteria. To realize content groupings,
you use a grouping operator.The GroupBy operator, also called a grouping operator, is the only
operator of this family and provides a rich set of eight overloads. Here are the first four:public
static IEnumerable<IGrouping<TKey, TSource>> GroupBy<TSource, TKey>( this
IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource, TKey> keySelector);public static
IEnumerable<IGrouping<TKey, TSource>> GroupBy<TSource, TKey>( this
IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource, TKey> keySelector,
IEqualityComparer<TKey> comparer);public static IEnumerable<IGrouping<TKey, TElement>>
GroupBy<TSource, TKey, TElement>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource,
TKey> keySelector, Func<TSource, TElement> elementSelector);public static
IEnumerable<IGrouping<TKey, TElement>> GroupBy<TSource, TKey, TElement>( this
IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource, TKey> keySelector, Func<TSource,
TElement> elementSelector, IEqualityComparer<TKey> comparer);These GroupBy method
overloads select pairs of keys and items for each item in source. They use the keySelector
predicate to extract the Key value from each item to group results based on the different Key
values. The elementSelector argument, if present, defines a function that maps the source
element within the source sequence to the destination element of the resulting sequence. If you
do not specify the elementSelector, elements are mapped directly from the source to the
destination. (You will see an example of this later in the chapter, in Example 3-18.) They then
yield a sequence of IGrouping<TKey, TElement> objects, where each group consists of a
sequence of items with a common Key value.The IGrouping<TKey, TElement> generic interface
is a specialized implementation of IEnumerable<TElement>. This implementation can return a
specific Key of type TKey for each item within the enumeration:public interface IGrouping<TKey,
TElement> : IEnumerable<TElement> { TKey Key { get; }}From a practical point of view, a type
that implements this generic interface is simply a typed enumeration with an identifying type Key
for each item.There are also four more signatures useful to shape a custom result
projection:public static IEnumerable<TResult> GroupBy<TSource, TKey, TResult>( this



IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource, TKey> keySelector, Func<TKey,
IEnumerable<TSource>, TResult> resultSelector);public static IEnumerable<TResult>
GroupBy<TSource, TKey, TElement, TResult>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source,
Func<TSource, TKey> keySelector, Func<TSource, TElement> elementSelector, Func<TKey,
IEnumerable<TSource>, TResult> resultSelector);public static IEnumerable<TResult>
GroupBy<TSource, TKey, TResult>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource,
TKey> keySelector, Func<TKey, IEnumerable<TSource>, TResult> resultSelector,
IEqualityComparer<TKey> comparer);public static IEnumerable<TResult> GroupBy<TSource,
TKey, Telement, TResult>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource, TKey>
keySelector, Func<TSource, TElement> elementSelector, Func<TKey,
IEnumerable<TSource>, TResult> resultSelector, IEqualityComparer<TKey> comparer);With
the resultSelector argument present in these last signatures, you can define a projection for the
GroupBy operation, which lets you return an IEnumerable<TResult>. This last set of overloads is
useful for selecting a flattened enumeration of items, based on aggregations over the grouping
sets. You will see an example of this syntax later in this section.One last optional argument you
can pass to some of these methods is a custom comparer, which is useful when you need to
compare key values and define group membership. If no custom comparer is provided, the
EqualityComparer<TKey>.Default is used. The order of keys and items within each group
corresponds to their occurrence within the source. Example 3-16 shows an example of using the
GroupBy operator.Example 3-16. The GroupBy operator used to group customers by Countryvar
expr = customers.GroupBy(c => c.Country);foreach(IGrouping<Countries, Customer>
customerGroup in expr) { Console.WriteLine("Country: {0}", customerGroup.Key); foreach(var
item in customerGroup) { Console.WriteLine("\t{0}", item); }}Here is the console output of
Example 3-16:Country: Italy Name: Paolo - City: Brescia - Country: Italy Name: Marco -
City: Torino - Country: ItalyCountry: USA Name: James - City: Dallas - Country: USA
Name: Frank - City: Seattle - Country: USAAs Example 3-16 shows, you need to enumerate all
group keys before iterating over the items contained within each group. Each group is an
instance of a type that implements IGrouping<Countries, Customer>, because the code uses
the default elementSelector that directly projects the source Customer instances into the result.
In query expressions, the GroupBy operator can be defined using the group … by … syntax,
which is shown in Example 3-17.Example 3-17. A query expression with a group … by …
syntaxvar expr = from c in customers group c by c.Country;foreach(IGrouping<Countries,
Customer> customerGroup in expr) { Console.WriteLine("Country: {0}", customerGroup.Key);
foreach(var item in customerGroup) { Console.WriteLine("\t{0}", item); }}The code defined
in Example 3-16 is semantically equivalent to that shown in Example 3-17.Example 3-18 is
another example of grouping, this time with a custom elementSelector.Example 3-18. The
GroupBy operator used to group customer names by Countryvar expr = customers
.GroupBy(c => c.Country, c => c.Name);foreach(IGrouping<Countries, String> customerGroup
in expr) { Console.WriteLine("Country: {0}", customerGroup.Key); foreach(var item in



customerGroup) { Console.WriteLine("\t{0}", item); }}Here is the result of this code:Country:
Italy Paolo MarcoCountry: USA James FrankIn this last example, the result is a class that
implements IGrouping<Countries, String>, because the elementSelector predicate projects only
the customers’ names (of type String) into the output sequence.In Example 3-19, you can see
an example of using the GroupBy operator with a resultSelector predicate
argument.Example 3-19. The GroupBy operator used to group customer names by Countryvar
expr = customers .GroupBy(c => c.Country, (k, c) => new { Key = k, Count =
c.Count() });foreach (var group in expr) { Console.WriteLine("Key: {0} - Count: {1}", group.Key,
group.Count);}This last example projected the Key value of each group and the Count of
elements for each group. In cases when you need them, there are also GroupBy overloads that
allow you to define both a resultSelector and a custom elementSelector. They are useful
whenever you need to project groups, calculating aggregations on each group of items, but also
having the single items through a custom elementSelector predicate. Example 3-20 shows an
example.Example 3-20. The GroupBy operator used to group customer names by Country, with
a custom resultSelector and elementSelectorvar expr = customers .GroupBy( c =>
c.Country, // keySelector c => new { OrdersCount = c.Orders.Count() }, // elementSelector
(key, elements) => new { // resultSelector Key = key, Count = elements.Count(),
OrdersCount = elements.Sum(item => item.OrdersCount) });foreach (var group in expr) {
Console.WriteLine("Key: {0} - Count: {1} - Orders Count: {2}", group.Key, group.Count ,
group.OrdersCount);}The code in Example 3-20 shows an example of a query that returns a flat
enumeration of items made of customers grouped by Country, the count of customers for each
group, and the total count of orders executed by customers of each group. Notice that the result
of the query is an IEnumerable<TResult> and not an IGrouping<TKey, TElement>. Here is the
output of the code in Example 3-20:Key: Italy - Count: 2 - Orders Count: 4Key: USA - Count: 2 -
Orders Count: 2Grouping OperatorsGrouping OperatorsGrouping OperatorsGrouping
OperatorsNow you have seen how to select, filter, and order sequences of items. Sometimes
when querying contents, you also need to group results based on specific criteria. To realize
content groupings, you use a grouping operator.The GroupBy operator, also called a grouping
operator, is the only operator of this family and provides a rich set of eight overloads. Here are
the first four:public static IEnumerable<IGrouping<TKey, TSource>> GroupBy<TSource,
TKey>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource, TKey> keySelector);public static
IEnumerable<IGrouping<TKey, TSource>> GroupBy<TSource, TKey>( this
IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource, TKey> keySelector,
IEqualityComparer<TKey> comparer);public static IEnumerable<IGrouping<TKey, TElement>>
GroupBy<TSource, TKey, TElement>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource,
TKey> keySelector, Func<TSource, TElement> elementSelector);public static
IEnumerable<IGrouping<TKey, TElement>> GroupBy<TSource, TKey, TElement>( this
IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource, TKey> keySelector, Func<TSource,
TElement> elementSelector, IEqualityComparer<TKey> comparer);These GroupBy method



overloads select pairs of keys and items for each item in source. They use the keySelector
predicate to extract the Key value from each item to group results based on the different Key
values. The elementSelector argument, if present, defines a function that maps the source
element within the source sequence to the destination element of the resulting sequence. If you
do not specify the elementSelector, elements are mapped directly from the source to the
destination. (You will see an example of this later in the chapter, in Example 3-18.) They then
yield a sequence of IGrouping<TKey, TElement> objects, where each group consists of a
sequence of items with a common Key value.The IGrouping<TKey, TElement> generic interface
is a specialized implementation of IEnumerable<TElement>. This implementation can return a
specific Key of type TKey for each item within the enumeration:public interface IGrouping<TKey,
TElement> : IEnumerable<TElement> { TKey Key { get; }}From a practical point of view, a type
that implements this generic interface is simply a typed enumeration with an identifying type Key
for each item.There are also four more signatures useful to shape a custom result
projection:public static IEnumerable<TResult> GroupBy<TSource, TKey, TResult>( this
IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource, TKey> keySelector, Func<TKey,
IEnumerable<TSource>, TResult> resultSelector);public static IEnumerable<TResult>
GroupBy<TSource, TKey, TElement, TResult>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source,
Func<TSource, TKey> keySelector, Func<TSource, TElement> elementSelector, Func<TKey,
IEnumerable<TSource>, TResult> resultSelector);public static IEnumerable<TResult>
GroupBy<TSource, TKey, TResult>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource,
TKey> keySelector, Func<TKey, IEnumerable<TSource>, TResult> resultSelector,
IEqualityComparer<TKey> comparer);public static IEnumerable<TResult> GroupBy<TSource,
TKey, Telement, TResult>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source, Func<TSource, TKey>
keySelector, Func<TSource, TElement> elementSelector, Func<TKey,
IEnumerable<TSource>, TResult> resultSelector, IEqualityComparer<TKey> comparer);With
the resultSelector argument present in these last signatures, you can define a projection for the
GroupBy operation, which lets you return an IEnumerable<TResult>. This last set of overloads is
useful for selecting a flattened enumeration of items, based on aggregations over the grouping
sets. You will see an example of this syntax later in this section.One last optional argument you
can pass to some of these methods is a custom comparer, which is useful when you need to
compare key values and define group membership. If no custom comparer is provided, the
EqualityComparer<TKey>.Default is used. The order of keys and items within each group
corresponds to their occurrence within the source. Example 3-16 shows an example of using the
GroupBy operator.Example 3-16. The GroupBy operator used to group customers by Countryvar
expr = customers.GroupBy(c => c.Country);foreach(IGrouping<Countries, Customer>
customerGroup in expr) { Console.WriteLine("Country: {0}", customerGroup.Key); foreach(var
item in customerGroup) { Console.WriteLine("\t{0}", item); }}Example 3-16. The GroupBy
operator used to group customers by Countryvar expr = customers.GroupBy(c =>
c.Country);foreach(IGrouping<Countries, Customer> customerGroup in expr) {



Console.WriteLine("Country: {0}", customerGroup.Key); foreach(var item in customerGroup) {
Console.WriteLine("\t{0}", item); }}var expr = customers.GroupBy(c =>
c.Country);foreach(IGrouping<Countries, Customer> customerGroup in expr) {
Console.WriteLine("Country: {0}", customerGroup.Key); foreach(var item in customerGroup) {
Console.WriteLine("\t{0}", item); }}Here is the console output of Example 3-16:Country: Italy
Name: Paolo - City: Brescia - Country: Italy Name: Marco - City: Torino - Country:
ItalyCountry: USA Name: James - City: Dallas - Country: USA Name: Frank - City: Seattle
- Country: USAAs Example 3-16 shows, you need to enumerate all group keys before iterating
over the items contained within each group. Each group is an instance of a type that implements
IGrouping<Countries, Customer>, because the code uses the default elementSelector that
directly projects the source Customer instances into the result. In query expressions, the
GroupBy operator can be defined using the group … by … syntax, which is shown in
Example 3-17.Example 3-17. A query expression with a group … by … syntaxvar expr = from c
in customers group c by c.Country;foreach(IGrouping<Countries, Customer> customerGroup
in expr) { Console.WriteLine("Country: {0}", customerGroup.Key); foreach(var item in
customerGroup) { Console.WriteLine("\t{0}", item); }}Example 3-17. A query expression with
a group … by … syntaxvar expr = from c in customers group c by
c.Country;foreach(IGrouping<Countries, Customer> customerGroup in expr) {
Console.WriteLine("Country: {0}", customerGroup.Key); foreach(var item in customerGroup) {
Console.WriteLine("\t{0}", item); }}var expr = from c in customers group c by
c.Country;foreach(IGrouping<Countries, Customer> customerGroup in expr) {
Console.WriteLine("Country: {0}", customerGroup.Key); foreach(var item in customerGroup) {
Console.WriteLine("\t{0}", item); }}The code defined in Example 3-16 is semantically
equivalent to that shown in Example 3-17.Example 3-18 is another example of grouping, this
time with a custom elementSelector.Example 3-18. The GroupBy operator used to group
customer names by Countryvar expr = customers .GroupBy(c => c.Country, c =>
c.Name);foreach(IGrouping<Countries, String> customerGroup in expr) {
Console.WriteLine("Country: {0}", customerGroup.Key); foreach(var item in customerGroup) {
Console.WriteLine("\t{0}", item); }}Example 3-18. The GroupBy operator used to group
customer names by Countryvar expr = customers .GroupBy(c => c.Country, c =>
c.Name);foreach(IGrouping<Countries, String> customerGroup in expr) {
Console.WriteLine("Country: {0}", customerGroup.Key); foreach(var item in customerGroup) {
Console.WriteLine("\t{0}", item); }}var expr = customers .GroupBy(c => c.Country, c =>
c.Name);foreach(IGrouping<Countries, String> customerGroup in expr) {
Console.WriteLine("Country: {0}", customerGroup.Key); foreach(var item in customerGroup) {
Console.WriteLine("\t{0}", item); }}Here is the result of this code:Country:
Italy Paolo MarcoCountry: USA James FrankIn this last example, the result is a class that
implements IGrouping<Countries, String>, because the elementSelector predicate projects only
the customers’ names (of type String) into the output sequence.In Example 3-19, you can see



an example of using the GroupBy operator with a resultSelector predicate
argument.Example 3-19. The GroupBy operator used to group customer names by Countryvar
expr = customers .GroupBy(c => c.Country, (k, c) => new { Key = k, Count =
c.Count() });foreach (var group in expr) { Console.WriteLine("Key: {0} - Count: {1}", group.Key,
group.Count);}Example 3-19. The GroupBy operator used to group customer names by
Countryvar expr = customers .GroupBy(c => c.Country, (k, c) => new { Key = k, Count =
c.Count() });foreach (var group in expr) { Console.WriteLine("Key: {0} - Count: {1}", group.Key,
group.Count);}var expr = customers .GroupBy(c => c.Country, (k, c) => new { Key = k, Count =
c.Count() });foreach (var group in expr) { Console.WriteLine("Key: {0} - Count: {1}", group.Key,
group.Count);}This last example projected the Key value of each group and the Count of
elements for each group. In cases when you need them, there are also GroupBy overloads that
allow you to define both a resultSelector and a custom elementSelector. They are useful
whenever you need to project groups, calculating aggregations on each group of items, but also
having the single items through a custom elementSelector predicate. Example 3-20 shows an
example.Example 3-20. The GroupBy operator used to group customer names by Country, with
a custom resultSelector and elementSelectorvar expr = customers .GroupBy( c =>
c.Country, // keySelector c => new { OrdersCount = c.Orders.Count() }, // elementSelector
(key, elements) => new { // resultSelector Key = key, Count = elements.Count(),
OrdersCount = elements.Sum(item => item.OrdersCount) });foreach (var group in expr) {
Console.WriteLine("Key: {0} - Count: {1} - Orders Count: {2}", group.Key, group.Count ,
group.OrdersCount);}Example 3-20. The GroupBy operator used to group customer names by
Country, with a custom resultSelector and elementSelectorvar expr = customers .GroupBy(
c => c.Country, // keySelector c => new { OrdersCount = c.Orders.Count() }, //
elementSelector (key, elements) => new { // resultSelector Key = key, Count =
elements.Count(), OrdersCount = elements.Sum(item => item.OrdersCount) });foreach
(var group in expr) { Console.WriteLine("Key: {0} - Count: {1} - Orders Count: {2}",
group.Key, group.Count , group.OrdersCount);}var expr = customers .GroupBy( c =>
c.Country, // keySelector c => new { OrdersCount = c.Orders.Count() }, // elementSelector
(key, elements) => new { // resultSelector Key = key, Count = elements.Count(),
OrdersCount = elements.Sum(item => item.OrdersCount) });foreach (var group in expr) {
Console.WriteLine("Key: {0} - Count: {1} - Orders Count: {2}", group.Key, group.Count ,
group.OrdersCount);}The code in Example 3-20 shows an example of a query that returns a flat
enumeration of items made of customers grouped by Country, the count of customers for each
group, and the total count of orders executed by customers of each group. Notice that the result
of the query is an IEnumerable<TResult> and not an IGrouping<TKey, TElement>. Here is the
output of the code in Example 3-20:Key: Italy - Count: 2 - Orders Count: 4Key: USA - Count: 2 -
Orders Count: 2Join OperatorsJoin operators define relationships within sequences in query
expressions. From a SQL and relational point of view, almost every query requires joining one or
more tables. In LINQ, a set of join operators implements this behavior.JoinThe first operator of



this group is, of course, the Join method, defined by the following signatures:public static
IEnumerable<TResult> Join<TOuter, TInner, TKey, TResult>( this IEnumerable<TOuter>
outer, IEnumerable<TInner> inner, Func<TOuter, TKey> outerKeySelector, Func<TInner,
TKey> innerKeySelector, Func<TOuter, TInner, TResult> resultSelector);public static
IEnumerable<TResult> Join<TOuter, TInner, TKey, TResult>( this IEnumerable<TOuter>
outer, IEnumerable<TInner> inner, Func<TOuter, TKey> outerKeySelector, Func<TInner,
TKey> innerKeySelector, Func<TOuter, TInner, TResult> resultSelector,
IEqualityComparer<TKey> comparer);Join requires a set of four generic types. The TOuter type
represents the type of the outer source sequence, and the TInner type describes the type of the
inner source sequence. The predicates outerKeySelector and innerKeySelector define how to
extract the identifying keys from the outer and inner source sequence items, respectively. These
keys are both of type TKey, and their equivalence defines the join condition. The resultSelector
predicate defines what to project into the result sequence, which will be an implementation of
IEnumerable<TResult>. TResult is the last generic type needed by the operator, and it defines
the type of each single item in the join result sequence. The second overload of the method has
an additional custom equality comparer, used to compare the keys. If the comparer argument is
null or if the first overload of the method is invoked, a default key comparer
(EqualityComparer<TKey>.Default) will be used.Here is an example that will make the use of
Join clearer. Consider the sample customers, with their orders and products. In Example 3-21, a
query joins orders with their corresponding products.Example 3-21. The Join operator used to
map orders with productsvar expr = customers .SelectMany(c => c.Orders) .Join( products,
o => o.IdProduct, p => p.IdProduct, (o, p) => new {o.Month, o.Shipped,
p.IdProduct, p.Price } );The following is the result of the query:{Month = January, Shipped =
False, IdProduct = 1, Price = 10}{Month = May, Shipped = True, IdProduct = 2, Price = 20}
{Month = July, Shipped = False, IdProduct = 1, Price = 10}{Month = December, Shipped = True,
IdProduct = 3, Price = 30}{Month = December, Shipped = True, IdProduct = 3, Price = 30}{Month
= July, Shipped = False, IdProduct = 5, Price = 50}In this example, orders represents the outer
sequence and products is the inner sequence. The o and p used in lambda expressions are of
type Order and Product, respectively. Internally, the operator collects the elements of the inner
sequence into a hash table, using their keys extracted with innerKeySelector. It then enumerates
the outer sequence and maps its elements, based on the Key value extracted with
outerKeySelector, to the hash table of items. Because of its implementation, the Join operator
result sequence keeps the order of the outer sequence first, and then uses the order of the inner
sequence for each outer sequence element.From a SQL point of view, the example in
Example 3-21 can be thought of as an inner equijoin somewhat like the following SQL
query:SELECT o.Month, o.Shipped, p.IdProduct, p.PriceFROM Orders AS oINNER JOIN
Products AS p ON o.IdProduct = p.IdProductIf you want to translate the SQL syntax into the
Join operator syntax, you can think about the columns selection in SQL as the resultSelector
predicate, while the equality condition on IdProduct columns (of orders and products)



corresponds to the pair of innerKeySelector and outerKeySelector predicates.The Join operator
has a corresponding query expression syntax, which is shown in
Example 3-22.Example 3-22. The Join operator query expression syntaxvar expr = from c in
customers from o in c.Orders join p in products on o.IdProduct equals
p.IdProduct select new {o.Month, o.Shipped, p.IdProduct, p.Price };ImportantAs described in
Chapter 2, the order of items to relate (o.IdProduct equals p.IdProduct) in query expression
syntax must specify the outer sequence first and the inner sequence after; otherwise, the query
expression will not compile. This requirement is different from standard SQL queries, in which
item ordering does not matter.In Example 3-23, you can see the Visual Basic syntax
corresponding to Example 3-22. Take a look at the SQL-like selection syntax.Example 3-23. The
Join operator query expression syntax expressed in Visual BasicDim expr = From c In
customers From o In c.Orders Join p In products On o.IdProduct Equals p.IdProduct
Select o.Month, o.Shipped, p.IdProduct, p.PriceGroupJoinIn cases in which you need to define
something similar to a SQL LEFT OUTER JOIN or a RIGHT OUTER JOIN, you need to use the
GroupJoin operator. Its signatures are quite similar to the Join operator:public static
IEnumerable<TResult> GroupJoin<TOuter, TInner, TKey, TResult>( this
IEnumerable<TOuter> outer, IEnumerable<TInner> inner, Func<TOuter, TKey>
outerKeySelector, Func<TInner, TKey> innerKeySelector, Func<TOuter,
IEnumerable<TInner>, TResult> resultSelector);public static IEnumerable<TResult>
GroupJoin<TOuter, TInner, TKey, TResult>( this IEnumerable<TOuter> outer,
IEnumerable<TInner> inner, Func<TOuter, TKey> outerKeySelector, Func<TInner,
TKey> innerKeySelector, Func<TOuter, IEnumerable<TInner>, TResult> resultSelector,
IEqualityComparer<TKey> comparer);The only difference is the definition of the resultSelector
projector. It requires an instance of IEnumerable<TInner>, instead of a single object of type
TInner, because it projects a hierarchical result of type IEnumerable<TResult>. Each item of
type TResult consists of an item extracted from the outer sequence and a group of items, of type
TInner, joined from the inner sequence.As a result of this behavior, the output is not a flattened
outer equijoin, which would be produced by using the Join operator, but a hierarchical sequence
of items. Nevertheless, you can define queries using GroupJoin with results equivalent to the
Join operator whenever the mapping is a one-to-one relationship. In cases in which a
corresponding element group in the inner sequence is absent, the GroupJoin operator extracts
the outer sequence element paired with an empty sequence (Count = 0). In Example 3-24, you
can see an example of this operator.Example 3-24. The GroupJoin operator used to map
products with orders, if presentvar expr = products .GroupJoin( customers.SelectMany(c
=> c.Orders), p => p.IdProduct, o => o.IdProduct, (p, orders) => new { p.IdProduct,
Orders = orders });foreach(var item in expr) { Console.WriteLine("Product: {0}",
item.IdProduct); foreach (var order in item.Orders) { Console.WriteLine("\t{0}", order); }}The
following is the result of Example 3-24:Product: 1 IdOrder: 1 - IdProduct: 1 - Quantity: 3 -
Shipped: False - Month: January IdOrder: 3 - IdProduct: 1 - Quantity: 10 - Shipped: False -



Month: JulyProduct: 2 IdOrder: 2 - IdProduct: 2 - Quantity: 5 - Shipped: True - Month:
MayProduct: 3 IdOrder: 4 - IdProduct: 3 - Quantity: 20 - Shipped: True - Month: December
IdOrder: 5 - IdProduct: 3 - Quantity: 20 - Shipped: True - Month: DecemberProduct: 4Product: 5
IdOrder: 6 - IdProduct: 5 - Quantity: 20 - Shipped: False - Month: JulyProduct: 6You can see that
products 4 and 6 have no mapping orders, but the query returns them nonetheless. You can
think about this operator like a SELECT … FOR XML AUTO query in Transact-SQL. In fact, it
returns results hierarchically grouped like a set of XML nodes nested within their parent nodes,
similar to the default result of a FOR XML AUTO query.In a query expression, the GroupJoin
operator is defined as a join … into … clause. The query expression shown in Example 3-24 is
equivalent to Example 3-25.Example 3-25. A query expression with a join … into … clausevar
customersOrders = from c in customers from o in c.Orders select o;var expr = from p
in products join o in customersOrders on p.IdProduct equals o.IdProduct into
orders select new { p.IdProduct, Orders = orders };In this example, we first define an expression
called customersOrders to extract the flat list of orders. (This expression still uses the
SelectMany operator because of the double from clause.) You could also define a single query
expression, nesting the customersOrders expression within the main query. This approach is
shown in Example 3-26.Example 3-26. The query expression of Listing 3-25 in its compact
versionvar expr = from p in products join o in ( from c in customers from o in
c.Orders select o ) on p.IdProduct equals o.IdProduct into orders select new
{ p.IdProduct, Orders = orders };Join OperatorsJoin OperatorsJoin OperatorsJoin OperatorsJoin
operators define relationships within sequences in query expressions. From a SQL and
relational point of view, almost every query requires joining one or more tables. In LINQ, a set of
join operators implements this behavior.JoinThe first operator of this group is, of course, the Join
method, defined by the following signatures:public static IEnumerable<TResult> Join<TOuter,
TInner, TKey, TResult>( this IEnumerable<TOuter> outer, IEnumerable<TInner> inner,
Func<TOuter, TKey> outerKeySelector, Func<TInner, TKey> innerKeySelector, Func<TOuter,
TInner, TResult> resultSelector);public static IEnumerable<TResult> Join<TOuter, TInner, TKey,
TResult>( this IEnumerable<TOuter> outer, IEnumerable<TInner> inner, Func<TOuter,
TKey> outerKeySelector, Func<TInner, TKey> innerKeySelector, Func<TOuter, TInner,
TResult> resultSelector, IEqualityComparer<TKey> comparer);Join requires a set of four
generic types. The TOuter type represents the type of the outer source sequence, and the
TInner type describes the type of the inner source sequence. The predicates outerKeySelector
and innerKeySelector define how to extract the identifying keys from the outer and inner source
sequence items, respectively. These keys are both of type TKey, and their equivalence defines
the join condition. The resultSelector predicate defines what to project into the result sequence,
which will be an implementation of IEnumerable<TResult>. TResult is the last generic type
needed by the operator, and it defines the type of each single item in the join result sequence.
The second overload of the method has an additional custom equality comparer, used to
compare the keys. If the comparer argument is null or if the first overload of the method is



invoked, a default key comparer (EqualityComparer<TKey>.Default) will be used.Here is an
example that will make the use of Join clearer. Consider the sample customers, with their orders
and products. In Example 3-21, a query joins orders with their corresponding
products.Example 3-21. The Join operator used to map orders with productsvar expr =
customers .SelectMany(c => c.Orders) .Join( products, o => o.IdProduct, p =>
p.IdProduct, (o, p) => new {o.Month, o.Shipped, p.IdProduct, p.Price } );The following is the
result of the query:{Month = January, Shipped = False, IdProduct = 1, Price = 10}{Month = May,
Shipped = True, IdProduct = 2, Price = 20}{Month = July, Shipped = False, IdProduct = 1, Price =
10}{Month = December, Shipped = True, IdProduct = 3, Price = 30}{Month = December,
Shipped = True, IdProduct = 3, Price = 30}{Month = July, Shipped = False, IdProduct = 5, Price =
50}In this example, orders represents the outer sequence and products is the inner sequence.
The o and p used in lambda expressions are of type Order and Product, respectively. Internally,
the operator collects the elements of the inner sequence into a hash table, using their keys
extracted with innerKeySelector. It then enumerates the outer sequence and maps its elements,
based on the Key value extracted with outerKeySelector, to the hash table of items. Because of
its implementation, the Join operator result sequence keeps the order of the outer sequence
first, and then uses the order of the inner sequence for each outer sequence element.From a
SQL point of view, the example in Example 3-21 can be thought of as an inner equijoin
somewhat like the following SQL query:SELECT o.Month, o.Shipped, p.IdProduct,
p.PriceFROM Orders AS oINNER JOIN Products AS p ON o.IdProduct = p.IdProductIf
you want to translate the SQL syntax into the Join operator syntax, you can think about the
columns selection in SQL as the resultSelector predicate, while the equality condition on
IdProduct columns (of orders and products) corresponds to the pair of innerKeySelector and
outerKeySelector predicates.The Join operator has a corresponding query expression syntax,
which is shown in Example 3-22.Example 3-22. The Join operator query expression syntaxvar
expr = from c in customers from o in c.Orders join p in products on o.IdProduct
equals p.IdProduct select new {o.Month, o.Shipped, p.IdProduct, p.Price };ImportantAs
described in Chapter 2, the order of items to relate (o.IdProduct equals p.IdProduct) in query
expression syntax must specify the outer sequence first and the inner sequence after;
otherwise, the query expression will not compile. This requirement is different from standard
SQL queries, in which item ordering does not matter.In Example 3-23, you can see the Visual
Basic syntax corresponding to Example 3-22. Take a look at the SQL-like selection
syntax.Example 3-23. The Join operator query expression syntax expressed in Visual BasicDim
expr = From c In customers From o In c.Orders Join p In products On o.IdProduct Equals
p.IdProduct Select o.Month, o.Shipped, p.IdProduct, p.PriceJoinJoinJoinJoinThe first operator
of this group is, of course, the Join method, defined by the following signatures:public static
IEnumerable<TResult> Join<TOuter, TInner, TKey, TResult>( this IEnumerable<TOuter>
outer, IEnumerable<TInner> inner, Func<TOuter, TKey> outerKeySelector, Func<TInner,
TKey> innerKeySelector, Func<TOuter, TInner, TResult> resultSelector);public static



IEnumerable<TResult> Join<TOuter, TInner, TKey, TResult>( this IEnumerable<TOuter>
outer, IEnumerable<TInner> inner, Func<TOuter, TKey> outerKeySelector, Func<TInner,
TKey> innerKeySelector, Func<TOuter, TInner, TResult> resultSelector,
IEqualityComparer<TKey> comparer);Join requires a set of four generic types. The TOuter type
represents the type of the outer source sequence, and the TInner type describes the type of the
inner source sequence. The predicates outerKeySelector and innerKeySelector define how to
extract the identifying keys from the outer and inner source sequence items, respectively. These
keys are both of type TKey, and their equivalence defines the join condition. The resultSelector
predicate defines what to project into the result sequence, which will be an implementation of
IEnumerable<TResult>. TResult is the last generic type needed by the operator, and it defines
the type of each single item in the join result sequence. The second overload of the method has
an additional custom equality comparer, used to compare the keys. If the comparer argument is
null or if the first overload of the method is invoked, a default key comparer
(EqualityComparer<TKey>.Default) will be used.Here is an example that will make the use of
Join clearer. Consider the sample customers, with their orders and products. In Example 3-21, a
query joins orders with their corresponding products.Example 3-21. The Join operator used to
map orders with productsvar expr = customers .SelectMany(c => c.Orders) .Join( products,
o => o.IdProduct, p => p.IdProduct, (o, p) => new {o.Month, o.Shipped,
p.IdProduct, p.Price } );Example 3-21. The Join operator used to map orders with productsvar
expr = customers .SelectMany(c => c.Orders) .Join( products, o => o.IdProduct, p
=> p.IdProduct, (o, p) => new {o.Month, o.Shipped, p.IdProduct, p.Price } );var expr =
customers .SelectMany(c => c.Orders) .Join( products, o => o.IdProduct, p =>
p.IdProduct, (o, p) => new {o.Month, o.Shipped, p.IdProduct, p.Price } );The following is the
result of the query:{Month = January, Shipped = False, IdProduct = 1, Price = 10}{Month = May,
Shipped = True, IdProduct = 2, Price = 20}{Month = July, Shipped = False, IdProduct = 1, Price =
10}{Month = December, Shipped = True, IdProduct = 3, Price = 30}{Month = December,
Shipped = True, IdProduct = 3, Price = 30}{Month = July, Shipped = False, IdProduct = 5, Price =
50}In this example, orders represents the outer sequence and products is the inner sequence.
The o and p used in lambda expressions are of type Order and Product, respectively. Internally,
the operator collects the elements of the inner sequence into a hash table, using their keys
extracted with innerKeySelector. It then enumerates the outer sequence and maps its elements,
based on the Key value extracted with outerKeySelector, to the hash table of items. Because of
its implementation, the Join operator result sequence keeps the order of the outer sequence
first, and then uses the order of the inner sequence for each outer sequence element.From a
SQL point of view, the example in Example 3-21 can be thought of as an inner equijoin
somewhat like the following SQL query:SELECT o.Month, o.Shipped, p.IdProduct,
p.PriceFROM Orders AS oINNER JOIN Products AS p ON o.IdProduct = p.IdProductIf
you want to translate the SQL syntax into the Join operator syntax, you can think about the
columns selection in SQL as the resultSelector predicate, while the equality condition on



IdProduct columns (of orders and products) corresponds to the pair of innerKeySelector and
outerKeySelector predicates.The Join operator has a corresponding query expression syntax,
which is shown in Example 3-22.Example 3-22. The Join operator query expression syntaxvar
expr = from c in customers from o in c.Orders join p in products on o.IdProduct
equals p.IdProduct select new {o.Month, o.Shipped, p.IdProduct,
p.Price };Example 3-22. The Join operator query expression syntaxvar expr = from c in
customers from o in c.Orders join p in products on o.IdProduct equals
p.IdProduct select new {o.Month, o.Shipped, p.IdProduct, p.Price };var expr = from c in
customers from o in c.Orders join p in products on o.IdProduct equals
p.IdProduct select new {o.Month, o.Shipped, p.IdProduct, p.Price };ImportantAs described in
Chapter 2, the order of items to relate (o.IdProduct equals p.IdProduct) in query expression
syntax must specify the outer sequence first and the inner sequence after; otherwise, the query
expression will not compile. This requirement is different from standard SQL queries, in which
item ordering does not matter.ImportantAs described in Chapter 2, the order of items to relate
(o.IdProduct equals p.IdProduct) in query expression syntax must specify the outer sequence
first and the inner sequence after; otherwise, the query expression will not compile. This
requirement is different from standard SQL queries, in which item ordering does not matter.In
Example 3-23, you can see the Visual Basic syntax corresponding to Example 3-22. Take a look
at the SQL-like selection syntax.Example 3-23. The Join operator query expression syntax
expressed in Visual BasicDim expr = From c In customers From o In c.Orders Join p In
products On o.IdProduct Equals p.IdProduct Select o.Month, o.Shipped, p.IdProduct,
p.PriceExample 3-23. The Join operator query expression syntax expressed in Visual BasicDim
expr = From c In customers From o In c.Orders Join p In products On o.IdProduct Equals
p.IdProduct Select o.Month, o.Shipped, p.IdProduct, p.PriceDim expr = From c In customers
From o In c.Orders Join p In products On o.IdProduct Equals p.IdProduct Select o.Month,
o.Shipped, p.IdProduct, p.PriceGroupJoinIn cases in which you need to define something
similar to a SQL LEFT OUTER JOIN or a RIGHT OUTER JOIN, you need to use the GroupJoin
operator. Its signatures are quite similar to the Join operator:public static
IEnumerable<TResult> GroupJoin<TOuter, TInner, TKey, TResult>( this
IEnumerable<TOuter> outer, IEnumerable<TInner> inner, Func<TOuter, TKey>
outerKeySelector, Func<TInner, TKey> innerKeySelector, Func<TOuter,
IEnumerable<TInner>, TResult> resultSelector);public static IEnumerable<TResult>
GroupJoin<TOuter, TInner, TKey, TResult>( this IEnumerable<TOuter> outer,
IEnumerable<TInner> inner, Func<TOuter, TKey> outerKeySelector, Func<TInner,
TKey> innerKeySelector, Func<TOuter, IEnumerable<TInner>, TResult> resultSelector,
IEqualityComparer<TKey> comparer);The only difference is the definition of the resultSelector
projector. It requires an instance of IEnumerable<TInner>, instead of a single object of type
TInner, because it projects a hierarchical result of type IEnumerable<TResult>. Each item of
type TResult consists of an item extracted from the outer sequence and a group of items, of type



TInner, joined from the inner sequence.As a result of this behavior, the output is not a flattened
outer equijoin, which would be produced by using the Join operator, but a hierarchical sequence
of items. Nevertheless, you can define queries using GroupJoin with results equivalent to the
Join operator whenever the mapping is a one-to-one relationship. In cases in which a
corresponding element group in the inner sequence is absent, the GroupJoin operator extracts
the outer sequence element paired with an empty sequence (Count = 0). In Example 3-24, you
can see an example of this operator.Example 3-24. The GroupJoin operator used to map
products with orders, if presentvar expr = products .GroupJoin( customers.SelectMany(c
=> c.Orders), p => p.IdProduct, o => o.IdProduct, (p, orders) => new { p.IdProduct,
Orders = orders });foreach(var item in expr) { Console.WriteLine("Product: {0}",
item.IdProduct); foreach (var order in item.Orders) { Console.WriteLine("\t{0}", order); }}The
following is the result of Example 3-24:Product: 1 IdOrder: 1 - IdProduct: 1 - Quantity: 3 -
Shipped: False - Month: January IdOrder: 3 - IdProduct: 1 - Quantity: 10 - Shipped: False -
Month: JulyProduct: 2 IdOrder: 2 - IdProduct: 2 - Quantity: 5 - Shipped: True - Month:
MayProduct: 3 IdOrder: 4 - IdProduct: 3 - Quantity: 20 - Shipped: True - Month: December
IdOrder: 5 - IdProduct: 3 - Quantity: 20 - Shipped: True - Month: DecemberProduct: 4Product: 5
IdOrder: 6 - IdProduct: 5 - Quantity: 20 - Shipped: False - Month: JulyProduct: 6You can see that
products 4 and 6 have no mapping orders, but the query returns them nonetheless. You can
think about this operator like a SELECT … FOR XML AUTO query in Transact-SQL. In fact, it
returns results hierarchically grouped like a set of XML nodes nested within their parent nodes,
similar to the default result of a FOR XML AUTO query.In a query expression, the GroupJoin
operator is defined as a join … into … clause. The query expression shown in Example 3-24 is
equivalent to Example 3-25.Example 3-25. A query expression with a join … into … clausevar
customersOrders = from c in customers from o in c.Orders select o;var expr = from p
in products join o in customersOrders on p.IdProduct equals o.IdProduct into
orders select new { p.IdProduct, Orders = orders };In this example, we first define an expression
called customersOrders to extract the flat list of orders. (This expression still uses the
SelectMany operator because of the double from clause.) You could also define a single query
expression, nesting the customersOrders expression within the main query. This approach is
shown in Example 3-26.Example 3-26. The query expression of Listing 3-25 in its compact
versionvar expr = from p in products join o in ( from c in customers from o in
c.Orders select o ) on p.IdProduct equals o.IdProduct into orders select new
{ p.IdProduct, Orders = orders };GroupJoinGroupJoinGroupJoinGroupJoinIn cases in which you
need to define something similar to a SQL LEFT OUTER JOIN or a RIGHT OUTER JOIN, you
need to use the GroupJoin operator. Its signatures are quite similar to the Join operator:public
static IEnumerable<TResult> GroupJoin<TOuter, TInner, TKey, TResult>( this
IEnumerable<TOuter> outer, IEnumerable<TInner> inner, Func<TOuter, TKey>
outerKeySelector, Func<TInner, TKey> innerKeySelector, Func<TOuter,
IEnumerable<TInner>, TResult> resultSelector);public static IEnumerable<TResult>



GroupJoin<TOuter, TInner, TKey, TResult>( this IEnumerable<TOuter> outer,
IEnumerable<TInner> inner, Func<TOuter, TKey> outerKeySelector, Func<TInner,
TKey> innerKeySelector, Func<TOuter, IEnumerable<TInner>, TResult> resultSelector,
IEqualityComparer<TKey> comparer);The only difference is the definition of the resultSelector
projector. It requires an instance of IEnumerable<TInner>, instead of a single object of type
TInner, because it projects a hierarchical result of type IEnumerable<TResult>. Each item of
type TResult consists of an item extracted from the outer sequence and a group of items, of type
TInner, joined from the inner sequence.As a result of this behavior, the output is not a flattened
outer equijoin, which would be produced by using the Join operator, but a hierarchical sequence
of items. Nevertheless, you can define queries using GroupJoin with results equivalent to the
Join operator whenever the mapping is a one-to-one relationship. In cases in which a
corresponding element group in the inner sequence is absent, the GroupJoin operator extracts
the outer sequence element paired with an empty sequence (Count = 0). In Example 3-24, you
can see an example of this operator.Example 3-24. The GroupJoin operator used to map
products with orders, if presentvar expr = products .GroupJoin( customers.SelectMany(c
=> c.Orders), p => p.IdProduct, o => o.IdProduct, (p, orders) => new { p.IdProduct,
Orders = orders });foreach(var item in expr) { Console.WriteLine("Product: {0}",
item.IdProduct); foreach (var order in item.Orders) { Console.WriteLine("\t{0}", order); }}
Example 3-24. The GroupJoin operator used to map products with orders, if presentvar expr =
products .GroupJoin( customers.SelectMany(c => c.Orders), p => p.IdProduct, o =>
o.IdProduct, (p, orders) => new { p.IdProduct, Orders = orders });foreach(var item in expr) {
Console.WriteLine("Product: {0}", item.IdProduct); foreach (var order in item.Orders) {
Console.WriteLine("\t{0}", order); }}var expr = products .GroupJoin(
customers.SelectMany(c => c.Orders), p => p.IdProduct, o => o.IdProduct, (p,
orders) => new { p.IdProduct, Orders = orders });foreach(var item in expr) {
Console.WriteLine("Product: {0}", item.IdProduct); foreach (var order in item.Orders) {
Console.WriteLine("\t{0}", order); }}The following is the result of Example 3-24:Product: 1
IdOrder: 1 - IdProduct: 1 - Quantity: 3 - Shipped: False - Month: January IdOrder: 3 - IdProduct:
1 - Quantity: 10 - Shipped: False - Month: JulyProduct: 2 IdOrder: 2 - IdProduct: 2 - Quantity: 5 -
Shipped: True - Month: MayProduct: 3 IdOrder: 4 - IdProduct: 3 - Quantity: 20 - Shipped: True -
Month: December IdOrder: 5 - IdProduct: 3 - Quantity: 20 - Shipped: True - Month:
DecemberProduct: 4Product: 5 IdOrder: 6 - IdProduct: 5 - Quantity: 20 - Shipped: False -
Month: JulyProduct: 6You can see that products 4 and 6 have no mapping orders, but the query
returns them nonetheless. You can think about this operator like a SELECT … FOR XML AUTO
query in Transact-SQL. In fact, it returns results hierarchically grouped like a set of XML nodes
nested within their parent nodes, similar to the default result of a FOR XML AUTO query.In a
query expression, the GroupJoin operator is defined as a join … into … clause. The query
expression shown in Example 3-24 is equivalent to Example 3-25.Example 3-25. A query
expression with a join … into … clausevar customersOrders = from c in customers from o in



c.Orders select o;var expr = from p in products join o in customersOrders on
p.IdProduct equals o.IdProduct into orders select new { p.IdProduct, Orders =
orders };Example 3-25. A query expression with a join … into … clausevar customersOrders =
from c in customers from o in c.Orders select o;var expr = from p in products join o in
customersOrders on p.IdProduct equals o.IdProduct into orders select new
{ p.IdProduct, Orders = orders };var customersOrders = from c in customers from o in
c.Orders select o;var expr = from p in products join o in customersOrders on
p.IdProduct equals o.IdProduct into orders select new { p.IdProduct, Orders =
orders };In this example, we first define an expression called customersOrders to extract the flat
list of orders. (This expression still uses the SelectMany operator because of the double from
clause.) You could also define a single query expression, nesting the customersOrders
expression within the main query. This approach is shown in Example 3-26.Example 3-26. The
query expression of Listing 3-25 in its compact versionvar expr = from p in products join o in
( from c in customers from o in c.Orders select o ) on p.IdProduct
equals o.IdProduct into orders select new { p.IdProduct, Orders =
orders };Example 3-26. The query expression of Listing 3-25 in its compact versionvar expr =
from p in products join o in ( from c in customers from o in c.Orders
select o ) on p.IdProduct equals o.IdProduct into orders select new { p.IdProduct,
Orders = orders };var expr = from p in products join o in ( from c in customers
from o in c.Orders select o ) on p.IdProduct equals o.IdProduct into orders
select new { p.IdProduct, Orders = orders };Set OperatorsOur journey through LINQ operators
continues with a group of methods that handle sets of data, applying common set operations
(union, intersect, and except) and selecting unique occurrences of items
(distinct).DistinctImagine that you want to extract all products that are mapped to orders,
avoiding duplicates. This requirement could be solved in standard SQL by using a DISTINCT
clause within a JOIN query. LINQ provides a Distinct operator too. Its signatures are quite simple.
It requires only a source sequence, from which all the distinct occurrences of items will be
yielded, and provides an overload with a custom IEqualityComparer<TSource>, which you will
learn later:public static IEnumerable<TSource> Distinct<TSource>( this
IEnumerable<TSource> source);public static IEnumerable<TSource> Distinct<TSource>( this
IEnumerable<TSource> source, IEqualityComparer<TSource> comparer);An example of the
operator is shown in Example 3-27.Example 3-27. The Distinct operator applied to the list of
products used in ordersvar expr = customers .SelectMany(c => c.Orders) .Join(products,
o => o.IdProduct, p => p.IdProduct, (o, p) => p) .Distinct();Distinct does not have an
equivalent query expression clause; therefore, just as in Example 3-15, you can apply this
operator to the result of a query expression, as shown in Example 3-28.Example 3-28. The
Distinct operator applied to a query expressionvar expr = (from c in customers from o in
c.Orders join p in products on o.IdProduct equals p.IdProduct select p
).Distinct();By default, Distinct compares and identifies elements using their GetHashCode and



Equals methods because internally it uses a default comparer of type
EqualityComparer<T>.Default. You can, if necessary, override the type behavior to change the
Distinct result, or you can just use the second overload of the Distinct method:public static
IEnumerable<TSource> Distinct<TSource>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source,
IEqualityComparer<TSource> comparer);This last overload accepts a comparer argument,
available so you can provide a custom comparer for instances of type TSource.NoteYou will see
an example of how to compare reference types in the Union operator in Example 3-29.Union,
Intersect, and ExceptThe group of set operators contains three more operators that are useful
for classic set operations: Union, Intersect, and Except, all of which share a similar
definition:public static IEnumerable<TSource> Union<TSource>( this IEnumerable<TSource>
first, IEnumerable<TSource> second);public static IEnumerable<TSource> Union<TSource>(
this IEnumerable<TSource> first, IEnumerable<TSource> second,
IEqualityComparer<TSource> comparer);public static IEnumerable<TSource>
Intersect<TSource>( this IEnumerable<TSource> first, IEnumerable<TSource>
second);public static IEnumerable<TSource> Intersect<TSource>( this
IEnumerable<TSource> first, IEnumerable<TSource> second, IEqualityComparer<TSource>
comparer);public static IEnumerable<TSource> Except<TSource>( this
IEnumerable<TSource> first, IEnumerable<TSource> second);public static
IEnumerable<TSource> Except<TSource>( this IEnumerable<TSource> first,
IEnumerable<TSource> second, IEqualityComparer<TSource> comparer);The Union operator
enumerates the first sequence and the second sequence in that order and yields each element
that has not already been yielded. For example, in Example 3-29, you can see how to merge two
sets of Integer numbers.Example 3-29. The Union operator applied to sets of Integer
numbersInt32[] setOne = {1, 5, 6, 9};Int32[] setTwo = {4, 5, 7, 11};var union =
setOne.Union(setTwo);foreach (var i in union) { Console.Write(i + ", ");}Set OperatorsSet
OperatorsSet OperatorsSet OperatorsOur journey through LINQ operators continues with a
group of methods that handle sets of data, applying common set operations (union, intersect,
and except) and selecting unique occurrences of items (distinct).DistinctImagine that you want
to extract all products that are mapped to orders, avoiding duplicates. This requirement could be
solved in standard SQL by using a DISTINCT clause within a JOIN query. LINQ provides a
Distinct operator too. Its signatures are quite simple. It requires only a source sequence, from
which all the distinct occurrences of items will be yielded, and provides an overload with a
custom IEqualityComparer<TSource>, which you will learn later:public static
IEnumerable<TSource> Distinct<TSource>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source);public static
IEnumerable<TSource> Distinct<TSource>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source,
IEqualityComparer<TSource> comparer);An example of the operator is shown in
Example 3-27.Example 3-27. The Distinct operator applied to the list of products used in
ordersvar expr = customers .SelectMany(c => c.Orders) .Join(products, o =>
o.IdProduct, p => p.IdProduct, (o, p) => p) .Distinct();Distinct does not have an



equivalent query expression clause; therefore, just as in Example 3-15, you can apply this
operator to the result of a query expression, as shown in Example 3-28.Example 3-28. The
Distinct operator applied to a query expressionvar expr = (from c in customers from o in
c.Orders join p in products on o.IdProduct equals p.IdProduct select p
).Distinct();By default, Distinct compares and identifies elements using their GetHashCode and
Equals methods because internally it uses a default comparer of type
EqualityComparer<T>.Default. You can, if necessary, override the type behavior to change the
Distinct result, or you can just use the second overload of the Distinct method:public static
IEnumerable<TSource> Distinct<TSource>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source,
IEqualityComparer<TSource> comparer);This last overload accepts a comparer argument,
available so you can provide a custom comparer for instances of type TSource.NoteYou will see
an example of how to compare reference types in the Union operator in
Example 3-29.DistinctDistinctDistinctDistinctImagine that you want to extract all products that
are mapped to orders, avoiding duplicates. This requirement could be solved in standard SQL
by using a DISTINCT clause within a JOIN query. LINQ provides a Distinct operator too. Its
signatures are quite simple. It requires only a source sequence, from which all the distinct
occurrences of items will be yielded, and provides an overload with a custom
IEqualityComparer<TSource>, which you will learn later:public static IEnumerable<TSource>
Distinct<TSource>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source);public static IEnumerable<TSource>
Distinct<TSource>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source, IEqualityComparer<TSource>
comparer);An example of the operator is shown in Example 3-27.Example 3-27. The Distinct
operator applied to the list of products used in ordersvar expr = customers .SelectMany(c =>
c.Orders) .Join(products, o => o.IdProduct, p => p.IdProduct, (o, p) => p)
.Distinct();Example 3-27. The Distinct operator applied to the list of products used in ordersvar
expr = customers .SelectMany(c => c.Orders) .Join(products, o => o.IdProduct, p
=> p.IdProduct, (o, p) => p) .Distinct();var expr = customers .SelectMany(c => c.Orders)
.Join(products, o => o.IdProduct, p => p.IdProduct, (o, p) => p) .Distinct();Distinct
does not have an equivalent query expression clause; therefore, just as in Example 3-15, you
can apply this operator to the result of a query expression, as shown in
Example 3-28.Example 3-28. The Distinct operator applied to a query expressionvar expr =
(from c in customers from o in c.Orders join p in products on o.IdProduct
equals p.IdProduct select p ).Distinct();Example 3-28. The Distinct operator applied to a
query expressionvar expr = (from c in customers from o in c.Orders join p in products
on o.IdProduct equals p.IdProduct select p ).Distinct();var expr = (from c in
customers from o in c.Orders join p in products on o.IdProduct equals
p.IdProduct select p ).Distinct();By default, Distinct compares and identifies elements using
their GetHashCode and Equals methods because internally it uses a default comparer of type
EqualityComparer<T>.Default. You can, if necessary, override the type behavior to change the
Distinct result, or you can just use the second overload of the Distinct method:public static



IEnumerable<TSource> Distinct<TSource>( this IEnumerable<TSource> source,
IEqualityComparer<TSource> comparer);This last overload accepts a comparer argument,
available so you can provide a custom comparer for instances of type TSource.NoteYou will see
an example of how to compare reference types in the Union operator in Example 3-29.NoteYou
will see an example of how to compare reference types in the Union operator in
Example 3-29.Union, Intersect, and ExceptThe group of set operators contains three more
operators that are useful for classic set operations: Union, Intersect, and Except, all of which
share a similar definition:public static IEnumerable<TSource> Union<TSource>( this
IEnumerable<TSource> first, IEnumerable<TSource> second);public static
IEnumerable<TSource> Union<TSource>( this IEnumerable<TSource> first,
IEnumerable<TSource> second, IEqualityComparer<TSource> comparer);public static
IEnumerable<TSource> Intersect<TSource>( this IEnumerable<TSource> first,
IEnumerable<TSource> second);public static IEnumerable<TSource> Intersect<TSource>(
this IEnumerable<TSource> first, IEnumerable<TSource> second,
IEqualityComparer<TSource> comparer);public static IEnumerable<TSource>
Except<TSource>( this IEnumerable<TSource> first, IEnumerable<TSource> second);public
static IEnumerable<TSource> Except<TSource>( this IEnumerable<TSource> first,
IEnumerable<TSource> second, IEqualityComparer<TSource> comparer);The Union operator
enumerates the first sequence and the second sequence in that order and yields each element
that has not already been yielded. For example, in Example 3-29, you can see how to merge two
sets of Integer numbers.Example 3-29. The Union operator applied to sets of Integer
numbersInt32[] setOne = {1, 5, 6, 9};Int32[] setTwo = {4, 5, 7, 11};var union =
setOne.Union(setTwo);foreach (var i in union) { Console.Write(i + ", ");}Union, Intersect, and
ExceptUnion, Intersect, and ExceptUnion, Intersect, and ExceptUnion, Intersect, and ExceptThe
group of set operators contains three more operators that are useful for classic set operations:
Union, Intersect, and Except, all of which share a similar definition:public static
IEnumerable<TSource> Union<TSource>( this IEnumerable<TSource> first,
IEnumerable<TSource> second);public static IEnumerable<TSource> Union<TSource>( this
IEnumerable<TSource> first, IEnumerable<TSource> second, IEqualityComparer<TSource>
comparer);public static IEnumerable<TSource> Intersect<TSource>( this
IEnumerable<TSource> first, IEnumerable<TSource> second);public static
IEnumerable<TSource> Intersect<TSource>( this IEnumerable<TSource> first,
IEnumerable<TSource> second, IEqualityComparer<TSource> comparer);public static
IEnumerable<TSource> Except<TSource>( this IEnumerable<TSource> first,
IEnumerable<TSource> second);public static IEnumerable<TSource> Except<TSource>( this
IEnumerable<TSource> first, IEnumerable<TSource> second, IEqualityComparer<TSource>
comparer);The Union operator enumerates the first sequence and the second sequence in that
order and yields each element that has not already been yielded. For example, in Example 3-29,
you can see how to merge two sets of Integer numbers.Example 3-29. The Union operator



applied to sets of Integer numbersInt32[] setOne = {1, 5, 6, 9};Int32[] setTwo = {4, 5, 7, 11};var
union = setOne.Union(setTwo);foreach (var i in union) { Console.Write(i + ", ");}
Example 3-29. The Union operator applied to sets of Integer numbersInt32[] setOne = {1, 5, 6,
9};Int32[] setTwo = {4, 5, 7, 11};var union = setOne.Union(setTwo);foreach (var i in union) {
Console.Write(i + ", ");}Int32[] setOne = {1, 5, 6, 9};Int32[] setTwo = {4, 5, 7, 11};var union =
setOne.Union(setTwo);foreach (var i in union) {   Console.Write(i + ", ");}
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Steve Olekszyk, “Good overall introduction for new learner. I wanted to understand the skills
needed to develop a data layer for our company. I am a SQL Server and Oracle developer
working mostly in the development of triggers, procedures and functions within the database. I
wanted to make the transition into a C# coder to expand my skill level. This book did a nice job
of explaining the topics and techniques used for my learning.I initially tried to jump right into the
N-Tier chapters, which is what I wanted to learn, but found that I needed to go through the earlier
chapters that lay the groundwork of understanding for the later more complex chapters.I would
recommend this to a new learner of the LINQ to SQL and LINQ to Entities topics.”

SchmidtD, “Clear and Crafted. This is what a technical book should be. Perhaps it isn't a
'classic,' but it is clear and well crafted, well organized, and gets right to the point. I'm also
convinced that the authors know their SQL very well, so I feel like they are very worthy teachers
of data access; in fact, I really wish they had gone off on a few more SQL tangents just because I
trust the depth they bring.It doesn't put on kid gloves, though, so if you are new to LINQ you
might start with the Magennis book and develop some comfort with LINQ to Objects first, just to
have a foothold to work from, which will increase your comfort with the implementation facets
that support LINQ, such as extension classes, generic classes, object initializers, and
anonymous types.”

jbarker4682, “Excellent novice-to-guru quality book.... I've been using LINQ for about a year
(mostly LINQ-to-objects and LINQ-to-Xml) but recently started a new project using extensive
LINQ-to-SQL. The book begins by laying a solid, easy to understand foundation, explaining the
core concepts in just the right amount of detail, beforing building-up to more complicated topics.
Reading this book helped me finally understand LINQ in ways that I could only guess-at before
(like, what really is the difference between IEnumerable and IQueryable). Aside from one or two
very minor errors, this is probably one of the best technical books I've read in a long time and I
would recommend it for anyone wanting to truly understand LINQ inside-&-out.”

David, “Very Helpful. This book was crucial for me in teaching myself LINQ. I had to learn LINQ
fast as part of an app I was building. There is a limited amount of information on the web and
most of it really didn't apply to what I needed.”

Dirk Dromgoole, “Five Stars. This is a great book! Very happy with the purchase.”

Jason James, “Great logicial structure to the presentation of the content. This is my "goto"
reference for all things LINQ. Its coverage is extensive and the section on LINQ to XML is worth
the price on its own. An easy to read text and constant reference.”



Carl Vincent, “For a newbie, it's great.... I'm not really confident with C# and this lack don't cause
me to don't understand theses concepts. The LINQ explaination are very well.It's a good book
for learning LINQ.I recommend it”

Ebook Library Reader, “Five Stars. Detailed explanation”

Sturmvogel, “Umfassend. Während andere C# Bücher dieses Thema nur oberflächlich
behandeln, findet man hier auch die wichtigen Details zu Vertiefung.Vorkenntnisse in .net sind
aber erforderlich.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 29 people have provided feedback.
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